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ABSTRACT 
The aim of this thesis is to discover cases and principles governing tort in Islamic 
law. The study is divided into six chapters, an introduction and a conclusion. The 
Introduction contains the explanation of the general characteristic of crime and tort, the 
scope, the importance of the study, methodology and the relevant literature of the thesis. 
Chapter one defines Western and Islamic law of tort, the existence of tort in Islam, some 
similar concepts between Western and Islam on the law of tort, the concept of cjaman 
(liability) in the Islamic law of tort as well as the discussion of Strict Liability and 
Vicarious Liability. Chapter two is concerned with the types of tort to person and 
property, particularly the torts of assault, battery, false imprisonment, kinds of trespass, 
gha§b and itlaj. Chapter three examines the Shar rah conception of liability for premises 
and liability for animals. Chapter four expounds the liability for chattels and clears up the 
nature and scope of nuisance in Islamic law, their origins and concepts. Chapter five 
elucidates the liability for the escape of fire and water, and concerns also the discussion 
of liability of medical practitioners and medical negligence. Chapter six discusses more 
generally the topic of negligence. The thesis concludes by taking an overall look at the 
ways the law of tort operates in the Shar T"ah. 
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INTRODUCTION 
And if ye do catch them out, catch them out no worse than they catch you 
out. 
Al-Qur·an, 16:126 
There should be neither harming nor reciprocating harm (la qarar wa la 
qirar). 
Al-Muwatta•, p.529 
Despite the fact that tort law has developed internationally, it is applied in any 
nation according to the laws and practices of that particular nation. Each state bases its 
tort law on its 11 COinmon law .. , tnodifying and qualifying it as is deemed necessary. In the 
Muslim world, the Shart.ah is the 11 COinmon law .. of the land, and hence, must be 
considered in all matters. Although there may not exist a distinct Islamic code of tort 
laws, this should not be construed to mean that the Shart:ah contains no laws regulating 
torts and wrongs. Some articles of the Majallat al-Ahkam al-c Adliyyah (the Book of 
Rules of Justice), purportedly the first code of tort in general. Majallah or Mejelle of the 
Ottoman Civil Code which was enacted between 1867 and 1877 as an important source 
for Islamic civil code. 1 The Majallah is, in fact, based on the doctrines of the Hanafi 
0 
school of law. However, the code of Islamic tort never appears by itself in the 
tnanuscripts, but rather is found in conjunction with the fuqaha's writings and treatises. 
1 In legal terminology, it is named "The Islamic Civil Code". It is divided into secrions dealing with domestic 
relations, civil obligations and legal results. The various parts of Majallah were published and put into effect 
over a period of several years. The first part (containing an introduction section and a book on sale) was 
published in 1870 while the sixteenth and last in 1877. See Majid Khadduri and Herbert 1. Liebesny, The 
Majalla, Law in the Middle East, p.295. 
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Tort law is that body of law concerned with civil injury or wrong. Civil injury 
means any injury, legal action for which is brought to the civil court by the injured party 
himself, not by the state. Any injury or wrong which is designed to punish the defendant, 
and the legal action or legal proceedings for which are taken and conducted in the name 
of the state is called as crime. 
In other words, tort recognizes n1isdeeds or wrongs committed against individual 
1nembers of the public, otherwise crime is considered in terms of a violation of the public 
interest as a whole. In elaboration, we can say that the case of the public interest, the 
imam (ruler)- or as commonly referred to in the modem time by current lawyers, the state-
has the absolute power to prosecute and inflict the punishment upon the criminal on 
behalf of the public. These cases are of divine prescribed punishments. They are 
categorically stipulated by the verses of the Qur'an and the texts of the l}adTth and they 
are called and recorded, in the writings of the fuqaha' (Islamic jurists or learned people, 
especially in Islamic jurisprudence), as al-~udiid. In the punishments of ~udiid no 
remission, e1nendation or reconciliation can be granted by anyone, not even the state or 
the imam when the case has been brought to the notice of the authority. For instance, in 
the case of theft, the person whose property is stolen cannot free the thief from the divine 
punishment of the amputation of his hand in terms of the conditions which are required 
to be completed. Even after the owner of a property has collected the stolen property from 
the thief, the punishment for theft (one of the ~udiid) remains the public right ordained 
by the Law-Giver, God.2 Regarding the cases of tort against a man (private rights), the 
2 Al-Kal]lan 1, Subul al-SaJam, vol.4, pp.20-23. 
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injured or the relative of a dead person has the full power to sue and bring the case to 
court. Beside that, he or his relative has the right to go into reconciliation with the 
defendant or wrongdoer, or to remit the reciprocal injury which would have been a 
possible punishn1ent or death with diyah or arsh3 or ~ukiimat al-c:adf. However, in the 
case of transgression against a man's property, the man has the option of claiming 
compensation or remission. 
In Islamic law, the criminal cases have been analysed and discussed by thefuqaha' 
in their manual texts in the topic of ~udild (pl. of &add i.e. limits). Cases other than &udild 
which are treated in the topic ofjinayah (offence), or of qi~~ (retaliation), or of diyat 
(blood-money/blood-wit), or of arsh (compensation), or of ~iyal (assault), or of gha~b 
(usurpation), or of~!& (compromise) are dealt with as tort.5 It should be remembered that 
this study will not discuss directly the famous topics like wilful murder (qat! al-c:amd), 
tnanslaughter (qat! shibh al-c:amd), homicide by misadventure (qat! al-kha[a'), homicide 
by intermediate cause (qat! bi al-sabab), etc. because those topics have been thoroughly 
3 Diyah means the blood-money or compensation which is payable in cases of homicide and of injury which 
its sentence is a full diyah (diyah kiimilah), the blood-money or compensation payable in the case of other 
offences against the body which their blood-moneys are less than a full diyah being termed more particularly 
arsh. See Wahbah, al-Figh ai-IsHiml wa Adillatuh, vol.6, p.298. In another definition, diyah is the blood-money 
or compensation which is payable in cases of homicide and arsh is the blood-money or compensation which 
is payable in the case of other offences against the body or injuries. See also The Encyclopaedia of I sHim (New 
Edition), vo1.2, p.340; Bahnas I, al-Mawsiicah al-Jina'ivvah IT ai-Figh al-Islam I vol. I, p.86 and vo1.3, pp.52-53; 
Mohamed S. EI-Awa, Punishment in Islamic Law, p. 71; Am In, ai-Mas'iilivvah al-Tagslriyyah can Ficl ai-Ghayr, 
p.3 7; Mul}ammad Al}mad Siraj, Daman al-cUdwan, p.349-350. These tend to be fixed amount for specific 
injuries. 
4 [iukilmat a/-cad/ is the compensation or arsh for injuries which are not prescribed by Sha~, and which are left 
to the discretion of a judge to fix after due consideration. For a detailed explanation of this term see Wahbah, 
ai-Figh al-lslam I wa Adillatuh, vol.6, p.298; Bahnas I, ai-Mawsiicah al-Jina'iyyah fi al-Figh al-l slam 1, vol.2, 
p.I38-144; Amln, al-Mas'iilivvah al-Tagslriyyah can Ficl al-Ghayr, p.37; Mul}ammad Al}mad Siraj, Daman ai-
£Udwan, p.350. 
5 The word tort meaningjin~ah has been used by Joseph Schacht. See Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic 
Law, p.l28 and p.l60. 
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discussed by contemporary Muslims and Western scholars in their writings. Nonetheless, 
the cases which will be touched upon and elucidated in this study sometimes do involve 
some aspect of homicide. I cover the topics which are included in the typical books of 
fiqh onjiniiyah or qi§~ or diyah, etc. from a different point of view and with a different 
1node of organisation. I will limit my discussion in this study to tortious liabilities and 
trespass (al-tac..·addT) that have characteristics of tort. From the discussions of these civil 
wrongs, we can be able to draw out the essential elements, conditions and rules governing 
liabilities in tort. 
The n1ost important fact to record here is that the early Islamic jurists or fuqaha' 
or the founders of the legal schools such as Abu I:IanTfah (d. 150H/767M), Malik b. Anas 
(d. 179H/795M), al-ShaficT (d. 204H/820M) and Alpnad b. l}anbal (d. 241H/855M) do 
not make any distinction between both civil and criminal cases in their manual texts. 
They, in general, used the popular term "al-jiniiyah/al-jar T mah" in dealing with both 
cases above. 
The Importance of the Study 
It is well-known that the Western law of tort has been treated as a great discipline 
by lawyers with detailed rules and doctrines and many books concerning the nature of 
that law have been published. 
Is there any discussion of the law of tort in classical Islamic literatures? Logically, 
it would be unfair to assert that the Islamic law of tort does not appear. As well as the 
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I:Judud, other criminal cases have been broadly and systematically discussed by Muslim 
jurists, and therefore many cases of tort exist in Islamic legal works. However, they have 
not been systematically presented. 
Therefore, the purpose of this thesis is to recover the Islamic law of tort. In other 
words, the purpose of this thesis is neither to compare laws (Western and Islam) nor to 
prove the influence of one upon the other, but rather to discover whether or not there ever 
existed an Islamic law of tort. So, this thesis will explore the issues of tort in the classical 
Islamic legal texts. The Majallah has been included as it is based on the classical 
doctrines of the I:Janafl school of law. By doing this, I hope to add to our understanding 
of Islan1ic law. 
Methodology 
It must be clearly understood that the present study is not a study of all topics of 
tort law as set forth in books of Western law of tort. It is a study of a few most popular 
topics which are adapted from those books. An attempt has been made to elucidate and 
to scrutinize the principles of the Islamic law of tort as illustrated by the topics which are 
discussed. This study also tries to collate the opinions and thoughts of various schools of 
Islamic law. 
It should be understood that the topic is very wide. As such, the researcher will 
try to discover the principles, characteristics and issues of tort law which are scattered 
throughout the classical books ofjiqh through any book of the sunn T schools. However, 
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the sources of other schools will also be referred if they appears to be a need for this. 
Further, this study will be difficult without referring to contemporary books of Islamic 
law. 
In most cases the tort applies to both Muslims and dhimm Ts; they are treated in 
the san1e way as all mankind is regarded as partners. Where the texts have particularly 
n1entioned dhimm Ts, I have specifically included them. 
Review of the Literature 
The primary source, of course, the Qur'an. The translation of Quranic verses is 
generally based on Abdullah Yusuf Ali: The Meaning of the Glorious Qur'an (Nadim & 
Co. London, 1983), which was first published in Lahore in 1975. Where necessary the 
works of the standard classical exegetes have been referred to.6 In addition, the researcher 
has consulted the modern exegesis TafhTm al-Qur'an written by Sayyid Abul Acla 
MawdudT, translated and edited into English by Zafar Ishaq Ansari which was published 
by The Islamic Foundation, Leicester in 1408H/1988M-1416H/1995M. 
Another primary source is the ljadTths or Traditions, based on kutub al-sittah of 
al-BukharT, Muslim, Abu Dawud, al-TirmidhT, al-Nasa'T and Ibn Majah. Other than 
those kutub al-sittah, there are a few popular kutub al-lfadTth which have been used: 
Muwatta', al-Musnad, Sunan al-DarimT, Buliigh al-Maram min Adillat al-Ahkam, Nayl 
al-A wtar and Subul al-Salam. 
6 Such exegetes are ai-TabarT, al-BaghawT, al-Zamakhsharl, al-Ourtub I, Ibn Kath lr, ai-Baydaw I and Savvid 
Outb. 
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Besides the primary sources mentioned above, the major books which were 
written and compiled by jurists of four major schools of jurisprudence have been essential 
material for this study. The four major schools of jurisprudence are those which have 
been followed throughout the sunn Tislamic world during the past twelve centuries. They 
were founded respectively by Nucman b. Thabit Abii I:JanTfah (80-150H/699-767M) who 
founded the Ijanafi school, Malik b. Anas (93-179H/712-795M) who founded the 
MalikT school, Mul]ammad b. IdrTs al-ShaficT (150-204H/767-820M) who founded the 
ShaficT school, and Al}mad b. I:Janbal (164-241H/780-855M) who founded the IjanbalT 
school. Their opinions as well as the opinions of jurists who were their followers are 
periodically referred to throughout this thesis. Although there are differences among these 
authorities, all are within the general framework of the Shar T'-'ah and are considered 
acceptable interpretations. The existence of these schools and the variety of viewpoints 
expressed within each one further attests to the adaptability of the Shar zc:ah. 
Further, there are several secondary sources which have been important references 
for this study. Among them are the works written by contemporary fuqaha'. Their works 
are normally written by the way of comparative study among the madhahib. In particular, 
the beneficial works ofWahbah al-ZulJayiT: Nazariyyat al-Daman, Mul]ammad FawzT 
Fayq Allah: Nazariyyat al-Daman fi al-Fiqh al-Islam T, ~ubl] T Malpna~~an T: al-
Nazariyyah al-Ammah li al-Miijibat wa al-cUqiid fi al-SharTcah al-IsHimiyyah, Alpnad 
Fatl] T Bahnas T: al-Mas'iiliyyah al-Jina'iyyah fi al-Fiqh al-Islam T, MulJammad Alpnad 
Si raj: Daman al-cUdwan fi al-Figh al-Islam T, c AlT al-Khafif: al-Daman fi al-Fiqh al-
Islaml, Jabbar ~abir '[aha: lqamat al-Mas'iiliyyah al-Madaniyyah can al-cAmal Ghayr al-
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Mashriic cala cunsur al-Darar, Fat!JT al-DuraynT: Nazariyyat al-Tacassuffi Istfmal al-
I:Jaqq fT al-Fiqh al-IslamT and cAbd al-Qadir cAwdah: al-TashrT£ al-Jina'T al-IslamT have 
been examined. 
In the early sixties, two works have appeared in the Arabic language forcusing in 
general on analysing cases related to Islamic civil wrongs. Those theses are al-
Mas'iiliyyah al-TagsTriyyah bayn al-Sharlfah wa al-Qaniin written by MuiJammad FawzT 
Fayc}Allah (Unpublished Phd. Thesis, The University ofal-Azhar, 1382H/1962M) and 
al-Mas'iiliyyah al-TagsTriyyah can Ficl al-Ghayr fi al-Figh al-Islam T al-Mugaran written 
by Sayyid Am Tn Mu!Jammad (Unpublished Phd. Thesis, The University of Cairo, 
1384H/1964M)- n1ost parts of this thesis have been translated into English by Abdul 
Qadir Zubair which was published by the Islamic International Contact Lagos, Nigeria 
in 1411H/1990M. In addition, in 1975 an excellent thesis was produced, that was Daman 
al-Mutlirat fT al-Figh al-Islam T written by Sulayman Mu!Jammad A!Jmad (Phd. Thesis, 
The University of al-Azhar, 1395H/1975M) and this thesis has been published by 
Matbacat al-Sacadah, Cairo in 1405H/1985M. Apart from these theses, the researcher has 
also referred to a particular thesis on gha~·b (usurpation) written by YalJya Mu!Jruninad 
cAbd Allah on the title: al-Ghasb wa Atharuh fi al-SharTfah al-Islamiyyah wa al-Oaniin 
al-Madan T al-Yaman T, Dirasah Mugaranah bi al-Qaniin al-Madan T al-MisrT, 
(Unpublished Phd. Thesis, The University ofcAyn Shams, 1416H/1995M). However, this 
thesis is very short in its discussion of the Islamic usurpation and it also does not 
comprehensively examine that topic. The researcher has also referred to a particular thesis 
on [abTb (doctor) written by MulJammad Usamah cAbd Allah on the title: al-Mas'iiliyyah 
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al-Jina'iyyah li al-Atibba': Dirasah Mugaranah, (Unpublished Phd. Thesis, The University 
of Cairo, 1404H/1983M). 
One PhD. thesis which is written in English language on the title of "Islamic Law 
of Tort" has been found. It was done in 1409H/1988M by Liaquat Ali Khan Niazi in 
pursuing a doctoral degree to the University of Punjab, Lahore, Pakistan. However, this 
thesis does not adequately cover the various opinions ofthefuqaha' of the madhahib. The 
references are very limited. The author prefers to use the precepts of the Majallah for the 
opinion of the l}anafT school without any real regard for commentaries on it either that 
of SalT m Rustam or of cAll l}aydar, etc. Another ljanafl school's work he prefers to use 
is "The Hedaya" translated by Charles Hamilton. In other madhahib's books, he has used 
Muwatta', translated by Muhmnn1ad Rahimuddin and Minhaj-et-Talibin: A Manual of 
Muhammadan Law, translated by E.C. Howard. 
In view of the fact that cases of tort are scattered over various subjects in the 
classical and contemporary books ofjiqh, references to works on u~fil, al-qawR-'id al-
fiqhiyyah,fatiiwa and history are also made. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISLAMIC LAW OF TORT 
WESTERN DEFINITION OF TORT. 
The term 'tort' and 'wrong' are originally synonymous. Tort is derived from the 
Latin word 'tortmn' while 'wrong' is in its origin identical with 'wrung', both the English 
and the Latin tern1s mean primarily conduct which is crooked or twisted, as opposed to 
that which is straight or right (rectum). 1 
Sahnond defines tort as: 
"A civil wrong for which the remedy is a common law action for 
unliquidated damages, and which is not exclusively the breach of a 
contract or the breach of a trust or other merely equitable obligation. "2 
According to Winfield: 
"Tortious liability arises from the breach of duty primarily fixed by the 
law, such duty is towards persons generally and its breach is redressible 
by an action for unliquidated drunages. "3 
In the words of John G.Fleming: 
"Tort is derived from the Latin 'tortus', meaning twisted or crooked, and 
early found its way into the English language as a general synonym for 
'wrong'. Later, the word disappeared from common usage, but retained its 
1 Salmond and Heuston, p.14. 
1 . 
- Salmond and Heuston, pp.l4-15. 
3 Winfield, The Law of Tort, p.l I. 
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hold on the law and ultimately acquired its current technical meaning. In 
very general terms, a tort is an injury other than a breach of contract, 
which the law will redress with damages. "4 
Arthur Underhill described 'tort' as: 
"An act or omission which is unauthorised by law, and independently of 
contract; 
(i) infringes either: 
a- so1ne absolute right of another; or 
b- some qualified right of another causing damage; or 
c- some public right resulting in some substantial and particular damage 
to some person beyond that which is suffered by the public generally; and 
(ii) gives rise to an action for damages at the suit of the injured party". 5 
The definition given by Harry Street is: 
"A tort is a wrong, the victim of which is entitled to redress."6 
The first reported use of the word 'tort' is in the case of Boulston v. Hardy.7 Tort, 
however, has become specialised in its application, while wrong has remained generic. 
Sumn1ing the matter up, we have seen that there are four classes of wrongs which 
stand outside the sphere of tort: 
(1) Wrongs exclusively criminal; 
(2) Civil wrongs which create no right of action for unliquidated damages, but give rise 
to some other form of civil remedy; 
(3) Civil wrongs which are exclusively breaches of contract; 
( 4) Civil wrongs which are exclusively breaches of trust or of some other merely 
4 John G. Fleming, The Law of Torts, p.l. 
5 Arthur Underhill, Summary of the Law of Torts, p.3. 
6 Harry Street, The Law of Tort, p.2. 
7 Boulston v. Hardy, (1597) Cro. Eliz. 547, 548; cited in Salmond and Heuston, p.l4. 
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equitable obligation. 8 
To make an easy understanding of the definition of tort, it should be distinguished 
as follows: 
i- Tort and crime. 
ii- Tort and contract. 
iii- Tort and trust. 
iv- Tort and quasi-contractual obligation. 
Tort and crime. 
[a]- In tort, the wrongdoer has to compensate the injured party, in crime, he is punished 
by the state.9 
[b ]- In tort, the action is brought by the injured party himself, in crime, the proceedings 
are taken and conducted in the name of the state. 10 
[ c ]- Tort cases will be pursued in the civil courts (county court) and the criminal cases 
will be prosecuted in the crin1inal courts (crown court). 11 
[ d]- The criminal law is designed to punish the defendant while the civil law aims only 
8 Salmond and Heuston, p.14. 
9 Salmond and Heuston,. p.9. 
10 Redmond and Stevens, General Principles of English Law, p.206. 
11 Mull is and Oliphant, Torts, p.l; Glanville Williams, Learning the Law, p.4. 
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to vindicate the plaintiffs rights. 12 
[ e ]- The criminal law is to protect the interest of the public at large (or of the state), 
whereas the primary aim of the law of tort is to protect the interests of individuals rather 
than to punish certain categories of wrongdoer. 13 
But it is often the case that the same wrong is both civil and criminal--capable of 
being made the subject of proceedings of both kinds. Assault, libel, theft and malicious 
injury to property, for example, are wrongs of this kind. Speaking generally, in all such 
cases the civil and criminal remedies are not alternative but concurrent, each being 
independent of the other. The wrongdoer may be punished by imprisonment or otherwise, 
and also compelled in a civil action to 1nake compensation or restitution to the injured 
person. 
The terms used are also different as between civil and criminal processes: 14 
In criminal cases. 
The public prosecutor y. 15 an accused. 
1) --->conviction--->punishment. 
2) --->released on probation. 
3) ---->discharged without punishment. 
12 Mullis and Oliphant, Torts, p.l. 
13 Winfield, The Law of Tort, p.4. 
14 Glanville Williams, Learning the Law, pp.3-4. 
15 Prosecutes. 
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In civil cases. 
The plaintiff y. 16 a defendant. 
I) --->judgement--->to pay the 1noney. 
2) --->to transfer property. 
3) --->injunction (to do or not to do something). 
It is hardly necessary to point out that the terminology of the one type of 
proceedings should never be transferred to the other. "Criminal action", for example, is 
a misnomer; so is "civil offence" (the proper expression is "civil wrong"). One does not 
speak of a plaintiff prosecuting or of the criminal accused being sued ... A.gain, the word 
"guilty" is used primarily of the criminal. The corresponding word in civil cases is 
"liable"; but this word is also used in criminal contexts. 17 
Tort and contract. 18 
[a]- The parties to a contract in effect make law for themselves when composing their 
contract, though the obligation to perform the contract is imposed by the law itself. 
Tortious rights and obligations on the other hand are imposed by law. 
[b ]- The rights created by the law of tort are against all persons but contractual rights are 
available only against particular persons. 
16 Sues. 
17 Glanville Williams, Learning the Law, p.4. 
18 C.D. Baker, Tort, p.4. 
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[ c ]- The tortious right is one of exclusion of freedom from interference with a particular 
interest, while the contractual right is a right to performance. 
Tort and trust. 
[a]- The duty in the case of a trust is in personam 19 and the law of tort is in rem.20 
[b ]- Tort cases were handled by the common law courts and trusts by the court of 
Chancery.21 
[ c ]- Compensation of tort is unliquidated damages but compensation of breach of trust 
is measured by the loss which the trust property has suffered. 22 
Tort and quasi-contract. 
Another of the ideas of the primary duty to mark off from the law of tort is quasi-
contract. This signifies liability imposed upon a particular person to pay money to another 
person on the grounds of unjust enrichment. A good example is the liability to repay 
money which has been paid under a mistake of fact. Suppose that I pay you $5.00 
n1istakenly thinking that I owe it to you; I can generally recover it in quasi-contract. You 
19 A right available against a definite person or persons. 
20 A right available against the world at large. Clerk and Lindsell on Torts, p.7. 
21 Clerk and Lindsell on Torts, p.7; Salmond and Heuston, p.l4. 
')') 
-- Harry Street, The Law of Tort, p.ll. 
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have not agreed to pay it back, and so are not liable in contract to me; but in justice you 
ought to pay it back and so the law treats you as if(quasi) you had contracted to repay it.23 
In quasi-contract, the measure of the defendant's liability is (almost) the extent to which 
he has been unjustly enriched, not the extent to which the plaintiff has suffered loss.24 
With the appearance of the differences between the law of tort, criminal act, 
contract, trust and quasi-contract, tort can be understood clearly and substantially. It can 
also be conceived that the law of tort has its own distinctive attributes. 
ISLAMIC DEFINITION OF TORT. 
The root meaning of the word corresponding to "tort" literally is maqarrah, qarar, 
adhiyyah and khasarah. Tortious is multawin, tortiously is bi al-tiwa' and tortiousness is 
iltiwa'. 25 According to al-MughnT al-Akhbar dictionary, "tort" isjfl qarar?6 The law 
dictionaries lay down that the tneaning of tort is fi''l al-qarr. 27 
From these dictionaries, the proper meaning of tort in Arabic is literally qarar or 
fie! al-qarr. 
In Shar P:ah, the Arabic word for tort generally is jiniiyah and it is mostly applied 
23 Glanville Williams, Learning the Law, p.1 0-11. 
24 W. V. H. Rogers, Winfield and Jolowicz on Tort, pp.8 and 11. 
25 George Percy Badger, An English-Arabic Lexicon, p.1111. 
26 Hasan Karmi, al-Mughnl al-Akhbar, p.l487. 
27 J.:Iarith Suleiman Faruqi, Farugi's Law Dictionary, p.259; Ibrahim I. al-Wahhab, Law Dictionary,, p.256. 
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in the parlance of the fuqaha' or of lawyers to injuries illegally inflicted on the human 
body whether such injuries have caused death, grievous hurt or merely simple hurt28 and 
give rise to liability for qi.~~· or diyah (compensation).29 However, somefuqaha' prefer 
to use the word al-jira~ instead of al-jiniiyah.30 Some of them used both these terms in 
their writing as a title of a topic. 31 
According to the writings of the fuqaha', the meaning of the word "jiniiyah" can 
be divided into two: general and specific meanings. In general meaning, it means 
"prohibited actions according to share which are committed against the human body 
(nafs) or property (mal), etc,". However, there are somefuqaha' use the word "jar Tmah" 
for this meaning. Al-MawardT defines: "Al-Jara'im (pi. of jar Tmah) are prohibited 
actions (mai:Jtiirat) which prohibited by Sharciyyah and Allah punishes (the man who has 
committed it) \Vith a ~add or tacz Tr (discretionary punishment)~2 MulJ.ammad Abii 
Zahrah explains that the word "~add' in this context is prescribed punishment (al-cuq iibat 
28 Abdur Rahim, The Principles ofMuhammadan Jurisprudence, p.352. The usage of the word "al-jiniiyah" 
as a title for a chapter may be seen in Bada'ic al-Sana'ic, vol.7, p.233; ai-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l58; Minhaj al-Tu I Jab 
printed with Minhaj al-Talib In wa cumdat ai-Muftln, p.269; Fath al-Wahhab, vo1.2, p.l54; Kitayat ai-Akhyar, 
p.602; al-Mizan ai-Kubra, vo1.2, p.l24; ai-Muhadhdhab, vol.3, p.I70; al-Shlrazl, Kitab al-Tanblh, p.I23; al-
IqnaC, vol.2, p.l97; al-Bayjiirl, Hashiyat ai-Bayjiirl, vol.2, p.373; £Umdat al-Salik wa cuddat al-Nasik, p.349; 
Taby In al-Haqa'ig, vol.6, p.97; A~mad Ruslan, Matn al-Zubad, p.6I; al-Muftl al-I:fubaysh I, Fath ai-Mannan, 
p.393; ai-Ghamrawl, Anwar ai-Masalik, p.247; Manar al-Sab 11, vo1.2, p.48I; £Umdat al-Figh, p.I14; ai-Rawd 
al-Murbic, p.481; Bidayat ai-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.296; al-~w I, Bulghat al-Salik, vol.2, p.179; Qu!liibugha, Kitab 
Miijabat al-Ahkam wa Waqicat ai-Avvam, p.380 and p.387. 
29 Ajijola, Introduction to Islamic Law, p.125. 
30 See al-Umm, vol.6, p.3; Minhaj al-Talib In wa cumdat al-Muftln, p.269; Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.2; a)-
Si raj ai-Wahhaj, p.477; al-Nisabiirl, al-Iqnac, p.l83. 
31 Bidayat ai-Mujtahid, vo1.2, p.296 and p.303; al-Kafi, p.587 and p.605. 
32 AI-Mawardl, al-Ahkam ai-Sul taniyyah, p.219. 
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al-muqaddarah) which includes qi~i}' and diyat.33 Prohibited actions means commission 
of forbidden act or omission of commanding act. The Shar P:ah implies that the jar T mah 
is wrongful act which constitutes an act forbidden by the Shar ZC a h. 34 In specific meaning, 
the word ofjinayah means aggression against the human person or his limbs such as 
n1urder, bodily injury, beating and wilful abortion.35 This term is also used for wrongful 
acts punishable by I:Judild or qi~8.}·. 36 In other words, thefuqaha' usually denote by jin§yah 
those actions which are comn1itted against the human person and body as murder or 
wounding a bodily organ, the recovery of whose injurious results are to be made by qi~~ 
or diyah (blood-money) or arsh (compensation).37 With regard to the legal terms of 
Islamic jurisprudence ''jin§yah" and ''jarTmah", it can be generally and safely asserted 
that ''jin§yah" is synonymous with ''jar Tmah" and occasionally the word ''jar Tmah" is 
wider in its meaning than the word ''jin§yah". 
Briefly speaking,jin§yah relates to violation of rights concerning person, honour 
and property. Violation of these rights may be civil or criminal in nature. 
Some jurists like Ibn Juzayy used the term al-tacaddT conveying the meaning of 
tort in general. Al-TacaddT connotes "transgression" or "trespass" which leads to any 
33 
Mul}ammad Abu Zahrah, ai-Jarlmah, p.22. 
34 
cAbd al-Qadir Awdah, al-Tashrl£ al-Jina'l, vol.l, p.66. See also Wahbah, ai-Fiqh ai-Islam I wa Adillatuh, 
vo1.6, p.215. 
35 See cAbd al-Qadir cAwdah, al-TashrTf ai-Jina'T. vol. I, p.67; Wahbah, ai-Fiqh al-Islam I wa Adillatuh, vol.6, 
p.215. See also ai-Jurjan I, Kitab al-Tacr I !at, p.89. 
36 cAbd al-Qadir cAwdah, ai-Tashrlf al-Jina'l, vol. I, p.67. 
37 
Ibn Taymiyyah, ai-Siyasah ai-Sharivvah fT Islah al-Racl wa al-Raciyyah, pp.87 and 195; Bada'ic ai-Sana'ic, 
vol.7, pp.233-327; ai-Hidayah, vol.2, p.94; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.2, pp.142-167 and vol.6, pp.2-90; Abdur 
Rahim, The Principles ofMuhammadan Jurisprudence, p.351; Anwar Ahmad Qadrl, Islamic Jurisprudence, 
p.286. 
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injury to property, life, body and so on.38 Some jurists used the term al-~iyal in a 
particular chapter which may be related to the term "tort". Al-~iyal denotes "attack" or 
"assail" or "assault" to body, property and so forth. 39 
cAbd al-Qadir cAwdah states: 
"The fuqaha' do have knowledge of the civil wrong or delict but they did 
not give a name to it. We have come to employ the term civil wrong 
under the influence of the French law. In the Shar Tcah, property and life 
are inviolable. Hence, any wrongful act of a person to another person's life 
and property, means he is responsible unless his act is justified in law. If 
his wrongful act does not entail criminal punishment (uq iibah jina'iyyah) 
then he is liable to pay compensation (tacw T cj malT). If the wrongful act 
entails criminal punishment, it is a criminal offence Oar Tmah), and if it 
is not, it does not warrant the application of criminal, and in this case it 
is not given any name (term) to be called unless fie! cjarr. It is not difficult 
to understand how to combine jar Tmah and al-fi''l al-cjarr unless both of 
then1 are liable for compensation and liable for punishment to 
wrongdoer. There are offences where civil wrongs as well as crimes exist. 
For example, if a person consumes wine belonging to a non-Muslim 
(dhimm T), this is of course a crime as well as a fie! cjarr (tort of 
conversion). Drinking of wine is a crime for which the offender will be 
liable to J:Jadd punishment. He will also be liable to pay compensation for 
having consumed the drink of another. In this case, the liability is 
concurrent infi''lcjarr as well asjarTmah".40 
The fact is that the line which divides the two kinds of wrongs, tort and crime, is 
sometimes very subtle in Islamic jurisprudence. Borrowing words from An war Ahmad 
Qadri: 
"The consensus of the Muslim jurists has laid down the principle that by 
the commission of the prohibited actions and by not doing the sanctioned 
38 AI-Qawan Tn ai-Fiqhivvah, p.218; Mu~Ja!a AJ.unad al-Zarqa', al-Ficl al-Darr, p.78; Schacht, An Introduction 
to Islamic Law, p.l48. 
39 Minhaj al-Talib T n wa t:Umdat al-MuftT n, p.305; al-Bayjiirl, Hashiyat al-Bayjiirl, vol.2, p.463; Ab mad b. 
Ruslan, Matn al-Zubad, p.66; al-MuftT al-tJubaysh T, Fath ai-Mannan, p.421; ai-Siraj al-Wahhaj, p.536; £Umdat 
al-Salik wa cuddat al-Nasik, p.358; al-Ghamraw I, Anwar al-Masalik, p.254. 
40 cAbd ai-Qadir cAwdah, ai-Tashrl£ al-Jina'l, vol. I, pp.76-77. 
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actions there arise situations of injury to others. This particular action 
when exercised otherwise than in accordance with the legal methods is 
implied with a comprehensive meaning in the name ofjinayah. The word 
originally meant that which is injurious or wrongful by later 
developments, it came to denote that which is prohibited or unlawful 
(tort)." 41 
Every wrongful act which results in causing damage immediately or soon after 
the commission is called jinayah.42 According to Ibn Rushd, torts or wrongs are called 
jinayah, viz:43 
i- Tort against hu1nan body, person and organs, e.g. murder, maiming and causing wound. 
ii- Tort involving women, e.g. adultery and fornication. 
iii- Trespass to property, e.g. robbery, theft and usurpation. 
iv- Tort against human honour, e.g. defamation. 
v- Tort through tacaddT against eatables (ma'kiil) and beverages (mashriib). 
According to al-Kasan T, there are two categories ofjinayah: 
i- Tort committed against animals (al-baha'im) and inanimate beings (al-jamadat). These 
are either gha~b or itlaj. 
ii- Tort committed against human beings, either it is committed against human person or 
organs, etc.44 
To quote Joseph Schacht: 
41 
Anwar Ahmad Qadri, Islamic Jurisprudence, pp.285-286. 
42 
Muhammad Mian Siddiqui, Qisas wa Diyah, Islamic Research Institute, Islamabad, 1982, pp.74-75. Cited 
in Liquat, Islamic Law of Tort, p.6. 
43 Bidayat al-Mujtah Id, vol.2, p.296. 
44 Bada'ic al-Sana'iC, vol.7, p.233. 
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"The approach of Islamic law to the jinayat, i.e. homicide, bodily harm, 
and damage to property, is thoroughly different. Whatever liability is 
incurred through them, be it retaliation or blood-money or damages, is the 
subject of a private claim (I:Jakk adam T); there is no prosecution or 
execution ex officio, not even for homicide, only a guarantee of the right 
of private vengeance, coupled with safeguards against its exceeding the 
legal limits; pardon (afw) and amicable settlement are possible, but 
repentance has no effect. There is no tendency to restrict liability here, 
and the whole attitude of Islamic law is the same as in its law of property. 
The concept of bona fides plays no prominent part, but there is a highly 
developed theory of culpability which distinguishes, not quite logically, 
deliberate intent, quasi-deliberate intent, mistake, and indirect 
causation. "45 
In the words of Abdur Rahim: 
"The line which divides the two kinds of wrongs, torts and crin1es, is 
sometimes very narrow or as the Muhammadan jurists put it there are 
some matters in which the rights of the public and of the individuals are 
combined. The test is, to whom does the law grant the remedy, the public 
or the individual. If to the latter, the wrong which gave rise to the remedy 
will be regarded as a tort, and, if to the former, it will be called crime."46 
Generally speaking, fro1n the several opinions of Islamic jurists regarding the 
'to1i', we can say that tort is a legal term for all prohibited acts committed either upon the 
person or property. It is an infringement of a private right belonging to an individual. 
Thus, it is a kind of civil wrong, that is, it relates to the individual's person, safety, 
reputation and property. 
But, briefly speaking, the violation of rights which relate to person, honour and 
property are calledjinayah in the Sharf'ah irrespective of their being civil or criminal in 
nature. 
45 Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic Law, pp.l77-178. 
46 Abdur Rahim, The Principles ofMuhammadan Jurisprudence, p.351. 
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TORT IN THE QUR'AN AND HADITH. 
0 
The Shar zc-·ah insists that no person should interfere with the personal liberty of 
another (without any legal right) or deal with an other's properties without his permission, 
and thus a person should neither take another's property without legal cause, nor 
wrongfully destroy or appropriate another's properties. 
The Qur'an says: 
"And in no wise covet those things in which God bath bestowed His gifts 
more freely on some ofyou."47 
A good explanation of the above verse is put forward by al-MawdudT when he states: 
Qur'an: 
"Man is naturally inclined to feel uneasy whenever he sees someone else 
ahead of him. This is the root of jealousy and envy, of cut-throat 
con1petition and animosity, of mutual strife and conflict. When anyone 
attempts to obliterate all differences between human beings, he in fact 
engages in a war against nature and inflicts wrong of another kind" .48 
Islam acknowledges the rights of human beings from the following verses of 
"The recompense for an injury is an injury equal thereto. "49 
"And if ye do catch them out, catch them out no worse than they catch 
you out."50 
47 AI-Qur'an, 4:32. 
48 
Al-Mawdudl, Tafh I m al-Our'an, vol.2, p.34. 
49 AI-Qur'an, 42:40. 
50 AI-Qur'an, 16:126. 
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"Eat not up your property among yourselves in vanities. "51 
In the ljadTth, the Prophet remarked in his last sermon about the sacredness of 
the body, property and honour of others: 
"Your blood, your properties and your honour are as sacred as the 
sacredness on this day of yours, in this city of yours and in this month of 
yours."52 
In another I:Iadlth, the Prophet said: 
"There should be neither harming nor reciprocating harm. "53 
Again, the Prophet said: 
1- "Nobody among you should take a chattel of his partner with or without 
serious intention. If anyone takes even the stick of his partner he should 
return it to him. "54 
2- "It is incumbent upon a person who takes a thing from another to return 
the thing to the rightful possessor". 55 
3- "It is not allowed for a 1nan to take his brother's staff except with his 
goodwill". 56 
From the Quranic verses and the I:IadTths, we can say that Islam preserves and 
protects the property and honour of people, and lays down justice in society as a whole. 
51 Al-Our'an, 4:29. 
52 
Sunan Ibn. Majah, vol.2, p.l015; Sunan al-Tirmidhl, vol.4, p.461; lbn Hisham, al-Sirah al-Nabawivvah, 
vol.4, p.250-252. 
53 Al-Musnad, vol. I, p.313; al-Muwatta', p.529; Ibn Raj ab, Jamic al-cUliim wa al-Hukm, vol.2, p.207; Buliigh 
al-Maram, p.396; Ashbah.S, p.83; Ashbah.N, p.94; Sunan lbn. Majah, vol.2, p.784; Miijabat, vol.l, pp.l66-168; 
Majallah, article 19. 
54 
Sunan al-Tirmidh I, vol.4, p.462. See also this ljadlth in al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l2; Manar al-Sab 11, vol. I, 
p.433; al-Mabsiit, vol.ll, p.49. 
55 See in al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l2; al-Mabsii!. vol. II, p.49; Mughn1 ai-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.277. 
56 Buliigh ai-Maram, p.376. 
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SOME SIMILAR CONCEPTS BETWEEN WESTERN AND ISLAMIC LAW OF 
TORT. 
1 )- One of the basic principles of the law of tort is that nobody should hurt another by 
word or deed. It exists for the purpose of preventing men from hurting one another, 
whether in respect of their property, their persons, their reputations, or anything else 
which is theirs. 57 
This principle is enunciated by the Prophet of Islam: "That a Muslim is one who 
refrains from hurting by word or deed another Muslim".58 
2)- According to the English law of tort, the rights which are violated in an action for 
pecuniary compensation, will be remedied against the wrongdoer. 
This principle is one which is applied by Islamic law. The fuqahii' have stated that 
the payment of money ( diyah) is the legal remedy for a tort action as well as the 
punishment of qi~~.59 
57 Salmond and Heuston, p.l5. 
58 Sah lh al-Bukharl, vol.l, p.I8. 
59 
In the ljanafi, Shaficl and ljanbaii schools, the topics of diyah and qi§i§ have been discussed in sections 
of Kitiib al-Jiniiyiit and Kit.iib al-Diyiit. See al-Hidayah, vol.4; al-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vol.2; Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6; 
al-lkhtiyar li Taclll al-Mukhtar, vo1.5; Majmac al-Anhur, vo1.2; ai-Muhadhdhab, vo1.3; Minhaj ai-Talib In wa 
£Umdat al-Muftln; Fath al-Wahhab, vol.2; al-Mizan al-Kubra, vol.2; Sulayman al-Jamal, Hashiyat al-Jamal 
£ala Sharh ai-Minhaj, vol.5; Manar ai-Sab 11, vol.2; Sharh Muntaha ai-Iradat, vol.3; al-Rawd al-Murbic; £Umdat 
al-Figh; al-cUddah Sharh al-cUmdah; ai-Mugnic; Kashshaf ai-Oinac can Matn al-IgnaC, vols.5 and 6. A I-Sh lraz 1 
in his other book: Kitab al-Tanb Th, puts the discussion of diyiit as one topic of Kitiib al-Jiniiyiit. This is similar 
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3)- Referring to the Western definition, there are certain actions of injury and wrong of 
which the law takes no account. The guiding principle in this connection is the Latin 
maxim: "Damnum sine injuria",60 that is, harm is caused in actual fact, but it gives no 
right of action to the person who suffers damage. It is explained by Salmond as follows: 
Although all wrongs are, in fact or in legal theory, mischievous acts, the converse is not 
true. All damage done is not wrongful. There are cases in which the law will suffer a man 
knowingly and wilfully to inflict harm upon another, and will not hold him accountable 
for it. Harm of this description- mischief- which is not wrongful because it does not fulfil 
even the material conditions of responsibility- is called damnum sine injuria. The term 
injuria being here used in its true sense of an act contrary to law (in jus), not in its 
modern and corrupt sense of harm.61 There are cases of damnum sine injuria, in which 
the harm done may be caused by some person who is n1erely exercising his own rights, 
some of which are enumerated below: 
a- In the case of the loss inflicted on individual traders by competition in trade. 
b- In the case of the damage done by a man acting under necessity to prevent a greater 
evil. 
to Mul}ammad ai-Sharb In I al-KhaJib in his book al-Ignac, vol.2 and al-Bayjiirl, Hashiyat al-Bayjiirl, vol.2. 
However, Mul}ammad ai-Sharb In I al-KhaJib has divided these two topics into Kit ab a/-JiralJ and Kit ab a/-
Diyat in his other book Mughn T al-MuhHij, vol.4. This is similar to the writing style of the Malik I jurists. See 
Bidayat ai-Mujtahid, vol.2. This style is also followed by the author of Hashiyatan: Qalyiib I wa cumayrah, 
vo1.4; and ai-Siraj ai-Wahhaj. lbn al-Mundhir also divides these discussions into two divisions: Kitab a/-Jirahat 
and Kitab al-Diyat. See lbn ai-Mundhir, ai-Ignac. Further, in ai-KatT tT al-Figh Ahl ai-Madlnah, the discussion 
of qi~~. diyat andjira!Jah are in one section. Similarly, Ibn Ab I Zayd ai-Qayrawan I discusses those topics in 
one section which is named as Bab ft Abkam a/-Dim a' wa al-ljudiid. 
60 
Redmond and Stevens, General Principles of English Law, p.208-209. 
61 Salmond on Jurisprudence, p.357. 
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c- In the case of the exercise of statutory authority.62 
Thus, cases of damnum sine injuria fall under two heads: 
i- Those cases in which the harm done to the individual is nevertheless a gain to society 
at large. 
ii- Although real harm is done to the community, yet, owing to its triviality or to the 
difficulty of proof, it is considered inexpedient to attempt its prevention by the law.63 
This is a principle which has been discussed by the Islamic jurists also. AI-
Sarakhs 1 has stated a general principle, that it is not wrongful if a person creates 
something in his own property.64 This rule is derived from a more general rule, that legal 
validity negates payment of damages.65 This means that if an act is lawful under Islamic 
law, damages cannot be claimed in respect of it. For example, if a person digs a trench 
or a well or a drain on a piece of land owned by him, and another person or some animal 
belonging to another person happens to fall into it and is killed, the owner of the land will 
incur no liability.66 Another example is a trustee who returns a deposit in his custody to 
the owner through an agent. Before the trust reaches the person who was to receive it, it 
is destroyed on the way without any fault or wrongful act on the part of the agent. No 
62 
Salmond and Heuston, p.l5. 
63 Salmond on Jurisprudence, pp.357-358. 
64 AI-Mabsii t, vo1.27, p.22. See also ai-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l93; Fatawa Qadlkhan in the margin of ai-Fatawa 
ai-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.460. 
65 Majallah, article 91. Al-Jawiiz al-shar•"T yunajT al-ifamiin. 
66 Majallah, article 91; ai-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l93; FaHiwa Qadlkhan in the margin of ai-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, 
vo1.3, p.460; ai-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah, vol.6, p.45; ai-Shayban 1, Kitab al-As!, vol.4, p.526; ai-Shayban 1, al-
A mail, p.53; Taby In ai-Haqa'iq, vol.5, p.l45. See also ai-Mudawwanah, vol.4, p.665. 
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liability will be incurred by the trustee.67 In a further case, the borrower may deposit the 
thing borrowed for safe keeping with another person. If it is destroyed without any fault 
or negligence while in the possession of the latter, no liability would be incurred by him. 
For example, a person borrowed an animal for the purpose of going to and returning from 
a certain place. When he reached his destination, the animal is found to be tired and 
unable to do the return journey. Therefore, he left it in the safe keeping of another person. 
While in the latter's safe keeping, the animal died a natural death. In this case, no liability 
would be incurred. 68 
4 )- The harm done to an individual may be more than counterbalanced by the benefit 
accruing to the public at large, as in the case of loss inflicted on individual traders by 
competition in trade. The individual loss is not taken into consideration on account of the 
public good.69 
The Muslim jurists have also taken an interest in that and laid down in Islamic 
law, that it is sometimes necessary to cause loss or destruction to the individual for the 
good of society as a whole. cizz al-DTn b. cAbd al-Salam has specified two kinds of such 
loss: 
a- Loss or destruction for the protection of life or the improvement of physical condition. 
67 Majallah, article 795. 
68 Majallah, article 824. 
69 Salmond and Heuston, p.l5. 
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b- Loss or destruction for the purpose of avoiding a public mischief. 70 
The principle observed in this connection is that a particular loss must be suffered 
in order to avoid a general harm. 71 In the words of al-Hidayah: "Sometimes a harm to a 
particular person may be permitted to avoid loss to the community in general. "72 
This is based on the more fundamental principle, that is, "a private injury is 
tolerated in order to ward off a public injury".73 
A few illustrations are stated below to elucidate these general rules: 
(a) Anything which causes injury to passers-by on the public highway must be removed, 
even though it has been there for a long time.74 
(b) It is for this reason that quacks are not allowed to practise. 75 
(c) The prohibition of hoarding of food to control the price in time of need. The 
government can force a hoarder (mu~takir) to sell his stock at the ordinary price. 76 Abii 
Yiisuftheorizes: "Anything, by detaining it, n1ay produce injury (bad consequences)to the 
70 clzz ai-DTn b. cAbd ai-Salam, Oawacid ai-Ahkam fi Masalih al-Anam, vo1.2, p.87. 
71 Majallah, article 26; al-Hidayah, vol.3, p.281 and vol.4. p.195. 
72 AI-Hidayah, vol.3, p.281; Ashbah.N, p.87. 
73 Majallah, article 26; Ashbah.N, p.87; ai-Zarqa', Sharh ai-Oawacid al-Fiqhivvah, p.197; eA IT ai-Nadw T, ai-
Oawacid ai-Fighiyyah, p.422. Yutabammal al-cjarar al-kh~§ li dafi al-cjarar a/-.. amm. 
74 Majallah, article 1214; ai-Hidayah, vol.4, p.195; Ashbah.N, p.87; ai-Zarqa', Sharh ai-Oawacid a1-Fiqhiyyah, 
p.197. 
75 Majallah, article 26 and article 964; ai-Hidayah, vol.3, p.281; Iclam ai-MuwaqqicT n, vol.4, p.487; Ashbah.N, 
p.87; ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.323; al-Zarqa', Sharh ai-Oawacid al-Fiqhiyyah, p.198. 
76 lbn Qayyim, ai-Turug ai-Hukmivvah, p.243; Ashbah.N, p.87; Sharh ai-Oawacid ai-Fiqhiyyah, p.l98; Sub~ T 
Mal}ma~~an I, Falsafat al-TashrJ.!; fi ai-ls lam, p.157. 
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public is considered as hoarding, although such a thing is gold, silver or cloth" .77 Ibn 
ljajar al-HaythamT in his writings has classified that the action of hoarding as one of the 
grave sins (al-kaba'ir). 78 
It is clear that in all such cases some person or other suffers damage in his 
individual capacity. As a result for the good of the whole society, it becomes necessary 
to allow the individual to suffer. The majority of jurists thus permit the state or the 
persons in authority to interfere in the life of individuals if such interference is required 
by the public interest. 79 
5)- Salmond explains, "So the natural right to support of a landowner is subordinate to 
the natural right of his neighbour to exploit his property."80 This means that a person may 
be suffering datnages, because his neighbour chooses to exercise his rights of ownership 
in his property. 
This principle is also generally applied by the Muslim jurists. It has been stated 
by Abii Mu!Jammad b. Ghanim al-BaghdadT and Ibn Nujaym that if a person exercises 
any right in respect of anything owned by him, no other person has the right to interfere 
with him, even though he may have to suffer damage by such exercise of the right of 
77 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.92; Sharh Fath ai-QadTr, vol.lO, p.58. See also cAIT ai-NadwT, ai-Oawacid ai-Fiqhivvah, 
p.59. Kulluma ar.jarr bi al-e ammah babasahfahuwa ibtikar, wa in kana dhahaban aw fir.jr.jatan aw thawban. 
78 Ibn ljajar, ai-Zawajir can lgtirafai-Kaba'ir translated by Nuh Ha Min Keller and printed with his translation 
of £Umdat ai-Salik wa cuddat ai-Nasik, p.977. 
79 Sub~ 1 Ma~ma~~an 1, Falsafat ai-Tashr1£ fi al-lslam, p.l57. 
80 Salmond and Heuston, p.l6. 
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ownership. 81 For example: 
i)- If a person digs a well (or builds a building) on land owned by him, and it causes the 
wall of his neighbour's house to be weak, or suddenly to collapse, the person who dug the 
well (or built the building) is not liable. 82 
ii)- If a person pulls down his own house, and this action results in his neighbour's house 
collapsing. When the neighbour takes action for damages, the person who pulled down 
his own house is not ascribed any liability. 83 
These examples above n1entioned that the harm done by the person who digs a 
well, builds a building or pulls down his house thereby damaging his neighbour's house 
is exercising his own rights, thus no liability accrues to him and no other person has the 
right of interference. 84 
6)- The Western principle of tort lays down that, "Damage may be done by a person to 
another under necessity to prevent a greater evil. "85 
81 Majmac ai-Damanat, p.l52; Ashbah.N, p.281. This is the opinion of Abii Ijan I fah who bases his opinion in 
accordance with qiyiis. However, his opinion always comes a different conclusion of his disciple Abii Yiisuf 
who prefers to apply the rule of isti&san. See the division of groups according to their position whether prefer 
to apply qiyiis or isti&san in the discussion of"The Concept of l)aman in the Islamic Law of Tort", pp.38-47. 
82 Majmac al-Damanat, p.l52; Ashbah.N, p.281. However, the decision in this case contradicts the decision 
made by the fuqaha' who apply the rule of isti&san. It also contradicts article 1200 of the Majallah and the 
decision made by other madhahib. See the topic of "Structural Weakness" in the section of "Nuisance" to 
compare with the case mentioned above, pp.262-263. 
83 Majmac ai-Damanat, p.l52. 
84 Ashbah.N, p.281. There are, however, other opinions of the fuqaha' which are contrary to the opinion 
mentioned above. For detail, see the discussion of"The Concept of l)aman in the Islamic Law of Tort" pp.44-
46. 
85 Salmond and Heuston, p.l5. 
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This principle is also applied by Islamic jurisprudence. Thus, it is a general rule 
that, "A greater injury may be prevented by a lesser injury."86 And, "In the presence of 
two evils the one whose injury is greater may be avoided by the commission of the 
lesser." 87 The following illustrations will make the rule clear: 
a- If a ship with passengers on board were in danger of capsizing, it would be legitimate 
to throw overboard all goods or animals with a view to saving human life, because the 
evil resulting from the loss of property is less than the evil resulting from the loss of 
human lives. 88 
b- The imprisonment of the father if he refuses to support his son. The injury resulting 
from imprisonment is less than the injury of unwillingness to support his son. 89 
c- If a hen swallows a pearl, attention will be paid as to which is more valuable, and the 
owner of the more valuable will pay the value of the less.90 
d- A usurper of land has cultivated trees on it, then he returns it to its owner. The deeds 
of the owner to take out the trees from the land by the usurper will cause greater injury 
to the land, so the owner should pay the value of the trees. 91 
86 Majallah, article 27; cAn ai-Nadw I, ai-Oawacid ai-Fighiyyah, p.388. A 1-cjarar al-ashadd yuzal bi al-cjarar 
al-akhaff. 
87 Majallah, article 28; cAn ai-Nadw I, ai-Oawa id ai-Fighiyyah, p.388. Jdha tcfiiracja mafsadatan nfiya 
d ;amuhuma r.jararan bi irtikab akhaffuhuma. 
88 AI-Qawanln ai-Fiqhiyyah, p.218; ai-Umm, vol.6, p.239; ~ub~IMalJm~nl, Falsafat ai-Tashrlc fi ai-Islam, 
p.l58; cAll ai-Nadw I, ai-Qawacid ai-Fighiyyah, p.389. 
89 Ashbah.N, p.88; Sallm Rustam, Sharh ai-Majallah, vol. I, p.31. 
90 Ashbah.N, p.88; Sail m Rustam, Sharh ai-Majallah, vol. I, p.32; cAll I:Iaidar, Durar ai-Hukkam, vol. I, p.37; 
al-Fatawa ai-Hindiyyah, vol.5, p.l25; Majallah, article 27. 
91 Ashbah.N, p.88; Fatawa Qadlkhan in the margin of ai-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vo1.3, p.236; ai-Fatawa ai-
Hindivvah, vo1.5, p.l25. 
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e- The Shar Tc:ah has sanctioned the usurpation of a thread to stitch up the wound of a 
human being. The usurpation of the thread is not permissible if it is for the purpose of 
sewing clothes.92 The wound of a human being is a greater injury than the sewing of 
clothes. 
7)- Sir John Salmond has stated that, "The harm complained of may be too trivial, too 
indefinite, or too difficult of proof, legal suppression of it will not be expedient or 
effective. "93 
In connection with the stand-point of Islamic jurisprudence, we may refer to the 
general principle enunciated by al-Karkh T that it is more rightful to exercise care in 
regard to public rights than to private rights. An instance of this principle is the question 
of the imposition of damages where the legal validity of such an imposition of damages 
is doubtful. In such a case it is desirable not to award damages, because the principle is 
that in doubtful cases damages cannot be imposed. 94 
8)- One of the principles of the English law of tort is volenti non fit injuria. It means 
"there is no act contrary to law done to one who consents". No act is actionable as a tort 
at the suit of any person who has explicitly or implicitly assented to it. The maxim applies 
to intentional acts which would otherwise be tortious: 
92 Al-Wailz, vol.l, p.213. 
93 Salmond and Heuston, p.l6. 
94 AI-Karkh I, Usul ai-Karkh I, p.82. 
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i- Consent to an entry on land or goods which would otherwise be a trespass. 
ii- Consent to physical harm which would otherwise be a battery. 
So, the maxim affords a defence to a physician or surgeon for an act done in the 
course of medical or surgical treatment, accepted as proper by a responsible body of 
professional opinion. If the practice of the medical profession is disputed, then the court 
n1ust decide on the standard of care. The defendant must establish that the plaintiffs 
consent was fully and freely given.95 
Consent here means the agreement of the plaintiff, explicitly or implicitly, to 
exempt the defendant from the duty of care which he would otherwise have owed.96 The 
act which is done may be rightfully done or the danger rightfully caused.97 
This principle has been accepted even by Islamic jurists. Al-ShaficT has explained 
that if one person, fearing the incidence of disease, permitted a physician to bleed him or 
operate on him and the physician accordingly carried out the operation or the bleeding 
and this caused the death of the person, the effect of that is that the physician will not be 
liable either for the retaliatory death punishment or for the price of blood. The reason for 
this is that the work was done with the permission of the deceased, as if the latter himself 
did the work.98 
Al-Sarakhs T has also stated a few illustrations of this kind, namely: 
95 Salmond and Heuston, p.485. 
96 Salmond and Heuston, p.486. 
97 9 Salmond and Heuston, p.48 . 
98 AI-Umm, vo1.6, p.240. For detail about volenti non fit injuria in the case of medical treatment, see the 
discussion of "Necessity of Consent in Medical Treatment" in the section of "Liability of Medical 
Practitioners", pp.335-338. 
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i- A person dug a well outside his premises on a public street. Another person wilfully 
threw himself into it. No liability would be incurred by the first person on this account.99 
ii- A person constructed a bridge, and another person wilfully tried to walk on it, causing 
harm to himself The person who constructed the bridge will not be liable for his action, 
because the injured person was guilty of an intentional act. 100 
9)- As a general rule, it is for the plaintiff to prove the defendant's negligence. It is not 
for the defendant to disprove it. In some cases, however, the plaintiff can prove the 
accident but he cannot prove how it happened so as to show the defendant's negligence. 
This hardship is avoided by the rule of res ipsa loquitur. 101 
Res ipsa loquitur literally means "the thing speaks for itself' 102 or "the accident 
tells its own story". 103 In legal terms, it means that the fact of the accident by itself is 
sufficient (in the absence of an explanation by the defendant) to justify the conclusion 
that most probably the defendant was negligent and that his negligence caused the 
99 AI-Mabsiit vol.27, p.l6; TabyTn ai-Haga'ig, vol.5, p.l45; Fatawa Qadlkhan in the margin of ai-Fatawa ai-
Hindivvah, vol.3, p.461; ai-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.45; ai-Shayban I, Kitab ai-Asl, vol.4, p.517; ai-Durr 
ai-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.464; ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar printed with Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.6, p.597; Radd ai-Muhtar, vo1.6, 
p.597. 
100 AI-Mabsiit, vol.27, p.22; ai-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l94; Fatawa Qadlkhan in the margin of ai-Fatawa ai-
Hindivvah, vol.3, p.460; ai-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.44; ai-Jamic ai-Sagh lr, p.515; ai-Shayban I, Kitab al-
~. vol.4, p.527; ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.464; ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar printed with Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.6, 
p.597; Taby In ai-Haga'ig, vol.5, p.l45. 
101 Salleh Buang, Law ofNegligence in Malaysia, p.69; Salmond and Heuston, p.247. 
102 Salleh Buang, Law of Negligence in Malaysia, p.69; Keenan and Crabtree, Essentials of Industrial Law, 
p.l31; C. D. Baker, Tort, p.201. 
103 Mullis and Oliphant, Torts, p.75. 
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plaintiffs injury. In short, the fact of the accident raises an inference of negligence. 104 
It can be clearly explained by referring to the case of Scott v. London & St. 
Katherine Docks· Co. ,: 105 
"the plaintiff was passing by the defendant's warehouse when six bags of 
sugar, which were being hoisted up by the defendant's crane, fell on him. 
The only thing which the plaintiff could prove was that the bags of sugar 
fell on him, causing his injury. He could not show how the accident 
happened. The court held that the facts were sufficient to give rise to an 
inference of negligence on the part of the defendant. The maxim res ipsa 
loquitur therefore was applicable". 
The rule was laid down succinctly by Sir William Erie C.J. as follows: 
" ..... where the thing is shown to be under the management of the 
defendant or his servant, and the accident is such as in the ordinary course 
of things does not happen if those who have the management use proper 
care, it affords reasonable evidence, in the absence of explanation, that the 
accident arose from want of care". 
In connection with the Islamic law of tort, the maxim res ipsa loquitur is the same 
in meaning as the maxim inna li al-~alah min al-dalalah kama li al-maqalah 106 which 
means :"A particular circumstance which leads to a fact being inferred, is considered as 
good as a spoken statement". As a fact can be inferred from a statement, so a particular 
circumstance may also lead to a fact being inferred from it. An example of such a case 
is that if a person collects tools to pull down his house and another person comes and 
pulls it down without the permission of the owner, no liability would be imposed on him. 
104 See, Yap Kim Chye & Anor. v. Seow Seng Choon (1952) MLJ 168 and Keng Wah v. Lim Tew Hong (1957) 
MLJ 137, cited in Salleh Buang, Law ofNegligence in Malaysia, p.69. 
105 
( 1865) 3 H&C 596, cited in Salmond and Heuston, p.248; Mull is and Oliphant, Torts, p.75; Salleh Buang, 
Law of Negligence in Malaysia, p.69. 
106 Al-Karkh I, Usiil al-Karkh I, p.81. 
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In such matters, the principle is that if there is no difference in the action of one man and 
of another in performing work, it is lawful for any person to help another. But, if in 
performing a task there is a difference in one man's action and another's, it will not be 
right for any person to render help to another. 107 
Malik b. Anas also refers to this point and states that a labourer was passing 
through a street with a camel loaded with two sacks. In the middle of the street the rope 
suddenly broke and one of the sacks fell down on a woman who died as a result of 
injuries received. Liability would be incurred by the labourer. 108 The proof in this case 
may be inferred from the occurrence. 
Al-Sarakhs T states that if some load fell down on a person from a camel's back 
and he died on account of that occurrence, the leader of the camel will incur liability, and 
if there is a driver, he will also incur the same. The reason for this is the fact that in this 
case it is possible to avoid injury. 109 This case stipulated: 
(i)- That the accident is such as in the ordinary course of things does not happen if those 
who have the management use proper care. 110 
(ii)- That the accident was due to the negligence of the defendant. 111 
On the other hand, the defendant is entitled to show: 
107 Al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.5, p.I29. 
108 Al-Mudawwanah, vol.4, p.666. See also Majallah, article 926. 
109 Al-Mabsii$, vo1.27, p.4. 
110 Hadha mimmayumkin a/-tabarruz canh. 
111 Al-Mabsii$, vo1.27, p.4. Wa innamayasquju li taq§ Tr. 
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(i)- That he exercised all reasonable care. 112 
(ii)- That the accident did not arise out of negligence. 113 
The above examples mentioned that the attendant circumstances may show to 
what extent the accident had happened and who can be held liable for that. Both Islamic 
and English law of tort agree upon this point. 
To sum up, the above are several principles and rules formulated by Western law 
of tort and by Islamic jurists. They have undergone development and progress in modem 
times. 
112 Bi an yashudda al-baml calii al-ba'"Ir ''alii al-wajh liiyasquj. 
113 AI-Mabsiit, vol.27, p.4. 
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THE CONCEPT OF l)AMAN (LIABILITY) IN THE ISLAMIC LAW OF TORT. 
The term qamiin literally means responsibility, answerability, accountability, 
amenability, suretyship, guaranteeship, security, warranty and the like. It is synonymous 
with kafiilah, but it is more common and wider (in signification) than kafiilah. 
Sometimes, it signifies what is not kafiilah (suretyship), namely, indemnification or 
restoration of the like, or the value, of a thing that has perished. {Jamiin mal or ghurm 
signifies responsibility for property or for a debt, owed by another person. 1 
{Jamiin also means iltiziim (obligation).2 Iltiziim is used in a wider sense, that is 
as a synonym for al-I:Jaqq al-shakh§T, i.e. private right, for al-taghr T m, i.e. mulct, for al-
miljib, i.e. obligating, for al-dayn, i.e. debt, for al-qamiin, i.e. damages, etc.3 
The application of the term qamiin by thefuqahii' in their books could be divided 
into two aspects: 
i- Suretyship (kafiilah). 
ii- Compensation (ghariimah). 4 
However, there are significations of qamiin given by the fuqahii' which could be 
1 Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon, vol.l, p.l805; Harith Suleiman Faruqi, Farugi's Law Dictionary, p.217; 
Ibrahim I. al-Wahhab, Law Dictionary, p.I36. 
2 Mughn T ai-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.198; Wahbah, Nazarivvat ai-Daman, p.14. 
3 Am Tn, ai-Mas'iiliyyah ai-TagsTrivvah, p.l6. 
4 Daman ai-Mutli!at, pp.29-30. 
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related to tort: 
1- I)aman is an obligation to replace destroyed property, if it is similar or fungible 
(mithliyyat), or to pay the value thereof, if it is a thing which could be grouped In 
dissimilar or infungible (q Tmiyyat). 5 
2- A duty to pay a pecuniary reward against an injury incurred upon tortfeasor.6 
3- Giving compensation of similar thing by a tortfeasor, if it is in a similar group, or 
giving the value if it comes from a dissimilar group. 7 
4- I)aman is compensation for destruction. 8 
5- I)aman is an obligation to return a thing to its owner or to give compensation of a 
similar thing or its value.9 
6- I)aman is liability (iltizam) to pay compensation (tacw T q) due to injury ( qarar) to 
another. 10 
7- I) a man is liability (iltizam) to pay compensation to another due to destruction of 
property or loss of benefits (manql'). 11 
From the above definitions of qaman, we understand that any injury committed 
5 Majallah, article 416. 
6 Am In, ai-Mas'Uliyyah al-Tags lrivvah, p.69. 
7 Al-f:Iamaw I, Ghamz al-cUyiin ai-Basa'ir, vol.2, p.21 0. 
8 Nay! ai-Awtar, vol.5, p.299. 
9 Al-Wailz, vol. I, p.208. 
10 Mustafii b. Ahmad ai-Zarqa', al-Madkhal ai-Figh I, vol.2, p.l 032, no.648; Wahbah, Nazarivvat ai-Daman, 
p.l5; Mu~ptfii b .. AIJmad ai-Zarqa', ai-Ficl al-Darr, p.62. 
11 Wahbah, Nazarivvat ai-Daman, p.l5. 
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by a person on another person is prohibited by law and the tortfeasor will be held liable 
for what he has done. He has to pay compensation (give the similar thing or its value) as 
a return to the claimant (plaintiff) for any injury which the latter has sustained. However, 
the exercising of an action following the legal right which is not considered as an 
infringement of another person's right negates any tortious liability. If it so happened as 
a result of failure to exercise a legal right within the limit of the law, and it accidentally 
happened that another person sustained injury to his life, or his land, or his chattels, the 
fuqahii' negate tortious liability of a person who exercised his legal right. For this reason, 
they propounded that if a person dug a well on his land or on the public road under the 
command of the authorities, and an animal of another person fell into it accidentally and 
died, the digger would not be held responsible, 12 because the digger acted within his legal 
right. They, therefore, theorized that "legal permission negates tortious liability" .13 
This theory would necessarily warrant that "legal permission" is unrestricted. It 
is then assumed that a person would be free within his legal rights. But, where this legal 
permission is subject to some restraints and limitations the owner of this legal permission 
is not immune from liability. An example will elucidate this. If, for instance, a person in 
severe need found another's food to eat in order to prevent himself from starving to death, 
would he be liable to make good the loss? 
Eating of another's food under severe need 1s not only permissible but 
12 Jamic al-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.115; Majallah, article 91; al-Zarqa', Sharh al-Qawacid al-Fighiyyah, p.449; Sail m 
Rustam, Sharh al-Majallah, vol.1, p.59; cAll l:J.aydar, Durar al-Hukkam, vo1.1, p.81. 
13 Majallah, article 91. AI-Jawiiz al-shar'7 yuna[T a/-cjamiin. For detailed discussion of this legal maxim, see 
Mu~Jafii b. Al}mad al-Zarqa', al-Madkhal al-Figh 1, vo1.2, pp.1 032-1033, no.648; al-Zarqa', Sharh al-Oawacid 
al-Fighivvah, pp.449-452. 
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compulsory. It is based on a Quranic verse: 
"But if one is forced by necessity, without wilful disobedience, nor 
transgressing due limits, then is he guiltless, for God is Oft-Forgiving, 
Most Merciful". 14 
It is also endorsed by al-GhazalT who said: "All prohibited things become 
permissible by necessity" .15 In the same sense, the Majallah states: "Necessity renders 
prohibited things permissible" .16 One of the Latin legal maxims gives the same meaning: 
"Necessitas non habet le gem" .17 
According to the Ijanafl and the ShaficT schools, the person consuming the food 
should be liable and must make good the loss to the owner of the food. The Majallah 
says: "Necessity does not invalidate the right of another". Consequently, if a hungry 
person eats bread belonging to another, such a person will later be liable to the value 
thereof. 18 Indeed, necessity (icj{irar) gives the legal permission to trespass upon another 
person's rights, but it does not dissolve the compensation ( cjamiin) and does not void the 
other's rights. 19 cizz al-DTn cAbd al-Salam said: "A person who in necessity eats another's 
food, must be liable for its value, he and the owner of that food are regarded as debtor 
14 AI-Qur'an, 2:173. 
15 AI-Wailz, vo1.2, p.216. Jam 1·· al-mu&arramat tubab bi al-cj.ariirah. 
16 Majallah, article 21. Al-l)ariirat tab Tb al-mabfiirat. For detailed discussion of this maxim, see Mu~pita b. 
Atunad ai-Zarqa', ai-Madkhal ai-Fiqh 1, vol.2, pp.995-996, no.600; ai-Zarqa', Sharh ai-Oawacid ai-Fighivvah, 
p.I85; ai-Nadw 1, ai-Oawacid ai-Fiqhiyyah, p.308. 
17 See Sub~ 1 Ma~ma~~an 1, Falsatat al-Tashr 1£ fT ai-Islam, p.154. 
18 Majallah, article 33. AI-IcJ.tiriir /ayub.til fpqq al-ghayr. For detailed discussion of this maxim, see al-Zarqa', 
Sharh al-Oawacid ai-Fiqhiyyah, pp.213-214. 
19 AI-Zarqa', Sharh ai-Oawacid ai-Fighiyyah, p.213. 
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(muqriq) and debtee (muqtariq) at that time". 20 
However, the Malik T and the I:IanbalT schools are reported to have ruled 
otherwise on this question. They rejected the liability to compensation of the person who 
eats other people's food to ward off hunger on grounds of equality (musiiwah) and the 
duty of preserving life.21 
With regard to the ljanafl and the ShaficT opinions, it could be said that the cause 
of this liability is that the legal permission at this juncture is restrained with a condition 
of non-trespass on another's right whether: 
i- The necessity comes naturally (samiiw 7), e.g. hunger or self-defence from an unruly 
animal, or 
ii- The necessity comes unnaturally (ghayr samiiw 7), e.g. the coercion of ghayr mulji' 
(imperfect coercion) and the coercion of mulji' (perfect coercion).22 
Furthermore, the application of maxim: "Legal permission negates tortious 
liability", should provide the reasonable duty of care to preserve (salamah) another person 
from injury in using public property (amwal "ammah). If a dangerous action emerges, 
even though in the exercise of a legal right, the liability must be upheld. For instance, a 
20 clzz al-D1n cAbd ai-SaUim, Qawacid ai-Ahkam fi Masalih ai-Anam, vol.2, p.l76; ai-Nawaw 1, ai-MajmiiC, 
vol.9, p.43. There is, however, a weak opinion which considers that the person would not be liable. See also, 
cAbd ai-Kar1m Zaidan, Majmiicah Buhiith Fiqhivvah, p.l98. 
21 Ibn Qayyim, Iclam ai-MuwaggicTn, vol.3, p.8; al-Qarafi, ai-Furiig, vol.4, p.9; ~ubb 1 Mabma~~an 1, Falsafat 
at-TashrTf fi ai-Islam, p.l56; Miijabat, vol.l, p.l78. However, al-Dusiiq 1 maintains that the person is released 
from liability if he has no property for paying compensation on that time, otherwise, he should be liable. See 
al-Dusiiq T, Hashiyah, vol.2, p.l26. Also in the ljanbaiT school where Ibn Taymiyyah opines in concurrence 
with ai-DusiiqT. See Ikhtiyarat lbn Taymivvah, vol.4, p.l91, cited in cAbd al-KarTm Zaidan, Majmiicah Buhiith 
Fighiyyah, p.l99. 
22 AI-Zarqa', Sharh ai-Oawacid ai-Fighiyyah, p.213. 
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passer-by or a rider of an animal on a public highway should be held liable if he inflicts 
any injury on persons or chattels on the highway because his right to the public highway 
is limited to proper and reasonable care to safeguard the right of other users. 23 
That, in addition to the discussion of the exercise of legal right (istfmal al-~aqq) 
in his property, and as a result that exercise may sustain injury to another person, land or 
chattels, a person who exercises it will not be held liable or restrained from its exercise, 
has been agreed by Abii Ijan I fah in the popular opinion of his school, as well as al-
ShaficT and the ~ahirTs. 
Abii Ijan I fah stated: "A person is free to exercise his legal right in his property 
and no one can prevent him from it in spite of the possibility that his neighbour (another 
person) may suffer injury. He is not liable because legal permission negates tortious 
liability. But, according to him, religiously (diyanah) it will not be valid to damage 
another's property because it is prohibited by a IjadTth: 
"There should be neither harming, nor reciprocating harm". 
The implementation of this IjadTth is to all human beings without differentiating 
neighbour or not". 24 
Al-ShaficT asserted: "A person has a legal right in exercise of his property to do 
whatever he wishes even though it inflicts injury upon another or himself. If he commits 
injury by himself and causes damage to his neighbour (another person), his action in his 
23 AI-Mabsut, vol.27, p.23; ai-Hidayah, vol.4, p.194; ai-Ajwibah ai-KhafTfah, p.388; ai-Zarqa', Sharh ai-
Oawacid ai-Fiqhiyyah, p.450; Wahbah, Nazarivvat ai-Daman, p.212. 
24 AI-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vo1.2, p.256; TabyTn al-Haga'ig, vol.4, p.l96; ai-Mabsut, vol.27, p.23; Sharh Fath 
al-QadTr, vol.5, p.506; Fatawa Qadlkhan in the margin of al-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vol.2, p.284. For examples, 
see Majmac ai-Damanat, p.l52; Wahbah, Nazariyyat al-Daman, p.21. 
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property is a legal right and no liability should arise". 25 
Ibn ljazm cited: "No one can be prevented from exercising his legal right in his 
property even though his neighbour (another person) may sustain an injury".26 
However, there are opinions on this case which stipulate that tortious liability 
would be imposed on tortfeasor even in the course of exercising a legal right. This view 
is based on ma~·la~ah (public interest) and isti~san Guristic preference). Among those 
who held this are Abu Yusuf (one of the Ijanafi jurists),27 al-GhazalT,28 a group of the 
Malik T jurists29 and the Majallah.30 They remarked that if a person in the course of 
exercising his legal property inflicts an obvious and grave (fa~ish) injury on his 
neighbour, the neighbour has the right to ask the person to stop the injury. This is because 
they follow the maxims: "there should be neither harming, nor reciprocating harm"; 
"injury is removed"; "repelling an evil is preferable to securing a benefit"; and "any 
person may exercise his property so long as it does not incur injury to another". The 
25 AI-Umm, vol.3, p.222. AI-MawardT said: "If the owner of a house builds an oven in it and its smoke molests 
the neighbour, then the muJ:rtasib may not oppose him in this and may not prevent him from doing so; likewise, 
if someone installs a mill or a forge or fuller's machinery, then the mubtasib may not stop them, as people may 
deal with what they own as they wish, and people cannot prevent them from doing so". See ai-MawardT, ai-
Ahkam ai-Sulti:iniyyah, p.255. 
26 AJ-Muhalla, vol.8, pp.241-242, issues no.1355-1357. 
27 Taby In al-Haga'ig, vol.4, p.196; Bada'ic al-Sana'iC, vol.6, p.258; Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.4, p.461; ai-Mabsiit, 
vol.27, p.23; Sharh Fath ai-Qadlr, vol.5, p.506; Jamic al-Fusiilain, vol.2, p.281; ai-Ajwabah ai-Khafifah, p.385. 
Al-l:la~kafi also mentioned: "Someone is not prevented from exercising his legal right in his own property 
unless his neighbours sustain injury". See ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vo1.2, p.154. 
28 AI-GhazaiT, Ihya' culiim al-Din, vol.2, p.189. 
29 Al-Qawan Tn al-Fighivvah, p.370; al-BajT, al-Muntaga Sharh Muwatta', vol.6, p.40; Ibn Farbiin, Tabsirat 
ai-Hukkam, vol.2, p.254; al-TasiiiT, ai-Bahjah fi Sharh al-Tuhfah, vo1.2, p.335. 
30 See articles 1192-1197. 
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Majallah has explained what grave injury (al-qarar al-fiibish) is, in article 1199: 
"Grave injury consists of anything that makes it impossible to put an 
object to the use for which it was originally intended (al-bawii'ij al-
G!f,liyyah), for instance, a dwelling house or anything which causes 
damage to a building which weakens it and causes it to collapse". 
They substantiated their stand with the verse: 
"And do good to parents, kinsfolk, orphans, those in need, neighbours 
who are near, neighbours who are strangers, the companion by your side, 
the way-farer (ye meet), and what your right hands possess" .31 
And the Prophet said: 
"None amongst you believes (truly) until he likes for his brother or for his 
neighbour that which he loves for himself'. 32 
They concluded that the verse and the l}adTth ordain kindness to some group of 
people including the neighbour. It can be perceived that the ordinance of an act means the 
interdiction of its opposite. The opposite here is an offence and it is prohibited. Every 
person is forbidden from doing anything which may be a source of trouble to his 
neighbour. He is encouraged not only to lead a peaceful life himself, but also to create a 
social atmosphere where every man feels secure from the injury of the wrongdoer. 
Whoever, consequently, transgresses the legal prohibition will be liable before the law. 
When a person injures his neighbour by any act, with or without intent, he has infringed 
the rule of law and thus becomes liable.33 This approach focuses upon the result rather 
than upon the intention of the person exercising the right. If the result is fraught with 
31 AI-Qur'an, 4:36. 
32 Sah Th Muslim, vol. I, p.31. 
33 Sah Th Muslim, vol. I, p.31. 
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grave danger, the exercise of the right is prohibited regardless of the intention. 34 
According to the Malik T and the IjanbalT schools, a person can exercise use of 
his property in the course of exercising his legal right so long as he does not intend to 
injure his neighbour or his exercise may sustain injury to another. If the element of 
intention of injury to neighbour (animus nocendi) could be proved in exercising the legal 
right, he could be restrained from exercising his legal right and will be liable to make 
compensation. In effect, they carry out a IjadTth: 
"There should be neither harming, nor reciprocating harm".35 
Their opinions are based on intention (qa§d) as a measure. So, the liability for any 
injury which arises from exercising use of property within his legal right will be upon its 
owner, such as to block up the window in his house which overlooks the women of an 
adjoining neighbour,36 to close down a well if it causes great injury to the well belonging 
to his neighbour, to refrain from constructing a baking oven (furn) or a bath-house 
(!Jammam) or a forge, etc, so that it becomes impossible for the neighbour to dwell 
therein by reason of the great quantity of smoke, to remove a threshing floor because the 
dust coming therefrom makes it impossible for the neighbour to dwell in his house, to 
pull down any interference intended to prevent the neighbour from the entire amount of 
34 ~ubb 1 Mabma~~an 1, Transactions In The Shar 1cah, Law In The Middle East, p.l86. 
35 AI-Shatib 1, ai-Muwafagat fi Usiil ai-SharT!:ah, vol.2, p.348; ai-Qawan 1n ai-Fighivvah, p.341; lbn Raj ab, 
Jamic al-cUifim wa ai-Hukm, p.267; al-TasiiiT, ai-Bahjah rr Sharh al-Tuhfah, vol.2, p.336; Tabsirat ai-Hukkam, 
vo1.2, p.260; Miijabat, vol. I, pp.39-55; Daman ai-Mutlifiit, p.328. 
36 AI-Kasan T said: "Indeed, to remove any injury which incurs hann to the neighbour is compulsory. It is based 
on a Ijad1th: "Verily, all actions of human beings are according to their intentions". Bada'ic ai-Sana'iC, vol.6, 
p.264. 
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benefits of air, sunlight or light. 37 The topic of obstructions of air, sunlight and light will 
be particularly discussed in the chapter on Nuisance. 
The yardstick to measure the tortious liability is an infringement or transgression 
of the rule of right. The rule of right which is related to damiin will be discussed as 
0 
follows: 38 
1- The right of God. Means the right of the public and is linked with no specific person. 
It involves benefit to the community at large and not merely to a particular individual. It 
is understood that this right is not any benefit to God because he is above everything. 
This right is referred to God because of the magnitude of the risks involved in its 
violation and of the comprehensive benefit which would result from its fulfilment. In 
cases of public right which affect some particular individuals, they will not be entitled to 
condone the acts of the offender. For instance, on the infliction of the punishment of ~add 
(a fixed punishment) for theft, the person from whom the property is stolen is not entitled 
to condone the act. This right accommodates no remission. Even emendation or 
reconciliation is not permitted and the law has to take its course. 
37 Ibn Qayyim, ai-Turug ai-Hukmivvah, pp.260-264; ai-Qawan In ai-Fighivvah, p.224. See also Ibn Qudamah, 
Kitab ai-Kharaj, p.60; Tabsirat ai-Hukkam, vol.2, p.255 and vol.2, p.257, ai-Mudawwanah, vol.15, p.196; ai-
Mugnic, vol.2, p.I29; Majallat ai-Ahkam ai-Sharciyyah, article 1675, p.507; ai-Bahiitl, Kashshaf ai-Oinac can 
Matn ai-IgnaC, vo1.3, pp.339-340; Majallah, article 1201; Wahbah, Nazariyyat ai-Daman, pp.22-23. 
38 Ibn Taymiyyah, ai-Siyasah al-Sharciyyah, p.87 and pp.195-211; Ibn Qayyim, Iclam ai-Muwaqgicln, vol.1, 
pp. I 08-109; cAbd ai-Wahhab Khallaf, £llm Usiil ai-Figh, p.128; Taftazan 1, ai-Talw lh cala ai-Tawdlh, vol.2, 
p.151; Abii Zahrah, Usiil ai-Figh, pp.323-326; al-Taqrlr wa al-Tahb Tr, vol.2, pp.1 04-111, Kashf ai-Asrar, vol.2, 
p.l36, Hashiyat Nasamat ai-Ashar, p.259, cited in Wahbah, ai-Figh al-Islam 1 wa Adillatuh, vol.4, pp.13-15; 
Abii Sinnah, Nazarivvat al-Haqg, p.l79, Abii cfd, Mabah lth, pp.141-145, cited in Hashim Kamali, Principles 
of Islamic Jurisprudence, pp.348-350; cAbd al-Qadir cAwdah, al-Tashr)f ai-Jina'T a!-Islam T, vol.1, pp.204-205; 
Abdur Rahim, The Principles ofMuhammadan Jurisprudence, pp.201-203. 
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2- The right of mankind is a right of individual interest and is called "private right", such 
as a right to the enforcement of contracts, protection of property and the like. 
Enforcement of such a right is entirely at the option of the individual whose right is 
infringed. This right, conversely to the right of God, accommodates emendation and 
remission. The injured person affected by the infringement of a private right, may either 
sue for compensation or pardon the tortfeasor. 
3- When the rights of two natures are combined, of God and of mankind, the former is 
preponderant. An example of this right is qadhf(defamation) in the J:Ianafi school. The 
right of the public is infringed by reason of depreciation of the honour of one of its 
members, and the right of the individual defamed is violated by the defamation which 
tends to destroy one's prestige. According to the J:Ianafi school, the right of God 
preponderates in this matter by reason of the attack made on the honour of one of the 
public and the person defamed is not entitled to compound the offence. The ShaficT 
school, the J:IanbalT school and the popular opinion in the Malik T school (according to 
Ibn Rushd) however, holds a contrary view. They opine that the person defamed is 
entitled to exonerate the defamer. 
4- When the rights of two natures are combined, of God and of mankind, the latter is 
preponderant. An example of this right is qi~~ (retaliation) which is the punishment for 
murder. The right of the public here consists in putting a stop to disturbances and 
breaches of the peace on this earth. The private right in a case of murder arises from the 
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fact of the offence having caused loss and sorrow to the heirs of the person murdered. 
The private right preponderates in this case because the heirs of a murdered person may 
pardon the murderer or accept blood-money ( diyah) or enforce punishment, there being 
a specific text. The right of the individual is here subsumed into the right of God by 
reason of the text. 
From the classification of the rights above, we can classify the liability in them 
are of two kinds: 
1- Specific punishment. 
2- Unspecific punishment. 
When the punishment is unspecific, the judge is empowered to adjudicate in such cases. 
These cases could be put in the class of "civil wrong". The liability in this kind warrants 
that the tortfeasor is liable to indemnify his wrongful act against another's person, land 
or chattels as regulated in the rule of right. However, there are cases of "civil wrong" 
which their punishments have been specified like in the case of qi~~ and diyah. 
Generally, the civil wrong is divided into two types, namely: 
1- Contract. 
2- Tort. 
Contractual liability emerges when there is a breach of one of the conditions of 
the contract. It will not feature as a subject in this discussion. In this discussion, the topic 
of tort or tortious wrong will be the focus. It is of various types. In general, they 
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1- Usurpation of another person's property (gha1·b). 
2- Destruction or damage (talaf; nuq1·an). 
3- Infringement of a man's right, etc. 
STRICT LIABILITY 
The Shar Tcah has confirmed that the rule of Strict Liability (al-mas'iiliyyah a/-
shakh~ iyyah )40 exists in the Islamic law of tort. It therefore mentioned the notion of 
individual liability where every person is liable for his own action or omission and not 
that of another person. It can be elucidated by referring to the verses of the Holy Qur'an, 
the Traditions of the Prophet and Muslim jurists' opinions. 
The Qur'an propounds the strict liability of tortfeasor in committing wrong by 
emphasizing: 
"No bearer of burden can bear the burden of another." 41 
From the above verse, al-MawdudT says: "Every person is responsible for whatever he 
does, and no one is responsible for the deeds of others. "42 So, the man cannot deny his 
39 Abdur Rahim, The Principles of Muhammadan Jurisprudence, p.352. 
40 The term emerges in the modern books ofjiqh as in cAbd ai-Qadir cAwdah, al-TashrT£ ai-Jina'T, vol. I, p.394, 
Wahbah, Nazarivvat ai-Daman, p.251, and FawzTFay9 Allah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, p.l58. The term does not 
appear in the classical books ofjiqh, but, the emergence of the rule in those books may be construed from the 
explanations and examples in them. There is another term usually used in the modern books ofjiqh, cjamiin al-
JN al-shakh§ 7 which renders the same meaning. 
41 AI-Qur'an, 6:164; 35:18. 
42 AI-Mawdiidl, Tafh I m ai-Qur'an, vol.2, p.299. 
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liability after his intention is established. The Qur'an says: 
"The blame is only against those who oppress men with wrong-doing and 
insolently transgress beyond bounds through the land. "43 
The Qur'an says again: 
"If anyone does a righteous deed, it redounds to the benefit of his own 
soul, if he does evil, it works against his own soul. "44 
Again, the Qur'an certifies this rule: 
"It (soul) gets every good that it earns, and it suffers every ill that it 
earns."45 
"Every soul will be (held) in pledge for its deeds. "46 
"Then shall anyone, who has done an atom's weight of good, see it! And 
anyone who has done an atom's weight of evil, shall see it. "47 
"Whoever works evil, will be requited accordingly."48 
These verses above denote that a person will not be liable except for his own torts and 
mistakes. He cannot be accountable for the torts or mistakes of other people. 
Traditions of the Prophet specifically substantiate the above principle. He said: 
"You will not do him wrong and he will not do you wrong. "49 
43 AI 0 ·- 4?·42 -ur an, -· . 
44 AI-Our'an, 45:15. 
45 AI-Our'an, 2:286. 
46 AI-Our'an, 74:38. 
47 AI-Our'an, 99:7-8. 
48 A 1-0ur'an, 4: 123. 
49 Sunan Ibn Majah, vol.2, p.890. It means that in tort action what is committed by a person, he who acts is 
liable for what he has done, not another. 
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He said again: 
"Indeed, your son does not commit any offence against you, nor do you 
commit any offence against him. "50 
In another IjadT th, he said: 
"No person should be apprehended for an offence committed by his father 
or brother." 51 
As in English law, the liability of a defendant in the Islamic law of tort is 
established on the principle of "fault" or "wrong". In other words, the defendant is liable 
because he has acted intentionally or negligently, as a result of which he has caused harm 
to the plaintiffs interest. In such an event, the element of fault or wrong is one of 
intention or negligence, respectively. 
All Muslim jurists agree that a person is not liable for what is lost or destroyed 
unless there has been negligence (tafr T!) or transgression (al-ta"addT)52 on his part~3 
Basically, the element of intention (niyyah) is an important matter. It is based on the 
ljadTth: 
"Deeds are judged by intentions and every person is judged according to 
50 Sunan Ibn Majah, vo1.2, p.890; Sunan Ab I Dawud, vol.4, p.l68; Sunan al-Darim 1, vo1.2, p.l99. See also 
ai-Kawtharl, Tartlb Musnad al-Imam ai-Shaficl, vo1.2, p.98. 
51 Nayl ai-Awtar, vo1.7, p.88; cAbd ai-QadircAwdah, al-Tashrl£al-Jina'l, vol.l, p.395. 
52 The element of intention (niyyah) can be connected to the element of transgression (td.adcfl) which is most 
commonly used by Islamic jurists in their written books as one element for liability. Majallah, article 92 and 
93. But sometimes thefuqaha' do not consider the niyyah as an element of liability either in mistake (khaJa') 
or intention (a/-'.amd) actions. AI-Muwatta', p.614; Mu~Jala b. A~mad al-Zarqa', ai-Ficl al-Darr, p.78-79; 
Majmac ai-Damanat, p.l46; Ashbah.N, p.l71. For detail see Wahbah, ai-Figh ai-Islam I wa Adillatuh, vo1.5, 
pp.748-749. 
53 Al-Mughn I, vol.5, p.487; ai-Bahiitl, Kashshaf ai-Oinac can Matn al-IgnaC, vol.4, p.35; al-Futii~ 1, Muntaha 
ai-Iradat, vol. I, p.493. 
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his intention. 1154 
There is an exception to the general rule, however. There are cases where a 
defendant is held strictly liable for accidental harm, independently of the existence of 
either wrongful intention or negligence. 55 
This statement can be related to the Islamic maxim: 
11 Inj ury is to be removed. 1156 
This means that grave (ja~ish) injury, however caused, must be removed. For example, 
a forge or a mill is erected adjacent to a house. The house is weakened by the hammering 
from the forge, or the turning of the mill wheel, or it becomes impossible for the owner 
of such a house to dwell in it by reason of the great quantity of smoke or bad smell from 
that forge or mill. These acts amount to grave injury which must be removed. 57 
Moreover, there are many maxims which can be connected to the rule. The 
maxims are: 
1- Injury should be avoided as much as possible. 58 
For example: If any person constructs a cesspit or a sewer near a well 
belonging to some other person, and it contaminates its water, he must be 
made to remove the injury. If it is impossible to remove the injury, he 
54 Sah lh al-Bukharl, vol.l, p.3-4. 
55 For detail, see examples in Majallah, article 912, 913 and 914. 
56 Ashbah.S, p.92; Ashbah.N, p.85; Majallah, article 20. Al-l)arar yuzal. For detail discussion of this maxim, 
see al-Zarqa', Sharh al-Oawacid al-Fighiyyah, pp.179-183; al-Nadw 1, al-Qawacid al-Fighiyyah, pp.287-293. 
57 Majallah, article 1200; al-Qawan In al-Fighivvah, p.224. 
58 Majallah, article 31; Mu~Jafii b. A~mad al-Zarqa', al-Madkhal al-Figh T, vol.2, pp.981-982, no.587. Al-l}arar 
yud.fcf bi qadr al-imkan. 
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should be made to close up the cesspit or sewer. 59 
2- Private injury should be borne to avoid public injury.60 
For example: Unskilled doctors are restrained from practice, because their 
practice can cause injury to the public.61 
3- Repelling evils is preferable to acquisition of interests.62 
For example: In a building, the upper storey is owned by A and the lower 
storey is owned by B. A has a right to dwell over B (lower storey) and B 
has a right to covering from sun and rain from A (upper storey). Neither 
may do any act which will damage the other without obtaining 
permission, and neither may pull down his part of the building. 63 
From the above examples, the persons (constructor of a cesspit or sewer, unskilled doctor 
and the owners of upper and lower storeys) must not cause any injury or harm to the 
others or each other. They are held strictly liable for any harm done. So, those maxims 
are in conformity with the celebrated l}adTth: 
"There should be neither harming, nor reciprocating harm. "64 
59 Majallah, article 1212. 
60 Majallah, article 26; al-Zarqa', Sharh al-Qawacid al-Fighiyyah, pp.197-198; Mu~pifli b. A~mad ai-Zarqa', al-
Madkhal al-Figh I, vol.2, pp.984-985, no.593. Yuta&ammal a/-rjarar al-khi§~ li dafi al-rjarar al-'.amm. 
61 AI-Hidayah, vol.3, p.281; Mukhtasar, p.348; cAllljaydar, Durar al-Hukkam, vol.l, p.36; ai-Sayyid Sabiq, 
Figh ai-Sunnah, vol.2, p.580; al-Ka~lan I, Subul al-Salam Sharh Buliigh ai-Maram, vol.3, p.250; Sunan Ab I 
Dawud, vol.4, p.195; Buliigh al-Maram, p.266. 
62 Majallah, article 30. Dar'u al-mafasid iilaminjalb al-ma~ali&. 
63 Majallah, article 1192; ai-Hidayah, vol.3, p.l 09; al-Qawan In ai-Fighivvah; p.223. 
64 Sunan Ibn Majah, vo1.2, p. 784. 
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In addition, the Majallah gives two more maxims which could be related to the 
rule of Strict Liability. One of them is : 
"The responsibility for an act falls upon the person who does it, it does 
not fall upon the person who gives the order, as long as he does not 
compel the commission of the act. 1165 
And, another maxim mentioned: 
11 
A person who does an act, even though not intentionally, is liable. "66 
A few more examples from the Majallah and the opinions ofjuqaha' will make this rule 
clear. 
1- If a person, in the exercise of his right, does an act which involves risk to the person 
or property of others, he will be held liable for the damage if damage occurs. He should 
be held to ensure the safety of those other persons. For instance, if a person carries timber 
along a public road and a piece of timber falls on a passerby and causes damage to the 
person or property, the carrier (~ami!) will be held responsible (qamin) for the damage 
caused.67 
2- The act in itself was dangerous, the person doing it will be held liable for injury acting 
at his own risk. For exan1ple, a public road is meant for traffic and any other use of it 
amounts to trespass. Hence, if a man makes a projection on a public road (as construction 
65 Majallah, article 89. YurjB.f al-ft"l ila al-fitilla al-amir m a lam yakun mujbiran. 
66 Majallah, article 92. AI-Mubiishir rjamin wa in lam yatcfammad. 
67 Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l94; Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.205; Taby In al-Haqa'ig, vol.5, p.l46; al-Fatawa al-
Hindiyyah, vol.6, p.43; al-Ajwibah al-Khafifah, p.387; Fatawa Qadlkhan in the margin of al-Fatawa al-
Hindiyyah, vol.3, p.251 and p.458; al-Jamic al-Sagh lr in the margin of Kitab al-Kharaj, p.ll9; al-Jarrfi al-
Sagh lr, pp.514-515; Minhaj al-Talib In wa cumdat al-Muftln, p.306; Jamic al-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.88; Radd al-
Muhtar, vol.5, p.523; al-Kanaw I, al-Nafic al-Kab lr printed with al-Jamic al-Sagh lr, p.514; Majallah, article 
926; Fatawa Hammadivvah, vol.2, p.752. 
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of a bath or water-spout, or erects a wall, or sets up a shop, etc.) and the projection falls 
on a passerby and injures him or damages his property, the owner of the projection will 
be responsible. Likewise, if a man ties up his animal on a public road and it damages 
something (person or property), he will be liable for damage.68 
3- If any person destroys property of another, whether intentionally or unintentionally, 
and whether in his own possession or in the hands of some person to whom it has been 
entrusted, he is liable for the loss. 69 
4- If a person drowns people by opening up a river dam, or spreads fire, or destroys a 
building and causes loss of life, he is liable for his action. 70 
5- If a person slips and falls upon and destroys any property of another, he is liable for 
the loss. 71 
6- If a person destroys the property of any other person under the mistaken belief that it 
is his own, he is liable for the loss. 72 
7- If a person lawfully brings on his land something such as stones or water or digs a hole 
which will naturally do mischief to his neighbour if it remains there or escapes from his 
land, he will be liable for any loss. 73 
68 Manar ai-Sab 11, vol. I, p.439; ai-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vo1.6, p.40 and p.50; Majallah, article 934. 
69 Majallah, article 912. 
70 AI-Muhalla, vo1.2, p.19-31. 
71 Majallah, article 913. 
72 Majallah, article 914. 
73 AI-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vol.6, pp.45-47; ai-Ajwibah ai-Khafifah, p.390; Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.83. 
According to the I:Ianafi jurists, the decision of the case above is made in accordance with the rule of istiiJsan. 
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8- Furthermore, lbn Qudamah records: 
"The ajTr mushtarak (independent contractor) is liable for damage caused 
by his act, the porter is liable for the load that falls from his head. The 
camel driver is liable for loss caused by the way he leads or drives the 
camel or by the breaking of the ropes which secure the load. 74 
With regard to the discussion of Strict Liability, the rule of mubasharah (direct 
cause) and the rule of tasabbub (indirect cause) cannot be forgotten. Even, the element 
of al-tacaddT (trespass or transgression) is an important matter. 
Mubasharah means to create the cause of destruction by oneself; such as 
murdering some person, eating something or burning something. Tasabbub means to 
create conditions leading to the destruction of something. That is to say, to do an act 
which in the normal course of events causes the destruction of another thing. An example 
of mubasharah is if a person digs a well at a certain place where it is not lawful to do so 
and an animal belonging to some other person happens to fall into the well and die. 
Liability would be imposed upon the person who dug the well. However, if a person other 
than he causes the animal to move towards the well and as a result, the animal falls into 
it and injures itself or dies, liability would be imposed upon the person who causes the 
animal to move towards the well. This is tasabbub. 15 
The word al-tacaddT (trespass/transgression) connotes "action against another 
person's right or against his ownership which is inviolable. "76 It also means "an 
74 AI-Mughn T, vol.5, p.479. 
75 AI-WaiTz, voi.I, pp.205-206; Mughn T ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.83; Majallah, article 887 and 888; Wahbah, al-
Figh ai-Islam T wa Adillatuh, vol.5, p.74 I; clzz al-Oin b. c Abd ai-Salam, Qawa id ai-Ahkam fT Masalih al-
Anam, vol.2, pp.I54-155; al-Furiiq, vol.4, p.27; Ibn Raj ab, al-Oawacid fT al-Figh al-Islam I, p.218. 
76 Mu~!afii b. A~mad al-Zarqa', al-Ficl ai-Darr, p.78. AI-A1ujawazah al-jfliyyah ila ~aqq al-ghayr aw milkihi 
a/-mcf~iim. 
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infringment of the rule of right and transgression against another person's right. "77 
For the tort action by mubashir (tortfeasor by direct cause), the element of al-
tacaddT is not considered78 • The mubashir will be held liable in all tort actions whether 
the element of al-td-'addT existed or not. This is understood from the statement of al-
Baghdad!: 
"A mubashir (direct tortfeasor) is liable even though he does not trespass 
(yatd-'addlal-tacaddT)." 19 
Similarly, the Majallah states: "A mubashir who does an act, even though not 
intentionally (yatd-'ammad) is liable. "80 The words "even though not intentionally ( wa in 
lam yatacammad)" can be replaced by the words "even though he does not trespass (wa 
in lam yata"'add)". 81 So, if a mubashir damages or injures the person or the property or the 
limbs of another, either in the case of accident or by mistake, whether he is a major or a 
minor, asleep or awake, whether the property is in his possession or in the possession of 
others (jT milkihi am fT ghayr milkihi), the liability is upon him. 82 In short, the elements 
of al-tacaddT and tcf ammud are not considered as a condition in the mubasharah tort 
actions. For example: 
77 A I-TasiiiT, ai-Bahjah fi Sharh a)-Tuhfah, vo1.2, p.344; Miijabat, p.173. In Mukhtasar, p.220, where the 
author notes that the verb td'addi, in fact, signifies exactly transgredi "to go beyond". The word is applicable 
to any act directed against another's property in such a manner as to exceed the lawful limits. 
78 Taby In ai-Haqa'iq, vo1.5, p.149. 
79 Majmac ai-Damanat, p.146 and p.165. Al-Mubashir r.jamin wa in lam yatd'add. 
80 Majallah, article 92. Al-Mubiishir r.jamin wa in lam yatd'ammad. 
81 Wahbah, Nazariyyat al-Daman, p.196. 
82 AI-Muwatta', p.614; Wahbah, Nazarivvat ai-Daman, p.196; al-Zarqa', Shah ai-Oawacid al-Fiqhiyyah, p.454; 
Majallah, article 912-916. 
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1- If a sleeper as a mub&·hir falls upon any property of another or any person causing 
destruction or death, the liability is upon him. 83 His tort actions are like the tort actions 
of someone who is awake. 84 
2- If a minor as a mubashir urinates on the floor, and it causes damage to the clothes of 
another, he is liable. 85 
3- If a person as a mubashir drags the clothes of another causing a tear, he is liable for it. 86 
Briefly speaking, the element of al-tacaddT is not an important condition in the 
actions of the mubashir. So the rule of Strict Liability would be applied to him when the 
mubasharah tort action is brought. 
In cases of tort action by mutasabbib (tortfeasor by indirect cause), the element 
of al-tacaddT (trespass) is considered as a condition for liability. The Majallah records: 
"A mutasabbib is not liable to any loss caused unless intentionally 
(tacammud)." 87 
The words "unless intentionally (ilia bi al-tacammud)" could be replaced by the 
words "unless with trespass (ilia bi al-tacaddT)". Al-Tac:addT is a condition for liability 
83 AI-Zarqa', Sharh ai-Oawacid ai-Fiqhiwah, p.454; Wahbah, Na2ariwat ai-Daman, p.197; Majmac ai-Damanat, 
p.l65. 
84 Majmac ai-Damanat, p.146 and p.182. 
85 Wahbah, Nazarivvat ai-Daman, p.197. For detailed discussion on damages by a minor see, Majallah, article 
916. 
86 Majallah, article 915. It is similar to the example of a person siting down on the garment of another person 
and suddenly the another person stands up and causes a tear to his cloth, the person who sat down on it is liable. 
Majmac ai-Damanat, p.152. 
87 Majallah, article 93. AI-A1utasabbib liiyacj.manu ilia bi al-tclammud. 
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in tortfeasor by indirect cause88 whether the element of intention ( qa~·d) existed or not. 89 
But, there are opinions which consider that the conditions of liability for the mutasabbib 
are: 
i- Al-Mutac:ammid (al-tac:ammud). 
Most of the fuqaha' prefer to use al-mutac:addT (al-tcf addi) as the condition, 
because the element of al-mutac:ammid (al-tacammud) is included in al-mutacaddT (a/-
tacaddl). Indeed, if the element of al-tacaddT does not exist as an element of tort action 
by the mutasabbib, the liability (qaman) is not adjudged upon him.91 So, the word a/-
tacammud in the maxim above is construed as al-tac:addT. It is in conformity with a few 
statements by the fuqaha'. Al-Sarakhs T stated: 
"The liability is not upon a mutasabbib when the element of mutac:addin 
( al-tac:addi) did not exist in his tort action. "92 
Al-ZaylacT mentioned: 
"Tasb Tb requires the existence of the element of al-tac:addT in it. 
Otherwise, in al-mubasharah, is not required al-tac:addT."93 
Al-BaghdadT recorded: 
88 Majallah, article 924. YushtaraJu al-td.addT li yakiina al-tasabbub miijiban li al-cjaman. .... 
89 Wahbah, Nazarivvat ai-Daman, p.l98. 
90 cAITI:Iaydar, Durar ai-Hukkam, vol.l, p.83; Sallm Rustam, Sharh al-Majallah, vol.l, p.60; ai-Zarqa', ~ 
ai-Oawacid ai-Fighiyyah, p.455. 
91 Wahbah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, pp.l98-99; Wahbah, ai-Figh ai-Islam 1 wa Adillatuh, vol.5, p.749; ai-
Qawan 1 n ai-Fighiyyah, p.218. 
92 AI-Mabsiit, vo1.27, p.22. Al-.Mutasabbib idha lam yakun mutd.addiyan layakiin cjaminan. 
93 Taby Tn ai-Haga'ig, vo1.5, p.I49. Tasb Tb wafih yushtaraJ al-td.addT .... waft al-mubasharah layushtaraJ. 
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"Mutasabbib is not liable unless he is al-mutd:addT."94 
Ibn c AbidT n indicated: 
"Al-Mutasabbib is liable when he is mutifaddin" .95 
Examples which illustrate the discussion are: 
1- If a person is laying a fire in his land while the wind is blowing, and it blows the fire 
to another place, and something is burnt in consequence, he, having committed al-ta''addT 
(trespass), is responsible for the damage. But, he is not responsible if after the fire has 
been laid, the wind blows it and causes the fire to burn property of another,96 because, 
there is not the element of al-tacaddT. 
2- If a mutasabbib collects and pours water on his land in some manner which is not 
normal (khil¥ al-cadah), and the water escapes (tacadd8) onto another person's land and 
damages something there, he is liable, because, the element of al-tacaddT existed. But, 
if he pours it in the normal manner (~asb al-cadah) and knows that the water is unlikely 
to escape, but unfortunately the water does escape onto another person's land, he is not 
liable. Here, there is not the element of al-tacaddT.91 
3- If a mutasabbib digs a well in the public highway, and an animal belonging to another 
person falls therein and is destroyed, he is liable. But, if he digs a well in his own land, 
94 Majmac ai-Damanat, p.146 and p.165. AI-Mutasabbib /ail/aidhakana mutdaddiyan. 
95 Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.596. A/-A1utasabbib yacjman idha kana mutd'addiyan. 
96 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.192; Taby in ai-Haga'ig, voi.S, p.144; Mughn 1 ai-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.278 and vol.4, p.83; 
ai-Mabsiit, vol.27, p.23; Mukhtasar, p.348; ai-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vo1.6, p.42; al-Qawan In al-Fiqhivvah, 
p.218; c Allljaydar, Durar ai-Hukkam, vol.l, p.83. 
97 Mughn 1 ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.83; ai-Mabsiit, vol.27, p.23; ai-Ajwibah al-Khafifah, p.390; al-Fatawa al-
Hindivvah, vo1.6, p.47; cAilljaydar, Durar ai-Hukkam, vol. I, p.83; Majmac al-Damanat, p.l64. 
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and an animal of another falls therein and is destroyed, he is not liable, because, the 
element of al-ta''addT is not in the latter, while in the former there is. 98 
In short, in cases of tort for action by the mutasabbib, the rule of Strict Liability 
will be applied to him when the element of al-tcfaddT exists, but, if that element does not 
exist, that rule cannot be applied. To sum up, the above discussions clearly 
demonstrate that the notion of Strict Liability is not entirely alien to Islamic law. 
VICARIOUS LIABILITY 
In the practice of tort law, the doctrine of individual tort liability is one of the 
foundations of individual security. The tortfeasor himself is the only person who can be 
sued for a particular tort action and no one else can be held liable for the same. Thus, no 
person bears any portion of another's burden. This rule is called "the rule of Strict 
Liability" which has been discussed in the previous section. The previous section serves 
as a fundamental principle and as a bedrock of judicial acts under the Islamic law of tort 
although many exceptions to that rule had been allowed in multifarious circumstances. 
These exceptions are permitted in order to give space for justice and equity when strict 
following of that rule might have deterred the justice and equity.99 
In the Islamic law of tort, the term "Vicarious Liability" specifically did not 
98 Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.193; MughnTal-Muhtaj, vol.4, pp.82-83; TabyTn al-Haqa'iq, vol.5, p.l45; al-Qawanln 
al-Fiqhiyyah, p.218; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.45 and p.47; Fatawa Oad1khan in the margin of al-Fatawa 
al-Hindivvah, vol.3, pp.460-461; SalTm Rustam, Sharh al-Majallah, vol.l, p.515; cAll ljaydar, Durar al-
Hukkam, vol. I, p.83; Majmac al-Damanat, p.146; Wahbah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, p.199; Majallah, article 924. 
99 cAbd al-Qadir cAwdah, al-TashrT£ al-Jina'T, vol.l, p.395 and p.674. In his discussions, cAbd al-Qadir cAwdah 
gives six grounds why the exception in this question is warranted. For detail see pp.674-677. 
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appear in these exact terms in the classical books of fiqh. Also, the fuqaha' did not 
n1ention clearly this term in their writings. It merely could be understood, however, from 
the exegesis of ljadTths and the cases which are cited in their writings, especially the use 
of the term '-'aqilah
100 
which could be related to the discussion of vicarious liability. 
100 Th . d'ft'. · · ere IS a I 1erence of op1mon among the fuqaha' as to the signification of ''aqilah according to their 
madhhab. 
In the ShaficT school, 'iiqilah means a group of men who are muka/laf and who have a right to inherit from 
the murderer by means of relation (nasab) or wa/a""' (emancipation from slavery). Thus, the caqilah of the 
murderer are his agnates ea§abah). Al-Shafic1 himself said: "I do not know if there is a disparity (of opinion 
among thefuqahii') that a/-''iiqilah is a/-''asabah". cAsabah includes all the kinsmen and relations on the father's 
side (al-qariibah min qibal al-ab). Se; Mughn -( al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.95, Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.7, p.370. 
Therefore, the ''iiqilah are: 
1- Full brothers (consanguine and uterine) of the murderer including their sons. 
2- Consanguine brothers of the murderer including their sons. 
3- Full uncles of the murderer including their sons. 
4- Consanguine uncles of the murderer including their sons. 
5- Grandfather's brothers of the murderer including their sons. 
See Khalid Rashid al-Jumayll, al-Diyat wa Ahkamuha fi al-Shar1£ah al-Islamiyyah wa al-Oaniin, p.469. 
They are liable for the diyah to the relatives of victim by reason that they have the right of inheritance of 
the murderer's property. However, it is not to be a condition that they have inherited such property. What is 
needed here is that they have the right, and such a right is not hindered (biJiib). See cAbd al-Qadir cAwdah, al-
Tashr1£ al-Jina'1, vol.l, p.673. 
The ancestors (father, grandfather and to a higher position) and the descendants (son, grandson and to a 
lower position) of the murderer are excluded from the ''iiqilah because the Prophet did not impose the liability 
of diyah for husband and son of a woman who is the guilty party from the qab T/ah Hudhayl. In this case, she 
murdered her victim by throwing a stone and causing a woman and her the child in her womb death. The 
Prophet adjudged that the diyah for the victim is upon the ciiqilah (not upon her husband and son). This is also 
an opinion in the I.;Ianball school. If the son is excluded from the diyah, it is certain that his father also is 
excluded from it because both ofthem have the same right in the rules governing inheritance of the murderer's 
property. This I.;Iad1th indicates that the husband also is excluded from bearing the payment of diyah. See 
Mughn 1 al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.95; Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.7, pp.369-370; al-Muhadhdhab, vol.2, p.228; al-
Mughn 1, vol.7, p.784; Nayl al-Awtar, vol.7, p.81; cAbd al-Qadir cAwdah, al-Tashr1£ al-Jina'1, vol.2, p.l95. 
No such responsibility ever attaches to a poor man (jaq Tr), a slave (raq Tq) even though he is mukatab (i.e. 
buying his freedom on the basis of a written contract), a minor (§ab 1), and an insane person (majniin). They 
are excluded from the ''iiqilah, as are women. A Muslim ''aqilah is not responsible for a kajir offender, nor a 
kiifir 'iiqilah for a Muslim offender; but a Jew may be responsible for a Christian offender, and vice versa. 
Dhimm T is not responsible for [rlrb T, and vice versa because there is no right of inheritance between both sides. 
See Minhaj al-Talibln in the margin ofMughniMuhtaj, vol.4, p.99; cAbd al-QadircAwdah, al-Tashr"'F _ill: 
Jina'1, vol.l, p.673 and vol.2, p.l95; Mul}ammad al-KhacJraw 1, al-Mas'iilivvah al-Jina'ivvah, p.140; The 
Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol.l, p.338; Brunschvig, "Considerations Sociologiques Sur Le Droit Musulman 
Ancien," Studia Islamica, vol.3, p.69. 
c A bd al-Qadir c Awdah said: "The ''iqilah of the murderer are his c a§abiit. The term excludes maternal 
relations (al-ikhwah /i umm), husband (al-zawj) and uterine relations (dhaw T al-arbam)". al-Tashr1£ al-Jina'1, 
vol. I, p.673 and vol.2, p.195. 
They are not responsible for diyah because they are regarded as ineligible people to give help and to bear 
the burden of diyah. See Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.99; Mul}ammad al-KhacJraw 1, al-Mas'iilivvah al-
Jina'ivvah, p.140. 
The Hanatl and the Malik T schools basically agree with the Shafic1 school in respect of the signification 
of''iiqilah, ·but they stipulate that ancestors and descendants can be a member of''aqilah because they are also 
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The fuqaha' of the madhahib just mentioned the features and criteria regarding 
vicarious liability through the examples in their writings which could be understood 
explicitly or implicitly. However, the term for "vicarious liability" is quite clear when it 
is used by the contemporary fuqaha' in their books, whether in the discussions of tort or 
criminal law. Usually, they use the term "mas'illiyyah c:anjic:l al-ghayr", "cjamanji''l a/-
ghayr", "cjamanji''l al-akharTn", cjaman al-shakh~·fi''l al-taoi"Tn", and "cjaman al-shakh~ 
.fi'l al-khacji"Tn liriqaoatihim". 101 All the terms, generally, give the same signification as 
"vicarious liability". 
The technical term ofjiqh "al-caqilah" applies to those people who can bear the 
responsibility of diyah (blood-money) on behalf of others. The diyah is imposed on the 
c: aqilah for no fault of their own and as a help and compassion for the tortfeasor. The 
word diyah is a term exchangeable for c:aql (blood-money) in this context meaning 
prevention (man'). It is used in the case of homicide by misadventure (qat/ al-khata') and 
manslaughter (qat/ shibh al-c:amd). 102 
The rule of vicarious liability will also occur in cases involving animals, buildings 
and so on. When an animal destroys something or injures somebody the liability will be 
imposed on its owner or lessee (mustajir), or depositor (m ildi), or usurper (gh§.yib ). This 
regarded as eligible people to be requested for help, equal to the others, c aqilah. This opinion is also one 
opinion in the J:IanbalT school. See al-Mughn T, vol.7, p.784; Mawahib al-Jalll, vol.6, p.266; Bada'ic al-Sana'ic, 
vol. 7, p.256; cAbd al-Qadir cAwdah, al-Tashrl£ al-Jina'T, vol.2, p.l95. 
101 Fawz T Fay9 Allah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, pp.l70-173; Wahbah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, p.253; Bahnas 1, al-
Mas'iiliyyah al-Jina'iyyah, p.59. 
102 Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.7, p.369, cAbd al-Qadir cAwdah, al-Tashrl£ al-Jina'T, vol. I, p.673. 
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is because the animal is in their ownership or possession. 103 
In brief, Islamic vicarious liability may be defined as the liability imposed on one 
person for the tortious act or omission of another which causes loss to a third person. 104 
The major evidence for allowing exception to the notion of individual 
responsibility (mas'illiyyah shakh~iyyah) is the ljadTth of the Prophet which runs as 
follows: 
"Everyone of you is a guardian and is responsible for his charge, the imam 
(ruler) is a guardian and is responsible for his subjects, the man is a 
guardian in the affairs for his family and responsible for his charges, a 
woman is guardian of her husband's house and responsible for her 
charges, and the servant is a guardian of his master's property and is 
responsible for his charge." 105 
Another ljadTth can be related to the rule: 
1- "He who stationed an animal on one of the roads of the Muslims or in one 
of their markets and the animal injured somebody with its fore-leg or 
hind-leg, is liable" .106 
2- It was also reported that the Prophet adjudged that: 
"It is the duty of owners of the property to keep and protect their property 
in the day time, while it is duty of the owner of animals to keep their 
animals (from trespassing) at night. If any injury is committed by animals 
103 Mughn 1 al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.86 and p.204. 
104 With this appearance, it could be related to the Latin legal maxim: quifacit per aliumfacit per se, which 
means "he who does a thing by an action of another effectively does it himself' or "he who acts through another 
is deemed to act in person" which means "a principal is liable for the acts of his agents". Garvine Me Farlane, 
The Layman's Dictionary of English Law, p.233; John Burke, Jowitts Dictionary of English Law, p.1862; Roger 
Bird, Osborn's Concise Law Dictionary, p.275. 
105 Sah lh ai-Bukharl, vo1.3, p.439. 
106 Nayl ai-Awtar, vol.5, p.324. 
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at night, its liability shall be borne by their owners" .107 
The IjadTths above have served as an exception in the limitation of the rule of Strict 
Liability. This tendency has been supported by the fuqaha' of all schools of law. The 
following quotations are from some of the texts from the classical books of the fuqaha': 
1- A woman who is affected by epilepsy (ta~arrd_.a) needs to take care of herself and if 
she is unable to take care of herself, then her husband should take care of her in order to 
avoid the occurrence of falling into the water or fire when she is struck by epilepsy. If it 
happens without any care that the woman falls into the fire, her husband is liable 
(vicarious liability) for what had happened. 108 
2- If a father handed his small son to a skilful swimmer to teach the child how to swim 
and the child drown, the tortious liability (vicarious liability) will be upon the teacher 
(skilful swimmer). This is because the father gave his son to the teacher to be under his 
guard. And when the child drowned in the process of learning, the negligence is attributed 
to the teacher prima facie except if he can prove otherwise. 109 
3- If a father or guardian commanded a small child to kill a person and the child 
complied, the father or the guardian would be killed (vicarious liability) in retaliation 
(qi~ii.~·) and not the child. 110 
4- If an amir commanded a minor (~ab T ghayr mumayyiz) to kill a person and he did, the 
107 AI-Muwatta', p.531; Sunan Ab I Dawud, vo1.3, p.298; Nay I ai-Awtar, vol.5, p.324. 
108 Majmac ai-Damanat, p.458. 
109 AI-Mughn I, vo1.2, p.831; Manar ai-Sab 11, vol.2, p.336; Minhaj ai-Talib In in the margin ofMughn I al-
Muhtaj, vol.4, p.82. 
110 AI-Khirsh I, Fath ai-Jalll cala Mukhtasar Khalll, vo1.8, p.lO. 
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ami/would be the object of retaliation (vicarious liability), not the minor because he is 
regarded as an appliance used for a purpose by the amir.lll 
5- A three year old minor is under the care of his/her mother. If the mother went out and 
left the minor without any care and the minor fell into the fire, the mother is tortiously 
(vicariously) liable. 112 
In the Islamic law of tort, vicarious liability arises in the following acts: 
1- Liability of guardian (waiT) for the act of his ward. 
Basically, the guardian is not liable for a tort committed by his ward. The 
Majallah notes: "If a minor (~ab T) destroys the property of another, compensation 
(qaman) must be made from his own property. If he has no property, payment may be 
postponed until he is in a position to pay. Compensation cannot be recovered from his 
guardian (waiT)." And, the obligation is on the person who holds his guardianship 
(wilayah) in administration (ada') of his property for compensation in this circumstance. 
This decision (~ukm) has been agreed upon by thejumhilr. 113 
In another article, the Majallah says: "When a minor (~ab 7) has destroyed 
someone's property, although he has not reached the age of discretion (ghayr mumayyiz), 
111 Al-Muhadhdhab, vol.3, p.179; Wahbah, ai-Fiqh al-IsUim 1 wa Adillatuh, vol.6, p.242. 
112 Majmac al-Damanat, p.458. 
113 Al-DardTr, al-Sharh al-Kab Tr, vol.3, p.296 and p.443; Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.249; Bada'ic al-Sana'iC, 
vol.7, p.171; Radd al-Muhtar, vol.5, pp.125-126; Majallah, article 916. 
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he is liable". 114 
cAbd al-Qadir cAwdah states: "If a minor under seven (ghayr mumayyiz) commits 
an offence, he will neither be punished on criminal grounds (jina'iyyan) nor as a 
disciplinary or reformatory measure (ta'dTbiyyan). Thus, if he commits a hadd offence, 
0 
he will not be subjected to the ~add, and if he kills or wounds any person, he will neither 
be subjected to the qi~~ nor will he be liable to tacz Tr. Neverthless, the exemption of the 
child from criminal responsibility (al-mas'illiyyah al-jina'iyyah) does not warrant his 
exemption from civil responsibility (al-mas'uliyyah al-madaniyyah). He will have to 
compensate for the loss in life or property caused by him out of his possessions. The 
reason for this is that the Shar Tc ah guarantees the security of life and property and 
nobody is allowed to infringe them. The rjaman is neither negated nor invalidated by any 
excuse admissible under the Shar T':ah, although punishment may be nullified". 115 
According to the u~iiliyyiin: "In the rights of men (al-cibad) pertaining to damages 
and compensation, the obligation is also upon a minor. The objective concerned is 
property and its duty is borne by deputyship". 116 
114 Majallah, article 960, Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.249; Bada'ic al-Sana'iC, vol.7, p.171. It is because of the 
fact that the liability here is covered under al-abkam al-wacfiyyah (declatory laws) in which the elements of 
'aql (intellect) and buliigh (the age of majority) are not stipulated. The liability for paying compensation is taken 
from his property. In case his property is put under his guardian's authority, the compensation can be claimed 
from his guardian, otherwise, it should be waited for until the minor reaches baligh. In addition, in the matters 
relating to the right of God, these elements are taken into account, but if it be related to the rights of human 
beings, both of them are unconditional. See Mubammad Jawad Maghniyyah, al-Figh cala al-Madhahib al-
Khamsah, pp.630-63l. 
115 cAbd al-QadircAwdah, al-Tashr1 al-Jina'1, vol.\, p.601. Anna al-dima'wa al-amwat m(f§iimah, ghayr 
mubahah, anna al-d.dhiir al-shar T'-"ah la tunajT hadhih T al-'"i§mah, ay anna al-a"dhiir la tahdir al-rjaman wa 
lii tasqujuhu wa law asqajat al-'.uqiibah. 
116 lbn Kamal Basha, Taghy 1r al-Tang 1h, p.257 cited in Fawz 1 Fay<) Allah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, p.171; 
Fawz 1 Fay<) Allah, al-Mas'iiliyyah al-Tags 1rivvah, p.377. Fa buqiiq al-'.ibad m a kana minha ghurman wa 
'"iwarjan, yajibu ··ala al-mawliid al-§ab i, li anna al-maq§ud huwa al-mal, wa adauhu yabtami/ al-niyabah. 
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The fuqaha' mentioned: "If people under interdiction as minors and lunatics 
destroy something, whether property or life, they are liable" .111 
However, some of the Malik T jurists opined that a minor (~ab 7), if he has not 
reached the age of discretion (ghayr mumayyiz), is not liable if he destroyed or caused 
damage to another person's property or body because that the damage caused by the ~ab T 
is compared to the damage caused by animals of their own accord. 118 
Ibn Nujaym stated: "A minor is responsible for his acts, and is liable from his 
property for what he has destroyed". 119 
Briefly speaking, the jumh fir have mentioned that all people are liable in their 
capacity of destruction (ahliyyat al-itlaf). The condition of c:aql (intellect) is not 
considered in this case. Therefore, for any action committed by a minor who has not 
reached the age of discretion, which destroys or damages another's property, he is liable 
for compensation (multaziman bi al-qamiin) because he is regarded as having the capacity 
to receive or inhere rights and obligations (ahliyyat al-wujiib) and to bear any obligation 
towards others pertaining to property (maliyah). This type of legal capacity is acquired 
by every human being at the moment of birth. Liability for loss (qamiin) or establishment 
of capacity of destruction (ahliyyat al-itlaf) is upon every person whether he has reached 
the age of discretion or not, whether he is a man or a woman, whether he is a major or a 
117 Al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.323; al-Durr al-Mukhtar printed with Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.146; Radd al-
.M..!!b!M. vol.6, p.l46; Taby Tn al-Haqa'ig, vol.5, p.l92; al-Hidayah, vol.3, p.280; Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.438; 
Badr al-Muttaga in the margin ofMajmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.438; Fawzl Fay~ Allah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, 
p.171; Mutwnmad Jawad Maghniyyah, al-Figh cala al-Madhahib al-Khamsah, p.630; Fatawa al-NawawT, p.79. 
118 Al-QawanTn al-Fighiwah, p.218; Daman al-Mutliffit, p.234; Bada'ic al-Sana'ic, vol.7, p.168; Miijabat, vol. I, 
p.223. 
119 Ashbah.N, p.332; Wahbah, Nazariwat al-Daman, p.254. 
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tninor, whether he is a free man or a slave. However, a minor is not liable to be subjected 
to bodily punishment (c:uqiibah badaniyyah). This is the opinion of the Ijanafis, the 
ShaficT s, the IJanbalT s and the jumh iir of the Malik T s. 120 
Otherwise, the tort of other people who lack legal fitness, such as an insane 
person, a foetus in the womb and a foolish person (saflh), whether in good health or in 
illness, all of whom possess legal capacity by virtue of their dignity as human beings and 
are treated the same, 121 all those persons who have been cited may be described as 
"having the legal capacity (ahliyyat al-wujiib)" which is in every human being. 122 
Although, the fuqaha' opine that a minor himself (~ab Tor ~agh Tr) is liable for his 
tort action against another's property, not his guardian (wall), there are a few exceptions 
permitted: 
1- If a minor destroys another's property by virtue of the negligence (taq~ Tr) of his 
guardian in taking care of him. 123 
For example: If a person (father) gives a knife to a minor and the minor kills another 
person, his c: aqilah will be vicariously liable. Similarly if a minor rides an animal and the 
animal injures a person and the person dies, the liability of diyah is vicariously on his 
120 Tabvln al-Haga'ig, vol.5, p.l92; Bada'ic al-Sana'ic, vol.7, p.171; Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.5, p.150 and vol.8, 
p.26; al-Futiib I, Muntaha al-lradat, vol.l, p.435; al-Dardlr, al-Sharh al-Kab lr, vol.3, p.296 and p.443; al-
Qawan In al-Fighiyyah, p.218; Abii Zahrah, Usiil al-Figh, p.328 and p.330. 
121 c A bd al-Wahab KhaWif,£ llm Usiil al-Fiqh, p.136; Mohammad Has him Kamali, Principles of Islamic 
Jurisprudence, p.351. 
122 Mohammad Hashim Kamali, Principles oflslamic Jurisprudence, p.351; Abdur Rahim, The Principles of 
Muhammadan Jurisprudence, p.217. Abii Zahrah, Usiil al-Fiqh, p.330, notes that the capacity to receive rights 
and obligations (ahliyyat al-wujiib) for a foetus in the womb UanTn) are recognized as incomplete capacity to 
receive rights and obligations (ahliyyat al-wujiib al-naqi§ah), otherwise, they are recognized as complete 
capacity to receive rights and obligations (ahliyyat al-wujiib al-kami/ah). 
123 Fawz 1 Fay<} Allah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, p.172; Wahbah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, p.254. 
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~-'fiqilah. 124 
For example: If a knife is given to a minor to hold and the knife falls down upon him or 
another person or (another's property), the person who gave the knife to the minor is to 
be held tortiously (vicariously) responsible. 125 
For example: When a child of nine years old fell down from the top of a high building 
or drowned in water (or caused damage to another's property), the jurists are of the 
opinion that his parents are free from liability for he is supposed to have taken care of 
himself. But, in case of one lacking discretion or younger to the extent that he cannot take 
care of himself, the jurists opined that the parents are liable for their negligence. 126 
In the case of the absence of the father of the minor, the responsibility for taking 
care will be shifted to another male relative close to the father, like the uncle. A father has 
the right to delegate this responsibility to any other person he wishes even in the presence 
of the uncles. Similarly, if the father hands his minor to a teacher, the teacher will be the 
minor's guardian. 
2- If a minor destroys another's property at the instigation (ighra') or command (amr) of 
his parents. 127 
124 Ashbah.N, p.l63 and pp.309-31 0; al-Mabsiit, vol.26, p.l85 and p.l87; al-Mudawwanah, vol.4, p.664; 
Majmac al-Damanat, p.l72. 
125 Al-Mabsii~ vol.26, p.185; Jamic al-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.78; Majmac al-Damanat, p.l66 and p.l72; Wahbah, 
Nazariyyat al-Daman, p.42; Fawz I Fays.J Allah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, p.l72; Am In, al-Mas'iilivvah at-
Tags I riyyah, p.142. 
126 Amln, al-Mas'iilivvah al-Taqslrivvah, p.l34; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.33; Ashbah.N, p.310. 
127 Fawz 1 Fays.J Allah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, p.l72; Wahbah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, p.254. 
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For example: If a minor is commanded to destroy another's property and he did so, the 
person who cotnmanded him is vicariously held liable for the tort. 128 
For example: If a father commanded his child (a major) to light a fire on his land and he 
did, and the fire trespasses (tcladdat) to the neighbour's land and destroys something, the 
father is vicariously liable because his command is valid and the action of his child is as 
his action by himself. 129 
In cases of a command by someone to a minor (~ab I) to destroy another's property 
or to kill a person, a minor is liable, however that liability is returned (yurja'') to the 
commander (amir). 130 
The Islamic law stipulates that the command from any commander must produce 
an effect direct to the result of destruction. If the result of destruction is outside of any 
command, the commander is not vicariously liable for what had happened. In other 
words, the command should have relation with destruction. If it is separate from it, it is 
not considered as liability upon the commander. For example, a person commands a 
tninor who has reached the age of discretion to drive an animal. Suddenly, the animal 
causes injury to a person who dies in consequence, the liability is upon the "aqilah of the 
1ninor, not upon the commander because the accident is separate (munfa~il) from the 
comtnand. 131 
128 Jami' al-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.78; Fawzl Fay9 Allah, Nazariyyat al-Daman, p.l72. 
129 Radd al-Muhtar, vo1.5, p.l86; Majma' al-Damanat, p.l62; Miijabat, vol. I, p.227; Sall m Rustam, Sharh al-
Majallah, vol. I, p.58. 
13° For detailed discussions and examples, see Taby In al-Haqa'ig, vol.6, p.l59; Ashbah.N, p.ll3; Majma' al-
Damanat, p.l62; Miijabat, p.228; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.30. 
131 Majma' al-Anhur, vol.2, p.664; Miijabat, vol.l, p.228. 
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3- If a minor destroys another's property by authority given to him with regard to property 
without the consent of the guardian. 132 
For example: If a minor is given a trust by a person without getting permission from his 
guardian, and the trust is destroyed, the minor is not liable. The liability is upon the 
owner of property himself. 133 
In relating to mubasharah (direct cause) and tasabbub (indirect cause), a minor 
is not excused in any mubasharah tort actions whether he attained tamy Tz or not. 
Whereas, in cases of tasabbub tort actions, only the minor who has attained tamyTz is 
liable, ghayr mumayyiz is free from any liability. 134 In this situation, he lacks the 
intention, and in turn, has intended no trespass. The Islamic law of tort, however, does 
not debar the plaintiff from claiming damages from the guardian of the minor if it could 
be proved that the guardian was negligent in his duty of taking care of his ward who 
could not take care of himself. 135 
Al-Sarakhs T noted: 
"Musabbib (a minor), if he transgressed (mutacaddian) causing injury to 
another person, is liable and diyah (blood-money) is upon his caqi/ah. For 
instance, if a minor is a digger of a well or puts ( w atjic) a stone on the 
road. The subject matter here is the minor who is left without anyone to 
take care of him where he needs it and he cannot take care of himself 
132 Fawz 1 Fay<j Allah, Nazariyyat al-Daman, p.172; Wahbah, Nazariyyat al-Daman, p.254. Kana bi sababi 
tasiTJihim ··ala al-ma/. 
133 Majmac al-Damanat, p.423; Fawz T Fay<j Allah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, p.173. 
134 Miijabat, vol.l, p.223; Majallah, articles 916 and 960; Am Tn, al-Mas'iilivvah al-Tags Triyyah, pp.141-142; 
Fawz T Fay<J Allah, al-Mas'iiliyyah ai-TagsTriyyah, pp.381-382. 
135 AmTn, ai-Mas'iiliyyah al-TagsTrivvah, pp.141-144. 
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properly". 136 
So, the element of al-mutcf'addT existed here on account of the negligence of his guardian 
in taking care of him. 
In another example, al-Sarakhs T stated: 
"If a minor rode an animal and the animal injured a person and the person 
died, the minor would be liable if he is known to be riding regularly and 
the diyah of the killed person is on the c: aqilah of the minor. But, if the 
minor did not know how to ride properly owing to his young age (li 
~·igharihi) and inability to control the animal, the blood-money of the 
deceased would be overlooked (hadar)". 137 
The blood-money is overlooked in the second instance because the minor did not 
know how to ride an animal before and because he lacked intelligence and understanding. 
Consequently, he did not have the intention which is made a prerequisite for liability of 
any indirect injury as in the above mentioned principle. 
2- Liability of employer (principal) for the act of his employee (ajTr). 
According to Islamic civil law, the fuqaha' have divided aj i r (servant or 
employee) into two categories: 
i- AjTr kh~·!j (private agent or exclusive employee) 138• 
136 A 1-Mabsii t, vol.26, p.186. 
137 Al-Mabsii~ vo1.26, p.187. See also al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vo1.6, p.33; Miijabat, vol. I, p.224; Ashbah.N, 
p.310. 
138 It is also called ajTr walda, see TabyTn al-Haga'ig, vol.5, pp.133-134; al-Fiqh cala al-Mad~ahib al-~rb:cah, 
vol.3, p.127; al-Ourr al-Mukhtar, vo1.2, p.297; al-Hid;ah, vol.~~ p.245; Wahbah, ~~F1qh. al-Islam 1 wa 
Adillatuh, vol.4, p.766, or aj ir al-munfarid, see Mughn 1 al-MuhtaJ, vo1.2, p.352, or aJ 1r mzfayyan, see al-
Waj1z, vol. I, p.237. 
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ii- AjTr mushtarak (independent contractor or general agent).139 
AjTr khii}:y means a person working for another for a definite time and for specific 
work, 
140 
or a person taken on hire to work for the hirer alone, not for anothe/.1 His 
wages are due if he is ready to work during the period for which his services were 
hired. 142 
AjTr mushtarak means a person who is hired, and is not restricted by the condition 
that he is not to work for anyone other than the hirer, 143 and his wages are paid when the 
work is done. 144 
For example: Porters (~ammal), brokers (dallal), tailors (khayya!), clockmakers 
(sif at I), jewellers (~a'igh), cab drivers (a~~ab cajalat al-kira'), harbour boatmen (a~~ao 
al-zawariq) and village shepherds (rff'T al-qaryah) are all general employees (ajTr 
mushtarak), that is, persons who are not employed especially by one particular individual, 
but work for anyone. But, a porter or a cab driver (~iil:Jib al-carabah) or a boatman (~a~ib 
zauraq) who gives his services on hire to one employer only for a specific period, 
139 
Al-Mughn T, vol.5, p.388 and p.479; al-Figh cala al-Madhahib al-Arbacah, vol.3, p.l46; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, 
vol.2, p.295; Manar al-Sab Tl, vol.l, p.421; Taby Tn al-Haga'ig, vol.5, pp.l33-134; Wahbah, al-Fiqh al-Islam T 
wa Adillatuh, vol.4, p.766. 
140 
Al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.297; al-Mughn I, vol.5, p.481; al-cUddah Sharh al-cUmdah, p.228; Manar al-
Sab 11, vol.l, p.421; Fawz I Fay9 Allah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, p.l73. 
141 Al-Hidayah, vol.3, p.245; Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.352; Majmac al-Damanat, pp.27-28; al-Figh cala al-
Madhahib al-Arbacah, vol.3, p.l46; Majallah, article 422; Daman al-Mutlitat, p.64 7. 
142 Majallah, article 425; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.297; Taby Tn al-Haga'iq, vol.5, p.l34. 
143 Al-Durr al-Mukhtar vol.2, p.295; Taby In al-Haqa'ig, vol.5, p.l33; al-Hidayah, vol.3, p.244; Mughn I al-
Muhtaj, vol.2, p.352; al-Figh cala al-Madhahib al-Arbacah, vol.3, p.l46; Majallah, article 422. 
144 Al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, 295; Taby In al-Haqa'iq, vol.5, p.l34; Majallah, article 424; Wahbah, al-Fiqh 
al-lslam I wa Adillatuh, vol.4, p.768. 
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becomes during that period an exclusive employee (ajTr kh8.~!f.). 145 
AjTr Kha~~ 
AjT r kh~·!i is entitled to his wages by attending for work during the period for 
which his services were hired even though he might not perform it. However, he cannot 
decline to do the work. If he does so, he is not entitled to his wages. 146 The fact that he 
has submitted himself and made himself available for the job which was for the benefit 
of his employer means that he would not be held liable for any damage which occurred 
without his own fault in the course ofhis duty because he is amTn (trustee), and working 
with the permission (ma'dhiin) of the owner of the property. 147 
Indeed, the action of ajTr kh~!f. or tilm Tdh (worker) is attributed (yutjaj) to his 
ustadh (master/principal/employer). If the ajTr kh~!f. or tilm Tdh does his work and it 
causes any destruction, the ustadh is vicariously liable when: 
1- The contract warrants the employee to give out his service for the benefit (manja'-'ah) 
of the employer. It is also necessary that the job to which the employee gives his service 
is lawful and is unambiguous (!j,aral]ah). However, if the commanded act concerns 
another person's property, the command will be null and void because the share permits 
145 Majallah, article 422; al-Durr al-MukhHir, vol.2, pp.295-297; Manar al-Sab Tl, vol. I, p.421; Taby Tn al-
Haqa'ig, vol.5, p.l34; al-Mughn T, vol.5, p.479. 
146 Majallah, article 425; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.297. 
147 Taby Tn al-Haqa'ig, vol.5, p.138; al-Hidayah, vol.3, p.246; al-Figh cala al-Madhahib al-Arbacah, vol.3, p.l47; 
Fawz 1 FaycJ Allah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, p.l74. 
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no one to exercise any action on another's property without his consent. And in any 
situation where the command is void, the commander shall not be responsible, as the 
fuqahahave theorized that: "Anything forbidden to be done, is also forbidden to have the 
performance of it requested". 148 So the request is regarded as invalid. Consequently, if a 
person commands another person to get hold of another's property illegally, the person 
who gets hold of the other's property is liable by virtue of the fact that the command from 
the first person is invalid. 149 
2- The occurrence of an injury (qarar) to a third party while acting in the course of his 
employment in an intra vires activity. 
If the conditions above do not emerge as prima facie evidence of an ajTr kh~~ 
or a tilm Tdh, the ustadh is not vicariously liable for any liability. 150 
For example: If an ajTr kh~~ lighted a fire in a lamp (sir4]') complying with the command 
of his employer, and the lamp dropped and singed or oiled the cloth in the fuller's work 
(thiyab al-qi~arah), the liability is not upon the ajTr kh~~' but is vicariously upon his 
ustadh (master) because lighting the lamp is an authorised work (bi idhnihi) for a fuller, 151 
but, if the lamp dropped and it singed the cloth other than the cloth in the fuller's work, 
the liability is upon the ajTr kh~~ because he engages in an ultra vires activity without 
148 Am In, al-Mas'iilivvah al-Tagslrivvah, p.l56; Majallah, article 35; cAll tJaydar, Durar al-Hukkam, vol.l, 
p.39; Sail m Rustam, Sharh al-Majallah, vol. I, p.34. A1a barramafl"/ih barrama Jalabih. 
149 Majmac al-Damanat, p.l58. 
150 Jamic al-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.l22; Majmac al-Damanat, p.28 and p.45; Fawzl Fayg Allah, al-Mas'iilivvah al-
Tagslrivvah, p.390; Shaltiit, al-Mas'iiliyyah al-Madaniyyah wa al-Jina'ivvah, p.28; Daman al-Mutlifiit, p.648; 
Miijabat, vol. I, pp.230-23l. 
151 Majmac al-Damanat, pp.42-43; Jami al-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.l22; Daman al-Mutlifiit, p.648; Wahbah, 
Nazarivvat al-Daman, p.256. 
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express authority. 152 
Similarly, when the ajTr or tilm T dh in the fullerwork makes a pounding and 
causes the cloth to drop and damage, the employer (ustadh) is vicariously liable because 
pounding is part of the work of a fuller, and thus liability is ascribed to him. On the other 
hand, where the pounding of the fuller causes cloth other than the cloth which is 
commanded by the employer, the liability is upon the tilm T dh, because the act upon the 
other cloth is not authorised or is an ultra vires activity. 153 
The reason for the liability of the employer (ustiidh) concerned with the injury 
which is done by his ajTr kh~~ or tilm T dh is that his employee is his authorised 
representative (na'ib/niyiibah), so, his tort action is as if the employer caused the loss or 
damage himself. At the same time, the benefits (maniific) gained by the ajTr are owned 
by the musta'jir (lessee/master) alone. Therefore, the fault of the ajTr is the fault of the 
employer because he (the employer) is the guarantor (cjamin) or surety (kajTI) for the 
employee. 154 
The benefit (manfacah) of the service of ajTr kh~~ belonging exclusively to the 
employer, 155 and the liability belonging to him on behalf of his ajTr kh~~ could be 
summarised frotn the maxim: "Liability is an obligation accompanying gain". 156 That is 
152 Majmac al-Damanat, p.43; Jamic al-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.130; Daman al-Mutlitat, p.648. 
153 Majmac al-Damanat, p.43; Wahbah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, pp.256-257; Daman al-Mutlitat, p.649. 
154 Tabyln al-Haga'ig, vol.5, p.138; Jamic al-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.130; Miijabat, vol. I, p.231; al-Hidayah, vol.3, 
pp.245-246; Wahbah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, p.256; Daman al-Mutlitat, p.649. 
155 Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.352; al-Hidayah, vol.3, pp.245-246; Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.5, p.311; Miijabat, 
vol. I, p.230; Fawz I Fay<) Allah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, p.174. 
156 Majallah, article 87. Al-ghurm bi a/-ghunm. 
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to say, a person who enjoys the benefits of a thing must submit to the disadvantage 
attaching thereto. There is another maxim to this effect derived from the Majallah: 
"Benefit follows responsibility" .157 That is to say, the enjoyment of a thing is the 
compensation factor for any liability attaching thereto. 
This example could be related to the discussion above: 
"One of the traders in the bazaars, compounds and other places orders a 
worker (ajTr) to sprinkle water in a place which is situated in the 
courtyard of a Muslim, and a man (or an animal) slips. Then the man who 
ordered would be responsible. But if he has ordered him to make ablution 
on the part (and he causes an accident there), then the man who performed 
the ablution would be held liable, for the one who performs ablution will 
derive benefit for himself and the benefit of sprinkling water goes to the 
person who ordered it" .158 
Wahbah al-ZulJ.aylT briefly mentions the views of the l}anafi jurists on the 
s1:1bject of vicarious liability: 
"When the matbrJ' (employer) asks his tabic (employee) for any work, and 
between them there existed a contract of employment (aqd ijiirah), and 
injury (cjarar) occurs on account of the employee in the course of his 
work; and the equipment, the place and the method of the work is in 
accordance with normal practice, or the employer ordered it explicitly or 
implicitly: if these two stipulations are not confirmed, the employer is not 
liable" .159 
Al-MarghTnanT also states the doctrine of vicarious liability: 
"AjTr kh~!f. is not responsible for anything he loses which in his 
possession or destroys in the course of the employment. If an article be 
lost whilst in the hands of a particular hireling (ajTr kh~!f.), without his 
157 Majallah, article 85. AI-Khar8j bi al-rjaman. The maxims from Majallah, articles 85 and 87 are derived from 
J:Iadlth of the Prophet: "AI-Khar8j bi a/-r.jaman aw a/-ghurm bi a/-ghunm", both phrases meaning that 
whosoever gets the benefit also has to shoulder the liability. See, Sunan lbn Majah, vol.2, p.754; lbn Qayyim, 
Iclam al-Muwaggicln, vol.2, p.20; Ashbah.S, p.l36; Ashbah.N, p.l51. 
158 Abii Yiisuf, Kitab al-Kharaj, p.322; Majmac al-Damanat, p.l59; Miijabat, vol. I, p.230. 
159 Wahbah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, p.257. 
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act; by a thief stealing it (saraqa)(for instance), or, a usurper carrying it 
away (gha~·aba),- or, if it be lost by his act (ghaba), he is not responsible 
for it. He is not responsible in the former instance because the article is 
a deposit in his hand, since he took possession of it with the owner's 
consent. He is also not responsible in the second instance, because, as the 
advantage of this hireling's service is the property of the hirer, it follows 
that, where he directs him to act with his property, such direction is valid: 
consequently the hireling is his deputy; his acts, therefore, are the same 
as the acts of his principal, the hirer, and of course he is not 
responsible". 160 
Although, in some cases, the ajTr kh~~ would be held liable if he inflicted 
damage upon the property of a third party through the command of his employer, he will 
be entitled to compensation from his employer if he did not know that the act is unlawful. 
For example, if the employer ordered him to dig a well on a piece of land which belongs 
to another person, and the en1ployee thought that the land belonged to his employer, the 
exp.ployer definitely is responsible for his employee's act; likewise the case of the 
employer commanding his employee to slaughter a lamb of another man, whereas the 
employee thought that the lamb belonged to the employer. 161 In these cases, the employer 
is in the position of vicarious liability. 
The fuqahii' of the I]anaff school, 162 the Malik T school, 163 the ShaficT school, 164 
160 Al-Hidayah, vol.3, p.246; Sharh Fath al-Qadlr, vol.9, p.l29. 
161 
Majmac al-Damanat, p.l78; Jamic ai-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.l08; ai-Mughn I, vol.9, p.570; Miijabat, vol. I, p.230. 
162 Bada'ic ai-Sana'iC, vol.4, p.21 0; Taby In al-Haqa'ig, voi.S, p.l38; ai-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.299; Radd al-
~. vol.6, p.67; cAll J:Iaydar, Durar ai-Hukkam, vol. I, p.598 and pp.604-605. 
163 AI-Khirsh I, Fath al-Jalll cala Mukhtasar Khalll, vol.7, p.28; ai-Mudawwanah, vol.3, p.439; ai-Dusiiq I, 
Hashiyat al-Dusiig I, vo1.4, p.26. 
164 AI-Muhadhdhab, vol. I, p.415; Minhaj al-Tiilib In, in the margin ofMughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.351; ai-Siraj 
al-Wahhaj, pp.293-294; Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.352; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, voi.S, p.311. 
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the I:IanbalT school 165 and Ibn I:Iazm166 unanimously agreed that the ajTr kh~~ is am Tn 
and his hand is called "the hand of amanah" (yad amanah ). He does not bear any liability 
unless in case of transgression (al-tacaddT) and intention (tli ammud), or in case of 
carelessness (ihmal) and negligence (tafr T!). In short, he will be held liable in cases in 
which he transgresses (tacadd§) or he is negligent (jarrata). 
The ajTr mushtarak will not be discussed here, because that cannot be related to 
the rule of vicarious liability. 
From the discussion, it is clear that the rule of vicarious liability existed in Islamic 
law. It is not alien or foreign. 
Actually, there are still many topics in the books ofjiqh which could be related 
to that rule, namely: 
i- Liability of a coercer (mukrih) for his coercion of another person (the coercion of 
mulji'). 
ii- Liability of a commander (amir) for his command to another person. 
iii- The liability of the state for any injury done by its workers. 
iv- The liability of a master for his slave. 
v- The liability of an owner for his animal. 167 
vi- The liability of an owner for his building, 168 etc. 
165 Manar al-Sab 11, vol. I, p.421; al-Bahiitl, al-Rawd al-Murbic, vol.2, p.324. 
166 Al-Muhalla, vol.8, p.20 1. 
167 This topic will be discussed under the title of "Liability for Animals". 
168 This topic will be discussed under the title of "Liability for Premises". 
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CHAPTER TWO 
THE TYPES OF TORTS AGAINST THE PERSON 
ASSAULT AND BATTERY 
Assault and battery in Arabic means rtida' mac a al-T dha' al-badan T wa al-cfarb 
(transgression which occurs together with bodily harm and beating). 1 In the Shar r ah, 
there is no specific word for both. However, any action which could be linked to assault 
and battery is prohibited. 
The prohibition of these actions are based on the idea of the dignity of mankind. 
The Islamic law of tort goes to great length to protect every citizen from interference in 
his personal liberty and dignity. The Qur'an states: 
"We have honoured the sons of A dam". 2 
This verse depicts the unique distinction of man and makes him superior in this respect 
to all other animate beings. 3 
The Qur'an says again: 
"We have indeed created man in the best ofmoulds".4 
1 Ibrahim I. al-Wahhab, Law Dictionary, p.14; Hasan S. Karmi, al-Mughn T al-Akhbar, p.79; The Oxford 
English-Arabic Dictionary of Current Usage, p.69. 
2 Al-Our'an, 17:70. 
3 Muhammad Asad, The Message of the Qur'an, p.430. 
4 AI-Our'an, 95:4. 
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The Prophet also depicted the concept of dignity of man in his IJadTth: 
"God created Adam in His image".5 
The meaning of the Quranic verses and l}adTth above is that torture, beating and assault 
on the sons of Adam are unlawful and prohibited. 
Assault has been expressly condemned by the Prophet in his IJadTth: 
"The angels invoke a curse upon him who pointed a weapon towards his 
brother, even if he is his real brother, so long as he does not abandon 
pointing it".6 
In another l}adTth: 
"When any one of you happens to go to a meeting or the bazaar with an 
arrow in his hand, he must grasp its pointed head". Then (he again said): 
"He must grasp its pointed head".7 
The Prophet said again: 
"The angels invoke a curse upon him who pointed a piece of iron towards 
his brother". 8 
In Islam, it is actionable to point a gun at a man in a threatening manner, even 
though it is unloaded. The aim of the condemnation of assault by the Prophet in his 
l}adTths is to protect the lives and honour of people. The word weapon or arrow or piece 
of iron here include all the points and edges of weapons which can do harm, e.g., 
5 Sah lh ai-Bukharl, vo1.8, p.43; Sah lh Muslim, vol.4, p.1378. 
6 Sah lh Muslim, vol.4, p.1380. 
7 Sah lh Muslim, vol.4, p.1379. 
8 Sunan ai-Tirmidh I, vo1.9, p.7. There is another tJadlth reported by Ibn Majah that the Prophet said: "He who 
pointed at us with a weapon is not from us". See Sunan Ibn Majah, vo1.2, p.860; Buliigh ai-Maram, p.528. 
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spearhead, blade of a knife, sword, the barrel of the gun, fist, etc. 9 
The Prophet also condemned battery. It was reported as follows: 
"A person bit the arm of another, he pulled [his mouth away from the 
arm] and his foretooth fell out. This matter (i.e. his appeal for 
compensation for his tooth) was taken to the Prophet, and he turned it 
down saying: "Did you want to eat his flesh? ". 10 
In another ljadTth, it was reported that: 
"A person bit the arm of the servant of Y acla b. Munyah. He pulled [his 
mouth away from the arm] and his foretooth fell out. The matter was 
referred to the Prophet and he turned it down and said: "Did you intend 
to bite his hand, as the camel bites? ". 11 
Additionally, Abii Yiisuf mentioned that when cumar Ibn al-Khattab despatched 
his governors, he would say to them: 
"I have not despatched you to be oppressors but as leaders. So, don't beat 
the Muslims to humiliate them; do not praise them lest you should put 
them into a trial, do not usurp their rights or oppress them ..... ". 12 
Ibn sacd quoted: 
"cUmar wrote to his governors that they should meet him in the season of 
~~jj. They met him. He stood up and said: "0 people, I do not despatch to 
you my governors so that they may oppress you in regard to your lives and 
properties. I have despatched them to rule over you with justice. So, 
whoever has a complaint, should stand up. A person stood up and said: 
"0 Am Tr of the Muslims, your governor beat me with one hundred 
stripes". cumar said: "Will you beat him with one hundred stripes? Then 
9 
Those ljadlths which prohibited "assault" could be compared to the Western cases as Thomas v. N. U.A1. 
[1986] Ch. 20, 62 (to shake one's fist in a man's face) and R. v. St. George (1840) 9 C.& P. 483,493, or R. v. 
Hamilton (1891) 12 L.R. (N.S.W.) 111 at 114 (to point a pistol at a man in threatening manner), cited in 
Salmond and Heuston, p.l28; John G. Flemings, The Law of Torts, p.25. 
10 Sah lh Muslim, vol.3, p.897. 
11 Sah lh Muslim, vol.3, p.897. 
12 Abii Yiisuf, Kitab al-Kharaj, p.230. 
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The above quotations mentioned that battery is an unlawful action. It is prohibited by 
Islam and actionable by the defendant. 
Islam prohibits the action of pulling away a chair from under a person whereby 
he falls to the ground or of sprinkling water in the way and someone falls in consequence. 
In the case of sprinkling water in the way, either intentionally or by performing ablutions 
there, whereupon a person slips causing injury, the sprinkler will be liable for 
compensation. 14 Likewise, if a person drops a slippery substance, such as oil or water on 
the highway and an animal of another person (or a person) slips thereon and is injured, 
the first person is liable. 15 Elsewhere, it is mentioned that a person having placed a 
sljppery substance on the path with the intention of causing hurt to some person, is liable 
to retaliation if the death of the person be caused thereby. But, if he had no intention of 
harming anyone, or if someone other than the person he intended to harm suffered 
damage, he is liable only to pay diyah. 16 
13 Ibn Sacd, al-Tabagat al-Kubra, vol.3, pp.293-294; Abii Yiisuf, Kitab al-Kharaj, p.231. 
14 Al-Mabsii,t, vol.27, p.7; al-Wajlz, vol.2, p.l50; Mughn T al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.87; al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l92; Abii 
Yiisuf, Kitab al-Kharaj, p.97 (translated by A bid Ahmad Ali, p.323); al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.41; 
Majmac al-Damanat, p.l64; al-Durr al-Mukhtar printed with Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.598; al-Muhadhdhab, 
vol.2, p.21 0; Sulayman al-Jamal, Hashiyat al-Jamal cala Sharh al-Minhaj, vol.5, p.83; Kifiiyat al-Akhyar, p.613; 
Badr al-Muttaga in the margin ofMajmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.655; Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.655; al-Shayban I, 
Kitab al-Asl, vol.4, p.506; al-Sh lraz I, Kitab al-Tanb lh, p.l27; al-Ajwibah al-Khafifah, p.387; Jamic al-
Fusiilayn, vo1.2, p.90; al-Mughn I, vol.7, p.822; Taby In al-Haga'ig, vol.5, p.l45; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vo1.2, 
p.464; al-Ikhtiyar li Tacl1l al-Mukhtar, vo1.5, p.46; Zaniiq, Sharh Zaniig cala Matn al-Risalah, vol.2, p.245; Ibn 
Rajab, al-Oawacid fi al-Figh al-Islam I, p.217. 
15 Majallah, article 927; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vo1.6, p.50; al-Fatawa al-Bazzazivvah in the margin of al-
Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.408. 
16 Mukhtasar, p.273; al-Dardlr, al-Sharh al-Sagh lr in the margin ofBulghat al-Salik, vo1.2, p.384. 
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Thefuqaha' maintained that if a person is riding his animal on the highway, and 
another person strikes or goads the animal without the consent of the rider so as to cause 
it to kill a man by kicking, or treading him down, or running over him, the responsibility 
rests upon the person who so struck or goaded it, not upon the rider. Moreover, if the 
animal throws his rider and kills him, the diyah for him is due from the aqilah of the 
striker or goader. 17 
The author of the Mukhtasar noticed that whoever aims at another an unsheathed 
weapon, without pursuit and without ill-will, will be liable to pay diyah, if such other 
shall have succumbed to fright. 18 
Examples of battery and assault: hitting somebody with the fist or a stick, 
throwing water or a stone at a person, pulling off a person's shoe, shining a powerful 
beam of heat, light, noise or vapour onto another person, pushing another person roughly 
etc., could be seen in the writings which are cited by the fuqaha' in their original texts as 
follows: 
1 )- Abu !}an Tfah and Malik b. Anas opine that if a person intentionally throws a stone 
at another who was indiscreetly looking at him through a window and hits the peeping-
17 Al-Mabsiib vol.27, p.2; al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.202; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.51; al-Fatawa al-
Baz.ziizivvah in the margin ofal-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.400-401; Fatawa Qadlkhan in the margin ofal-
Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.456; Bada'ic al-Sana'iC, vol.7, p.282; Lisan al-Hukkam, p.279; al-Shayban T, Kitab 
~, vol.4, p.50 I; al-Ignac, vol.2, p.242; al-BayjiirT, Hashiyat al-BayjiirT, vol.2, p.468; Kifiiyat al-Akhyar, 
p.644; al-MuftT al-J:Iubaysh T, Fath al-Mannan, p.423; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.469; al-Durr al-Mukhtar 
printed with Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.608; Radd al-Muhtar, 
vol.6, p.608. 
18 Mukhtasar, p.274. See also al-AbT, Jawahir al-Ikl1l, vol.2, p.257; al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-Iklll in the margin 
of al-J:IaJ~b, Mawahib al-Jalll, vol.6, p.241; al-~aw T, Bulghat al-Salik, vol.2, p.385; al-Dardlr, al-Sharh al-
Sagh Tr in the margin ofBulghat al-Salik, vol.2, p.385. 
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tom one in the face, the thrower is liable. This is because the thrower can prevent the 
other from looking at him without throwing the stone. Otherwise, if the thrower did it 
unintentionally, he is definitely not liable. On the other hand, al-ShaficT, al-GhazalT and 
lbn Qudamah opine that the thrower is not liable. 19 This group uphold their view by 
quoting a ljadTth: "If any person were to look at you without permission and you were 
to throw a pebble at him and put out his eye, you would be guilty of no offence". In a 
wording by Alpnad and al-Nasa'T which lbn J:Iibban declared to be sound, "Neither diyah 
nor qi~~ is fixed for him".20 
2)- If a person be carrying a load (stone or wood) upon the highway, and the load falls 
upon any person (or he throws it upon another person), so as to kill him, the 
responsibility rests upon the carrier.21 
3)- If a person roughly pushes another person, who falls down into a well, the pusher is 
19 Al-Mughn T, vol.8, p.335; Minhaj al-Talib In printed with al-Siraj al-Wahhaj, p.537; Mukhtasar, p.348; al-
WajT~ vol.2, p.185; Rahmat al-Ummah, p.304. See also Mukhtasar al-Muzan I cam al-Umm, vol.9, p.283; al-
Katl, p.607; al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-Iklll in the margin of 
al-tfajpb, Mawahib al-JalTI, vol.6, p.322; al-tfajpb, Mawahib al-JalTI, vol.6, pp.322-323; al-Umm, vol.6, p.48; 
a l-Ab I, Jawahir al-Iklll, vol.2, p.297; Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.251; al-Muftl al-I:Jubaysh I, Fath al-
Mannan, p.422; al-Mizan al-Kubra, vol.2, p.153. 
20 See Buliigh al-Maram, p.533; Sun an al-Darim I, vol.2, pp.l97-198. See also al-Nisabiir I, al-IgnaC, p. I 87; 
al-Umm, vol.6, pp.48-49. 
21 Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.194; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.43; al-Ajwibah al-Khafifah, p.387; Taby In al-
Haga'ig, vol.S, p. I46; Fatawa Hammadivvah, vol.2, p.752; al-Kanaw I, al-Nafic al-Kab lr printed with al-Jamic 
al-Sagh Tr, p.514; Mughn T al-Muhtar, vol.4, p.205; Fatawa Qad1khan in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, 
vol.3, p.251 and p.458; al-Jamic al-Sagh Tr in the margin ofKitab al-Kharaj, p.ll9; al-Jamic al-Sagh lr, pp.514-
5 I 5; Minhaj al-Talib In wa cumdat al-Muftln, p.306; Jamic al-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.88; Radd al-Muhtar, vol.S, 
p.523; Majallah, article 926. 
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liable.22 
4 )- If a person digs a well or lays down a stone or a log of wood in the middle of the 
highway and a man perishes in consequence, the person who has done it will be held 
liable. This is because he is considered as mutac add in in his deed, and he is therefore 
responsible for any accident it may occasion. The throwing of earth or soil in the highway 
is the same as placing there a stone or a log of wood. 23 
5)- A person who by quickly pulling away his hand pulls out the teeth of another who was 
biting him is liable for what he has done in the opinion of Malik and Ibn Ab T Layla.24 
This is because the person can pull away his hand without pulling out the teeth of the 
other person.25 They also maintain that the Prophet said: "For an injury which results in 
the lost of a tooth, five camels are paid".26 The person who pulled away his hand is 
considered as al-mubiisharah to the injury which had happened.27 But, according to Abii 
22 Mughn T al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.83; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.45. See also al-Mabsii!. vol.27, pp.l4-19. 
23 Al-Hidayah, vol.4, pp.l92-193. See also al-Shayban I, al-Amall, p.51; al-Shayban I, Kitab al-Asl, vol.4, 
pp.505-506; Mucin al-Hukkam, p.208 and p.211; Taby In al-Haga'ig, vol.6, pp.l43-144; Majma al-Anhur, 
vol.2, pp.65I-652; Badr al-Muttaga in the margin of Majmac al-Anhur,vol.2, p.652; al-Muhadhdhab, vol.3, 
p.206; Mughn T al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.83 and p.87; al-Mughn I, vol.7, p.822; Ibn Rajab, al-Oawacid fi al-Figh al-
lslam 1, p.217; Majmac al-Damanat, p.l76 and p.l78. 
24 Al-Mughn T. vol.8, pp.333-334; Mukhtasar, p.291; Rahmat al-Ummah, p.304; ai-Ab T, Jawahir al-Iklll, vol.2, 
p.297; al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-Iklll in the margin of al-l:fa!!iib, Mawahib ai-Jalll, vol.6, p.322; al-:J:Iagab, 
Mawahib al-Jalll, vol.6, p.322; Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.251; al-Mizan al-Kubra, vol.2, p.l53. 
25 Al-Kafi, p.607; al-Ab I, Jawahir al-Iklll, vol.2, p.297; al-l:faJ!iib, Mawahib al-Jalll, vol.6, p.322. 
26 Al-Mughn I, vol.8, p.334. See this ljadlth in al-Risalah, p.I24; al-Muwa tta', p.620; al-Umm, vol.6, p.l63; 
Sunan al-Darim 1, vol.2, p.I95. · 
27 Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.251. 
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IjanTfah, al-ShaficT, Alpnad b. I}anbal and al-Ghazaf1, the person who has pulled away 
his hand is not liable. 28 This is because, according to them, the Prophet invalidated the 
payment of diyah in this case. cimran b. I}u~ayn reported: "Yac la b. Munyah or Ibn 
Umayyah fought with a person, and the one bit the hand of the other and he tried to draw 
his hand from his mouth and thus his foreteeth were pulled out. Then they referred their 
dispute to the Prophet, whereupon he said: Does anyone of you bite as the camel bites?. 
So there is no diyah for it". 29 In another I}adTth, ~afwan b. Yacla b. Umayyah reported 
from his father: "I participated in the expedition of Tabuk with the Prophet. .... ~afwan 
said that Y acla had stated: I had a servant, he quarrelled with another person, and the one 
bit the hand of the other. So he whose hand was bitten drew it from the mouth of the one 
who had bitten it and (in this scuffle) one of his foreteeth was also drawn out. They both 
c~ne to the Prophet and he declared that his claim for diyah for the tooth was invalid". 30 
The liability would not be borne upon the person who had drawn his hand away because 
the incident was also caused (tasabbub) by the person whose tooth was drawn out. 31 
28 Al-Mughn I. vo1.8, p.333; Minhaj al-Talib In printed with al-Siraj al-Wahhaj, p.537; al-Wai1z, vol.2, p.185; 
Rahmat al-Ummah, p.304; al-Umm, vol.7, p.231. See also Mukhtasar al-Muzan T cala al-Umm, vol.9, p.283; 
al-tia1Jtlb, Mawahib ai-Jalll, vol.6, p.322; Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.251; Fatawa Oad1khan in the margin 
of al-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah, vol.3, p.234; Lisan al-Hukkam, p.281; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.12; al-
Fatawa al-Bazzazivvah in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vo1.6, p.385 and p.395; al-Umm, vol.7, p.231; 
ai-Muftl al-J:Iubaysh 1, Fath al-Mannan, p.422; al-M1zan al-Kubra, vol.2, p.153. 
29 Sah 1h Muslim, vol.3, p.897; Sunan al-Darim 1, vol.2, p.195. See also al-Umm, vol.6, pp.43-44; al-Kafi, 
p.607. 
30 Sah 1h Muslim, vol.3, p.897. See also al-Umm, vol.6, pp.43-44. 
31 Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.251. 
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6)- If a person injures (or threatens) another person with a knife, he is liable.32 
7)- A person who has thrown some soap down after taking a bath or has spat phlegm in 
the way, is liable for any occurrence to another person who has slipped and is injured.33 
Similar is the case of throwing away rubbish or the peel of watermelon in the way.34 
8)- If a person intentionally throws a stone at another person which hits him and he dies, 
the thrower will be held liable. The liability is the punishment of qi~~.35 Likewise, if a 
person pours hot water upon another and he is injured in consequence, the one who 
poured the hot water will be held liable. The liability is diyah.36 
9)- If a person pierces another with a needle and he is injured, the piercer is liable.37 
1 0)- If a person pursues another person with his sword and the latter unintentionally falls 
into fire or water or a well in consequence, the pursuer is liable. On the other hand, if 
32 Mughn 1 al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.88. 
33 
Mughn 1 al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.87; al-Dard1r, al-Sharh al-Sagh 1r in the margin ofBulghat al-Salik, vol.2, p.384. 
34 Al-Waj1~ vol.2, p.150; al-Sh 1raz1, Kitab al-Tanb Th, p.l27; al-Muhadhdhab, vol.3, p.206; Fath al-Wahhab, 
vol.2, p.l75; Kifiiyat al-Akhyar, p.613; Minhaj al-Talib In wa cumdat al-Muft1n, p.284; Minhaj al-TulHib 
printed with Minhaj al-lalibln wa cumdat al-Muft1n, p.284; al-Mahall1 printed with Hashiyatan Qalyiib 1 wa 
£Umayrah, vol.4, p.150. 
35 Mughn 1 al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.84; Hashiyatan Qalyiib ~ wa cumayrah, vol.4, p.l48 and p.l50. 
36 Majmac ai-Damanat, p.165. 
37 Al-Wailz, vol.2, p.121. 
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another person intentionally throws himself into such place, the pursuer is not held liable 
by reason that the another person has kills himself intentionally. The another person in 
this case is considered as al-mubiishir. There are legal maxims to uphold and clearify this 
case. One of them is: "In the presence of al-mubiishir and al-mutasabbib, the first alone 
is responsible (idha ijtamac:a al-mubiishir wa al-mutasabbib yucjaj al-~ukm ila al-
mubiishir)". Another one is: "Al-Mubiisharah has priority over al-sabab (al-mubiisharah 
muqaddimah c:ala al-sabab)".38 
The examples which are illustrated by the fuqaha' above include the actions of 
assault and battery. Any act which puts another person in reasonable fear or apprehension 
of an immediate battery amounts to an assault. Furthermore, cases of bringing of hannful 
objects into contact with another person is counted as battery. 
Harry Street maintains: 
" ..... that the least touching of another in anger is battery, but that if two 
or more meet in a narrow passage, and without any violence or design to 
harm, the one touches the other gently, it is no battery" .39 
Islam appears to recognise the same sense with the quotation of Harry Street by 
statement ofal-Marghlnanl: 
"If a person be carrying a load upon the highway and the load falls upon 
any person so as to kill him, or falls in the road so as to cause a person to 
stumble and thereby occasion his death, the liability rests upon the 
38 Al-Wailz, vol.2, p.149; Kifiiyat al-Akhyar, p.612; Mughn1 al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.82; Minhaj al-Talib1n wa 
£Umdat al-MuftTn, pp.283-284; Minhaj al-Tullab printed with Minhaj al-Tiilib 1n wa cumdat al-Muft1n, p.284; 
Majallah, article 90. In other words, the fuqaha' theorize: "Al-Mubashir iila m in a/-mutasabbib". See al-Durr 
al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.467; al-Durr al-Mukhtar printed with Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.604. "Al-Icjajah ila al-
mubashir iili'. See al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.199. 
39 Harry Street, The Law of Torts, p.19. 
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carrier;- whereas, if a person be wearing a cloak upon the highway, and 
it falls upon any person, the wearer of the cloak is not liable. The 
difference between these two cases are that as a carrier, he has to take care 
of his load as a condition of safety to another person, whereas, the wearer 
has not to take care of his cloak, but the wearing of it is allowed to him 
generally. Restricting his liberty of use to the condition of safety would 
operate as a hardship" .40 
Al-Sarakhs T also stated: 
"Every person has a right of way with his animal over the public highway 
on condition of safety to another persons. However, he is not liable to 
make good any injury or loss which he could not have avoided. Since, 
were we to require him to avoid what cannot be avoided, it would be to 
impose a condition impossible offulfilment".41 
Analogously, the cases of the contact which were part of everyday life, for 
example, jostling in a street crowd, or touching another person in order to gain his 
attention or to ask something, are not considered as battery. 
In the case of projecting heat, light, etc., intentionally to cause physical injury or 
personal discomfort to another person are considered as torts of battery. It could be 
linked to the ljadTths of the Prophet which have described the same sense of the case: 
a)- Hisham b.ljakTm b.ljizam happened to pass by people, the farmers of Syria, who 
had been made to stand in the sun. He said: "What is the matter with them?". They said: 
"They have been detained for jizyah". Thereupon, Hisham said: "I bear testimony to the 
fact that I heard the Prophet saying: God would torment those who torment people in the 
40 Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l94. See also al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.43; al-Jamic al-Sagh 1r, p.515; al-
Shayban 1, al-Amall, pp.Sl-52; al-Durr al-Mukhtar printed with Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.595; al-Durr al-
Mukhtar, vol.2, p.463; Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.595; al-Kanaw 1, al-Nafic al-Kab 1r printed with al-Jamic al-
Sagh 1r, p.515; al-Jamic al-Sagh 1r in the margin ofKitab al-Kharaj, p.ll9; Mucin al-Hukkam, p.211. 
41 Al-Mabsii!, vol.26, p.l88. 
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world".42 
b)- Hisham b. Ij'akTm b. Iftzam happened to pass by some people in Syria who had been 
made to stand in the sun and olive-oil was being poured upon their heads. He said: "What 
is this?". They answered (q Tl): "They are being punished for (not paying) the khar§j". 
Thereupon he said: "God would punish those who torment people in this world (without 
any genuine reason)".43 
Abii Yiisuf also ruled: 
"Most probably, the contractor charges something in excess over and 
above his contract and it is not possible for him except by being strict 
with the people, beating them harshly, making them stand in the sun and 
wear stones around their necks- and great torment is inflicted on the 
payers of kharaj, which is not permitted (for that is forbidden by God). 
God has ordered that only the surplus should be taken from them and that 
it is not permissible that they (should be borne a burden) beyond their 
capacity. "44 
These Ij'adTths and the above opinion of Abii Yiisuf encourage the people to be 
42 Sah 1h Muslim, vol.4, p.1378. 
43 SahTh Muslim, vol.4, p.1378. Abii Yiisuf also describes in his writing as follows: Abii Yiisuf says; Hisham 
b. curwah related to us from his father from SacTd b. Zayd that (SacTd b. Zayd) passing somewhere in Syria saw 
people standing in the sun. He said: "What is the matter with them?". It was explained to him that they had not 
paid the jizyah. Thereupon he said that he disliked this and went to their Am 1r and said:" I have heard the 
Prophet saying: He who tortures people will be tortured by God". 
Abii Yiisuf says; some of our elders (ashyikhuni) related to us from curwah from Hi sham b. ljak 1 m b. ljizam 
that he saw clya~ b. Ghanam makes the dhimm Ts stand in the sun for non-payment ofjizyah. He said:" 0 ciyacJ!, 
What is this? The Prophet said those who torture people in this world will be tortured in the Hereafter". 
Abii Yiisuf says; Hisham b. curwah related to us from his father that cumar b. ai-KhaUab on his return from 
his march into Syria, once saw some people standing in the sun over whose heads oil was poured. He said:" 
What is the matter with these people?". It was explained that they had not paidjizyah and they will be punished 
till they paid it. cumar asked, "What do they say and what is their excuse eudhur) for non-payment ofjizyah?". 
They say:" We have nothing to pay jizyah". He said:" Leave them and do not charge them with more than they 
can bear. I have heard the Prophet say that those who torture people in this world will be tortured by God in the 
Hereafter". He then ordered them to be set free. See Abii Yiisuf, Kitab ai-Kharaj, p.71, English version 
translated by A. Ben Shemesh, p.86, translated by Abid Al}mad cAll, pp.251-252. 
44 
Abii Yiisuf, Kitab ai-Kharaj, p.21 0. 
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humane and discourage them not to cause injury or personal discomfort to any person in 
any manner. 
FALSE IMPRISONMENT 
In Islam, every man is guaranteed the freedom to move as he pleases. The 
following verse may be cited as the source of this principle: 
"It is He who has made the earth manageable for you, so traverse ye 
through its tracts and enjoy ofthe sustenance which He furnishes". 45 
The meaning of the above verse is that the false imprisonment of any person without 
reason is prohibited. This rule is also confirmed by the Prophet in his IjadTth. He was 
once delivering a lecture in the mosque, when a man rose and said: 
"0 Prophet of God! for what crime have my neighbours been arrested?". 
The Prophet appeared not to hear the question and continued his lecture. 
The man rose again and repeated the question. The Prophet again did not 
answer and continued his lecture. The man rose for a third time and 
repeated the question. Then the Prophet ordered the man's neighbours to 
be released".46 
The reason the Prophet had not answered when the question was asked twice earlier was 
that an authorized person who had carried out the arrest was present in the mosque, and 
if there had been valid reasons for the arrest, he would have got up to explain his 
position. Since he gave no reason for these arrests, the Prophet ordered that the arrested 
45 Al-Our'an, 67:15. 
46 Sunan Ab 1 Dawud, vol.3, p.314. 
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persons should be released.47 
No one can be imprisoned without judicial process of law in court. The Caliph 
cumar said: 
"No one can be imprisoned in Islam without due course ofjustice".48 
Islamic law of tort goes to a great extent to protect every citizen from interference 
with his personal liberty and from false imprisonment. 
In the Hanafi school, Abii Yiisuf mentioned: 
0 
"Nobody can be imprisoned on false or unproved charges by another 
person".49 
In the ShaficT school, al-MawardT said: 
"If a man accused of theft or adultery is brought before a judge, he would 
not be influenced by such accusation. He should not imprison the accused 
for investigation or for proving innocence prior to hearing the complaint 
of theft from one who has authority to make that complaint, and until he 
takes into account his confession or denial. ..... he added, ..... a qacjT could 
not imprison any person unless he is authorized by law".50 
Al-GhazalT also said: 
" ...... the prisoners should be inspected and released if unjustly held. The 
prisoner who admits to his wrong remains in jail. When a prisoner claims 
unjust treatment, the plaintiff is recalled to renew litigation and 
reestablish that the judge had ruled justly in his favour. Should the 
prisoner express ignorance of the reasons for his imprisonment, the 
plaintiff is recalled. If the plaintiff fails to appear, the prisoner is released. 
If the plaintiff has since disappeared, the prisoner claiming to be wronged 
47 Al-Mawdiidl, Human Rights in Islam, p.26. 
48 Al-Muwatta', p.510. 
49 Abii Yiisuf, Kitab al-Kharaj, p.356. 
50 Al-Mawardl, al-Ahkam al-Sultanivvah, pp.219-220. 
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should also be released". 51 
In the Malik T school, al-Qarafi remarked: 
"Imprisonment could not be imposed upon any person without lawful 
permission, it being also an unlawful action (to impose imprisonment 
upon any person) in claiming any right which could be adjudged by a 
judge".52 
In the J:IanbalT school, it could implicitly be understood from the quotation of Ibn 
Qayyim: 
"Shaykh Ibn Taymiyyah has been asked: "Is the punishment by beating or 
by imprisoning tortfeasor in sharcT or not?. If it comes from sharcT, who 
is entitled to carry it out and who is not entitled to carry it out?, ...... ". He 
replied: " ...... when a judge adjudges between two persons, he should 
judge them justly". 53 
Underlining the notifications of Quranic verse, J:IadTth and Islamic jurists above, 
imprisonment without justice or excuse is prohibited in Islam because no person is to take 
the life and liberty of another except under a law authorizing him to do so. The person 
whose life and liberty is threatened is therefore entitled to require the indication under 
which law he is imprisoned. 
In the same sense, al-MawdudT stated: 
"Islam has laid down the principle that no citizen may be imprisoned 
unless his guilt has been proved in open court. To arrest a man only on the 
basis of suspicion and to throw him into prison without proper court 
proceedings and without providing him with a reasonable opportunity to 
produce his defence is not permissible in Islam". 54 
51 Al-Wailz, vol.2, p.239. 
52 AI-QadifT, al-Furiiq, vol.4, p.80; Wahbah, ai-Fiqh ai-Islam 1 wa Adillatuh, vo1.6, p.l99. 
53 Ibn Qayyim, al-Turuq al-Hukmivvah, p.93. 
54 AI-Mawdiidl, Human Rights in Islam, p.25. 
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In brief, as long as a specific charge is not laid against a person, he cannot be detained or 
imprisoned. However, in any circumstances, if there is a specific reason to imprison a 
person, it could be implemented. It is based on the IjadTths of the Prophet: 
"The Prophet detained a man accused of a crime, then he released him". 55 
"The Prophet imprisoned (one) who had been accused".56 
"The Prophet imprisoned (one) who had been accused during the day". 57 
Al-Khagab T explained in his Macalim al-Sunan that in Islam there are only two 
kinds of imprisonment: 
a)- Imprisonment under order of the court (~abs cuq iibah), namely, when a person is 
sentenced by the court and is kept in prison till the expiry of the term of his sentence; and 
b)- Imprisonment for investigation (~abs isti~har). 
He concludes that there can be no other ground for deprivation of a person's freedom. 58 
However, al-Qarafi has laid down eight cases in which detention could be 
implemented: 
1- Thejan T (criminal) will be detained in the absence of the victim, as a protection for 
the location of qi~~· 
2- The a1Jiq (fugitive) will be detained for a year, as a protection for property (al-maliyah) 
so that its owner is made to know, (like trust). 
55 Sunan Ab 1 Dawud, vol.3, p.314. See also Wahbah, ai-Fiqh ai-Islam 1 wa Adillatuh, vol.6, p.198. 
56 lbn Qayyim, al-Tu rug ai-Hukmivvah, p.l 02. 
57 Ibn Qayyim, al-Tu rug ai-Hukmivvah, p.l 02. 
58 
AI-KhaWibT, Macalim ai-Sunan, vol.4, p.165. See also in ai-Mawdiid1, The Islamic Law and Constitution, 
p.249. 
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3- The detention of the one who is unwilling to perform the right. By the detention, he 
could be enforced (by the authority) to perform it, (like debt). 
4- One, whose case involves a question of establishing whether he is poor or rich, will 
be detained in order to investigate his condition, then when his condition becomes 
apparent, judgement will be made according to this. 
5- The detention ofthejanTis (to serve as) a tac:z Tr (discretionary punishment) and racf 
(deterring) from disobeying God. 
6- The detention of the one who is unwilling to bear the obligation which does not 
entertain substitution of another, like the detention of one who admits that he had married 
two sisters at the same time or ten women, or a woman and her daughter, while unwilling 
to specify one among them as his legal wife. 
7- One who maintains that he does not know either the thing in question or of any 
responsibility (dhimmah) in the matter and he refuses to specify it, will be detained until 
he does specify it, by saying: "The thing is this cloth or this animal and the like, or the 
thing which I have admitted is the dTnar which is my responsibility. 
8- The detention of a person who is unwilling to perform one of the religious duties 
required by God like fasting, according to the ShaficT s. However, according to the 
Malik T s, such a man will be killed. 59 
With regard to the place of imprisonment, lbn Qayyim states: 
"Legitimate imprisonment (al-~abs al-sharcT) is not confinement in a 
narrow place, but impeding the person and preventing him from his 
freedom of movement, whether he i$ placed in a house or a mosque, or 
59 Al-Qaraff, al-Furiig, vol.4, p.79; al-ShaJibT, al-I'tisam, vo1.2, p.l20. See also Wahbah, al-Figh al-Islam I wa 
Adillatuh, vol.6, p.199. 
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charging the plaintiff or his representative with guarding him or 
appointing him a keeper ....... This was confinement during the Prophet's 
era and that of his companion Abii Bakr. There were no specific prisons 
assigned to confine the opposing parties in a lawsuit. However, during the 
rule ofcUmar Ibn al-Khagab, when the population increased, he bought 
the house of ~afwan Ibn Umayyah for four thousand dirhams and made 
it a prison" .60 
As to the period of imprisonment of a person accused in favour of investigation, 
al-MawardT said that: 
"There are different opinions. cAbd Allah al-ZubayrT, one of al-ShaficT•s 
companions says that the maximum period of imprisonment is one month 
for investigation (al-kashf) and for acquittal (al-istibra'). Others say it is 
undetermined and should be left up to the imam's view and his 
independent reasoning (ijtihad), the last is more likely".61 
Basically, the imprisonment is a tcfz Tr punishment, which cannot be imposed for 
a crime until after the crime has been proved and a lawful sentence passed. However, the 
cases of false imprisonment could be put under tort law and any Muslim or non-Muslim 
citizen may move to the court for redress against unwarranted imprisonment. 
60 Ibn Qayyim, al-Tu rug al-Hukmivvah, pp.l 02-103. 
61 Al-Maward1, al-Ahkam al-Sul tanivvah, p.220. See also Ibn Qayyim, al-Turug al-Hukmivvah, p.l 03. For 
detail see Ibn Farbiin, Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.225. 
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THE TYPES OF TORTS AGAINST PROPERTY 
TRESPASS ON LAND 
The tort of trespass on land (trespass quare clausum fregit) is committed by entry 
on the land of another without lawful authority. Trespass on land is actionable per se 
which means that an action may be brought against a trespasser even though he has not 
caused any actual damage to the land. In other words, it constitutes a tort without proof 
of actual damage. 1 
Trespass on the Surface and on the Subsoil of the Land 
In general, one who owns or possesses the surface of land, also owns or possesses 
all the underlying strata.2 Any entry beneath the surface, therefore, at whatever depth, is 
an actionable trespass. If a 1nan tunnels horizontally from his land under the land of an 
adjoining coal mine to take coal, this will be trespass. However, surface and subsoil may 
be possessed by different persons. If A is in possession of the surface and B of the 
subsoil, and C walks upon the land, that is a trespass against A, but not against B. If C 
1 Arthur Underhill, A Summary of the Law of Torts, p.74; R.S. Sim And D.M.M. Scott, "A" Level English 
Law, p.l81. 
2 There is a Latin maxim which connotes this issue : "Cujus est solum, ejus est usque ad coelum et usque ad 
inferos", means the owner of the surface is presumed to own everything beneath it to the centre of the earth, 
and above it to the sky. See Salmond and Heuston, p.49; Arthur Underhill, A Summary of the Law of Torts, 
p.75. 
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digs holes vertically in the land, that is a trespass against both A and B. If C bores a 
tunnel from his land into B's subsoil, that is a trespass against B only.3 
The discussion above could be related to views of the fuqaha' as follows: 
In the ljanafl school, the Majallah states: 
"Whoever owns a piece of land is the owner of what is below it. That is 
to say, he is able to 1nake what use of it he wishes; for instance, to build 
what buildings he wishes. He may also dig the ground and make a cellar, 
and sink a well as deep as he likes". 4 
Furthermore, in case of a man digging a well or a canal or a stream in the land of 
the other without his permission, it is permissible for him to prevent the digger from this 
and he can claim from him the expenses required to level the digging in his land. This is 
the opinion of Abu Yusuf. He added in this case (trespass on land) the plaintiff is entitled 
to damages and pecuniary compensation for the damage sustained in his land by digging 
it (like causing a structure to be demolished over it and so on).5 
According to the ShaficT jurist al-MawardT: 
"There are two opinions about the minerals which are hidden in the land 
(al-macadin al-ba[inah),6 whether they should be awarded to the owner of 
3 Salmond and Heuston, p.49; R.S. Sim And D.M.M. Scott, "A" Level English Law, p.183; W.V.H. Rogers, 
Win field and Jolowicz on Tort, p.365. 
4 Majallah, article 1194. 
5 Abii Yiisuf, Kitab ai-Kharaj, p.l98. 
6 AI-Md'idin al-biJinah (minerals) means mines which are kept hidden in the land and cannot be taken out 
unless by spending a large amount or a great labour is required. Whereas, al-md id in a/-fihirah connotes any 
valuable thing which is easily seen in the land and there is no need for much labour and expense to obtain them, 
like kohl, salt and so forth. See ai-Mawardl, ai-Ahkam ai-Sultanivvah, p.197. AI-Nawaw 1 also states on the 
same topic that al-md'din a/-fihirah are visible mines, that is material which can be extracted without 
preliminary labour, as in the case of deposits of naphtha, sulphur, pitch, bitumen ..... They do not become 
private property by the way of i~ya_, (clearing uncultivated land), and no preferential right arises from first 
occupancy, nor even from a concession from the Sovereign. If the yield of the mine is not abundant, the first 
occupier can take from the mine what is enough for his needs; but if he wants to take more, it may be 
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the land or not. ....... The second opinion is that the minerals (which are 
hidden in the land) should be awarded to the owner of the land because 
there is a J:IadTth reported by several people7 that the Prophet awarded to 
Bilal b. al-Ijarith al-Muzan T minerals at al-Qabliyyah, what is above it 
and what is below it; and also awarded a farm at Qadas, and the Prophet 
did not award (minerals and a farm) as belonging to all Muslims (public 
right)". 8 
Al-Sh 1 raz T elaborates this issue talking [(in the chapter of zakah on ma''din 
(mine) and rikaz (buried treasure)]: 
"If a person found (either a mine or buried treasure) in a land of another, 
it is owned by its owner and (if it has been dug out of that land) he should 
return it to the owner of the land".9 
In the Malik T school, Ibn Rushd notes: 
"The "ulama' have unanimously agreed that whoever cultivates trees of 
date palm or fruit trees or any plants on the land of another, is ordered to 
take them out". 10 
Ibn AbT Zayd al-QayrawanT says: 
"A usurper is ordered to demolish his building or up-root the plant and 
prohibited. Drawing lots must decide the priority, where two or more persons want to begin the exploitation at 
the same time. Al-Mcfdin al-baJinah is hidden mines, that is which cannot be extracted without preliminary 
labour, as gold, silver, iron and copper. They do not become private property by the mere fact of digging and 
exploitation, any more than "visible" ones; but if a person clears uncultivated land (i~ya' al-mawat) and 
discovers in it a "hidden" mine, he obtains the ownership of it, as an accessory to the soil. Minhaj at-Talib In 
wa 'Umdat ai-MuftTn, p.167. See also Minhaj al-Tullab printed with Minhaj ai-Talib In wa 'Umdat al-Muftln, 
p.l67; Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.372. 
7 Reported by Kath Tr b. 'Abd Allah b. 'Amr b. 'Awf al-Muzan I who received it from his father who received 
it from his grand father. This l:fadlth can also be seen in ai-Muwatta', p.l33. 
8 
AI-Maward1, ai-Ahkam al-Sultanivvah, pp.l97-198. 
9 AI-Muhadhdhab, vol. I, p.532 and p.535. 
10 Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.2, pp.241-242. See also ai-Mudawwanah, vol.4, p.l89; ai-Mawaq, at-Taj wa ai-Ik11l 
in the margin of al-l:la!sab, Mawahib ai-Jal11, vol.5, p.287. 
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tree he has planted On the USUrped land ..... rll I 
KhalTl b. IslJ.aq indicates: 
"The owner of the land usurped may either demand that the usurper shall 
remove any building he may have put up on it (or any tree he may have 
cultivated on it), or he may . .'' 12 
Ibn Juzayy states: 
"Whoever usurps a land and builds a building on it, should demolish it 
" 13 
In the l}anbalT school, Ibn Rajah states: 
"Everything which comes out of the land of an owner is owned by the 
owner". 14 
In general, Alpnad b. cAbd All~h al-QarT remarks: 
"Performing any activity in another's ownership is not permissible unless 
with the authorization of its owner" .15 
Generally, the word" performing any activity in another's ownership" (al-ta~arrufjT milk 
al-ghayr) could be said to include land, house and so forth. 
In the Z:ahirT school, Ibn l}azm mentions: 
"The mineral rights of any landlord who discovers deposits of precious 
materials on, or in his land, as iron, tin, gold, silver, aluminium, any other 
precious metal, rubies, crystal, or oil belong to him. The government may 
11 Al-Risalah, p.l34. See also al-Fawakih al-Dawan I, vol.2, p.234; al-Thamar al-Dan I, p.553; Zarriiq, .s.hru:h 
Zarriig cala Matn al-Risalah, vol.2, pp.296-297; Ibn Najl, Sharh Ibn Najlc ala Matn al-Risalah printed with 
Sharh Zarriig cala Matn al-Risalah, vol.2, p.296. See also al-Kafi, p.455. 
12 Mukhtasar, p.227. See also al-Ab I, Jawahir al-Iklll, vol.2, p.l51; al-Dardl r, A grab al-Masalik, p.l51; al-
Dardl r, al-Sharh al-Sagh I r in the margin of Bulghat al-Salik, vol.2, p.l98. 
13 Al-Oawan In al-Fighivvah, p.217. 
14 Ibn Rajah, al-Oawacid fT al-Figh al-Islam 1, p.160. 
15 Majallat al-Ahkam al-Sharciyyah, article 1674, p.507. 
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not claim any ownership of such items discovered in a private property". 16 
Joseph Schacht also has expressed the same sense in the following words: 
"Also, the owner of the ground has an exclusive right in trees that grow 
in it, and its alluvion ................ The mine belongs to the owner of the 
ground, to the finder only if the ground has no owner. ......... ". 17 
Based on the I:IadTth, the I:Ianafi, the ShaficT, the Malik T, the I:IanbalT, the Zahir T 
schools and Joseph Schacht agreed on the general rule that persons other than the owner 
of the ground have no any right ofusufruct and the like to the ground of another without 
lawful permission. 
Trespass of Airspace 
The owner of the land has in private law the right to use the airspace for his own 
purposes. Thus, he may cut the overhanging branches of a tree growing in his neighbour's 
land, whether they do him harm or not; yet he has no right of action against the owner of 
the tree unless he can show actual damage. So he may cut and remove an unauthorized 
telegraph or other electric wire stretched through the air above his land, at whatever 
height it may be, and whether or not he can show that he suffers any harm or 
inconvenience from it. 
The Majallah states that whoever owns a piece of land, is owner of what is above 
16 Al-Muhalla, vol.8, p.238. 
17 Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic Law, p.l36. 
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it. 18 Consequently, every person who owns a piece of land, owns all above it to the sky 
and everything beneath it to the centre of the earth so long as what is above and beneath 
the land was not owned by other persons. 19 
Furthermore, the Majallah points out: 
"No person may extend the eaves of a room which he has constructed in 
his house over his neighbour's house airspace. If he does so, the amount 
which so extends over his neighbour's house airspace should be 
removed". 20 
The removing or cutting off the quantity extended is compulsory even though it does not 
cause any injury by reason of interference in another owner's land without permission. 
It is also prohibited in the case of land jointly owned by two persons when one of them 
extends the eaves of his room to his partner's airspace without permission of the partner.21 
Trespass by Placing Objects on Land 
It is a trespass to place anything upon the plaintiffs land, or to cause any physical 
object or noxious substance to cross the boundary of the plaintiffs land, or even simply 
to come into physical contact with the land, though there may be no crossing of the 
boundary: for example, to cause a Virginia creeper to grow upon it, or to lean a ladder, 
18 Majallah, article 1194. 
19 cAllljaydar, Durar ai-Hukkam, voi.IO, p.217. 
20 See Majallah, article 1195. 
21 Sail m Rustam, Sharh al-Maj allah, vol.l, p.656. 
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plank or a shed, or to pile rubbish against it.22 
In Islam, the case of placing an object on land could be related to a ljadTth of the 
Prophet who said: 
"If anyone sows in other people's land without their permission, he has no 
right to any of the crop, but he may have what it cost him". 23 
The content of this ljadTth implies that a person cannot trespass to put any object on land 
in the possession of another without his permission. Besides, there is a legal maxim 
which could be linked to the discussion as being in conformity to the I:JadTth: 
"No one is permitted to exercise any right in another's property without 
the latter's permission" .24 
A person, therefore, may not trespass on another's house or farm surrounded with a hedge 
or fence without the permission of its owner.25 
In articles 906 and 907 of the Majallah, it is quoted that if buildings are erected 
or trees planted upon the land of another without his permission, the person who built the 
buildings and planted the trees is to be ordered to pull them down and restore the land. 
He should also give compensation for the loss of the value of the land arising from his 
action. 
And, in article 909, it is mentioned that if someone occupies a piece of land 
belonging to another and places sweepings or any other thing, such a person shall be 
.,2 
- Salmond and Heuston, p.48. 
23 Sunan ai-Tinnidh T. vol.3, p.639 and vo1.6, p.l25; Sunan Ibn Majah, vol.2, p.824; Sunan Ab 1 Dawud, vo1.3, 
pp.261-262; lbn J:Iajr, Buliigh ai-Maram, p.l97. 
24 Majallah, article 96. Layajiiz li abadcan yata§arraffT milk lighayrih bi la idhnih. 
25 
c AI1I:Iaydar, Durar ai-Hukkam, vol.l, p.85. 
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obliged to remove such matter, and to evacuate the land. 
It can also be seen in Mukhtasar: 
"The rightful proprietor (musta~iqq) of a piece of land may, if a mosque 
has been built on his land, demand that the said mosque be demolished".26 
Ibn Qiiyan, one of the lj:anbalT jurists, has noted: 
"If a person (usurper) cultivated (a tree) or built (a building upon the 
other's land), he is responsible to uproot the tree and remove the 
building". 27 
Ibn Rajah stated: 
"If there is a palm tree owned by a person on another person's land, the 
owner of the land has authority to remove that tree".28 
The case of causing any physical object or noxious substance29 to cross the 
boundary of the plaintiffs land could be related analogously in Islam, to the case of 
lighting a fire by a person in order to bum something in his land, and the fire crosses the 
boundary of the neighbour's land and causes damage. The person who has lit the fire was 
held liable for the damage because he should have predicted that occurrence. 30 The same 
26 Mukhtasar, p.229. See also ai-Mudawwanah, vol.4, p.203; ai-Ab I, Jawahir ai-Iklll, vol.2, p.l55; al-ljaJJRb, 
Mawahib ai-Jalll, vo1.5, p.303; ai-Mawaq, al-Taj wa ai-Iklll in the margin of al-ljaJ,tab, Mawahib ai-Jalll, 
vol.5, pp.303-304. 
27 
Manar ai-Sab 11, vol. I, p.434. See also Ibn Raj ab, ai-Oawacid f1 al-Fiqh ai-Islam T, p.l60; Majallat ai-Ahkam 
ai-Shariyyah, article 79, p.91. 
28 Ibn Raj ab, ai-Oawacid fi ai-Figh ai-Islam I, p.l56. 
29 A1c Donald v. Associated Fuels [ 1954] 3 D.L.R. 775 (blowing carbon monoxide into a house). Cited in 
Salmond and Heuston, p.48. 
30 Majmac ai-Damanat, p.l61; Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.6, p.88; ai-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l92; Mukhtasar, p.291; Fatawa 
Qadlkhan in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.3, pp.250-251; Jamic ai-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.89; Lisan 
ai-Hukkam, p.281; ai-Ajwibah ai-Khafifah, p.390; cAll ljaydar, Durar ai-Hukkam, vol.l, p.83; ai-
Mudawwanah, vol.4, p.472; Tabsirat ai-Hukkam, vo1.2, pp.242-243; ai-Kinan I, al-cAgd ai-Munazzam li ai-
Hukkam in the margin ofTabsirat ai-Hukkam, vol.2, p.80; ai-Furiig, vol.4, p.27; ai-Mawaq, al-Taj wa ai-Iklll 
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is the case in irrigation by water when it trespasses the boundary of a neighbour's land. 31 
Trespass Ab Initio 
One who has entered land with authority of law is liable as a trespasser in respect 
of his original entry if he commits some act on the land not justified by the authority 
under which he entered. 32 
In another words, it can be said that whenever a person has authority given him 
by law to enter upon lands or tenements for any purpose, and he goes beyond or abuses 
such authority by doing that which he has no right to do, then, although the entry was 
lawful, he will be considered as a trespasser ab initio.33 
In Islam, the discussion of trespass ab initio, in general, could be recognized in 
the application of a legal maxim which enunciates: "Legal permission negates tortious 
in the margin of al-lja!!lib, Mawahib ai-Jalll, vo1.6, p.321; Zarriiq, Sharh Zarriig ea la Matn ai-Risalah, vo1.2, 
p.245; ai-Qawan Tn al-Fighivvah, p.218; al-Khirsh 1, Fath ai-Jalll cala Mukhtasar Khalll, vo1.8, p.lll; a l-Ab 1, 
Jawahir ai-IkiTI, vol.2, pp.296-297; Mughn T al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.83 and vo1.2, p.278; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vo1.7, 
p.355; ai-Shibramalsi, Hashiyah in the margin ofNihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.7, p.355; ai-Sh Traz1, Kitab ai-Tanb 1h, 
p.72; ai-Muhadhdhab, vol.2, p.21 0; Sulayman al-Jamal, Hashiyat ai-Jamal cala Sharh ai-Minhaj, vo1.5, p.83; 
Tuhfat al-Muhtaj in the margin of Ha wash T ai-Sharwan T wa Ibn Oasim, vol.9, p.ll; ai-Sharwan 1, Hashiyat ai-
Sharwan T. vo1.9, p.ll; Ibn Qasim, Hashiyat Ibn Oasim printed with Hashiyat ai-Sharwan 1, vo1.9, pp.ll-12; Ibn 
Qudamah, al-Sharh al-Kab Tr printed with al-Mughn 1, vo1.5, p.447; al-Mughn 1 wa ai-Sharh ai-Kab 1r, 
vo1.5, p.453; Miiiabat, vol.l, p.203. For a detailed discussion of fire, see the topic of"Liability for Fire", pp.282-
299. 
31 cAll ljaydar, Durar al-Hukkam, vol.l, p.83; Abii Yiisuf, Kitab al-Kharaj, p.l97. For details see this 
discussion in the topic of "Liability for Water", pp.300-313. 
32 C.D. Baker, Tort, p.65. 
33 Arthur Underhill, A Summary of the Law of Torts, p.77. 
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liability".34 Any action which goes beyond the legal permission is restricted, whatever the 
case. 
In cases of hire, if a hirer does what is contrary to what he is allowed to do by 
going beyond what was agreed, he must be liable. For example, if an animal is injured 
by loading weight of iron on it, when it was hired to carry so much weight of olive, the 
hirer is responsible. 35 
A person who has hired an animal to go to a fixed place, cannot go beyond that 
place to another place without the permission of the owner. If he does so and the animal 
is injured, he must make good the loss.36 
In case of passage on the public road, every person has a right of using it on the 
condition of safety. If he goes beyond or abuses the authority or licence or law which is 
given and determined to all by the law, he is liable for any injury or loss which may be 
caused there by. 37 
Underlining the examples above, it can be conceived that a person who has been 
authorized by law to carry out his task, cannot abuse it or go beyond such licence or 
authority by doing something which he has no right to do. In Islam, therefore, as for the 
case of entering upon land of others, analogously, the person who enters with authority 
34 Majallah, article 91. 
35 Majallah, article 605. 
36 Majallah, articles 545 and 546. See also articles 548, 549, 550 and 551. 
37 Al-Mabsii!. vol.27, p.23; ai-Hidayah, vol.4, p.194; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.467; Mughn I al-Muhtaj, 
vol.4, p.206; ai-Ajwibah ai-Khaflfah, p.388; Atunad al-Zarqa', Sharh ai-Oawacid al-Fighiyyah, p.450; Wahbah, 
Nazarivvat a1-Daman, p.212. 
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to do so, should not abuse or go beyond such authority or go outside his given authority. 
He is considered a trespasser or transgressor (mutac:addin) if he has done so. 
TRESPASS AND CONVERSION OF GOODS 
In Islam, the topic of trespass on goods and conversion of goods have been 
discussed by the fuqaha' in their writings on the topic of gha~b. However, before going 
further, there should be an examination of the Islamic law of tort. 
With regard to trespass on goods, this is essentially prohibited by Islam and it 
makes it a duty of a trespasser or usurper to return the goods which have been usurped 
to their owner or the owner has a right of pecuniary compensation for his goods when the 
usurped goods are damaged or lost. 38 
Conversion implies any act whereby a person is denied his power to deal with 
his own property (izalat al-ta~arruf) and whose result is equivalent to usurpation (gha~b) 
is regarded as amounting to usurpation. Thus, if a person to whom property has been 
entrusted for safe keeping denies such a trust, such an act amounts to usurpation. 39 
Therefore, the circumstance (~a!) and state (kayfiyyah) are in effect equal to 
usurpation as regards the elimination of the power by disposition (izalat al-ta~arruf) 
which means the elimination of the power of disposition of someone without legal right 
is considered to amount to gha~b and the wrongdoer is obliged to liability (cjaman) as in 
38 Majallah, articles 890 and 891. 
39 Majallah, article 90 I. 
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actual gha~b.40 
The topics of conversion could be put into the main words "the elimination of the 
power of disposition", because the cases of conversion will be pursued in the court when 
the power of the plaintiff to dispose or to deal with his own property is eliminated by the 
defendant whether by way of detention, converting, depriving or in any manner 
inconsistent with the plaintiffs right (excluding the /;}add cases) to the use and possession 
of his property. The elimination of the power by the ways above, in Islam, is regarded as 
gha~b. 
Gha~b etymologically comes from gha-~a-ba which means usurp or seize 
wrongfully.41 In its literal sense, it means taking another's property wrongfully, unjustly 
or by violence. It is also taking another's property wrongfully (~ulman) and publicly 
(jiharan/mujaharah). 42 Also, it means the taking of property from another by means of 
overcoming or conquest.43 
In legal terminology, it ~ill be listed in accordance with the Islamic schools: 
40 cAilljaydar, Durar al-Hukkam, vol.8, p.497. 
41 Harith Faruqi, Farugi's Law Dictionary, p.246. 
42 Zakariyya al-An~rT, Sharh Minhaj al-Tullab in the margin ofl-ffishiyat al-Jamal cala Sharh al-Minhaj, vol.3, 
p.469; Fath al-Wahhab, vol. I, p.274; Hashiyatan Qalyiib 1 wa cumayrah, vol.3, p.27; al-Bayjiir1, Hashiyat al-
Bayjiir T, vol.2, p.20; al-Nawaw T, Tash Th al-Tanb Th in the margin of Kitab al-Tanb Th, p. 71; Kifliyat al-Akhyar, 
p.384; al-Siraj al-Wahhaj, p.266; Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.5, p.l44; Tuhfat al-Muhtaj in the margin ofHawash 1 
al-Sharwan 1 wa lbn Qasim, vol.6, p.2; al-Muft1 al-ljubaysh 1, Fath al-Mannan, p.290; al-Yaman 1, al-Nazm 
al-Mustacdhab printed with al-Muhadhdhab, vol.2, p.l96; al-~aw 1, Bulghat al-Salik, vo1.2, p.l93; al-ljagab, 
Mawahib al-Jalll, vo1.5, p.273; Mughn T al-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.275; al-Ignac, vol.2, p.55; al-Ikhtiyar li TaclTl al-
Mukhtar, vo1.3, p.58; Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.455; Badr ai-Muttaga in the margin ofMajmac al-Anhur, vol.2, 
p.455; Taby1n al-Haqa'ig, vol.5, p.221; Kashshafal-Oinac can Matn al-Ignac, vol.4, p.76; Sharh Muntaha al-
lradat, vol.2, p.399; al-Rawd al-Murbic, p.330; Zarriiq, Sharh Zarriiq cala Matn al-Risalah, vol.2, p.219; .Iill. 
al-cAriis, vol.3, p.484; Lane, £Arabic-English Lexicon, vol.2, p.285. 
43 Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.ll; Taby Tn al-Haga'ig, vol.5, p.221; al-Durr al-Mukhtar printed with Radd al-Muhtar, 
vo1.6, p.l77. 
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In the Hanafi school 
[ 1] Gha~b signifies the taking of another's property which is valuable and inviolable, 
without the consent of its owner, in such a manner as to eliminate the owner's possession 
of it.44 
[2] The elimination of the possession of the rightful owner by the open establishment of 
an invalid possession by an unauthorized person of a valuable, inviolable property or a 
movable property without the owner's permission.45 
[3] Taking and holding the property of another without his permission. 46 
However, they define the words in the following way: 
"Property" excludes the carcass and the like.47 However, the carrion of fish and of 
grasshoppers is considered as property.48 But the word, in general, can be said to include 
property usurped or not. 49 
"Valuable" excludes the property which is valueless in Islam like wine and pig in the 
44 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.ll; ai-Fatiiwa ai-Hindivvah, vol.5, p.ll9. Akhdh mal mutaqawwam mubtaram bighayr 
idhn al-ma/ik ··aliiwajh yaz Tl yadah. See also Takmilat Fath ai-Qadlr, vol.9, p.316. 
45 AI-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.331; Taby In ai-Haga'ig, vol.5, p.222. lzalah yad muhiqqah li ithbat yad 
mub.lilah.f[ mal mutaqawwam mu[ztaram qiibilli naql bi ghayr idhn ma/ikah la bi khajiyyah. See also Majmac 
al-Anhur, vol.2, p.455; Badr al-Muttaga in the margin ofMajmac al-Anhur, vol.2, pp.455-456. 
46 
Majallah, article 881. Akhdh mal abad wa rjabJih bi diin idhnih. 
47 AI-Durr ai-Mukhtiir, vol.2, p.331; Majmac ai-Anhur, vol.2, p.455; al-Durr al-Mukhtar printed with Radd al-
M.!!.IJ.W, vol.6, p.l78. 
48 Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.6, p.178. 
49 Sharh al-clnayah cala ai-Hidayah printed with Takmilat Fath al-Oadlr, vol.9, p.316; Wahbah, ai-Fiqh al-
Islam I wa Adillatuh, vol.5, p.707. 
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possession of a Muslim. 5° 
"Inviolable" excludes the property of ~arb T because it is not covered under the terms of 
inviolable property (ghayr mu~taram).51 
"Without the consent of its owner" excludes the property which has been permitted by its 
owner, such as a trust, or deposit, or a gift and the like which have been performed by a 
contract. 52 
"Openly" excludes theft because theft is a clandestine act. 53 
"Movable property" precludes immovable property. This is the opinion of Abii !}an Tfah 
and Abii Yiisuf. However, MulJammad b. al-I}asan al-ShaybanT, Zufar and the other 
jurists of the school have a view contrary to that opinion. They accept that gha~b can 
occur on immovable property. This is based on a I}adTth: "If anyone usurps a span of 
land unjustly, seven earths will be tied round his neck on the day ofresurrection". 54 The 
later opinion is preferable. 
50 AI-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vol2, p.331; Sharh al-clnayah cala ai-Hidayah printed with Takmilat Fath ai-QadTr, 
vo1.9, p.316; Taby Tn ai-Haga'ig, vol.5, p.222; Majmac ai-Anhur, vo1.2, p.455; Wahbah, ai-Figh ai-Islam T wa 
Adillatuh, vol.5, p. 707. 
51 Al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.331; Sharh al-clnayah cala ai-Hidayah printed with Takmilat Fath ai-QadTr, 
vo1.9, p.316; Taby In al-Haga'iq, vol.5, p.222; al-Shalab T, Hashiyat ai-Shalab Tin the margin of Taby Tn ai-
Haga'ig, vol.5, p.222; Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.455; 
Wahbah, ai-Figh al-l slam 1 wa Adillatuh, vol.5, p.707. 
52 AI-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vo1.2, p.331; ai-Durr al-Mukhtar printed with Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.6, p.l79; Radd ai-
.M.!!h!fu:, vo1.6, p.l79; Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.456; Wahbah, ai-Fiqh ai-Islam T wa Adillatuh, vo1.5, p. 707. 
53 Al-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.332; Takmilat Fath ai-QadTr, vol.9, pp.316-317; al-Durr ai-Mukhtar printed 
with Radd al-Muhtar, vo1.6, p.l79; Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.456. 
54 Taby Tn al-Haga'ig, vo1.5, p.224; Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.l79; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.5, p.ll9; Majmac 
al-Anhur, vol.2, p.455 and p.458; ai-Ikhtiyar li Tacril ai-Mukhtar, vol.3, p.60; Bidayat ai-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.237; 
ai-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l2; Fatawa Hammadivvah, vol.2, p.749; Miijabat, vol.l, p.l58. The latter opinion has been 
followed by the Majallah and it has been enacted in articles 905-909. 
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In the ShaficT school 
[ 1] The act of encroachment with aggression upon the right of another. 55 
They define these terms in the following way: 
"Encroachment" occurs by way of force (qahr) and an act of conquest. 56 
"Upon the right" includes valuable and worthless property like the dhimm T's wine, dog, 
skin of carcass and dung. 57 
"With aggression" is when it occurs wrongfully or unjustly (~ulman) and IS a 
transgression ( al-tac addi). 58 
In the Malik T school 
55 Minhaj al-Talib In wa cumdat al-Muftln, p.146; al-Bayjiirl, Hashiyat al-Bayjiirl, vol.2, p.20; al-Mahalll 
printed with Hashiyatan Qalyiib I wa cumayrah, vol.3, p.27; Minhaj al-Talib In in the margin of al-Siraj al-
Wahhaj, p.266; al-Siraj al-Wahhaj, p.266; Ki:tayat al-Akhyar, p.384; al-Nawaw 1, Tash lh al-Tanb lh in the 
margin of Kitab al-Tanb Th, p. 71; Al-lstTl a": ala !Jaqq al-ghayr cudwanan. Zakariyya al-An~r T defined al-ghG§b 
as "istT18' .:ala baqq ghayr bi la baqq". See Zakariyya al-An~arl, Minhaj al-Tullab printed with Minhaj al-
Talibln wa cumdat al-Muftln, p.146; Fath al-Wahhab, vol.l, p.274; Zakariyya al-An~arl, Sharh Minhaj al-
Tullab in the margin ofHashiyat al-Jamal cala Sharh al-Minhaj, vol.3, p.469. In al-IqnaC, its author used the 
word bi ghayr instead of bi 18. See al-Iqnac, vol.2, p.55. See also al-MuftT al-I;Iubaysh T, Fath al-Mannan, p.290; 
TagrTr ai-Awhad in the margin of ai-IqnaC, vol.2, p.55. The author ofKi:tayat al-Akhyar defined it as "al-istT18' 
r:ala mal al-ghayr ··alajihat al-td.adc!T". See Ki:tayat ai-Akhyar, p.384. 
56 Mughn T al-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.275. See also Sulayman al-Jamal, Hashiyat al-Jamal cata Sharh al-Minhaj, vol.3, 
p.469; Hashiyatan QaiVUbl wa cumayrah, vol.3, p.27; Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.5, p.145; al-Shibramalsl, 
Hashiyat al-Shibramalsl printed with Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vol.5, p.l45; Tuhfat al-Muhtaj in the margin of 
Ha wash I al-Sharwan I wa Ibn Oasim, vol.6, p.3. 
57 
Mughn T al-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.275; al-Siraj al-Wahhaj, p.265; Fath al-Wahhab, vol. I, p.274; Nihayat al-Muhtaj, 
vol.5, p.144; Tuhfat ai-Muhtaj in the margin ofHawash I al-Sharwan I wa Ibn Oasim, vol.6, p.2; al-Bayjiirl, 
Hashiyat al-Bayjiir I, vol.2, p.21; Ki:tayat al-Akhyar, p.384. 
58 
Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.5, p.145; Tuhfat al-Muhtaj in the margin ofHawash I al-Sharwan I wa Ibn Oasim, 
vol.6, p.3; Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.275. 
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[1] Forcibly taking a thing belonging to another or its benefits without the owner's 
permission and without the use of arms. 59 
[2] Taking another's property by force (qahran) and transgression (tcfaddian) without the 
use of arms (~iriibah).60 
[3] Taking another's property by force without the use of arms (~iriibah).61 
[4] Taking another's property by aggression (cudwiinan) and force (qahran) without the 
use of arms (~iriibah).62 
They define these terms in the following way:63 
"Taking another's property" means encroachment (istTlii') which includes gha~b and the 
like such as when a person takes property which has been a trust or a debt to another. 
"Property" means substance of a thing (al-acyiin al-miidiyah), excludes the encroaclunent 
upon the benefit of something like dwelling in another's house or riding his animal. 
"By force" excludes theft by reason of the fact that it is not taken by force and it also 
59 Al-Qawan Tn al-Fiqhivvah, p.216. Akhdh riqbah al-milk aw manjcf'atih bi ghayr idhn a/-miilik ca/iiwajh a/-
ghalabah wa al-qahr diin biriibah. 
60 
Mukhtasar, p.226; al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-IklTI in the margin ofal-lja!,lab, Mawahib al-JalTI, vol.5, p.274; 
al-l:fa!~b, Mawahib al-JalTl, vol.5, p.274; al-DardTr, al-Sharh al-Sagh Tr in the margin of Bulghat al-Salik, 
vol.2, p.l93; Zarriiq, Sharh Zarriig cala Matn al-Risalah, vol.2, p.219; al-Bahjah fi Sharh al-Tuhfah, vol.2, 
p.653; al-TawadT, Sharh Arjiizah Tuhfat al-Hukkam printed with al-Bahjah fi Sharh ai-Tuhfah, vol.2, p.653. 
Akhdh mal qahran td'addian bi lii biriibah. 
61 
AI-Kinan T, al-cAqd al-Munazzam li ai-Hukkam in the margin ofTabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.70. Akhdh ai-
m a/ qahran min ghayr biriibah. 
62 lbn NajT, Sharh Ibn Nail cala Matn al-Risalah printed with Sharh Zarriiq ea la Matn al-Risalah, vol.2, p.218. 
See also al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-IklTl in the margin ofal-I;Ianab, Mawahib al-JalTl, vol.5, p.274. Akhdh al-miil 
··udwanan qahran min ghayr biriibah. 
63 Al-DardTr, ai-Sharh al-Kab Tr, vol.3, pp.442-459; al-DardTr, al-Sharh ai-Sagh Tr in the margin of Bulghat ai-
Salik, vol.2, pp.193-194; al-A.b T, Jawahir al-IklTl, vol.2, p.148; al-~aw T, Bulghat al-Salik, vol.2, pp.l93-194; 
lbn NajT, Sharh Ibn NaiT cala Matn ai-Risalah printed with Sharh Zarriig cala Matn al-Risalah, vol.2, p.218; 
al-Bahjah fi Sharh al-Tuhfah, vol.2, p.654; Wahbah, al-Fiqh al-Islam T wa Adillatuh, vol.5, p.708. 
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excludes the thing borrowed (mustac iir) and the gift, by reason of the fact that they are 
taken voluntarily (ikhtiyaran ). 
"Transgression" excludes anything which is wrongfully taken by force, but if it warranted 
by law, it is permissible to do so like seizure for debt or zakah. 
"Without the use of arms" means without a fight (muqatalah), and excludes anything 
taken by force of arms because it will be the crime of brigandage, not tort. 
In the HanbalT school 
[ 1] The act which can customarily be considered as encroachment with aggression upon 
the right of another.64 
[2] The encroachment upon the property of another forcibly without (getting) any right 
(to do so ).65 
[3] The act which can customarily be considered as encroachment, not in the case relating 
to ~arb T, upon the right of another by force without any right (to do so).66 
[ 4] The encroachment upon the property of another without any right (to do so). 67 
[5] The encroachment of a person upon the property of another without any right (to do 
64 Manar al-Sab 11, vol. I, p.433. A/-/stT/8' curfan '·ala baqq al-ghayr cudwanan. 
65 Al-MugniC, p.l45; al-Mugnic wa Hashiyatuh, vo1.2, p.232; lbn Qudamah, al-Sharh al-Kab I r printed with al-
Mughn I. vol.5, p.374. A/-/stT/8' '"ala mal al-ghayr qahran bi ghayr !Jaqq. Al-BahiitT gives the similar definition 
as above, merely he uses the words "!Jaqq ghayrih" instead of the words "mal ghayr". See ai-Rawd al-MurbiC, 
p.330. So, his definition becomes "al-istT/a_".ala baqq ghayrih qahran bi ghayr baqq". 
66 Kashshafal-Oinac can Matn al-lgnaC, vol.4, p.76; Sharh Muntaha al-lradat, vol.2, p.399; Majallah ai-Ahkam 
ai-Shariyyah, article 1375, p.430. Al-lstT/a.., ghayr barb T'.urfan ea/a baqq ghayrih qahran b(ghayr baqq. 
67 Al-Mughn I wa ai-Sharh ai-Kab lr, vol.5, p.374. AI-JstT/8' ea/a mal ghayrih bi ghayr baqq. 
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With the definitions of gha~b above, the ShaficT and the I}anbalT schools in their 
definitions are quite similar to each other. They used the term ~aqq al-ghayr (the right 
of another) which lies in the fact that it includes mal mutaqawwam (valuable property), 
its benefit and it also includes the setting up of a special area or domain (sa'ir a!-
ikhti~~at) like the right of impeding (~aqq al-ta~ajjur) which means the development 
of waste land (i~ya' al-mawat) by laying stones around it as a boundary, and mal ghayr 
mutaqawwam (worthless property) such as the wine of a dhimm T, a dog, skin of a carcass 
and dung.69 
68 £Umdat ai-Fiqh, p.60; al-cUddah Sharh al-cUmdah, p.230./stlla.., al-insan ''ala mal ghayrih hi ghayr baqq. 
69 Mughn 1 ai-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.275; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vol.5, p.I45; Sharh Muntaha ai-Iradat, vol.2, p.399; 
Kashshaf ai-Qinac can Matn ai-Iqnif, vol.4, p.76; ai-Rawd ai-Murb1, p.330; Wahbah, ai-Fiqh ai-Islam 1 wa 
Adiilatuh, vol.5, p.709. According to thefuqaha..,, mal mutaqawwam- is mal which it is permitted by shari'· to 
utilize in a nonnal situation and obtained by endeavour (ahab al-shiiri"' al-intifit hihfl bal a/-s{ah wa ikhtiyiir 
wa [liizah hi al-jfl). Included are manqiil, ''aqiir, food, etc., which it is pennissible to enjoy according to Islamic 
law. This mal is given protection by shari'' and the liability, therefore, will be imposed on anyone who has 
destroyed it. See, Mu\_1ammad YiisufMiisa, ai-Fiqh ai-IslamT, p.254; Daman ai-Mutlifiit, p.I03. In the Majallah, 
mal mutaqawwam is enacted as follows: [I] The thing the benefit of which is permissible by law to enjoy (mii 
yuhiib al-intifil' hih). [2] The thing which is possessed (al-mal al-mubriz). So a fish in the sea is not mal 
mutaqawwam; when it is caught, it is mal mutaqcnvwam. See article I27. In brief, mal mutaqawwam is acquired 
in two ways: 
1- By endeavour (al-biyiizah hi al-ji''l). 
2- Its benefit is permissible by shar l''ah in nonnal situation (not forced by necessity). 
If anything cannot acquire two or one of the conditions above, the fuqaha.., will put it under mal ghayr 
mutaqawwam. 
A1al ghayr mutaqawwam- could be divided into two parts: [I] Mal that is pennitted to be used according to 
shar T''ah but is not under the possessor's control such as fish in the sea, bird in the jungle, gold or silver still 
in its mine, etc .. If it is destroyed by someone, he is not held liable. [2] Mal which can be under the possessor's 
control but is not permitted by sharl"ah in nonnal situation like wine and pig for Muslims unless in 
circumstances of necessity but it is valuable for non-Muslims. Other examples are carcass and blood. The 
Qur'an says:" Forbidden to you (for food) are: dead meat, blood, the flesh of swine". See ai-Our'an, 5:3. The 
Qur'an says again:" 0 ye who believe! Intoxicants, gambling, dedication of stones and divination by arrows are 
an abomination ofsatan's handiwork". See ai-Qur'an, 5:90. The Qur'an says again:" He has only forbidden you 
dead meat and blood and the flesh of swine and any (food) over which the name of other than God has been 
invoked but if one is forced by necessity without wilful disobedience nor transgressing due limits, then God is 
Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful". See ai-Our'an, I6:I15. Someone who is forced by necessity is pennitted by 
shiir{ to benefit from unlawful things in order to save himself from death. This 
situation is also marked by celebrated legal maxims: first, necessity renders prohibited things pennissible and 
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The essentials of the definitions above are: 
1- The act must be unlawful. 
2- The act must have the element of defiance of the owner's right. 
3- There is the element of transgression. 
4- The act includes both intention and lack of intention. 
5- It must be a direct result of aggression. 
Thefuqaha's opinions upon the defemination of gha~b 
1- Abu J:IanTfah and his student Abu Yusuf opined that there can be no liability of gha~b 
unless two elements had been established, namely: 
i) The elimination of the possession of the rightful owner. 
ii) The establishment of an invalid possession by an unauthorized person. 70 
If both elements do not exist, the tort of gha~b cannot be constituted. 
second, necessity is estimated by the extent thereof. Wine and pig in the possession of dhimmT, according to 
the lj an afT, the Malik I and the Zaydl schools are reckoned as mal mutaqawwam but on the other hand, the 
ShaticT, the J:IanbaiT and the flihirT schools maintain that they are not to be reckoned as mal mutaqawwam. See 
ai-Mabsii~ vol.ll, p.l 02; Bada'ic ai-Sana'iC, vol.7, p.147; ai-Dardlr, ai-Sharh ai-Kab lr, vo1.3, p.447; ai-Rawd 
ai-Nadlr, vol.3, pp.477-478; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, voi.S, p.165; ai-Muhalla, voi.S, pp.171-173, issue 1266; ai-
Mughn I, voi.S, p.443; Mul}ammad Salam Madkiir, ai-Madkhal ai-Figh ai-Islam I, p.476; Mul}ammad Yiisuf 
Miisa, ai-Figh ai-Islam T, p.245 and ai-Amwal wa Nazarivvat al-cAqd fT ai-Figh ai-Islam I, p.164; cAysaw I, ai-
Figh ai-Islam I ai-Madkhal wa Nazarivvat al-cAqd, pp.236-237; Mul}ammad Mu~tafii Shalab I, Nizam ai-
Mucamalat fT ai-Figh ai-Islam I, p.95; cAll ai-Khafif, Ahkam ai-Mucamalat ai-Sharciyyah, pp.30-31; ~ 
ai-Mutlifiit, pp.1 03-1 05; Majallah, articles 21 and 22. 
There are other terms used by the fuqaha...., for mutaqawwam and ghayr mutaqawwam, viz, mal mubtaram and 
miil ghayr mubfaram or miillah q Tmah and miillii q Tmah /ah. See ai-Dardlr, ai-Sharh ai-Kab lr, vol.4, p.336; 
ai-Muhalla, vol. II, pp.334-335. 
70 Taby Tn al-Haga'ig, vol.6, p.224; Bada'ic ai-Sana'ic, vol.7, p.143; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vo1.2, p.331; al-Ikhtiyar 
li Tac111 ai-Mukhtar, vol.3, p.58; Majmac ai-Anhur, vol.2, p.455; Badr ai-Muttaga in the margin ofMajmac ai-
Anhur, vol.2, p.455; Wahbah, ai-Figh ai-Islam I wa Adillatuh, voi.S, p.710. Iziilah yad al-mii/ik wa ithbiit yad 
a/-gh~ib/iziilah yad a/-mubiqqah li ithbiit yad al-mubJilah. 
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2- The ShaficT, Malik T and ljanbalT schools, including Mu!Jammad b. al-J:Iasan al-
Shaybanl'1 disagreed with the opinion of Abii J:IanTfah and Abii Yiisuf. They, excluding 
Mu!Jammad b. al-J:Iasan al-Shayban T, asserted that the establishment of an invalid 
possession by an unauthorized person without its owner's permission is enough to 
constitute the tort of gha§b. They do not impose the elimination of the possession of the 
rightful owner as a condition of gha~b. On the other hand, Mu!Jammad b. al-J:Iasan al-
Shayban T stipulates the elimination of the possession of the rightful owner as a condition 
of gha~b. Al-IstTla' (encroachment) here does not directly mean taking another's 
property or encroachment by severe action to another's property, but merely intervention 
(!Jay! illah) between the property and its owner. Even though the property still remains in 
its previous place, the gha~b can still be constituted.72 
The different opinions here may be best explained by a case of a person who sits 
on the carpet of another. According to the latter opinion, it may be reckoned as gha~b, for 
the right of the owner to possession is interrupted, while in the view of the former, it does 
not amount to gha~b unless the owner's possession is actually eliminated by the 
establishment of an invalid possession, here, the possession of the proprietor is not 
71 Minhaj al-Talib In wa cumdat al-Muftln, p.l46; al-Bayjiirl, Hashiyat al-Bayjiirl, vo1.2, p.20; al-Mahalll 
printed with Hashiyatan Qalyiib T wa cumayrah, vol.3, p.28; Fath al-Wahhab, vol. I, p.274; al-Ignac, vol.2, p.55; 
al-MuftT al-ljubaysh T, Fath al-Mannan, p.290; Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.5, p.l47; al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-Iklll 
in the margin of al-ljal:Jiib, Mawahib al-Jalll, vol.5, p.276; al-Ikhtiyar li Taclll al-Mukhtar, vol.3, p.58; al-Durr 
al-Mukhtar printed with Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.l78; Bada'ic al-Sana'iC, vol.7, p.l43; Kashshaf al-Oinac can 
Matn al-Ignac, vol.4, p.77; Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.l78; Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.455; al-cUddah Sharh al-
£Umdah, p.230; £ Umdat al-Figh, p.60; al-Rawd al-Murbi, p.330; Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, p.399; 
Mughn T al-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.275; al-Dardlr, al-Sharh al-Kab lr, vol.3, p.442; Taby In al-Haga'iq, vol.6, p.222; 
Wahbah, al-Figh al-Islam 1 wa Adillatuh, vol.5, p.710. 
72 Al-~aw 1, Bulghat al-Salik, vol.2, p.194; al-DardTr, al-Sharh al-Sagh lr in the margin ofBulghat al-Salik, 
vol.2, p.194; Wahbah, al-Fiqh al-Islam1 wa Adillatuh, vol.5, p.710. 
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destroyed.73 For the former opinion, the cases like someone forcibly taking the service of 
a slave of another or loading an animal belonging to another, will be established as 
gha~·b14 because the emergence of two elements here is clear and unequivocal. 
/)am an in gha~b 
The fuqaha' unanimously agreed that a person who usurps property of another 
73 
AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.ll; al-Shalab I, Hashiyat al-Shalab I in the margin ofTaby In al-Haga'ig, voi.S, p.222; 
ai-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.332; Minhaj ai-Talib In, in the margin of Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.275; at-
Wail z, vol.l, p.206. See also al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, voi.S, p.l20; al-Mahalll printed with Hashiyatan 
Oalyiib lwa cumayrah, vol.3, p.28; al-Bayjiirl, Hashiyat ai-Bayjiirl, vo1.2, p.20; Fath al-Wahhab, vol. I, p.274; 
al-MuftT al-ljubaysh T, Fath al-Mannan, p.290; Kitayat al-Akhyar, p.385; Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.6, pp.146-147; 
Sulayman ai-Jamal, Hashiyat al-Jamal cala Sharh al-Minhaj, vo1.3, p.470; al-Iqna, vol.2, p.55; Mughn I al-
Muhtaj, vol.2, p.275; al-Ikhtiyar li Taclll al-Mukhtar, vol.3, p.59; Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.456; Taby In al-
Haga'ig, vol.S, p.222 and p.225; Badr al-Muttaga in the margin ofMajmac al-Anhur, vol.S, p.456; Takmilat Fath 
al-Qadlr, vol.9, p.318; ai-Durr al-Mukhtar printed with Radd al-Muhtar, vo1.6, p.l79; Sharh al-clnayah cala ai-
Hidayah printed with Takmilat Fath al-Qadlr, vo1.9, p.317. 
74 Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.ll; Taby In al-Haqa'iq, vol.S, p.222; Sharh al-clnayah cala al-Hidayah printed with 
Takmilat Fath al-Qadlr, vol.9, p.317; al-Ikhtiyar li Tacrn al-Mukhtar, vol.3, pp.SS-59; Majmac al-Anhur, vo1.2, 
p.456; Badr ai-Muttaga in the margin ofMajmac ai-Anhur, vol.2, p.456; ai-Durr al-Mukhtar printed with Radd 
al-Muhtar, vo1.6, p.l79; Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.179; Takmilat Fath al-Qadlr, vol.9, p.318. 
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must return it to its owner in its original state (ayn?5 because the Prophet said:76 
"It is incumbent upon a person who takes a thing from another to restore 
it to him". 
and also, 
"Nobody among you should take a chattel from its owner with or without 
serious intention. If anyone takes even the stick of its owner, he should 
return it to him". 
If the usurped property (al-magh~ilb) has been consumed, destroyed, or lost by a 
usurper (al-gh~ib) (movable property according to the ljanafiyyah, or movable and 
immovable property according to the fuqaha' other than the ljanafiyyah) whether as a 
75 Al-Wailz, vol.l, p.208; Minhaj al-Talib In, in the margin ofMughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.276; al-Hidayah, 
vol.4, p.l2; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.332; al-Qawan In al-Fighivvah, p.216; al-Risalah, p.l21; Manar al-
Sab 11, vol.l, p.433; al-Mabsiit vol.ll, p.50; al-Muhalla, vol.8, p.l34; Fatawa Hammadivvah, vol.2, p. 748; clz 
al-Din CAbd al-Salam, Qawa id al-Ahkam rr Masalih al-Anam, vol.l, p.l80; Abmad al-Zarqa', Sharh al-
Qawacid al-Fiqhivvah, p.287; Majallah, article 890; Majallat al-Ahkam al-Sharivvah, article 1378, p.431; al-
Durr al-Mukhtar printed with Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.l82; Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.l82; al-Ikhtiyar li Taclll 
al-Mukhtar, vol.3, p.59; Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.456; Badr al-Muttaga in the margin ofMajmac al-Anhur, 
vol.2, p.456; Taby In al-Haga'ig, vol.5, p.222; al-Muhadhdhab, vol.2, p.l96; Manar al-Sab 11, vol. I, p.433; al-
Mugnic, p.l46; Minhaj al-!a lib Tn wa cumdat al-MuftTn, p.l46; Zakariyya al-An~ar I, Minhaj al-Tullab printed 
with Minhaj al-Talib In wa cumdat al-Muftln, p.l46; Sulayman al-Jamal, Hashiyat al-Jamalc ala Sharh al-
Minhaj, vol.3, p.471; Fath al-Wahhab, vol. I, p.274; al-MahallT printed with 1-ffishiyatan Qalyiib 1 wa cumayrah, 
vol.3, p.29; Sharh lbn al-Qasim al-GhazzT printed with Hashiyat al-BayjiirT. vol.2, p.21; al-MuftT al-Ijubaysh I, 
Fath al-Mannan, p.290; Kifiiyat al-Akhyar, pp.384-385; al-Siraj al-Wahhaj, p.267; Kashshaf al-Oinac can Matn 
al-IgnaC, vol.4, p.78; Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, p.401; al-Rawd al-MurbiC, p.331; al-Mughn I wa al-Sharh 
al-Kab Tr, vol.5, p.374; al-Mugnic wa Hashiyatuh, vol.2, p.233; al-Kinan 1, al-cAgd al-Munazzam li al-Hukkam 
in the margin of Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p. 71; al-Thamar al-Dan 1, p.51 0; al-Fawakih al-Dawan I, vol.2, 
p.l75; al-Bahjah fi Sharh al-Tuhfah, vol.2, p.655; Bada'ic al-Sana'iC, vol. 7, p.l51. 
76 
Nayl al-Awtar, vol.5, p.316. Reported by AQ111ad, Abii Dawud and al-Tirmidh I from al-Sa'ib b. Yaz Id who 
received it from his father. See also one or both these ljadlths in al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l2; al-Mabsii!- vol. II, 
p.49; Mughn T al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.277; Fath al-Wahhab, vol. I, p.274; al-IqnaC, vol.2, p.55; al-Ab I, Jawahir al-
lkl1l, vol.2, p.l48; al-Muhadhdhab, vol.2, p.l96; al-Muft1 al-ljubaysh 1, Fath ai-Mannan, p.290; al-Ikhtiyar li 
Tacl1l al-Mukhtar, vol.3, p.59; Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.182; al-cUddah Sharh al-cUmdah, p.230; al-Rawd al-
MurbiC, p.331; Kashshaf ai-Oinac can Matn al-Ignac, vol.4, pp.78-79; Sharh Muntaha ai-Iradat, vol.2, p.40 I; al-
Mughn I wa al-Sharh al-Kab lr, vol.5, p.374; al-Mugnic wa Hashiyatuh, vol.2, p.233; Manar al-Sab 11, vol. I, 
p.433; al-Thamar al-Dan I, p.51 0. 
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result of his transgression or not,77 whether by another's action or by itself,8 he must 
replace it if it is fungible property or pay the value of it, if it is infungible property. If, 
however, the usurper is not able to give a similar property in the case of fungible 
property, because no similar property is able to be found, in that case he becomes 
responsible for the value of it by reason of difficulty (tacadhdhur) or necessity 
( qar ilrah ). 79 
This rule is in conformity with a legal maxim: "When the giving of the original 
thing has not been possible, its price is given". 80 
The time for assessment of the compensation of usurped property. 
1- Fungible property. 
In the l}anaff school, Abii IjanTfah opines that the usurper becomes responsible 
for the value which the article bears at the time of the judgement (yawm al-qaqa'lyawm 
77 Majallah, article 891. For detail see, cAITljaydar, Durar ai-Hukkam, vol.8, p.463; Sharh Muntaha ai-Iradat, 
vol.2, pp.418-419; ai-Rawd ai-Murbic, p.333; Kashshaf ai-Oinac can Matn ai-Ignac, vol.4, p.l 06; ai-Hidayah, 
vol.4, p.l3; Bada'ic ai-Sana'ic, vol.7, p.l51. 
78 AI-Qawan Tn ai-Fighivvah, p.218. Ta/af bi amr Allah aw min makhliik. See also Majmac ai-Anhur, vol.2, 
p.456; Badr ai-Muttaga in the margin of Majmac ai-Anhur, vol.2, p.456; Minhaj al-Talib Tn wet Umdat ai-
MuftTn, p.l47; Sharh Muntaha ai-Iradat, vo1.2, pp.418-419; Majallat ai-Ahkam ai-Sharivvah, article 1388, 
p.433; Manar ai-Sab TI, vol.l, p.435; al-MugniC, p.l49; ai-Rawd ai-Murbic, p.333; Kashshaf ai-Oinac can Matn 
al-IgnaC, vol.4, p.l 06; Bada'ic ai-Sana'iC, vol. 7, p.l51. 
79 AI-Hidayah, vo1.4, p.l2; Bada'ic ai-Sana'iC, vo1.7, pp.l50-151; Majmac ai-Anhur, vol.2, p.456; TabyTn ai-
Haga'ig, vol.5, p.222; ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar printed with Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.l83; Manar ai-Sab Tl, vol. I, 
p.435; ai-Mugnic, p.149; ai-Rawd al-MurbiC, p.333; Sharh Muntaha ai-Iradat, vol.2, p.419; Kashshafai-Oinac 
fan Matn ai-Ignac, vol.4, p.l 07; al-cUddah Sharh al-cUmdah, p.231; £Umdat ai-Figh, p.61; ai-DardTr, ai-Sharh 
al-SaghTr in the margin ofBulghat al-Salik, vo1.2, p.l97; ai-Mawaq, ai-Taj wa ai-IkiTI in the margin ofai-
J:Ia!!lib, Mawahib ai-JaiTI, vol.5, p.278; Wahbah, ai-Figh ai-Islam T wa Adillatuh, vol.5, p.719. 
80 
Majallah, article 53. Jdhii baJal ai-Gil yu~iir ilii al-badal. 
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al-khu~·iimah). Abii Yiisuf maintains that he becomes responsible for the value that the 
thing bore upon the day of gha!j,b. MulJammad b. al-I:Iasan al-Shayban 1, on the other 
hand, said that he becomes responsible for the value it bore upon the day when it was not 
to be found or procured (yaum al-inqi[if). 81 
In the MalikT school, the usurper becomes responsible for the value on the day 
he usurped it. 82 
In the ShaficT school, the usurper becomes responsible for the maximum value 
(aqfj,a qTmah) of the fungible property between the date of the gha!f,b to the time when it 
became impossible to procure an equivalent. 83 
In the I:IanbalT school, the usurper becomes responsible for the value that it bore upon 
the day when a similar property was not to be found or procured. 84 This view is similar 
to the opinion ofMulJammad b. al-I:Iasan al-ShaybanT. 
2- Infungible property. 
81 Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l2; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.332; al-Ajwibah al-Khafifah, p.244; Taby In al-
Haga'ig, vol.5, p.223; Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.457; Badr al-Muttaga in the margin ofMajmac al-Anhur, vol.2, 
p.457; al-Durr al-Mukhtar printed with Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.l83; Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.l83; al-Kanaw I, 
al-Nafic al-Kab lr printed with al-Jamic al-Sagh lr, p.465; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.5, p.ll9. 
82 Al-Qawan In al-Fighivvah, p.217; Mukhtasar, p.226; al-Thamar al-Dan I, p.510; al-Fawakih al-Dawan I, 
vol.2, pp.175-176; al-Dardlr, al-Sharh al-Sagh lr in the margin of Bulghat al-Salik, vol.2, p.l97; al-~aw I, 
Bulghat al-Salik, vol.2, p.197; al-Ab I, Jawahir al-Iklll, vol.2, p.l48. 
83 Minhaj al-Talib Tn wa cumdat al-Muftln, p.l47; Hashiyatan Qalyiib 1 wa cumayrah, vol.3, p.32; Minhaj al-
Talib In in the margin of al-Siraj al-Wahhaj, p.268. See also al-Bayjiirl, Hashiyat al-Bayjiirl, vol.2, p.24; 
Zakariyya al-An~rl, Minhaj al-Tullab printed with Minhaj al-Talibln wa cumdat al-Muftln, p.147; Fath al-
Wahhab, vol. I, pp.275-276; al-Muhadhdhab, vol.2, p.l98; £Umdat al-Salik wa CUddat al-Nasik, p.261. Min waqt 
al-gha§b ilii td'adhdhur al-mithl. AI-Wajlz, vol. I, p.208. Min waqt al-ghG§b ilii a/-rwiiz. 
84 Al-Mughn1, vol.5, p.421; Kashshaf al-Oinaccan Matn al-Igna, vol.4, p.107. Yaum al-inqitif. Al-Qarl, 
Majallat al-Ahkam al-Shariyyah, article 1388, p.433. Yaum al-tcfadhdhur. See also Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, 
vol.2, p.419; al-Mugnic, p.149; al-Mugnic wa Hashiyatuh, vol.2, p.248; al-cUddah Sharh al-cUmdah, p.231; al-
Rawd al-MurbiC, p.333. 
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According to the ljanafi85 and the Malik T86 schools, the value of this property is 
the value which it bore on the day of gha.yb. According to the ShaficT school, it is the 
maximum value of the property between the date of the gha~·b to the time of destruction,87 
while with the ljanbalT school, the value is counted at the time which the usurped 
property was destroyed. 88 
Place and expense of restoration of usurped property 
It is to be observed that, according to the opinion of the fuqahii', it is incumbent 
upon the usurper to return the usurped property to its owner in the place where he had 
usurped it.89 The reason for that is that if the usurped property was returned at another 
85 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.12; ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.332; ai-Ajwibah ai-Khafifah, p.244. 
86 AI-Qawan Tn ai-Fighivvah, p.217; Mukhtasar, p.226; al-Thamar ai-Dan T, p.51 0; al-ljaJJ3b, Mawahib ai-JaiTI, 
vol.5, p.281; ai-Muwatta', p.522; ai-KinanT, al-cAgd ai-Munazzam li ai-Hukkam in the margin ofTabsirat ai-
Hukkam, vol.2, p.71; ai-Fawakih ai-Dawan T, vol.2, pp.175-176; ai-DardTr, ai-Sharh ai-Sagh Tr in the margin 
of Bulghat ai-Salik, vol.2, p.197; ai-Bahjah fi Sharh al-Tuhfah, vol.2, p.655; ai-Ab T, Jawahir ai-IkiTI, vol.2, 
p.149; ai-Mawaq, al-Taj wa ai-IkiTI in the margin of al-ljaJsab, Mawahib ai-JalTI, vol.5, p.281. 
87 AI-WaiT~ vol.l, p.208; £Umdat ai-Salik wa cuddat ai-Nasik, p.261. Min waqt al-gha§b ilii al-talaf. Minhaj 
al-Talib T n, in the margin of Mughn T ai-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.284. Min al-gha§b ilii al-talaf. See also ai-BayjiirT, 
Hashiyat ai-BayjiirT, vol.2, p.26; Hashiyatan Qalyiib T wa cumayrah, vol.3, p.33; Fath ai-Wahhab, vol.1, p.275; 
Kitayat ai-Akhyar, p.387; ai-Muhadhdhab, vol.2, p.198; ai-ShTrazT, Kitab ai-TanbTh, p.71. This is also the 
opinion of Ashhab, a jurist of the Malik T school. See ai-J:IaJsab, Mawahib ai-JalTI, vo1.5, p.281. 
88 Manar ai-Sab Tl, vol. I, p.435; ai-QarT, Majallat ai-Ahkam ai-Sharivvah, article 1388, p.433; Sharh Muntaha 
ai-Iradat, vol.2, p.419; ai-Rawd ai-Murbic, p.333; Kashshaf ai-Oinac can Matn ai-IgnaC, vol.4, p.1 08; ai-MugniC, 
p.l49; ai-Mugnic wa Hashiyatuh, vol.2, p.248. 
89 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.12; ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.332; Manar ai-Sab Tl, vol.l, p.435; ai-Qar T, Majallat 
ai-Ahkam ai-Sharcivvah, article 1378, p.431; ai-Ikhtiyar li Tcf ITI ai-Mukhtar, vol.3, p.59; Majma ai-Anhur, 
vol.2, p.456; Badr ai-Muttaga in the margin ofMajmac ai-Anhur, vo1.2, p.456; ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar printed with 
Radd ai-Muhtar, vo1.6, p.182; Taby Tn ai-Haga'ig, vo1.5, p.222; Sulayman ai-Jamal, Hashiyat ai-Jamal cala Sharh 
al-Minhaj, vol.3, pp.471-472; Kashshafai-Oinaccan Matn ai-Ignac, vol.4, p.78; Sharh Muntaha ai-Iradat, vol.2, 
p.40 1; ai-Rawd ai-MurbiC, p.331; Mukhtasar, p.226; ai-Ab T, Jawahir ai-IkiTI, vol.2, p.149; ai-DardTr, ai-Sharh 
ai-Sagh Tr in the margin of Bulghat ai-Salik, vol.2, p.196; eA IT ljaydar, Durar ai-Hukkam, vol.8, p.456; 
Majallah, article 890. 
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place, the value of that thing might change in consequence. In other words, the value of 
the thing may vary in different places.90 If the owner wanted to sell it, and its value had 
decreased, the owner would suffer loss. This is the reason the usurper should return it in 
the place where it was usurped.91 However, if the owner meets the usurper in some other 
place, and the property is with him, it could be returned there with the agreement of the 
owner.92 Further, whatsoever, either in the matter of place or expense which both parties 
the owner and the usurper have agreed with each other in returning the usurped property, 
is valid.93 
Provision for the delivery and the expense of transport falls on the usurper 
because the obligation to return the property includes the obligation of the expenses 
involved in returning it94, even though the usurper should expend a lot of money for that 
purpose.95 
90 Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.12; ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.332; cAll tJaydar, Durar ai-Hukkam, vol.8, p.456; 
Taby In ai-Haqa'ig, vo1.5, p.222; ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar printed with Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.6, p.182; Majmac ai-
Anhur, vol.2, p.456; Wahbah, ai-Figh ai-Jslam T wa Adillatuh, vo1.5, p.718; Sail m Rustam, Sharh ai-Majallah, 
vol.1, p.489. 
91 cAll tJaydar, Durar ai-Hukkam, vol.8, p.456. 
92 Majallah, article 890; cAll tJaydar, Durar ai-Hukkam, vo1.8, p.455; Fatawa Qadlkhan in the margin of ai-
Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.243; SaiTm Rustam, Sharh ai-Majallah, vol.l, p.489. 
93 Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vo1.2, p.40 I; Majallat ai-Ahkam ai-Sharcivvah, article 1380, p.341; Kashshaf ai-
Oinac can Matn al-Ignac, vo1.4, p.79; ai-Mugnic wa Hashiyatuh, vol.2, p.233. 
94 Bada'ic ai-Sana'iC, vol.7, p. 148; Wahbah, ai-Fiqh ai-Jslam I wa Adillatuh, vol.5, p.718; Majallah, article 890. 
See also Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, vol.2, pp.276-277; Tagrlr ai-Awhad in the margin of ai-IqnaC, vol.2, p.55; al-
BayjiirT, Hashiyat al-BayjiirT, vo1.2, p.23; Hashiyatan Qalyiib T wa cumayrah, vol.3, p.29; Sulayman ai-Jamal, 
Hashiyat ai-Jamal cala Sharh al-Minhaj, vol.3, p.471; ai-Jgna, vol.2, p.55; al-Muftl al-l)ubaysh I, Fath ai-
Mannan, p.290; Kifiiyat ai-Akhyar, p.385; ai-MugniC, p.l46; Manar ai-Sab 11, vol.l, p.433; Sharh Muntaha al-
Iradat, vol.2, p.40 1; Kashshaf al-Oinac can Matn ai-IgnaC, vol.4, p.79; ai-Rawd ai-MurbiC, p.331; ai-Muqnic wa 
Hashiyatuh, vol.2, p.233. 
95 Mughn T al-Muhtaj, vo1.2, p.276; Hashiyatan Qalviib T wa CUmayrah, vo1.3, p.29; ai-IgnaC, vo1.2, p.55; Kifiiyat 
al-Akhyar, p.385; Sulayman ai-Jamal; Hashiyat ai-Jamal cata Sharh ai-Minhaj, vol.3, p.471; al-Muftl al-
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The alteration (taghayyur) of usurped property while in the usurper's possession 
According to thefuqahii', the alteration of the usurped property, whether occurring 
naturally or as a result of the act of usurper, is as follows: 
1- If the usurped property changes its condition naturally while in the possession of 
the person who has usurped it, such as grapes becoming raisins, ripe dates (ru[ab) 
becoming dried dates (tamr), or any fruit becoming dry, the owner has the option either 
of taking back the usurped property or of asking for the value thereof to be paid. This is 
the opinion of the l}anafi school.96 This is also the opinion of the Malik T school 
Nevertheless, the l}anbalT school opines that the usurper should return the usurped 
property to its owner as well as pay damages (arsh) if there is a diminution ofvalue.98 
According to the ShaficT school, the owner has the option either of demanding (a!-
I:Iubaysh T, Fath al-Mannan, p.290; Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, p.40 1; al-Mugnic, p.146; Manar al-Sab Tl, 
vol.1, p.433; Kashshaf al-Oinac can Matn al-lgna, vol.4, p.79; al-Rawd al-Murbi , p.331; al-Mtfgni wa 
Hashiyatuh, vo1.2, p.233; Majallah al-Ahkam al-Sharcivvah, article 1379, p.431. 
96 Takmilat Fath al-QadTr, vol.9, pp.332-333; al-Ikhtiyar li TaclTI al-Mukhtar, vol.3, p.61; al-MTdan T, al-Lubab 
tT Sharh al-Kitab in the margin of al-Jawharah al-Navvirah, vol.2, pp.191-193; Radd al-Muhtar, vo1.6, p.190; 
al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.5, p.l26; Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.459; Majmac al-Damanat, p.l33; al-Shalab T, 
Hashiyat al-Shalab T in the margin of Taby Tn al-Haqa'ig, vol.5, p.226; Bada'ic al-Sana'f, vol.7, p.160; al-
Mughn T wa al-Sharh al-Kab Tr, vol.5, p.391; Majallah, article 897; eA IT I:Iaydar, Durar al-Hukkam, vol.8, 
p.454; Mu~Jafii Atnnad al-Zarqa', al-Ficl al-Darr, p.l53; Wahbah, al-Fiqh al-Islam T wa Adillatuh, vo1.5, p.725; 
The Jordan Civi 1 Code, section 286 ( 1 ). 
97 Al-Risalah, p.121; al-Mudawwanah, vol.4, p.171; al-Thamar al-Dan T, p.51 0; al-Fawakih al-Dawan 1, vol.2, 
p.l75; lbn Najl, Sharh Ibn Nail cala Matn al-Risalah printed with Sharh Zarriig cala Matn al-Risalah, vol.2, 
p.219; al-Bahjah tT Sharh al-Tuhfah, vol.2, p.656; al-Kinan T, al-cAgd al-Munazzam li al-Hukkam in the margin 
ofTabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.73; al-Kafi, p.432; al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-Iklll in the margin ofal-.I:Ia!Jab, 
Mawahib al-JalTI, vol.5, p.287; al-Dardlr, al-Sharh al-Kab lr, vol.3, p.453; Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.238; 
al-Oawan In al-Fighiyyah, p.217; Mukhtasar, p.219. 
98 
Al-Mughn T, vol.5, p.237; al-Mughn 1 wa al-Sharh al-Kab lr, vol.5, p.395; Ibn Qudamah, al-Sharh al-Kab lr 
printed with al-Mughn T, vol.5, p.386; al-Mugnic wa Hashiyatuh, vol.2, p.237. 
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mu[alabah) the value of ru[ab, or of demanding the similar tamr (mithl al-tamr).99 
In the ShaficT school, there are a few examples which could be related in respect 
of this part. 
[a] A person usurps a juice ("'a~Tr) and it ferments and then changes into wine and lastly 
changes into vinegar. The vinegar must, according to the most correct opinion (al-a~ai:Jl:J), 
be returned to its owner with damages (arsh) when the value of the vinegar is less than 
the value of the juice. 100 Otherwise, if that value is not less than the value of the juice, the 
usurper is not liable for damages. 101 However, according to the other view, the usurper 
must replace the juice as well as he, according to the most correct opinion, must return 
the vinegar to its original owner. The other view says that the vinegar remains in the 
possession of the usurper. 102 Focussing on the case of a person who usurps juice which 
ferments and then changes into wine and lastly changes into vinegar, the opinion of the 
IjanbalT school is similar to the view of the ShaficT school, that is the vinegar must be 
returned to its owner with damages when the value of the vinegar is less than the value 
99 AI-Wai1z, vol. I, p.209. 
100 Minhaj al-lalib In wa cumdat ai-Muftln, p.149; Zakariyya ai-An~rl, Minhaj ai-Tullab printed with Minhaj 
al-lalib In wa cumdat ai-Muftln, p.149; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vol.5, p.181; Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.290; £Mh 
ai-Wahhab, vol.l, p.279; ai-Siraj ai-Wahhaj, p.272; ai-Shlrazl, Kitab ai-Tanb lh, p.72; ai-Muhadhdhab, vol.2, 
p.202; Tuhfat ai-Muhtaj in the margin of Hawash I ai-Sharwan I wa Ibn Oasim, vo1.6, p.40; Hashiyatan OaiVUb I 
wa cumayrah, vol.3, p.39; ai-Wai1z, vol.l, p.211; ai-Ghamrawl, Anwar ai-Masalik, p.180;£Umdat ai-Salik, 
p.262. 
101 Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vol.5, p.181; Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.290; Fath ai-Wahhab, vol. I, p.279; Tuhfat al-
Muhtaj in the margin ofHawash I al-Sharwan I wa Ibn Qasim, vol.6, p.40; ai-Mahalll printed with Hashiyatan 
Oalyub I wa cumayrah, vol.3, p.39. 
102 Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.290; ai-Sh lrazl, Kitab ai-Tanb lh, p.72; ai-Muhadhdhab, vo1.2, p.202; Nihayat 
ai-Muhtaj, vol.5, p.181; ai-Siraj al-Wahhaj, p.272; ai-Mahalll printed with Hashiyatan QaiVUb I 
wa cumayrah, vo1.3, p.39. 
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of the juice. 103 However, the I:Ianafi and Malik T schools concurrently agree to give the 
option to the owner either of taking the similar juice from the usurper as damages or of 
taking the vinegar. 104 The I:Janafl jurists also discuss a case which could be related to this 
part. They illustrate that if a person usurps wine belonging to a Muslim and it changes 
into vinegar, the owner of the wine is entitled to take the vinegar without giving anything 
to the usurper. 105 However, if the wine changes into vinegar by the act of the usurper e.g., 
he throws some salt into it, the vinegar becomes the property of the usurper without 
anything being liable from him for the owner of the wine by reason that the wine has been 
destroyed by mixing the salt into it. 106 This is the opinion of Abii I:Ian Tfah. Otherwise, 
according to his disciples Abii Yiisuf and Mu}Jammad b. al-I:Iasan al-Shayban T, the 
owner is entitled to take the vinegar and he should pay the compensation equal to the salt, 
which means giving the owner a quantity of vinegar equal to the weight of the salt. If the 
owner wishes to leave the vinegar with the usurper, he can take the compensation from 
the usurper for its value which means the value of the vinegar. 107 
103 Sharh Muntaha ai-Iradat, vol.2, p.421; ai-Mughn I, vol.5, p.256; ai-Mughn I wa ai-Sharh ai-Kab lr, vol.5, 
p.418; Ibn Qudamah, ai-Sharh ai-Kab lr printed with ai-Mughn I, vol.5, p.437; ai-Mugnic, p.l49; ai-Rawd ai-
MurbiC, pp.333-334; ai-Mugnic wa Hashiyatuh, vol.2, p.250; Kashshaf ai-Oinac can Matn ai-Ignac, vol.4, p.ll 0. 
104 
A l-Ab I, Jawahir ai-Iklll, vol.2, p.l49; ai-Kinan I, al-cAgd ai-Munazzam li al-Hukkam in the margin of 
Tabsirat ai-Hukkam, vol.2, p.73; Mukhtasar, p.226; ai-Dardlr, Aqrab ai-Masalik, p.l51; ai-Dardlr, ai-Sharh 
ai-Sagh lr in the margin of Bulghat ai-Salik, vol.2,p.l97; ai-Mudawwanah, vol.4, p.l87; al-~aw I, Bulghat ai-
Salik, vol.2, p.l97; ai-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-Iklll in the margin of ai-J:IaHab, Mawahib ai-Jalll, vo1.5, p.280; 
ai-Ikhtiyar li Tac111 ai-Mukhtar, vol.3, p.61; ai-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vo1.5, p.l26; Majmac ai-Damanat, p.l33; 
Fatawa Oadlkhan in the margin of ai-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.256. 
105 
See a different opinion in this school in Fatawa Qadlkhan in the margin of ai-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.3, 
p.235. 
106 
AI-Kanaw I, ai-Nafic al-Kab lr printed with ai-Jamic al-Sagh lr, p.468; Taby In ai-Haqa'ig, vol.5, p.237. 
107 
AI-Hidayah, vol.4, pp.21-22. See also Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.468; Badr ai-Muttaga in the margin of 
Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.468; al-Jamic ai-Sagh lr, p.468; ai-Kanaw I, ai-Nafic ai-Kab lr printed with ai-Jamic 
ai-Sagh lr, pp.467-468; Taby In ai-Haga'ig, vol.5, pp.236-237; ai-Shalab I, Hashiyat ai-Shalab I in the margin 
ofTaby In ai-Haga'ig, vol.5, pp.236-237; ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar printed with Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.6, p.21 0; ai-Durr 
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[b] A person usurps a juice and it ferments itself and then changes into wine. In this case, 
the usurper must replace it and return it to its original owner, and the wine should be 
poured out (iraqah). 108 This is also the opinions of the Ijanafi, the Malik T and the 
HanbalT schools. 109 However, the HanbalT school does not mention whether the wine 
0 0 
should be poured out or not. 
[ c] When a usurper takes an egg and then it changes into a chicken incubation (jar khan), 
or he usurps grain and then it changes into plants (zar"an), the usurper must return it to 
its original owner because the egg and the grain are his own property. The usurper must 
also pay damages (arsh) when the value of the egg which upon incubation has changed 
into a chicken or the grain which has changed into plants is less than that of the original 
value of the egg or grain because the changing of the value which has happened is while 
in his possession. Nevertheless, if that value has been increased, the usurper has no right 
to claim anything because the egg or the grains is not his property. 110 This is also the 
opinion of the IjanbalT school. In addition, this school opines that the usurper is not 
entitled to claim any compensation upon what he has done like to grow the grains or to 
al-Mukhtar, vol.2,p.340; Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, pp.21 0-211; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.5, pp.125-126; 
Majmac al-Damanat, p.l31; Fatawa Qadlkhan in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.256. 
108 Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.290; Fath al-Wahhab, vol.1, p.279; Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.5, p.181; Tuhfat al-
Muhtaj in the margin ofHawash I al-Sharwani wa Ibn Qasim, vol.6, p.40; al-Muhadhdhab, vol.2, p.202; al-
Wailz, vol. I, p.2ll. 
109 Al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.5, p.l26; Mukhtasar, p.226; al-Ab I, Jawahir al-Iklll, vol.2, p.149; al-Mawaq, 
al-Taj wa al-Iklll in the margin of al-J:IaJ~b, Mawahib al-Jalll, vol.5, p.280; al-Dard1r, A grab al-Masalik, 
p.l5l; al-Dard1r, ai-Sharh al-Sagh lr in the margin of Bulghat al-Salik, vol.2, p.197; al-Kinan I, al-cAqd al-
Munazzam li al-Hukkam in the margin of Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.73; al-Mughn 1, vol.5, p.256; ~ 
Muntaha ai-Iradat, vol.2, p.42l; al-Mughn 1 wa al-Sharh al-Kab lr, vol.5, p.418; al-Muqnic, p.149; Ibn 
Qudamah, al-Sharh al-Kab 1r printed with al-Mughn 1, vol.5, p.437; al-Rawd al-Murbi', p.333; al-Muqnic wa 
Hashiyatuh, vol.2, p.250; Kashshaf al-Oinac can Matn al-Iqnac, vol.4, p.llO. 
110 Al-Muhadhdhab, vol.2, pp.20 1-202. See also Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.5, p.181; Mughn 1 al-Muhtaj, vol.2, 
p.l90; Rahmat al-Ummah, p.176; al-Figh al-Manhail, vol.7, p.190. 
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incubate the egg because his act is considered as tabarruc (donation). 111 According to the 
IftmatT and MalikT schools, the usurper must replace it because it is mithlT property and 
the egg or grains becomes his property. 112 
2- If the usurper, according to the I:Ianafi school, changes the nature (waif) of such 
property by adding anything of his own to it, the person whose property has been usurped 
shall be given the option of either paying the value of the addition and taking back the 
usurped property in kind, or of holding the usurper liable for its value. For example, in 
the case of dyeing usurped cloth or mixing usurped wheat with oil, the owner has the 
option either of taking from the usurper a compensation equal to the value of his cloth 
(because cloth is grouped as mal q T m T), or an equal quantity of flour (because flour is 
grouped as mal mithlT), giving the dyed cloth or the mixed flour to the usurper; or, of 
taking the dyed cloth or the mixed flour and giving to the usurper a compensation equal 
to the dyeing, or replacing his oil (because the oil is considered as mal mithlT). 113 This is 
also the opinion of the Malik T school unless in the case of mixing usurped wheat with 
111 Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, p.407. See also al-Mughn I, vol.5, p.245; Ibn Qudamah, al-Sharh al-Kab lr 
printed with al-Mughn I, vol.5, p.398; al-Mughn I wa al-Sharh al-Kab lr, vol.5, p.405; al-MugniC, p.l46; al-
Rawd al-Murbic, p.331; £Umdat al-Figh, p.61; al-cUddah Sharh al-cUmdah, p.231; al-Mugnic wa Hashiyatuh, 
vol.2, pp.236-237; Kashshaf al-Oinac can Matn al-lgnaC, vol.4, p.89. 
112 Fatawa Qadlkhan in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.234; Majmac al-Damanat, p.l35; 
Mukhtasar, p.226; al-Ab I, Jawahir al-lklll, vol.2, p.I49; al-DardTr, Agrab al-Masalik, p.l51; al-Kinan I, al-
£Aqd al-Munazzam li al-Hukkam in the margin ofTabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.72; al-Kafi, p.432. 
113 Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l7; Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.463; Badr al-Muttaga in the margin ofMajmacal-Anhur, 
vol.2, p.463; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.336; al-Durr al-Mukhtar printed with Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, pp.l96-
197; Bada'ic al-Sana't, vol.7, pp.l60-161; Tabyln al-Haqa'ig, vol.5, pp.229-230; Sharh al- Inaycth ala al-
Hidayah printed with Takmilat Fath al-QadTr, vol.9, p.344; Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.l97; al-lkhtiyar li Taclll 
al-Mukhtar, vol.3, pp.63-64; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.5, p.l21; al-Ajwibah al-Khafifah, p.246; Majallah, 
article 898; cAll I:Iaydar, Durar al-Hukkam, vol.8, p.454; Mu~ptffi b. Abmad al-Zarqa', al-Ficl al-Darr, p.l54; 
Wahbah, al-Figh al-lslam I wa Adillatuh, vol.5, pp.725-726; The Jordan Civil Code, section 286 (3). 
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oil. In this case, the usurper should replace the wheat to the owner or he is liable to pay 
the value of it in the case of no wheat being found. 114 
The ShaficT school maintains that in the case of dyed cloth, the usurper may be 
obliged to remove his dye if possible. If it is impossible, and the value of the cloth has 
not been increased by the addition, the usurper can claim nothing, but damages (arsh) 
may be claimed from the usurper if there is a diminution of value. Where, on the other 
hand, the dyeing has increased the value of the cloth, the owner and the usurper become 
its co-proprietors. 115 
114 Al-Mudawwanah, vol.4, p.l85; Mukhtasar, p.227; al-Dardlr, al-Sharh al-Kab lr, vol.3, p.454; al-Fawakih 
al-Dawan 1, vol.2, p.l76; Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.239; al-Kinan 1, al-cAqd al-Munazzam li al-Hukkam in 
the margin ofTabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.72; al-Ab 1, Jawahir al-Iklll, vol.2, p.l51; al-ljaJJab, Mawahib al-
Jalll, vol.5, p.287; al-Kafi, p.432. In his book, lbn Rushd mentioned that the taking of the original value of 
dyed cloth is borne on the day of gha§b. See Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.239. See also al-Kafl. p.432; al-Ab 1, 
Jawahir al-Iklll, vol.2, p.l51. This school opines that if the owner chooses to take the dyed cloth, he has to pay 
the usurper the value of the addition (zayd) which means the price of the dyeing, irrespective of whether the 
value of the dyed cloth has increased or not thereby. See al-Fawakih al-Dawan 1, vol.2, p.l76. If the value of 
the dyed cloth has been decreased thereby, the owner has the option either of taking the dyed cloth and claiming 
arsh, which is based on the day of the dyeing (the day ofjiniyah/yawm al-jiniyah), or of the compensation 
equal to the value of his cloth which is based on the day of ghll§b. The claim of arsh which is based on the day 
of dyeing is according to the opinion of lbn al-Qasim and Ashhab. But, according to Sal,miin, arsh will be based 
on the day of gha§b. See Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.238; a l-Ab 1, Jawahir al-Iklll, vol.2, p.l51; al-Mawaq, 
al-Taj wa al-Iklll in the margin of al-ljaJJab, Mawahib al-Jalll, vol.5, p.287; al-Fawakih al-Dawan 1, vol.2, 
p.l76; al-Bahjah fi Sharh al-Tuhfah, vol.2, p.656; al-Risalah, p.l21; al-Thamar al-Danl, p.510. lfthe value 
of the dyed cloth has decreased due to at-~·ayb al-samaw T (the act of God), the owner has the option either of 
taking the dyed cloth without claiming arsh, or of compensation equal to the value of his cloth which is based 
on the day of gha§b. See al-Fawakih al-Dawan 1, vol.2, p.l76; al-Kafi, p.432; 
al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-Iklll in the margin of al-ljaJJab, Mawahib al-Jalll, vol.5, p.287; Bidayat al-Mujtahid, 
vol.2, p.238; al-Kinan 1, al-cAgd al-Muna:zzam li al-Hukkam in the margin ofTabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.73; 
al-Bahjah fi Sharh al-Tuhfah, vol.2, p.656; al-Risalah, p.l21; al-Thamar al-Dan 1, p.51 0. If the value of the 
dyed cloth has been decreased by the acts of a person other than the usurper, the owner has the option either 
of claiming the value of his cloth from the usurper which will be valued on the day of ghCI§b (and the usurper 
can claim the payment from the person), or of taking the dyed cloth back and claiming arsh from that person. 
See al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-lklll in the margin of al-ljaJJab, Mawahib al-Jalll, vol.5, p.287; Bidayat al-
Mujtahid, vol.2, p.239; al-Kinan 1, al-cAgd al-Munazzam li al-Hukkam in the margin ofTabsirat al-Hukkam, 
vol.2, p.73; al-Fawakih al-Dawan 1, vol.2, p.l76; al-Bahjah fi Sharh al-Tuhfah, vol.2, pp.656-657. 
115 Al-Umm, vol.3, pp.289-290; Minhaj al-lalib In wa CUmdat al-Muftl n, p.l49; Zakariyya al-An~ar 1, Minhaj 
al-Tullab printed with Minhaj al-Talibln wa cumdat al-Muftln, p.l49; Minhaj al-Talibln, in the margin of 
Mughnl al-Muhtaj, vol.2, pp.291-292; al-Siraj al-Wahhaj, p.273; Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.5, p.l84; Fath al-
Wahhab, vol.l, p.279; al-Wailz, vol.l, p.212; al-Figh al-Manhail, vol.7, pp.l90-191. See also Tabyln al-
Haqa'ig, vol.5, p.230; Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.463. For detail see al-Muhadhdhab, vol.2, p.204; al-Sh lraz 1, 
Kitab al-Tanb Th, p.71. If, for example, the value of cloth is ten pounds and of dye is also ten pounds, then the 
value of cloth after dyeing becomes fifteen pounds, the owner and the usurper become its eo-proprietors, that 
132 
In this opinion, the owner has a right to tell the usurper to separate his dye from 
the cloth. This is based on analogy with the case of usurped ground on which the usurper 
erected a building. The owner is entitled to take the ground and insist on the usurper 
removing his building. The separation of a dye from cloth is as practicable as the removal 
of a building from the ground on which it stands. 116 
The ljanaff school argues against the ShaficT opinion by making analogy with oil 
mixed in flour, because the separation of the oil is impracticable. An option, therefore, 
is allowed to the owner of the cloth, as he is the original owner. It is otherwise in the case 
of erecting a building on usurped ground, because the usurper is entitled to the fragments 
of the building after it is pulled down (that is, to the bricks, wood, etc.); whereas a dye 
when separated from cloth is lost, and cannot be collected by the usurper of the cloth. It 
is also contrary to the case of a cloth blown by the wind into the vat of a dyer, becoming 
stained in consequence. In this case, the dyer is not responsible and the owner must take 
the cloth, and pay the dyer the value of his dye, as in this case no degree of blame is 
imputable to him. 117 
According to the ijanbalT school, this case (dyeing the usurped cloth) is similar 
is, two thirds of the value of the cloth is for its owner, and one third of it is for the usurper. See ai-Umm, vo1.3, 
p.289; Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, vo1.2, p.292; ai-Muhadhdhab, vol.2, p.204; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vol.5, p.185; Fath 
ai-Wahhab, vol. I, p.279; ai-Figh ai-Manhajl, vo1.7, p.191. 
116 
AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.17; Mughn T ai-Muhtaj, vo1.2, p.292; Fath al-Wahhab, vol. I, p.279; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, 
vol.5, p.184. However, there is in the Shaficl school an opinion which is contrary to the opinion mentioned 
above. They opine that, by that analogy, the usurper will have difficulty in removing the dye from the cloth. So, 
that analogy is wrong. 
117 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.17; TabyTn ai-Haga'ig, voi.S, p.230. See also ai-Mughn I wa ai-Sharh ai-Kab lr, vol.5, 
p.433. 
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to the opinion of the ShaficT school in general, 118 but the usurper is not to be obliged to 
remove his dye by reason of the fact that removing the dye will cause damage to the 
cloth. It could not be compared to the case of removing the tree because it does not cause 
great damage to the ground and its benefit can still be taken. In this matter, the opinion 
of the lj:anbalT school is similar to the opinion of the lj:anafi school. 119 
3- If the usurper, according to the lj:anafi jurists, alters the usurped property in such a 
way that the name and its original purpose (manfacah) are changed, he shall be liable to 
make good the loss, which means he must replace it if it is fungible (mithlT) property or 
pay the value of it if it is infungible (q T m T) property and keep the property himself. For 
example: 
a- If the usurped property is wheat, and the usurper makes flour out of it, he is responsible 
to make good the loss and the flour becomes his property. 
b- If someone has usurped another person's wheat, and sown it in his field, he is 
responsible to make compensation for the wheat, and the crops become his property. 
c- In the same way, a person usurps a goat, slaughters it, and afterwards roasts or boils 
it; or he usurps iron and makes a sword from it; or he usurps clay and makes a vessel 
from it, he is liable to make compensation for the goat, or the iron or the clay and that 
usurped property becomes his property. 
118 AI-Mughn T wa ai-Sharh ai-Kab Tr, vol.5, p.432; Kashshafai-Oinac can Matn ai-Iqnac, vol.4, pp.95-96; ~ 
Muntaha al-Iradat, vo1.2, p.411; ai-Rawd ai-MurbiC, p.332; ai-Muqnic, pp.l47-148; ai-Muqnic wa Hashiyatuh, 
vol.2, p.241; al-Mughn T, vo1.5, p.267. 
119 AI-Mughn T wa ai-Sharh ai-Kab Tr, vo1.5, p.433; Kashshafai-Oinac can Matn ai-OinaC, vol.4, pp.95-96; ~ 
Muntaha ai-Iradat, vol.2, p.411; ai-Rawd ai-Murbic, p.333; ai-Muqnic wa Hashiyatuh, vol.2, p.242; ai-Mughn T, 
vol.5, p.268. 
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This is also the opinion of the Malik T school. 120 Ibn Rushd adds that the property 
for compensation will be valued on the day of gha~b or the usurper replaces it if it is 
fungible property. 121 
In accordance with isti~san, the usurper is not entitled to derive any advantage 
from the usurped property until he pays the compensation. 122 Otherwise, in accordance 
with qiyas, he is entitled to derive benefit from such property even though he has not paid 
the compensation. This is a view of Abii IjanTfah (cited in original text as al-imam) and 
Zufar. 123 
The ShaficT and the l}anbalT schools maintain that, after the alteration in the 
property, the right of the owner to it is not extinguished, but he is entitled to take from 
the usurper his property which has been altered and he is also entitled to compensation 
from the usurper for the damage (nuq~iin). The l}anbalT school and al-ShTrazT add that 
the usurper is not entitled to claim any increment because his act in giving increase the 
120 Al-Qawan Tn al-Fighivvah, p.217; al-Thamar al-Dan T, p.511; Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.240; Mukhtasar, 
p.226; al-Mudawwanah, vol.4, p.185 and p.187; al-Ab 1, Jawahir al-IklTl, vol.2, p.149; al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa 
al-IklTI in the margin of al-l,;laSJab, Mawahib al-JalTl, vol.5, p.280; al-l,;laSJab, Mawahib al-JalTl, vol.5, p.279; 
al-Kafl, p.428 and p.431; al-Dard1r, al-Sharh al-Sagh 1r in the margin of Bulghat al-Salik, vol.2, p.197; al-
Kinan 1, al-cAqd al-Munazzam li al-Hukkam in the margin ofTabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.72. 
121 Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.240. See also al-Kafl, p.429. 
122 Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.I5; al-Durr al-Mukhtar printed with Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, pp.l90-192; Taby 1n al-
Haqa'ig, vol.5, p.226; al-Ikhtiyar li TaclTl al-Mukhtar, vol.3, p.62; Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, pp.459-460; Badr 
al-Muttaga in the margin ofMajmac al-Anhur, vol.2, pp.459-460; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, pp.334-335; ~ 
Fath al-QadTr, vol.9, p.333 and p.345; al-Mughn T wa al-Sharh al-Kab 1r, vol.5, p.403; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, 
vol.5, p.I21; al-Fatawa al-Bazzazivvah in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.l82; Fatawa Qad1khan 
in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.255; al-Mughn 1, vol.5, p.403; Ibn Qudamah, al-Sharh al-
Kab 1r, vol.5, p.394; lbn Qayyim, Iclam al-Muwaqqic1n, vol.2, p.25; Majmac al-Damanat, 
p.135; al-Ajwibah al-Khaflfah, p.245; Majallah, article 899; cAIT l,;laydar, Durar al-Hukkam, vol.8, p.454; 
Mu~sata b. Abmad al-Zarqa', al-Ficl al-Darr, p.l53; The Jordan Civil Code, section 286 (2). 
123 Majmac ai-Anhur, vol.2, p.460; ai-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.335; Badr al-Muttaga in the margin ofMajmac 
al-Anhur, vol.2, p.460; Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.l91; al-Durr al-Mukhtar printed with Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, 
p.l91; Fatawa Oad1khan in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.255; al-Ikhtiyar li TaclTI al-Mukhtar, 
vol.3, p.62. 
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value of the usurped property is considered as tabarruc ( donation). 124 There is also a 
report from Abu Yusufto the same effect. He, however, maintains that in case the owner 
chooses to take the flour of the wheat, he is not entitled to compensation for the damage, 
as that would lead to riba'. 125 
4- If the usurped property changes by reduction in value as a result of use by the 
usurper, he shall return the property and shall be liable for the value of the reduction. 
This allocation has been enacted in the Majallah, article 900. It has also been 
enacted in The Jordan Civil Code, section 286 (4). In fact, it has been discussed by al-
Margh T nan 1, al-l}a~kafi, al-ZaylacT, etc., in their writings. However, this topic will be 
discussed in the next section, that is, depreciation (nuq~an) of usurped property. 
Depreciation (nuq~an) of usurped property (maglt~iib) 
According to the Ijanafi school, any diminution or depreciation of value, 
materially (~iss T maddT) or immaterially (macnaw T) of usurped property while in the 
124 AI-Mughn T wa al-Sharh ai-Kab Tr, vol.5, pp.403 and 405; ai-Muhadhdhab, vol.2, p.202; ai-Hidayah, vol.4, 
p.15; lbn Qayyim, Ictam ai-MuwaqqicTn, vo1.2, p.25; Ibn Qudamah, ai-Sharh ai-Kab Tr, vol.5, p.394; al-QarT, 
Majallat ai-Ahkam ai-Sharivvah, article 1385, p.432; Rahmat ai-Ummah, p.175; Taby Tn ai-Haqa'iq, vol.5, 
p.226; Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.460; £Umdat al-Fiqh, p.61; al-cUddah Sharh al-cUmdah, p.231; ai-Mughn T, 
vo1.5, p.243; al-Muqnic, p.146; al-Muqni wa Hashiyatuh, vol.2, p.236; ai-Rawd ai-Murbi , p.331; ~ 
Muntaha al-Iradat, vo1.2, p.406; Kashshafai-Oinaccan Matn ai-Iqnac, vol.4, p.88; Minhaj ai-TalibTn wa cumdat 
ai-MuftTn, p.148; Fath ai-Wahhab, vol.l, p.277; Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.5, p.175; al-Siraj ai-Wahhaj, p.271; 
Mughn T ai-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.288; ai-MTzan ai-Kubra, vol.2, p.77; Sulayman ai-Jamal, Hashiyat ai-Jamal cala 
Sharh ai-Minhaj, vol.3, p.486; ai-Wajlz, vol.l, p.210 and p.211; ai-Fiqh al-Manhaj1, vol.7, p.191. 
125 Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.15; Taby In ai-Haqa'iq, vol.5, p.226; Majmac ai-Anhur, vol.2, p.460. 
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possession of the usurper, could be divided into four categories: 126 
1- The depreciation of value due to the decrease of price in the market. In this case, 
the usurper is not responsible, provided he returns the usurped property in the place of 
usurpation, because a diminution of price arises from the diminution of desire on the part 
of the purchaser, and not from the ruin or destruction of any of the parts of the usurped 
property. 127 This is also the opinion ofthe ShaficT school, 128 the MalikT school 129 and the 
HanbalT school. 130 However, on the other hand, Abu Thawr opines that the usurper is 
0 
definitely liable in the case of diminution of value by reason that he is liable for any 
damage. 131 
126 Radd ai-MuhHir, vo1.6, p.l88. 
127 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l3; Sharh al-clnayah cala ai-Hidayah printed with Takmilat Fath ai-QadTr, vol.9, p.327; 
Majmac ai-Damanat, p.l33; ai-Ikhtiyar li TaciTI ai-Mukhtar, vo1.3, p.61; Fatawa Qadlkhan in the margin ofai-
Fatawa ai-Hindiyyah, vol.3, p.243; Bada'ic ai-Sana'ic, vol.7, p.l55; Taby In ai-Haga'ig, vol.5, p.225; Radd ai-
.M!!..t@!, vol.6, p.l88; Majallah, article 900; cAII I:Jaydar, Durar ai-Hukkam, vo1.8, p.454. 
128 AI-Nawawl, Rawd ai-Talibln, vol.4, p.l21; ai-Bayjurl, Hashiyat ai-Bayjiirl, vol.2, p.23; Ibn ai-Qasim, 
Sharh lbn ai-Qasim ai-GhazzTcala Matn AbT Shujac printed with Hashiyat ai-Bayjiirl, vol.2, p.23; Kitayat ai-
Akhyar, p.385; Minhaj ai-Talib In in the margin of ai-Siraj ai-Wahhaj, p.270; £Umdat ai-Salik, p.261; ai-
Ghamraw I, Anwar ai-Masalik, p.l79; Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, vo1.2, p.287; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vol.5, p.l74; ai-
Wailz, vol.l, p.210; ai-Figh ai-Manhail, vo1.7, p.l92. In Minhaj ai-Talib In: A usurper who returns a usurped 
property at a moment when its price has gone down, is not liable for this diminution in value. 
129 
Mukhtasar, p.227; ai-Ab I, Jawahir ai-Ikiii, vo1.2, p. I 51; ai-I:Ja!Jab, Mawahib ai-Jaiii, vol.5, p.285; ai-
Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-lkiTI in the margin of ai-I:Janab, Mawahib ai-JaiTI, vo1.5, p.285; ai-Kafl, p.428; ai-Dardl r, 
ai-Sharh ai-Sagh I r in the margin of Bulghat ai-Salik, vol.2, p.200; Ibn Najl, Sharh Ibn Nai1 cala Matn ai-
Risalah printed with Sharh Zarriig cala Matn ai-Risalah, vol.2, p.219; ai-Dardlr, ai-Sharh ai-Kab lr, vol.3, 
pp.452-453; ai-Khirsh I, Fath ai-Jaiii cala Mukhtasar Khaiii, vol.6, p. I41. 
130 
AI-Mughn I wa ai-Sharh ai-Kab lr, vol.5, p.400, p.40 I and p.432; ai-Mughn I, vol.5, p.242; Kashshaf ai-
Oinac can Matn al-lgnac, vol.4, p.9 I and p.95; Sharh Muntaha ai-Iradat, vol.2, p.408 and p.411; ai-Rawd ai-
Murbic, p.33 I; ai-Mugni wa Hashiyatuh, vol.2, p.24 I; lbn Qudamah, ai-Sharh ai-Kab lr printed with ai-
Mughn I, vol.5, p.403; Majallat ai-Ahkam ai-Sharcivvah, article 1387, p.432. 
131 AI-Mughn Twa ai-Sharh ai-Kab Tr, vol.5, p.400; ai-Mughn I, vo1.5, p.24I; lbn Qudamah, ai-Sharh ai-Kab lr 
printed with ai-Mughn I, vol.5, p.403. 
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2- The depreciation of usurped property due to a defect in it itself (waif). The 
usurper is in this case responsible for such depreciation, on the condition that the usurped 
property is not mal rib a' (property which is grouped to ribaw T property); but that with 
respect to mal riba', either compensation for the depreciation or damage must not be 
taken along with the actual restitution, as that would necessarily induce usury (riba') 132 
or demanding the value of it and that property is left to the usurper, 134 such as in the case 
of wheat which becomes foul. 135 In this case, the owner has an option either to take back 
his property without demanding the value of its depreciation, or to leave it in the 
possession of the usurper and to claim its replacement (because it is fungible property). 136 
The usurper is responsible for the usurped property (when it is not mal riba'), in 
all its parts for depreciation. 137 For example, if an animal which has been usurped by 
someone, is in a weak state when returned to its owner, the person is responsible, also, 
for the diminution of its value. 138 
The ShaficT school139 and the l]anbalT school140 opine (they did not mention 
132 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.I3; Bada'ic ai-Sana'iC, vol.7, p.I55 and I 59; Majmac al-Damanat, p.I33; cAlll:faydar, 
Durar al-Hukkam, vol.8, p.496. 
134 Bada'ic al-Sana'iC, vol.7, p.l59; Radd ai-Muhtar, vo1.6, p. I 88; ai-Ikhtiyar li Taclll al-Mukhtar, vol.3, p.6 I; 
Taby In ai-Haqa'ig, vol.5, p.225; Majmac ai-Damanat, p. I 33; cAllJ:Iaydar, Durar al-Hukkam, vol.8, p.496. 
135 Sharh Fath al-Qadlr, vo1.9, p.328; Bada'ic ai-Sana'ic, vol.7, p.l59; Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.6, p.l88; Majmac 
al-Damanat, p. I33. 
136 Bada'ic ai-Sana'iC, vo1.7, p. I 59; cAllJ:Iaydar, Durar ai-Hukkam, vo1.8, p.496. 
137 AI-Hidayah, vo1.4, p. I 3; Bada'ic al-Sana'iC, vol.7, p. I 55. 
138 Majallah, article 900; Wahbah, ai-Figh al-Islaml wa Adillatuh, vo1.5, p.728. See examples which could be 
related to this part in Bada'ic al-Sana'iC, vol.7, p.l55. 
139 Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.286; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vo1.5, p.l7 I; al-Siraj al-Wahhaj, p.270; Kifiiyat ai-
Akhyar, p.386; Tuhfat al-Muhtaj in the margin of Hawash I ai-Sharwan I wa lbn Oasim, vol.6, p.3 I; Bidayat 
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whether it is mal rib a' or not) that the usurper shall be liable for the depreciation of the 
usurped property, whether in its substance (dhatf'ayn) or in its characteristic (~)fah), 
whether by an act of God or by an act of the usurper. However, in the case of depreciation 
of food, which becomes moist (ibtilal) or musty (cafin), these two schools have their 
opinions respectively. 141 The Shaft T school maintains that if a slave who has been 
usurped by a usurper and a part of his body is damaged due to disease (by act of God), 
not caused by the usurper's usage while he is in the possession of the usurper, he is 
responsible the payment for damages (arsh) as a result of depreciation caused by the 
disease (naq~) plus an indemnity for rent. This principle is also applied to the damage 
caused by the usurper's usage, e.g., where a usurped coat has been used and has been 
destroyed. 142 Further, in the case of usurped food (or wheat) which becomes foul by itself, 
the owner has the right to take the food back as well as the compensation (arsh) for the 
damage. 143 
But, on the other hand, the Malik T school opines that the usurper shall not be 
liable for the depreciation of usurped property by an act of God. The owner merely has 
ai-Mujtahid, vo1.2, p.238; ai-Iqnac, vo1.2, p.56. The Shaffi jurists used the term for the act of God "bi Bfah 
samawiyah". 
140 
Majallah ai-Ahkam ai-Sharivvah, article 1393, p.434. See also Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, p.407, p.409 
and 420; Manar al-Sab TI, vol.1, p.434; ai-Mughn I, voi.S, p.233 and p.242; al-Mughn I wa ai-Sharh al-Kab I r, 
voi.S, p.40 1; ai-Muqnic wa Hashiyatuh, vo1.2, p.239; ai-MuqniC, p.l47; Kashshaf ai-Oinac can Matn ai-Iqnac, 
vol.4, p.89 and p.92; ai-Rawd al-Murbic, p.331; al-cUddah Sharh al-cUmdah, p.231; £Umdat ai-Fiqh, p.61. 
141 For detail see ai-Mughn I, voi.S, p.233; ai-Nawaw I, ai-Majmiic Sharh ai-Muhadhdhab, vol.l4, p.240; al-
Muqnic wa Hashiyatuh, vo1.2, p.239. 
142 
Minhaj al-Tiilib In wa cumdat ai-Muftln, p.l47; Mughn I a1-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.286; al-IqnaC, vol.2, p.56; ai-
Muhadhdhab, vol.2, p.200; al-Bayjiirl, Hashiyat al-Bayjiirl, vo1.2, p.23; ai-Muftl al-l}ubaysh 1, Fath ai-
Mannan, p.291; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vol.5, p.l71. The I;Janafi school does not bear the liability for compensation 
on the usurper on any usage of benefit (manjcfah). See Bada'ic al-Sana'iC, vol.7, p.l50. 
143 
AI-Umm, vol.3, p.290; Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.288; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vol.5, p.l76. 
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a right either to take back his property without demanding the depreciation of value or 
he can claim the value of it on the day of gha~b and leave the property to the usurper. 
Besides, there is an opinion that the owner has a right to take back his property along with 
its value of depreciation. 144 
3- The depreciation of usurped property due to defect in its immaterial quality which 
is required in its substance. For example: 
(i) If a usurped slave has lost knowledge of his profession as a baker or any profession 
(al-~irfah) while in the possession of the usurper, the latter is liable for that 
depreciation. 145 It is also the opinion of the ShaficT school. 146 According to the ljanbalT 
school, the owner has an option either to keep him and take compensation for the 
deficiency, or claim replacement (mu[alabah bi al-bada/). 141 Likewise, if a person usurps 
a female slave who afterwards has learnt a profession (~anc:ah) while in the possession 
144 Al-Mudawwanah, vol.4, p.l71; al-Dardlr, al-Sharh al-Kab lr, vol.3, p.453; al-Fawakih al-Dawan I, vol.2, 
pp.l75-176; al-Risalah, p.l21; Ibn Najl, Sharh Ibn Nail cala Matn al-Risalah printed with Sharh Zarriiq ea la 
Matn al-Risalah, vol.2, p.219; al-Bahjah fT Sharh al-Tuhfah, vo1.2, p.656; al-Kinan I, al-cAqd al-Munazzam 
li al-Hukkam in the margin ofTabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.73; al-Kafi, p.432; al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-Iklll 
in the margin ofal-tfunab, Mawahib al-Jalll, vol.S, p.287; Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.238; al-Qawan In al-
Fiqhiyyah, p.2 1 7; Mukhtasar, p.219; at-Thamar al-Dan I, p.Sl 0. In Bidayat al-Mujtahid: amr m in a/-sama_,. In 
ai-Oawan In al-Fiqhiyyah:JN Allah. In Mukhtasar: i.fah samiiwiyah. In al-cAqd al-Munazzam li al-Hukkam: 
l'ayb samiiw 7. 
145 Majmac ai-Damanat, p.l33; Fatawa Qacfikhan in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vo1.3, p.242; Radd 
al-Muhtar, vo1.6, p.l88; ai-Fatawa ai-Bazzazivvah in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.l76; al-
Ikhtiyar li Tacrn al-Mukhtar, vol.3, p.61; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.S, p.I23; cAlltJaydar, Durar al-Hukkam, 
vol.8, p.496. 
146 Minhaj al-Tiilib In wa cumdat al-Muftln, p.l49; al-Iqnac, vol.2, p.56; al-Bayjiirl, Hashiyat al-Bayjiirl, vol.2, 
p.23; Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.290; al-Siraj al-Wahhaj, p.272; al-Mahalll printed with Hashiyatan Oalyiib I 
wa cumayrah, vol.3, p.39; Hashiyatan Oalviib I wa cumayrah, vol.3, p.39; Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.S, p.I80; fMh 
al-Wahhab, vol. 1, p.279. 
147 Ibn Qayyim, lclam al-Muwagqicln, vol.2, p.25. 
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of the usurper and the value of the female slave is increased in consequence, and then the 
value of her being decreased due to loosing knowledge of such a profession which he has 
learnt, the owner has a claim of compensation (arsh) against the usurper after the return 
of the female slave. This is the opinions of al-ShaficT and Ahmad b. Hanbal. On the other 
D D 
hand, Abu !}an I fah and Malik opine that he has no right to claim compensation. 148 
Furthermore, in the case of a slave who has learnt a new profession (~anc:ah) with the 
usurper, the usurper is not liable for knowledge lost after retuming. 149 This is because the 
new profession which is taught by the usurper to the slave is for different purposes (li 
ikhtilaj al-aghraif). 150 This also may be because that new profession is not from the owner 
of the slave. 
(ii) The usurper of a slave will be responsible for the latter's depreciation in the case of 
him becoming weak or old after gha~b. 151 But, according to Ibn Qayyim, the owner has 
an option like the above case. 152 
148 AI-M1zan ai-Kubra, vol.2, p.76; Rahmat ai-Ummah, p.174; ai-Mughn 1, voi.S, pp.240-241; ai-Mugnic wa 
Hashiyatuh, vol.2, p.239; £Umdat ai-Figh, p.61; al-cUddah Sharh al-cUmdah, p.231; Kashshaf ai-Oinac can Matn 
al-IgnaC, vol.4, p.92. 
149 Minhaj al-Talib 1 n wa cumdat ai-Muft1 n, p.149; Minhaj al-Tullab printed with Minhaj al-Talib 1 n wa 
£Umdat ai-Muft1n, p.149; ai-Siraj al-Wahhaj, p.272; al-Mahall1 printed with Hashiyatan Qalyiib 1 wa 
£Umayrah, vo1.3, p.39; Hashiyatan Qalyiib 1 wa cumayrah, vol.3, p.39; Mughn 1 ai-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.290; f.ruh 
al-Wahhab, vol.l, p.279. 
150 Mughn 1 ai-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.290; Fath ai-Wahhab, vol. I, p.279; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vo1.5, p.l80; Tuhfat ai-
Muhtaj in the margin ofHawash 1 ai-Sharwan 1 wa Ibn Qasim, vol.6, p.40. 
151 Majmac ai-Damanat, p.133; Radd ai-Muhtar, vo1.6, p.188; ai-Fatawa ai-Bazzazivvah in the margin of ai-
Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.176; al-Mughn 1 wa al-Sharh ai-Kab 1 r, voi.S, pp.390-391; al-Ikhtiyar li Taclll 
ai-Mukhtar, vol.3, p.61; ai-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, voi.S, p.123; ai-Mughn T. voi.S, p.233; cAI1I:Iaydar, Durar ai-
Hukkam, vol.8, p.497. 
152 Ibn Qayyim, Iclam al-Muwaggic1n, vol.2, p.25. 
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(iii) If a person usurps a slave who afterwards becomes fat and the value is decreased in 
consequence, the usurper is responsible for that depreciation. 153 
Al-NawawT of the ShaficT school adds that where a person usurps a female slave, 
who afterwards becomes fat during usurpation, he is not responsible for compensation 
for the previous leanness when he returns her to the owner. 154 But, if a person usurps a 
fat female slave, who afterwards becomes lean and her value has been decreased thereby, 
and then she grows fat again and her value has been increased as well, he is held to 
compensate for a previous leanness when he returns her to the owner. 155 This may be 
because the previous leanness and the decrease of value of the female slave had happened 
in the possession of the usurper. On the other hand, he is not liable according to the 
I:JanbalT school. 156 In another case, if a person usurps a female slave (or a cow, etc.), who 
afterwards becomes fat, and then becomes lean so that her value decreases, the owner has 
a claim of compensation against the usurper after the return of the slave. This is the 
opinions of al-ShaficT and Alpnad b. I:Janbal. On the other hand, Abu I:JanTfah and Malik 
153 AI-Mughn T wa ai-Sharh ai-Kab lr, vol.5, p.390. See also Taby In ai-Haqa'ig, vol.5, p.233; £Umdat ai-Salik 
wa cUddat al-Nasik, p.261. 
154 Minhaj al-lalib Tn wa cumdat al-MuftTn, p.l49; Zakariyya al-An~rT, Minhaj al-Tullab printed with Minhaj 
ai-Talibln wa cumdat ai-Muftln, p.I49. 
155 Al-Siraj al-Wahhaj, p.272; ai-Muhadhdhab, vol.2, p.200; Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.290; Nihayat ai-
Muhtaj, vol.5, p.l80; Fath al-Wahhab, vol. I, p.279; Kiffiyat ai-Akhyar, p.3 85. 
156 Kashshaf ai-Oinac can Matn al-IqnaC, vol.4, p.92; ai-Mughn 1, vol.5, p.240; Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, 
pp.408-409; ai-MugniC, p.l47; ai-Muqnic wa Hashiyatuh, vol.2, p.239; cf., ai-Rawd al-MurbiC, p.332. 
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disagreed and opined that the owner has no right to claim the compensation. 157 
Obviously the opinion of al-NawawT above is different from the opinion of al-
Margh T nan T, who says that where a person usurps a fat female slave who afterwards 
becomes lean, and then grows fat again; or who loses two of her teeth and then acquires 
two new ones or where a person cuts off the hand of a usurped slave while in the 
possession of the usurper, and the usurper receives compensation (arsh) from him, and 
returns it with the slave to the owner, no compensation for the depreciation is incumbent 
upon the usurper. 158 
4- The depreciation of usurped property causing some parts of it to sustain defect, 
could be divided into three classifications: 
(1)- The depreciation of usurped property by an act of the usurper which causes a part or 
some parts to sustain defect, such as a usurper tearing a piece of cloth of another; he is 
in this case responsible to return that cloth to its owner and also responsible for the 
depreciation of its value because the damage existed as a result of the usurper's act. 159 
This is also the opinions of the Malik T, 160 ShaficT161 and lj:anbalT162 schools. 
157 
Al-MTziin al-Kubra, vol.2, p. 76; Rahmat al-Ummah, p.l74; al-Mughn T, vol.5, p.233; al-Rawd al-MurbiC, 
p.332; Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, p.408; Kashshaf al-Qinac can Matn al-Ignac, vol.4, p.92; al-Mugnic wa 
Hashiyatuh, vol.2, p.239; al-Mugnic, p.l47. See the case of an animal usurped which becomes lean after being 
fat in al-Figh al-ManhaiT, vol.7, p.l92. 
158 
Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l9; Taby Tn al-Haga'ig, vol.5, p.233. 
159 Majallah, article 900; cAIT ljaydar, Durar al-Hukkam, vo1.8, p.493 and p.454; al-Fatawa al-Bazziizivvah 
in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.l68 and p.l77; Fatawa OadTkhan in the margin of al-Fatawa 
al-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.256. 
160 Al-DardTr, al-Sharh al-Kab Tr, vol.3, pp.453-454; al-Mudawwanah, vol.4, p.l85. According to this school, 
the owner has the option of either taking his property back including compensation for its depreciation, or of 
leaving it in the possession of the usurper and holding the usurper liable for its value which is based on the day 
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(2)- The depreciation of usurped property by the acts of a person other than the usurper. 
In this case, that person is considered to be in the same position as the first person 
(usurper) who has usurped that property. 163 
Consequently, if property which has already been usurped is again usurped from 
the first person by another and is destroyed by him or while in his possession, the owner 
has an option of claiming the compensation either for the first or second person. He also 
has the option of claiming a portion of the value of the property from the first person and 
a portion from the second person. If the first person has been liable for compensation, he 
can claim it back from the second person. But, if the second person has been liable for 
compensation, he cannot claim it back from the first person. 164 According to the Malik T 
school, the owner has the option of either rendering the liability upon the usurper to pay 
the value of the property which will be valued on the day of gha~b (and the usurper can 
claim the payment from the third party), or of taking it back with its defect and 
of ghCI§b. See also al-Thamar al-Dan T, p.51 0; al-Fawakih al-Dawan 1, vol.2, p.176; Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.2, 
p.238; al-Risalah, p.121; Zarriiq, Sharh Zarriig cala Matn al-Risalah, vol.2, pp.219-220; Ibn Naj1, Sharh Ibn 
Nail ea la Matn al-Risalah printed with Sharh Zaniig cala Matn al-Risalah, vol.2, p.219; al-Katl, p.432; al-Ab 1, 
Jawahir al-IklTl, vol.2, p.151; al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-IklTl in the margin of al-I;Ia!sab, Mawahib al-Jalll, vol.5, 
p.287; al-Bahjah t1 Sharh al-Tuhfah, vol.2, p.656; al-Risalah, p.121. 
161 
Al-WaiTz, vol.l, p.21 0; al-Muhadhdhab, vol.2, p.200. See also al-Mugnic wa Hashiyatuh, vol.2, p.236. 
162 Majallah al-Ahkam ai-Sharcivvah, article 1393, p.434; al-Mugnic, p.146; al-Mugnic wa Hashiyatuh, vol.2, 
pp.236-237; £Umdat al-Figh, p.61; al-cUddah Sharh al-cUmdah, p.231; Manar al-Sab 11, vo1.1, p.434; al-
Mughn T. vol.5, p.242; Sharh Muntaha ai-Iradat, vol.2, p.420; Kashshaf al-Oinac can Matn al-IgnaC, vol.4, p.l 09; 
Ibn Qudamah, al-Sharh al-Kab Tr printed with al-Mughn 1, vol.5, p.435. 
163 
Majallah, article 910; cAll I;:Iaydar, Durar al-Hukkam, vol.8, p.494; al-Fawakih al-Dawan 1, vol.2, p.176; 
al-Bayjiir1, Hashiyat al-Bayjiir1, vol.2, p.24; Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.239; Kitayat al-Akhyar, p.386. 
164 
Majallah, article 91 0; cAlT J:laydar, Durar al-Hukkam, vol.8, p.494; al-Fatawa al-Bazzazivvah in the margin 
of al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.169. 
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demanding the compensation (arsh) from the third party. 165 
(3)- The depreciation of usurped property due to a defect of its quality by act of God (hi 
§jah samawiyah). If a person usurps an animal and afterwards it has a sickness while in 
his possession and is sick when it is returned to its owner and dies due to that sickness, 
the usurper is responsible for the value of its depreciation (q Tmat al-nuq~iin) which is 
caused by that sickness, not the whole value of that animal. Likewise, if a person usurps 
a donkey, it suffers a wound and becomes too weak to walk, the usurper is responsible 
for the value of that depreciation. But, if the donkey absolutely cannot walk, the usurper 
is responsible for the whole value of it. 166 So far as an act of God is concerned, it has 
already been explained in the preceding pages, including the views of the ShaficT, the 
I:IanbalT and the Malik T schools. 
The degree of depreciation of usurped property by the acts of usurper will be 
discussed into two categories: 
i- Yas Tr (small amount). 
ii- Fiii:Jish (great amount). 
If the depreciation is of a small amount (yas Tr ), the usurper is responsible for that 
depreciation and the usurped property remains with the owner. But, if the depreciation 
is of a great amount (fiii:Jish) so as to destroy many of its uses (if a rent of cloth were 
165 See Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.239; al-Fawakih al-Dawan 1, vol.2, p.176; al-Kinan 1, al-cAgd al-
Munazzam li al-Hukkam in the margin ofTabsirat al-Hukkam, vo1.2, p.73; al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa ai-Iklll in the 
margin of al-J:Ia!J8.b, Mawahib al-Jalll, vo1.5, p.287; al-Bahjah fi Sharh al-Tuhfah, vol.2, pp.656-657. 
166 cAllljaydar, Durar al-Hukkam, vol.8, p.494. 
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large), the owner would in that case have it in his option either to take the whole of the 
value on the day of gha~·b fron1 the usurper and give him the cloth (since he has destroyed 
it in every respect, even as much as if he had burnt it), or to keep the usurped property 
and take compensation for the depreciation. 167 
The significations ofja~ish and yas Tr are as follows: 168 
i- Fa~ ish (a large rent) is such as occasions a destruction of some parts of the property 
and also of some of its use; some of the parts and some of the uses still remaining. It is 
also observed by al-QadiirT thatfal:Jish is such as occasions a destruction of many of the 
advantages. 169 
ii- Yas Tr (a small rent) is such as does not induce a destruction of any of the uses, but 
merely occasions damage. 
In the Majallah, however, these terms are described as follows: 170 
i- Fal:Jish means the depreciation which is equal to or in excess of one fourth of the value 
of the usurped property. 
167 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, pp.l6-17; Majmac ai-Damanat, pp.l33-134; Sharh ai-CJnayah 'ala ai-Hidayah printed with 
Takmilat Fath ai-QadTr, vol.9, p.342; ai-Fatawa ai-Bazzazivvah in the margin of ai-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vol.6, 
p.177; Majmac ai-Anhur, vol.2, p.462. The author of ai-Fatawa ai-Bazzazivvah mentioned that if the benefit 
of the cloth has been totally destroyed while the cloth was in the possession of the usurper, the owner is 
absolutely entitled to claim the value of the cloth. See ai-Fatawa ai-Bazzazivvah in the margin of ai-Fatawa ai-
Hindiyyah, vol.6, pp.177-178. See also the discussion of yas Tr and fabish in the Malik 1 school in ai-
Mudawwanah, vol.4, p.169. 
168 Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l7; ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.336; Sharh al-clnayah cala al-Hidayah printed with 
Takmilat Fath ai-Qadlr, vo1.9, p.342. See also Majmac ai-Damanat, p.l34; ai-Ikhtiyar li Tcf Ill ai-Mukhtar, 
vol.3, p.63; Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.462; Badr al-Muttaga in the margin ofMajmac ai-Anhur, vol.2, p.462. 
169 Sharh al-clnayah cala ai-Hidayah printed with Takmilat Fath ai-QadTr, vo1.9, p.341. 
170 Majallah, article 900; Sharh al-clnayah cala ai-Hidayah printed with Takmilat Fath ai-Qadlr, vol.9, p.341. 
See also Majmac ai-Damanat, p.l34; al-Ikhtiyar li Taciii ai-Mukhtar, vol.3, p.63; ai-Fatawa al-Bazzazivvah in 
the margin of al-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vo1.6, p.l78. 
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ii- YasTr means the depreciation which does not amount to one fourth ofthe value of the 
usurped property. 
Some fuqaha' signify these terms as follows: 171 
i- Fa~ish means the depreciation of usurped property equal or in excess of half of its 
value. 
ii- Yas Tr means the depreciation of usurped property which does not exceed a half of its 
value. 
To sum up, from the discussions above, the Islamic law of tort obviously gives 
protection and security to people to have, possess and own property. They have a right 
of ownership and possession of property and have a legal right to claim remedy if their 
rights are intruded upon. 
DESTRUCTION (ITLAF) 
The term it!¥ is derived from ta-li-fa conveying the meaning of annihilation, 
destruction, injury and harm; 172 and the verb atlafa signifies that someone has taken an 
active part in the destruction. 173 In legal terminology, it means "exclusion of a thing from 
its usufructuary who uses it in normal circumstances". 174 This exclusion can be explained 
171 Sharh al-clnayah cata al-Hidayah printed with Takmilat Fath al-Qadlr, vol.9, p.341; al-Ikhtiyar li Taclll al-
Mukhtar, vol.3, p.63. 
172 Hans Wehr, A Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic, p.96. 
173 Zainuddin Jaafar, The Concept and Application of Daman in Islamic Commercial Law, (Unpublished Ph.d 
Thesis, 1994), p.34. 
174 Bada'ic al-Sana'iC, vol. 7, p.l64. Jkhr DJ al-shay' m in an yakiin munta.fr'an bih manfd ah minh ''iidah. 
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in two senses: 
a- When the destruction has been committed in toto (~iiratan wa macnan) wherein both 
the object and its utility are destroyed. 
b- When the destruction is limited to the utility only, whereas the object remains intact. 
This situation is called immaterial destruction (itlaj macnan). 
In both cases, the destroyer will be liable for his acts, because the elements of 
transgression ({tida') and occurrence of the injury itself (icjrar) were present in them. 175 
Al-KasanT mentions that if restitution is granted in gha~b, it is more 
recommended in the case of itlaj. This is because, there have been the elements of 
transgression and injury concurrently. 176 
Mal}ma~~an T maintains that every injurious act wrongfully committed against 
properties of others is called itlaj. The destroyer in this case will be liable for what he has 
committed. This principle, which is especially applied to the destruction of property, is 
gradually broadened by the fuqaha' to include injury to persons. 177 However, the injury 
to persons is normally discussed by the fuqaha' in the topic of criminal responsibility. 
This topic will not be discussed here. In this discussion at the moment, merely the topics 
of itlaj of things (ashya'), itlaj of animals (baha'im) and itlaj of inanimate beings 
(jamadat) will be dealt with and grouped as itlaj of property. 178 
175 Bada'ic ai-Sana'iC, vol.7, p.165. 
176 Bada'ic ai-Sana'iC, vo1.7, p.165. 
177 Mal}ma~~an I, "Transaction in the Sharlca", in Law in the Middle East, p.190. 
178 Other than itlaj, terms like ifsiid and istihliik are normally used for destruction. However, there is quite a 
difference between them. [a] Jtl;ifofthings like killing of another's animal or burning of his cloth or tearing it 
and the like. [b] lstihliik (consumption) means destruction of another's property by consuming it, like eating 
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There are certain conditions, in general, which must be present in order to give 
rise to the liability for itlaj: 179 
1- Injurious act (al-fi''l al-cjarr). 
Injurious act is a deed that will bring about damaging (qarar) consequences, 
whether committed directly (mubasharah) or indirectly (tasabbub), by commission 
Ui ab 7) or omission (salb 7), by physical (~iss 7) or psychological (nafs 7) means. 
2- Harm or damage (cjarar). 
l)arar here means any form of harm or damage (adhi) which is inflicted on 
another's property and causes a pecuniary loss like tearing up a cloth or killing an animal; 
or deficiency of its utility; or damaging a part of its attributes (aw~¥) and so on. 180 
According to the fuqaha', itlaj can be divided into two groups. First, direct itlaj 
(itlajbi al-mubasharah) and second, indirect itlaj(itlajbi al-tasabbub). Both terms (al-
mubasharah and al-tasabbub) have already been explained in the topic of Strict Liability. 
Thefuqaha' opine that in the direct it/aj, 181 a mubashir will be held liable in all tort 
another's food, drinking his milk and the like. [c] Ifsad is synonym 
for itlajin thefoqaha's application. But, according to Ibn Juzayy, itlajand ifsad are different to each other. Jtlaj 
is what has been mentioned before, whereas ifs ad could be divided into two categories: [i] to annihilate required 
benefit of something like cutting of a slave's hand or cutting of an animal's leg. [ii] to spoil another's property 
with a small amount of destruction (yas Tr) like piercing another's cloth or cutting an animal's tail off. In short, 
as far as the term ifsiid is concerned, it has not any difference with the term itlajwhich has been mentioned 
earlier, because itlajhas also two categories like it. See al-Qawan In ai-Fighivvah, p.218; Daman ai-Mutliffit, 
pp.l99-200. 
179 Daman ai-Mutliffit, pp.208-220. 
180 In the expression of ~rar, carrying all forms of rjarar, whether rjarar fabish (abominable/grave injury) or 
rjarar yas Tr (small injury), because the property of others should be respected by every person, avoiding any 
injurious act even though rjarar yas Tr. 
181 According to clzz al-Din b. cAbd al-Salam, direct itlajcan be classified into two categories: [I] Jtlajfor the 
reason of restoration (i~liib) of the body and preservation (birz) of the breath of life (arwab) like in case of 
slaughtering animal, consuming foods and beverages and so on. This itlajis allowed in favour of restoration. 
[2] Jtlajdue to self-defence (al-daf). This category could essentially be divided into seven sub-categories: (i) 
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actions whether intentional or unintentional, whether accidental or mistaken, whether 
negligent or not, whether minor or major, whether with knowledge or not, whether asleep 
or awake, whether he assumes that property is his or not, whether he is a sane person or 
a lunatic, whether the property is in his possession or in the possession of others. 182 
However, according to the ShaficT school183 there are certain circumstances which 
exclude the mubashir from liability for destruction (cjaman al-mutlifat). 184 In short, the 
Killing, cutting and hurting on account of warding off an injurious assailant (al-~iyal) from attacking life, 
dignity and property. (ii) Killing dangerous animals like a snake, scorpion, lion and hyena. (iii) Killing the 
enemy warding off the malicious injury and transgression upon Muslim Tn. (iv) Killing the rebels (bughah) in 
order to ward off their rebellion and to subject them to obedience to the imiim which has been refused by them. 
(v) Jtliif for warding off the mcf~iyah (disobedience) like fighting tyrannies (fulmah) to ward off their 
suppression. Further cases are demolition of the enemies' houses, cutting of their plants and tearing their cloth. 
These cases are denominated as a part ofjihad. (vi) Jtliijofanything which could bring to disobedience of God 
like idol and the like which can denote a way to shirk. (vii) Jtliifin favour of prevention (zajr), meaning the 
implementation of Islamic punishment like stoning punishment for a married male or female involved in zina, 
qi~~ for homicide and injuries and so on so that such preventions can prevent adultery and criminality. See clzz 
al-Din b. cAbd al-Salam, Qawacid ai-Ahkam fT Masalih al-Anam, vol.2, pp.87-88. 
182 Ashbah.N, p.308; Majmac ai-Damanat, p.423; ai-Muwatta', p.614; Al}mad al-Zarqa', Sharh al-Qawacid ai-
Fiqhiyyah, p.454; ai-Qawan In ai-Fighiyyah, p.218; al-Qarl, Majallat al-Ahkam ai-Sharcivvah, article 
1423, p.443; Majallah, articles 912-916; cAn I;;Iaydar, Durar ai-Hukkam, vo1.8, p.531; Fatawa ai-Imam al-
Nawaw I, p.79; Mul}ammad Jawad Maghniyyah, ai-Figh cata ai-Madhahib ai-Khamsah, p.630; Wahbah, 
Nazarivvat al-Daman, p.75. However, the Malikljurists differentiate the liability for itl§jofa minor mumayyiz 
and ghayr mumayyiz. See this discussion in the topic of Vicarious Liability in the sub-topic of Liability of 
Guardian for the Act of his Ward. 
183 Minhaj ai-Talib In, in the margin of ai-Siraj ai-Wahhaj, p.536; ai-Siraj ai-Wahhaj, p.267; Mughn I ai-
Muhtaj, vol.2, pp.277-278; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vol.5, p.152; Wahbah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, pp.76-77. 
184 
[ 1] Necessity (9Griirah). [2] Self-defence (difit' '·an al-nafs), like in cases of reasonable defence of oneself 
or one's property or one's dignity from an assaulter by wounding his animal or breaking his weapon. [3] Legal 
execution (tanf/dh amr al-shar), like in case of breaking a container of wine when it cannot be poured out. [4] 
ltliifoccurs in a period ofwar (barb) or rebellion of a group of Muslims (baghy Ja'ifah min ai-Muslim Tn). [5] 
Force majeure (quwwah qihirah) like in a case of a person who enters a blacksmith shop while he is working 
on iron and sparks from his acts fly and bum the cloth of that person, the blacksmith is not liable even though 
that person enters with his permission. Likewise, in a case of dirt and mud are scattered by the hoofs of an 
animal and another person's clothes are splashed therewith while it is ridden by its owner. In the first case (for 
no. [5]), it is contrary to the opinion of the I;;Ianafi school which opines that the blacksmith must make good 
the loss. See Majallah, article 926. In the second case, however, the I;;Ianafi school opinion is similar to the 
ShaficT school opinion. See ai-Mabsii,t. vol.26, p.189; al-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.50; ai-Hidayah, vol.4, 
p.198; Majallah, article 932. However, Ibn Ab I Lay la opines that the owner or rider is responsible for any act 
of his animal to another person by making an analogy in the case of stopping or tying up his animal in the public 
highway. For him, an animal with its owner whether it in the position of walking or stopping is similar. See al-
Mabsii,t. vol.26, p.189. 
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basic conditions for itlaj mubiisharah are injurious act and harm. 
In the indirect itliif, the fuqahii' put forwards certain factors, besides injurious act 
and harm, as conditions before an injury can be classified as indirect itliif: 
1- AI-TacaddT (Trespass or Transgression). 185 
Mentioned in the topic of Strict Liability. Here, it will be elaborated and 
elucidated with examples. Briefly, this term conveys the meaning "an excess of the legal 
limits" .186 For example, if a person digs a well in the public highway without any legal 
permission, or in his own land but with bad intention, and an animal belonging to another 
falls therein and is destroyed, he is liable because the element of al-tacaddT existed. 187 
Besides, the digger will also be liable for accidents where a well has been dug 
with the existence of such elements as in the following cases: 
i- If he does so in the courtyard of his house and invites a person to such a spot which he 
knows to be dangerous and he falls in. 
ii- On another's land without his permission. 
iii- On a piece of land of which the digger is only the co-proprieter without any 
permission. 
185 AI-Mabsiit, vol.27, p.22; Tabyln ai-Haga'ig, vol.5, p.l49; Majmac al-Damanat, p.l46 and p.165; al-
Hidayah, vol.4, p.l91; Mughn T ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, pp.83-84; Ashbah.N, p.248; SalT m Rustam, Sharh al-Majallah, 
vol.l, p.60; cAll J:Iaydar, Durar al-Hukkam, vol.l, p.83; Fawz 1 Fay<J Allah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, pp.88-96; 
Mu~Jafii b. Atnnad ai-Zarqa', ai-Ficl ai-Darr, pp.76-79; Atnnad al-Zarqa•, Sharh al-Oawacid al-Fiqhiyyah, p.455; 
Wahbah, Nazariyyat ai-Daman, p.77. 
186 Wahbah, Nazarivvat ai-Daman, p.77. Tujawaz al-baqq aw mayusmab bih al-shar·. 
187 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l93; MughnT al-Muhtaj, vol.4, pp.82-83; TabyTn al-Haga'ig, vol.5, p.l45; al-Qawan In 
ai-Fighiyyah, p.218; ai-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.45; Al}mad al-Zarqa•, Sharh al-Oawacid al-Fiqhiyyah, 
p.218; SaiTm Rustam, Sharhai-Majallah, vol.l, p.515; cAITtfaydar, Durar al-Hukkam, vol. I, p.83; Majmac al-
Damanat, p.l46; Wahbah, Nazarivvat ai-Daman, p.l99. Many examples can be seen in the topic of Strict 
Liability. 
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iv- On a narrow public way which can cause injury to the passer-by. 188 
According to Mu~ara b. AlJmad b. MulJammad al-Zarqa', 189 al-tacaddTin indirect 
itlaj could appear in three ways: 
i- Indirect itlajby action and simultaneously with al-tifaddT (al-tasabbub bi al-ji''l mac a 
wujiid al-tacaddi). In this case, when a mutasabbib directs his act which is accompanied 
with the element of al-tacaddT, he will be held liable. For example, if a person is riding 
his animal on the highway and another person strikes or goads that animal without the 
consent of the rider, so as to cause it to kill a man by kicking or treading him down or 
running over him, the responsibility rests upon the person who struck or goaded it, not 
upon the rider190 as with the case of a person who digs a hole in the public highway 
without prior permission from the authority and causes damage to another person. 191 
188 Minhaj al-lalib Tn, in the margin ofMughn T al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.84. But there are certain cases in which the 
digger will not bear the liability, viz: [1] The road is wide and it does not cause injury to a passer-by. [2] If the 
authority has approved it. [3] If the well is dug for the public interest like for drinking or for collecting the rain. 
189 Mu~ptra b. Al}mad al-Zarqa', al-Ficl al-Darr, pp.81-82. 
190 Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.202; al-Mabsu!, vol.27, p.2; al-Iqnac, vol.2, p.242; al-BayjurT, Hashiyat al-BayjurT, 
vol.2, p.468; Kifayat al-Akhyar, p.644; at-Mufti al-ljubaysh I, Fath al-Mannan, p.423; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, 
vol.2, p.469; Lisan al-Hukkam, p.279; Fatawa Oadlkhan in the margin ofal-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.456; 
Bada'ic al-Sana'iC, vol. 7, p.282; al-Shayban I, Kitab al-Asl, vol.4, p.SO 1; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.Sl; 
al-Fatawa al-Bazzazivvah in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vo1.6, pp.400-401; al-Durr al-Mukhtar 
printed with Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.608; Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.608. 
191 Al-Hidayah, vol.4, pp.192-193; al-Mabsii!, vol.27, p.l4; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.45; Fatawa 
Qadikhan in the margin ofal-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.461; al-Jamic al-Sagh lr, p.514; al-Jamic al-Sagh lr 
in the margin Kitab al-Kharaj, p.119; Majmac al-Damanat, p.l78; Ashbah.N, p.284; Taby In al-Haga'ig, vol.6, 
p.145; Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.4, pp.82-83; Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.652; Badr al-Muttaga in the margin of 
Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.652; al-Ajwibah al-Khafffah, p.386; al-Wailz, vol.2, p.l49; al-Muhadhdhab, vol.3, 
p.206; al-Sh lraz I, Kitab at-Tanb lh, p.l27; ai-IqnaC, vol.2, p.242; al-~aw I, Bulghat al-Salik, vo1.2, p.385; al-
Dardlr, al-Sharh al-Sagh lr in the margin of Bulghat al-Salik, vol.2, pp.384-385; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, 
pp.462-463; MucTn al-Hukkam, pp.210-211; Fathal-Wahhab, vol.2, pp.l74-175; Bada'ic al-Sana'ic, vol.7, p.274 
and 278; al-Shayban I, Kitab al-Asl, vol.4, p.517. 
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ii- Indirect itlajby omission and simultaneously with al-tacaddT (al-tasabbub bi cadam 
al-jic:l maca wujlld al-tacaddT). Omission is considered when a person failed to do what 
is regarded as a duty upon him in the course of an action. Any injury resulting from such 
omission is an actionable wrong. The fuqaha' unanimously agreed 192 that if a person has 
an extremely great necessity (rjariirah) for something owned by another, such as food for 
the hungry and water for the thirsty, and its owner did not permit that person to satisfy 
his need and as a result he perished, a tort liability is imposed upon the owner. His 
position is similar to a person who has omitted helping another who was burning or 
drowning. 193 Ibn Qudamah maintains that if a fight take place between the owner of the 
property and the person who is in necessity, the result of which is the death of the latter, 
he becomes a shah Td (martyr) and the owner is liable. But, if the owner dies, it will be 
overlooked (hadar). 194 Nevertheless, according to al-NawawT taking another's property 
by force is preferred to fighting between them. 195 But, if the fight happened and the owner 
died, the person who is in necessity would not be liable because he is not considered a!-
mutacaddT. If he died, the owner would be liable for the qi~~ punishment. 196 
192 AI-Mughn I, vo1.8, p.602; ai-Muhadhdhab, vol.2, p.877; ai-Sha!ib T, ai-Muwafagat, vol.2, p.352; Radd ai-
Muhtar, voi.S, p.238. 
193 AI-Mughn I. vo1.8, p.602. In the ShaficT school, the owner of food or water merely bears a sin before God, 
he does not bear any liability before judge in the court. See ai-Majmiic Sharh ai-Muhadhdhab, vo1.9, p.43; 
Mughn T ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.309. However, he is definitely responsible to give his help to another who asks for 
food to prevent suffering from hunger. See Ashbah.S, p.86; Minhaj al-Talib Tn in the margin ofMughn T ai-
Muhtaj, vol.4, p.308. 
194 AI-Mughn T, vol.8, p.602; Manar ai-Sab Tl, vol.2, p.335. 
195 AI-Majmiic Sharh ai-Muhadhdhab, vol.9, p.43, cited in al-Muhadhdhab, vol.2, p.878. 
196 Mughn 1 al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.309; ai-Iqnac, vol.2, p.276. See a few examples which could be related to 
omission of duty in the topic of Vicarious Liability. This discussion also could be seen in Tabsirat ai-Hukkam, 
vol.2, p.l93 and ai-Muhalla, vol.6, p.230. In brief, the fuqaha' give permission to fight the owner who has 
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iii- Indirect itlijin the case of negligence (taq~ Tr) and simultaneus al-ta"addT. When a 
person has done an act out of his volition without taking proper care or precaution for its 
consequence, or if he is indifferent in his conduct to an act which a man is bound by law 
to do, he is considered to be guilty of negligence. The fuqaha' exemplified with a case of 
a father who handed his small son to a skilful swimmer to teach him to swim. The child 
drowns and the instructor is held to be negligent. The teacher will be held to have a 
liability for what had happened and as a result, his "aqilah has to pay a diyah of 
manslaughter (qat/ shibh "amd) on his behalf. 197 
2- Al-Tacammud (Deliberately or Intentionally). 198 
In the Islamic law, it denotes "to act of one's own volition" .199 In relating to itlij, 
it conveys "to do an action on one's own volition which leads the injury", 200 such as when 
two persons are tugging and a third person cut the rope in the middle with intent to knock 
down the tugging parties. If they fall down and die, the third person is liable because of 
his act. But, if his act is for the purpose of reconciling them, he will not be liable because 
omitted to help another who is in necessity. In case the owner die, it will be overlooked and such person should 
be liable for the value of the food which he has consumed. 
197 
Minhaj al-lalib In in the margin of al-Siraj al-Wahhaj, p.504; Mughn T al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.82; al-Mughn T, 
vol.7, p.831; Manar al-Sab 11, vol.2, p.336; al-Muhadhdhab, vol.2, p.l92; Fath al-Wahhab, vol.2, p.l74. 
198 
Most of the fuqah§' prefer to apply merely the element of a/-tcfadc!T rather than al-ta ammud as the 
condition of illaj indirectly. It is because in reality the element of al-tcfammud is included in al-tb adc!T 
conveying the meaning of al-tcfammud is al-td'adc!T. They give an example to uphold their opinion where if 
a lunatic shouts at an animal and as a result of his shouting, its rider or load is destroyed in consequence of the 
animal jumping with fright. The lunatic is liable for compensation even though he has no injurious intention, 
because he has been considered as al-mutd'adc!T. See Wahbah, al-Figh al-Islam I wa Adillatuh, vol.5, p.749. 
199 Wahbah, al-Figh al-Islam 1 wa Adillatuh, vol.5, p.748. 
200 
Wahbah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, p.l98. 
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his act has not been direct and forcible and there is no malice.201 
3- The injury from indirect itlijis not resulted from an extraneous cause. 
There is no extraneous cause involved with mutasabbib in an itl$'indirectly. Such 
it!$' cannot be called indirect itlaj. Therefore, in a case in which a mubiishir and a 
mutasabbib get together in an injurious act, the judgement falls on the mubiishir, not on 
the mutasabbib. For example, a person (mutasabbib) digs a well in the public highway 
and another person (mubashir) causes an animal of another to fall therein and to be 
destroyed. Mubiishir is responsible therefore, and no liability rests with the mutasabbib.202 
With regard to the time for assessment of the compensation (tacw T 4) of itlij 
property, it will be observed in accordance with the opinion of the fuqaha'. The I:Janafi 
school ruled that it should follow the value on the day of talaf203 This is also the opinion 
of the MalikT school204 and the Shafi T schoo¥?5 However, the I:JanbalT school has 
201 Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.661; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.468; al-Durr al-Mukhtar printed with Radd al-
M!!..t@r, vol.6, p.606; al-Ikhtiyar li Tacrn al-Mukhtar, vol.5, p.49; Fatawa Qadlkhan in the margin of al-Fatawa 
al-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.444; Taby In al-Haga'ig, vol.6, p.151; Bada'ic al-Sana'ic, vol.7, pp.273-274; al-Ajwibah 
al-Khafifah, p.389. 
202 Majallah, article 90. There are also several examples in the same sense in Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.82. 
It even mentions a formula which can be as groundwork and maxim, that is "al-mubasharah muqaddamah '"ala 
al-sabab" meaning mubashir takes precedence of responsibility over the secondary cause (mutasabbib ). See 
also Ashbah.S, p.162. However, there are certain exceptions in which mutasabbib still bears the liability. See 
Mu~ptfii Abmad al-Zarqa', al-Ficl al-Darr, p.93; Wahbah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, pp.191-192. 
203 Al-Mabsiit, vol. II, p.98; Taby In al-Haga'ig, vol.6, p.223; Jamic al-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.130; al-Durr al-
Mukhtar, vol.2, p.333. 
204 Al-Qawan In al-Fighivvah, p.218; Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.238; al-Dardlr, al-Sharh al-Kab lr, vol.2, 
p.443. 
205 Minhaj al-Talib In in the margin of Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.284; Minhaj al-Talib In wa cumdat al-
Muftln, p.147; Mughn T al-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.284; Hashiyatan Qalyiib I wa CUmayrah, vol.3, p.33; al-Ignac, vol.2, 
p.58; Fath al-Wahhab, vol.l, p.276; Zakariyya al-An~rl, Minhaj al-Tullab printed with Minhaj al-Talib In wa 
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grouped the compensation in the two following kinds of property. Their positions are 
similar to the assessment for con1pensation in gha~·b.206 
This chapter has provided the discussion on torts against persons and property 
with brief academic bases. The scope of these torts is treated from classical and 
contemporary sources of Islamic law. It could be recognised that the protection of both 
person and property is a very important matter in Islam. Apart from that, the notion of 
liability for premises and animals will be given attention in the next chapter. 
£Umdat al-MuftTn, p.l47; Zakariyya al-An~rT, Sharh Minhaj al-Tullab in the margin ofHashiyat al-Jamal cata 
Sharh al-Minhaj, vol.3, p.481; Sulayman al-Jamal, Hashiyat al-Jamal cata Sharh al-Minhaj, vol.3, p.481. Its 
value is based on the place where it/4/occurred. 
206 Majallat al-Ahkam al-Sharivvah, article 1429, p.444; al-Mughn T, vol.S, p.422. Its value is based on the state 
where it/4foccurred. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
LIABILITY FOR PREMISES 
The fuqaha' generally provide a chapter concerning this topic in their manual 
texts. Specifically, the l}anafi jurists include a special chapter to deal with this topic 
which is recognized as "al-~a'i! al-ma'il" which may be translated as "inclining wall". 
However, the Malikls, Shaficls and Ijanballs generally deal with this topic in the chapter 
of "al-diyat". The difference in the arrangement of this topic in the law texts between the 
l}anafis and others may be on several reasons. In such a chapter, they demonstrate the 
theory and principles of liability for premises and a general theory of damages as well. 
They use the word "al-~a'i[" as including houses, buildings, balconies, wings and roof-
gutters. 
However, the prime importance which is attached to this section covers the 
following: the basis of liability, liability for defective premises, as well as the request and 
the statement of testimony, who is entitled to make taqaddum (request), collective 
ownership of dangerous premises, the case of attachments to a structure, liability for 
failing to remove the wreckage of building, the case of a cracked wall and conditions for 
the liability of dangerous premises. 
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THE BASIS OF LIABILITY 
It should be remembered that no action can be taken, in Islamic law, against injury 
caused by inanimate beings because they are not born to perform any duty or do not have 
a specific legal duty to take care of someone else. Logically, neither any damages can be 
claimed from them. This exemption is considerably simplified by relying on a few 
celebrated I}adTths. One of them runs as follows: 
"Torts caused by animals, by (falling into) a well and a mine is to be 
overlooked .... ". 1 
From this I}adTth, it can be understood that no recompense is payable for a wound by 
falling into a well and a mine because they are considered as inanimate beings. In other 
words, if anybody (or any animal of another) dies as a result of falling down a well or a 
mine shaft without anybody causing his fall, there shall no compensation paid by 
anybody.2 This is provided that the well or the mine is dug at the permitted place. 
Otherwise, its owner is responsible. 3 The cases of this I}adTth may be considered the 
same as others of inanimate beings like houses. If, however, the well is dug mainly for 
the purpose of doing harm to a person or some persons, then compensation becomes 
essential. 
In the explanation of al-Nawaw T of this I}adTth, if a person is injured by falling 
1 SahTh Muslim, vol.3, p.926; Muwatta', p.626. See also in Zarriiq, Sharh Zarriiq cala Matn al-Risalah, vol.2, 
p.244; al-Thamar al-Dan 1, p.526; Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.312; al-cUddah Sharh al-cUmdah, p.448. 
2 Al-Risalah, p.126. See also al-Thamar al-Dan 1, p.526; Zarriiq, Sharh Zarriiq ea la Matn al-Risalah, vol.2, 
p.244; al-Furiig, vol.4, p.28. 
3 Ibn NajT, Sharh Ibn NajTcata Matn al-Risalah printed with Sharh Zarriig cata Matn al-Risalah, vol.2, pp.244-
245; al-Furiig, vol.4, p.27. 
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into a well, this is overlooked. Likewise, if a person digs a well on land of his ownership 
or in uncultivated land (mawiit) and somebody is injured (by falling into it), no liability 
is due on the person. They said (q Tl): The meaning of "al-bi'r" is "al-bi'r al-qadT mah" 
(the ancient well) who digger (owner) is unknown. They said (q Tl): The meaning of this 
ljadTth is that if a person hires a hireling for restoration of his well or for irrigation and 
the hireling dies in it, the hirer is not liable.4 
In another version, it is reported as follows: 
"Injury caused (by falling) into a well, into a mine and caused by animals 
is not actionable .... ". 5 
From the illustration of both ljadTths, the damage done by such inanimate beings 
does not entail liability. In explaining this ljadTth, the fuqahii' gives some cases as 
follows: 6 
1- If a person digs a mine in his own land or in uncultivated land and a man falls into it, 
the digger is not liable. Similarly, if a person hires some workers to work on his land or 
on uncultivated land and they fall into the mine, the person is also not liable. 
2- If a person digs a well in his own land or in uncultivated land and a man falls into it, 
the person is not liable. In the same manner, if the person employs another to dig a well 
4 
Fatiiwa al-Nawaw I, p.294. See also Manar al-Sab 11, vol.2, p.337; al-cUddah Sharh al-cUmdah, p.448; al-
Thamar al-Dan I, p.526. 
5 Sahlh Muslim, vol.3, p.926. See also Ibn Najl, Sharh Ibn Najlcala Matn al-Risalah printed with Sharh Zarriig 
5ala Matn al-Risalah, vol.2, p.244. 
6 Sah lh Muslim bi Sharh al-Nawaw 1, vol.ll, p.226; Sharh al-cAyn I cala al-Bukharl, vol.9, p.102. See also 
Amln, al-Mas'iiliyyah al-TagsTriyyah can Ficl al-Ghayr, p.217. 
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on his own land, he is free from liability if the digger (employee) is injured by falling into 
it. 
3- If a person digs a well on the public highway or on another's land without his 
permission and a man falls into it and is injured, the liability for compensation is on the 
c:aqilah of the digger and the payment of kaffarah is due on the property of the digger. 
Otherwise, if something other than human beings is damaged, the digger is liable and 
compensation is taken from the digger's property. 
In the light of all the ljadTths and juristic judicial cases mentioned above, we may 
safely say that the notion of liability for premises does not cover any tort that might have 
emerged from them. Nonetheless, the owner or the occupier of the premises (inanimate 
things) is liable if he has contributed to the injury to others either through his negligence, 
mistake, nuisance, etc. In other words, in spite of non-liability of injuries arising due to 
premises or inanimate things, the contributory acts or omission of the owners or the 
occupiers of the dangerous inanimate things or premises and failure to keep them 
properly will make them liable for injuries suffered by others. 
However, regarding the harm done by animals will not be discussed in this part. 
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LIABILITY FOR DEFECTIVE PREMISES 
Injuries suffered as a result of the dangerous state of another's premises generally 
are discussed under this topic. However, defective premises will be divided into two 
groups, viz: first, an original defect in the premises (al-khalal al-a~IT ft al-bina') and 
second, an unexpected defect in the premises (al-khalal al-[8ri').1 
An Original Defect in the Premises 
It is an ijmif' among the fuqaha' that any person who builds a wall on his land and 
makes it lean or overhang the highway or the land of a neighbour at the initial time of 
construction shall be liable for any damage that its fall may cause to others. His act can 
be seen as an act of a tortfeasor as it obstructs the highway and renders it dangerous to 
the passer-by and the adjoining premises. The fuqaha' decide that he acted as a 
mutacaddTn capable of prejudicing others' rights with defective premises at the initial 
time of construction. This rule is extended to any defective premises which have a defect 
from the beginning of the construction even if it is through negligence, in the same 
manner as a person who constructs an overhanging wing or balcony or gallery, etc., 
projecting over the highway or the land of another.8 
7 Bada'ic al-Sana'iC, vol.7, p.283; Wahbah, al-Fiqh al-Islam 1 wa Adillatuh, vol.6, p.379. 
8 Al-Mughn1, vol.7, p.827; al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l96; Bada'ic al-Sana'iC, vol.7, p.283; Minhaj al-Talibln wa 
£Umdat al-Muftln, p.284; Fath al-Wahhab, vol.2, p.l75; al-MahallT printed with Hashiyatan Qalyiib 1 wa 
£Umayrah, vol.4, p.l49; Minhaj al-Talib In in the margin of Mughn 1 al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.86; Tabsirat al-
Hukkam, vol.2, p.247; al-Mabsii!. vol.27, p.9; Majmac al-Damanat, p.l83; al-Ikhtiyar li Ta 111 al-Mukhtar, 
vol.5, p.47; al-Ajwibah al-Khafifah, p.388; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.466; al-Dardlr, al-Sharh al-Kab Tr, 
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An Unexpected Defect at Premises 
In a case of a properly constructed wall or building in vertical equilibrium at the 
initial time of construction, which later leans and slants onto the highway or another's 
property, the .fuqaha' have a different opinion as to whether the owner of the wall or 
building is to be held liable for any damage that emerges from its collapsing after he has 
been warned by the inhabitants to demolish it but nevertheless ignores them. Their 
opinions can be divided into three groups. 
The first group 
The owner is absolutely liable by all means whether he is requested to demolish 
it or not when it began to lean. This is the opinion of some of the ShaficT jurists, Ashhab, 
Ibn AbTLayla, Abii Thawr, Isl}aq and some of the l}anbalTjurists. This group argued that 
the owner is responsible for maintaining his premises in such a dangerous condition. If, 
therefore, he does not take care to maintain it, he is regarded as mutacaddTn and has been 
negligent. Substantially, they equate this case with that of an inclining building or wall 
arising out of the initial construction. 9 
vo1.4, p.356; lbn Naji, Sharh Ibn Naji cala Matn al-Risalah printed with Sharh Zarriiq cala Matn ai-Risalah, 
vol.2, p.244; al-DardTr, ai-Sharh ai-Sagh ir in the margin ofBulghat al-Salik, vol.2, p.408; ai-Midan 1, ai-Lubab 
fl Sharh al-Kitab, vol.2, p.l38; ai-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.36; Zakariyya ai-An~ari, Sharh al-Tahrir in 
the margin of Hashiyat ai-Shargaw I vol.2, p.497; ai-Khirsh T, Fath ai-Jalll cala Mukhtasar Khalll, vol.8, p.lll; 
Kashshaf ai-Oinac can Matn ai-Iqnac, vol.4, p.l24; Sharh Muntaha al-lradat, vol.2, p.429; Majallat ai-Ahkam 
ai-Shariyyah, article 1445, p.449; Miijabat, vol.l, p.249; Wahbah, ai-Figh al-Islam T wa Adillatuh, vol.6, p.380; 
Wahbah, Nazarivvat ai-Daman, p.260, cf., Daman ai-Mutlifiit, p.432. 
9 
Minhaj al-Tiilib in wa cumdat ai-MuftTn, p.284; ai-Mahalli printed with Hashiyatan QaiVUb 1 wa cumayrah, 
vol.4, p.l49; Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, pp.428-429; ai-Mughn 1, vol.7, p.828; Mughn 1 ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, 
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The second group 
The owner of the building or wall is not absolutely liable at all, as he built it on 
his own property which he has the right to, while the collapse down of the building or 
wall is not by his act, whether he has been requested to demolish it or not. This opinion 
is attributed to the ShaficT school (according to the most correct opinion), the Z:ahirT 
school, the l}anafl school in accordance with qiyas 10 and it is a view of the I]anbalT 
school according to the popular opinion. They substantiate their opinion by reason that 
the owner is not considered al-mutacaddT. He built it on his own property in vertical 
equilibrium and its tottering or the wind shaking it were not his acts. They also consider 
this case as if resulting from an act of God. 11 
The third group 
If the owner had previously been warned to knock down his wall as it is likely to 
p.86; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vol.7, p.359; al-Sh lraz I, Kitab al-Tanb lh, p.l28; ai-Muhadhdhab, vo1.3, p.207; ai-
Muhalla, vol. I 0, pp.527-528, issue 21 02; Ibn Najl, Sharh Ibn Najl cala Matn ai-Risalah printed with Sharh 
Zaniig cala Matn al-Risalah, vol.2, p.244; al-ljaUab, Mawahib ai-Jalll, vo1.6, p.321. 
10 The principle of qiyis in the view of this school is the owner is not a mutdaddTn since the building or the 
wall is built properly on own property and the action of warning and request to pull it down will not impose 
liability on himself. See ai-Mabsii!. vo1.27, p.9. 
11 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l95; ai-MabsiiS vol.27, p.9; ai-Muhadhdhab, vol.3, p.207; al-Sh TrazT, Kitab ai-Tanb lh, 
p.l28; Minhaj al-Talibln wa cumdat ai-Muftln, p.284; ai-Ikhtiyar li Ta Ill al-Mukhtar, vol.5, p.46; al-
Sharqaw T, Hashiyat al-Shargaw I ea la Sharh at-Tahr I r, vo1.2, p.459; Ashbah.S, p.86; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, 
vol.6, p.36; Fath al-Wahhab, vol.2, p.l75; al-Mahalll printed with Hashiyatan Qalviib I wa cumayrah, vol.4, 
p.l49; ai-Muhalla, vol. I 0, p.528, issue 21 02; Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.86; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vol. 7, p.359; 
al-Mughn T, vol.7, p.828; al-Mizan al-Kubra, vo1.2, p.l29; Rahmat ai-Ummah, p.275; Kashshaf ai-Oinac can 
Matn al-IgnaC, vol.4, p.l24; ai-Rawd al-MurbiC, p.335. 
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collapse and sufficient time has elapsed for the wall to be knocked down, the owner is 
then obliged to make good the loss if the wall collapses and causes damage to any person 
or property. This group argues with emphasis that the right to the highway belongs to the 
public and as such the public has the right to request him to demolish his leaning wall 
before it could cause any damage. Failure to comply to that request will make him liable. 
If the public, however, keep silent about their right to request demolition, the owner will 
not be held liable. This group seems to emphasize the need for the owner to have had a 
previous request (mu{alabah) made to him. This group consists of Shuray!J, al-NakhacT, 
al-Shacb T, al-I}asan, al-ThawrT, etc. of the tabi c Tn (a'immat al-tabi c Tn), the I}anafi 
school in accordance with isti~san, the jumh iir fuqaha' of the Malik T school and the 
preferred opinion (qawl al-mukhtiir) of the I}anbalT school. In the same manner where 
a man finds a garment of another, and its owner demands (J,alab) it of the man, if the man 
refuse to deliver it, he is guilty of a al-tacaddT and is consequently responsible for the 
garment if it should be lost while in his possession. 12 
They also asserted that the owner or anyone who has the right to demolish, such 
as a leasor (mu'ajjir), a pledger (rahin), a partner (shiirik), a trustee/executor (wa-r 7), a 
guardian (like a father), should be requested to do so. That is to say that a pledgee 
(murtahin), a lessee (musta'jir), a trustee (mildic), a tenant (sakin al-diir), a borrower 
(mustacTr) cannot be requested to demolish the building or wall because they have no 
12 Al-Mughn 1, vol.7, p.828; al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l95; al-Mabsii!, vol.27, p.9; al-Mudawwanah, vol.4, p.667; 
Mukhtasar, p.348; Jbn Najl, Sharh lbn Nail cala Matn al-Risalah printed with Sharh Zarriicf ala Matn al-
Risalah, vol.2, p.244; al-ljanab, Mawahib al-Jalll, vol.6, p.321; al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-lklll in the margin of 
al-ljanab, Mawahib al-Jalll, vol.6, p.321; Majmac al-Damanat, p.l82; Bada'ic al-Sana'ic, vol. 7, p.283; al-Durr 
al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.465; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.36; al-Jkhtiyar li Taclll al-Mukhtar, vol.5, pp.46-47; 
al-Dardlr, al-Sharh al-Sagh lr in the margin ofBulghat al-Salik, vol.2, p.408; al-MI zan al-Kubra, vol.2, p.l29; 
Rahmat al-Ummah, p.275; Kashshaf al-Oinac can Matn al-JgnaC, vol.4, p.l24. 
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such right. 13 
In the Majallah, this issue has been enacted as follows: 
"Provided that the person giving the warning has the right to do so. Thus, 
if the wall has collapsed on to a neighbour's house, the person giving the 
warning must be one of the inhabitants of that house. A warning given by 
a person outside (m in al-kharij who is not one of the inhabitants) is of no 
effect. If the wall collapses on to a private road (al-tar Tq al-khass), the 
person giving the warning must be a person having a right of way over 
such road. If it collapses on the public highway (al-tar Tq al-camm), any 
person whatsoever has the right of giving the warning" .14 
THE REQUEST (AL-MUT ALABAH), THE STATEMENT OF TESTIMONY (AL-
ISHHAD) AND THEIR CONDITIONS 
In legal terminology, the fuqaha' use the word al-taqaddum for the signification 
of al-mutalabah or al-indhar (warning/notice). It signifies the giving prior notice and 
recommendation in order to repel and remove an expected injury. 15 The mutaqaddin1 
13 AI-Mughn T. vo1.7, p.829; al-Mudawwanah, vol.4, p.667; al-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.465; al-Mabsiit vol.27, 
p.IO; Bada'ic ai-Sana'ic, vol.7, p.283; Majmac al-Damanat, p.I82; al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.I96; al-Ikhtiyar li Tacrn 
ai-Mukhtar, vo1.5,' p.47; al-Dardlr, ai-Sharh ai-Sagh Tr in the margin ofBulghat ai-Salik, vol.2, p.408; Kashshaf 
al-Oinac can Matn al-IqnaC, vol.4, p.124; cAll J:Iaydar, Durar ai-Hukkam, vo1.8, p.561. 
14 
Majallah, article 928. Al-Margh Tnan 1 and al-J:Ia~kafi said: "If a wall leans over towards a neighbouring 
house, the owner of the house is entitled to require it to be pulled down, and also the occupants of the house 
(sukkan)- (whether they are hirers or tenants) have the same right. Further, if the owner (§abib al-dar) or 
occupants of the house grant the owner of the wall a term of delay, or exempt him from responsibility for any 
damage which may be occasioned by it, it is valid and accepted (ja'iz) and the owner of the wall is not 
responsible in the case of any thing being destroyed by its fall because the right of the owner or occupants alone 
is concerned. It is otherwise where a wall leans over a road and the qacfl (magistrate/judge), or the person who 
made the request for it to be pulled down grants a term of delay or an exemption, for this is not valid (lay~itz!J); 
the owner of the wall consequently remains responsible if the wall falls and destroys anything because in this 
case the right of every one is concerned, and the qacfT or the person is not at liberty to annul the right of the 
public. See ai-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l96; ai-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, pp.465-466. See also in ai-Mughn 1, vol.7, 
pp.828-829. 
15 
Majallah, article 889. Al-Tanb Th wa al-taw~iyah bi dafi al-r.jarar al-malbfi? wa izalatuh gab! wuqifih. 
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says: "Your wall has become dangerous, you must therefore repair it or take it down lest 
it prove destructive", 16 or: "Pull down your wall" .17 
The application of mu[alabah should indicate a claim to the owner of the wall by 
the expression for restoration (i~·la~) or for demolition (hadm), not by the expression 
which indicates mere advice. For example, if a person said: "Your wall is leaning, so 
normally it has to be pulled down", this expression is not a request. 18 
It is to be observed that the application of taqaddum is a condition for 
responsibility. Consequently, if the owner neglects that taqaddum through not taking care 
of the wall by restoration or demolition, he will be held liable if the wall collapses and 
injures another. The ishhad is not as the taqaddum a condition which should be fulfilled. 
It is just to support the taqaddum to give rise to liability. In fact, the ishhad is called in 
aid merely with a view to establish the taqaddum in the case of the owner of the wall 
denying the taqaddum, and it is, therefore, used only for precaution (i~tiya!). As a result, 
if the owner of the wall denies the taqaddum, possibly the evidence of witnesses can 
establish his conviction as a tortfeasor. 19 
The type of ishhad is effected by a person who says to the bystanders, "Be you 
16 Jamic ai-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.211; Majmac ai-Damanat, p.l82; ai-Mabsii!. vol.27, p.9; ai-Dardlr, ai-Sharh ai-
Kab Tr, vol.4, p.356; Sharh al-clnayah cala ai-Hidayah printed with Nata'ij ai-Afkar, vol.l 0, p.321; Daman al-
Mutliffit, p.438. 
17 Majallah, article 928./hdam ba'iJik. 
18 Jamic ai-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.211; Majmac ai-Damanat, p.l82; Sharh al-clnayah cala al-Hidayah printed with 
Nata'ij ai-Afkar, vol.l 0, p.321; eA IT J:Iaydar, Durar ai-Hukkam, vol.8, p.453; Daman ai-Mutlifiit, p.438. 
19 Al-Mabsii t, vol.27, p.9; ai-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l96; Jamic ai-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.211; NaHi'ij al-Afkar, vol. I 0, 
p.322; Majmac al-Damanat, p.l82; al-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vo1.6, p.36. See also al-J:IaUab, Mawahib ai-Jal11, 
vol.6, p.321; al-Ajwibah ai-Khafifah, p.387. 
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witnesses that I have required (taqaddamtu) this person to take down his wall".20 
The ishhad should be laid down in three matters in order to proceed to a liability 
for a person. The first ishhad is a taqaddum to repair the wall. The second ishhad is 
destruction which has happened and which causes damage to another. The third ishhad 
is that the wall is under the tortfeasor's ownership from the time of ishhad to the time of 
an incident. 21 
The ishhad is established by the testimony of two men, or of one man and two 
women. It is to establish the taqaddum. This condition is also for convicting someone 
who fails to demolish his inclining wall after he has previously been warned and 
sufficient time has elapsed. 22 
It is proper, however, to remark that the ishhad before a wall has become ruinous 
or cracked is invalid as the element of al-tacaddT cannot be established.23 
In brief, if the wall falls down and causes damage to any person or property 
without the element of mubasharah or tasabbub as well as al-tacaddT, the owner of the 
wall is not liable for compensation. He is also not liable if the wall falls down very soon 
after taqaddum without much delay, or the incident happens when there is insufficient 
time to knock down the wall or the wall falls down within the time of finding the workers 
20 AI-Hidayah, vo1.4, p.196; Nata'ij ai-Afkar, vol.l 0, p.322; Jamic ai-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.211; Majma ai-
Damanat, p.182; ai-Fatawa ai-Bazzazivvah in the margin of ai-Fatawa al-Hindivvah vol.3, p.412; Daman al-
Mutlitat, p.438. Ashhadu ann 7 qad taqaddamtu i/a hadha a/-rajul.f! hadm ba'itih hadha. 
21 AI-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.465; Daman ai-Mutlitat, p.439. 
22 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.196; ai-Mabsii~ vol.27, p.9; ai-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.466; Sharh al-clnayah cala al-
Hidayah and Hashiyah Sharh al-clnayah ea la al-Hidayah printed with Nata'ij al-Afkar, vol. I 0, p.321; Majmac 
Damanat, p.182; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, pp.36-37; al-Ajwibah al-Khafifah, p.388. 
23 AI-Hidayah, vo1.4, p.196; ai-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.466. 
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to repair or knock it down, by reason of the fact that the owner is not negligent (taq§Tr). 24 
WHO IS ENTITLED TO MAKE TAQADDUM? 
It is a condition that the person giving a warning or a request must have a right 
to do so. In the case of a wall leaning over the public highway, Muslim and dhimm Tare 
treated on an equal footing with respect to the mu{alabah for pulling down the wall as all 
mankind are partners (shuraka') in the right of passing along the road. The taqaddum is 
therefore valid by whomsoever it be made, whether man or woman or free man or slave 
(mukatib)- (provided his master gives him permission to litigate the point) or minor (with 
permission to litigate from his guardian). It is also valid whether made by the authority 
(sultan) or any other; for, as the mu{alabah affects a matter of right in which all are 
equally concerned, all are therefore equally entitled to make it.25 
If the wall leans over towards a neighbouring house, the neighbour is entitled to 
require it to be pulled down. If in the neighbour's house there are others, whether lessees 
or borrowers or tenants, such persons in particular have the right to mu{ alabah, not 
others. 
If there are partners in the house or many persons occupy it, the mu{alabah by one 
24 Jamic ai-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.211; ai-Mughn 1, vol.7, p.828; ai-Dard1r, ai-Sharh ai-Kab 1r in the margin of 
Hashiyat ai-Dusiig 1, vol.4, p.356; Majmac al-Damanat, p.I82; cAllljaydar, Durar ai-Hukkam, vol.8, p.558; 
ai-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.37; al-Fatawa ai-Bazzazivvah in the margin of ai-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vol.3, 
p.412; Daman al-Mutlifiit, p.440; Majallah, article 928. 
25 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l96; al-Mabsii!. vol.27, p.9; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2,p.466; Sharh al-clnayah cala al-
Hidayah and Hashiyah Sharh al-clnayah cala al-Hidayah printed with Nata'ij ai-Afldir, 
vol. I 0, p.321; Majmac ai-Damanat, p.l82; al-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vol.6, pp.36-37; al-Mughn 1, vol.7, p.828; 
Kashshaf ai-Oinac can Matn ai-IgnaC, vo1.4, p.l24; cAllljaydar, Durar ai-Hukkam, vol.8, p.563. 
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of them is as valid as if it has been required by all of them. This case is similar to the case 
of mu{ alabah by one of the passers-by on the road to the owner of the leaning wall. 26 
If the wall leans over a private road, only a person, having a right of way over 
such a road, has a right of mu{ alabah, not any other person. 27 
Any person who has the right of taqaddum, also has the right to grant delay (a!-
ta'jT!) and exemption (al-ibra') from the liability except in the case of the public highway. 
If, therefore, the wall leans over another's property and the owner of the property requests 
the owner of the wall to demolish it, and then the owner of the property delays or releases 
the owner of the wall from any liability for damage which may be occasioned by it, the 
owner of the wall is not liable if any thing is destroyed by its fall. The action of delay can 
also be taken by occupants (sakinii halsakin al-dar such as tenants). The delay and the 
remission made by the owner of the property or occupants are valid because the right of 
the owner of the property or occupants alone is concerned. But if they give a delay of a 
specific period and the wall collapses after that period, the owner of the wall will be then 
liable. 28 
If the wall leans over a track (al-darb), the right of mu[alabah is to the people 
using that track because they have a status of milk for that track. A mu{ alabah to 
demolish the wall can be requested by one of them, but he cannot grant any delay or 
26 AI-Mughn T. vol.7, p.828; Kashshaf ai-Oinac can Matn al-lgnac, vol.4, p.124; cAIT ljaydar, Durar ai-Hukkam, 
vol.8, p.563; Daman ai-Mutlitat, p.441; Majallah, article 928. 
27 Majallah, article 928. 
28 AI-Mughn T. vol.7, p.829; Kashshaf ai-Oinac can Matn al-lgnac, vol.4, p.124; ai-Ajwibah ai-Khafifah, p.388; 
ai-Hidayah, vol.4, p.196; Jamic al-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.211; Majmac ai-Damanat, p.183; ai-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, 
p.465; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.37; al-Fatawa al-Bazzazivvah in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, 
vo1.3, p.312; Daman al-Mutlitat, p.442. Al-lja~kafT said that sakin (occupant) is either a lessee or others. 
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remission without it being agreed by every one of them because the rights of all are 
concerned. 29 
It is otherwise where the wall leans over the public road and the qaqT or the 
person who made the mu[ alabah to pull it down, grants a term of delay or a remission, 
for this is invalid, and the owner of the wall consequently still remains responsible in case 
it collapses and destroys anything because the right of every passer-by is concerned and 
the q aifl or the person who made the m ut alabah is not at liberty to annul the right of the 
public.30 
The taqaddum, in brief, can take place in the case of an inclining wall which leans 
over another's property and in the case of an inclining wall which leans over the public 
highway. The validity, however, for remission applies to the person who is involved in 
the former case, not in the latter case because: 
1- In the former case, the taqaddum to the owner of the wall is invalid unless it has been 
requested by a person having the right to do so because the trouble made by the inclining 
wall is to the person alone concerned contrary to the latter case where every person can 
make request because the public highway is for everyone. 
2- If the owner is troubled by the inclining wall, after requiring the wall to be pulled 
down then he grants the owner of the wall a term of delay or remission from the liability, 
it is valid because the owner requests in respect of his own property and his right alone 
29 Al-Mughn 1, vol.7, p.829. 
30 Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l96; Jamic al-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.211; Majmcf al-Damanat, p.l83; al-Mughn 1, vol.7, 
pp.828-829; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.37; al-Fatawa al-Bazzazivvah in the margin of al-Fatawa al-
Hindivvah, vol.3, p.412. 
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is concerned, whereas in the case of the public highway, the grant of a term of delay or 
remission is invalid because the position of that person actually is as a deputy for the 
public in mu[iilabah, not as a deputy in abrogating their right. 31 
TO WHOM THE TAQADDUMIS MADE? 
The taqaddum to pull down the inclining wall and to remove (tafr Tgh) it from the 
space is valid when it is made to any one who possesses the power to do so. The one who 
possesses the power is the owner of the wall or any other person who has the same right, 
i.e. who has the position of ownership or possession continually during the time of 
mu[iilabah and ishhad to the time of collapse. If, after the taqaddum, the owner sells his 
wall which is leaning over and the purchaser takes possession of it, and anything be then 
destroyed by its collapse, there is no liability whatever upon either party. The seller is not 
liable, as tort cannot be established against him by reason of the fact that the wall is not 
in his ownership any more at that time and his ability terminated with the sale. Neither 
is the purchaser responsible because no mu[ alabah has been made to him. But if the 
mu£ alabah has been made to the purchaser after the sale, he then becomes responsible, 
as in that case he possesses the ability to comply with the mu[iilabah.32 
In order to validate the taqaddum, it should be expressed to the owner of the wall 
31 Al-Mabsut, vol.27, p.l3. 
32 Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l96; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.465; al-Mughn 1, vo1.7, p.829; Kashshaf al-Oinac can 
Matn al-Iqnac, vol.4, p.l25; al-Mabsii1 vol.27, p.l 0; Majmac al-Damanat, p.l83; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, 
p.37; Daman al-Mutlifiit, p.443. In al-Hidayah, it said that neither is the purchaser responsible because no 
testimony (ishhad) has been made to him. The word 'testimony' here has been construed as meaning taqaddum 
(request). See also Hashiyah Sharh al-clnayah ea la al-Hidayah printed with Nata'ij al-Afkar, vol. I 0, p.322. 
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who is a mukallaf(a competent person in full possession of his faculties) or to his private 
representative (wakTl al-kh~·~·) or his general representative (wakTl al-camm) who will 
be a person empowered to make decision while the owner is absent.33 The private 
representative is, like parents or guardians of a minor and a lunatic, an administrator of 
a waqf(n~ir al-waqj), etc .. It is valid for him to receive the taqaddum, and if after the 
taqaddum he neglects to pull down the inclining wall and anything is destroyed by its 
collapse, the compensation falls upon the minors' or lunatics' or the waqfproperty. The 
compensation is not against the parent or guardian or administrator of waqfbecause they 
merely deputize and work on behalf of them (minors, lunatics, waqj)(li annahum 
yaq iimiin maqamahum wa yacmaliin lahum). So their acts are in effect the acts of the 
minor, lunatic and (administrator of) waqf.34 
The taqaddum for pulling down an inclining wall or a building is invalid when 
it is made to one who does not possess the power to pull it down and to make the space 
(tafr Tgh al-hawa') vacant like a borrower, a lessee, a trustee, a pledgee, etc. because they 
do not possess the power of demolition and the inclining wall is not owned by them. 35 
Regarding the case of taqaddum for the inclining wall or building, when the 
33 Al-Dusiiq 1, Hashiyah cala al-Sharh al-Kab 1r, vol.4, p.356; al-~aw 1, Bulghat al-Salik, vol.2, p.408. 
34 Jamic al-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.211; al-Mabsii!- vol.27, p.l 0; al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l96; Majma al-Damanat, 
p.l82; al-Mughn T. vol.7, p.829; Kashshaf al-Oinac can Matn al-Iqnac, vol.4, p.l24. The.fuqaha' of the Malik 1 
school opine that a guardian of a person ghayr muka/lafwill be liable for compensation from his own property 
when he neglects (taq~ Tr) to pull down the leaning wall. Likewise the liability for compensation is upon the 
administrator of a waqf and the private representative where there is element of negligence in the case. See al-
Dusiiq 1, Hashiyah cala al-Sharh al-Kab 1r, vol.4, p.356; al-J:Ia!!Eb, Mawahib al-Jalil, vol.6, pp.321-322; al-
~aw 1, Bulghat al-Salik, vol.2, p.408. See also Daman al-Mutlifiit, p.444. 
35 Al-Mughn 1, vol. 7, p.829; al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l96; Majmac al-Damanat, p.l82; al-Mudawwanah, vol.4, 
p.667; Kashshafal-Oinaccan Matn al-Ignac, vol.4, p.l24; al-lkhtiyar li Tacrn al-Mukhtar, vol.S, p.47; al-Dard1r, 
al-Sharh al-Kab Tr, vol.4, p.356; al-Dard1r, al-Sharh al-Sagh 1r in the margin ofBulghat al-Salik, vol.2, p.408. 
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owner is incapable to reclaim (istirjit) that building or to pull the wall down, the liability 
is not upon him because the occurrence happened without his negligence. 36 But, if the 
taqaddum is made to a pledger and he is able to redeem (jikak) the pledge (whether the 
house or the wall), he will be liable for compensation if he does not do so, as he has the 
power to pull it down by redeeming it. 37 
COLLECTIVE OWNERSHIP OF DANGEROUS PREMISES 
When an inclining wall is held in joint ownership or in inheritance by several 
heirs, and a person requests one of the owners of the wall to stop the danger of that 
dangerous wall, the fuqaha' have differed in their opinions. 
The first opinion 
One of the owners of the wall should not be held liable because he has no right 
to demolish the wall or building without the others' permission. He cannot afford to pull 
it down alone as he is unable to build it without partners. The taqaddum and the ishhad 
made to one of them without the other partners is regarded as invalid. He is regarded as 
incapacitated (al-e ~jiz) and therefore is not al-mutcladdT in omitting to perform his task. 
This is the opinion of Abii !}an Tfah, in accordance with qiyas, and also one opinion in 
36 Al-Mughn 1, vol.7, p.829. See also al-Ikhtiyar li Taclll al-Mukhtar, vol.5, p.47. 
37 Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.196; al-Mughn 1, vol.7, p.829; Majmac al-Damanat, p.182. 
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the IjanbalT school.38 
The second opinion 
One of the owners of the wall or building will be held liable if he is capable of 
abating the danger through the request to the partners to demolish it. If he refuses to do 
so, he is liable. He is regarded in this case as negligent in duty. The taqaddum and the 
ishhiid which are addressed to him are valid. If they are regarded as invalid, the injury 
will occur whereas the injury must be removed (al-cjarar madfit). This matter also can 
be referred to the q iicJT if one of the owners of the wall is incapable of managing it 
alone.39 
For compensation or diyah, Abii IjanTfah makes him liable proportionately to the 
degree of his share in the property. If the property has been owned by five persons, he is 
liable for one fifth of the diyah. Likewise, if that property has been shared by three 
persons, he is liable for one third of the diyah. But, Abii Yiisuf and Mu!Jammad b. al-
Ijasan al-Shayban T held him liable for one half of the diyah and the other half of the 
38 Al-MabsiiS vol.27, p.IO; Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.599; al-Mughn 1, vol.7, p.829; Taby In al-Haga'ig, vol.6, 
p.l48; Majmac al-Damanat, pp.l82-185; Sharh al-clnayah cala al-Hidayah printed with Nata'ij al-Afkar, vol. I 0, 
p.323. 
39 
Al-MabsiiS vol.27, p.l 0; Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.599; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.465; al-Mughn 1, vol.7, 
p.829; Tabyln al-Haga'ig, vol.6, p.l48; Majmac al-Damanat, pp.l82-185; Sharh al£ Inayahc ala al-Hidayah 
printed with Nata'ij al-Ifkar, vol. I 0, p.323. In the case of taqaddum made to one of several heirs, the taqaddum 
affects that heir in particular. Accordingly, if anything is afterwards destroyed by the falling ofthe wall, the heir 
who is requested is responsible in proportion to his share of inheritance, for it is in his power to have remedied 
the nuisance by referring the matter to the qa(l and representing the circumstances to him, requiring his order 
to his copartners (if present) to pull down the wall,- or (if absent) his authority to do so himself. See al-Hidayah, 
vol.4, p.l97. 
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diyah comes from his partners. 40 
THE CASE OF ATTACHMENTS TO A STRUCTURE 
There is a difference of opinion among the fuqaha' about the case of attachment 
ofjanal:J41 or rawshan or jur~un42 or m Tzab43 or sabat4\ etc., to a structure which causes 
40 Taby In al-Haga'ig, vol.6, p.l48; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.38; al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l97; al-Durr al-
Mukhtar, vol.2, p.466; Majmac al-Damanat, pp.l82-185; al-Mabsiit, vol.27, p.l 0; al-Mughn I, vol.7, p.829; 
Sharh al-cinayah cala al-Hidayah printed with Nata'ij al-Ifkar, vol.IO, p.323. 
41 A wing or a balcony of a building. This word is used in Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.l85; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, 
vol.2, p.466; al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l96; Ibn Raj ab, al-Oawacid fi al-Figh al-Islam I, p.217; al-Muftl al-I:Jubaysh I, 
Fath al-Mannan, p.276; Abmad b. Ruslan, Matn al-Zubad, p.43; al-Muhadhdhab, volJ, p.207; Minhaj al-
Tiilib In wa cumdat al-Muftln, p.284; Minhaj al-Tullab printed with Minhaj al-Talib In wa cumdat al-Muftln, 
p.284; al-Furiig, vol.4, p.l6; al-Mughn I, vol. 7, p.831. Ibn Qudamah says that al-janiib is al-rawshan which is 
situated half concealed inside the wall and the other half is projected towards the road. See al-Mugnic, vol.2, 
p.l28. See also Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, p.269. 
42 Rawshan andjur§un- In general, both of them convey similar meaning withjaniib. It means a construction 
of a tree stump Uadhif) which is attached to a structure and projects it into the highway as an extension of a 
building. The wordjur§un is used in al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.462; al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l91; al-Jamic al-
Sagh lr, p.513; al-Kanaw I, al-Nafic al-Kab lr printed with al-Jami cal-Sagh lr, p.513; Rad al-Muhtar, vol.6, 
p.594; Tabyln al-Haga'ig, vol.6, p.l42; al-Shalabl, Hashiyah in the margin ofTabyln al-Haga'ig, vol.6, p.l42.; 
al-Jamic al-Sagh lr in the margin ofKitab al-Kharaj, p.ll9. The word rawshan is used in Mukhtasar, p.215; al-
Khirsh I Fath al-Jalll cala Mukhtasar Khalll, vol.6, p.61; al-e Allsh, Manh al-Jalll, vol.3, p.334; al-Hidayah, 
vol.4, p.l91; Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.l82; al-Siraj al-Wahhaj, p.235; al-Muftl al-ljubaysh I, Fath al-
Mannan, p.276; Abii ShujaC, Matn Ab I Shuja=, p.29; al-Ikhtiyar li Ta Ill al-Mukhtar, vol.5, p.45; al-Furiig, 
vol.4, p.l6; al-Rawd al-Murbic, p.299. According to Abmad Ris.Ja, rawshan conveying the meaning of balcony 
is similar tojaniib. See Mucjam Matn al-Lughah, vol.2, p.592. A group offuqaha_, say thatjur§un is al-bwj 
"tower/water tower", and another group say it is majrii mii' murakkab jf al-J:W'ij (water canal attached to a wall). 
See al-Shalab I, Hashiyat al-Shalab I in the margin ofTaby In al-Haga'ig, vol.6, p.142. 
43 A water-spout or a pipe or a channel that spouts forth water or that by which water pours down from a high 
place, to convey away the water from the roof of a house. See Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon, vol. I, p.52. 
A pipe collecting the rain water from the roof. See Minhaj al-Tiilib In in the margin ofMughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.4, 
p.85. In brief, it is a roof-gutter or an eave trough. See Hans Wehr, A Dictionary of Modem Written Arabic, 
p.l4. This word is used in al-Wailz, vol.2, p.l49; al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l91; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.462; 
al-Mughn I, vol.7, p.831; al-Mabsiib vol.27, p.6; al-Jamic al-Sagh lr in the margin of Kitab al-Kharaj, p.ll9; 
al-Mugnic, vol.2, p.l29; al-Bayjiirl, Hashiyat al-Bayjiirl, vol.l, p.716; al-Muhadhdhab, vol.3, p.207; Minhaj 
al-Talib In wa cumdat al-Muftln, p.284; Minhaj al-Tullab printed with Minhaj al-Talib In Wa Umdat al-
Muftln, p.284; al-Ikhtiyar li Taclll al-Mukhtar, vol.5, p.45. 
44 A roof between two walls or between two houses having beneath it a road or way or passage which is a 
thoroughfare. See Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon, vol. I, p.l295; al-Muftl al-ljubaysh I, Fath al-Mannan, 
p.276; al-Bayjiirl, Hashiyat al-BayjiirT. vol.l, p.715; Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, p.269; al-Rawd al-Murbic, 
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damage to person or property of another. Their opinions can be divided into two groups. 
The first group 
It is allowed. This is the opinion of the Malik T and ShaficT schools. However, 
there is a detailed exposition of opinions among them regarding the liability when it falls 
down. 
The second group 
It is precluded. This is the opinion of the I}anafT and the f:lanbalT schools. There 
is also, however, a detailed exposition from both schools. 
The detailed exposition from the first group 
The Malik T jurists opine that any person is allowed to construct ajanii~ on his 
own property. He can also erect a siibii[ on a roof (sa[ a~) between two houses or walls 
having a lane (sikkah) beneath them. The position of allowing here is so long as any 
injury does not occur to a passer-by from any one of these attachments. If injury does 
p.299. This word is used in al-Mughn T, vol.7, p.831; Mukhtasar, p.215; lbn Rajab, al-Oawacid fi al-Fiqh al-
lslamT, p.217; MughnTal-Muhtaj, vol.2, p.182; al-Siraj al-Wahhaj, p.235; al-Mugnic, vol.2, p.129. 
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occur to a passer-by, it is precluded.45 
Thus, any person is also permitted to set out a m Tzab for collecting the rain water 
from the roof. He is not liable if it falls down onto property or a person of another and 
causes damage because his action is permitted and he is not considered as al-mutacaddT. 
Projecting the m Tzab over the highway is similar to projecting it over one's own property. 
Further, the owner of the m Tzab is not held liable when the conditions enforced in the 
case of an inclining wall are not fulfilled. However, as soon as the conditions are fulfilled 
with the m Tzab inclining over the side of the highway, its owner has been warned and 
ishhad has occurred and sufficient time has elapsed without him making any effort to take 
care of that m Tzab, he will be held liable if it collapses and causes damage.46 
The ShaficT jurists remark that the construction of ajana~ placed in or projected 
over the highway is to be allowed (ja'iz) under the condition only of safety. Ifthejana~ 
(or m Tzao) partly rests upon a wall, and the protruding portion (al-kharij) falls, the owner 
is responsible for the whole (jam Tc) cjaman for the accident while he is responsible for 
only half (niifJ of cjaman where the part which rests upon the wall and the protruding 
portion both (al-dakhil and al-khiirij) fall. In the former case, the owner is liable for the 
qaman because the entire occurrence of destruction is borne by the owner himself in 
particular. However, in the latter case, the owner is just liable for the portion of the }anal;} 
or m Tzao which projected over the highway, not the portion which projected over what 
45 Al-Khirsh T, Fath al-JalTI cala Mukhtasar KhaiTI, vol.6, pp.61-62; al-cAITsh, Manh al-JalTI cala Mukhtasar 
Khalll, vo1.3, p.334; Zarriiq, Sharh Zarriig cala Matn al-Risalah, vol.2, p.245; al-Furiig, vol.4, p.l6; Ibn Shas, 
ldrar al-Shuriig printed with al-Furiig, vol.4, p.l6. 
46 Al-DardTr, al-Sharh al-Kab lr, vol.4, pp.356-357; Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vo1.2, p.247; Ibn Najl, Sharh Ibn 
NajTcala Matn al-Risalah printed with Sharh Zarriig cala Matn al-Risalah, vol.2, p.244; al-Khirsh T, Fath al-JalTI 
£ala Mukhtasar KhaiTI, vol.8, pp.ll-12. 
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he owned. 
Further, there are two opinions in the ShaficT school with respect to the case of 
a m Tzab which projected over the highway and caused damage by falling down. First, the 
owner is not responsible. This is al-madhhab al-qadTm by reason that the m Tzab is a 
needful thing, unlike the }anal;}. Second, the owner is responsible. This is al-madhhab a!-
jadT d by the reason that the owner may dig a well on his land rather than construct a 
mTzab. This opinion is also upheld by al-BalqTnTwho said that the preclusion of erection 
of the m Tzab is similar to the preclusion of projection of the janal:J.47 
The detailed exposition from the second group 
In the I:Ianafi school, if a person constructs a }ana~ or a mTzab or a kan Tf 
(toilet/water closet) or a jidhc: (tree stump) from his wall or building over a public 
highway, and it happens to fall upon and destroy any other, he is liable (the diyah is due 
from his c:aqilah) because as a mutasabbib he is guilty of al-tac:addTin having erected a 
building in such a place. So he is al-mutac:addT in the case of tasabbub. A person who 
47 AI-Muhadhdhab, vol.3, p.207; Minhaj al-Tiilib Tn wa cumdat ai-MuftTn, p.284; Minhaj al-Tullab printed with 
Minhaj ai-Talib In wa cumdat ai-Muftln, p.284; ai-Mahalll printed with Hashiyatan QaiVUb 1 wa cumayrah, 
vol.4, p.l49; Hashiyatan Qalyiib T wa cumayrah, vol.4, p.l49; Fath ai-Wahhab, vol.2, p.l75; ai-Sh lrazl, Kitab 
ai-Tanblh, p.l28; ai-WajTz, vol.2, pp.l49-150; Minhaj ai-Talibln in the margin ofMughnl ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, 
p.85. However, ai-Nawaw I opines that a person is responsible for accidents caused by the construction of a 
}anal] projecting over a public road. The word of ai-Nawaw I is elaborated by Mubammad ai-Sharb In I ai-
Kha!lb by saying that the liability is guaranteed whether that construction will be harmful or not, given 
permission by authority (imam) or not, because the right of utilization of the public highway is under the 
condition of safety from any injury. See Minhaj ai-Talibln wa cumdat ai-Muftln, p.284; ai-Mahalll printed 
with Hashiyatan Qalyiib 1 wa cumayrah, vol.4, p.l49; Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.85. If the construction of a 
janaJ:z projecting over a private lane (darb) with the permission of other inhabitants, the person who ·constructed 
it is not responsible for accidents caused by thatjana!J. See ai-Mahalll printed with Hashiyatan Qalyiib I wa 
£Umayrah, vol.4, p.l49; Hashiyat QaiVUb 1, vol.4, p.l49. 
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occasions (tasabbab) destruction is responsible where he has in any respect transgressed 
(tacadda). Every other person in the public highway is at liberty to use his right without 
any disturbance. The public are entitled to free passage along such a highway for 
themselves and their cattle.48 
The ljanafT jurists elaborate the case of death occasioned by the fall of a m Tzab. 
If a m Tzab which is set out from a house over the public highway falls upon any person 
and kills him, an investigation must be made to discover which part of the m Tzab has hit 
the person. If it appears that he has been struck by a part of the m Tzab which projected 
over what he owned ( al-dakhil), no liability is due from a person who set it up, because 
with respect to that part, he is not mutacaddT since he has placed it in his own property. 
But, if it appears that the deceased is struck by a part of it which was projected over the 
highway (al-kharij), the person who set it up is responsible, because with respect to that 
part he is al-mutacaddT, as having caused the m Tzab to project over the road without any 
necessity (qariirah) since he might have achieved his purpose by fixing it so that it did 
not project over the road at all.49 If, on the other hand, it appears that the deceased is 
struck by both ends of the m Tzab, the fixer is responsible for half of the diyah and the 
other half will not be due because a part of both ends certainly projected over his property 
and he is not al-mutifaddT. In the same manner as where a person is wounded by another 
48 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l91; ai-Mabsiit, vol.27, p.6. See also ai-Jamic ai-Sagh Tr, pp.513-514; ai-Ikhtiyar li 
Taclll ai-Mukhtar, voi.S, p.45. 
49 It is to be observed that in this instance, ka.ffirah is not inflicted onto the person who has fixed up the m Tzab, 
nor is he excluded from m Trath (inheritance) because he is not the actual perpetrator (bi qatil ~aq Tqah), but 
stands merely guilty of homicide by an intermediate cause. See ai-Hidayah, vol.4, p.191; Taby T n ai-Haga'ig, 
vol.6, p.144, ai-Shalab T, Hashiyat ai-Shalab Tin the margin ofTaby In ai-Haga'ig, vol.6, p.143. And also the 
liability is not dispelled even though the mutcfadrfln is a lessee or a borrower or a usurper. See ai-Durr ai-
Mukhtar, vol.2, p.463. 
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and also by a predatory animal like a lion or a tiger, and dies, only half of the diyah is due 
from the person who wounded him. If it cannot be discovered which part of the m Tziib 
struck the deceased, a half of the diyah is due, for the accident may have happened in 
either of two ways (certainly one of both ends is a part projecting over the owner's 
property). In one part the diyah is due and in the other nothing whatever and therefore in 
view of both circumstances, a half is imposed. 50 
The liability is not dispelled by leaving the owner's house. If, therefore, a person 
constructs ajanii~ by projecting it from his house over the highway and then sells the 
house and thatjanii~ afterwards falls upon any other person and kills him, the seller is 
liable and nothing whatever falls upon the purchaser because the act of the seller (in 
constructing the }ana~) is not done away by the extinction of his ownership of the 
property (lam yanfasakh bi zawiil milkih), and such an act occasions responsibility, he is 
responsible accordingly and not the purchaser who has not done any act to occasion 
responsibility. 51 This is also agreed by the lj:anbalT school. 52 
50 Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.191; al-Ikhtiyar li TaclTI al-Mukhtar, vol.5, pp.45-46; al-Mabsii$, vol.27, p.7; Nata'ij al-
Afkar, vol.IO, p.308; Sharh al-clnayah cala al-Hidayah printed with Nata'ij al-Afkar, vol. I 0, p.308; al-Durr al-
Mukhtar, vol.2, p.463. In the elaboration of the case in which it cannot be discovered which part of the m Tzab 
strikes the deceased, a view in accordance with qiyiis opines that there is no liability at all for the owner of the 
mTzao. It is because the conviction of a person for liability must attain the degree ofyaq Tn, there must not be 
any weight of shakk attached, and consequently, the liability is not imposed by doubt (al-cjamiin layajib bi al-
shakk). But, in accordance with istibsan the liability is a half of the diyah by reason that one part of the 
complete diyah is due and in the other no diyah is due and consequently in consideration of both circumstances, 
a half of the diyah is imposed. See al-Mabsii!. vol.27, p.7; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.463; Taby In al-Haga'ig, 
vol.6, p.143. 
51 Al-Hidayah, vol.4, pp.19 I -192; al-Mabsii!. vol.27, p.7; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.463; Jamic al-Fusiilayn, 
vol.2, p.212; Taby In al-Haga'ig, vol.6, p.I43; al-Ikhtiyar li Taclll al-Mukhtar, vol.5, p.45. 
52 Al-Futiib I, Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.I, p.523; Kashshaf al-Oinac can Matn al-Igna , vol.4, p.124; ~ 
Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, p.428. Aside from this case, the seller is not liable if the wall falls down because the 
building itself does not exist as a tort liability (lianna nafs al-bina' laysa bi jiniiyah). See also Daman al-
Mutlitat, p.455. 
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Some jurists said that the construction of }anal;} or m Tzib, etc. is to be allowed 
over a public highway (al-[ar Tq al-najidh) if it does not cause any injury to passers-by, 
because its owner has a right of use and passage unless it may be proved detrimental. He, 
therefore, cannot erect or set up a kan Tf or a m Tzab in a darb (lane) (which is ghayr a!-
najidhlalladh T laysa bi najidh) without the consent of other inhabitants whether it be 
injurious to them or otherwise, in contrast with the [ar Tq naj[ dh where he has a right of 
use and erection of anything on it unless such a thing will be injurious to the public. The 
differences between al-[ar Tq al-najidh and al-[ar Tq ghayr al-najidh is that in the former, 
it is impossible to obtain the acquiescence of every individual of the community. Each 
is therefore accounted a proprietor (ma1ik) virtually (J:ukman). Whereas in the latter, it is 
practicable to obtain the acquiescence of all the inhabitants of the lane. The privileges of 
partnership therefore hold good both actually (~aq Tqatan) and virtually (~ukman) with 
respect to each ofthem.53 al-NawawT said: 
---Al-'[ar Tq al-najidh, nothing should be done in it which may harm to passers-by. Thus 
it is forbidden to construct ajana~, or a saba[ projecting into the road. Bothjana~ and 
sabii[ are permitted to be constructed if at such a height as to allow a man standing 
upright to pass underneath (munta§iban). 
---AI- far Tq ghayr al-najidh, construction ajanalj is not permitted to persons not living 
there. Those living there should obtain the permission of the other inhabitants if they 
want to construct a project. The inhabitants on this road is he who has a door opening 
53 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l91; Munlakhusrii, ai-Durar ai-Hikam ff Sharh Ghurar ai-Ahkam, vol.2, p.l 09; ai-Jamic 
ai-Sagh lr, p.514; al-Ikhtiyar li Taclll al-Mukhtar, vol.5, p.46; Daman al-Mutlifiit, pp.455-456. 
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onto it, not a person whose house merely adjoins it with a wall. 54 
According to the IjanbalT jurists, it is not allowed to project ajana!J or saba[ or 
rawshan or m Tzab into the highway because all people have a right to the highway under 
free passage and the permission from the authority will not be taken into consideration. 
If, therefore, the }anal] or the saba[ accidentally falls on a passer-by or a property, whether 
a part of the }ana~ or the saba[, or all of it, and causes damage, the owner of it is liable. 
This case is considered as a case of constructing an inclining wall towards the highway, 
which then falls down and causes damage to person or property of another, the talafhere 
resulting from the owner's bad faith (bi cudwan) just as when he builds a building on the 
highway. 
Some of the IjanbalT jurists said that the projecting ofthejana!J or the saba[, etc. 
is to be allowed when it will not be dangerous on the condition that it was built by 
permission from the authority. It is because the public highway is regarded as in public 
joint ownership among the people and a project particularly done by a person over it is 
not allowed unless by permission of the authority. There is, however, another opinion that 
all people are entitled to take the benefit of the highway and nobody can intervene or 
reduce (yakhtal) that right. So the permission of the authority is not necessary or required. 
In case a person projected ajanal;} into a private darb (darb ghayr najidh) without 
the consent of the other inhabitants, that person is liable for injury. But if he is permitted 
by them, he is not liable, because it is permissible (mubaJ:J) for him and he is not 
54 Minhaj al-lalib Tn in the margin ofMughn T ai-Muhtaj, vol.2, pp.182-184. For detail see Mughn1 ai-Muhtaj, 
vol.2, pp.182-184. In Majallah, the term al-Jar Tq ghayr najidh described as al-Jar Tq a/-kh~~· See Majallah, 
article 1220. 
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considered al-mutcf'addT. Likewise, in the case of a person who projected a m Tzao into 
the public highway when it is not allowed and if it causes damage to another person, he 
is liable. In another view, the projecting of the mayaz Tb (pl. of m Tzab) to darb al-najidh 
is absolutely allowed on condition of no injury to the community, and some other jurists 
add that the projecting of the mayaz Tb is a sunnah supporting it from a I}adlth from al-
cAbbas. (However, they did not mention the matn of this I}adlth).55 
In general, the public at large possesses a right of way over the highway as the 
individual has legal rights over his land. The subsoil below and the space above remain 
parts of the proprietary rights of the respective owners of the land. So if a person 
constructs and projects the attachment of ajanalj or a saba[ or a m Tzab or a rawshan or 
ajur~n (a stair-case or a balcony or a wing or a roof-gutter) through his premises beyond 
the boundary line of his land, he is liable for any damage emanating from any one of 
these attachments. He can be considered a trespasser ab initio, for he utilizes a space 
which belongs to others without any legal right. 
LIABILITY FOR FAILING TO REMOVE THE WRECKAGE OF A BUILDING 
The fuqaha' had different opinion on this case. In fact it has been discussed in the 
55 Al-Mughn T. vol.7, pp.830-831; Ibn Rajah, al-Oawacid ff al-Figh al-Islam T, pp.217-218; al-Futiib 1, Muntaha 
al-Iradat, vol. I, p.523; Kashshaf al-Oinac can Matn al-IgnaC, vol.4, pp.123-124; Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, 
p.269 and p.428; al-Rawd al-MurbiC, p.299; Daman al-Mutlirat, p.453. For detail see al-Muqnic, vol.2, pp.128-
129. However, the researcher found this l:ladlth mentioned in chapter of al-Sul~ of al-Mughn 1, vol.4, p.50 1. 
This tJadlth mentioned that cumar Ibn al-Kha1Jab while passing by the house of al-cAbbas uprooted the m Tzab 
which was erected projecting out towards the road. Then al-cAbbas asked: "Are you removing that which the 
Prophet himself erected by his own hand". See also Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, p.269. See a brief indication 
ofthis ljadlth in al-Bayjiirl, Hashiyat al-Bayjiirl, vol.l, p.716. See also Mughnl al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.85. 
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considered al-mutd:addT. Likewise, in the case of a person who projected a m Tzab into 
the public highway when it is not allowed and if it causes damage to another person, he 
is liable. In another view, the projecting of the mayaz Tb (pi. of m Tzab) to darb al-najidh 
is absolutely allowed on condition of no injury to the community, and some other jurists 
add that the projecting of the mayazTb is a sunnah supporting it from a l}adTth from al-
cAbbas. (However, they did not mention the matn of this l}adTth).55 
In general, the public at large possesses a right of way over the highway as the 
individual has legal rights over his land. The subsoil below and the space above remain 
parts of the proprietary rights of the respective owners of the land. So if a person 
constructs and projects the attachment of ajanalj or a sabat or a m Tzab or a rawshan or 
ajur~n (a stair-case or a balcony or a wing or a roof-gutter) through his premises beyond 
the boundary line of his land, he is liable for any damage emanating from any one of 
these attachments. He can be considered a trespasser ab initio, for he utilizes a space 
which belongs to others without any legal right. 
LIABILITY FOR FAILING TO REMOVE THE WRECKAGE OF A BUILDING 
The fuqaha' had different opinion on this case. In fact it has been discussed in the 
55 Al-Mughn T. vol.7, pp.830-831; Ibn Raj ab, al-Oawacid fi al-Figh al-Islam T. pp.217-218; al-Futiib 1, Muntaha 
al-Iradat, vol.l, p.523; Kashshafal-Oinaccan Matn al-Ignac, vol.4, pp.123-124; Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, 
p.269 and p.428; al-Rawd al-Murbic, p.299; Daman al-Mutliffit, p.453. For detail see al-MugniC, vol.2, pp. 128-
129. However, the researcher found this Had1th mentioned in chapter of al-Sulb of al-Mughn T, vol.4, p.50 I. 
This ljadTth mentioned that cumar Ibn al-KhaJ;!3b while passing by the house of al-cAbbas uprooted the m Tzab 
which was erected projecting out towards the road. Then al-cAbbas asked: "Are you removing that which the 
Prophet himself erected by his own hand". See also Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, p.269. See a brief indication 
of this ljad1th in al-Bayjiir1, Hashiyat al-Bayjiir1, vol. I, p.716. See also Mughn 1 al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.85. 
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books ofjiqh by both Abii ljanTfah's disciples, Mul]ammad b. al-Ijasan al-ShaybanT and 
Abii Yiisuf and the ShaficT jurists. 
If a wall belonging to any person leans towards the public highway and he is 
requested to pull it down but ignores that until it falls down and a person stumbles and 
is injured by it, the owner is held liable. This is the opinion of Mu!Jammad b. al-lj:asan 
al-Shayban T. His opinion is regarded as a sound opinion (al-!f,a~ T~). But Abii Yiisuf 
denies the liability of the owner of the wall unless another request is made for the 
removal of the debris and rubble from the highway after it falls down. 
Mul}ammad b. al-Ijasan al-ShaybanT maintains his opinion that the failure of the 
owner to remove his inclining wall is al-tcfaddT and he is considered a al-mutacaddT. All 
injurious results from the falling down of his wall are borne by him. Thus, if a person or 
an animal is killed by stumbling over some of the ruins, the owner is liable, as it is his 
business to clear the highway of all such fragments since these are his property and an 
ishhad with respect to the wall itself is an ishhad with respect to the fragments, the 
intention being to clear the highway. 
Abii Yiisuf takes an exceptional view by requesting the people to make another 
request for the removal of the fragments from the highway to the owner of the collapsed 
building. He argues that the danger has gone away from the first circumstance in which 
the owner is liable. Since the falling of the building onto the highway is not made by his 
own volition, there is a need for him to be requested anew to remove the fragments or 
wreckage which has started to cause another danger. Abii Yiisuf links this situation to a . 
case where someone places a big stone on the highway and it is pushed off the highway 
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to another place by others or a wind or torrential stream and then a person stumbles on 
this stone after it has been removed from the highway and he is injured. The first person 
who put the stone on the highway would not be held liable because the injury does not 
occur directly through the danger he had created on the highway.56 
The ShaficT jurists do not discuss "the request" in their original texts like 
Muqammad b. al-J:Iasan al-ShaybanT and Abii Yfisuf. They immediately remove the 
liability from the owner of the debris or wreckage. In other words, the responsibility will 
not be imposed on him in the case of a passer-by stumbling against the debris and falling 
and then being injured, or his property being destroyed. He is free from liability because 
he built the building on his own property in vertical equilibrium and the building 
collapsed without his action and volition whether he has been negligent in removing the 
debris or not. On the other hand, there is a view which opines that the owner is liable by 
reason that he has been negligent in leaving the debris on the road without removing it. 57 
THE CASE OF A CRACKED WALL (TASHAQQUQ AL-lfA'I'[) 
Regarding this topic, is the case of a cracked wall similar to the case of an 
56 Bada'ic al-Sana'iC, vol.7, p.284; al-Ikhtiyar li TaclTI al-Mukhtar, vol.5, p.47; al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l97; al-Durr 
al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.466; Majmac al-Damanat, p.l85. See also al-Muhadhdhab, vo1.3, p.207; Mujabat, vol. I, 
p.251. Al-Kasan Tin his Bada'ic al-Sana'ic says that if a person's wall falls on another's wall and the second wall 
falls on a man killing him, then the owner of the first wall is liable because the falling of his wall begins an 
uninterrupted chain of events. If, however, a man falls and is injured in the debris of the second wall, then the 
owner of the first wall is not liable for his injury since removal of the debris is not his responsibility. Neither 
is the owner of the second wall liable unless he had knowledge of the falling of his wall and did not remove the 
debris at an appropriate time. See Bada'ic al-Sana'ic, vol.7, p.276. 
57 Minhaj al-Talib In wa cumdat al-Muftln, p.284; Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.86; al-Mahalll printed with 
Hashiyatan QalVUb I wa cumayrah, vol.4, p.l49. 
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inclining wall in its legal result?. 
As to that, the fuqaha' have distinguished between two kinds of cracks (a/-
shuq ilq). If the crack is vertical (a!-{ awl) which it is not feared will collapse, it is not 
obligatory to demolish the wall. It is like the rule pertaining to the sound wall when there 
is an absence of fear of its collapse. However, if it is feared that it would collapse because 
of the crack being horizontal (al-carcf), then its rule is like the rule pertaining to an 
inclining wall which needs to be pulled down or repaired because it is feared that it will 
cause harm. 58 Consequently, its judgement is as the judgement in the previous topic, that 
is the topic of "unexpected defect in premises" discussed in the preceding pages. 59 
CONDITIONS FOR THE LIABILITY OF DANGEROUS PREMISES 
In general, the fuqaha' have ruled two conditions which need to be fulfilled before 
compensation can be awarded resulting from dangerous premises. They are as follows: 
1- The premises must be legally possessed by a person like the owner, the guardian, the 
heir, etc .. If the premises are owned by a group of partners or heirs, and if one member 
only can be advised about the dangerous premises, the group would be liable if nothing 
is done to remove the danger before it causes damage. 60 
2- The actual damage has been suffered by the plaintiff whether on the highway or on 
58 AI-Mughn T. vol.7, p.830; Kashshaf ai-Oinac can Matn ai-Ignac, vol.4, p.125; Sharh Muntaha ai-Iradat, vol.2, 
p.429; Miijabat, vol. I, p.251. 
59 For details, see Miijabat, vol.l, pp.251-252; Daman ai-Mutlifiit, pp.447-448. 
60 Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.6, p.599 and p.60 1; ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.465; Majmac ai-Damanat, p.184. 
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adjoining land resulting from the collapse of the premises after he has requested and 
warned the defendant to repair it or remove the danger from it and the defendant neglects 
that when a sufficient time has elapsed. 61 
It is obvious that the fuqaha' have ruled both elements, viz tacaddTn and tafr T{, 
as the basis of liability in the case of dangerous premises. The owner of the premises is 
liable for all danger from it and is under responsibility to take proper care of it. If his 
knowledge about the dangerous condition of his premises can be proved against him, he 
will be held liable for any injury emanating from it. This is the opinion of some 
fuqaha'(Abu Layla, Abu Thawr, Ishaq, some of the ShaficT jurists, Ashhab and some of 
the I:IanbalT jurists).62 
In brief, all objects which have cracks, are about to collapse or are weak, inclining 
to topple may be included in this section. Likewise, in the case of a tree which has been 
requested and warned that it should be rooted out and its owner ignores that warning, 
then the tree falls down and a person is injured or the property of another is damaged as 
a result thereof, the owner is liable. This case is similar in its judgement to the case of the 
inclining wall. The judgement regarding the buildings or houses which have many storeys 
should also be considered as equivalent to those regarding an inclining wall. Thus, a 
person may dispose of his property in whatever way he wishes so long as there is no right 
of another attached to it. If so, the owner is not free to exercise his milk. Therefore, if a 
person who lives in a lower storey is threatened with damage from some parts of an upper 
61 Majmac ai-Damanat, p.182. 
62 AI-Muhadhdhab, vol.3, p.207; al-Mughn I, vol.7, pp.827-828; ai-Mughn I wa ai-Sharh al-Kab lr, vol.9, 
pp.571-572. 
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storey and he requests the owner of the upper storey to take the necessary measures to 
avert the danger, and if the owner of upper storey does not comply to the request of the 
owner of the lower storey, the legal decision for this case also is of the same effect as in 
the case of the inclining wall. As mentioned by the fuqaha', the cases of inclining 
buildings or houses are analogous to that of the inclining wall.63 
To sum up, all other dangerous premises are to be linked to the inclining wall and 
thus they will be operate under the same rule. 
63 Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.598; Majmac ai-Damanat, p.l84; Nayl al-Awtar, vol.7, p.80; Daman ai-Mutlifiit, 
pp.431-432. 
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LIABILITY FOR ANIMALS 
INTRODUCTION 
This section seeks to examine the liability, nature, position and legal requirement 
regarding all aspects of animals in the Islamic law of tort as perceived and discussed by 
the fuqaha' in their writings. This is, of course, a wide subject and needs to be thoroughly 
studied. Therefore, the books of classical and contemporary fuqaha' will be referred to 
either from the sunn T schools or the ~ahir T school. 
In this section there are a few sub-topics which will be discussed, viz: ljadlths 
on animals' liability, thefuqaha' opinions on the various circumstances on animals' torts, 
liability for animals on the highway, stopping or tying up an animal on the public road 
or at the market, the case of al-na.f/}ah, the liability of rider, driver and leader, and 
conditions for animals' tort. 
I:IADITHS ON ANIMAL'S LIABILITY 
The texts of ljadTths relating to this discussion can be divided into two groups. 
Firstly, the ljadTth "no liability is entailed on an the animal's act" and secondly, "its act 
is not exempted from bearing the liability". For the first group, the ljadlths are: 
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"Animal's tort by its hind-leg is to be overlooked" .1 
"Injury caused by animals is not actionable". 2 
The texts of these IjadTths obviously imply that the torts of animals are exempted from 
bearing any liability whatsoever. Al-NawawT elaborates on such IjadTth mentioning that 
if the animal does harm for which its owner is in no way negligent or at the time the 
animal is not accompanied by its owner, the owner is not held liable whether that 
occurrence happens in daylight or at night. But, if it is accompanied by its driver or leader 
or rider, then the liability is to be held.3 This is agreed by Abii Dawud4 and al-TirmidhT5• 
For the second group, the I:JadTths are: 
"He who stationed an animal on one of the ways of the Muslims or in one 
of their markets and the animal trampled somebody down by its fore-leg 
or hind-leg, is to be liable".6 
Similarly the Prophet adjudicated that: 
1 Sunan Ab 1 Dawud, vol.4, p.l96; Nayl ai-Awtar, vol.5, p.324 or vol.6, p.72. Al-rijl jubiir. See also in ai-
Qurp.lb 1, al-Jamic li Ahkam ai-Qur'an, vol. II, p.318; Manar al-Sab Tl, vol. I, p.439; al-cUddah Sharh al-cUmdah, 
p.448; Kashshaf ai-Oinac can Matn ai-IgnaC, vol.4, p.l26. 
2 Sah 1h Muslim, vol. II, p.225; Sunan Ab 1 Dawud, vol.4, p.l96; Sunan al-Tirmidh 1, vol.3, p.652; Sunan ai-
Darim 1, vol.2, p.l96; ai-Muwatta', p.626; Ibn al-cArab 1, Ahkam al-Qur'an, vol.3, p.l268; Kashshaf al-Oinac 
fan Matn ai-Ignac, vol.4, p.l25; Sharh Muntaha ai-Iradat, vol.2, p.429. See also ai-Kawthar1, Tart1b Musnad 
ai-Imam ai-Shaficl. vol.2, p.l 07. A 1-cajmii' jurJ;ruhiijubiir. This Ijad1th has been enacted in the Majallah article 
94 as a legal maxim with the statement: Jiniiyat al-cajmii' jubiir. See also Bidayat ai-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.242; 
Manar al-Sab Tl, vol. I, p.439; al-Qurp.lb 1, al-Jamic li Ahkam ai-Our'an, vol. II, p.315. Jar& al-cajmii' jubiir, see 
al-Muwa tta', p.626. 
3 Sahlh Muslim, vol. II, p.225. The elaboration is on the second J:Iad1th of the first group. See also al-cAyn 1, 
£Umdat ai-Qar1, vol.4, p.456; Nayl al-Awtar, vol.5, p.343. 
4 Sunan Ab1Dawud, vol.4, p.l97. Animals whose torts are to be overlooked are run-aways which have no one 
with it during the day, no at night. See also Ibn J:lajar, Fath ai-Barl, vol.l2, p.225. 
5 Sunan al-Tim1idh 1. vol.3, p.653. If injury arises from an animal with no person to restrain it, no compensation 
bears upon its owner. See also Ibn ljajar, Fath al-Barl. vol.l2, p.225; al-cAyn 1, EUmdah ai-Qar1, vol. I I, p.216. 
6 Nayl al-Awtar, vol.5, p.324 or vol.6, p.72. See also in Sharh Muntaha ai-Iradat, vol.2, p.429. 
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"The owners of the garden are responsible for guarding it in the day, and 
the owners of the animals are liable for what the animals destroy at 
night". 7 
Both these I]adlths apparently have a general notion of liability of animal torts which is 
regarded as an exception to both I]adlths in the first group. 
Rationally, the torts of animals should not be compensated for, because they are 
considered unable to intend harm. But, if the owner or keeper or rider and the like 
commits a breach of the duty to take care of it, he can be charged for compensation when 
it does harm. 
The fuqaha' provide commentaries on the I]adlth : "Injury caused by animals is 
not actionable", in an attempt to determine its nature and scope. The I]anafi jurists seem 
obviously to construe the I]adlth in its original meaning. They maintain that in a case of 
damage by an animal which breaks loose and moves on its own accord, causing injury 
to man or property, its owner would not be held liable for its torts by night or by day. 
They call this kind of animal al-munfalitah (escape).8 Al-
7 Al-Muwatta', p.530; Sunan Ab 1 Dawud, vol.3, p.298; Sunan Ibn Majah, vol.2, p.78I; Nayl al-Awtar, vol.5, 
p.324 or vol.6, p.72. See also al-KawtharT, TartTh Musnad al-Imam al-ShaficT. vol.2, p.I07; al-Rawd al-MurbiC, 
p.335; Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.242; Manar al-Sab Tl, vol. I, p.440; al-cUddah Sharh al-cUmdah, p.449; al-
Qur!lJb T, al-Jamic li Ahkam al-Qur'an, vol.li, p.3I4; Ibn al-cArab 1, Ahkam al-Qur'an, vo1.3, p.I267; Kashshaf 
al-Oinac can Matn al-IqnaC, vol.4, p.l28; Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, p.430. This judgement was made when 
the female camel ofal-Bara' b. c.Azib entered the garden of a man and did some damage to it. 
8 Al-Mabsii!, vol.26, p.I92; al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.20 I; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.469; Ibn al-cArab 1, Ahkfun 
al-Qur'an, vol.3, p.l269; al-Ajwibah al-Khafifah, p.389; Lisan al-Hukkam, p.279; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, 
vo1.6, p.53; SalT m Rustam, Sharh al-Majallah, vol. I, p.525. See also al-Qurplb 1, al-Jamic li Ahkam al-Our'an, 
vol.II, p.3I5; Wahbah Mu~!afii al-Zu\,laylT, "Al-Mas'iiliyyah al-Nashi'ah can al-Ashya"' in Majallat al-Majmac 
al-Fiqh 1 al-Islam 1, pp.I 00-I 0 I; Nayl al-Awtar, vol.6, p.73. Al-Tabaw 1 postulates in his pinpointing of Abii 
1:1 an 1 fah's school that the owner of an animal would not be liable for its torts if its owner has despatched 
(arsala) his animal with a keeper (meaning that the keeper alone will be responsible, not the owner), otherwise 
if it is despatched with no one guarding it, he would be liable. See Nayl al-Awtar, vol.6, p.74; Lisan al-Hukkam, 
p.279; g., Bada'ic al-Sana'ic, vol.7, p.273. But, the author ofal-Ajwibah al-Khafifah regulates that if a person 
despatches his animal (to a place) with no one driving it and it incurs injury or damage to another or his 
property, the person is not liable for the injury which occurs either by day or by night. See al-Ajwibah al-
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Shafic1 asserts that this J:Iadlth is a general statement in its application, but what is 
intended by it is particular. He maintains that the animal's torts are in some instances to 
be overlooked and in some others are not to be overlooked. In his argument he restricts 
this J:IadTth using the J:Iadlth of al-Bara' b. cAzib (in the second group).9 The Malik""P 0 
and the l}anbal111 schools in this case concur with al-Shafi T's opinion. In brief, the 
jumhiir ofthefuqaha' conclude that the animal's torts are to be overlooked when, its act 
arises from its own volition alone and there is no negligence by its owner and it is not a 
vicious kind of animal. 12 They also maintain that there is no liability for animal's torts by 
its own accord alone occurring in daytime, but if it is accompanied by its rider or leader 
or driver, its act is considered to be liable either in daytime or at night. 13 
The controversy which appears between Abii J:IanTfah and another group: al-
Khafifah, p.389. This opinion probably follows the opinion of Mul}ammad b. al-l;;fasan ai-Shayban I. See 
Bada'ic ai-Sana'ic, vo1.7, p.273. 
9 AI-ShaficT, Ikhtilafai-HadTth in the margin ofai-Umm, vol.7, pp.401-402. See also in Nay) ai-Awtar, vo1.6, 
p.73; al-QurJub I, ai-Jamic li Ahkam ai-Qur'an, vol.ll, p.315; Ibn al-cArab I, Ahkam ai-Qur'an, vol.3, p.l268. 
10 AI-Qawan Tn al-Fiqhivvah, p.219; ai-Furiig, vol.4, p.l86; Bidayat ai-Mujtahid, vol.2, pp.242-243; al-Risalah, 
p.l36; Tabsirat ai-Hukkam, vol.2, p.249. See also ai-Qur!tJb I, al-Jamic li Ahkam al-Our'an, vol. II, p.315; Ibn 
al-cArab I, Ahkam ai-Our'an, vol.3, p.l268; Nayl ai-Awtar, vol.6, p.73. 
11 Manar ai-Sab TI, vol. I, p.439; ai-Rawd ai-Murbic, p.335; ai-Khirq T, Mukhtasar ai-Khirq I, p.ll7; al-Mughn I, 
vol.8, p.336; Kashshaf ai-Oinac can Matn ai-Ignac, vol.4, p.l25; Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, p.429. See also 
ai-Qur!tJb I, ai-Jamic li Ahkam ai-Qur'an, vol. II, p.315; Ibn al-cArab I, Ahkam ai-Qur'an, vol.3, p.l268. 
12 Nayl ai-Awtar, vo1.6, p.73. See also Tabsirat ai-Hukkam, vo1.2, p.249; Minhaj ai-Talibln wa cumdat ai-
Muftln, p.306; Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.207; Kifiiyat ai-Akhyar, p.644; ai-Bayjiirl, Hashiyat ai-Bayjurl, 
vol.2, p.468; al-Ignac, vol.2, p.242; al-Mawaq, ai-Taj wa al-IkiTI in the margin of al-l;;fanab, Mawahib ai-Jal11, 
vol.6, p.323; Kashshaf ai-Oinac can Matn ai-IgnaC, vol.4, p.l25 and pp.l27-128. 
13 Al-cAyn T, £Umdah ai-Qarl, vol.4, p.456; lbn tJajar, Fath ai-Barl, vol.l2, p.228; Minhaj ai-Talib In wa 
£Umdat ai-Muftln, p.306; ai-Bayjiirl, Hashiyat ai-Bayjiirl, vol.2, p.468; Kifiiyat ai-Akhyar, p.644; Mughn I 
ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.204; ai-Muftl al-l;;fubaysh I, Fath al-Mannan, p.423; Fath al-Wahhab, vo1.2, p.206; ai-
Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-Ikl11 in the margin of al-l;;fa!Jab, Mawahib ai-Jal11, vol.6, p.323; Kashshaf ai-Oinac can 
Matn ai-Ignac, vol.4, p.l28; ai-DardTr, al-Sharh ai-Sagh Tr in the margin ofBulghat al-Salik, vo1.2, pp.408-409; 
al-cUddah Sharh al-cUmdah, p.449; Daman al-Mutlifiit, p.468. 
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Shaf{l, Malik and Al}mad b. J]anbal, is upon the point of period of damage done by the 
animal. In Bidayat al-Mujtahid, 14 it notes al-Shaf{l and Malik 15 point out that the owner 
of the animal would be responsible for the injury or damage caused by his animal of it 
own accord to another's farm by night but not by day on two grounds. First, they refer to 
the case of animal's tort decided by the Prophets Dawud and Sulayman revealed in the 
Qur'an. 16 The cogent point of the case was that the sheep got into the cultivated field by 
night and ate up the plants causing damage to the farm. 17 Second, they base their opinions 
on the l}adTth of judgement made when the female camel ofal-Bara' b. cAzib trespassed 
on farm land and destroyed it. 
Whereas, Abii J:IanTfah definitely holds to the J:IadTth "Injury caused by animals 
is not actionable" in its explicit meaning. This l]adTth, as stated by him, does not specify 
whether torts should be at night or in daylight but generally exempts the owners from 
bearing any liability. He, however, gave a condition that the owners' hands are not liable 
for the animals' acts when they are committing the mischief alone, otherwise they are held 
14 Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.242. 
15 In this book, it did not put the opinion of the I;Ianball school together with ai-ShaticT and Malik. It could be 
put together, however, on the basis of his opinion which is concurrent with them. 
16 Al-Our'an, 21:78. "And remember Dawud and Sulayman, when they gave judgement in the matter of the 
field into which the sheep of certain people had strayed by night". The word nafashat in the verse is interpreted 
to be "straying at night" by lexicographer. Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.242. 
17 Prophet Dawud in his seat of judgement considered the matter so serious that he awarded the owner of the 
farm the sheep themselves in compensation for his damage. His son, Prophet Sulayman, a mere boy of eleven, 
thought of a better decision, where the penalty would better fit the offence. The loss was the loss of the produce 
of the farm. The corpus of the property was not lost. Sulayman, therefore, suggested that the owner of the farm 
should not take the sheep altogether but only detain them long enough to recoup his actual damage from the 
milk and wool of the sheep while the owner of the sheep should keep the benefit as well until the farm returns 
to its normal shape and then re-exchange to normal position. YiisufcAll, The Holy Qur'an, p.839. See also al-
AliisT, Tafslr Riih al-MacanT, vol.l7, pp.74-75; al-Qur!tJbT, al-Jamic li Ahkam al-Qur'an, vol. I I, p.308; Ibn 
al-e Arab T, Ahkam al-Qur'an, vol.3, pp.l266-1267. 
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liable. 18 
THE OPINIONS OF THE FUQAHA' ON THE VARIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES 
ON ANIMALS' TORTS 
The fuqaha' have discussed it in a wide ambit. Despite a comprehensive analysis, 
it is not arranged and formed in a way which is easy to understand. At present, a few 
contemporary fuqaha' like ~ublJ.TMal]ma~nT, Wahbah al-ZulJ.aylT, FawzT FaycJ Allah, 
AIJ.mad FatlJ.T BahnasT, Sulayman MulJ.ammad AIJ.mad and cAlT al-KhafTfhave managed 
to separate it into a systematic compartment according to their own discipline. Here, the 
researcher will try to examine it looking at both classical and contemporary eras, and both 
the past and the present venerable fuqaha'. 
Classes of Animals and their Liabilities 
There are, explicitly or implicitly, two classes of animals: (1) animals of a 
dangerous character or animals ferae naturae (al-~ayawan al-kha[ir). 19 (2) animals of 
domesticated nature or animals mansuetae naturae (al-~ayawan al-cadT).20 
18 Bidayat ai-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.242. 
19 For examples, a tiger or a gorilla which are obviously of a dangerous nature, although individual animals may 
be more or less tamed. There are other terms which are used by thefuqaha': al-bayawan al-tjiirriyyah, Manar 
ai-Sab 11, vol. I, p.439, and al-bayawan al-mufsid, Mughn 1 ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.207. 
2° For examples, a dog, a cow, or a horse which have in individual cases given indications of the development 
of a vicious or dangerous disposition. 
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The fuqaha' unanimously agreed that where any damage is caused by the animal 
which belongs to a ferae naturae or mansuetae naturae, any person who is a keeper or 
owner or leader or driver or rider or the like of such an animal, is liable for the damage 
when he is mutasabbib of that damage or when he has had the malicious intention or 
there is contributory negligence in the care of it. 21 Al-Sh T raz T states: 
"If an animal is accompanied by its owner and it does harm to a person or 
destroys a property of another by its fore-feet or hind-feet or camine-teeth, 
or it urinates on the highway which causes a person to die in consequence 
(by falling down due to slippery state), the owner is held liable by reason 
that the animal is in his hand and his control. Tort committed by the 
animal is considered as done by its owner". 22 
If, in fact, he is not mutasabbib of such damage, the fuqaha' have a disparity of 
opinions among them. The Ijanafi school opines that, if the animal mansuetae naturae 
causes damage by its own accord unaccompanied by its owner or the like to another's 
property or person, either by night or by day, either on the highway or in another's land, 
he is not liable because the Prophet has so ordained23 and also, according to Mu~ammad 
b. al-Ijasan al-ShaybanT, because the act of the animal cannot, in this case, be attributed 
to him since he neither cast it off nor drove it;24 unless it has been released and causes 
21 Al-Qawan 1 n al-Fighivvah, p.219; Minhaj al-Talib 1 n in the margin of Mughn 1 al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.204; al-
WajT~ vol.2, p.186; al-Kafi, p.606; al-Qar1, Majallat al-Ahkam al-Sharivvah, article 1449, p.450; Manar al-
Sab 11, vol. I, p.439; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.467; al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.197. 
22 AI-Muhadhdhab, vol.3, p.207. 
23 "Injury caused by animals is not actionable". Al-cAjma' jubar, al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.469. Jarb al-cajma' 
jubar, al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.201. Jinayat al-cajma' jubar, SalT m Rustam, Sharh al-Majallah, vol. I, p.525. 
24 Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.201; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, pp.468-469; Majmac al-Damanat, p.191; al-Fatawa al-
£Alamgirivvah, vol.6, p.80; al-Mabsii,!, vol.26, p.l92; Majallah, articles 929 and 931; Rahmat al-Ummah, p.305; 
ai-M1zan al-Kubra, vol.2, p.174; SalT m Rustam, Sharh al-Majallah, vol. I, p.525; al-Mughn 1, vol.8, p.337. 
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damage, the sender is liable during the day or at night.25 But, the opinions of the MalikT, 
ShaficT and J:IanbalT jurists are different from those of the Ijanafi jurists. Their views are 
that the owner of the animals mansuetae naturae is merely not responsible if the damage 
is caused to farms or elsewhere during the day. On the other hand, he is responsible if it 
happens during the night. 26 
In brief, the element of negligence is an important matter in the view of the 
Malik T, ShaficT and J:IanbalT schools for imposing liability on the owner for injury 
caused by his animals at night. There is an opinion that the owner is liable for the injury 
of his animal whether during the night or the day. This opinion is from al-Layth. 
However, he adds that the owner is not responsible for the value of compensation which 
25 Rahmat al-Ummah, p.305; al-Mizan al-Kubra, vol.2, p.I74. 
26 Minhaj al-Talib In in the margin of Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.206; al-Wailz, vol.2, p.I86; A~mad b. 
Ruslan, Matn al-Zubad, p.99; al-Muftl al-I:Jubaysh I, Fath al-Mannan, p.423; al-Sh lraz I, Kitab al-Tanb lh, 
p.I28; al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-Iklll in the margin ofal-I:JaJJab, Mawahib al-Jalll, vol.6, p.323; Kashshafal-
Qinac can Matn al-Iqnac, vol.4, p.I28; Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, p.430; al-Dardlr, al-Sharh al-Sagh lr in 
the margin of Bulghat al-Salik, vol.2, p.408; Manar al-Sab 11, vol. I, p.439; al-Mughn I, vol.8, p.336; al-Risalah, 
p.I36; al-Turug al-Hukmivvah, p.283; Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.242; Rahmat al-Ummah, p.305; Mukhtasar, 
p.292; al-Iqnac, vol.2, p.243. In Mukhtasar, it rules that if the damage is caused during the day, the owner is free 
from liability if his animals are put out to pasture far from the cultivated fields and with no one to look after 
them. If, on the other hand, they are in charge of a herdsman (riFf), he will be held responsible. Al-Nawaw I 
puts a few exceptions on responsibility during the night: [I] The animal escapes after being properly tied up. 
[2] The owner of the field is present at the spot, but neglects to protect his crop from the trespassing animal. 
[3] The field is surrounded by a wall or other enclosure in which there is a gate that the owner has left open. 
Minhaj al-Talib In in the margin ofMughn T al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.207. See also al-Bayjiirl, Hashiyat al-Bayjiirl, 
vol.2, p.469; Atnnad b. Ruslan, Matn al-Zubad, p.99; al-Muftl al-I:Jubaysh I, Fath al-Mannan, p.423; Fath al-
Wahhab, vol.2, p.207; Taqrlr al-Awhad in the margin of al-Iqnac, vol.2, p.243. Mu~ammad al-Sharb InIal-
KhaJTh put forward a few exceptions on the herdsman not being responsible during the daytime. Some of them 
are: [I] The animal is tied up on the highway or an other place and causes injury. [2] The location of grazing 
land is in the middle of the field and the owner lets his animals go to that land without a herdsman. [3] When 
the owner moves animals out from his field and as a result of that, they move to another's field and cause 
damage. [ 4] The injury occurs, contrary to c iidah, while the animal is dispatched to a certain place. [5] There 
are so many animals that the owner of farm is incapable to guard it. [6] A person who is hired to be a herdsman 
is responsible for injury which is done by his animals. Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.206. See also Al}mad b. 
Ruslan, Matn al-Zubad, p.99; al-Muftl al-I:Jubayshl, Fath al-Mannan, p.423; al-Bayjiirl, Hashiyat al-Bayiiirl, 
vol.2, p.469; Fath al-Wahhab, vol.2, p.207. For the case of despatch of animal, see Kifiiyat al-Akhyar, p.644; 
Fath al-Wahhab, vol.2, p.207. Ibn Qiiyan also rules that the owner is responsible for the injury caused by his 
animal during the night on the basis of negligence. Manar al-Sab 11, vol. I, p.439. 
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exceeds the animal's value.27 
For Bees and Birds 
The fuqaha' have different opinions about the injury caused by animals which, 
according to their natural life, cannot be tied up or controlled or kept from doing any 
harmful act like bees, birds, ducks, hens, cocks and the like. Their opinions can be 
classed into two groups: 
1- The J:IanafT,28 ShaficT,29 1:fanbal"P0 schools and the majority ofjuqaha' from the MalikT 
school (Ibn al-Qasim, Ashhab, lbn Kinanah and A~bagh)31 opine that every person may 
own and possess those animals without having to take them out or transfer them to 
27 Al-Mughn I, vol.8, p.336; Bidayat ai-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.242. For the matter of negligence, see also ai-Muftl 
ai-J.;Iubaysh I, Fath al-Mannan, p.423; Al}mad b. Ruslan, Matn ai-Zubad, p.99; ai-Sh lraz I, Kitab al-Tanb lh, 
p.l28; Fath al-Wahhab, vol.2, p.207; Tagrlr ai-Awhad in the margin of ai-IgnaC, vo1.2, p.243; Kashshaf ai-Oinac 
£an Matn al-Iqnac, vol.4, p.128; Sharh Muntaha ai-Iradat, vo1.2, p.430. 
28 AI-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.470. ai-J.;Ia~kafi does, however, mention that somefuqaha' argue for liability 
in the case of bees that damage or injure fruit or man. Transferring the bees from other people's property is not 
required according to some of them, but it is required by others if damage or injury arises. The latter view 
comes from afatwii (legal opinion) and it relates to what thefatwii specifies. It also uses the rule of istibsiin 
Uuristic preference). Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.537; Daman ai-Mutlifiit, pp.505-506; Bahnas I, al-Mas'iilivvah 
al-Jina'ivvah, pp.66-67. 
29 Mughnl ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.207; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vo1.8, p.41; ai-Bayjiirl, Hashiyat ai-Bayjiirl, vol.2, 
p.469; ai-Muftl ai-J.;Iubaysh I, Fath ai-Mannan, p.423; Fath ai-Wahhab, vo1.2, p.207; al-lgnaC, vol.2, p.243. 
30 Al-Mughn I, vo1.8, p.338; ai-Mughn I wa ai-Sharh ai-Kab lr, vol. I 0, p.358. 
31 AI-Dusiiq I, Hashiyah cala ai-Sharh ai-Kab lr, vol.4, p.358; ai-Tasiill, ai-Bahjah fi Sharh ai-Tuhfah, vol.2, 
p.641; ai-Bajl, al-Muntaga, vol.6, p.61; Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.250; al-cAqd ai-Munazzam li ai-Hukkam 
in the margin of Tabsirat ai-Hukkam, vol.2, pp.84-85; Mukhtasar, p.349; al-~aw I, Bulghat ai-Salik, vol.2, 
p.409; ai-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-lklll in the margin ofai-J.;Ia]:J3b, Mawahib ai-Jalll, vol.6, pp.323-324; ai-Dardlr, 
ai-Sharh ai-Sagh lr in the margin of Bulghat al-Salik, vol.2, p.409; ai-Qurplb I, al-Jamic li Ahkain ai-Our'an, 
vol.ll, p.318; Ibn al-e Arab I, Ahkam ai-Qur'an, vo1.3, p.1270; Wahbah Mu~plfii ai-Zul}ayll, "AI-Mas'iiliyyah 
ai-Nashi'ah can al-Ashya'", in Majallat ai-Majmac ai-Figh I al-Islam I, p.l 06; Daman ai-Mutlifiit, p.505. 
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another place, and their owner will not be liable for injuries caused by them to another's 
cultivated fields. The burden here is on the farmers or on the owners to protect their lands 
and plants. 
2- Some of the MalikT jurists (Matraf, Ibn l}abTb, and Ibn cUrfah) and Ibn al-cArabr2 
however, opine that no such animals can be owned or possessed when they may cause 
injury to cultivated fields and pastures. This means that any animal which can bring 
injury or harm to people in their farms and crops is to be interdicted. 
As for the animals ferae naturae, they will be discussed in the following ways: 
(a) For bull which has a tendency to gore and vicious dog (al-kalb al-caqr) 
A person is responsible for what animals in his possession do. If a vicious dog is 
kept with the intention of killing a particular person and the dog kills him, then the qi~~ 
is due whether or not the person was warned against keeping the dog. If the dog kills 
someone other than the intended victim, then indemnity (diyah) is due. If the dog is kept 
to kill an unspecified person and it kills someone, then indemnity is due whether or not 
the owner has been given a warning. If, however, a person keeps a dog with no intention 
32 This is the citation of Map-af. He adds that the birds are impossible to control effectively unlike other 
livestock or cattle. It is upheld by lbn ljab lb. In the same sense, Ibn curfah mentions that the prevention of the 
owner from owning such animals is lighter than the injury which would be borne by the owner's cultivated fields 
and farms. Further, he conveys a maxim: "In the presence of two evils, the greater is to be avoided by the 
commission of the lesser". lbn al-e Arab T also maintains this group's opinion. AI-Dusiiq T, I-ffishiyah cala ai-Sharh 
ai-Kab Tr, vol.4, p.358; ai-Bahjah fi Sharh ai-Tuhfah, vol.2, p.641; ai-BajT, ai-Muntaga, vol.6, p.661; Tabsirat 
ai-Hukkam, vol.2, p.250; al-cAqd ai-Munazzam li ai-Hukkam in the margin ofTabsirat ai-Hukkam, vol.2, p.84; 
al-~w T, Bulghat ai-Salik, vol.2, p.409; ai-Mawaq, al-Taj wa ai-IkiTI in the margin of al-l}a!Jiib, Mawahib ai-
JaiTI, vol.6, p.324; Ibn al-e Arab T, Ahkam ai-Our'an, vol.3, p.l270; ai-Qur!tJb T, ai-Jamic li Ahkam ai-Our'an, 
vol.ll, p.318; Daman ai-Mutlifiit, p.507. 
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of harming anyone and the dog kills a person, then, if the owner kept it for a justifiable 
reason, indemnity is due only if a warning had been given to him by the ruler or other 
authority before the killing. Otherwise, the person is not responsible. But, if he keeps the 
dog for some unjustifiable reason, he is liable for damages whether or not he was warned 
about the dog, when he knew that it was vicious, unless he did not know the dog had such 
character. In this case, he is not liable because the act of such a dog amounted to an act 
of al-cajma', and injury caused by an animal is not actionable.33 
The J:Ianafl and the Malik T schools opine that the owner is liable for what such 
an animal did after he has been warned by one of the inhabitans of the place to take care 
of such an animal, and he nevertheless lets it loose and it destroys the animal or the 
property of another. The owner is bound to make good the loss. This case has been made 
on an analogy with a case of an inclining wall belonging to a person who neglects to 
knock it down as it is likely to collapse. For example, if the owner of an animal known 
to be of a destructive character such as a bull which gores, or a dog which bites, is warned 
by another to watch out but the owner does not concern himself about that, he will be 
33 A l-Ab 1, Jawahir ai-Iklll, vol.2, p.257; ai-Dusiiq 1, Hashiyah cata ai-Sharh ai-Kab 1r, vol.4, p.226; Zarriiq, 
Sharh Zarriiq cata Matn ai-Risalah, vo1.2, p.244; Ibn Naj1, Sharh lbn Nailcata Matn ai-Risalah printed with 
Sharh Zarriiq cata Matn ai-Risalah, vol.2, p.244; ai-Fatawa ai-Khayrivvah, vo1.3, p.l8. See also Mukhtasar, 
p.273; ai-Mawaq, al-Taj wa ai-IkiTI in the margin of ai-J.:Ianab, Mawahib ai-Jalll, vol.6, pp.240-241; al-l}aJ$3b, 
Mawahib ai-Jalll, vol.6, p.241; ai-DardTr, A grab ai-Masalik, p.l80; ai-DardTr, ai-Sharh ai-Sagh Tr in the margin 
of Bulghat ai-Salik, vo1.2, p.356. In his Fatawa, ai-Ramll has been asked about a case where a dog has been 
goaded or struck by a person, to cause it to kill a man, whether such person is liable to al-qi~ii§ or diyah? He 
replied: "If the dog has a vicious character, the person is responsible for the qi~ii§". See ai-Fatawa ai-
Khayrivvah, vo1.3, p.l8. See also, Bahnas T, ai-Mas'iilivvah ai-Jina'ivvah, p.66. Abii Yiisuf opines that if a dog 
has been instigated by a person to bite someone, the person is responsible. Analogously, he compares this case 
with the case where a person despatches his animal to somewhere and the animal does injury to another while 
on the way. The person is liable. But, on the other hand, Abii IJan Tfah opines that the person who has instigated 
his dog is not held liable by reason that the dog has committed biting of its own volition, and its act is 
overlooked. The most suitablefatwais the opinion of Abii Yiisuf. See Bada'ic ai-Sana'ic, vol.7, p.273; Fatawa 
Qad1khan in the margin of ai-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.455; Lisan ai-Hukkam, p.279; ai-Fatawa ai-
Hindivvah, vol.6, p.52. 
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bound by liability if such an animal causes damage. 34 In addition, al-Sarakhs T adds that 
if the vicious dog is left in a dwelling alone (whether tied it up or not), the owner is not 
liable for what had happened because he is not considered as af-mutcf.addT.35 The MalikT 
school also adds that if the owner takes the necessary measures in respect of animals 
ferae naturae putting them in the proper place (maw(jic yajiiz fah), he is not responsible 
for what had happened until he has been warned by others. But if he put them in an 
unsuitable place (mawqr fii yajiiz fah), he is responsible even though he has not been 
warned.36 
The ShaficT and the lj:anbalT schools maintain that the owner of those animals 
ferae naturae is held liable for any injury whether it is done in daytime or at night. Their 
argument is that the owner is considered as af-mutacaddT and mufarri{ (negligent) by 
virtue of possessing them. Consequently, he has to take care of them and tie them up 
properly unless a person enters his house without his permission or the visitor has known 
about the animals and has been injured by such animals ferae naturae. Here, the owner 
34 
AI-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.470; ai-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.52; Fatawa OadTkhan in the margin of 
a\-Fatawa a\-Hindivvah, vo\.3, p.4 \ \; Lisan a\-Hukkam, p.279; Majallah, article 929; al-Mudawwanah, vo\.4, 
p.666; ai-Kafi, p.606; Mujabat, vol.l, p.243. The ~ahirT school also opines in the same way. Al-RamlT (a 
tJanafi jurist) in his Fatawa is asked about a man who borrows a bull knowing that it has a tendency to gore. 
The man drives it and it gores another person to death. Is the liability then on the borrower of the bull, the 
lender, or both, or neither?. He answers that the borrower's clan (c §qilah) is liable for diyah because there is 
neglect on the part of the borrower in letting the bull go. Such a bull must be tied up. See ai-Fatawa ai-
Khayrivvah, vol.4, p.43; BahnasT, ai-Mas'iilivvah ai-Jina'ivvah, p.68. 
35 
AI-Mabsii!. vol.27, p.5. 
36 AI-Mudawwanah, vol.4, p.666; ai-Kafi, p.606; al-BajT, al-Muntaqa, vol.6, pp.61, 67 and 68; Daman ai-
Mutlifiit, p.553. KhalTI ibn Isbaq said that the fact of having tied up a vicious animal near a road, or keeping 
in one's house a dangerous dog and one well known to be dangerous, with the intention of causing hurt to some 
person, renders the doer liable to qi~ii§ if the death of the person has been caused thereby. But if he had no 
intention of harming anyone, or if other than the person he intended to harm should succumb, then he is only 
liable to pay diyah. See Mukhtasar, p.273 (tr. by F.H. Ruxton, p.313). 
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is not liable.37 Otherwise, if that person enters with his permission and at the same time 
he has no knowledge of the character of that animal, the owner of the animal is liable in 
consequence because he is mutasabbib to itlaj. In brief, the ShaficT school bases its 
opinion on the knowledge about the animal. If the visitor has knowledge, the owner is not 
held liable even though the visitor has permission from him. 38 
(b) For a voracious cat 
In the case of a voracious cat, the owner is responsible if it has eaten a bird or 
some food or the like belonging to another with the knowledge that such a cat is 
particularly voracious. It is of no consequence whether that occurred by night or by day. 
Where, on the contrary, the owner is ignorant of the eat's voracity, he is not responsible 
37 The injured person is considered as mutd"addln by action of entering and also mutasabbib in causing damage 
to himself. See ai-IqnaC, vol.2, p.243; al-Bayjur1, Hashiyat al-Bayjur1, vol.2, p.469; ai-Sh 1raz 1, Kitab al-
Tanb Th, p.128; Kashshaf ai-Oinac can Matn al-IqnaC, vol.4, pp.119-120; Sharh Muntaha ai-Iradat, vo1.2, p.426; 
al-Mughn 1, vo1.8, p.338; al-Rawd al-MurbiC, pp.334-335; al-Qar1, Majallat al-Ahkam al-Shafiyyah, article 
1447, p.450; Manar al-Sab 11, vol.l, p.438; Bahnas 1, al-Mas'iilivvah al-Jina'ivvah, p.65. 
38 Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vo1.8, p.40; Mughn 1 al-Muhtaj, vo1.4, p.208; al-IqnaC, vol.2, p.243; Rahmat al-Ummah, 
p.276; al-BayjurT, Hashiyat al-Bayjurl, vol.2, p.469; ai-Rawd ai-Murbic, pp.334-335; al-Mughn 1, vol.8, p.338. 
In this case, Abii J:Ianifah's opinion is similar to ai-Shafic1 opinion. Malik opines that the owner is liable on 
condition he has known the animal is an animal ferae naturae. The J:Ianbal1 school, in fact, has two opinions, 
but the most manifest (cqhar) opinion is similar to ai-Shafic)•s and Abii ljan !fah's opinions. In addition, 
according to Malik, a house is not a proper place to keep animals ferae naturae. So if a minor or a servant or 
a neighbour is injured by them and the owner has known the nature of the animal, he is liable. See al-
Mudawwanah, vol.4, p.666. The J:Ianafi jurists further assert that the owner is definitely not liable whether the 
person enters his house with his permission or not. See ai-Fatawa ai-Bazzazivvah in the margin of al-Fatawa 
ai-Hindivvah, vo1.3, p.406; Fatawa Qacfikhan in the margin of ai-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vo1.3, p.282; Mujabat, 
vol.l, p.243; Bada'ic al-Sana'ic, vol.7, p.273; Lisan ai-Hukkam, p.279; Bahnas1, al-Mas'iilivvah al-Jina'iyyah, 
p.65, cf., Daman al-Mutlifiit, p.552. In ai-Kafi, the author states if a person enters another person's house 
without permission from his owner and he is injured by a dog therein, the owner is not liable whether it is tied 
up or not. See al-Kafi, p.606. 
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for the damage it caused. This is the opinion of the Shafic"P9 and the HanbalT40 schools. 
0 
Otherwise, according to the J:Ianafi school41 and the ShaficT school (in the other 
opinion),42 he is not responsible for damage that happened either in daytime or at night 
because the cat is not usually tied up and the Prophet ordained: "Injury caused by animals 
is not actionable". However, there is another opinion which considers the position of the 
cat as equivalent to other animals. Its owner, consequently, is liable for the damage it 
caused at night but not during the day. 43 
(c) For other animals ferae naturae 
In the J:Ianafl school, al-Kasan T states that if a snake or a scorpion is thrown on 
a road and it bites someone, then the person who threw it is liable, because his act of 
throwing is al-tac:addT unless the snake or scorpion moves from the place in which it is 
thrown to another and then bites another person there, the thrower is not liable by reason 
of the fact that he is not al-mutac:addT.44 If a snake attacks a person and, in being pushed 
39 Minhaj al-Talib 1 n wa cumdat al-Muft1 n, p.306; Minhaj al-Talib 1 n in the margin of Mughn 1 al-Muhtaj, 
vo1.4, p.207; al-IqnaC, vol.2, p.243~ al-Wailz, vol.2, p.I86; Kifiiyat al-Akhyar, p.645; al-Muft1 al-I:Jubaysh 1, 
Fath al-Mannan, p.423; Fath al-Wahhab, vol.2, p.207; Fatawa al-Nawaw 1, p.l50; Rahmat al-Ummah, p.305. 
40 Al-Mughn T. vol.8, p.338; Manar al-Sab 11, vol. I, p.438; Kashshaf al-Oinac can Matn al-IqnaC, vol.4, pp.ll9-
120; Sharh Muntaha ai-Iradat, vol.2, p.426. 
41 Jamic al-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.85; Daman al-Mutlifiit, p.554. 
42 Mughn T al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.207; Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.8, pp.40-41; al-WajT~ vol.2, p.l86. See also Fatawa 
al-Nawaw 1, p.150. 
43 Fatawa al-Nawaw 1, p.150; Mughn 1 al-Muhtaj, vo1.4, p.207. 
44 Bada'ic al-Sana'ic, vol.7, p.273; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.448; Lisan al-Hukkam, p.229; Fatawa Oad1khan 
in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.455. 
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away, falls onto a second person who in turn throws the snake onto a third person who 
is bitten and dies, who would be liable for the death? Abii l}an Tfah answered thus: 
"The first person is not liable because the snake did not hurt the second 
person. Neither is the second liable, or the third and so on if there were 
more persons involved. As far as the last person in the chain is concerned, 
if the snake falls on him and he is bitten as soon as the snake falls on him, 
thus giving him no time to throw it away, then the person who had thrown 
the snake on the last person is liable to the heirs of the deceased. If, 
however, the snake does not bite him immediately, then the person who 
had thrown the snake is not liable" .45 
Muqammad b. al-l}asan al-Shayban T is reported by al-Sarakhs T in al-Mabsiit: "If 
someone throws an insect at a man and that insect bites him, he is liable because he 
intentionally caused this injury" .46 This case is similar to a case which is recorded by the 
MalikT jurists that, if a man throws a poisonous snake onto another, the one who threw 
the snake is sentenced to death if the snake kills that other man. And the man's statement: 
"I was playing", is rejected because he knows what is in his hand.47 
The Malik T jurists elaborate the case of snake as follows: "If a big snake is thrown 
onto a person and he dies in consequence whether by being bitten or through fright, the 
person who threw it is liable for qawad (retaliation) whether it was done as a joke or 
through hostility. Otherwise, the person will be liable for diyah if he has thrown a small 
snake (which is unable to kill anybody) onto another and he dies of fear. In fact, the diyah 
will be regulated if the person did it as a joke. However, if he committed it through 
45 Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.551; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vo1.2, p.448; Bahnas T, al-Mas'iilivvah al-Jina'ivvah, p.49. 
46 Cited in Bahnas T, al-Mas'iilivvah al-Jina'ivvah, p.51, cf., c AIT I;Iaydar, Durar al-Hukkam, vol.9, p.571. 
47 Mukhtasar, pp.273-274; al-Mawaq, at-Taj wa al-IkiTI in the margin of al-l;laJ!iib, Mawahib ai.:.JalTI, vol.6, 
p.241; a l-Ab T, Jawahir al-IkiTI, vo1.2, p.257; Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vo1.2, p.l67. See also Bahnas T, al-
Mas'iilivvah ai-Jina'ivvah, p.l84. 
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hostility, the punishment of qawad remains imposed on him".48 In the ShaffT school, 
Mu!Jammad al-SharbTnT al-KhatTb gives a general theory about the animals ferae 
naturae. He indicates that if there is an animal which is usually passionately fond of 
wounding other animals (or persons) like a camel or a donkey, its owner is liable if an 
injury occurred due to it. And further, he theorizes that the owner of the animals ferae 
naturae which should be tied up properly, will definitely be liable for their injurious acts 
if he neglects that. 49 
LIABILITY FOR ANIMALS ON THE HIGHWAY 
According to the Ijanafi50 and the Shaff r 1 jurists the right of passing on the 
highway is allowed to the whole community under the condition of safety, for it is the 
exercise of a privilege by the individual passer-by with respect to himself on the one side, 
and with respect to others on the other side. The right of passage being shared among the 
whole community, it is adjudged to all under the condition of safety from the standpoint 
of the interest of both parties. It is moreover to be observed that a restriction to the 
48 Al-~aw I, Bulghat ai-Salik, vol.2, pp.356-357; al-Dardlr, ai-Sharh ai-Sagh lr in the margin ofBulghat ai-
Salik, vol.2, p.356; ai-Dardlr, Aqrab ai-Masalik, p.180; ai-Dusiiq I, Hashiyah cala al-Sharh ai-Kab lr, vol.4, 
p.217. 
49 Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.207. However, there is an opinion that the owner is not liable either during the 
day or the night by reason that such an animal (camel or donkey) is not normally tied up. 
50 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, pp.197-198; ai-Ikhtiyar Ii Tacrn ai-Mukhtar, vol.5, p.47; ai-Ajwibah ai-Khafifah, p.388; 
Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.6, pp.595-596 and p.603; ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar printed with Radd ai-Muhtar, vo1.6, pp.602-
603; ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.467. 
51 Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.205. 
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condition of safety can obtain only in matters where an attention to safety is practicable, 
otherwise the condition of safety is not required. 
The J:IanafT jurists continue their clarification by discussing the cases where the 
rider of an animal is responsible for anything which the animal destroys by treading it 
down with its fore-feet, or its hind-feet, or by goring it with its head, or by biting it with 
the front teeth, or by striking it with its fore-feet. The rider is also responsible for injury 
resulting from collision with something else. But, in cases of dirt or mud or small stones 
or gravel scattered about by the hoofs of an animal and another person's clothes are 
splashed or damaged, or a person's eye has been put out, he is not responsible. However, 
if the animal throws up a large stone, he is liable. In another case, if the animal while 
travelling discharges its dung or urine on the highway and any person perishes in 
consequence (falling down due to the slippery surface or the like), the rider is not 
responsible since it is impossible to guard against this. 52 
In the ShaficT school, its rider or driver or leader is responsible for any damage 
caused by the animal through its fore-feet or hind-feet, etc. Unlike the J:IanafT jurists, the 
fuqaha' in this school do not make any difference between fore-feet and hind-feet. With 
52 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, pp.l97-198; ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vo1.2, p.467; ai-Mabsiif, vol.26, pp.l88-189; Majmac 
ai-Anhur, vol.2, pp.659-660; Taby In ai-Haga'ig, vo1.6, p.l49; Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.6, 603; Majmac al-Damanat, 
pp.l85-186; Daman ai-Mutlifiit, p.518; ai-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.50; ai-Ikhtiyar li Taclll ai-Mukhtar, 
vo1.5, pp.47-48; ai-Jamic ai-Sagh lr, p.516; ai-Kanawl, al-Nafic ai-Kab lr printed with ai-Jamic ai-Sagh lr, p.516; 
ai-Ajwibah ai-Khafifah, p.388; Bada'ic al-Sana'iC, vol.7, p.272; Fatawa Qadlkhan in the margin ofai-Fatawa 
ai-Hindivvah, vo1.3, p.455; ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar printed with Radd ai-Muhtar, vo1.6, p.,603. Mubammad b. al-
J:Iasan ai-Shayban I says in his writings: "A person rides an animal and stops (in an appropriate place) so that 
his animal discharges its dung or urine there, then a man perishes thereby, the person is not liable. Otherwise, 
if the person stops his animal for another purpose, but his animal discharges its dung or urine there and a man 
is damaged in consequence, the person is liable. See ai-Jamic ai-Sagh lr, p.516. See also Fatawa Qadlkhan in 
the margin of ai-Fatawa ai-Hindiyyah, vo1.3, p.455; ai-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vo1.6, p.50; ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar 
printed with Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.604. If a person rides his animal in his own land and the animal injures 
another, the person is not responsible unless in the case of it causing damage by treading down with its feet 
(wa.f) (hind or front feet). See ai-Ajwibah al-Khafifah, p.388; Bada'ic ai-Sana'ic, vol.7, p.272; Fatawa Qacfikhan 
in the margin of al-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.456; ai-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.50. 
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regard to the case of mud or dirt or urine or dung scattered on the public road in the 
ordinary act of animals, if damage had happened in consequence, the rider is not held 
liable (even though the animal discharges its urine or dung while in the position of 
stopping). Otherwise, if the damage occurred as a result of unusual acts by such an 
animal, he is not free from liability. 53 This case seems parallel with the view of the 
l}anafi school. 
In the Malik T school, the rider or the leader or the driver shall be liable to pay 
compensation for what his animal trampled on, because he is considered as able to 
control and restrain his animal's acts, unless the injury occurs on its own accord like 
swishing with its tail or biting with the front teeth or the injury occurs without anything 
being done to the animal like inciting or goading it to cause it to kill a man by kicking or 
treading him down. 54 
53 Al-Umm, vol.7, p.232; Minhaj al-Tiilib In wa cumdat al-Muftln, p.306; al-Muhadhdhab, vol.3, p.207; Abii 
Shujac, Matn Ab T Shujac, p.49; Ibn al-Qasim al-Ghazz I, Sharh Ibn al-Qasim al-Ghazz I cala Matn Ab I Shujac 
printed with Hashiyat al-BayjiirT. vol.2, pp.467-470; Ki:ffiyat al-Akhyar, p.644; al-Muftl al-ljubaysh I, Fath al-
Mannan, p.423; al-Shlrazl, Kitab al-Tanblh, p.128; Fath al-Wahhab, vol.2, 
p.207; al-Ignac, vol.2, p.243; Mughn T al-Muhtaj, vol.4, pp.204-205; Minhaj al-Tiilib Tn in the margin ofMughn T 
al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.205; al-Siraj al-Wahhaj, p.539; Tuhfat al-Muhtaj in the margin ofHawash I al-Sharwan I 
wa lbn Oasim, vol.9, pp.201-205; Ibn J.;Iajar, Fath al-Barl, vo1.12, p.228; Rahmat al-Ummah, p.305; al-Mizan 
al-Kubra, vol.2, p.l54; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.467; Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.8, p.41. In Nihayah, there is 
an exception that is if the owner intentionally puts urine or excreta on the highway to debar the pass er-by from 
passing it to one place and there is no other way than that, the owner of the animal is liable if an injury occurs 
in consequence. See also Tuhfat al-Muhtaj in the margin ofHawash T al-Sharwan I wa lbn Oasim, vol.9, p.205; 
Sulayman al-Jamal, Hashiyat al-Jamal cala Sharh al-Minhaj, vol.5, p.177. According to al-Sh lraz I, in the case 
of urine scattered on the public road, the owner is held liable if a person is injured by falling down due to 
slippery surface of it. See ai-Muhadhdhab, vol.3, p.207. See also TagrTr ai-Awhad in the margin ofai-Ignac, 
vol.2, p.243. However, the owner is not liable if the person intentionally walks on that slippery surface. See 
Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.205. 
54 AI-Mudawwanah, vol.4, pp.664, 665 and 666; ai-Muwatta', p.626; ai-Zurqan I, Sharh ai-Zurgan I cala 
Muwatta', vol.4, p.l99; ai-Risalah, p.126; Tabsirat ai-Hukkam, vol.2, p.246; ai-Thamar ai-Dan I, pp.525-526; 
ai-Kafi, pp.605-606; Zarriiq, Sharh Zarriig cala Matn ai-Risalah, vol.2, p.243. In ai-Mughn I, it reported that 
Malik opines that the rider or the leader or the driver is not liable for animal tort whether to person or property 
of others because the Prophet said: "Injury caused by animals is not actionable". The animal with its owner is 
regarded as if it is alone. See ai-Mughn I, vol.8, p.338. 
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If anything has been done to the animal like inciting or goading it so as to cause 
it to kick with its hind-legs, he is liable for any damage because the damage resulted from 
his sabab. Thus, in the case of biting with the front teeth or kicking with its front-legs, 
if any sabab emerges from him, he is liable; otherwise he will not be held liable. 55 
If there is a wavering between certainty and uncertainty (shakk) as to whether the 
damage occurred from the acts of an animal or the acts of mutasabbib (the rider or the 
driver or the leader), the damage will be overlooked. 56 
Further, the rider or the driver or the leader will be held liable for the damage 
resulting from a stone made to fly (a[arat) by the animal while it is on the highway 
because the right of passing is allowed under the condition of safety.57 However, there is 
an opinion in this school that there is no liability unless the animal throws up the stone 
by its hoofs while it is driven (indafac at) by him; otherwise he will not be liable. 58 
Based on the Malik T jurists' dissussion, it seems obvious that the standpoint to 
measure the tortious liability in animal tort cases for the rider or the driver or the leader 
is the sabab. If this element exists, he is liable, otherwise he is not liable. 
In his comparative law treatise al-MughnT, the l}anbalT jurist Ibn Qudamah 
appears to coincide in opinion with the l}anafi school in the case of kicking incurred 
55 Al-Mudawwanah, vol.4, pp.664, 665 and 666; al-Dusiiq 1, Hashiyah cala al-Sharh al-Kab 1r, vol.4, pp.357-
358; al-Baj1, al-Muntaga, vol.7, p.l 09; Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.248; Rahmat al-Ummah, p.305. 
56 Al-Dusiiq T, Hashiyah cala al-Sharh al-Kab 1r, vol.4, p.358; Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.248; al-Dard1r, al-
Sharh al-Sagh 1r in the margin ofBulghat al-Salik, vol.2, p.409. 
57 Al-Dusiiq 1, Hashiyah cala al-Sharh al-Kab 1r, vol.4, p.358; al-Dard1r, al-Sharh al-Sagh 1r in the margin of 
Bulghat al-Salik, vol.2, p.409; Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.248. 
58 Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.248; Zarriiq, Sharh Zarriig cala Matn al-Risalah, vol.2, p.244; Ibn Naj1, ~ 
Ibn Nail cala Matn al-Risalah printed with Sharh Zarriig cala Matn al-Risalah, vo1.2, pp.243-244. 
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through its hind-leg or swishing with its tail (without any mediate causation) where its 
rider or driver or leader is free from bearing liability. The basis of his argument is the 
Ijadlth: "Animal's tort by its hind-leg is to be overlooked". Also, because he has no 
control over it at the time of its torts. The position of such an animal at that time is 
similar to its position when alone. 59 
In the cases of damage by biting with the front teeth, by striking with its fore-legs, 
by treading down with its hind-legs and damage incurred through its head and the like, 
the IjanbalT s' opinion coincided with the Ijanafi school, the ShaficT school and the 
Malik T school, where the rider or the driver or the leader will be held liable. 60 
Although the IjanbalT school of law coincided in some cases with the Ijanafi 
school, the ShaficT school and the MalikT school, in the case of the animal's urine or dung 
scattered on the public highway, it seems the IjanbalT school did not follow them. The 
school opines that the owner (~ai;}ib) should be held liable for any damage which emerges 
from it. The jurists of this school argue that since the hand of the rider or the driver or the 
leader is on the animal and he is controlling it while it is urinating or excreting, the 
damage will be linked to him. It is similar to the case of injury committed by fore-legs 
or mouth. 61 However, in accordance with qiyas, there is the opinion in the IJanbalT school 
59 Al-Mughn I, vol.8, p.339. See also Manar al-Sab 11, vol. I, p.439; Majallat al-Ahkam al-Shariyyah, article 
1449, p.450; £Umdat al-Figh, p.l26; al-Mizan al-Kubra, vol.2, p.154; Rahmat al-Ummah, p.305; al£ Uddah 
Sharh al-cUmdah, p.448; Kashshaf al-Oina' can Matn al-Igna=, vol.4, p.126; Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, 
p.429. 
60 Al-Mughn I vol.8, p.338; Manar al-Sab 11, vol.l, p.439; Majallat al-Ahkam al-Shariyyah, article 1449, p.450; 
£Umdat al-Figh, p.l26; al-Mizan al-Kubra, vol.2, p.l54; Rahmat al-Ummah, p.305; Kashshaf al-Oinac can Matn 
al-Iqnac, vol.4, p.126; Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, p.429. 
61 Al-Mughnl, vol.7, p.831; £Umdat al-Figh, p.l26. 
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which opines that the owner should not be liable by reason that this case is out of his duty 
of care and control.62 
STOPPING OR TYING UP AN ANIMAL ON THE PUBLIC ROAD OR AT THE 
MARKET 
The fuqaha' have a similar opinion in the discussion of this topic. The l}anafi 
school recognizes that if any person stops his animal or ties it up on the public highway 
or at the market or at a place belonging to someone else without his permission, and if 
such an animal kicks with its hind-legs, or tramples with its legs, or swishes with its tail, 
or bites with its teeth, or inflicts injuries in any other way, that person will be obliged in 
every case to make good the loss caused by the animal, because he amounted to al-
mutacaddTin this indirect cause. Consequently, no person has the right of stopping or of 
tying up his animal in public property like the public highway or in private property 
belonging to others. The public highway and the markets are the places for people using 
them under the condition of safety, not for tying up animals. There is an exception, 
however, made in the case of places specially set aside for animals such as horse markets 
(silq al-dawab) and places where animals are sent out on hire (al-ma~all al-mucidd li 
wuqiif dawab al-kira'). 63 
62 AI-Mughn 1, vol.7, p.831. 
63 Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l98; al-Mabsiit, vol.26, p.l90; Taby In ai-Haqa'ig, vol.6, p.l49; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, 
vol.2, p.467; Jamic al-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.86; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.50; ai-Ikhtiyar li Tacl11 al-Mukhtar, 
vo1.5, pp.47-48; Lisan al-Hukkam, p.279; Fatawa Qadlkhan in the margin of al-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vo1.3, 
p.455; Bada'ic al-Sana'iC, vol.7, p.272; Majallah, article 934. Anyone who stops an animal at a mosque door or 
the like, if it does injury, will be liable unless the authority provides a place for that. In that case, he is not 
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The Malik T, ShaficT and IJanbalT jurists demonstrate this matter by mentioning 
that the fact of having tied up or stopped an animal on the public road at a place which 
is not provided by the authorities for that purpose, renders its owner liable for an injury 
caused by his animal either with its fore-legs or hind-legs or teeth and so forth. Their 
reason is that every person has a right of way on the public highway under the condition 
of safety. If, however, the animal has been tied up or stopped in a place provided by the 
authorities, its owner will not be liable for the injury.64 Further, if the animal is stopped 
on the highway near a mosque's door or a shop or etc. for a certain purpose, the owner of 
the animal is not liable for any injury which occurs through it unless the owner has 
known the character of his animal which is usually passionately fond of kicking with its 
hind-feet. The owner, in this case, is liable for any injury which happens.65 What is the 
liability if an animal tied up or stopped on a wide highway? The IJanbalT jurists are 
responsible for accidents. See ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.467; Jamic ai-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.86; ai-Ikhtiyar li 
Taciii ai-Mukhtar, vol.5, p.48; Lisan ai-Hukkam, p.279; Fatawa Qad1khan in the margin of ai-Fatawa ai-
Hindivvah, vo1.3, p.456; Bada'ic ai-Sana'ic, vol. 7, p.272; ai-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.50 and p.51; al-Durr 
ai-Mukhtar printed with Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.6, p.604; Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.6, p.604. 
64 AI-Mudawwanah, vol.4, p.665; Zarriiq, Sharh Zarriig cala Matn al-Risalah, vol.2, p.244; lbn Naj1, Sharh Ibn 
Naj1cala Matn al-Risalah printed with Sharh Zarriig cala Matn al-Risalah, vo1.2, p.244; Bidayat al-Mujtahid, 
vol.2, p.313; al-Baj1, ai-Muntaga, vol.7, p.IIO; Mughn 1 ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.206; Manar al-Sab 11, vol.l, p.438; 
al-cUddah Sharh al-cUmdah, p.449; ai-Mughn 1, vol.8, p.430; fUmdat ai-Figh, p.126. AI-Bayjiir 1 remarks that 
if an animal is tied up in front of the shop and it damages something at that place, its owner is responsible. See 
Tagr1r ai-Awhad in the margin ofai-Ignac, vol.2, p.243. In fUmdat al-Figh, p.126, lbn Qudamah prohibits to 
tying the animal up at another's land without permission. Its owner will bear liability if it causes injury. A 
Malik1 jurist lbn al-Qasim seems to highlight whether what has been done by someone is permitted by law or 
not. If it is permitted, he does not incur liability. As such, if a rider of an animal stops his animal on the public 
road, or he steps down from it in case of a particular need, or stops it at a mosque door, or at a lavatory, or at 
a market (siXJ), the rider or owner of the animal is not liable for any accident which happens due to his animal. 
See al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa ai-IkiTI in the margin of al-1Jaj:J3b, Mawahib al-Jaiii, vol.6, p.241. See also al-~aw 1, 
Bulghat ai-Salik, vol.2, p.356. See the case of tying up an animal on the public road with the intention of killing 
a particular person in Mukhtasar, p.273; al-Dard1r, Agrab al-Masalik, p.180; al-Ab 1, Jawahir ai-Ikiii, vol.2, 
p.257; al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa ai-IkiTI in the margin ofai-I:Ja!J:ab, Mawahib al-Jaiii, vol.6, p.241; ai-Dard1r, al-
Sharh ai-Sagh 1r in the margin ofBulghat al-Salik, vo1.2, p.356; al-~aw 1, Bulghat al-Salik, vol.2, p.356. 
65 Zarriiq, Sharh Zarriig cala Matn ai-Risalah, vol.2, p.244; Ibn Naj1, Sharh lbn Nail ala Matn al-Risalah 
printed with Sharh Zarriig cala Matn ai-Risalah, vol.2, p.244. 
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clearly concerned about this case. However, their opinions are divided into two: 
[ 1] The owner is definitely liable because the use of the public road is under the condition 
of safety of others. 
[2] The owner is not liable because he does not make any inconvenience to the public and 
he is not considered muta"'addin.66 
Relating to the case above, the owner is absolutely liable for any injury which 
occurs if the owner of the animal ties it up or stops it on the narrow road by reason that 
he did al-ta"' addT in his action. 67 Further, the liability remains imposed on the owner of 
the animal if he stops it in the compound of someone's house without being a guest or on 
the highway without any reason, or keeps a dog in his house without lawful (shar"'iyyah) 
reason and the animal or dog injures a person, then the diyah is due on the owner of the 
animal or of the dog. 68 
THE CASE OF AL-NAFifAlt'9 
Thefuqahii' have a different opinions in the case of animal's tort, by its hind-legs 
or tail, while it is on the highway. Their opinions can be divided into two groups. 
66 Al-cUddah Sharh al-cUmdah, p.449. 
67 Al-Rawd al-MurbiC, p.334. 
68 Al-~aw T, Bulghat al-Salik, vol.2, p.356. 
69 AI-Nafo.ah means swishing or blowing or kicking or striking by the hind-legs or by the tail. The action of 
nafi:Jah is kicking or swishing (a/-cjarbah) by the hind-legs (al-rijl). See lbn ljajar, Fath al-BarT, vol.l2, p.226; 
al-Mucjam al-WasT£, vo1.2, p.946; TahdhTh Lisan al-cArab, vo1.2, p.635. But ai-ZurqanT used the word tarmab 
conveying the meaning of kicking or striking (tatjrib) by the hind-legs. See al-Zurqan T, Sharh al~Zurgan T cala 
Muwatta', vol.4, p.l99; Tahdh 1b Lisan al-e Arab, vo1.2, p.635. Whereas in Muwatta', the word tarmab is defined 
by rafsah, also conveying the meaning of kicking. See Muwatta', p.626. 
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The first group 
The rider or the driver or the leader of an animal is answerable for anything which 
the animal destroys by kicking with its hind-feet or swishing with its tail. This is the 
opinion of lbn Shubrumah, lbn Ab T Lay la, al- ShaficT, ShuraylJ and a view of the 
JjanbalT school.70 Their reason is because the hand of the keeper (the rider or the driver 
or the leader) is on the animal and he was controlling it when it did the injury. The injury 
occurs as if from the keeper's hand. 71 Another reason is the animal in this circumstance 
is like a tool (adah) which the owner has used to commit the injury. The position of all 
torts resulting from the hind-feet and the fore-feet is similar. The otherfuqaha' maintain 
that the owner is not liable because he cannot control the animal's hind-feet. So in the 
case when the driver does not see the tort of the fore-feet, as a matter of expedience they 
said that the driver is liable for the hind-feet but not for the fore-feet. But they did not 
state it like that. 72 
The second group 
The rider or the leader or the driver is not responsible for anything which the 
70 Al-Umm, vol.7, 232; Mughn 1 al-Muhtaj, vo1.4, p.205; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vol.8, p.38; Tuhfat ai-Muhtaj in 
the margin of Ha wash 1 ai-Sharwan 1 wa lbn Qasim, vol.9, pp.20 1-204; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.467; 
Bidayat ai-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.312; ai-Mughn T, vol.8, p.339. See also al-QurSUb 1, ai-Jamic li Ahkam ai-Qur'an, 
vol.ll, p.318. 
71 Al-Mughn 1, vol.8, p.339. 
72 AI-Umm, vol.7, p.232; ai-Kha$,!ab 1, Macalim ai-Sunan, vol.4, p.36; Daman al-Mutlifiit, p.520. See also 
Mukhtasar al-Muzan 1 cala al-Umm, p.284. 
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animal may destroy by striking with its hind-feet or by swishing with its tail. This is the 
opinion of the I:Janatl,73 the MalikT,74 the ljanbafP5 and the ?ahirl'6 schools. This is also 
the opinion of al-AwzacT and al-Layth. 77 
The I:JanafT jurists said that a restriction to the condition of safety can only obtain 
in matters where attention to safety is practicable. If the owner or the keeper cannot 
control his animal when travelling, the condition of safety is not emphasized and it is 
impracticable and he is not able to take reasonable care (la yumkinuh al-i~tiraz).78 For 
example, the driver of an animal has no command over its hind-feet even though he sees 
them. He, therefore, is not responsible for the damage which may be occasioned by them. 
This is the more approved opinion (a~a~~).79 
The Malik T jurists emphasize that the liability is not upon the owner of the animal 
73 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l97; al-Mabsiit, vol.27, p.2; cAll J:Iaydar, Durar al-Hukkam, vol.8, p.569; Sallm 
Rustam, Sharh al-Majallah, vol.l, pp.527-528; al-Ikhtiyar li Taclll al-Mukhtar, vol.5, pp.47-48; al-Jamf al-
Sagh lr, p.516; al-Kanaw I, al-Nafic al-Kab lr printed with al-Jamic al-Sagh lr, p.516; Bada'ic al-Sana'ic, vol.7, 
p.272; Fatawa Qacfikhan in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah, vol.3, p.455; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vo1.6, 
p.50; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.467; al-Mughn I, vol.8, p.339; Majallah, article 932. 
74 Al-Mudawwanah, vol.4, pp.664, 665 and 666; al-Thamaral-DanT. pp.525-526; Muwatta', p.626; al-ZurqanT, 
Sharh al-Zurqan I cala Muwa tta', vol.4, p.l99; ai-Katl, p.606. See also Zarriiq, Sharh Zarriicf ala Matn al-
Risalah, vo1.2, p.244; ai-Dardlr, al-Sharh ai-Sagh lr in the margin of Bulghat al-Salik, vol.2, p.409. 
75 AI-Mughn T, vol.8, p.339; Manar ai-Sab Tl, vol.l, p.439; Majallat ai-Ahkam al-Shariyyah, article 1449, p.450; 
ai-Rawd ai-Murbic, p.335; ai-Khirq T, Mukhtasar al-Khirq I, p.ll7; Kashshaf al-Oinac can Matn al-IqnaC, vol.4, 
p.l26; Sharh Muntaha ai-Iradat, vo1.2, p.429. 
76 AI-Muhalla, vol. II, p.20, issue 2118. 
77 AI-Qur!tJb I, al-Jamic li Ahkam al-Qur'an, vol.ll, p.318. 
78 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l98; al-Mabsii!. vol.26, p.l89; ai-Ikhtiyar li Taclll al-Mukhtar, vol.5, p.47. 
79 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l98; ai-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.50. However, there is an exception to it. The 
liability will be imposed on the rider and the like when the animal destroys something by swishing its tail or 
striking with its hind-feet while on the position of stopping because the rider is considered to be able to take 
reasonable care of his animal. See ai-Ikhtiyar li Tacrn al-Mukhtar, vol.5, p.47; ai-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l98; al-Jamic 
ai-Sagh Tr, p.516; ai-Kanaw T, al-Nafic ai-Kab Tr printed with al-Jamic ai-Sagh I r, p.516; Bada'ic ai-Sana'ic, vol. 7, 
p.272. 
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if the case of kicking or swishing which is not caused by his intermediate causation; 
otherwise he is liable. 80 
The IjanbalT jurists also maintain that if the animal tort occurs from the hand of 
its possessor in case of taking it away by force with its bridle or hitting its face or the like 
and the animal does injury with its hind-feet in consequence, the possessor is held liable 
for the reason that he is mutasabbib to that incident. 81 Otherwise, he is not liable. 
Another interesting juristic opinion on the torts of animals is that of Abii 
Mu!Jammad Ibn I]azm al-~ahirT who opines that the keeper of an animal would not be 
held liable for any tort which the animal inflicted upon another person by its acts, whether 
by its fore-legs or mouth or any part of its body. He based his argument on the I]adTth: 
"Injury caused by animals is not actionable". The circumstances in which he felt the 
keeper can be held liable are: 
i- When the damage happened through the load he put on the animal. 
ii- When he incited the animal against a person or property. 
iii- When he let the animal wander knowing that the animal could inflict injury upon the 
thing or person on its way before he could reach it. 82 
In brief, the reason of this group could be documented as follows: 
80 AI-Mudawwanah, vol.4, pp.664, 665 and 666; ai-Dusuq T, Hashiyah cala ai-Sharh ai-Kab Tr, vol.4, p.358; ai-
Zurqan T, Sharh ai-Zurgan Tcala Muwatta', vol.4, p.l99; Bidayat ai-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.312. See also al-Qur!lJb 1, 
al-Jamic li Ahkam ai-Our'an, vol. II, p.318. 
81 AI-Mughn T. vol.8, p.339; ai-Futiib T, Muntaha al-Iradat, vol. I, p.524; Kashshaf ai-Oinac can Matn ai-IgnaC, 
vol.4, p.l26; Sharh Muntaha ai-Iradat, vo1.2, p.429; ai-Rawd ai-Murbic, p.335; Majallat ai-Ahkam ai-Sharivvah, 
article 1449, p.450; Daman ai-Mutlifiit, p.521. 
82 AI-Muhalla, vol. II, p.8. 
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a- The Prophet said: "Animal's tort by its hind-leg is to be overlooked".83 This HadTth 
0 
ordained that the nafl:ah by the hind-legs is to be overlooked and its keeper is not to be 
held liable. Further, this I:JadTth just specified the committing of nafl:ah, not any act like 
trampling down or stepping or treading underfoot (wa{a'). Such acts can be prevented, 
unlike the case of nafl:ah. 84 
b- The rider or the driver or the leader could not avoid accidents occasioned by the hind-
feet; he therefore is not responsible for any injury resulting from it because his hands are 
considered in this circumstance to have no control over the animal. 85 
c- The rider is not liable for the acts of an animal's hind-legs or its tail because he has no 
view over it. Normally, the person who rides the animal, faces to the front, not the back.86 
THE LIABILITY OF A RIDER, DRIVER AND LEADER87 
This topic will be discussed in the following ways: 
83 
Sun an Ab I Oawud, vol.4, p.I96; Nay I al-Awtar, vo1.6, p. 72. 
84 Manar ai-Sab 11, vol. I, p.439; al-Kha!sab I, Macalim ai-Sunan, vol.4, p.36. 
85 AI-Mughn I, vol.8, p.339. 
86 AI-Mabsii!, vol.26, p.l89; Oaman ai-Mutlifiit, p.525. 
87 A Rider (al-rakib)- is a person who rides on the back of an animal. A driver (al-sa'iq)- is a person who drives 
an animal from behind. Leader (al-qa'id)- is a person who leads an animal in front of it by using the bridle or 
the like. See ai-Mucjam ai-Was 1!, vol.l, p.369 and p.467, vol.2, p.771; Tahdh lb Lisan al-e Arab~ vol. I, p.639 
and p.507, vol.2, p.427. See also Zarriiq, Sharh Zarriig cala Matn al-Risalah, vol.2, p.244; al-Thamar ai-Dan I, 
p.525. 
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There is a rider, as well as a driver and a leader 
The cases which have been mentioned in the previous topics regard the liability 
for a rider or driver or leader respectively. However, when the rider, the driver and the 
leader are jointly using an animal and such an animal does an injury, the opinions of the 
fuqaha can be divided into three distinct groups. 
The first group 
The l)anaff school in the more approved opinion (al-a~aliJ)88 and the scholars of 
the IjanbalT school89 opine that they will be concurrently liable by reason of the fact that 
if they were individually liable at the time of jointly acting together, they would definitely 
be liable. 
The Majallah shows practically no different position with regard to the liability 
for each of them. It maintains that the leader and the driver of an animal on the public 
highway are considered to be in the same position as the rider. That is to say, they are 
obliged to make good the loss sustained only to the extent that the person riding the 
88 
AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l99; ai-Jamic ai-Sagh 1r, p.516; ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.467; al-Ajwibah ai-
Khaflfah, p.388; Majallah, article 933. In another opinion, the liability is just upon the rider because he is 
mubashir, not the driver and the leader because both of them are just considered as mutasabbib. If the mubashir 
and mutasabbib come together, responsibility will be attached to the 
former not to the latter. See Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.6, pp.531-532; Daman ai-Mutlifiit, p.536. 
89 
AI-Mughn 1. vol.8, p.339; Manar ai-Sab 11, vol. I, p.439; ai-Futii~ 1, Muntaha al-Iradat, vol. I, p.524; Kashshaf 
ai-Oinac can Matn al-lgnaC, vol.4, p.l27; Sharh Muntaha al-lradat, vol.2, p.429; £Umdat al-Fiqh, p.126; Majallat 
ai-Ahkam ai-Sharcivvah, article 1449, p.450. 
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animal is so obliged.
90 
This is endorsed by al-MarghTnan"P1 and al-I:J~kafi92 except in 
the case of the animal treading down a person (not in any other instance). The rider (and 
the radlfwho sits at rear of the animal) is required to perform expiation (al-ka.ffiirah) (as 
well as to pay diyah). But no expiatory act whatever is required from the leader and the 
driver. The reason is that the rider is, in effect, the perpetrator of the homicide, the animal 
being the instrument of such motion which is controlled by him. So the yardstick here is 
the weight of the animal being merely a dependent upon the weight of its rider. Therefore, 
the rider must be responsible for the movement of the animal. The leader and the driver 
are only the causer of indirect cause, and not the direct causer of the homicide. The 
expiation is enjoined in cases of homicide only where the offender is the direct 
perpetrator, not where it is effected by an indirect cause.93 
The second group 
The Malik T jurists also discuss this topic. They clearly demonstrate that the 
liability is upon the leader and the driver, not the rider, unless the injurious act resulted 
90 Majallah, article 933. 
91 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.199. 
92 Al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.467; al-Durr al-Mukhtar printed with Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.604. See also 
Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.604. 
93 In the same manner, the rider is excluded from succession to the deceased in inheritance (ai-m Trath) and 
bequest (al-wa~iyyah), but not the leader and the driver; the exclusion from inheritance or bequest being 
restricted to the direct perpetrator. See al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.199 and also al-Mabsii!, vol.26, p.190; al-Ikhtiyar 
li Tac111 al-Mukhtar, vol.5, p.48. See also al-Jamic al-Sagh Tr, p.516; al-Kanaw T, al-Nafic al-Kab Trprinted with 
al-Jamic al-Sagh Tr, p.516; al-Ajwibah al-Khafifah, p.388; Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.604; Bada'i al-Sana'i, 
vol.7, pp.271-272 and p.280. 
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because of the rider only, without any intermediate cause from the driver and the leader. 
In this case, the rider alone is responsible.94 
The third group 
In the more acceptable (arja~) view of the ShaficT school, the liability is upon the 
rider alone. 95 It also coincided with an opinion of the ljanafi school on account that the 
rider is mubashir96 and an opinion of the ljanbalT school by reason of the fact that the 
rider is stronger than the leader and the driver in conducting (ta~arruf) the animal.97 
There is a rider, as well as a leader 
With regard to this case, thefuqaha's opinions could be separated into two groups. 
94 Al-Mudawwanah, vol.4, p.667; Zaniiq, Sharh Zaniig cala Matn al-Risalah, vol.2, p.244; Tabsirat al-Hukkam, 
vol.2, p.246; al-Dardlr, al-Sharh al-Sagh lr in the margin ofBulghat al-Salik, vol.2, p.409; al-Bajl, al-Muntaga, 
vol.7, p.l 09; Daman al-Mutlilat, p.538. 
95 Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.204; Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.8, pp.38-39; al-Bayjiirl, Hashiyat al-Bayjiir1, vol.2, 
p.468; al-Muft1 al-I:Iubaysh 1, Fath al-Mannan, p.423; Fath al-Wahhab, vol.2, p.206. Another opinion 
detennines that each of them is liable for the rate of one-third of the restitution. See al-Bayjiir I, Hashiyat al-
Bayjiir1, vol.2, p.468; Kilayat al-Akhyar, p.644. 
96 Al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.467; Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, pp.660-661. 
97 Al-Mughn 1, vol.8, p.339. 
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The first group 
The first group of Muslim jurists to be concerned specifically with the type of 
case are the ljanafT jurists in their strong opinion and the l}anbalT jurists. They relate this 
topic as the first discussion (there is a rider, as well as a driver and a leader) where both 
the rider and the leader will concurrently be liable by reason of the fact that if they 
personally held liability, at the time of jointly acting together, they both will, of course, 
incur liability.98 
The second group 
The Malik T school opines that the liability is imposed on the leader, unless the 
injurious act of the animal arises owing to a deed of the rider. In this case, the rider is 
liable alone so long as the leader does not involve himself as mediate causation. If the 
leader is involved, he and the rider together bear liability.99 This opinion is also a view 
in the I:JanbalT school that the rider will basically not be liable if he is accompanied by 
the leader. 100 
98 Badr ai-Muttaga in the margin of Majmac ai-Anhur, vol.2, p.660; Majmac ai-Anhur, vo1.2, pp.660-661; al-
Mughn T, vol.8, p.339; Bada'ic ai-Sana'ic, vol.7, p.280; Kashshaf ai-Oinac can Matn ai-Ignac, vol.4, p.127; .s.hru:h 
Muntaha ai-Iradat, vol.2, p.430; ai-Futiil] 1, Muntaha ai-Iradat, vol. I, p.524; Majallat ai-Ahkam ai-Sharcivvah, 
article 1449, p.450; Daman al-Mutlitat, p.539. 
99 Tabsirat ai-Hukkam, vo1.2, p.246; ai-Dusiiq 1, Hashiyah cala ai-Sharh al-Kab 1r, vol.4, p.358. 
100 
AI-Mughn 1, vo1.8, p.339. 
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There is a rider, as well as a driver 
This discussion will be separated into three groups. 
The first group 
This group opines that the rider and the driver concurrently bear liability because 
both of them amounted to mutasabbib. This is the opinion of the l}anaff (in the strong 
opinion) and the l}anbalT schools. 101 
The second group 
According to the MalikT school, the driver will be held liable alone if there is not 
any mediate causation from the deeds of the rider. Otherwise, both of them will incur 
liability together. 102 
The third group 
There is an opinion in the l}anaff school which recognizes that the rider is 
101 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l99; Badr al-Muttaga in the margin of Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.660; Majmcf ai-
Anhur, vol.2, pp.660-661; ai-Mughn I, vol.8, p.339; al-Ikhtiyar li TaciTI ai-Mukhtar, vol.5, p.48; Bada'f at-
~, vol. 7, p.280; Kashshaf al-Oinac can Matn ai-Iqna=, vol.4, p.l27; al-Futii~ I, Muntaha al-Iradat, vol. I, 
p.524; Sharh Muntaha ai-Iradat, vol.2, p.430; Daman ai-Mutlifiit, p.539. 
102 AI-Dusiiq I, Hashiyah cata ai-Sharh al-Kab lr, vol.4, p.358. 
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responsible alone. 103 
There is a driver, as well as a leader 
The fuqaha' of the madhahib unanimously agree about this matter viewing that 
the driver and the leader concurrently incur liability if the animal in their charge does 
harm to the person or property of others. 104 Each of them is liable to pay half of the 
restitution. 105 
103 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l99; ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.467; ai-Ikhtiyar li Tacfil ai-Mukhtar, vol.5, pp.48-49; 
Bada'ic al-Sana'iC, vo1.7, p.280. In ai-Hidayah, it has been elaborated as follows: If there is a rider, as well as 
a driver, responsibility attaches to the former, not to the latter. So if the animal treads down a man, no part of 
the responsibility falls upon the leader because the rider is accounted the mubiishir of the homicide, whereas 
the leader is the mutasabbib and the accident must be referred to the actual perpetrator rather than to the 
producer of the cause. See also Bada'ic ai-Sana'iC, vol.7, p.280. 
104 Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.5, p.532; ai-Mughn T. vol.8, p.8, p.339; Manar ai-Sab TI, vol.l, p.439; Bada'ic ai-Sana'iC, 
vol.7, p.280; ai-Bayjiirl, Hashiyat ai-Bayjiirl, vol.2, p.468; Kitayat ai-Akhyar, p.644; at-Mufti al-ljubaysh I, 
Fath ai-Mannan, p.423; Fath al-Wahhab, vol.2, p.206; Kashshafai-Oinaccan Matn al-lqnaC, vol.4, p.l27; ~ 
Muntaha ai-Iradat, vol.2, p.429; Majallat ai-Ahkam al-Sharcivvah, article 1449, p.450; ai-Futiil} I, Muntaha 
Iradat, vol.l, p.524; Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.8, p.39; Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.204; al-BajT, ai-Muntaga, vol.7, 
p.I 09; Zarriiq, Sharh Zarriig cala Matn al-Risalah, vol.2, p.244; Tabsirat ai-Hukkam, vol.2, p.246. In connection 
with the topic, al-Margh lnan I particularly discusses in this matter that the driver of an animal is responsible 
for any damage such an animal may occasion with either its fore or hind-feet, whereas the leader is just 
responsible for its fore-feet only, not for its hind-feet. This is the opinion of Qadiirl in his Mukhtasar and 
severalfuqahii'. Their argument is that a person who drives an animal from behind has definitely a view of its 
hind-feet and he can avoid accidents, whereas a person who leads the animal at the front does not have any 
command over its hind-feet and cannot guard against such accidents. However, most ofthefuqah§' opine that 
the driver of an animal has no command over its hind-feet, he, therefore, is not responsible even though he has 
seen it do injury because he cannot prevent the damage which may be occasioned by the animal. This view is 
more approved (~ab). See ai-Hidayah, vo1.4, p.l98. 
105 Mughn T al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.204; ai-Bayjiirl, Hashiyat ai-Bayjurl, vol.2, p.468; Kitayat ai-Akhyar, p.644; 
at-Mufti al-ljubaysh I, Fath ai-Mannan, p.423; Fath ai-Wahhab, vol.2, p.206. 
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There are several riders simultaneously 
With regard to this topic, the fuqaha' have a different opinions on liability of the 
riders. Their opinions can be listed into two groups. 
The first group 
The Malik T, the IJanbalT and the ShaficT schools have documented that the 
liability will be incurred by the rider who rides and sits at the front (al-muqaddim) of the 
animal's back because he can properly conduct such an animal rather than a rider who sits 
at the rear of the animal (al-radTf/al-mu'akhkhir). 106 
The MalikT jurists add that if the injury is due to mediate causation of a rear rider 
as he stroked or bit such an animal, the liability will be ascribed to both of them. AI-
RadTjbears liability because he is the mutasabbib of the injury, al-muqaddim because 
the bridle is in his hand. But, if the muqaddim cannot conduct and control the animal after 
hard struggling, the liability is just upon the radT/. 101 Likewise, if the muqaddim is a 
person who is unable to conduct the animal because he is a minor or a sick person or a 
106 Mughn 1 a1-Muhtaj, vo1.4, p.204; a1-Bayjiir1, Hashiyat a1-Bayjiir1, vol.2, p.468; Nihayat a1-Muhtaj, vol.8, 
p.39; a1-Mudawwanah, vo1.4, p.664; Tabsirat a1-Hukkam, vol.2, p.247; a1-Dard1r, a1-Sharh a1-Sagh 1r in the 
margin of Bu1ghat a1-Sa1ik, vol.2, p.409; lbn Najl, Sharh Ibn Nail ca1a Matn a1-Risa1ah printed with .shill:b 
Zarriig cala Matn a1-Risa1ah, vol.2, p.243; a1-Dusiiq 1, Hashiyah cala a1-Sharh a1-Kab 1r, vo1.4, p.358; a1-Mughn 1, 
vol.8, p.339; a1-Rawd a1-Murbic, p.335; Manar a1-Sab 11, vol. I, p.439; Majallat a1-Ahkam a1-Sharivvah, article 
1449, p.450; a1-Futiit,t 1, Muntaha a1-Iradat, vol. I, p.524; Kashshaf a1-0inac can Matn a1-Ignac, vo1.4, pp.l26-127; 
Sharh Muntaha a1-Iradat, vol.2, p.429; Miijabat, vol.l, p.245. 
107 A1-Mudawwanah, vo1.4, p.664; Tabsirat a1-Hukkam, vol.2, p.247; lbn Najl, Sharh lbn Nail cala Matn a1-
Risa1ah printed with Sharh Zarriig ca1a Matn a1-Risa1ah, vol.2, p.243; Miijabat, vol. I, p.246. 
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blind man or the like, the animal is definitely in the charge of the radTf and he will be 
liable for the injury resulting from it, not the muqaddim because the acts of the animal at 
that time will be ascribed to the radTJ not to the muqaddim. 108 
The second group 
The ljanafi school opines that the rider (rakib) and the radTftogether will be 
liable on account of the fact that they are both mubashir. When any injury happened in 
consequence of themselves, the injurious act of the animal is attributed to them. The 
yardstick here is the weight of the injurious act of the animal being merely dependant 
upon the rider and the radTf, the animal being the instrument of such an injury which is 
controlled by both of them. 109 
CONDITIONS FOR ANIMAL'S TORT 
According to thefuqaha', the words "tort by an animal" (jinayat al-~ayawan) is 
an exposition for any tort that it may inflict upon another person or property. All torts by 
animals must fulfil some conditions to impose liability on its rider or driver or leader or 
108 Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vol.8, p.39; ai-Bayjiirl, Hashiyat ai-Bayjiirl, vol.2, p.468; Tabsirat ai-Hukkam, vol.2, 
p.247; Ibn Najl, Sharh Ibn Nail cala Matn ai-Risalah printed with Sharh Zarriig cala Matn ai-Risalah, vol.2, 
p.243; ai-Mughn T. vol.8, p.339; Manar ai-Sab 11, vol. I, p.439; Kashshaf ai-Oinac can Matn ai-Ignac, vol.4, p.126; 
ai-Futiib 1, Muntaha al-Iradat, vol. I, p.524; Sharh Muntaha ai-Iradat, vol.2, p.429; Daman ai-Mutlitat, p.541; 
Miijabat, vol. I, p.246. 
109 AI-MabsiiJ, vol.26, p.190; Badr ai-Muttaga in the margin ofMajmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.660; Radd ai-Muhtar, 
vol.6, p.604; ai-Ikhtiyar li Taclll ai-Mukhtar, vol.5, p.48; Daman ai-Mutlitat, p.542. 
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the like. In fact, the fuqaha' did not lay down distinctly and clearly the conditions in their 
writings. However, conditions could be understood through their discussions and 
illustrations. The conditions are: 110 
1- Al-cAmal al-qarr (Injurious act). 
This condition has been established through the famous and notable juristic 
dictum which says: "No liability where there is no injury". The injury can be a nuisance 
or damage inflicted upon the person or property of another by the act of the animal. 111 
2- Al-TacaddT (The occurrence of trespass). 
There must be a trespass on somebody's right or upon the public right. Where 
there is no trespass, there can be no liability. For instance, if an animal on the owner's 
land injures any other person by striking him with its fore-feet or with its tail or by 
kicking with its hind-legs, the owner of such an animal is not liable to make good the 
loss 112 because there is no al-tacaddT to be proved in this case if the animal was kept in 
its normal place by its owner. The same is the case of the animal tort when it is kept in 
the normal public place for animals or on the property of another person with his 
permission. 1 13 Therefore, if any person keeps his animal on the highway or on another's 
110 Miijabat, vol.l, pp.237-244. 
111 Al-cAyn T, £Umdat ai-QarT, vol.ll, p.l02. This discussion also has been explained in the topic of it/#{. Please 
refer to that topic for detail. See pp.l46-155. 
112 Majallah, article 930. 
113 Majallah, article 931. 
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land without permission, it is considered as al-tacaddT and the owner of the animal is 
liable for any injury that may occur as a result of acts by such an animal. 114 
3- The connection between the injury and the trespass. 
The injury caused by an animal alone cannot be held liable. There must be a 
person who is linked to the occurrence of the injury either directly or indirectly. 
As a direct case, the injury emerges from a direct act of a person towards on 
animal which then inflicts an injury on another person or property as a consequence. This 
action could be described as a trespass and that person is liable. In the Majallah, the direct 
case from the act of the animal is propounded as follows: 
"If an animal ridden by a person tramples upon anything with either his 
fore or hind legs, whether in his own land or another's, and such thing is 
destroyed, its rider is considered to have directly (mubiisharah) destroyed 
it and in every case is bound to make good the loss" .115 
As a matter of fact, this case has been mentioned in al-Hidayah which propounds that the 
rider is considered as a direct perpetrator because the weight of the animal is merely 
dependent upon the weight of its rider. The motion of the animal must be referred to him 
because in this case the animal is the instrument of such motion. 116 
However, al-ShaficT puts the position of the rider, the leader and the driver on the 
same level as a linkage between the injury and the trespass. The animal in this 
114 Al-Mabsiit vol.26, p.l90; ai-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l98; ai-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.50; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, 
vol.2, p.467; Majallah, articles 931 and 934; Mughn 1 ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.206. 
115 Majallah, article 936. 
116 The discussion of mubashir here merely refers to the rider, not to the driver and the leader because both are 
considered mutasabbib. See ai-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l99; Bada'ic al-Sana'iC, vol.7, p.281; Miijabat, vol. I, p.238. 
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circumstance, is like a tool which they used to commit mischief. For this, they are the 
direct tortfeasor. All the animal's acts are referred (mansiib) to them. 117 
In the case of indirect injury, the leader and the driver are described as trespasser 
and will be liable for any injury from the acts of their animal. Their position here is called 
mutasabbib. This is the l}anafi opinion. 118 However, the Shafi T school do not 
differentiate their position as mentioned before. 
In brief, there will be no liability for animal acts unless the elements of 
mubasharah or tasabbub existed between the injury and trespass. The Majallah said: 
"The owner of an animal is not liable to make good any damage caused by the animal of 
its own volition unless the owner of the animal is cognizant thereof and takes no steps 
to prevent the injury. The owner is bound to make good the loss" .119 
4- The existence of deliberate intent in an indirect case, or in other words, in an act which 
causes injury (Al-TacammudjT al-tasabbub). 
In the case of indirect cause for injury, there will be no liability unless the element 
of tifammud existed. Tacammud here means a mistake (al-kha[ii') resulting from intention 
(al-qa~d) or negligence (al-taq~ Tr) or want of due care (cadam al-ta~arruz). If none of 
these essentials can be proved there will be no liability. For instance, if the animal 
mansuetae naturae is beyond the control of the rider or he is unable to hold its head and 
117 AI-Umm, vol.7, p.l38; Mughn T al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.204; al-Ignac, vo1.2, p.242. 
118 Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l99. 
119 Majallah, article 929. 
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it causes an injury upon the person or property of another, the rider is not responsible 
thereof, 120 because the essentials of qa~·d or taq~ Tr or cadam al-ta~arruz do not emerge. 
For more illustrations, this discussion will be elaborated in accordance with the fuqaha's 
examples for each one of these three circumstances. 
a- Al-Qa~d121 
The fuqaha' have laid down many examples for this essential element. Among 
them is a case of a person who incites a dog to bite another and causes damage (to his 
body or clothes). The person who incited it is liable because the element of wrongful 
intent existed in his deed. 122 In the case of a cat that has eaten a bird or some food 
belonging to another person, its owner is responsible if he knew that the animal was 
particularly voracious. Otherwise, he is not responsible. 123 Malik also made the keeper 
of an animal liable for anything he, with wrongful intent, allows it to damage even if by 
its hind-legs. 124 Ibn ljazm also exemplified the case of a hunter who shot with intent to 
scare away an animal of another or to make the animal cause damage to another's 
120 Majallah, article 937. 
121 Most ofthefuqaha' prefer to make this essential in the element of al-tcfaddT, because they said that this 
element a/-t{/'ammud is included in al-tcf'addT. So the element of al-tcf'addTis sufficient to convict mutasabbib 
of his injurious act. See the discussion of Strict Liability, pp.50-62. However, Mabma~~an 1 puts forward this 
essential as one of the conditions for convicting the tortfeasor of an animal's acts. See Miijabat, vol. I, p.239. 
122 This is the opinion of Abii Yiisuf. Abii tJan 1fah's opinion is contrary to Abii Yiisufs opinion. However, the 
opinion of Abii Yiisuf is implemented infatwa as mentioned in Fatawa Oad1khan. See ai-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, 
vol.6, p.51; Fatawa Qad1khan in the margin of ai-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.456. 
123 Minhaj al-Talib1n in the margin ofMughn1 ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.207. 
124 Al-Khirsh 1, Fath al-Jalll cata Mukhtasar Khalll, vo1.8, p.113. 
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property. The hunter is liable for any damage that the animal might have inflicted. 125 
b- Al-Taq~·Tr 
The owner or the keeper of animals incurs tortious liability where he commits 
negligence in keeping them. Otherwise he is not liable where it is established that he has 
not been negligent. 
In a case of a person driving an animal along, and the animal's saddle or load or 
anything else which may be upon it, falls off and kills a man, the driver is responsible as 
having been guilty of a transgression (mutacaddin) and in neglecting (taq~ Tr) to secure 
the load properly upon the animal. If it had been sufficiently secured, it could not have 
fallen off. 126 Likewise, if a person rides or drives an animal which is hard to control (al-
dabbah al-~zfiibah) and it enters a market and causes damage to person or property, the 
driver or the rider is responsible for such damage as the damage occurs owing to his 
negligence. 127 
c- cAdam al-ta~arruz128 
125 Al-Muha!Hi, vol. I I, p. I I. For the same example, see Majallah, article 923. 
126 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.200 and see also p. I 94; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.43; al-Mabsii!, vol.26, p. I 89; 
Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.606; al-Durr al-Mukhtar printed with Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.606; Majmac al-Anhur, 
vol.2, p.66 I; al-Shayban I, Kitab al-Asl, vol.4, p.499; al-Jawharah al-Navvirah, vol.2, p. I 36; al-Shayban I, al-
A mall, p.52; ai-Jamic ai-Sagh lr, pp.5 I 5-5 I 6; al-Kanaw I, al-Nafic al-Kab lr printed with al-Jamr al-Sagh lr, 
p.515; at-Mufti al-J:Iubaysh I, Fath ai-Mannan, p.423; Daman al-Mutlifiit, p.415. 
127 Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.205. 
128 This condition is also like al-qG§dwhich can be put under al-tcfaddTbecause, in the examples which are 
put forward under it, the existence of al-tcfaddT appears. However, MaJ.un~n T prefers to discuss it separately 
from al-tcf'addT. 
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The owner or possessor of an animal is liable for the damage caused by that 
animal resulting from his lack of due care. This situation emerges as a result of the acts 
of the owner or the possessor with no regard to its consequences, where such 
consequences can be predicted. Thus, this discussion will be illustrated with a few 
examples to make it clearer. 
When a keeper or any person incites an animal and the animal hits or knocks 
down a person or property and causes damage in consequence, the keeper or the person 
who incited it is held liable because the animal has been incited without due care of what 
might result from the incitement. 129 It can also be linked to a case of a person who tied 
up his animal in the public highway. If such an animal injures a passer-by, the person is 
liable for want of due care. 130 
Similarly, if a person throws a snake on the road and it bites someone or another's 
animal, the thrower is liable even though he did not have in mind any intention to cause 
injury. But, he is found to be guilty by want of due care. 131 Likewise, a herdsman that 
rears his sheep around the farm or the house of another and they cause damage to the 
farm or enter the house without the permission of the owner of the house, is also liable. 132 
129 Al-Mabsii,t vol.27, p.2; al-Mudawwanah, vo1.4, p.666; al-Mughn T, vol.8, p.339; ai-Hidayah, vol.4, p.202; 
ai-Rawd ai-Murbic, p.335; Mughn T al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.204; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vol.8, p.38; ai-Ikhtiyar li TaciT! 
ai-Mukhtar, vol.5, p.48; Lisan ai-Hukkam, p.279; Fatawa OadTkhan in the margin of ai-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, 
vol.3, p.456; Bada'ic ai-Sana'ic, vo1.7, p.282; ai-BayjiirT, Hashiyat ai-BayjiirT, vol.2, p.468; Kifiiyat ai-Akhyar, 
p.644; ai-MuftT al-I:Jubaysh T, Fath al-Mannan, p.423; Fath al-Wahhab, vol.2, p.206; ai-Ignac, vol.2, p.242; 
Kashshaf ai-Oinac can Matn ai-Ignac, vol.4, p.l26; Sharh Muntaha ai-Iradat, vo1.2, p.429; al-~aw T, Bulghat ai-
Salik, vol.2, p.409; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.51; Miijabat, vol.l, p.240. 
130 Majallah, article 934; Mughn T ai-Muhtaj, vo1.4, p.206; ai-MuftT al-ljubaysh T, Fath ai-Mannan, p.423; 
Abmad b. Ruslan, Matn ai-Zubad, p.99. 
131 Jamic ai-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.118; Miijabat, vol.l, p.240. 
132 Al-MTzan al-Kubra, vol.2, p.l54; Mukhtasar, p.349. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
LIABILITY FOR CHATTELS 
The preceding discussion has clearly demonstrated the liability for animals. This 
part will specifically deal with another topic of liability in Islamic law of tort that is 
"liability for chattels" (inanimate objects). Thefuqaha'have clearly outlined this topic in 
their writings. They are lbn Qudamah, al-Ija~kafi, MulJammad al-SharbTnT al-KhatTb, 
al-SarakhsT, al-MarghTnanT, lbn Qa<j.T Samawanah, al-BaghdadT and others. This topic 
also has been discussed by the contemporary fuqaha' in their writings: ~ublJT 
MalJma~~anT, Wahbah al-ZulJaylT, MulJammad FawzT Fay<j. Allah, Sulayman 
MulJammad Alpnad and others. 
The present study will be an overview of a few sub-topics: the basis of the 
liability, chattels dangerous in themselves, chattels non-dangerous in themselves and 
liability based on fault. 
THE BASIS OF THE LIABILITY 
The liability for damage caused by chattels arises from the lack of a duty to take 
care which the defendant owes to the plaintiff. In such a duty of care, the defendant will 
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be responsible for injury caused by negligence whether in cases of things dangerous in 
themselves or not. 
There is a celebrated ljadTth which can be related to this discussion. This IjadTth 
is reported by Abii Miisa who stated that the Prophet said: 
"If anyone of you passed through our mosque or through our market 
carrying arrows, he should hold the arrowheads," or he said, " ....... he 
should grab (their heads) with his hand lest he should injure one of the 
Muslims with them" .1 
In another ljadTth, Jabir narrated: 
"A man passed through the mosque carrying arrows, the heads of which 
were exposed. The man was ordered (by the Prophet) to hold the 
arrowheads so that they might not scratch any Muslim".2 
In Sah Th Muslim, Abii Miisa al-AshcarT reported that the Prophet said: 
"When any one of you happens to go to a meeting or the bazaar with an 
arrow in his hand, he must grasp its pointed head; then (he again said): He 
must grasp its pointed head. Abii Miisa said: By Allah, we did not die 
before some of us had directed arrows at the faces of each other". 3 
In another l}adTth, Jabir reported that the Prophet commanded a person who had been 
distributing arrows freely in the mosque not to move about in the mosque without taking 
hold of their iron heads. 4 
Those ljadTths are the foundation of the liability for damage and injury done by 
all dangerous chattels. In the case of articles or chattels dangerous in themselves, such as 
1 oaded firearms, poisons, explosives, and other things ejusdem generis (of the same kind), 
1 Sahlh al-Bukharl, vol.9, p.l54. See also vol.l, p.264. 
2 Sahlh al-Bukharl, vo1.9, p.l54. 
3 Sah lh Muslim, vol.4, p.l379. 
4 Sah lh Muslim, vo1.4, p.l379. 
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there is a particular duty to take precaution, imposed upon those who send forth or install 
such articles when it is necessarily the case that other parties will come within their 
proximity. The duty of taking precaution does not allow the excuse of saying that the 
accident would not have happened unless some other agency other than that of the 
defendant had intervened in the matter. A loaded gun will not go off unless someone 
pulls the trigger, a poison is innocuous unless someone takes it, gas will not explode 
unless it is mixed with air and then a light is set to it. 
The fuqaha' hypothetically adjudged that if an axe accidentally slipped from the 
hand of a butcher who was cutting bones and injured (atlafa) part of another person's 
body, the butcher is liable even if it happened by mistake (khata'). 5 
It can be inferred from this hypotetical case that the butcher is held liable for his 
want of proper care and negligence for damage that the slipping of his axe might have 
caused. On the other hand, if the cause of the danger is not the negligence of the butcher 
(defendant), but the conscious act of another or any other causation, then he will not be 
liable.6 
A distinction was originally drawn between things classed as dangerous in 
themselves and things dangerous in the particular case or sub modo. In other words, the 
distinction was considered to be a question of law whether a particular object was capable 
of coming within the category of things dangerous per se and a question of fact whether 
it was dangerous in all circumstances of the case. The following objects were held to be 
5 Waqicat al-Muftl n, p.64; Majma al-Damanat, p.170; Fawz I Fay<j Allah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, p.187; 
Wahbah, Nazarivvat ai-Oaman, p.263. 
6 Fawz I Fay<j Allah, Nazarivvat ai-Oaman, p.187. 
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dangerous: loaded guns, petrol, explosives, noxious hair-dye, earthenware jars containing 
sulphuric acid and other things ejusdem generis. On the other hand, the following were 
not dangerous per se: an oil-can, a domestic boiler, a catapult and an air-gun.7 
CHATTELSDANGEROUSINTHEMSELVES 
The Shar T"'ah has classified the cases relating to liability for chattels into two 
classes. First, chattels dangerous in themselves or a category of things dangerous per se 
(al-ashya' al-kha[rah) and second, chattels non-dangerous in themselves or in other 
words, chattels dangerous in particular cases or sub modo (al-ashya' ghayr al-kha[rah). 
Therefore, both classes of chattels will require a differentiation in rules of tjaman and 
ta"'w Ttj (compensation/damages).8 
The basis of the liability for damage caused by chattels dangerous per se is the 
IjadTths which have been mentioned in the preceding pages. The word "arrow" which is 
used by the Prophet in those I:fadTths could be classed as a thing dangerous in itself. The 
things dangerous in themselves or dangerous per se include all objects held to be 
dangerous. The arrow is regarded as a thing dangerous per se in the period of the Prophet, 
so nowadays, rifles, guns, shot guns, explosives, bombs, noxious hair-dye, electrical 
instruments and other things ejusdem generis are held as articles dangerous in themselves 
which impose on their owners a duty of reasonable care in keeping them and also in using 
7 Salmond and Heuston, pp.299-230. 
8 Fawz I Fays.f Allah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, p.186. 
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them. The particular duty is to take all necessary precautions so that other parties will not 
come within their proximity. The damage, therefore, through the things in this category 
will be ascribed to their owners in all circumstances whether the damage occurred at 
night or in daytime, on the condition that the owners did not take proper or reasonable 
care (ittikhadh al-i~tiya[ al-kajT). But if the accident happened with the intervention of 
the other party, the owners will not be held liable. 9 
It should be observed that whoever has under his control things or electrical 
machinery or automatic equipments, the dangers from which require special care to be 
taken, shall be liable for the damage caused by those things except for what could not be 
taken care against, and that shall be without prejudice. 10 The occurrence of injury here is 
a circumstantial evidence (qar Tnah) which can be pointed out as due to negligence 
(taq~ Tr) in taking proper care of them and precaution while using them. So the basis of 
the injury is tac:addT as the basis of musabbib is the sabab1•1 In brief, the important 
elements for liability in the case of dangerous chattels per se are : 
1- Negligence (al-taq~ Tr). 
2- Want of due care ("adam al-tamakkun wa al-i~tiriiz). 
This discussion will be illustrated by a few examples: 
1- If an axe slips from the hand of a butcher who is cutting bones and injures part of 
another's body, the butcher is liable. This accident happened through negligence and lack 
of proper care. In other words, the occurrence of injury results from the existence of 
9 See Fawz 1 Fayg Allah, Nazariyyat ai-Daman, pp.186-187. 
10 See Fawz 1 Fayg Allah, Nazarivvat ai-Daman, p.l87. 
11 Fawz 1 Fayg Allah, Nazarivvat ai-Daman, p.l87. 
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tac:addT on the part of the butcher. 12 
2- A person is passing through a street driving an animal and in the middle of the street 
the saddle falls on another person, or anything else like a bridle, the liability will be 
ascribed to the driver because he is held to be a mutifaddTin this tasb Tb case. He is also 
deemed negligent in controlling his animal. 13 
3- In the case of tort by poisoning, the fuqaha' have unanimously agreed that the 
tortfeasor who gives a deadly poison to another who dies thereby, will be held liable. 
However, they have distinguished their opinions in respect of his punishment. The 
IJanafT jurists believe that if someone serves poisoned food to another who dies thereby, 
the person who has served it is not liable for punishment of qi~~ or diyah. The reason 
they give is that the tort is not a direct tort, whereas the qi~~ punishment is inflicted just 
on the direct tortfeasor, not the indirect tortfeasor. But the tortfeasor must be punished 
with imprisonment and tifz Tr. Further, if a person serves a poisoned drink to another who 
dies thereby, the person who has served it is also not liable for the murder of the victim 
so long as the victim had taken the drink voluntarily. The reason they give here is that the 
victim had a choice in drinking the poisoned drink. The punishment would be the tac:z Tr 
punishment, not the infliction of qi~ ~ or diyah. However, if the person compels the 
12 Wagicat al-Muftln, p.64; Majm~ al-Damanat, p.l70; Fawzl Fay<J Allah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, p.l87; 
Wahbah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, p.263. 
13 Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, pp.633-634; Lisan al-Hukkam, p.l 08; Fawz I Fay<J Allah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, 
p.l87. 
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victim by feeding the poison down his throat, the punishment of diyah will be imposed. 14 
This case is treated as a case of manslaughter. In a further case, if a person serves a 
poisoned drink to someone else with the purpose of deceit and a death happened in 
consequence, the person will be punished with the punishment of tacz Tr and istighfar 
(asking forgiveness from God). 15 However, there is another opinion which opines that 
whoever causes another person death by poison, he should be punished by qi~~ by reason 
that the poison is considered as the equivalent of fire and knife. 16 
According to the ShaficT, 17 J:Ianbal}i 8 and Malik 19 schools, such a person is 
14 AI-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.442; Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.5, p.385; Fatawa Qacfikhan in the margin of ai-Fatawa 
ai-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.440; Taby In ai-Haga'ig, vol.6, p.l 01; Bada'ic ai-Sana'iC, vol. 7, pp.236-239; c Abd al-Qadir 
cAwdah, ai-Tashrl£ ai-Jina'l, vol.2, p.39, Wahbah, al-Fiqh ai-Istam I wa Adillatuh, vol.6, p.243. 
15 AI-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.442; ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar printed with Radd ai-Muhtar, vo1.6, p.542; Radd ai-
.M!!.b.!fu:, vol.6, p.542; Fatawa Qad1khan in the margin of ai-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vo1.3, p.440. 
16 Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.6, p.542. 
17 Minhaj ai-Talib1n in the margin of Mughn1 ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.7; ai-Siraj ai-Wahhaj, pp.478-479; ai-
Muhadhdhab, vol.3, p.l76; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vol.7, pp.254-255; Wahbah, ai-Figh ai-Islam I wa Adillatuh, 
vol.6, p.244; Bahnas 1, al-Mas'iilivvah ai-Jina'ivvah, p.143. AI-Nawaw 1 said that if a person gives a deadly 
poison to a minor or a madman, so that death results, the person will incur a penalty under qi~fff, or if the person 
gives it to a sane major (biilighan t:iiqi/an) when the poison is unknown to him, the person who serves it will be 
liable for diyah. According to an opinion, the qi~ii§ (i.e. death) is due, whereas on the other hand, another 
opinion has maintained that in this case there is no punishable crime. Mubammad ai-Sharb 1 n I ai-KhaJ1b in 
his elaboration of al-Nawaw 1's quotation says that the diyah is simply due, not the qi~ii§ for the guilty person 
who has served the deadly poison to a sane major because the victim had taken the food voluntarily (bi 
ikhtiyiirih). The opinion that the guilty person will be punished by qi~ii§ is by reason of the fact that the Prophet 
issued his order to a Jewish woman for qi~ii§. Another opinion has maintained that there is no punishable crime 
by reason of the 
fact that the victim had taken the poisonous food of his own accord. Further, Mubammad al-Sharb InIal-
Kha fib says that if the victim knows that he is eating the poisoned food, the person who has served it is not 
liable because the victim is reckoned as the destroyer of himself. See Minhaj ai-Talib In in the margin of 
Mughn 1 ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.7. 
18 AI-Mughn T, vol.7, p.643; Kashshaf al-Oinac can Matn al-IgnaC, vol.5, p.591; Wahbah, ai-Figh ai-Istam 1 wa 
Adillatuh, vol.6, p.244. 
19 Al-Dard1r, ai-Sharh al-Kab 1r, vol.4, p.244; Mukhtasar, p.313; ai-Khirsh 1, Fath al-Jal11 cata Mukhtasar 
Khalll, vol.8, p.7. Khal11 b. Isbaq says that whoever wilfully serves poison to another and this poison is 
unknowingly swallowed and death results, shall be liable for qi~ii§. Al-Khirsh 1 elaborates this statement by 
mentioning that if a person unknowingly gives poison to another and death results, he shall not be liable for 
qi~ii§, and he is considered as an excused person (md'dhiir). And if the victim knowingly swallows the poison 
which is given to him and causes death, he is considered as a killer of himself. See Mukhtasar, p.313; al-
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subject to qi~·f4,· (i.e. death). Ibn Ijazm believes, however, that neither qi~~ nor diyah is 
required ofhin1 or of his caqilah unless he forced the victim to eat, in which case qi~f4,· 
is due.20 
4- If a person places a sword on the highway and the injury or death of another results 
from it, the person will be liable for diyah. And if the injured person breaks the sword up, 
he is liable for the value of the sword.21 
5- If a rain pipe (m Tzab) falls down and injures a person or destroys a property of another 
accidentally, there is no liability upon its owner.22 
6- If, for the purpose of hunting, a person lays a trap (sharak), or a net (shabakah ), or a 
sickle (minjal) on a narrow road, he will be responsible for any injury arising out of that 
because he is considered as mutacaddTn whether he is allowed by the authority or not 
Khirsh T, Fath al-JalTI cala Mukhtasar Khalll, vol.7, p.8; ai-DardTr, al-Sharh al-Kab Tr, vol.4, p.217; Bahnas T, 
ai-Mas'iilivvah al-Jina'ivvah, p.144. 
20 AI-Muhalla, vol. II, p.417. The disagreement is due to what occurred in the l;;ladTth where a Jewish woman 
poisoned an ewe and offered it to the Prophet hoping to kill him. The Prophet and some of the ~a&abah ate it 
and one of his ~u&iibah died. So the Prophet was asked: "Should we not kill her?". He said: "No". This I;;IadTth 
supports the argument that no punishment is due for a person who poisons another's food. 
In another version attributed to Abii Hurayrah, after one of his ~a&abah died, the Prophet went to the 
Jewish woman and asked her: "What made you do what you did?". She replied: "If you were a Prophet, it would 
not have hurt you; if you were a king, 1 would have relieved the people of you". So the Prophet issued his order 
and she was executed. 
Disagreement among the fuqaha.., stems from those different versions of the l;;ladTths. See Bahnas T, al-
Mas'iilivvah ai-Jin~i'ivvah, p.l45; ai-MughnT, vol.7, p.643; MughnTai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.7; Wahbah, ai-Figh al-
lslam T wa Adillatuh, vol.6, p.244. See this l;;ladTth in Sah Th Muslim, vol.3, p.1194; ai-Muhadhdhab, vol.3, 
p.l78. 
21 AI-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vo1.2, p.448. 
22 Mukhtasar, p.348. 
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because the authority cannot permit any injury to the public.23 
7- If a person puts a knife upon the highway, whether in the middle or on the side of it, 
the person will be liable for any injury resulting from it because the public highway is for 
the public. Thus, the using of the highway shoud be maintained on the condition of safety 
for the public. 24 
8- If a person lights a fire on the highway and causes damage to another's property, he is 
liable in consequence because he is mutacaddTn.25 
CHATTELS NON-DANGEROUS IN THEMSELVES 
In the books ofjiqh, there are many examples regarding the cases of cjamiin for 
talaf(destruction) through this kind of chattels whether consequentially throwing them 
on the highway or placing them in the wrong place. 
The fuqahii' have established a few theories dealing with this section. The 
theories are: 
1- The tort due to chattels will not give rise to liability if they are placed in permissible 
places. For example, if a person places ajar (jarrah) on his wall, then the jar falls down 
or the wind blows it so that it falls down and damages another person's property, the 
23 AI-Mughn 1, vol.7, p.823. 
24 Mughn 1 ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.87. 
25 AI-Ajwibah ai-Khafifah, p.390; ai-Mabsiit, vo1.27, p.S. 
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person is not liable for the damage because his placing the jar on the wall of his building 
is a part of his legal rights.26 
2- The tort due to chattels will give rise to liability if they are placed in illegal places (la 
yaj iiz) so long as the chattels remain standing in those places. If the chattels have been 
removed from the illegal places to other places (and do injury there), no liability will 
arise.27 For example, if a person places a thing (ajar or a stone) in a place where he has 
no legal permission from the authority, then the thing damages something else, he is 
liable. But, if the thing is carried away by wind or by water to another place and damages 
a property of another there, the person who placed it is not held liable because his tort 
action has been removed by the wind or water.28 
3- Whosoever does an unauthorized action and an injury arises thereby, is liable in 
consequence. Therefore, if a person shoots an arrow at its target, and the arrow goes 
beyond the target and destroys something of another, the person is liable, even though the 
shooting is done in his own property. 29 
4- The use of the public highway is mubaJ:J (permissible) subject to the safety of others 
26 Majmac al-Damanat, p.l49; al-Muhadhdhab, vol.3, p.207. 
27 Jamic al-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.88; Fawz I Fayg Allah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, pp.183-184. 
28 Majmac al-Damanat, p.l49. 
29 Majmac al-Damanat, p.l46. 
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with respect to the matters where an attention to safety is practicable.30 
5- A mutasabbib is liable if he is deemed mutcfaddTn, otherwise the liability is not upon 
him, whereas a mubashir is absolutely liable.31 
A few illustrations from the views of the fuqaha' will be set down in respect of this 
section. 
1- If a person puts a jar or a vessel (ina') or a stone or the like on the roof of his house or 
his wall and the wind blows it down and another person's property is damaged in 
consequence, the person is not held liable because he has put the thing on property which 
he owns. He can exercise the use of his property to do whatever he wishes. The liability 
will not be ascribed to him because he is not held to be mutacaddTn and the talaf did not 
result from his action. This case is similar to the case of the collapsing of a wall whether 
inclining or not in one's own property and a person or another person's property is 
damaged in consequence. 
If, however, the person puts the jar or the vessel or the stone or the like at the 
outermost point (muta[arrif) of the roof of the house or the wall over the highway, and 
it falls down and causes damage, he will be liable by reason of the fact that his action is 
30 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.198; al-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.467; Mughn 1 ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, pp.85-87 and pp.205-
206; ai-Ajwibah al-Khafifah, p.388. Al-Kanaw 1 theorizes: "In relation to any action which is done by a/-
mubashir, it has priority (jakanat al-irfofah i/a a/-mubashir iili)". See al-Kanaw 1, ai-Nafic al-Kab lr printed with 
ai-Jamic ai-Sagh lr, p.515. In the same sense, al-lja§kafi theorizes: "By reason that regarding (the action which 
is done) by al-mubashir, it has priority over (the action which is done) by a/-mutasabbib". See ai-Durr ai-
Mukhtar printed with Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.6, p.597; ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vo1.2, p.464. 
31 Majmac ai-Damanat, pp.146 and 165; al-Mabsii!, vol.27, p.22; Taby In ai-Haga'ig, vol.5, p.149; Radd ai-
M!!b.!fu:, vol.5, p.386; ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vo1.2, p.467. 
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tac:addTn and negligence in the same way as occurs when a building which is built leans 
at the initial construction.32 It is therefore a trespass per se. Al-NawawT states that when 
a jar falls accidentally upon someone who cannot protect himself against it without 
breaking the jar, he is tortiously responsible for damages to the jar. It is the more correct 
(a~·a~~) view. This case is compared with a case of where a person in severe need (a/-
murJtir) finds another's food and eats it in order to prevent himself from starving to death, 
is definitely tortiously liable. However, according to the second opinion, he is not liable 
because he did that to ward off cjarar from his life. 33 
2- If two persons place two jars on the highway respectively and then both jars roll down 
onto each other breaking both of them, each person will be responsible for compensation 
for the jar of the other. But in the case of only one jar rolling down on the other and 
breaking both of them or only the jar which has rolled down, the liability will be borne 
by the person whose jar remains standing (al-qii'imah). This case is linked to the case of 
placing a stone on the highway. The owner of the stone will be held liable for any injury, 
not the owner of property which rolls down to the stone (al-mutada~rijah). Mu!Jammad 
b. al-I:Iasan al-ShaybanT theorizes that "when (a thing) rolls down from its place (to 
another place), the liability on its owner also rolls down" (~ Tn tada~rajat can mawcji""ihii 
32 Al-Mughn T. vol. 7, p.831; Jamic al-Fusillayn, vol.2, p.88; al-Shayban 1, Kitab al-Asl, vol.4, p.51 0; Muntaha 
al-Iradat, vol.2, p.428; Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.3, p.306; al-Mabsii!- vol.27, p.ll; Mughn 1 al-Muhtaj, 
vol.4,p.196; Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.8, p.26; al-ShibramalsT, Hashiyah printed with Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.8, 
p.26; Mujabat, vol. I, p.252; Daman al-Mutli!at, p.457; Fawz 1 Fays.J Allah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, p.l84. 
33 Minhaj al-Talibln in the margin ofMughnT al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.l96. 
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3- If a person places a jar on the highway, then another person comes and also places 
another one and one of them rolls down onto the other breaking both of them, both 
persons are liable to each other. This is the opinion of Abii Yiisuf. However, there is an 
opinion which is also related from him that the person whose jar remains standing in its 
place is liable. But if the jar is carried away by wind to another place and causes damage 
there, its owner is not held liable.35 
4- In case of two persons who are each carrying a jar whilst on the road, and then they 
collide with each other and one of them causes the jar of the other to break, the person 
whose jar is not broken is liable for the jar of the other person which is broken. If the each 
jar is broken, each person will be responsible for the damages of the jar of the other.36 
5- If a person puts a stone or a heap of soil on the highway or at a meeting-place 
(multaqan) without legal permission which causes damage to another person, the person 
is liable. 37 
34 Jamic al-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.88; Majmac al-Damanat, p.l49; Miijabat, vol.l, p.253; Daman ai-Mutlifiit, p.458. 
See also Fatawa Qadlkhan in the margin of ai-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.459. 
35 Majmac ai-Damanat, pp.149-150. See also Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.6, p.89; ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar printed with Radd 
al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.89; al-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vo1.2, p.304. 
36 Al-Mudawwanah, vol.3, p.499. 
37 Al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, pp.462-463; ai-Hidayah, vol.4, pp.192-193; Manar ai-Sab 11, vol.2, p.334; 
Munlakhusrii, ~ai~-D~u:!.!..r~ar...!:a~I-.!,.:!H:!!.!ik~am:.!.!...!..fi!....:l S=h=ar=-9h~G=h=ur=a=-r a=I-...:..A-"9hk=a=m, vo1.2, p.l 0; Bahnas 1, al-Mas'iilivvah al-Jina'ivvah, 
pp.60-61. 
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6- If a load drops from a person who is carrying it (or from the back of an animal or from 
a car) on a passer-by and damage results to his person or to his property, the original 
person will be held liable for damages. 38 
7- If an act is in the ordinary exercise of a person's right, he will not be liable for the 
safety of the person or property of others. If a Muslim suspends a chandelier (qindT!) or 
spreads a carpet or strews gravel in a mosque, in a location in which he lives, and a 
person perishes in consequence, no liability is incurred by him because he has a right as 
an inhabitant of the locality to enter the mosque and to decorate it if he so desires. 
Whereas if a stranger did any of these acts, he would be responsible. 39 
8- If one leaves his garbage (or anything else) in the street so that it injures a person, he 
is liable for the injury because the injury occurs as a result of his intentional placing of 
the garbage. Mu!Jammad b. al-l}asan al-ShaybanT has suggested that when the man 
places the garbage at tarTq ghayr najidh on which he lives and which he shares with the 
residents around, he will not be liable for the injury as he is not mutacaddTn and because 
this is a common road (al-[ar Tq mushtarik) shared by the residents. Each of the residents 
has a right to benefit from the road just as they would from a common area if they share 
38 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l94; ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vo1.2, p.463; Majmac al-Anhur, vo1.2, p.626; Majallah, article 
926; ai-Ajwibah ai-Khafifah, p.387; Majmac ai-Damanat, p.l49; Fatawa Oadlkhan in the margin ofai-Fatawa 
al-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.251. 
39 Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l94; Mughn T ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.85; ai-Muhadhdhab, vol.3, p.207; ai-Jamic ai-Sagh lr, 
p.515; al-Durr ai-Mukhtar printed with Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.6, pp.595-596; al-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.463; 
Radd ai-Muhtar, vo1.6, p.595. 
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a house.40 
9- Responsibility never extends to accidents that are the remote consequences of the fall 
of the wall on the public road, e.g., if some passers-by stumble against the debris and fall 
or where the debris affects another's property because the wall has been constructed in 
one's own property, in a vertical equilibrium and the falling did not result from the 
owner's act, there is no consideration of whether the owner negligently does not remove 
his debris or not. This is the more correct (a~a~~) opinion. However, there is another 
opinion that the owner is liable because he has negligently failed to removed the debris. 
On the other hand, one is responsible for throwing into the road whether in the middle 
of it or at its side, sweepings (qumamat), melon skins, pomegranate skins, stones, knives, 
or other slippery or dangerous objects that may cause a passer-by to fall and suffer injury. 
It is because the public is allowed to ~tilize it under the condition of safety.41 
The stand of the fuqaha' on the injury resulting from dangerous chattels per se 
with their stand on the chattels sub modo, in general, are no different in giving rise to the 
liability for their owners. It seems that the chattels or things that are not dangerous in 
themselves become dangerous in particular cases or sub modo as the chattels which are 
originally dangerous per se. 
40 Bada'ic ai-Sana'ic, vol.7, p.279; Fatawa Qad1khan in the margin of al-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.467; 
Bahnas T, ai-Mas'iiliyyah ai-Jina'iyyah, p.61. See also MucTn ai-Hukkam, p.208; Qu!liibugha, Kitab Miiiibat al-
Ahkam wa Waqicat ai-Ayyam, p.388. 
41 Minhaj al-Tiilib Tn in the margin ofMughn T al-Muhtaj, vol.4, pp.86-87; Mughn 1 ai-Muhtaj, vo1.4, pp.86-87; 
al-DardTr, ai-Sharh al-Sagh Tr in the margin ofBulghah al-Salik, vol.2, p.356; al-Ab 1, Jawahir ai-Iklll, vol.2, 
p.257; ai-Muhadhdhab, vo1.3, p.206; Fath al-Wahhab, vol.2, p.l75; Majmac al-Damanat, p.l49. 
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The liability for falling from a higher part or for damage consequentially 
transgredi going beyond the normal utilization of the public highway is a kind of qaman 
bi al-tasabbub (liability for indirect cause) whether: 
1- Placing chattels in an unauthorized place (warf al-shay'j[ ghayr mawrj{ih), or 
2- Creating an unwarranted action (tawalludficl ghayr ma'dhiinflh). 
The appearance of the elements above may clearly be seen in cases where a 
person parks his motor car in a wrong place or on the highway and causes injury to 
another person. He is liable for he has caused the damage because he is mutacaddTn for 
parking in the wrong place and mutasabbib for the rjarar. He is also liable if he chases 
another person with his motor car as a result of which the latter has a stroke and dies 
consequently. Likewise, if he infringes the traffic laws (an~mat al-murilr) such as driving 
his motor car on the right side of the road, not the left, or speeds beyond the authorized 
limit, if that causes injury to the passers-by or the property of another, he is liable for 
compensation.42 
LIABILITY BASED ON FAULT 
Under the topic of dangerous chattels, thefuqaha' discuss the issue of the collision 
of ships (i~[idam) as well as cases of inevitable accident generally. Under the issue of 
42 Fawzl Fay9 Allah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, p.l85; Amln, al-Mas'iilivvah al-Tagslriyyah can Ficl al-Ghayr, 
pp.239-240. 
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collision the fuqahii' assert that there will be no liability43 where two ships are in collision 
due to natural causes such as a storm, gale, hurricane, etc., which no human foresight can 
provide against, and of which human prudence cannot recognize the possibility, God does 
not place on anyone a burden greater than he can bear. But if the collision happens 
through negligence (tafr T!) of both masters, both of them are liable to each other.44 A 
ShaficTjurist, al-ShTrazT, determines the compensation in his writings by mentioning that 
both masters of the ships are mutually liable for half the value of the other's ship. If this 
collision causes destruction to goods belonging to passengers on this ship, each master 
should pay half the value of the passengers' goods. If the collision has caused the death 
of any person on either of the ships, both masters of the ships mutually liable for half the 
diyah like the collision which happens between two persons.45 This judgement can also 
be applied to the case of collision which does not happen through negligence. However, 
there is another opinion which opines that no liability would be imposed in the case of 
a collision which happens without the existence of the element ofnegligence.46 
43 In the ShaficT and the ZaydT schools, there is an opinion that both the two masters of the ships are liable for 
compensation because the ships are under their control like in the case of the collision between two horsemen 
in the act of damaging each other Ci§Jadama al-farisiin li ghalabat al-farasayn lahum§). And it can be theorized 
that "the destruction by a wind is like the destruction by an animal (ghalabat ai-r Tb ka ghalabat al-dabbah). 
See al-Mughn T, vol.8, p.343; al-WajTz, vol.2, p.l52; al-Bahr al-Zukhar, vol.5, p.248; Daman al-Mutlifiit, p.545. 
The cqhar opinion nevertheless of the ShaficT school is that the master of the ship is not held liable and this case 
is not similar to the case of collision between animals because the animals may be controlled by their bridles. 
See Mughn T al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.92; al-Muhadhdhab, vol.3, p.209; Fath al-Wahhab, vol.2, p.l76. 
44 Al-Mughn T, vol.8, p.343; al-Umm, vol.6, p.l65; al-Futii~ 1, Muntaha al-Iradat, vol. I, p.525; Sharh Muntaha 
al-Iradat, vol.2, pp.431-432; Mutmmmad al-~w1, Bulghat ai-Salik, vol.2, p.386/vol.2, p.358; al-Mudawwanah 
, vol.4, p.666 and vol.3, p.499; al-BajT, ai-Muntaga, vol.7, p.IIO; Miijabat, vol. I, p.211; Kashshaf al-Oinac can 
Matn ai-IqnaC, vol.4, pp.l30-132; Majallat al-Ahkam al-Shar'ivvah, article 1453, p.452; al-Wailz, vol.2, 
pp.l51-152; Fath al-Wahhab, vol.2, p.176. 
45 For detail about the cases of collision between two persons, etc., see the discussion of "Cases of Collision" 
in the section on Negligence, pp.355-363. 
46 A I-Sh Traz 1, Kitab al-Tanb 1h, p.128; al-Muhadhdhab, vol.3, p.208. See also Fath al-Wahhab, vol.2, p.176. 
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In addition, if a collision occurs through negligence on the part of the master 
(rubban) of one of two ships, he alone is liable. A master is deemed negligent until he is 
capable of controlling his ship by turning it away from the other. He is also negligent 
where he could have avoided the collision but deviated from his proper course towards 
the other ship. Hence, if one of two ships is in transit and the other stationary, the master 
of the mobile ship will be negligent if he collides with the immobile ship. If, however, 
he collides without negligence, the master of the mobile ship will not be liable. In other 
words, the negligence in this circumstance can be shown when the master or captain of 
one of the two ships is proved to be capable of controlling his ship or averting the 
accident by avoiding the other ship or diverting the course of his ship, but he refuses to 
do any one of these to prevent the accident. Similarly, the master or captain of the ship 
which is found wanting of adequate facilities and crew, will be held liable.47 
In his chapter on al-tacaddT, the Malik T jurist Ibn Juzayy relates: "If two ships 
collide whilst on their respective courses and one of them breaks apart (or sinks), or both 
of them, there is no liability in that case". 48 This occurs because there has been no 
negligence or al-tacaddT. Both masters proceeded on their proper courses. Nevertheless, 
if one of the masters or captains could have avoided the collision, he would have been 
47 
Al-Mughn I, vol.8, pp.342 and 344; al-Mudawwanah, vo1.3, p.499; Kashshaf al-Oinac can Matn ai-Igni, 
vol.4, pp.I30-131; Majallat al-Ahkam ai-Sharivvah, articles 1453-1454, p.452; Mliiabat, vol.l, p.211; Mughn I 
al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.92; ai-Futii~T, Muntaha ai-Iradat, vol.l, p.525; Majmac al-Damanat, p.150. See also Fatawa 
Qad lkhan in the margin of ai-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.444; Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, p.431; 
Zakariyya ai-An~arl, Sharh ai-Minhaj in the margin of Hashiyat al-Jamal cam Sharh al-Minhaj, vo1.5, p.89; 
Sulayman ai-Jamal, Hashiyat al-Jamal cam Sharh al-Minhaj, vol.5, p.89. 
48 AI-Qawan in al-Fighivvah, p.218; al-Kinan I, al-cAqd al-Munazzam li al-Hukkam in the margin ofTabsirat 
al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.81. See also Mut'lammad al-~wi, Bulghat al-Salik, vol.2, p.386. He records that when the 
collision happened without the intention of the masters of the two ships, it is considered as al-c:ajz al-baqTq T 
(actual incapacity). 
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liable because of his al-tcf'addl"9 in contravention of the universal principle embodied in 
the I:JadTth: 
"There should be neither harming, nor reciprocating harm (la ifarar wa la 
qir ar)". 50 
If the collision happens where both ships are sailing across each other while one 
is descending (al-mun~adirah) and the other one is ascending (al-mu~ifidah), thefuqaha' 
held the liability to be that of the master of the descending ship if he is negligent because 
the descending ship is deemed as a transit ship while the ascending ship is considered as 
an immobile one (al-munhadirah bi manzilah al-sa'ir wa al-musil'idah bi manzilah al-
0 0 
waqif). Nevertheless, if the negligence arises from the ascending ship, not the descending 
ship, the ascending ship will be liable and the descending ship will be exempt. 51 
Briefly speaking, the I:JanbalT jurist Ibn Qudamah appears to recognise the case 
49 Mul}ammad al-~aw I says that if one of the masters or both of them is capable of avoiding the collision but 
they do not do so lest their ships will sink or etc., causing one or both ships to be damaged, payment of the 
damaged property will be due from their property and payment of the diyah will be due from the c iiqilah of each 
one of the masters because they cannot do damage to another by means of saving themselves. See Bulghat ai-
Salik, vol.2, p.386. In the same sense, Khalll b. Is~aq says that there is no civil or criminal responsibility 
incurred if it is a case of cajz &aq Tq T as in the case of the fury of the sea or in the case of violent wind. 
However, if the collision could have been avoided but it was not done lest the ship would sink, or the collision 
which happened owing to navigating at night without light, the payment of the legal composition for the blood 
of the persons killed or wounded will be due from the ciiqilah of each ofthe masters. See Mukhtasar, p.274 and 
p.314; al-Ab I, Jawahir al-Iklll, vol.2, p.258; al-I:Ia!!ab, Mawahib al-Jalll, vol.6, p.243; al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa 
al-Iklll in the margin of al-I:Iagab, Mawahib al-Jalll, vo1.6, p.243. 
50 AI-Musnad, vol. I, p.313; Sunan lbn Majah, vol.2, p.784; ai-Muwatta', p.529; Ibn Rajah, Jamic al-cUiiim wa 
ai-Hukm, vol.2, p.207; Miijabat, vol.l, pp.l66-168; ai-Durr al-Mukhtar printed with Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, 
p.593; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.462; Majallah, article 19. This maxim is the most widely accepted tenet of 
the Sharrah. It is unanimously accepted by all schools oflslamic law and is said to be one of four (Ashbah.S, 
p.7) or five (ai-Zurqan I, Sharh al-Zurgan I cala Muwatta', vol.4, p.430) pillars upon which the entire Islamic 
legal system is based. See also Shams al-Oin, "al-J:Iuqiiq fi al-Sharlcah al-Islamiyyah" (March 1984) p.304, 
al-e Arab 130 where he notes that this maxim is the foundation of the Islamic theory of the abuse of rights. 
51 AI-Mughn I, vol.8, pp.342-343; ai-Khiraq I, Mukhtasar ai-Khirag I, p.ll7; Kashshaf ai-Oinac can Matn ai-
Ignac, vol.4, p.l31; al-Futii)J I, Muntaha ai-Iradat, vol.l, p.525; Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, pp.431-432; al-
Dardlr, ai-Sharh ai-Kab lr, vol.7, p.456. 
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of the collision of two ships and the liability based on fault. The masters of both ships 
will not be liable in cases of inevitable accident or collision where consequences are not 
intended and are not caused by themselves and could not have been foreseen by the 
excercise of reasonable care and skill. According to the fuqahii', like acts of God, 
inevitable accident is a ground of exemption from tortious liability. The illustration which 
may be referred to is the cases of collision due to natural causes such as fire due to 
lightning, gale, hurricane, etc .. It must be proved that the accident is not the result of any 
negligent misconduct by the party applying for relief. But if it could be proved that the 
collision is caused by the negligence of the parties or one of them, each is liable in 
proportion to the degree in which he is at fault. The fuqahii' have compared the case of 
the collision of ship with the case of horsemen colliding with each other. Both of them 
are liable if it could be proved that they failed to observe the standard of care required of 
them. When it is proved that they lost control over the act there would be no liability. 
And if one of them is found negligent, he alone would be liable for the tort. 52 However, 
the case of collision of horsemen will be discussed in the section of "Negligence". 
52 Al-Mughn 1, vo1.8, p.343; Kashshaf al-Oinaccan Matn al-Iqnac, vol.4, pp.l30-132. 
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NUISANCE 
THE NATURE AND SCOPE OF NUISANCE 
The concept of ownership of property is that its owner may use and enjoy it as he 
wishes. His rights in this respect are limited only by similar rights of others and subject 
to such burdens as may be imposed by the State or authority. Limitations upon an owner's 
right of use and enjoyment are mostly imposed with reference to land, because the mode 
in which a man uses his land often affects his neighbours. The general principle is that 
the owner of land is entitled to use and enjoy it in a manner that suits him best, even if 
it causes inconvenience or injury to his neighbours, provided he does not destroy the 
neighbour's property or make it useless for him. For instance, if a man sets up a shop next 
door to his neighbour's and sells the same class of goods, he may cause him considerable 
injury but nevertheless this is not such a loss as the law would attempt to prevent. But 
suppose he sets up a factory next to a man's residence and the mode in which the business 
is carried on in the factory causes such a nuisance that his neighbour cannot live in 
ordinary comfort or carry on his ordinary occupation, the law will intervene. In another 
case, if in a place a certain business or trade causing a nuisance is already establised, a 
new-comer must put up with the inconvenience. What is or is not nuisance is determined 
on the principle of whether an act or the manner of doing an act causes manifest and 
grave injury (cjarar fa~ ish) to the neighbouring property, having regard to the use to 
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which it is devoted. If the act threatens the very existence of the neighbouring property, 
as when a man so collects water in his own land or so digs in it as to weaken the support 
of the adjacent land or building, the injury would undoubtedly be regarded as manifest 
and grave. Similarly, if a man so builds on his land as to obstruct altogether the light and 
air of his neighbour's house, this will also be regarded as a nuisance. 1 
There are IjadTths which can be connected to nuisance: 
1- "While a man was on the way, he found a thorny branch of a tree on the 
way and removed it. God thanked him for that deed and forgave him".2 
2- "Abii Hurayrah reported the Prophet said that there was a tree which 
caused inconvenience to the Muslims; a person came there and cut that 
tree down and thus entered Paradise". 3 
Much of the confusion around the word "nuisance" in the law of tort is caused by 
the fact that the term covers two concepts, those of private and public nuisance which, 
while not totally dissimilar, are not too closely related. 
In this section there are a few sub-topics which will be discussed. Some of them 
are: private nuisance, public nuisance, right of way, obstruction of air, sunlight or light 
and others. 
1 Sharh Fath al-Qadl r, vo1.6, pp.414-415; Majallah, article 1201. The disturbance which takes the form of 
physical damage to the land, or more usually, of the imposition of discomfort upon the occupier, has been dealt 
with clearly by Fatl} I ai-Durayn I in his writing. He used the word "al-tcfassuf' to show the unlawful 
interference with a person's use or enjoyment of land or of some rights over or in connection with it. In brief, 
the word al-td.assufcan be translated "the abuse of rights" in English and "de l'abus des droits" in France. See 
Fatl} I al-Durayn I, Nazarivvat ai-Tacassuf fi Istf mal ai-Hagq fi al-Figh ai-Islam I, pp.45-47. Mul}ammad 
Al}mad Siraj also said that the Western tort law books discussed the rules (ahkam) of al-tcfassufunder the topic 
of nuisance. See Mul}ammad AI} mad Siraj, Daman al-cUdwan fi al-Figh al-Islam I, p.297. 
2 Sah lh ai-Bukharl, vol.3, p.393; Sah lh Muslim, vol.4, p.l380. 
3 Sahlh Muslim, vol.4, p.l380; Sunan ai-Nasa'T, vol.2, p.l214. In Sunan ai-Nasa'l, the word "al-niis" was used 
instead of the word "Muslims" in Sah lh Muslim. 
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PRIVATE NUISANCE 
In private nuisance, the central idea is that of interference with the enjoyment of 
the plaintiffs land generally speaking by the defendant's causing some sort of deleterious 
invasion of it, for example, by noise, smell, smoke, fumes, gas, vibration, water, or 
chattels. Wrongful interference with the exercise of an easement, profit, or other similar 
right affecting the use and enjoyment of land also come within the rubric of private 
nuisance. The basis of the law of nuisance is the maxim sic ut ere tuo ut alienum non 
laedas: a man must not make such use of his property as unreasonably and unnecessarily 
to cause inconvenience to his neighbour. 4 
This maxim can be connected to a ljadTth. When the Prophet was confronted with 
a case brought by a man of the An~ar from MadTnah against Samurah b. Jundab. The 
plaintiff was claiming injury from a date tree of the defendant which extended to the 
plaintiffs land and caused injury to him and his family. The Prophet decided that the tree 
should be removed.5 This ljadTth is usually correlated with the legal maxim: "Severe 
injury is removed by lesser injury".6 The removing of the tree is deemed a lesser tnatter 
4 C.D. Baker, Tort, p.246; Salmond And Heuston, p.57. 
5 Sunan Ab T Dawud, voiJ, p.315; al-MawardT, al-Ahkam al-Sultanivvah, p.285; Ashbah.S, p.92; lbn Qayyim, 
al-Tu rug al-Hukmivvah, p.264; Fatl) T ai-Durayn T, Nazarivvat al-Tacassuf, p.46. 
6 Majallah, article 27. Al-l)arar al-ashaddyuzal bi al-rjarar al-akhaff. However, if no injury is caused to the 
owner's land, it is not considered nuisance. In the case of ai-Qal)l)ak v. Mul)ammad b. Maslamah, the plaintiff 
wanted to reach water by digging a canal passing through the defendant's land. The defendant refused. When 
the case was brought to cumar b. ai-Khagab he asked the defendant, "Why do you prevent your brother from 
something beneficial to him, and of benefit to you without impairment". cumar decided in favour of the plaintiff 
notwithstanding the refusal of the owner of the land. See al-Muwatta', p.346. cumar in this decision has 
formulated two principles for the exercise of the right of ownership. 
1- Prevention of injury to others. 
2- Benefit to others if no impairment or injury is caused to the owner. 
From the two legal principles, "there should be neither harming nor reciprocating harm", and " in the 
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than the severe injury sustained by the plaintiff. 
The Right of Enjoyment of Land 
The essence of private nuisance is interference with the enjoyment of land. There 
are two ways in which land may be enjoyed. They are firstly occupying land and secondly 
by exercising some rights over land occupied by another. A right over the land of another 
is known as a servitude and the most important type of servitude is an easement. It 
follows that there are two types of private nuisance, (1) some interference with the 
beneficial use of the premises occupied by the plaintiff, or (2) some physical injury to 
those premises, or to the property of the plaintiff situated thereon. Thus smells emanating 
from a pig-farm, or noise causing deprivation of sleep might come within the former 
category. Indeed any substantial interference with the comfort or convenience of persons 
occupying or using the premises is a sufficient interference with the beneficial use of 
them within the meaning of this rule. Damage to the land by causing sewage or flood 
water to collect upon it, or vibrations from powerful engines causing structural damage 
might come within the latter category. 
presence of two evils, the greater is avoided by the commission of the lesser", and in consideration that the 
welfare of the community takes precedence over the welfare of the individual. See Abmad Zaki Yamani, 
Islamic Law and Contemporary Issues, pp.22-23. 
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(1) Interference with the beneficial use 
The governing principle here is expressed by the fuqaha' in some examples as 
follows: 
Smell and smoke 
In the l}anafi school, al-KasanT in his manual mentions that any person may 
exercise the use of his property which is in his absolute ownership by any building he 
wishes whether such a construction may cause injury (yatacaddT qarar) to another or not. 
For example, he can construct in property under his ownership a lavatory (mir~acj) or 
warm bath (~ammam) or quern (ra~an) or oven (tanawwuran) or hardware shop or 
laundry, etc. even though it can cause injury to his neighbour. The neighbour has 
absolutely no right to prevent the person from exercising his right and has no right to 
request him to move his construction to another place, and also the person cannot 
definitely be compelled to do so. It is because he has used property which he owns under 
his absolute ownership. But, if the right of any other person is concerned therein, he could 
be prevented. Otherwise, he could not be prevented unless the prevention is performed 
on the basis of a religious sense (diyanah) which is based on a l}adith: 
"He will not enter Paradise whose neighbour is not secure from his 
wrongful conducts. "7 
7 Sah lh Muslim, vol. I, p.32. See also in Bada'ic ai-Sana'ic, vol.6, p.264; al-Mughn I, vol.4, p.518; Fat~ I al-
Durayn 1, Nazariyyat al-Tacassuf, pp.278-279. In another ljadlth, the Prophet said: "By Allah, he does not 
believe! By Allah, he does not believe! By Allah, he does not believe!". It was said (q Tl), "Who is that, 0 
Allah's Apostle?" He said: "That person whose neighbour does not feel safe from his wrongful conducts". See 
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The J:Ianafi view which regards the owner of property as being able to use property 
which he owns under absolute ownership as he wishes, is based on the principle of qiyas.8 
But, in accordance with isti~san, the owner can deal with his property as he wishes so 
long as it does not cause his neighbour any injury thereby. This principle has been held 
by the majority of the J:Ianafi jurists (masha'ikh) and they give theirfatwa according to 
it.9 Al-ZaylacT, consequently, says: 
"A person may exercise the use of his property as he wishes providing 
that he does not cause another (his neighbour) any manifest tjarar 
( tjararan ~ahiran )" .10 
Therefore, he can erect a ~ammam by reason that it does not cause any harm to his 
neighbour and whatever inconvenience which may arise from it like dampness (a!-
nadawah) can be taken care of by erecting a wall between his land and the neighbour's 
land. 11 It is reported that Abii Yiisuf follows and holds the principle of isti~s an. He says 
that if the neighbour is disturbed by a quantity of smoke given off by a ~ammam (which 
is erected in close proximity thereto), he must be prevented from that unless the quantity 
of smoke given off by a ~ammam belonging to the neighbour is tantamount to the 
SahTh ai-Bukharl, vol.8, p.28. There are many J:Iadlths concerning exhortation to accord honour and respect 
to the neighbour. See Sah lh Muslim, vol. I, p.32. 
8 
AI-Shalab I, Hashiyat ai-Shalab I in the margin ofTaby In ai-Haga'ig, vol.4, p.196; Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.5, 
p.237. See also al-Mughn I which also indicates that some I:Ianafi jurists do not prevent one from using his 
property which he owns under absolute ownership. This is also the opinion of al-Shaficl and another view of 
Al}mad b. J:Ianbal. see AI-Mughn I, vo1.5, p.518. 
9 AI-Shalab I, Hashiyat al-Shalab I in the margin ofTaby In al-Haga'ig, vol.4, p.196; Radd al-Muhtar, vol.5, 
p.237. 
10 Taby In al-Haga'ig, vol.4, p.l96. See also Fatl} I ai-Durayn I, Nazarivvat ai-Tacassuf, pp.278-279. 
11 Taby In ai-Haga'ig, vol.4, p.196; Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.5, p.448; Sail m Rustam, Sharh al-Majallah, vol.l, 
p.659; cAll I:Iaydar, Durar al-Hukkam, vol. I 0, p.226. 
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quantity of smoke emanating from the property belonging to the other. 12 
A person cannot erect an oven in his house for a bakery, or a quem, or a pounder 
for a fuller's work because it may cause grave injury to his neighbour and he cannot be 
able to prevent it from interfering with his neighbour. However, he can erect it in 
accordance with qiyas, but he cannot in accordance with istiljsan. 13 
In the contemporary application, the rule of istiljsan has been applied. It is as 
enacted in the Majallah, when a forge or a mill is erected adjacent to a house and it 
becomes impossible for the owner of such a house to dwell therein by reason of the great 
quantity of smoke given off by a furnace, or the bad smell made by a linseed oil factory, 
they must be removed in any way possible. 14 Similarly, if a person tans the animal's skin 
in his house and thereby causes continuously (caza al-dawam) a bad smell to his 
neighbour, it should be prevented. Otherwise, if it rarely (ea/a al-nadrah) causes a bad 
smell, it should not be removed. 15 
A Shaficl jurist, Ibn al-Ukhuwwah said in his book Mac alim al-Ourbah in the 
chapter on bakers and bread makers, that the roofs of bake-houses must be high and have 
wide vents for smoke. The muljtasib (the Islamic inspector of the market) must order that 
12 Taby In al-Haga'iq, vol.4, p.196; Radd al-Muhtar, vol.5, p.237. 
13 Taby Tn al-Haqa'iq, vol.4, p.196; Sharh Fath al-Qadlr, vol.6, p.414; al-Fatawa al-Mahdivvah, vol.5, p.472; 
Radd al-Muhtar, vol.5, p.448. 
14 Majallah, article 1200; Radd al-Muhtar, vol.5, p.237; cAIT Ij:aydar, Durar al-Hukkam, vol. I 0, pp.225-226. 
See also Qadrl Basha, Murshid al-Hayran, article 57, who chiefly follows and applies the rule of istibsiin in 
his treatise. 
15 Al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.l 07; Radd al-Muhtar, vol.5, p.237; Sail m Rustam, Sharh al-Majallah, vol.l, 
p.659. 
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ovens shall be kept swept, kneading-troughs washed and covered with straw mats. 16 The 
chimney of the bake-houses n1ust be high so the smoke and dust coming up it do not 
interfere with the premises adjoining which are occupied by others. Likewise Ibn Hazm 
0 
supports this: a Muslim is not allowed to annoy his neighbour by letting the smoke of his 
chimney bother him. 17 
The MalikT and ljanbalT jurists also maintain that any nuisance to the neighbour's 
life should be removed. Therefore, all interferences which might be a nuisance to the 
neighbourhood, either owing to smoke, as from a chimney or a warm bath (~ammam) or 
baking oven (furn); or owing to their smell, as, for example, that of a tannery (dibagh) or 
toilet (kan Tj), are prohibited. 18 They must be eliminated in any way possible. 19 However, 
smoke given off by a kitchen or a bakery is not considered as a nuisance because cooking 
or baking is a necessary activity so long as it does not cause grave injury to another 
(rjarar fal:Jish). 20 This means that if a great quantity of smoke is given off by it and causes 
16 Ibn al-Ukhuwwah, Macalim ai-Ourbah, p.91. 
17 
AI-Muhalla, vol.8, p.242. Many examples of smoke and smell are elucidated by cAll J:Iaydar in his book 
Durar ai-Hukkam, vol. I 0, pp.225-226. 
18 
Mukhtasar, p.2I5; ai-BajT, Fusiil al-Ahkam, p.209 and p.2IO; Majallat al-Ahkam al-Shariyyah, article 1675, 
p.507. See also al-Muqnic wa Hashiyatuh, vo1.2, p. I 29; Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, p.270; Manar al-Sab 11, 
vol. I, p.373; ai-Bahjah fi Sharh al-Tuhfah, vol.2, p.637; al-Tawad1, Sharh Arjiizah Tuhfat al-Hukkam printed 
with 
ai-Bahjah fiSharh al-Tuhfah, vol.2, p.637 and p.643; ai-Mawaq, ai-Taj wa ai-Iklll in the margin ofal-J:IaJ!ab, 
Mawahib al-Jalll, vo1.5, p. I 64; al-Ab 1, Jawahir ai-Iklll, vol.2, p.122; al-Mughn 1, vol.5, p.5 I 8; Kashshaf ai-
Oinac can Matn ai-Iqnac, vo1.3, pp.339-340; al-Kinan 1, ats Aqd al-Munazzam li al-Hukkam in the margin of 
Tabsirat ai-Hukkam, vol.2, p.9 I; Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.26 I; ai-Dusiiq T, Hashiyah cala al-Sharh al-Kab 1 r, 
vol.3, p.369. See also Mubammad Abmad Siraj, Daman al-cUdwan, pp.311-312. 
19 Majallat ai-Ahkam ai-Shariwah, article I675, p.507. See also ai-Muqnic wa Hashiyatuh, vol.2, p.129; ~ 
Muntaha ai-Iradat, vo1.2, p.270. 
20 Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, p.270; Manar al-Sab 11, vol. I, p.373; al-Bahjah fT Sharh al-Tuhfah, vol.2, 
p.637; ai-Tawadl, Sharh Arjiizah Tuhfat ai-Hukkam printed with ai-Bahjah fT Sharh ai-Tuhfah, vol.2, p.637; 
al-Baj1, Fusiil ai-Ahkam, p.2 I 0; ai-Mughn 1, vol.4, p.5 I 8. 
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injury to the neighbour, it tnust be removed. 
When a person constructs a threshing floor (!,aJ:iinlbaydar) near to another's house 
or garden and the dust therefrom makes it impossible to dwell therein, the person who 
owns that threshing floor must remove the injury thereof;21 likewise nuisance owing to 
the dust raised by depositing straw (tibn) or corn in front of a house must be removed. 22 
No one can ordinarily be prevented from using his own property as he wishes. 
However, if from its use, grave injury results to another, then he must be prevented. 
Therefore, if a defendant acts maliciously like blowing whistles, beating trays or drums, 
etc., shrieking, hammering on the wall, etc., causing a plaintiff inconvenience by reason 
of noise, the interference arising from the acts of defendant should be restrained because 
of the way in which the nuisance arose. If a smithy is built close to a house and it 
becomes impossible by reason of noise from the forge to occupy the house, this noise 
21 Majallah, article 1200; CAJT tJaydar, Durar ai-Hukkam, vol.l 0, p.227. See also ai-Bahjah rr Sharh al-Tuhfah, 
vol.2, p.638. 
22 Mukhtasar, p.215; ai-Kinan I, al-cAqd ai-Munazzam li ai-Hukkam in the margin of Tabsirat ai-Hukkam, 
vol.2, p.92; al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa ai-Iklll in the margin of ai-I:Ia!$lib, Mawahib ai-Jalll, vol.5, p.l64; ai-Ab I, 
Jawahir ai-Iklll, vol.2, p.l22. 
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must be removed. 23 This case is supported by Ibn Qudamah who provides a special rule 
concerning this case. He says: "A person (neighbour), indeed, is restrained in the right of 
disposal over his ownership when injury can be caused to his neighbour (anna al-jar 
yumncf min al-ta!jarrufj[ milkih bimayarjurr bijarih). Therefore, the noise of pounding 
and hammering emanating from the fuller's shop or smith's shop, should be stopped. 24 
Also, if a cotton ginner (~allaj) is erected near another house and its occupier cannot 
dwell therein by reason of the noise arising from it, it must be removed and eliminated. 25 
It is clear in the Malik T school with regard to the noise where Ibn cuttab 
mentions: 
"Teachers (al-shuyiikh) in our country contradict each other in case of a 
person doing something in his house which may cause nuisance and 
produce noise for his neighbour like a blacksmith working in his smithy. 
Some of them say: The blacksmith should be prevented from continuing 
his work whether such noise occurs at night or in daylight. Others say: He 
should not be prevented. Ibn Sa eT d says: There is unanimity among our 
teachers that the blacksmith should be prevented from doing his work at 
night if the noise therefrom can interfere with his neighbour, otherwise he 
should not be prevented from doing his work in day time".26 
However, Ibn Rushd gives a general view by mentioning that the noise arising from the 
blacksmith's work or fuller's work in beating the garment (al-kammad) or cotton carder's 
work (al-nadd¥) is not required to be stopped.27 It is clearly similar to the notification by 
23 This case is based on the analogy from the case which is enacted in Majallah, article 1200. 
24 Al-Muqnic wa Hashiyatuh, vol.2, p.l29. See also Sharh Muntaha al-lradat, vol.2, p.270; Kashshaf al-Oinac 
£an Matn al-lqnac, vol.3, pp.339-340; Fatl} 1 al-Durayn 1, Nazarivvat al-Tacassuf, p.275. 
25 cA11I:Iaydar, Durar al-Hukkam, vol.l 0, p.225. 
26 Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vo1.2, p.261; al-Bahjah fi Sharh al-Tuhfah, vol.2, p.641. See also al-Bajl, Fusiil al-
Ab.Mm, p.208. 
27 Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.261; al-Bahjah fi Sharh al-Tuhfah, vol.2, p.641. 
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KhalTl b. Is!Jaq that the law does not prohibit the intervention in the case of noises 
produced by many voices, or those caused by workmen in the exercise of their profession, 
as, for example, fullers when fulling cloth.28 This is also the view of Matraf and Ibn al-
Majishiin.
29 
It is not prevented because the noises produced by the fuller do not normally 
cause a great injury and a continuous nuisance to the neighbour. However, if it causes a 
great injury as well as a continuous nuisance like noises emanating from workers who are 
working in a brass factory (al-!j,affar), or who are fulling cloth (al-kammad), or noises 
emanating from a quern, it should be interdicted as in the case of bad smell.30 lbn al-
Qasim briefly highlights this kind of nuisance by mentioning that the noise resulting from 
a quem which causes interference for a neighbour, should be terminated.31 
Furthermore, the fuqaha' of this school also discuss the noise arising from voices 
of pupils who are studying in school. It is clear that this case might not be considered as 
a nuisance to the neighbourhood unless such voices or noises emanate from their 
activities at play (lacb ).32 Other cases might also be a nuisance to the neighbourhood such 
as noises produced by a teacher of music (mucallim al-anghiim), or by a partridge (a/-
karwiin) which is crying (!j,iyaJ:), or by a pigeon which is reared for the purpose of cooing 
28 Mukhtasar, p.215. See also ai-AbT, Jawahir ai-IkiTI, vol.2, p.l23; al-Mawaq, ai-Taj wa ai-Iklll in the margin 
of al-I:Ja!Jab, Mawahib al-Jalll, vol.5, p.l65; al-Dusiiq T, Hashiyah cala al-Sharh ai-Kab Tr, vo1.3, p.370. 
29 AI-Mawaq, al-Taj wa ai-Iklll in the margin of al-lja!Jab, Mawahib al-Jalll, vol.5, p.l65. 
30 AI-Mawaq, al-Taj wa ai-IkiTI in the margin of al-ljaJ.!3b, Mawahib ai-Jalll, vol.5, p. I 65. See also al-Bahjah 
f1 Sharh al-Tuhfah, vol.2, p.641. 
31 AI-Mawaq, al-Taj wa ai-IkiTI in the margin of al-tfaJ.!3b, Mawahib al-JalTI, vol.5, p. I 65. See also ai-Kinan T, 
al-cAqd ai-Munazzam Ii ai-Hukkam in the margin of Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.91; Tabsirat ai-Hukkam, 
vol.2, p.256; cf., al-BajT, Fusiil al-Ahkam, p.209. 
32 AI-Bahjah ff Sharh al-Tuhfah, vo1.2, p.637; ai-Dusiiq T, Hashiyah cala al-Sharh ai-Kab Tr, vol.3, p.370. See 
also Mubammad Abmad Siraj, Daman al-cUdwan, pp.314-315. 
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(hadTr). 33 
In addition, it is considered as a nuisance of noise if a person constructs a stable 
close to his neighbour's house which causes the neighbour to feel discomfort in sleeping, 
owing to the motion of the animals in the stable as well as the bad smell from their dung 
and urine. 34 
From the explanation above, the following points can be made: 
1- No action will lie for nuisance in respect of noise which is due solely to a normal 
activity like the voice of pupils in the school and the like. 
2- Any activity which may cause inconvenience or discomfort in effect amounts to a 
nuisance. 
3- Any noise causing deprivation of sleep or continuously interfering with the plaintiff 
at an improper time like at night, can be considered as nuisance to the beneficial use of 
the premises occupied by him thereon. 
All cases aforesaid are in conformity with a legal maxim: "The repelling of a 
mischief is preferred to the acquisition of benefits". 35 The Prophet, in general, prohibited 
any harm to neighbours in his J:IadTth narrated on the authority of Abii Hurayrah: 
"He will not enter Paradise whose neighbour is not secure from his 
wrongful conducts".36 
33 AI-Dusiiq I, Hashiyah cala ai-Sharh ai-Kab lr, vol.3, p.370. See also Mul}ammad Al}mad Siraj, Daman ai-
£Udwan, p.315. 
34 Tabsirat ai-Hukkam, vol.2, p.256; ai-Bahjah fi Sharh al-Tuhfah, vo1.2, p.639; al-Dusiiq I, Hashiyah ea la ai-
Sharh ai-Kab lr, vol.3, p.369. See also Mul}ammad Al}mad Siraj, Daman al-cUdwan, p.315. 
35 Majallah, article 30. Dar' al-mafiisid muqaddam '"aliijalb al-mCJ§iilib. See also Fatl} I ai-Durayn 1, Nazariyyat 
al-Tacassuf, pp.67-68. 
36 Sah lh Muslim, vol.l, p.32. 
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"Wrongful conduct" here can be construed as including all wrongful deeds including 
noises produced by the neighbours. 
(2) Interference with property 
The rule that the standard is determined by the locality where the nuisance is 
created is limited to those cases where the nuisance complained of produces sensible 
personal discomfort. The nuisance in this section will be discussed as follows: 
No right over neighbouring land 
No person may extend the eaves of a room which he has constructed in his house 
over his neighbour's house. If he does so, the amount which so extends over his 
neighbour's house must be removed37 because the extension of the eaves over the 
neighbour's house is regarded as a nuisance. 
Trees affecting a neighbour's land 
If the branches of trees in a person's garden extend into the house or garden of his 
neighbour, the owner may be made by the neighbour to tie up such branches and thus 
bring them back into his own garden, or cut them down and thus obtain a clear current 
37 
Majallah, article 1195. 
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of air.
38 
He may not, however, cut down the tree on the grounds that the shadow of such 
a tree is injurious to the cultivation in his garden.39 
Al-BaghdadT also gives the same standpoint if a person cuts the branches of a tree 
owned by his neighbour which extended over his house, he is liable if the branches can 
be pulled back by their owner. If they cannot because they are too heavy, the person who 
has cut them is not liable.40 This case is also supported by the BanbalT jurist Ibn 
Qudamah, who says that if the owner of the tree was prevented (imtanct'a) from removing 
the branches, he should not be compelled to do so, since it is not of his doing. And if 
anything is destroyed by the branches, then he is not liable.41 This example shows that 
any nuisance in respect of the inconvenience or discomfort which solely causes injury to 
the plaintiff must be removed if possible. If the defendant is unable to solve it or is 
unwilling to stop it, the plaintiff is entitled to take action. 
Protection of a well from sewage 
If any person constructs a cesspit or a sewer near a well belonging to another, and 
38 Sharh Muntaha ai-Iradat, vol.2, p.268; ai-Mughn T. vol.4, p.487; ai-Muqnic wa Hashiyatuh, vol.2, pp.l27-128; 
Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.86; Majallat al-Ahkam ai-Sharivvah, article 1673, p.507; Majallah, article 1196. 
This is also the opinions of 1bn J:Iab lb, Map-af and A~bagh of the Malik I school. This opinion is considered 
as the approved view (al-mzltamad). However, this opinion is contrary to the opinion oflbn ai-Majishiin. See 
al-Bahjah fl Sharh ai-Tuhfah, vol.2, p.648; ai-Tawadl, Sharh Arjiizah Tuhfat al-Hukldim printed with al-
Bahjah fl Sharh al-Tuhfah, vol.2, p.648; al-Bajl, Fusiil ai-Ahkam, pp.212-213. 
39 Majallah, article 1196. 
40 Majmac al-Damanat, p.153. Ibn Qudamah said: "If a person cuts the branches of a tree owned by his 
neighbour which extend into his house, he is liable if the branches can be removed without being cut, even 
though their owner refuses to remove them. See ai-Muqnic wa Hashiyatuh, vol.2, p.128. 
41 Al-Muqnic wa Hashiyatuh, vol.2, p.128. 
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contaminates the water thereof, he may be made to remove the injury. If it is impossible 
to remove the injury, he may be made to close up the cesspit or sewer.42 
Structural weakness 
When a forge or mill or laundry is erected adjacent to a house or a wall and the 
house or the wall is weakened by the hammering from the forge or the laundary, or the 
turning of the mill wheel, the injury caused in any way whatsoever must be removed.43 
Again, if someone on a building site adjoining the house of another, makes a new water 
channel and weakens the wall of the house by taking water to his mill, or if someone 
makes a dust heap at the foot of the neighbour's wall and as a result of him throwing his 
sweepings there, the wall becomes weak, or water flows on his site but the water 
trespasses to the wall of another and it becomes weak thereby, the owner of the wall can 
cause the damage to be removed.44 In the same sense, the author ofMukhtasar remarks 
that no one may do any danger against his neighbour's wall, nor may he build a stable 
(i~{abl) against that wall because it might weaken or knock the wall down.45 This view 
42 Majallah, article 1212. 
43 Majallah, article 1200. See also al-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.289; Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.5, p.448; al-Mughn T, 
vol.4, pp.518-519; Sharh Muntaha al-1radat, vol.2, p.270; Kashshaf ai-Oinac can Matn al-Ignac, vol.3, pp.339-
340; cAIT J:Iaydar, Durar al-Hukkam, vol.lO, p.225; QadrT Basha, Murshid a1-Hayran, article 59; Fatb Tal-
Durayn T, Nazariyyat al-Tacassuf, p.275. 
44 Majallah, article 1200; al-Mughn T, vol.4, p.518. See also al-Bahjah fi Sharh al-Tuhfah, vol.2, p.639. 
45 Mukhtasar, p.215. See also ai-Ab T, Jawahir ai-IkiTI, vol.2, p.122; ai-Bahjah fi Sharh al-Ttihfah, vol.2, 
pp.638-639; al-TawadT, Sharh Arjiizah Tuhfat ai-Hukkam printed with ai-Bahjah fi Sharh ai-Tuhfah, vol.2, 
pp.638-639. 
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is also held by al-Baj1.46 
(3) Interference with services 
Although most of the law concerning private nuisance deals with interference 
with the enjoyment of land occupied by the plaintiff, it should be borne in mind that 
interference with any of the following services constitutes a private nuisance: interference 
with the use of a private right of way, interference with a right to light coming through 
a window, etc.,. 
A passage cannot be made into a private lane 
If there is a long lane, parallel to which, either on the right or left, runs another 
long lane, not a thoroughfare (that is ghayr najidhah), it is not permitted for any of the 
inhabitants of the first lane to make a door to open into the second lane because the object 
of making a door is to obtain passage to and from, and the second lane is not free to the 
inhabitants of the first as it is not a thoroughfare. The right of passage through it belongs 
only to the inhabitants of it. Contrary to the al-[ar Tq al-najidhah that it is perfectly lawful 
for any of the inhabitants.47 
46 See al-Mawaq, at-Taj wa al-IkiTI in the margin of al-l,:la!Jab, Mawahib ai-JaiTI, voi.S, p.l65; al-BajT, .E!!W 
al-Ahkam, p.206. 
47 AI-Hidayah, vo1.3, p.l09. 
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1 
L 
3 2 
TarTq najidhah [l] and [2]:48 
0 
a- People have a right of passage through it and have a right to construct a door or doors 
giving onto it. 
b- This tar Tq is not granted to a specific person only. 
c- Anybody can do anything thereon [on condition that it] does not cause injury to others. 
far Tq ghayr najidhah [3]:49 
a- No person who is not the owner or inhabitant of this tarTq has a right to construct a 
door looking out onto it. 
b- If he does not have the permission of the other inhabitants, one of the owners of this 
tariq cannot make any construction on it whether it causes damage or not. 
48 Majallah, article 1218, cf., c Allljaydar, Durar ai-Hukkam, vol.l 0, p.246; al-Ajwibah ai-Khaflfah, p.384. 
See also at-Mufti al-ljubaysh I, Fath ai-Mannan, p.276. See also ai-Bajl, Fusiil ai-Ahkam, p.207. 
49 Majallah, articles 1219 and 1220; ai-Hidayah, vol.3, p.l 09; al-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vo1.2, p.154; cAilljaydar, 
Durar al-Hukkam, vol.lO, p.246; ai-Ajwibah ai-Khaflfah, p.384; ai-Muqnic wa Hashiyatuh, vol.2, p.128; al-
Mughn T. vol.4, p.500; Sharh Muntaha al-lradat, vol.2, p.269. See also at-Mufti al-ljubaysh I, Fath al-Mannan, 
p.276; ai-Bajl, Fusiil ai-Ahkam, p.208. 
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Neighbours of lower and upper storeys 
In a house of which the upper storey belongs to one man and the lower storey to 
another, the proprietor (~·a~ib) of the lower storey is not entitled to hammer in a nail or 
a pin ( watdan ), or to make a window without the permission of the proprietor of the 
upper storey. This is the opinion of Abii l}anTfah. According to his two disciples (Abii 
Yusuf and Mul}ammad b. al-l}asan al-Shayban 1) the proprietor of the lower storey may 
do any act whatever with respect to it, so long as injury does not result to the upper 
storey.50 
FIVE DIFFERENT CASES 
1- The harm may be due to the act of a trespasser. 
A trespasser lets water flows into his neighbour's land or water flows in his own 
land and he fails to take any reasonable steps to control the water flowing to his 
neighbour's land and causing injury, he is liable. 51 An occupier of land is liable because 
he "continues" a nuisance if, with knowledge or presumed knowledge of its existence, he 
fails to take any reasonable steps to bring it to an end though he is given ample time to 
do so. Because of that, MulJammad al-SharbTnT al-KhatTb concludes that the defendant 
50 Al-Hidayah, vol.3, p.1 09; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.154; Majallah, article 1192; al-Ajwibah al-Khafifah, 
p.384. 
51 Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.83; Abii Yiisuf, Kitab al-Kharaj, p.l97; al-Ajwibah al-Khafifah, p.390. 
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is liable because he is negligent (taq~ Tr). 52 That constitutes the nuisance. 
2- The occupier may have caused the nuisance by obstructing the plaintiffs benefits. 
Instances of this are the cases of an occupier of a house which obstructs the 
plaintiffs light, sun and wind. Basically, any interference with benefit such as cutting off 
the air or the view of a house, or preventing the entrance of sunlight does not amount to 
grave injury. However, if the light is entirely cut off, this amounts to grave injury. 
Consequently, if A erects a building and cuts off the light from the window of a room 
belonging to B, his neighbour, the room being darkened to such an extent that it is 
impossible to read anything written therein, the act amounts to grave injury and may be 
stopped. 53 Likewise, if A erects a high building near a threshing floor belonging to B and 
thereby cuts off the flow of air to the threshing floor, A may be asked to stop the 
nuisance. 54 According to the Malikl jurists, the law does not prohibit the interception of 
a neighbour's light by new buildings or works, nor again the interception of the sun or 
wind unless the intended site is to be used for threshing corn or by the interception so that 
the neighbour or the plaintiff will suffer cjarar.55 
52 Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.83. 
53 Majallah, article 120 I. 
54 Majallah, article 1200. 
55 Mukhtasar, p.I97; Tabsirat ai-Hukkam, vol.2, p.257; al-Qawan In ai-Fighiyyah, p.224. lbn Juzayy says that 
in the case of intervention of light and sunlight, the mashhiir opinion is that it will not be stopped, and another 
opinion says that it should be stopped. Whereas in the case of intervention of wind used for threshing corn or 
floor, the mashhiir opinion is that it should be stopped. 
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3- The nuisance may be due to a defect. 
Here the occupier is not liable when he exercises an act in his own property. The 
occupier of land is not held liable when the branch of a tree growing on his land suddenly 
broke off and damaged the plaintiff. 56 But if such a branch spread to a highway or mosque 
or another's property, its owner is liable when it damages the plaintiff. This case is similar 
to a case of constructing an inclining wall or a building projecting onto the highway or 
mosque or other property. The Malik T jurist KhalTl Ibn IslJaq adds that anyone is entitled 
to claim that his neighbour should cut down branches which have a deteriorating effect 
upon his wall unless, according to a view, the branches existed before the wall was put 
up.57 This case is similar to the I:JanbalT jurists' opinion. They maintain that the owner or 
occupier of land has a right to ask the owner of the branches to pull them up or cut them 
down. If he refuses, the occupier has a right to cut them down himself. Damage due to 
want of repair of the branches after request ({a/ab) is borne upon him. This is also the 
opinion of the l}anafi jurists. 58 
4- Things naturally on the land. 
We can say that there may be liability in nuisance for the escape of things 
56 Mughn 1 al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.86; Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.7, p.358. 
57 Mukhtasar, p.l97. See also Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.266. 
58 Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, p.268; al-Mughn 1, vol.4, p.487; Majallat al-Ahkam al-Sharcivvah, article 
1673, p.507; Majallah, article 1 I 96. 
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naturally on the land if the occupier has failed to take reasonable care. Therefore, an 
occupier is held liable when a steep natural hill collapses as a result of earth movements 
as he is well aware of the hazard. Analogously, it is similar to the cases of the escape of 
things such as water, fire, stones, wreckage, fragments, etc. 59 Therefore, if a sewer in A's 
house is broken and the sewage flows into his neighbour's house, the neighbour can take 
action, and A must repair the sewer and put it in order.60 
5- Premises on the highway. 
Where premises on a highway became dangerous and constitute a nuisance, so 
that the premises collapse and injure a passer-by or an adjoining owner, if he has 
undertaken the duty to repair, the occupier or owner of the premises is answerable as to 
whether he knew or ought to have known of the danger or not. Positive action and neglect 
of duty are thus placed on the same footing. A duty to prevent his house from becoming 
dangerous from want of repair connotes a duty to inspect and examine it. The owner or 
occupier should not be allowed to rely upon his lack of knowledge. And also, the owner 
of a tree adjoining a highway should be in no different position from the owner of a house 
adjoining the highway.61 
In general, nuisance is contrasted with trespass on land as follows: 
59 See Mukhtasar, p.348; al-Qawan In al-Fighivvah, p.218; Majmac al-Damanat, pp.l64-165. 
60 Majallah, article 1200. 
61 For detail about the cases of premises, see the topic of"Liability for Premises", pp.l56-187. See also al-
Mughn I, vol.4, p.SOO. 
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Nuisance 
1- A tort against enjoyment of land. 
2- The injury done may be indirect. 
Trespass on land 
1- A tort against possession of land. 
2- The injury done may be direct. 
PUBLIC NUISANCE 
Public nuisance in the law of tort lies in the fact that any member of the public can 
show that a public nuisance exists, and that he has suffered injury beyond the discomfort 
or inconvenience suffered by the public at large. It does not require the invasion of 
private land, but the annoyance of the public by such acts as the obstruction of the 
highway, the pollution of the public water supply, etc. 
There are IJadTths which can be related to public nuisance: 
"To remove harmful things from the roads is a ~adaqah (a charitable 
act)" .62 
"Abu Barzah al-Aslam T reported: "I said: 0 God's Messenger! teach me 
something so that I may derive benefit from it. He said: "Remove the 
troublesome things from the road of the Muslims".63 
So, if a person constructs a bath, or erects a water-spout, or erects a wall, or sets out 
timbers from his wall to build upon, or sets up a shop or booth in the public road, every 
62 Sah lh al-Bukharl, vol.3, p.386; Sunan Ab I Dawud, vo.4, p.362. 
63 Sahlh Muslim, vol.4, p.1380; Sunan al-Nasa'l, vol.2, p.1214. 
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other person, irrespective of his status, has a right to require it to be removed. The reason 
lies in the fact that all persons are entitled to free passage along such a road. The same 
is the case of one who occasions destruction by digging a well in the highway. If it 
happens to kill anyone, diyah is due from the ''aqilah of the defendant because he is the 
occasion of the destruction and is guilty of al-td'addT in having erected such an erection 
in such a situation. A person is responsible for any accident occasioned by his throwing 
water on the highway unless the person who sustained the damage had wilfully passed 
over such water. The same rule holds with respect to timbers, or other nuisances set up 
in the highway. If a person lays a stone in the highway and a second person removes the 
stone to another part of the highway, and a man is thereby injured, the liability of 
nuisance rests upon the remover of the stone because the act of the original tortfeasor is 
abrogated in its effect by the place in which he had put the stone being cleared, and it 
being in another place through the act of the remover, who is, therefore, responsible for 
the consequence. 64 
It is related in the al-Jamic al-SaghTr that if a person constructs a common sewer 
in the public highway by the order or compulsion of the authority, he is not responsible 
for the consequences because, in constructing the sewer he has not been mutcfaddTn, for 
in so doing he acted by order of the authority who possesses a sovereign power (a/-
wiliiyah) with respect to public rights. It is otherwise where a person does so without such 
an order, for in that case he is responsible as having been mutacaddTn in presuming to 
64 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, pp.192-193; Manar al-Sab 11, vol.2, p.334; Abii Yiisuf, Kitab al-Kharaj, p.322; Majallah, 
articles 1192-1233. 
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encroach upon the public rights without a sufficient authority.65 Besides, acts with respect 
to the highway are permitted under condition of safety, that is under the condition that the 
public would not be injured. It is to be observed that this distinction holds in all cases of 
acts with respect to the highway, as the same reasoning equally applies to every other 
instance. 66 
Right of Way 
Every person has a right of way on the public highway, subject to the safety of 
others. That is to say, provided no harm is caused to others in circumstances which can 
be avoided. 67 In the following IjadTth, the Prophet allocates a provision for nuisance on 
the highway: 
"Abii SacTd al-KhudrT reported that the Prophet said: "Avoid sitting on 
the roads". The Companions said: "There is no way out of it as these are 
our sitting places where we have talks". The Prophet said: "If you must sit 
there, then give the right of way". They asked: "What are the rights of 
way?". He said: "Lowering your gaze (on seeing what is illegal to look 
at), refraining from harming people, returning saliim, advocating good and 
forbidding evil". 68 
A highway (including in that term any public way) is a piece of land over which 
65 
AI-Jamic ai-Sagh I r in the margin of Kitab ai-Kharaj, p.119. See also ai-Hidayah, vol.4, p.193. 
66 
Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.I93; al-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vol.2, pp.463-464. See also Minhaj al-Talib In wa cumdah ai-
Muftln, p.284; Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.4, pp.85-87 and pp.205-206. Joseph Schacht also discussed the Islamic 
law of public nuisance indirectly. He said that if someone digs a well and another falls into it, he is not liable 
if he did it on his own property, or on the property of another with the permission of the owner, or on public 
property with the permission of the imam. That means if that person has not had any permission in so doing, 
he is liable. See Joseph Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic Law, p.182. 
67 Majallah, article 926; al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.191; Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.4, pp.85-87 and pp.205-206. 
68 Sah lh al-Bukharl, vol.3, p.385; Sunan Ab I Dawud, vol.4, p.256. 
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the public at large possesses a right of way. A highway extends to the whole width of the 
space between the fences or hedges on either side.69 
If any person has a right of way over the land of another, the owner of the land 
cannot prevent him from passing and crossing over the land. 70 In the case of a person who 
has no right of way over the land belonging to another and exercises a right of way 
thereover for a certain period with the permission of the owner of such land, the owner 
if he wishes can prevent him from passing. 71 Likewise in another case where a person 
has a right of way over a fixed pathway (mamarr mucayyan) on the building site of 
another and with his permission and the owner of the building site erects a building on 
such a pathway, the person loses his right of way and has no right to sue the owner of the 
building site. 72 
According to al-NawawT, it is forbidden to make use of a public way (al-tar Tq 
al-najidh/al-shar{) serving as communication between two places in such a manner as 
to obstruct the passage. Thus it is forbidden to construct at one's house ajana~ opening 
upon the road, or to make a saba{ between two houses because it is dangerous to passer-
by. In brief, it is forbidden: 
1- To condone the projecting of ajanal:J to any public way (wa yai:Jrum al-~l~ ea la ishrif 
al-jana~). 
69 
Salmond and Heuston, p.85. 
70 
Majallah, article 1225. 
71 Majallah, article 1226. 
72 Majallah, article 1227. 
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2- To construct a bench upon the public road, or plant a tree on it.73 
Al-NawawT further remarks that: 
"By enjoyment of the public road is understood the right of each person 
to go along it, to sit down and rest, to speak of one's business, etc., 
without in any way annoying the passers-by. One has no need to get any 
permission of the imam in order to rest upon the public road. And one 
may even shade the place where he sits with a biirriyah (a kind of mat), 
which would not be dangerous to passers-by. If two persons want to 
occupy the same spot on the public road at the same time, chance should 
decide between them, or, according to another opinion, it should be raised 
before the imam. If anyone who sits on the public road to sell his goods, 
then leaves his place, either because he wishes to discontinue or to occupy 
another place, he loses all his rights to the first place. But if he goes 
intending to return, his rights remain intact unless his absence is so 
prolonged that his customers go to someone else".74 
In brief, any person is permitted to sit on the public road for the purpose of buying 
and selling so long as he does not do injury to others, otherwise he is not permitted.75 
Special Cases of Right of Way and Public Nuisance 
!-Obstruction of the highway. 
This is the most common type of public nuisance. The public have the right of 
passage along the highway. Interference with this right by obstructing the highway is a 
73 Minhaj ai-Talibln in the margin ofMughnl al-Muhtaj, vol.2, pp.182-183; al-Siraj al-Wahhaj, p.235. 
According to other authorities (q Tl), however, that construction is not prohibited if it is not dangerous to the 
public. 
74 Minhaj al-Talib In in the margin ofMughn 1 al-Muhtaj, vol.2, pp.369-370. 
75 Munlakhusrii Durar al-Hikam ff Sharh Ghurar al-Ahkam, vol.2, p.l 09; Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.651; Badr 
al-Muttaga in th'e margin ofMajmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.651; al-Zurqanl, Sharh al-Zurgan Team Muwatta•, vol.4, 
p.199; Ibn Raj ab, ai-Qawacid fi ai-Fiqh al-Islam 1, p.216; al-Ajwibah al-Khafifah, p.386. 
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public nuisance. Examples of this are stopping or narrowing a highway by erecting a 
fence, scaffolding or hoarding, or building which projects beyond the boundary line, 
infringing the passage of animals or motor vehicles, etc. 
Therefore, if someone piles up wood or stones on the public highway and another 
person's animal treads thereon, slips and is destroyed, that person is liable.76 
The nuisance by throwing dirt or earth on the highway, or leaning a piece of wood 
on a wall near the highway is the same as placing a stone or a log of wood there. 77 But if 
a person places a stone with clay on it on the highway to facilitate the passage of people, 
he is not liable for any injury it may occasion because he is not regarded as mutcfaddTn.78 
2-Building, projections and other dangers on or over the highway. 
These may be caused either by something done in the highway itself or by 
something done on the land which adjoins it. It is now clear that the fact that a vehicle 
has broken down on the highway in the dark and its lights have gone out without any 
negligence on the part of the driver does not constitute nuisance (or negligence). The 
driver may, however, be liable if he allows the unlighted vehicle to obstruct the highway 
without taking reasonable steps to light it or remove it or give warning of its existence. 
Other examples are keeping on or over the highway defective and dangerous wall, or 
76 Majallah, article 927; a1-Hidayah, vo1.4, pp.l92-193; Manar a1-Sab 11, vol. I, p.438; a1-Mabsii!, vol.27, p.6; 
a1-Ajwibah a1-Khaf1fah, p.386. 
77 A1-Futii~1, Muntaha a1-Iradat, vol.I, p.21; Manara1-Sab11, vol.l, p.438; a1-Hidayah, vo1.4, p.l93; Taby1n 
a1-Haga'ig, vol.6, p.l44; a1-Mabsii!, vol.27, p.7. 
78 
Manar a1-Sab 11, vol. I, p.438. 
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janalJ, or saba{, or rawshan, or jur~n, or m Tzab, etc.; leaving on the highway or adjacent 
thereto matter on which passengers are likely to slip; allowing a house, fence, or other 
structure immediately adjoining the highway to become ruinous and dangerous. There is 
responsibility for accidents occasioned by the defendant who constructed such nuisance 
on or over the highway.79 
3-Failure to maintain the highway or liability for the non-repair of roads. 
In this case, no action lies against any authority entrusted with the care of 
highways for damage suffered in consequence of the omission by the defendants to 
perform their statutory duty of keeping the highways in repair because, logically, a 
nuisance to the highway is committed by the defendant, not by the authority. In the case 
of debris or rubble on the highway which have not been removed by its owner, the 
fuqaha' adjudge that the owner of the ruinous building which has fallen on the highway 
is liable if he failed to remove the debris until a person stumbles and is injured by it. The 
public are not asked to make any new request to the owner of the building for the removal 
of the debris if he has before been requested to avert the danger of his ruinous building 
but he did not take action until it fell down. His action, therefore, is considered as a!-
tac:addT by which the highway is rendered dangerous. However, Abii Yiisuf takes an 
79 For the cases of construction of ajanab or sabaJ or jurtun or rawshan, etc., see the discussions in the section 
of"Liability for Premises", pp.174-182. For the case of slippery substances, see al-Mughn 1, vol.7, p.822; Ibn 
Rajah, al-Oawacid fi al-Figh ai-ls lam 1, p.217; al-Qarafi, al-Furiig, vol.2, p.206; Mubammad cAll, Tahdh 1b 
al-Furiig, vol.2, p.204; Jamic al-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.88; Majallah, 
article 927; al-Wailz, vol.2, p.l50; Mughn1 al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.87; al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l92; Majmac al-
Damanat, p.164; Abii Yiisuf, Kitab al-Kharaj, p.323; al-Mabsii!- vol.27, p.7. 
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exceptional view by requesting the public to make another request for the removal of the 
debris from the highway to the owner of the property of the collapsed building. 80 
OBSTRUCTION OF AIR, SUNLIGHT OR LIGHT 
A species of nuisance which has become prominent in the law of tort, by reason 
of the increased closeness and height of building in towns, is the obstruction of light: 
often the phrase "light and air" is used. There is a wrongful disturbance if the building in 
respect of which it exists is so far deprived of access to light as to render it materially less 
fit for comfortable or beneficial use or enjoyment in its existing condition; if a dwelling-
house for ordinary habitation; if a warehouse or shop for the conduct of business. The 
action is for nuisance and not for the infringement of a right to a specific quantity of 
light. SI 
In relation to this nuisance, two Islamic schools of law clearly discuss it, viz the 
ljanafT and Malik T schools. According to the l}anafT school, the Majallah enacted that 
any interference or nuisance with benefits which are not fundamental necessities, such 
as cutting off the air or obstructing the entrance of sunlight does not amount to grave 
injury (qarar fa~ish). However, if light is entirely cut off, it amounts to grave injury. 
Consequently, if a person erects a building and thereby obstructs the light from the 
window of a room belonging to his neighbour, the room being darkened by such an 
8° For detail, see this discussion in the topic of "Liability for Premises", in sub-topic "Liability for Failing to 
Remove the Wreckage of Building", pp.l82-184. 
81 P.A. Landon, Pollock's Law of Tort, pp.330-331. 
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erection so that it is impossible to read anything written therein, the act amounts to grave 
injury and must be stopped. It may not be argued that the light can come in through the 
door since the door must be kept closed at the time of cold and so on. If the room has two 
windows, however, and a building is erected and one of the two windows is obstructed 
from the light as mentioned above, such obstruction by that erection does not amou~t to 
grave injury. 82 Similarly, if a person erects a high building near a threshing floor (al-
andar) belonging to another person and thereby obstructs the flow of air to that threshing 
floor, it must be stopped by reason of its being a grave injury.83 Decisions and dicta which 
lay down that the right acquired is to all the light and air, or what has been called an 
average maximum of the light and air coming through a particular window or space. 
Obstruction of the entire entrance of light and air is a grave injury and is a wrongful act 
which must be removed according to this school. 
In the same sense, one of the Ijanafi jurists Mu~ammad Qadr T Basha legislated 
in his Murshid al-Hayran that obstructing the whole light to the disadvantage of his 
neighbour is deemed a grave injury. Therefore, no one is permitted to construct a building 
which darkens his neighbour's window. If such an injury happened, the obstruction 
should be removed. 84 
It should be remarked that the original opinion of Abii ljanTfah is "a person is free 
to exercise anything in his ownership and no one can hinder him even though there is a 
82 Maj allah, article 1201. 
83 Majallah, article 1200; 'All I:Iaydar, Durar al-Hukkam, vol.lO, p.227. 
84 Qadrl Basha, Murshid ai-Hayran, article 61. 
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probability that his neighbour may suffer injury". 85 This view is in accordance with qiyas. 
Therefore, the act of obstructing the light or sunlight or air by a person to his neighbour 
whether by enlarging his building, re-building or altering it so that his neighbour can 
claim nothing because the person did within his own ownership and legal right. However, 
this original opinion has been contradicted by Abii Yiisuf, Mu!Jammad b. al-lj:asan al-
Shayban T, some of the muta'akhkhir Tn and the Majallah who maintain that when a 
person who obstructs another from getting the benefits of light, sun, air and so on so that 
he feels uncomfortable to dwell in his house for ordinary habitation, that person should 
be asked to remove that obstruction because it is regarded as a grave injury. This opinion 
is based on isti~san and ma~Ja~ah.86 In brief, according to views which are based on 
isti~san and ma~·la~ah, any person can exercise use of his legal property and may do 
anything he desires in it providing that he does not cause his neighbour any grave injury 
thereby. 
In the Malik T school, Sa!Jniin discusses this matter briefly when Malik b. Anas 
is asked whether a person who erects a building on his land which causes an obstruction 
of sunlight or free access of air to another's house or building, should be asked to remove 
85 
Fatawa Oadikhan in the margin ofai-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vol.2, p.284; ai-Mabsiit vol.27, p.23; Sharh Fath 
ai-Qadlr, voi.S, p.506; Bada'ic al-Sana'iC, vol.6, p.264. There is a case which may be related to this section. In 
a place, a person possesses a house and another person possesses a courtyard. Later, the latter builds a house 
in his courtyard and obstructs the flow of air and sunlight in consequence to the former's house. Therefore, 
according to literal meaning of the narration (Jahir al-riwiiyah), the former has no right to prevent the latter 
from constructing his house. But, there is an opinion which opines that the former has right to do so. However, 
thefatwahas followed the ;ahir al-rilviiyah. This case can be applied to any cases like constructing a stable or 
fire-place or toilet. See Fatawa Oadlkhan in the margin of ai-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vol.3, pp.l16-117. 
86 Al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.l54; Taby In al-Haga'ig, vol.4, p.196; Jamic al-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.266; Miijabat, 
vol. I, p.46; Radd ai-Muhtar, voi.S, p.448; al-Durayn T, Nazarivvat al-Tacassuf, p.276; Daman al-Mutlifiit, 
pp.316-317; Wahbah, al-Figh al-Islam 1 wa Adillatuh, voi.S, p.611; Wahbah, Nazarivvat al-Daman, p.22. The 
discussion of the exercise of the use oflegal rights has been touched in the topic of"The Concept of l)aman 
in Islamic Law of Tort", pp.43-47. 
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that building. Malik replies that the person is not to be asked to remove his building 
because he exercises his rights in his own property. This is also the opinion of Matraf, 
Ibn Majishiin, A~bagh and lbn NajT.87 On the other hand, Ibn Nafic disagreed with them 
by stating that any disturbance (qarar) with one's enjoyment of his land with regard to 
light, air and sunlight should be removed. 88 However, according to Ibn cuttab, a person 
is not prevented from erecting a building if he gains advantage or benefit by such 
erection, otherwise, he will be barred from doing it for any other purpose. 89 
However, other culama' of this school attempt to elaborate this case according to 
their opinions. As stated by Ibn Juzayy and KhalTl b. Isl}aq, the law does not prohibit the 
interception of a neighbour's light and sunlight by new buildings and works; nor again 
the interception of the wind unless the intended site is to be used for threshing corn. This 
is, on the report of the mashhiir opinion. This is also the opinion oflbn al-Qasim and lbn 
Nafic. They say that no person can do anything in the proximity of his neighbour's 
threshing floor (al-andar) because it is in conformity to a l}adTth: "There is neither 
harming, nor reciprocating harm". lbn al-Qasim try to recognize this case by the way of 
differentiating the erection of building closely to the andar and to a house. That erection 
is not prevented if it is set out closely to the house because it does not interfere with the 
87 AI-Mudawwanah ai-Kubra, vol.4, p.475; Tabsirat ai-Hukkam, vol.2, p.256; al-Kinan T, al-cAqd ai-Munazzam 
li ai-Hukkam in the margin ofTabsirat ai-Hukkam, vol.2, p.92; ai-Mawaq, al-Taj wa ai-Iklll in the margin of 
al-tJaJpib, Mawahib al-Jalll, voi.S, p.l65; al-I:Jagab, Mawahib al-Jalll, vol.S, p.l65; al-Ab 1, Jawahir ai-Iklll, 
vol.2, p.l23; al-Bahjah fi Sharh ai-Tuhfah, vol.2, pp.652-653; al-Tawadl, Sharh Arjiizah Tuhfat al-Hukkam 
printed with al-Bahjah fi Sharh al-Tuhfah, vol.2, pp.652-653; Ibn Raj ab, Jamic al-cUiiim wa al-Hukm, vol.2, 
p.217. 
88 Al-Mawaq, ai-Taj wa al-Iklll in the margin ofai-I:JaJJab, Mawahib al-Jalll, vol.S, p.l65; ai-Tawadl, ~ 
Arjiizah Tuhfat al-Hukkam printed with al-Bahjah fi Sharh al-Tuhfah, vol.2, p.653. 
89 AI-Bahjah fi Sharh ai-Tuhfah, vol.2, p.653. 
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passage of a large amount of air or light or sun to the house. The house still receives 
access of light and so on at any angle. Unlike the erection which is set out closely to the 
andar because the obstruction of the sun and the wind flowing to the andar will 
absolutely stop the benefit of the andar (manfa"ah tab{ul).90 It means that the owner of 
the andar will be prevented from carrying on business as beneficially as before. Whereas 
the obstruction of the light which flows to a window or to a house will not be considered 
a nuisance if the light which remains can still flow to the window or to the house at any 
angle and direction. However, Ibn Rushd disagreed with the opinion mentioned above. 
He, in brief, does not put the liability (upon anybody) for removing anything which 
interferes the passage of air. 91 
According to Ibn 'Uttab's opinion, a person can exercise use of his property in the 
course of exercising his legal right so long as he does not intend to harm his adjoining 
land. So if any person erects buildings on his land which cause a substantial privation of 
light, sun or wind which is sufficient to render the neighbour or the occupation of the 
house uncomfortable, that person commits no tort unless he intends to interrupt their 
passage.92 If the wrongful intent can be proved, an injunction from the court can be 
granted to remove that nuisance. In the light of Ibn c Abdiis who reported from some of 
his companions that if the andar which has been seen in existence from time immemorial 
90 Mukhtasar, p.215; al-Qawan In ai-Fighivvah, p.224; al-Bahjah fT Sharh al-Tuhfah, vol.2, p.640; ai-Kinan 1, 
al-e Agd al-Munazzam li ai-Hukkam in the margin of Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vo1.2, p.92; al-Bajl, al-Muntaqa, 
vol.6, p.41; al-cAITsh, Manh ai-Jal11, vol.3, p.333; ai-Abl, Jawahir ai-Ikl11, vo1.2, p.l23. See also Daman ai-
M utli fiit, p.3 I I. 
91 AI-Bahjah fT Sharh ai-Tuhfah, vol.2, p.640. 
92 Tabsirat ai-Hukkam, vo1.2, p.257. 
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( qadT man), any nuisance or interuption which is coming afterthat should be removed 
because the andar should be left as it was.93 
Based on the Ijanafl and Malik T schools, the disturbance of right to light, sun and 
air of others by erecting buildings would not be prevented unless two situations arise: 
first, when the element of al-qa~·d can be proved, second, when the obstruction of that 
benefits is entirely cut off. 
93 Tabsirat ai-Hukkam, vo1.2, pp.256-257. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
LIABILITY FOR FIRE 
Fire is a dangerous thing and obviously a thing which, if not kept within bounds, 
may do great mischief, and the Shar Fah rules that a person lights a fire on his land or in 
his house at his liability. However, he is not liable for damage done by a fire which 
begins accidentally (i.e., without negligence) or is lit by a third person, except where the 
damage results from the spreading of the fire and he is negligent or he is mutac:addTn in 
permitting it to spread. Moreover, the cases of escaping fires can be applied to all other 
things likely to catch fire and kept under conditions involving a substantial risk of 
spreading to neighbours, for example: flammable material in a store. In W estem law, the 
danger from fire is usually discussed under the principle of Rylands v. Fletcher (Strict 
Liability) even though liability for damage done by the spread of fire was establised many 
centuries before the rule in Rylands v. Fletcher was formulated. 1 
In this section there are a few sub-topics which will be discussed, viz: IJadTths 
on fire, danger and liability, fire on the highway, sparks from blacksmith's shop, fire 
caused by intention or negligence, and liability of occupier and vicarious liability. 
I Salmond and Heuston, p.330. 
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IjADlTHS ON FIRE 
There are a few l}adTths that can directly be connected to the liability and 
dangerous fire. 
[ 1] Fire should not be kept lit in the house at bedtime. 
The Prophet said: 
"Do not leave the fire lit in your houses when you sleep".2 
Abii Musa reported that a house was burnt down with its occupants in al-MadTnah during 
the night. When this matter was reported to the Prophet, he said: "This fire is indeed your 
enemy, so whenever you go to sleep, put it out to protect yourselves".3 
In another l}adTth, Jabir b. cAbd Allah reported that the Prophet said: "(At 
bedtime) cover the utensils, close the doors and put out the lights, lest the evil creature 
(the rat) should pull out the wick and thus burn the people of the house".4 
From these l}adTths, there is evidence for an important matter which one needs 
to be vigilant of and prudent, particularly, a duty of care in using it so as to prevent any 
occurrence of harm to others. And if a man does not take special care of that fire which 
is under his control, then he has been negligent and is responsible for what resulted from 
the harm. 
[2] The injury caused by fire which will be overlooked. 
MuQ.ammad b. al-Mutawakkil al-cAsqalanT narrated from cAbd al-Razzaq from 
2 Sah lh ai-Bukharl, vol.8, p.206; Sah lh Muslim, vol.3, p.lll4. 
3 Sah lh ai-Bukharl, vol.8, p.206; Sah lh Muslim, vol.3, p.lll4. 
4 Sah lh ai-Bukharl, vol.8, p.206. 
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Jacfar b. Musafir al-TunTsT from Zayd b. al-Mubarak from c Abd al-Malik al-~ancanT 
from Macn1ar from Hammam b. Munabbih from Abii Hurayrah that he reported: The 
Prophet said: 
"Injury caused by fire is not actionable" .5 
In another report, Al}mad b. al-Azhar narrated from cAbd al-Razzaq from Mamar 
from Hammam from Abii Hurayrah that he reported: The Prophet said: 
"Injury caused by fire is not actionable, and injury caused by a well is not 
actionable". 6 
The cuzama' have expressed their views on what is narrated by Abii Hurayrah above. 
Al-Khattab T says: "I have always heard the men of I}adTth (a~~ab al-ljadTth) 
saying: cAbd al-Razzaq has erred in quoting I}adTth. In fact, it is al-bi'r jubar (not al-nar 
jubar) until I found it in the collection of Abii Dawud reported from cAbd al-Malik al-
~ancanT fro1n Macmar, which indicated that the ljadTth is not narrated by cAbd al-Razzaq 
alone. Al-MundhirT stated that the narration ofcAbd al-Malik al-~ancanT is weak (qa''Tj). 
cAbd al-Razzaq is alleged to have mispronounced al-bi'r (ta~~ TJ al-bi'r). To adduce that 
allegation saying that the people of Y aman speak the word al-nar as al-n Tr, and then the 
narrators transferred such a word by misspelling. Al-SunadT said: "The word al-bi'r, 
indeed, was mispronounced from the word al-nar. The original word is al-nar, not a!-
bi'r".7 
And Ibn al-e Arab! says: "The famous riwayiit agreed on the word al-bi'r, whereas 
5 Sunan Ab I Dawud, vol.4, p.I97. Al-Narjubar. 
6 Sunan Ibn Majah, vol.2, p.892. Al-Niirjubar wa al-bi'r jubiir. 
7 AI-Khattab I Macalim ai-Sunan, vol.4, p.37; Sunan lbn Majah, vol.2, p.892 . •• '~~~~=
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in a rare riwayah (riwayah shadhdhah) the l}adlth has come in the words al-nar jubar". 
Further, Ibn al-cArabl says that some of them say: "Some of them misspelled al-bi'r 
because the people of Yaman write the word al-nar with al-ya' not with al-a/if (it 
becomes al-nTr). So some of them suppose that the word al-bi'r with a diacritical point 
underneath, should be al-nar with a diacritical point above, and they narrated it like that". 
This ta'w Tl is narrated from Ibn cAbd al-Barr and others from YalJya b. Mu In who 
asserted that Macmar misrepresented it (al-nar jubar) as he narrated from Hammam from 
Abii Hurayrah, and YalJya b. Mucin supported his view saying: ''Al-!juff~ among the 
companions of Abii Hurayrah agreed on stating al-bi'r, not al-nar". However, Ibn al-Barr 
said: "YalJya b. Mucin did not bring any proof to support his view"~ According to the 
opinion expressed by AIJmad b. l}anbal in respect of the l}adlth ofcAbd al-Razzaq: the 
!}ad! th of Abii Hurayrah al-nar jubar - is worthless (lays a bi shay'); it was not in his 
kit ab; it was baseless; it was not ~a~TI:J (lam yakunfl al-kitab ba[illaysa huwa bi !f.a~ T~). 
He, further, said: "The people ofYaman write al-nar as al-nTr and (al-bi'r) as al-b Tr. So 
cAbd al-Razzaq misread the text".9 
If the l}adlth is valid according to what is narrated, then its meaning in the view 
of a group who agree with it will be as follows: In case a fire is set by a person in his own 
land according to normal practice (hi tar Tqah mu"'tadah) for a certain purpose, then the 
wind suddenly carried it away and set fire to a building or property of another in so far 
as he is incapable to resist it, it will be overlooked and there will be no liability for the 
8 Ibn ljajar, Fath al-BarT, vol.l2, pp.266-267. See also al-Qurplb 1, al-Jamic li Ahkam al-Qur'an, vol. II, p.319. 
9 Al-Qurplb 1, al-Jamic li Ahkam al-Qur'an, vol. II, p.319. 
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person who set it. 10 
lbn Ijazm holds, indeed, this IjadTth and opines that the injury due to fire is 
overlooked, no liability for compensation will be due unless a person intentionally throws 
fire to harm another or the property of another. He is liable because he is regarded as a 
direct tortfeasor for itlaj (mubashir al-itlaj). So, in his opinion, if a person sets a fire to 
keep warm or to cook something, or for lighting a lamp (sir§jan), then he sleeps and the 
fire spreads to burn the rest of the house (amtic:ah wa niisan), he is not responsible for 
such damage. 11 
According to lbn Ijazm, in authenticating (ta~~TI:J) this ljadTth, this IjadTth came 
in two ways: 
[1] first way, from cAbd al-Razzaq from Macmar from Hammam from Abii Hurayrah. 
[2] second way, from cAbd al-Malik al-~ancanT from Macmar from Hammam from Abii 
Hurayrah. 
And this is the valid report (khabar ~a~ T~) and the proof (al-~ujjah) is with it and it is 
unlawful to act contrary to it. 12 
Further, he builds his opinion and position by saying: "It is to be obligatory (ja 
wajaba) that any damage caused by fire is overlooked unless a person intentionally casts 
it onto a person or property of another to destroy and damage it. He is regarded as 
mubashir mutct'addTn. The person is liable to retribution in the case of intentional murder 
and diyah is due by his c:aqilah in the case of unintentional murder. Therefore, the fire 
10 Al-Khattab 1 Macalim al-Sunan, vol.4, p.37; Ibn Hajar, Fath al-Barl, vol.12, p.266. 
•• ' 0 
11 Al-Muhalla, issue 2117, vol.l1, p.19. 
12 Al-Muhalla, issue 2117, vol.l1, p.20. 
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which is set without tcfaddTn, it isjubar as the Prophet said: "Al-Nar jubar" .13 It can be 
said that no liability for compensation will be due when there is no tcf"addTn. 
DANGER AND LIABILITY 
The concept of liability for fire undoubtedly concerns Muslim jurists, and hence, 
the subject will be dealt with by examining the doctrins of all the Islamic schools of law. 
The !Janafi treatise al-Mabsiit provides the rules for this discussion. Where a 
person ignites a fire to bum grass (ljashTsh), harvest fields (lja~a'id), thicket (ajmah) and 
so forth in his land and the fire goes across to another's land and burns something there, 
the person is not liable for injury because he excercises his right of ownership which is 
absolutely permissible to him. According to some of the later fuqaha' (ba'-'cj a!-
muta'akhkhir Tn), the person is not liable if he lights the fire in calm wind, but if he lights 
the fire during high wind and he knows that the wind will blow the fire to his neighbour's 
land, he is liable. This liability is in accordance with isti~s an. 14 
Abii Yiisuf also gives his opinion which concurs with the rules provided in al-
Mabsiit apparently noting that if a man bums fodder (kala) in his land and the fire 
spreads and bums the property of someone else, the owner of the land will not be liable 
because he lights the fire in land of his own ownership. Similarly in the case of a harvest 
13 Al-Muhalla, issue 2117, vol.11, p.20. 
14 Al-Mabsiit, vol.27, p.23. See also Majmac al-Damanat, p.161; al-Ajwibah ai-Khafifah, p.390; Majmac al-
Anhur, vol.2, p.402; Badr ai-Muttaga in the margin ofMajmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.402; al-Jamic al-Sagh Tr, p.450; 
al-Hidayah, vol.3, p.252; ai-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, pp.303-304; Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.88; al-Jamic al-Sagh Tr 
in the margin ofKitab al-Kharaj, p.105; Mucin al-Hukkam, pp.207-208; Lisan al-Hukkam, p.281. 
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if a man lights a fire in his land, and similarly in the case of the owner of a grove who 
burns reeds and the fire burns the property of others; there is no liability on him. 
However, Abii Yiisuf adds that a Muslim is not permitted to intend (yatacammad) any 
harm towards his neighbour, or to bum his crop intentionally to the injury of the 
neighbour's land. 15 In Fatawa Oadikhan, its author decided this case upon the element of 
intention and knowledge. It means that the tortfeasor will bear liability if he burns his 
field while knowing that the fire will trespass to another's farm. Likewise, if a man lit a 
fire and then put firewood (al-!Ja[ab) on it so that the fire broke out to bum his premises, 
and went across (tifaddi) to his neighbour's premises, the man is liable. 16 Similarly if a 
person bums something in his land in a normal way (muctad), then the fire trespasses to 
another's land and does damage, he is not liable. Otherwise, if he exceeds the muctad 
(tajawaz al-muctad) in igniting the fire, he is liable. 17 
In another case, when a person has cotton (qu[n) on his own land and the owner 
of an adjoining land lights a fire and it spreads and bums the cotton, the owner who has 
lit the fire is liable by reason that he intentionally or wilfully lit the fire, and also knew 
that the fire would spread to that person's cotton. 18 
The jurists of this school also discuss the distance of the position of the neigbour's 
land whether it is far or not. If, consequently, a person lighting a fire to burn thorny grass 
15 Abii Yiisuf, Kitab al-Kharaj, p.59. 
16 Fatawa QadTkhan in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.3, pp.250-251. See also Majmac al-Damanat, 
p.l61; Jamic al-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.89; Lisan al-Hukkam, p.281; Miijabat, vol. I, p.203. 
17 Al-Ikhtiyar li TaclTl al-Mukhtar, vol.3, p.79. See also Daman al-Mutlifiit, p.424. 
18 Fatawa Qadlkhan in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.250. 
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(shawkan) or straw (tibnan) in his land in the belief that his neighbour's land would likely 
be safe from sparks in a normal way because it is far away, but unfortunately the wind 
blows the spark to his neighbour's land and it burns the plantation there, the person who 
lit the fire is not held liable. Otherwise, he should be responsible if the boundary of his 
neighbour's land is close and its likely the spark may move to it and do damage. He is, 
in exercising his right of ownership, bound by the condition of safety. 19 
In another case, if a person burns herbage (kala') or a harvest field in his own land 
and the fire moves right and left and then bums something belonging to someone else, 
the person is not absolutely liable. Further, it is reported from Fatawa al-Nasafi, if a 
person ignites a fire in another's land without the permission of the latter and the fire 
moves across to a heap of wheat or something else and does damage there, the former is 
not held liable. On the other hand, if the fire burns something in the place where it is, he 
is liable. 20 
Some culama' say that if a person brings fire along with him on a place in which 
he is entitled to walk and a spark from the fire causes damage to another's property, the 
person is not liable. Contrariwise, if the damage which happened in a place which he has 
no right of way, he is liable. However, if the damage results from a spark which is blown 
by the wind, he is not liable.21 
As noted in al-Mudawwanah al-Kubra, Malik b. Anas recognizes that if a person 
19 Radd ai-MuhHir, vol.6, p.88. 
20 Mucin ai-Hukkam, p.207; Lisan ai-Hukkam, p.281. 
21 Mucin ai-Hukkam, p.207; Lisan ai-Hukkam, pp.281-282; QaJiiibagha, Kitab Miijabat ai-Ahkam wa Waqicat 
ai-Avvam, pp.387-388. 
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starts a fire in his own land far from his neighbour's land which is safe from that fire, and 
suddenly the wind blows the fire to the neighbour's land destroying it, the former should 
not make good the damage.22 However, if that person lights the fire in dangerous 
proximity to another's land and knows that the neighbour's land will not be safe from the 
escape of fire, the liability is due.23 In the same manner pecuniary responsibility rests on 
the person who lights the fire during a high wind thereby causing damage to another.24 
But, there is no liability due when persons or things have been accidentally injured or 
destroyed by a fire that has been blown by a sudden wind.25 
In relation to the case of fire, the ShaficT jurists agreed that if this case comes up 
in some unusual manner (khilaj al-cadah/khiilif al-ciidah) the defendant's action of setting 
a fire on a windy day, or lighting it in a large quantity, or omitting to prevent it from 
spreading to the plaintiffs land and the fire is blown by wind after it had been lit, the 
defendant is held liable and he is considered as mutacaddin unless the wind blows the fire 
after it had been lit. In this case he is free from bearing any liability because he is not 
22 Al-Mudawwanah ai-Kubra, vol.4, p.472. See also Tabsirat ai-Hukkam, vol.2, p.243; ai-Kinan T, Kitab al-cAqd 
ai-Munazzam li ai-Hukkam in the margin ofTabsirat ai-Hukkam, vol.2, p.80; Zarriiq, Sharh Zarriiq cala Matn 
ai-Risalah, vol.2, p.245; ai-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-Iklll in the margin of al-l;;laHab, Mawahib ai-Jalll, vo1.6, 
p.321; ai-Dard1r, al-Sharh al-Sagh 1r in the margin ofBulghat ai-Salik, vol.2, p.408. 
23 AI-Mudawwanah ai-Kubra, vol.4, p.472. See also Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, pp.242-243; ai-Kinan 1, Kitab 
al-cAqd al-Munazzam li ai-Hukkam in the margin ofTabsirat ai-Hukkam, vol.2, p.80; ai-Furiiq, vol.4, p.27; ai-
Mawaq, al-Taj wa ai-IkiTI in the margin of al-l;;laJFib, Mawahib ai-JaiTI, vol.6, p.321; Zarriiq, Sharh Zarriiq ea la 
Matn al-Risalah, vol.2, p.245. In the same sense, the l;;lanafi jurists also touched this case in Fatawa Qad1khan 
in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.250. 
24 Mukhtasar, p.291. See also ai-Qawan Tn ai-Fiqhivvah, p.218; al-Khirsh T, Fath ai-JaiTI cala Mukhtasar Khalll, 
vol.8, p.lll; ai-Ab 1, Jawahir ai-Iklll, vol.2, pp.296-297; ai-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-Iklll in the margin of al-
ljaJFib, Mawahib al-Jalll, vol.6, p.321; ai-Dard1 r, A grab ai-Masalik, p.l90; al-Dard1 r, al-Sharh ai-Sagh 1 r in 
the margin of Bulghat al-Salik, vol.2, p.408. 
25 Mukhtasar, p.292; ai-Mawaq, al-Taj wa ai-Iklll in the margin ofal-l;;lanab, Mawahib ai-Jalll, vol.6, p.322; 
ai-Ab T, Jawahir ai-IkiTI, vol.2, p.297; ai-DardTr, al-Sharh ai-Sagh 1r, vol.2, p.440. See also Daman ai-Mutlifiit, 
p.424. 
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mutd:addin.26 
However, in the case mentioned above when there is a failure to prevent a fire 
from spreading to the plaintiffs land and the fire is blown by wind after it had been lit, 
there is an opinion which opines that the defendant is free from liability. This opinion, 
analogously, considers that this case is the same as the case of a constructed wall in 
vertical equilibrium at the initial stage of construction, which later leans onto the highway 
or another's property and causes damage to any person or property. This opinion is the 
view of al-AdhracT. This is by reason that the owner (or the defendant) of the property 
may exercise use of his property in whatever way he wants. 27 
The I:JanbalT jurists clearly indicate that the liability will not be borne by the 
defendant if a fire spreads and damages another's land while he makes the fire in land of 
his own ownership in the normal way (al-"adahlmu'iadah) and without negligence 
(tafr T!). The defendant in this case is not a muta"addTn because his action is according 
to legal practice (muba~). Negligence consisted in lighting the fire in the state of high 
wind, or in lighting the fire in a manner in which it is not normal to light a fire in a large 
quantity (tasarrajT al-"adah li kha[ratiha/bi ta'jTj niir kha[Trah tati:J addT adah), or 
negligently lets the fire burns itself without proper guard to keep it from doing damage 
to others, he is bound to make good the loss. Likewise, he is bound to make good the loss 
26 Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.83 and vol.2, p.278; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vol.7, p.355. See also ai-Shibramals I, 
Hashiyah in the margin ofNihayat ai-Muhtaj, vo1.7, p.355. In this Hashiyah,its author has compared the case 
of lighting a fire on a windy day with the case of lighting it directly towards another's land. In both cases, the 
person who has lit the fire will be liable for compensation upon damage in consequence. See also this discussion 
in ai-Sh lraz I, Kitab al-Tanb Th, p. 72; ai-Muhadhdhab, vol.2, p.21 0; Sulayman ai-Jamal, Hashiyat ai-Jamal ea la 
Sharh ai-Minhaj, voi.S, p.83; Tuhfat ai-Muhtaj in the margin ofHawash 1 ai-Sharwan I wa lbn Oasim, vol.9, 
p.ll; ai-Sharwan I, Hashiyat ai-Sharwan I, vol.9, p.ll; Ibn Qasim, Hashiyat Ibn Qasim printed with Hashiyat 
ai-Sharwan 1, vol.9, pp.ll-12. 
27 Mughn 1 ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.83; Sulayman ai-Jamal, Hashiyat ai-Jamal cam Sharh ai-Minhaj, voi.S, p.83. 
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if he, after igniting a fire, negligently lets it continues to bum and he goes to sleep, and 
then the fire burns the property of another. In another case, if the defendant lights the fire 
in accordance with c adah and suddenly the wind blows it into adjoining land and does 
damage there, the liability is not ascribed to him because it does not result from his action 
and by his negligence.
28 
The defendant is absolutely liable if he lighting fire in someone's 
house (or land) and it damages something there and also even though the fire moves 
across to another's house (or land) and does damage there because he has committed 
negligence and exceeding the normal manner. This is also the opinion of the ShaficT 
school.
29 
This case is quite different in its decision held in Fatawa al-Nasafi of the 
l}anafi school which is reported in MucTn al-Hukkam and Lisan al-Hukkam mentioned 
above. 
In another situation, if a person sets fire to his land and thereby causes the 
plantation in his neighbour's land to become dry, the person will be held liable because 
that damage will not occur unless the fire has been set in a large quantity. However, he 
will not be held liable if that damage happens to branches of the plantation belonging to 
the neighbour which have extended to his land because the extension of such branches 
is illegal (ghayr musta~iqq) and the person is free to exercise the right of his ownership. 
28 AI-Mughn T wa al-Sharh ai-Kab Tr, vol.5, p.453; Sharh Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, pp.426-427; Manar ai-Sab 11, 
vol.l, p.438; Majallah ai-Ahkam ai-Sharivvah, article 1431, p.445; Ibn Rajab, al-Oawacid fi al-Figh al-Islam 1, 
p.218; Kashshaf al-Oinac can Matn ai-Igna:, vo1.2, p.367; Ibn Qudamah, al-Sharh ai-Kab 1r printed with al-
Mughn 1, vol.5, pp.446-447; al-Muqnic, p.150; ai-Muqnic wa Hashiyatuh, vo1.2, p.253. 
29 Ibn Qudamah, AI-Sharh al-Kab 1r printed with al-Mughn 1, vo1.5, p.447; al-Mughn 1 wa ai-Sharh al-Kab 1r, 
vol.5, p.453; al-Sharwan 1, Hashiyat ai-Sharwan 1, vo1.9, p.11-12; Sulayman ai-Jamal, Hashiyat al-Jamal cala 
Sharh ai-Minhaj, vo1.5, p.83. 
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This is also the opinion of the ShaficT school. 30 
It is obvious that from the discussion by the fuqaha' of the madhahib above, the 
treatises from both madhahib, viz the ShaficT and the I}anbalT schools, are directly and 
concurrently similar in their views on this topic. In general, all sunn T madhahib agreed 
on the duty to keep fire from doing mischief, and some elements are present: 
[1] Intention. If a person intentionally makes a fire on his land, he must see that it does 
no harm to others and answer for the damage if it does. 31 
[2] Negligence. If a person by his negligence allows a fire to arise on his land he is liable 
if it spreads to his neighbour's land and does damage. 32 
[3] Accident. If a fire accidentally arises on a person's land and spreads without 
negligence or any act that is not normal on his part, he is not answerable.33 
FIRE ON THE HIGHWAY 
The I}anafi jurists recognize this case mentioning that if a person lays burning 
coal (jamr) in the highway and it burns anything there, the person is liable for the damage 
because he is mutcfaddTn in laying thejamr in the highway. If, however, after the fire is 
laid in the highway, the wind comes up and blows it to another place and anything is 
30 Ibn Qudamah, AI-Sharh al-Kab 1r printed with al-Mughn 1, vol.5, p.447; al-Mughn 1 wa ai-Sharh ai-Kab 1r, 
vol.5, p.453. 
31 This element has mostly been discussed by thefuqahi' of the l}anafi and Malik 1 schools. 
32 This element has been touched on by the Shafic1 and l}anball jurists in their writings. 
33 This element has been unanimously agreed upon by all jurists of the madhahib. 
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burnt in consequence, he is not responsible as the fact that the wind carried off the fire 
abrogates his act (li naskh al-r T~fic:lah/~ukmficlih qad untusikh). Some jurists, indeed, 
say that if the fire is laid in the highway at a time when the wind is high, the man who 
laid the fire is responsible because he laid the fire with the knowledge of the probable 
consequence; and therefore the act of the wind in carrying it off, is in effect the same as 
if he had himself carried it to the place which was burnt.34 
SPARKS FROM A BLACKSMITH'S SHOP 
When a person works in his own shop without using ordinary skill and care in his 
own conduct, he is under the obligation of a duty to use ordinary care and skill to avoid 
danger or injury to the person or property of another. 
Consequently, a blacksmith who has a shop close to the highway, has to take a 
certain standard of affirmative conduct so as no harm is caused to the public. If a fire is 
lit intentionally, and the blacksmith knows (al-c:ilm) that the fire will burn anything on the 
highway, he is liable. Likewise, if a spark jumps out from the pounding of a blacksmith 
on iron put on a mixer (qallao) or on an anvil (midaqqah) and it causes damage to public, 
he is liable. If an eye of a person is injured in consequence, a diyah is due from his 
caqilah, whereas in the case of destroying the clothes of another, the compensation is due 
34 
Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l92; al-Shayban I, Kitab al-Asl, vol.4, p.508; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.42; 
Fatawa Qadlkhan in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.251; al-Fatawa al-Bazzazivvah in the 
margin ofal-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.406; al-Mabsii!- vol.27, p.8; Majmac al-Damanat, p.l61; Majmac 
al-Anhur, vol.2, p.653; Badr al-Muttaga in the margin of Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.653; al-Ajwibah al-
Khafifah, p.390; al-Ikhtiyar li Tacrn al-Mukhtar, vol.S, p.46; Taby Tn al-Haga'ig, vol.S, pp.l43-144; al-Shalab I, 
Hashiyat al-Shalab I in the margin ofTaby In al-Haga'ig, vol.S, p.l44; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.304. 
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from the blacksmith's property. Otherwise, if the sparks which are emitted from the 
blacksmith's shop are due to the wind, not from the pounding of the blacksmith with his 
hammer (mi[raqah) during his work, injury is overlooked.35 
The Majallah has enacted in a section entitled "Matters Occurring In The Public 
Highway" that every person has a right of way on the public highway subject to the safety 
of others. That is to say, provided no harm is caused to others in circumstances which can 
be avoided or in which precaution could be taken to stop it ( bimii yumkin al-ta~arruz 
minh ). If, therefore, sparks fly from a blacksmith's shop while he is working on iron and 
set fire to the clothes of a passer-by in the public highway, the blacksmith must make 
good the loss. 36 
Contrariwise, the ShaficT jurist al-RamlT says that if sparks jump out of an 
ordinary practice (calii al-ciidah) while the blacksmith is burning a furnace (al-kiir) and 
they damage something belonging to another, he is not liable. Otherwise, if the sparks fly 
and damage anything of another resulting from an extra ordinary deed (lac alii al-ciidah), 
he is certainly liable. The ShaficT jurist al-RamlT does not ascribe any liability to the 
blacksmith unless the element of la calii al-e iidah existed?7 The Ijanafi jurists do not 
discuss whether this element exists or not. They put the burden of liability upon the 
blacksmith when sparks fly and do damage to others except in a case cited in al-Fatawa 
35 Al-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah, vol.6, p.42; al-Fatawa al-Bazzazivvah in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, 
vol.6, p.406; Fatawa Qadikhan in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.251; Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, 
p.402; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.304; Mucin al-Hukkam, p.206; Lisan al-Hukkam, p.282; Majrfia ai-
D amanat, p.161. See also Sall m Rustam, Sharh al-Majallah, vol.l, p.519; c Alll;Iaydar, Durar al-Hukkam, 
vol.8, pp.553-554. 
36 Majallah, article 926. 
37 Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.S, p.148. 
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al-Hindivvah where the blacksmith will bear liability if the element of knowledge (a/-
'-'i/m) could be proved.38 
The opinion of the I}anafT and ShaficT schools is similar in respect to the case of 
a person who enters the blacksmith's shop while he is working and the sparks fly and 
bum the clothes of the person. However, according to the ShaficT jurists, the blacksmith 
will not be liable even though the person entered his shop with his permission. The 
ljanafl jurists attempt to compare this case with the case of a person who digs a well in 
his land owned by him. So, any injury suffered by a person who enters the blacksmith's 
shop is not ascribed to the blacksmith because the latter has done his work in a place 
which he owns and the element of a/-tacaddT does not appear.39 
FIRE CAUSED BY INTENTION OR NEGLIGENCE 
If the occupier of a house or land starts a fire either intentionally or by negligence, 
he is bound to prevent it from doing damage to others. He is liable, not only for his own 
act or omission but also for those of his servants, agents and contractors. 
Negligence 
When the element of negligence has been proved, the defendant will have no 
38 See ai-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vo1.6, p.42. 
39 Mughn T ai-Muhtaj, vo1.2, p.278; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vol.5, p.148; Sail m Rustam, Sharh ai-Majallah, vol. I, 
p.519. 
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defence with which to deny it. Furthermore, the fact that the fire began accidentally and 
is allowed to spread through negligence does not make the defendant blameless. The 
I:IanbalT jurists appear to discuss the liability for fire relating to the element of negligence 
(tafr T{,). They describe the tortfeasor as liable for any loss or damage if he is negligent in: 
[ 1] lighting the fire in a large quantity; 
[2] lighting the fire during the windy time; 
[3] lighting the fire and then leaving it to sleep; etc.40 
The ShaficT jurists concur with the l}anbalT jurists in this case that if the fire is 
lit during a high wind, or by igniting it in a large quantity, or omitting to guard it, the 
tortfeasor is liable. It is also agreed by the MalikT jurists.41 According to the law of tort, 
the cases above occur through negligence on the part of the defendant. Likewise the 
defendant will be negligent when he burns the fodder in his land near the neighbour's land 
and knows that the fire will spread to such land. He is liable for any loss or damage 
unless the neighbour's site is far from the fire and the defendant believes that the fire will 
not spread there. 42 
40 
AI-Mughn I wa ai-Sharh al-Kab lr, vol.5, p.403; al-Mugnic, p.l50; al-Mugnic wa Hashiyatuh, vol.2, p.253; 
lbn Qudamah, ai-Sharh al-Kab lr printed with al-Mughn I, vol.5, pp.446-447; Kashshaf al-Oinac can Matn al-
lgnac, vol.2, p.367; Majallat al-Ahkam ai-Sharciyyah, article 1431, p.445; lbn Raj ab, al-Oawacid fi al-Figh al-
lstam I, p.218; Sharh Muntaha al-lradat, vol.2, p.426; Manar al-Sab 11, vol. I, p.438. See also Miijabat, vol. I, 
p.203. 
41 Mughn T al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.83; Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.7, p.355; al-Wajlz, vol.2, p.l49; Mukhtasar, p.219; 
al-Qawan In al-Fighiyyah, p.218; al-Khirsh I, Fath al-Jalll cata Mukhtasar Khalll, vol.8, p.lll; al-Dardl r, al-
Sharh al-Kab lr, vol.4, pp.355-357; ai-Dardlr, ai-Sharh al-Sagh lr in the margin of Bulghat al-Salik, vol.2, 
p.440. See also Miijabat, vol. I, p.203; Daman al-Mutlirat, p.424. 
42 Fatawa Qadlkhan in the margin of ai-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah, vol.3, p.250; al-Mudawwanah al-Kubra, vol.4, 
p.472; Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, pp.242-243; al-Kinan I, Kitab al-cAgd al-Munazzam li al-Hukkam in the 
margin ofTabsirat al-Hukkam, vo1.2, p.80. 
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LIABILITY OF OCCUPIER AND VICARIOUS LIABILITY 
Apart from liability for fire caused by a servant (ajTr) or a child or a commanded 
person (ma'miir), an occupier of land or a master (ustadh) or a father or a commander 
(am Tr) is liable for a fire caused by any person lawfully on his land with his consent or 
any person under his control, if he authorized the fire, but otherwise not. He is not liable 
for fire caused by a trespasser or stranger unless, by his negligence, he allowed it to 
continue. 
An occupier of land who authorizes, expressly or by implication, persons to enter 
on his land for the purposes of carrying on a dangerous operation which involves or may 
involve the creation of fire or of an act likely to cause fire on the land, he is liable for the 
damage caused to other persons or third parties. On the other hand, he is not liable for fire 
caused by a dangerous operation carried out by persons lawfully on his land purely for 
their own purposes and outside any authority given to them. 
The person liable for damage caused by fire is he who starts the fire or causes it 
to be started by his servants, wards, commanded persons, private agents or workers. In 
a case, a defendant commanded a ~ab T to bring a fire. The fire was brought but 
unfortunately fell down on the hay of another (I:JashTsh) and moved (tacaddat) to a heap 
of it and did damage. The §ab T was held liable, however, that liability is returned (yurja") 
to the am Tr. 43 He is vicariously liable, perhaps, on the ground that the bringing of a fire 
on open hayland was an operation attended with great danger and it imposed a duty on 
43 Majmac al-Damanat, p.162. See examples in the topic "Vicarious Liability" on the sub-topic: "Liability of 
guardian for the act of his ward" and "ajlr kh~~". 
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the person ordering the operation to be carried out to see that all proper precautions were 
taken. 
To sum up, the liability will be imposed in the case where the existence of the 
elements of tafr T{, or taq~·Tr or mujiiwazat al-mu"tad (exceeding of normal practice) or 
qillat ta~arruz (want duty of care) in using fire to cause the destruction of another's 
property,44 and it apparently falls under "i" tida"' (transgression); whereas God strictly 
prohibits it. God says: 
"Do not transgress the limits; for God loveth not transgressors"45 
44 See Miijabat, vol. I, p.203. 
45 Al-Qur'an, 2: 190; and 5:90. 
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LIABILITY FOR WATER 
INTRODUCTION 
Natural rights are regarded as part and parcel of every land owner's interests in his 
land. Natural rights include rights to the support of land in its natural state and certain 
water rights. Let us take rights in respect of water running on or under the land as an 
example for further discussion. Where water runs in a clearly-defined channel, a person 
may take as much water from that stream as he needs for his domestic purposes, but if 
he wants to take water for other uses, e.g., spraying his crops, his conduct will cause an 
actionable nuisance if it affects the stream's flow as it runs through other properties. 
A man may have no right in a property but may have rights connected with it, 
such as a right of way (!Jaqq al-mariir), a right to the flow of water (~aqq al-majr§), and 
a right to discharge rain water over another's land (~aqq al-mas Tl). 1 These rights have 
also been laid down in the Maj allah. 2 These rights correspond to easements in English 
law. An easement is to be enjoyed as in the past and cannot be altered or enlarged. It is 
lost by disuse. 3 
As far as this topic is concerned, the researcher will attempt to study the liability 
1 cAll ai-Khaflf has elaborately discussed these three types of baqq in his book Ahkam ai-Mu«:amalat ai-
Shariyyah, pp.53-56. Besides that, he also puts in his discussions the rights of shurb, shufah, td"IT,jiwar, etc. 
See also the discussion of these rights in Abmad Mabmiid al-ShaficT, ai-Milkiyyah wa al-cAgd fl al-Figh al-
Islam T, pp.61-80; Murshid ai-Hayran, articles 48-56. 
2 See Majallah, article 1225 (right ofway over a building site), article 1230 (right to have rain water run away), 
article 1232 (right to flow water). See also in Mukhtasar, pp.255-258 (translated by F.H. 
Ruxton) which discusses the use and distribution of water. 
3 Philip S. James, Introduction to English Law, p.348; Sim and Scott, "A" Level English Law, p.136. 
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in respect of water according to the opinion of the fuqaha' of the madhahib. This issue, 
in fact, has been analysed by them whether, implicitly or explicitly, in their writings. 
Thus, the researcher will discuss it in a few sub-topics, namely: bringing water on to the 
land, escape of water (al-tacaddT) and the case of sprinkling water on the road. 
Generally speaking, when a person in exercising his use of something in his own 
property without negligence causing injury to another, he is not held liable. But, if the 
element of negligence or the want of the duty of care existed, or he did something the 
contrary of a normal practice (mukhalifan li al-muctad), he is liable for loss or damage 
resulting from his deeds. For example, if A lets water overflow into the garden of B and 
swamps B's crops, causing them to be destroyed, A must make good the loss.4 
In English law, the liability for water is usually related to the rule in Rylands v. 
Fletcher.5 Rylands v. Fletcher lays down a rule of Strict Liability for harm caused by 
exceptionally hazardous activities on land. Although historically it seems to have been 
an offshoot of the law of nuisance, it is sometimes said to differ from nuisance in that its 
concern is with escapes from land rather than interference with land. 6 From this case 
there are two essential ingredients [of Rylands v. Fletcher] liability: first, the bringing of 
water on to one's land (treated under the heading non-natural use of land); secondly, the 
escape of that thing. These two elements will be elucidated according to the cases written 
by the fuqaha'. 
4 Majallah, article 922. See also ai-Mabsiit, vo1.27, p.23; ai-Qawan In ai-Fighivvah, p.224; Jamic ai-Fusiilayn, 
vol.2, pp.123-125; al-WajT~ vol.2, p.150; ai-Ajwibah al-Khafifah, p.390; ai-Muhalla, issue 2116, vol.l1, p.19; 
Majmac ai-Damanat, p.162; al-Mughn 1 wa al-Sharh al-Kab Tr, vol.5, p.453; Miijabat, vol.l, p.203. 
5 ( 1866) LR 1 Ex eh 265; ( 1868) LR 3 HL 330. Cited in Mullis and Oliphant, Torts, p.195. 
6 Mullis and Oliphant, Torts, p.195. 
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BRINGING WATER ON TO THE LAND 
A person who accumulates water by way of non-natural use of land or or in an 
extra ordinary manner is bound to keep it from doing damage at his peril. The manner in 
which the water is accumulated whether it is collected in a reservoir, a pipe, a canal, a 
drain, or a mound of earth, the person collecting it is liable for its escape and damage to 
another's property. 
According to the Islamic law of tort, a person who brings water on to his land is 
not liable for any loss or damage unless he has been negligent or has committed al-
tacaddT(a wrongful act) e.g., in doing something contrary of usual practice (cadah). It is 
obvious that the element of al-tacaddT is an important matter in this case to prove 
someone committed tort. The concept of al-tacaddT is not restricted to the doctrine of 
liability, but applies to torts in general. 
According to the ljanbalT school, if a person drains water onto his land and the 
water flows into the plaintiffs site and causes damage, the defendant is not held liable on 
the grounds that he did it in the ordinary manner and there has been no tafr T[ 
(negligence). He is not mutcf'addTn because his deed is permitted (mubal:J). Nevertheless 
the defendant is liable if he transgresses (yatifadd§) by draining a lot of water onto his 
land and it appears that the water is caused to flow in a more concentrated form onto the 
plaintiffs land which affects the quantity of the water in a way injurious to the plaintiffs 
property.7 The view of this school seems to us that the element of negligence (farra[a---
7 Al-Mughn I wa al-Sharh al-Kab Tr, vol.5, p.453. See also Manar al-Sab 11, vol. I, p.438; Sharh Muntaha al-
Iradat, vol.2, p.270 and p.426; Majallat al-Ahkam al-Shariyyah, article 1675, p.507; al-Rawd al-Murbic, p.300. 
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>tafr T[) or excessive manner (asrafa--->israj) or al-tcfaddT are important matters in this 
case. If, therefore, the element aforesaid cannot be proved, no recompense shall be made 
for any damage suffered thereby. 8 
The MalikT jurists unanimously agreed in the matter of preventing any person 
from exercising the use of water in his land which may flow or he knows that the water 
will flow to his neighbour's site or he drains water onto his land and his neighbour's wall 
is caused harm (q'arar).They theorized that: "One who does harm should be urged to stop 
it" (man a~dath cjararan umir biqatih) because the Prophet said: "There should be 
neither harming nor reciprocating harm" (la cjarar wa la tjirar).9 On the other hand, if the 
harm did not occur, a person should not prevent the activity of his neighbour. In addition, 
if two injuries may occur, the lesser injury removes consideration of the severe one. 10 
lbn Far~iin also theorized: "Indeed, someone who does injury to the neighbour is 
to be prevented" .11 Further he maintains that "it is not permitted for someone to do 
something harmful to his neighbour". 12 Consequently, no person is permitted to bring and 
keep upon his land anything likely to do damage. If it escapes to his neighbour's land, he 
is bound to take care of it and to prevent its escape. In the case of water, the author of 
Tabsirat al-Hukkam indicates that one who brings water in dams (jusiir) without a wall 
surrounding them, is liable for any injury which occurs. Likewise if he surrounded the 
8 AI-Mugnic wa Hashiyatuh, vol.2, p.253; ai-MugniC, p.l50. 
9 AI-Qawan In ai-Fiqhivvah, pp.223-224. See also ai-Mudawwanah ai-Kubra, vo1.15, p.l94. 
10 AI-Bajl, Fusiil ai-Ahkam, p.208.ldha ijtamcf'a cjararan, asqaJ al-a§ghar al-akbar. 
11 Tabsirat ai-Hukkam, vo1.2, p.257. An a~dath cjarar a/-jar fa innah yumnct' minh. 
12 Tabsirat ai-Hukkam, vo1.2, p.258. Layajiiz an ya~dath ca/ajarih mayacjurruh. 
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dams, then he neglects them and the water moves and demolishes the dams and flows to 
the neighbour's land, he is liable for injury. If the injury does not result from his 
negligence (tafr lt) but from an act of God (amr min Allah), he is not liable. 13 
According to the MalikT jurists opinions as for the matter concerned above, we 
may safely say that the damage resulting from an extraneous cause with which the owner 
has nothing to do like the act of God (amr min Allah), misfortune from heaven (ajah 
samawiyah), sudden accident (~adith fuja'T), force majeure or cas fortuit (quwwah 
q ahirah ), the act of others and the act of neighbour himself, the owner of the water shall 
not be liable for damages. 
The jurists of this school also discuss the distance of the position of the 
neighbour's land whether it is far or not. If, therefore, a person causes water to flow on 
to his land and believes that his neighbour's land would be likely to be safe because it is 
far away, he is not held liable if in that case that the water flows directly and trespasses 
on to his neighbour's land and causes damage to the plantation there. Otherwise, he 
should be responsible if the boundary ofhis neighbour's land is very near and it is likely 
the water may flow and trespass on it and do damage. 14 
In the ShaficT school, Mu!Jammad al-Sharb Tn Tal-Khat Tb briefly discusses the 
liability for water saying that if a man irrigates water naturally onto his land and the water 
so irrigated flows into the adjoining land through a hole (ju~r) and causes damage, the 
man is not held liable. The liability will be borne if he irrigates contrary to usual practice 
13 Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.244. 
14 Al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-Iklll in the margin of al-I:Ia!!ab, Mawahib al-Jalll, vol.6, p.321. 
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(fawq al-c iidah) or he knows that there is a hole but neglects to take reasonable foresight. 
He is regarded as a defendant who has been careless or negligent in breach of a specific 
legal duty to take care (taq~Tr), 15 or he is, according to al-ShTrazT, regarded as 
mutacaddin if he uses water for irrigation contrary to the usual practice. 16 
The Ij:anafi jurists relate that if a person irrigates his land and water flows into 
the land of someone else and causes damage there, he, in accordance with qiyiis, is not 
liable because he is free to use his land which means he exercises his ownership with 
legal rights (al-ta~arruf jT milkih mubiilj fah mu[laqan) and the flowing water is 
considered as its natural attribute. But, if he knows that the water will flow into his 
neighbour's land, in accordance with istii:Jsiin he will be liable for injury. 17 In other words, 
the liability is due from the person who irrigates his land contrary to the usual practice 
(ghayr muctiid) and the water transgresses (al-tcf addT) to another's land.18 Likewise, if 
another's goods are placed under a m Tziib and the owner of the m Tziib flows water 
through it and causes damage to the goods, he is liable. 19 Abii Yiisuf maintains the view 
of the Ij:anafT school by mentioning that if a man who has a canal specifically for him and 
15 MughnT ai-Muhtaj, vo1.4, p.83. See also ai-Shlrazl, Kitab al-Tanblh, p.72. This case is also discussed by 
the J:Ianafi jurists Mabmiid b. Mawdiid in his book ai-Ikhtiyar li Taclll al-Mukhtar, vol.3, p. 79 and also the 
author of Fatawa Qadlkhan in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.461. 
16 AI-Muhadhdhab, vol.2, p.210. See also this discussion in Sulayman al-Jamal, Hashiyat al-Jamal cala Sharh 
ai-Minhaj, vol.5, p.83. 
17 AI-Mabsii~ vol.27, p.23; Qasim b. Qufliibugha, Kitab Miiiabat al-Ahkam wa Wagicat ai-Avvam, p.368; Radd 
ai-Muhtar, vo1.6, p.88; Fatawa Oacfikhan in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.3, pp.460-461; ai-Fatawa 
al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.4 7; Majmac al-Damanat, pp.162-163. See also ai-Shayban 1, Kitab al-As I, vol.4, p.527. 
His opinion could be said that he prefers to follow the rule of qiyiis. 
18 Qasim b. Qufliibugha, Kitab Mujibat ai-Ahkam wa Wagicat al-Ayyam, p.367; Radd al-Muhtar, vo1.6, p.89; 
ai-Ikhtiyar li Taclll al-Mukhtar, vol.3, p.79; Murshid al-Hayran, article 46. 
19 AI-Mabsiit, vol.27, p.23; Majmac al-Damanat, p.162; ai-Shaybanl, Kitab al-Asl, vol.4, p.528; Fatawa 
Qadlkhan in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah, vo1.3, p.461. 
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he irrigates his field, orchard and tree; the water from the canal flows into his land and 
the water floods out from his land towards the land of someone else and causes a flood 
' 
there is no responsibility on the owner of the canal because he excercises his rights on 
land that belongs to him. 20 Similarly if a canal or a well is dug in the land and water over-
flowed and spoilt the adjoining land, the owner of the first land would not be held 
responsible. The owner of the land which has been flooded should protect his land.21 The 
owner of the canal or the well will not be requested to level or to transform it because it 
is dug with the owner's legal right unless the canal or the well continues to cause injury 
to the adjoining land.22 It is not lawful for a Muslim to intend to flood the land belonging 
to a Muslim or a dhimm [because the Prophet forbade harming others. If it is known that 
the owner of the canal intends to let water flow in his land to harm his neighbours and to 
sweep away their crops, he should be barred from harming them. 23 In another case, if a 
person causes water to flow in his land which is unable to contain the water, causing it 
to overflow and trespass onto another's land, the former is liable. However, there is no 
liability for the person if he believed that his land can contain the overflow.24 Similarly, 
if the land is surrounded by a stony barrier round the boundary of it and the owner of the 
20 Abii Yiisuf, Kitab ai-Khadij, p.56. 
21 Abii Yiisuf, Kitab al-Kharaj, p.56. See also ai-Mabsii} vol.27, p.23; ai-Shayban 1, Kitab ai-Asl, vol.4, p.528. 
22 AI-Mabsii} vol.27, p.23. In this case the original [rukm is that the owner of the canal or well is not to be asked 
to remove it unless he wishes to do that. See ai-Shayban 1, Kitab ai-Asl, vol.4, p.528. 
23 Abii Yiisuf, Kitab al-Kharaj, p.56. 
24 Fatawa Qad1khan in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.251; Majmac al-Damanat, p.l65; al-
Ajw"ibah al-Khafifah, p.390. See also al-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vo1.2, p.304; al-Durr ai-Mukhtar printed with Radd 
ai-Muhtar, vo1.6, p.89; Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.6, p.89; Lisan ai-Hukkam, p.281; Majmac ai-Anhur, vol.2, p.402; 
Badr al-Muttaga in the margin ofMajmac ai-Anhur, vol.2, p.402. 
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land knows that the stony barrier is unable to block the water when it has been flooded, 
he is liable for damage suffered thereby. Otherwise, he is not liable if he has not known 
that the damage will occur.25 In another case, if the water is used for irrigation by a person 
in his land and it directly flows into his neighbour's land and remains there (not in his 
own land), the person is also liable.26 Therefore, a person who for his own purpose brings 
or accumulates on his land, or collects water likely to do mischief if it escapes, must be 
responsible for it. If the neighbour has made taqaddum to the owner of the water to take 
care of it and control (al-sakr wa al-a~kam) it, and he does not do so, he is prima facie 
answerable for all the damage which is the natural consequence of its escape. The liability 
here is ruled in accordance with istiJ:Jsan. Otherwise, if the taqaddum has not been made, 
he is not liable. 27 
Generally, liability in respect of water depends on whether the water is naturally 
on the land or whether it is artificially accumulated or interfered with in some way. The 
owner of land on a lower level (hab[ah) cannot complain of water naturally flowing into 
his land from a higher level (~acdah). Nevertheless, the proprietor of the higher land is 
liable if he knows that if he drains his land, the water will trespass (yatac addT) onto his 
lower neighbour's land. The proprietor of the higher level should be requested to set up 
a dam (al-musannah) to block water which flows to the lower level and he is prevented 
25 Qasim b. Qu!liibugha,Kitab Mujabat al-Ahkam wa Wagicat al-Ayyam, p.369. 
26 Qasim b. Qu!lii~u~_ha,. Kitab Miijabat al-Ahkam wa Wagicat al-Ayyam, p.368. 
27 Majmac al-Damanat, p.l63; Qasim b._Qu!~~bu~~a, Kitab Miiiabat al-Ahkam wa Wagicat al-Ayyam, p.368. 
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from draining his land until the dam is erected.28 
With regard to the liability for water, Ibn l]azm also rules that if someone opens 
up a river dam and a group of people drown, and if the act is performed with the intention 
to cause drowning to them, the person is liable for qi~~ and diyiit for the killing of a 
group. If the opening up of the river dam is done for some benefit or for no benefit, if the 
person has not realized that it will injure any of those who died, then this is a case of 
homicide by khat ii'. Diyiit are to be paid by his clan: penance is upon him for each soul 
that died; and in all this, he is liable for all damage to property that he caused. If one 
channels water onto a wall and the water, in destroying the wall, causes death, as stated 
above, the same rule applies equally without any distinction because in each case the 
person is the physical cause of the injury.29 
ESCAPE OF WATER (AL-TAcADD~ 
Cases from the HanbalT, Malik T, ShaficT, Hanafi and Zahir T texts demonstrate 
0 0 0 
that the element of "escape" is an important factor with regard to the liability. It can be 
said that the principle of liability for water mentioned by the fuqaha' provides that where 
an escape of water is caused by the way of al-tac:addT or by exceeding normal practice 
and others suffer loss and damage, then the defendants are strictly liable. In brief, the 
word "escape" can be found in the manual texts ofthefuqaha' which is considered as "a/-
28 Majmac al-Damanat, p.163; Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.89; Fatawa Oadlkhan in the margin of al-Fatawa al-
Hindivvah, vol.3, p.461. 
29 AI-M uhalla, issue 2116, vol.l1, p.19. 
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tct'addT''. This word may be considered, in its sense, the equivalent of the word "escape" 
in this section. However, there are some fuqaha' use the word "kharaja" other than 
"tac:addalal-tac:addT'' which can also be translated as "escape".30 Other than both of those 
words above, the word "sala/yas Tlu" or "nazala/yanzilu" is occasionally used by the 
fuqaha' in their writings in discussing this topic. 31 
It also, explicitly or implicitly, can be held that the cases above do not apply 
where the water which escapes has accumulated on the defendant's land by natural 
causes, and the defendant has done nothing to cause it to accumulate, and has taken no 
active means to direct its escape on to his neighbour's land. But if flood water is collected 
on his land artificially and it escapes by malicious intent or lack of duty in taking care of 
the water or ignoring the warning (taqaddum) which is given to him, he is liable for 
damage which results from such an escape. Here, he is deemed a mutac:addTn and 
negligent. 32 Otherwise, he is not liable. 
THE CASE OF SPRINKLING WATER ON THE ROAD 
The fuqaha' of the madhahib have a similar opinion in the case of a man slipping 
on watery surface where another man has poured water on the road thereby causing 
30 AI-Shayban 1, Kitab al-Asl, vol.4, p.527 and p.528; ai-Mabstib vol.27, p.23. 
31 AI-Mabsut, vol.27, p.23; al-Muhadhdhab, vo1.2, p.210. 
32 Mughn T ai-Muhtaj, volo.4, p.83; ai-Shayban T, KiHib ai-Asl, vol.4, p.528; ai-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.304; 
Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.89; al-Durr ai-Mukhtar printed with Radd al-Muhtar, vo1.6, p.89. 
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injury, the man who pours the water will be held liable.33 
In the view of the Ijanafi jurists, the liability is upon the person who spills water 
on the road, either deliberately or by perfonning his ablutions there, and a man or animal 
is injured in consequence, a diyah for the man is due from the former's caqilah, or a 
compensation for the animal from the person himself. The person is deemed a 
mutacaddTn because he has been guilty of causing an injury to passers-by on the road. 
However, if the man knowingly and wilfully (tclammad§) passes over the road in which 
water has been spilled as above, and suffers injury in consequence of falling in it, nothing 
whatever is incurred by the person who spilt the water since the man is injured because 
of his wilfulness. Some fuqaha' remark that this rule is applied only where the water is 
spilled over a part of the road, whereas if it extends over the whole road, the person is 
liable. Further, if the water is spilled in large quantities that commonly renders the footing 
insecure, the person is liable but that if the water is spilled in a small quantity to clear a 
spot of dust or it is spilled without exceeding nonnal practice (lam yujiiwiz al-muctad) and 
not in that quantity to endanger the passers-by, there is no liability. In another case, if a 
shopkeeper orders a worker to sprinkle water in front of his shop and another person falls 
there and is injured in consequence, the liability rests upon the shopkeeper (in accordance 
with isti!Jsiin), not the worker because the order given is valid and the benefit of sprinkled 
33 AI-Mabsii~ vol.27, p.7; al-Durr al-Mukhtar printed with Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.598; al-Muhadhdhab, vol.2, 
p.21 0; al-Wajl~ vol.2, p.l50; Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.87; Sulayman ai-Jamal, Hashiyat al-Jamal ea la Sharh 
ai-Minhaj, vol.5, p.83; Kifiiyat ai-Akhyar, p.613; Badr ai-Muttaga in the margin ofMajmac al-Anhur, vo1.2, 
p.655; ai-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l92; Taby In al-Haga'ig, vol.5, p.l45; Mukhtasar, p.273; Abii Yiisuf, Kitab ai-
Kharaj, p.97; al-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vo1.6, p.41; Majmac al-Damanat, p.164; al-Shayban I, Kitab ai-Asl, vol.4, 
p.506; ai-Sh lraz 1, Kitab al-Tanb lh, p.l27; ai-Ajwibah ai-Khafifiih, p.387; Jamic ai-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.90; 
Majmac al-Anhur, vo1.2, p.655; al-Ikhtiyar li Tacrn ai-Mukhtar, vol.5, p.46; Zarriiq, Sharh Zarriiq cala Matn ai-
Risalah, vol.2, p.245; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vo1.2, p.464; lbn Rajah, al-Oawacid fi al-Figh al-Islam 1, p.217; al-
Mughn 1, vo1.7, p.822. 
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water goes to the shopkeeper who ordered it; and therefore the act of the person whom 
he commanded must be referred to him. Otherwise, in the cases of being commanded to 
make ablution on the road or to erect an edifice in the middle of the road, the liability 
rests upon one who obeyed the order. The liability for the first case is by reason that the 
benefit of ablution is derived for one's ownself, and for the second case because the order 
is invalid, the person who gave the order had no right to obstruct the highway.34 In the 
case of a person who spills ice or water, or performs the ablution on a sidestreet or lane 
(sikkah) and as a result of it becoming icy or slippery and a man or an animal of another 
is injured there, Mul]ammad b. al-I:Jasan al-ShaybanT is reported as giving the judgement 
that this case depended on the kind of lane whether it is ghayr najhidhah or not. If the 
injury happens in the lane which is ghayr najidhah (to one who is not inhabitant there), 
the person is not liable. Otherwise, he is liable if it happens in the lane which is najidhah 
on the grounds that this kind of lane is for the public.35 Nobody may make any trouble 
about it. 
The Malik T school exemplify the case of sprinkling water on the road by the case 
of a person, who, when he sprinkles water on his compound (or road) to cool or clean it 
and another person slips and is injured thereby, is not liable. In another situation, if the 
34 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, p.192. See also al-Durr ai-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.464; al-Ikhtiyar li Tacrn ai-Mukhtar, voi.S, 
p.46; Abii Yiisuf, Kitab al-Kharaj, p.96; al-Ajwibah ai-Khatlfah, p.387; Jamic ai-Fusiilayn, vol.2, p.90; Majmac 
al-Anhur, vol.2, p.655; Majmac al-Damanat, p.164; Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.594; al-Durr al-Mukhtar printed 
with Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.6, p.594; al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.41; Taby In al-Haqa'iq, voi.S, p.145; Badr 
al-Muttaga in the margin ofMajmac al-Anhur, vol.2, pp.655-656; al-Shayban I, Kitab al-Asl, vol.4, p.506; ai-
Mabsiit, vol.27, p.7; Mucin ai-Hukkam, p.212; Lisan al-Hukkam, p.282; Fatawa Qadlkhan in the margin of 
al-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vol.3, p.458. 
35 Qasim b. Qu!liibugha, Kitab Miijibat ai-Ahkam wa Wagicat al-Ayyam, p.388. See also Majmac al-Anhiir, 
vo1.2, p.655; Badr al-Muttaga in the margin of Majmac al-Anhiir, vol.2, p.655; Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.594; 
Mucin al-Hukkam, p.211; Fatawa Qadlkhan in the margin of ai-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah, vo1.3, p.458; al-Fatawa 
al-Hindiyyah, vo1.6, p.42. 
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person sprinkles water on the public road, he shall definitely be liable for any damage 
when another person or his property have been injured or destroyed. 36 
In the opinion of the l}anbalT school, Ibn Qudamah and Ibn Raj ab confirm the 
case of sprinkling water on the road mentioning that if a person sprinkles water on the 
road and causes injury to others, he is liable. They put the position of water similar to 
stone or iron or soil or watermelon skin placed there and an injury occurs in consequence. 
The person who puts it there is liable. 37 
Likewise, al-GhazalT and MuiJammad al-SharbTnT al-KhatTb in the ShaficT 
school maintain that the liability will be ascribed to a person who sprinkles water on the 
road for his own benefit (li ma~lai:Jah nafsih) that causes a passer-by to fall. However, he 
is not liable when: 
[ 1] he sprinkles water for the benefit of the public (li ma~la~ah al-Muslim Tn), e.g., to 
prevent the pollution of dust, or 
[2] the person who has fallen or slipped, intentionally (qa~dan) passes over the part where 
the water has been spilled, or 
[3] his action does not exceed normal practice (lam yujiiwiz al-e adah) or he did it in the 
course of natural use of his right, or 
[4] his action is permitted by the imam (authority).38 
36 Zarriiq, Sharh Zarriiq cala Matn ai-Risalah, vol.2, p.245; al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa ai-Iklll in the margin of al-
J:Ianab, Mawahib al-Jalll, vol.6, p.24l. 
37 AI-Mughn 1, vol.7, p.822; Ibn Rajah, al-Oawacid fT al-Fiqh al-Islam 1, p.2l7. See also al-cUddah Sharh al-
£Umdah, p.449. 
38 Mughn 1 ai-Muhtaj, vo1.4, p.87; ai-Wailz, vol.2, p.l50. See also Sulayman ai-Jamal, Hashiyat ai-Jamal cala 
Sharh al-Minhaj, vo1.5, p.83; Kiffiyat al-Akhyar, p.6l3. 
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Summing the discussion up, based on the points of view of the fuqaha' about the 
liability for water is that the tortfeasor will be liable for his deeds when the element of al-
tcfaddT can be proved. It is clear that the ljanafi and ShaficT schools concurrently agree 
to exempt him if a victim slips as a result of his own volition to pass over the place where 
the water has been spilled. We could also say that this discussion is a clear indication of 
the rule of the water as applied by the Islamic law of tort to avoid injury to the public. 
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LIABILITY OF MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS 
INTRODUCTION 
In the foregoing discussions, we have examined several topics of liability: liability 
for premises, liability for animals, liability for chattels and the like. Further, under Islamic 
law of tort, there is another topic of liability, that is, the liability of medical practitioners. 
The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the potential of Islamic law in theory 
and practice to protect a patient's rights, especially in cases of mistake and negligence 
based on the failure of the medical practitioner to take proper reasonable care and skill 
in his treatment of the patient. 
The present study has a few sub-topics: the basis of the liability, the category of 
the doctors and their liability, breach of duty (al-tacaddi) in treatment, exemption of the 
doctor from liability according to the opinions of the fuqaha', necessity of consent in 
medical treatment, good intent, medical negligence, conditions of non-liability of the 
doctor and liability for para-medical staff. 
By reason of the size of this topic, the researcher will try to create a systematic 
study based on books of the sunn T madhahib. However, the books of other madhahib 
would also be referred if necessary. Further, this task would be impossible without 
making reference to contemporary books by thefuqaha'. Consequently, this topic will be 
studied from classical and contemporary textbooks of Islamic jurisprudence. 
All thefuqaha' agree that medical treatment is a collective duty (jarrjal-kifayah)-
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when it is carried out by a sufficient number of individuals, others are necessarily excused 
from fulfilling it. 1 It has been imposed as a duty because it is a social necessity. If the aim 
of a person who studies medical practice is to treat the people, his study becomes 
obligatory for him. This means that the medical practice is a duty of the doctor which 
must (la mafarra lah) be carried out. The treatment is considered as a collective duty if 
there is more than one doctor in a town. Otherwise it will be an individual duty if there 
is no other doctor except him and thus it would be obligatory and not amenable to 
exemption. The axiomatic result (al-natijah al-badThiyyah) from declaring medical 
treatment as a duty is that the doctor will not be responsible for the consequences of 
performing it; it is on the principle that the performance of a duty is not bound by 
conditions of safety (anna al-wiijib la yataqayyad bi shart al-salamah). This is because 
the choice of the method of treatment depends entirely on the discretion of the doctor, his 
knowledge and practical ingenuity.2 
THE BASIS OF THE LIABILITY 
In the Islamic law of tort, the foundation of the liability for medical practitioners 
is a celebrated Ijadlth narrated by Abii Dawud, al-Nasa'T and Ibn Majah reported from 
c Amr b. Sht.f ayb on his father's authority from his grandfather who reported that the 
Prophet said: 
1 Ibn Ukhuwwah, Macalim al-Ourbah, p.l66; cAbd al-Qadir cAwdah, al-Tashrl£ al-Jina'l, vol. I, p.520. 
2 cAbd al-Qadir cAwdah, al-Tashrl£ al-Jina'l, vol.l, p.520. 
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"Whosoever gives medical treatment (to someone) and he is not known 
as a practitioner before that, will be held liable".3 
In a report by Abii Dawud which was narrated by cAbd al-cAzTz b. cumar b.c Abd al-
c Az T z who said: Some people of the deputation which came to my father reported the 
Prophet as saying: "Any physician who practises medicine to a group of people when he 
has not been known as a practitioner before that and he harms (the patients), will be 
liable". cAbd al-cAzTz, further, said: "This also applies in the case of physician who does 
not have a qualification for medical treatment for opening a vein, incision and 
cauterization". 4 
In another version, this l}adTth was reported as: 
"Anyone who practises medicine when he is not known as a practitioner 
and kills a life or inflicts bodily harm on it, will be liable". 5 
From the above 1nentioned l}adTths, it is settled that Islamic law decided primarily the 
liability of tort might occur when physician does any harmful act to his patients 
including: infringement, felony, deception and endangering their lives. 
Unqualified practitioners or doctors, therefore, are prohibited from practising 
medicine because of the potential danger which they might cause. On account of that, Ibn 
Qayyim remarks in his al-Tibb al-NabawT: 
"An ignorant physician is liable for his medical practice. If he treats a 
person without knowing the correct practice and causes harm to the 
3 Sun an Ab T Dawud, vol.4, p.l95; Sunan lbn Majah, vol.2, p.ll48. However, there are no words "before that" 
(qabl dha/ik) in the report by Abii Dawud. See also in lbn Qayyim, Zad al-Macad, vol.3, p.l08; Ibn Qayyim, 
al-Tibb al-Nabaw I, p.l32; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vo1.8, p.35; Bidayat ai-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.313; ai-Mugnic wa 
Hash iyatuh, vol.2, p.217. 
4 Sunan Ab I Dawud, vol.4, p.l95. 
5 lbn I:Iajar, Buliigh ai-Maram, p.522. 
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person, he will be liable. This is the consensus of Muslim scholars".6 
AI-Khattab T adds: 
"I do not know of a precedent concerning a different view for a physician 
when he transgresses (tcf'add8) causing injury to his patient, definitely he 
will be liable. The liability is diyah, not retaliation (qawad) because 
permission to act is given to him by the patient, and he would not have 
been able to operate without such permission. The tort of the physician, 
according to the vast majority ofthefuqahii', is borne by his ciiqilah".1 
The Majallah has also enacted an article regarding the restriction of unqualified doctors. 
"Persons who cause injury to the public such as an ignorant physician (a!-
[ ab Tb al-jiihil) are interdicted .... ".8 
Abdur Rahim says: 
"The law also recognizes inhibition of a limited character by which 
unskilled persons may be prohibited from pursuing certain occupations 
because of the danger to the public. Thus, an unqualified doctor may be 
prevented from practising medicine". 9 
THE CATEGORY OF THE DOCTORS AND THEIR LIABILITIES 
In their writings, the fuqahii' have clearly set forth the category of the doctor and 
simultaneously his liability in their writings. The liability, arising as a result of mistake 
or negligence in carrying out treatment to the patient by the doctor, is the most important 
6 Ibn Qayyim, al-Tibb al-Nabaw I, pp.l34-135. 
7 AI-Khattib I, Mac~ilim al-Sunan in the margin ofMukhtasar Sunan Ab I Dawud, vol.6, p.378; Shams al-Oin 
al-Dhah~h I, al-Tibb ai-Nabaw I, pp.306-307; lbn Qayyim, al-Tibb al-Nabaw 1, p.l35; lbn I;:Iajar, Buliigh al-
Maram, p.524. 
8 Majallah, article 964. 
9 Abdur Rahim, The Principles ofMuhammadan Jurisprudence, p.246. 
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matter laid down in their discussions. However, the liability is more easily discussed if 
it is divided in accordance with the category of the doctor. Thus, the category of the 
doctor or physician may be classified in five categories: 
(I) A doctor who is highly trained (tab Tb ~iidhiq ). This doctor adheres to the ethics of his 
profession and performs his services according to the rules. If the patient as a result of 
such treatment requires an injury to his organ or limb or it results in the loss of a ordinary 
natural ability, or perhaps health complications could have led to his death, the doctor is 
not liable for reparation according to all Muslim scholars because consent to his action 
has been given to him by the patient. The same verdict is given in the case of 
circumcision (phosthetomy). For example, if a qualified doctor applies his expertise and 
performs the operation on a child at a suitable age and time, and if after the surgical 
operation, the child suffers injury (either to his organ or body), the doctor is still 
exempted from bearing any liability. Similarly in the case oflancination (ba{!), if a doctor 
lances a patient who maybe mentally sound or not with a surgical instrument in an 
appropriate treatment and at suitable time and the patient suffers injury in consequence, 
still, according to Islamic law, the expert doctor is not liable. 10 
According to the discussions of the J:Ianafi jurists, if a phlebotomist (ja~~ iid) 
performs the operation of phlebotomy without exceeding normal practice, he is not 
responsible in the case of his patient being injured in consequence of such an operation. 
10 Ibn Qayyim, Zad al-Macad, vol.3, p.l09; lbn Qayyim, al-Tibb al-Nabawl, p.l35. See also al-Rawd al-Murbic, 
p.324; al-Mughn 1, vo1.5, p.490; £Umdat al-Figh, p.60; al-e Uddah Sharh al£ Umdah, p.229; Manar al-Sab 11, 
vol. I, p.422; al-MugniC, p.l41; al-Mugnic wa Hashiyatuh, vo1.2, p.216; Majallat al-Ahkam al-Shariyyah, article 
713, p.262; Abii Zahrah, Usiil al-Fiqh, p.355. 
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Similarly, if a cupper (I:Jajjam) practises cupping his patient in the usual manner without 
exceeding normal practice, he is not liable for any liability. 11 In al-Jamf al-Sagh Tr, 
Mu!Jammad b. al-l}asan al-ShaybanT maintains that if a farrier (bay[ar) bleeds a man's 
animal at his request and the animal dies in consequence, or if a cupper performs the 
cupping on a slave at the direction of his master and the slave dies in consequence, no 
liability is incurred by the farrier or cupper. 12 Ibn Rushd, one of the Malik T jurists states: 
" .... and there is no difference of opinions (among the fuqaha') that if a 
person who practises medicine is not among the expert doctors, he is 
liable (for any injury which happens) because he is regarded 
mutac:addin". 13 
That means, if an expert doctor who is highly trained performs the operation on his 
patient without making a mistake and the patient sustains injury, the doctor is not liable. 
In the same sense, al-Mawaq upholds the view of Ibn Rushd saying that a doctor who 
gives medicine to his patient or practises circumcision and cupping, or performs dental 
surgery to extract his patient's molar tooth (cjarsan), he is not liable for injury resulting 
from his hands if no element of mistake existed. 14 Al-Qarafi says that the responsibility 
will not be borne by the expert doctor or veterinary unless it is known that he committed 
a transgression (tac:add§) in his course of treatment.15 With regard to the expert doctor 
being free from liability, al-Dusuq T has stated: 
11 Al-Hidayah, vol.3, p.245; al-Durr al-Mukhtar printed with Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.68; Bada'ic al-Sana'ic, 
vol.7, p.305. See also Tabyln al-Haga'ig, vol.6, p.137; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.296; Majmac al-Damanat, 
p.47. 
12 Al-Jamic al-Sagh lr, p.449. See also al-Hidayah, vo1.3, p.245. 
13 Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.313. 
14 Al-Mawaq, al-T~ij wa al-lklll in the margin ofal-l;la!Jab, Mawahib al-Jalll, vol.6, p.32l. . 
15 Al-Qarafi, al-Furiig, vol.4, p.29. 
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"In the case of a doctor and a cupper who is expert in the circumcision. 
When the cupper perfoms a circumcision and the doctor gives a medicine 
to the patient or bleeds his vein or cauterizes him and such a patient dies 
as a result, there is no responsibility on the part of the cupper and the 
doctor. The liability is exempted on the condition that they are 
knowledgeable and have made no mistake in what they did. None of them 
is liable for diyah, nor is the c aqilah liable for the diyah" .16 
Al-ShaficT says that if a person asks a doctor to treat diseases for him by blood-
letting through cupping or to circumcise his son or .... and he has suffered injury in 
consequence of the doctor's treatment, the doctor is not liable. This is because he has 
carried out appropriate medical treatment as an expert doctor and exercised due care and 
skill in his treatment ofhis patient. 17 Ibn Surayj directly exempts the liability of the doctor 
if he is an expert doctor. 18 Al-Shibramals T in his Hashiyah remarks that the expert 
physician (c iirifan) is not liable19 for bleeding or performing a venesection of a patient 
(fa~ d) or for cupping him even though he dies on account of that. This case should be 
provided that the doctor does not overstep the limits, that is, he carries normal legal 
treatment (ja'iz). 2° Conversely, when a doctor is not highly trained, he is liable for any 
accident which happens due to his treatment based on the ljadTth: "Whosoever gives 
16 
AI-Dusiiq I, Hashiyah cala ai-Sharh ai-Kab lr, vol.4, pp.24-25. See also ai-Bajl, ai-Muntaga, vol.7, p.76. 
17 AI-Umm, vol.6, p.239 and p.244. 
18 Tuhfat ai-Muhtaj in the margin ofHawash 1 ai-Sharwan I wa Ibn Qasim, vol.9, p.197. 
19 AI-Shibramals 1, Hashiyah printed with Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.8, p.35. See also ai-Sharwan I, Ha wash I ai-
Sharwan I cala Tuhfat ai-Muhtaj, vol.9, p.197; Ibn Qasim, Hashiyat Ibn Oasim cala Tuhfat al-Muhtaj, vo1.9, 
pp.197-198. 
20 Minhaj al-Talib In wa cumdat al-Muft1n, p.305; Minhaj al-Talib In in the margin of Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, 
vol.4, p.30 1; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vo1.8, p.33. See also Tuhfat ai-Muhtaj in the margin of Ha wash 1 ai-Sharwan I 
wa Ibn Qasim, vol.9, p.l95; al-Siraj ai-Wahhaj,p.538; Zakariyya ai-An~arl, Minhaj al-Tullab printed with 
Minhaj al-Talib In wa cumdat al-Muftln, p.305; Zakariyya al-An~arl, Sharh al-Minhaj in the margin of 
Hashiyat al-Jamal cala Sharh al-Minhaj, vo1.5, p.172. 
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medical treatment and is not known as a practitioner, is liable".21 Ibn al-Mundhir 
theorizes: "A practitioner who does not transgress in his practices, is not liable for any 
liability". 22 
(2) The second category of the doctor is the ignorant quack (muta[abbib jahil). This 
quack, in his treatment, is one who deceptively convinces his patient of his ability to cure 
him. As a result, the patient suffers injury. In this case, if the patient knows that this 
quack is not a real doctor and yet, permits him to carry out the treatment, then the quack 
is free from bearing any liability.23 lbn Qayyim assesses this case and says: 
"This determination does not contradict the meaning of the I:JadTth 
mentioned ealier". 24 
This is because the patient has got knowledge that the quack is not a real doctor and thus 
the injury which happened to the patient results from the permission given voluntarily by 
him to the suggested treatment by the quack. That means the injury does not result from 
the deceit of the quack. 
Likewise, the quack or the doctor will not be responsible for whatever injury 
21 Al-Shibramals I, Hashiyah printed with Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.8, p.35. See also al-Sharwan I, Hashiyat al-
Sharwan I cala Tuhfat al-Muhtaj, vol.9, p.l97; Ibn Qasim, Hashiyat lbn Oasimc ala Tuhfat al-Muhtaj, vol.9, 
p.l98. 
22 Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.202; al-Sharwan I, Hashiyat al-Sharwan I cala Tuhfat al-Muhtaj, vol.9, p.197. 
Ann ai-Jab ib idha lam yatd.add lam yarjman. 
23 Ibn Qayyim, Zad al-Macad, vol.3, p.l09; lbn Qayyim, al-Tibb al-NabawT, p.136. See also al-Rawd al-Murbic, 
p.324; al-Mughn I, vol.5, p.490. 
24 Ibn Qayyim, Zad al-Macad, vol.3, p.I09; Ibn Qayyim, al-Tibb al-NabawT, p.l36. The I;IadTth is: "Whosoever 
gives medical treatment (to someone) and he is not known as a practitioner before that, will be held liable". 
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occurs as a result of taking medicine which is determined by the patient himself. 25 
However, if the patient presumes that the quack offering his services is a real 
doctor and he permits the quack to treat him medically, believing that he is 
knowledgeable about a remedy, and the patient suffers injury, then the quack is liable. 
Likewise, if the quack convinces a patient that he knows about medicines and then 
prescribes a specific medicine to be used. When the patient assumes that he is 
knowledgeable and skilfull in the matter, but the patient suffers injury because of such 
medicine, the quack is liable.26 Ibn Ij:ajar was asked about the liability which arises from 
the medicine which is given by the doctor and others (meaning his assistants). He replied: 
"If the medicine is given by a person who has no knowledge of medicament or remedy 
and an injury results in consequence, the person is liable.27 According to Ibn Surayj, the 
doctor (or the quack) who convinces his patient deceitfully that he knows about 
medicament and remedy, and then an injury happens as a result of his deceit, he will be 
liable for qawad (retaliation) on account of his deceit (taghr Tr). 28 
(3) The third category of the doctor is the doctor who is highly trained, learned and 
25 Tuhfat al-Muhtaj in the margin of Ha wash T ai-Sharwan T wa lbn Qasim, vol.9, p.197; al-Sharwan 1, Hashiyat 
al-Sharwan Tcala Tuhfat al-Muhtaj, vol.9, p.197; Ibn Qasim, Hashiyat Ibn Oasim cala Tuhfat al-Muhtaj, vol.9, 
p.197. 
26 Ibn Qayyim, Zad ai-Macad, vol.3, p.109; lbn Qayyim, ai-Tibb al-Nabaw1, p.136; Tuhfat a1-Muhtaj in the 
margin of Ha wash T ai-Sharwan T wa Ibn Qasim, vol.9, p.197. See also Majallah ai-Ahkam al-Shariyyah, article 
711, p.262. 
27 Ibn J:Iajar, Fatawa Ibn Ha jar cited in Bahnas 1, ai-Mas'iiliyyah al-Jina'iyyah, p.190; Bahnas 1, al-Mawsiicah 
ai-Jina'ivvah fi ai-Figh al-Islam T, vo1.4, p.42. According to lbn J:Iajar, the wrong medicine which is given by 
one who lack knowledgeable about it should be confirmed by two doctors of good reputation (.:adalayn). 
28 Tuhfat ai-Muhtaj in the margin ofHawash 1 ai-Sharwan 1 wa lbn Qasim, vol.9, p.197. 
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experienced in his field. He performs his services according to the required rules and with 
permission to do so. But, if his hands transgress (tac:addad) to a healthy part of the 
patient's body and he damages it by mistake (akh[a'at), he will be liable. For example, if 
the circumciser, in the case of circumcision, by mistake causes harm to his patient (either 
to the urethra or scrotum or testes), he will be held liable for damages. This is because 
he has committed a tort by misadventure (jiniiyah kha[a'). 29 
Regarding the liability of this category of doctor, the l}anafi jurists make him 
liable if he performs medical treatment which exceeds normal practice (muj iiwaz a!-
muc:tad) or by mistake. They refer to a case when a circumciser performs the operation of 
circumcision and inflicts a cut in the glans, he will be liable for a full diyah (diyah 
kamilah). 30 This case could be connected to the l}adTth: 
"And for the penis (which was cut) should be paid a diyah". 31 
It is similar to a case of a phlebotomist (fa~~ ad) who performs by mistake the operation 
of phlebotomy and the patient dies in consequence. He is liable for diyah and the diyah 
is due from his c:aqilah.32 Ibn cAbidTn elaborates this case mentioning that if a part of the 
29 lbn Qayyim, .lad ai-Macad, volJ, p. 109; lbn Qayyim, al-Tibb al-Nabaw I, p.l36. See also ai-Rawd al-Murbic, 
p.324; ai-Mughn 1, vol.5, p.491; al-cUddah Sharh al-cUmdah, p.229; Manar ai-Sab 11, vol. I, p.422; al-Muqnic 
wa Hashiyatuh, vol.2, p.217. 
30 AI-Durr al-Mukhtar printed with Radd al-Muhtar, vo1.6, p.69; al-MabsiiF. vol.l6, p.l3; Taby 1 n ai-Haga'iq, 
vol.6, p.l37; Majmac al-Damanat, p.48. See also al-Fatawa ai-Bazzazivvah in the margin of al-Fatawa ai-
Hindivvah, vol.5, p.89. 
31 AI-Darim 1, Sunan al-Darim 1, vol.2, p.l93; Ibn J:Iajar, Buliigh ai-Maram, p.265; Bada'ic ai-Sana'ic, vo1.7, 
p.311; ai-Mughn 1, vo1.8, p.33; ai-Mughn 1 wa al-Sharh al-Kab 1r, vol.9, p.627. 
32 AI-Durr ai-Mukhtar printed with Radd ai-Muhtar, vo1.6, p.69; Majmac al-Damanat, p.48. If the phlebotomist 
performs the operation to one who is sleeping and leaves him alone and he dies on account of bleeding in that 
operation, the phlebotomist is liable for qi~B§. See al-Durr al-Mukhtar printed with Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.6, p.69; 
Majmac al-Damanat, p.48. In the above case, the phlebotomist is considered as guilty of direct murder. See 
Radd ai-Muhtar, vo1.6, p.69. 
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glans has been cut accidentally, the doctor will be liable to compensation (~ukiimah). 33 
In the Malik T school, Malik himself rules down: 
"Every employee (ajTr) or shepherd or worker who performs a job for you 
in your house, and a veterinary (baytar) or doctor and others like them, 
..... , each of these is liable if they have committed a transgression 
(t c: dd 7\ "34 a a u, ..... . 
KhalTl b. Isl}aq lays down a general principle that a doctor will be held pecuniarily liable 
for any injury that he may have caused either through ignorance or through neglecting the 
precepts of his art. 35 Al-DusiiqT supports the above mentioned ruling ofKhalTl b. IslJ.aq, 
stating that if a doctor performs a circumcision or gives medicine to his patient or bleeds 
his vein or cauterizes him and the patient dies as a result of that, the doctor should pay 
a diyah because he has made a mistake in what he has done when he knows it (min ahl 
al-mac:rifah). However, the diyah is due from his ciiqilah. If he is not knowledgeable, he 
will be punished.36 The kinds of punishment according to al-Mawaq and al-Qarafi in 
33 Radd ai-MuhHir, vol.6, p.69.!jukiimah is the compensation for injuries which is no percentage prescribed 
but leave it to be estimated by the ~akim. For detail see Bada'ic al-Sana'f, vol.6, p.323; al-Qawan In al-
Fighiyyah, p.300; cAbd al-Qadirc Awdah, al-TashrF al-Jina'l, vol.2, p.285; Wahbah, al-Figh ai-IsHim I Wa 
Adillatuh, vol.6, p.358; Joseph Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic Law, p.l86. For more detailed, see Bahnas T, 
al-Mawsiicah al-Jina'iyyah fT al-Figh at-Islam I, vol.2, pp.l38-144. 
In another case, if a person commits a wrongful act to the penis or the glans of another and causes displacement, 
the person should pay a diyah even though the penis belongs to a child or an old man. However, according to 
the J:lanafT and J:lanball schools, an injurious act to a penis, which has already been castrated (khCI§ 7) or is 
impotent ('.inn Tn), will only render the person who performed it liable for ~ukiimah, not diyah. Whereas 
according to the Malikis in the more preferable view and the Shaficls, the full diyah should be imposed. See 
al-Midan I, ai-Lubab fT Sharh ai-Kitab, vol.3, p.154; al-Dardlr, ai-Sharh ai-Kab lr cata Mukhtasar Khalll in 
the margin of ai-Dusiiq I, Hashiyah, vol.4, p.273; Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.67; ai-Mughn I, vol.8, p.33; 
Kashshaf ai-Oinac can Matn ai-Igna, vol.6, p.47; Wahbah, ai-Figh ai-Islam I wa Adillatuh, vo1.6, p.343; 
Mubammad al-Khacjraw I, ai-Mas'iilivvah al-Jina'ivvah, p.282. 
34 AI-Mudawwanah, vo1.3, p.502. 
35 Mukhtasar, p.291. See also al-Ab I, Jawahir al-Iklll, vo1.2, p.296. 
36 AI-Dusiiq T, Hashiyah cala ai-Sharh al-Kab lr, vol.4, pp.25-26. See also ai-Bajl, al-Muntaga, vol.7, p.76; al-
Qarafi, ai-Furiig, vo1.4, p.29. 
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their books are flogging and imprisonment.37 The injury resulting from a mistake by a 
doctor in his practice is also mentioned by Ibn Rushd and al-Mawaq. They state that if 
the doctor, by mistake, inflicts a cut in the glans of a patient during a circumcision or 
gives a wrong prescription or extracts a wrong molar tooth, when he is a skilled and 
experienced practitioner, he would be liable to pay diyah. The diyah will be ascribed to 
his ''iiqilah. 38 Further, lbn Rushd points out that if the doctor is unskilled and not 
knowledgeable, the diyah is due from his own property, not from his c aqilah.39 This is 
also pointed out by al-Dusiiq T and al-Mawaq. They say according to the more preferable 
view (al-r§ji~), the diyah is not due on the caqilah because the tort committed by such 
unknowledgeable doctor is considered as an intentional tort. As a result, the c aqilah does 
not bear any diyah resulting from such kind oftort.40 
Al-ShaficT himself says that if a cupper or a circumciser has practised 
inappropriate treatment on his patient when he is an expert and experienced practitioner 
(c aliman), he is liable for injury~ 1 The Shafi T jurists also deal with this matter. The 
expert practitioner is liable, by his mistake, for an injury which occurs in practising a 
bleeding or performing a venesection or a cupping on his patients. He is liable for diyah 
37 Al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-Iklll in the margin of al-tfaJftib, Mawahib al-Jalll, vo1.6, p.321; al-Qarafi, al-Furiiq, 
vol.4, p.29. 
38 Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.313; al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-Iklll in the margin of al-tJaJftib, Mawahib al-Jal11, 
vo1.6, p.321. Al-Qaratl reports that the diyah will be borne by the.: aqilah if the amount of the diyah is over one-
third, otherwise, it will be ascribed to the doctor's property. See al-Qarafi, al-Furiig, vol.4, p.29. 
39 Bidayat al-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.3 13. See also al-Qarafi, al-Furiiq, vol.4, p.29. 
40 Al-Dusiiq 1, Hashiyah cata al-Sharh al-Kab Tr, vol.4, pp.25-26; al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-Ikl11 in the margin 
ofal-Hattab Mawahib al-Jalll vo1.6, p.321. See also al-BajT, al-Muntaqa, vol.7, p.76; BahnasT, al-Mawsiicah 
al-Jin~'iYvah fi al-Fiqh al-Islim 1, vol.4, p.40. 
41 3 Al-Umm, vol.6, p.2 9. 
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which is ascribed to his c aqilah.42 
(4) The fourth category of the doctor is the skilful and well-trained doctor. He attempts 
to give the best treatment, and still makes an incorrect diagnosis or prescribes a wrong 
medicine by mistake. As a result of his mistake, the patient dies. The doctor will be liable 
for diyah. However, according to Alpnad b. I}anbal, the diyah will be paid either: 
i- By the Muslim treasury (bayt al-mal), or 
ii- By the caqilah of the doctor.43 
(5) The fifth category of the doctor is also the skilful doctor. In this category, the doctor 
performs his services according to the prescribed and required rules, but fails to obtain 
consent from the patient or from his family. For example, in the case of operating on a 
part of the body (silcah) or in the case of the circumcision of a man (a major) or a minor 
or a lunatic without their consent or without the consent of their guardian and injury is 
suffered, the doctor is definitely liable. This is because the injury arises from his act 
which has been performed without any permission being given. 44 
However, if a major (biiligh) or the guardian of the minor or of the lunatic gives 
42 
Mughn T al-Muhtaj, vo1.4, p.202; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vol.8, p.35. See also ai-Sharwan T, Hashiyat ai-Sharwan 1 
£ala Tuhfat ai-Muhtaj, vol.9, p.l97; lbn Qasim, Hashiyat Ibn Oasfm ala Tuhfat al-Muhtaj, vol.9, p.197; 
Sulayman al-Jamal, Hashiyat al-Jamal cala Sharh al-Minhaj, vol.5, p.l73. However, Ibn Surayj opines that 
whoever knows about medical treatment would not be liable for any mistake. See lbn I:Jajar, Fatawa lbn Hajar 
cited in Bahnas T, al-Mas'iilivvah al-Jina'ivvah, p.l90; Bahnas T, al-Mawsiicah al-Jina'ivvah fi al-Figh al-Islam 1, 
vol.4, p.42. 
43 Ibn Qayyim, Zad ai-Macad, vol.3, p.l09; lbn Qayyim, al-Tibb al-Nabaw1, p.137. 
44 Ibn Qayyim, Zad al-Macad, vol.3, p.l 09; Ibn Qayyim, al-Tibb al-Nabaw 1, p.13 7. See also Manar al-Sab 11, 
vol. I, p.422; al-Mughn 1, vol.5, p.491; Majallat al-Ahkam al-Sharciyyah, article 712, p.262. 
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permission for the doctor to operate on him, the doctor will not be liable for injury 
occurring as a result ofthat.45 
In the light of this case, will the doctor be liable or not, if he performs his service with 
the permission of the patient or of his guardian, when he has been a mutacaddin 
(transgressor) in such service? Ibn Qayyim says in his book that he, of course, is liable 
because the permission given to him will not invalidate his liability in the case of al-
tacaddT. He also theorizes: "The doctor will be regarded as mutdaddin when he does not 
have the permission (of the patient or of his guardian) and will not be a mutdaddin when 
the permission is given".46 According to thefuqaha', the intentional mutacaddin will be 
punished by qi!j,~.47 
BREACH OF DUTY (AL-TAcADDlj IN TREATMENT 
In general, the basis of the liability for the doctor is al-tacaddT or a mistake or 
negligence, not on the basis of qarar (injury). If the doctor, therefore, trespasses or errs 
or is negligent in the treatment of the patient, he will be liable for it. However, if the 
doctor gives his services with good intent without exceeding the normal practice or 
without neglect, he is not liable for an injury which occurs by reason that such an injury 
45 Ibn Qayyim, zad al-Macad, voiJ, pp.109-110; lbn Qayyim, ai-Tibb ai-Nabaw 1, p.137. See also ai-Mughn 1, 
vol.5, p.491. 
46 Ibn Qayyim, Zad al-Macad, voiJ, p.IIO; Ibn Qayyim, ai-Tibb al-Nabaw1, p.137. Huwa mutd'addin cinda 
''adam a/-idhn, ghayr mutd'addin ''indaal-idhn. See also Mul}ammad Al}mad Siraj, Daman al-cUdwan, p.438. 
47 AI-Mughn 1 wa al-Sharh al-Kab 1r, voi.IO, p.350; Sharh Fath ai-Qad1r, vol.8, p.286; al-Tah~w 1, Hashiyat 
at-Tah taw 1, vol.4, p.276. See also ai-Khirsh 1, Fath al-Jalll ea la Mukhtasar Khalll, vol.8, p.15; Bahnas 1, al-
Mas'iilivvah ai-Jina'iyyah, p.190. 
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which happens is beyond his duty of care. This is based on the principle: "Anything 
which is not possible to be taken care of it, incurs no liability (m a la yumkin al-ta~arruz 
c:anh la rjamanfth). A jurist of the l}anafi school, al-J:IilwanT, states that the doctor will 
not be called to account unless the mistake he commits is a grave mistake (kha[a'faJ:Jish). 
The grave mistake is an act which is unwarranted by the principles of the science of 
medicine and is unacceptable by medical experts. It is reported that once a girl fell down 
from the roof of a house and sustained a grievous head injury. A large number of 
surgeons were of the opinion that if she was operated on, she would die. However, there 
was one surgeon among them who said that if she was not operated on immediately, she 
would die and he expressed his willingness to perform the operation, assuring them that 
he would cure her. So he operated on her. But the girl did not survive for more than a 
couple of days. The matter was then referred to a renowned jurist of the day. He gave the 
fatwa that the surgeon was not liable if he had performed the operation with the 
permission of the person concerned and had performed it in the normal exercise and had 
also made no grave mistake (may be said: no al-tct'addT). A jurist was also asked whether 
the surgeon would be liable in the event of the girl's death due to his assurance. The jurits 
declared that he was not liable despite such assurance, for the doctor would only be liable 
for his grave mistake, not for his assurance of the success of the operation performed by 
In the same sense, the ShaficT jurists forbade anybody or any doctor to perform 
an operation on a tumour (silc:aWghuddah) if he presumed that such an operation would 
48 AI-Tah~w T, Hashiyat al-Tahtaw 1, vol.4, p.276; Majmac ai-Damanat, p.48. See also c Abd ai-Qadir c Awdah, 
ai-Tashri£ ai-Jina'i, vol.l, p.522; Mul}ammad Al}mad Siraj, Daman al-cUdwan, p.435. 
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be dangerous to the patient. Al-NawawT discusses this matter in his famous book Minhaj 
al-TalibTn and maintains that any free, mature (baligh) and sane person (meaning "a 
doctor", sic!) may cut a tumour appearing upon a patient's body unless the operation 
would be dangerous (makhU.fah) and there is no danger in leaving the tumour without 
operating on it, or the danger of the operation is greater (than the leaving it without being 
operated on).49 This is because God prohibits any dangerous act against the body, life and 
so on. God says: 
"And make not your own hands contribute to your destruction, but do 
good, for God loveth those who do good".50 
In the case of a minor or of a lunatic, it is for his father or grandfather (or any other direct 
male antecedent) to order the operation, even if there is a danger, provided that in this 
case the danger is not greater. If the operation would be more dangerous, the doctor 
should terminate his operation in order to save the life of the minor or the lunatic. 51 The 
sultan and his deputies (nuwwab) also may not order the operation in these dangerous 
circumstances. It is only where the operation is not dangerous and there is no qarar that 
the father or the grandfather, as well as the sultan or his deputies, or the legal trustee 
( wa~ 7) of the minor or the lunatic, may give his authorization for the operation to be 
performed. 52 If the sultan (including his deputies, father, grandfather, etc.) does what is 
49 Minhaj ai-Talib In wa cumdat ai-Muftln, p.305. 
50 AI-Qur'an, 2:195. See also Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.200. 
51 Minhaj al-Tiilib Tn wa cumdat ai-MuftTn, p.305; Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, vo1.4, p.20 I; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vo1.8, 
p.33; al-Siraj ai-Wahhaj, p.537. 
52 Minhaj al-Tiilib In wa cumdat ai-Muftln, p.305; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vol.8, p.33; Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, 
p.20 I. 
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unauthorized to him (like ordering an operation to a minor or lunatic even though the 
operation would be dangerous) and the minor or the lunatic dies in consequence, he is 
personally responsible for diyah mughalla¥Jh (diyah on the heavier scale)53 from his own 
property because the element of al-tacaddThas existed in his act. 54 On the other hand, a 
person outside the ca§abah or the authorities (al-ajnabi) cannot give the order to perform 
the operation in any circumstances. If the injury happens due to him, the punishment of 
qi§~lqawad is applied in this case. 55 This is also the opinion of the l}anbalT school. 56 
Furthermore, in the case of phlebotomy and cupping, if the doctor commits no 
transgression (al-tacaddT) while carrying out his treatment on the patient, he is not 
53 
There are two kinds of diyah: mughallatah and mukhaffafah. In mughalla;ah, the diyah is one hundred 
camels: thirty biqqah (three-year-old female camels), thirty jadhr:ah (four-year-old female camels), and forty 
khalfah (pregnant female camels). The diyah mukhaffafah is one hundred camels, i.e. twenty biqqah, twenty 
jadhr:ah, twenty bint labiin (two-year-old female camels), twenty ibn labiin (two-year-old male camels), and 
twenty bint makharj (one-year-old female camels). This is according to the Shaficl school. See Abii Shuja:, 
Matn Ab T Shujac, pp.46-47; ai-Ignac, vol.2, p.205; Minhaj al-Talib In wa cumdat al-Muftln, p.279; Minhaj al-
.Thlill!l printed with Minhaj ai-Talib In wa cUmdat ai-Muftln, p.279; Abmad b. Ruslan, Matn ai-Zubad, p.62; 
al-Muftl al-I:Jubaysh I, Fath ai-Mannan, p.398; £Umdat ai-Salik wa cUddat al-Nasik, p.353. 
However, according to the ljanafi, Malik I and I:JanbaiT schools, the diyah mughalla;ah consists: 
[I] Twenty five biqqah. 
[2] Twenty tivejadhr:ah. 
[3] Twenty five bint labiin. 
[4] Twenty five bint makharj. 
See al-Risalah, p.123; Bidayat ai-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.307; al-Thamar ai-Dan I, p.518; Zarriiq, Sharh Zarriig ea la 
Matn ai-Risalah, vo1.2, p.231; ai-Hidayah, vol.4, p.177; al-Rawd ai-MurbiC, p.494; ai-Kafi, p.596; Mukhtasar, 
p.277. 
For the diyah mukhaffafah, the J:Ianafi and J:IanbaiT schools give the same kinds of camels as the Shaficl 
school, but however, they require ibn makha~(one-year-old male camel) instead of ibn !abiin. See al-Hidayah, 
vol.4, p.I78; al-Rawd al-MurbiC, p.495; Bidayat ai-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.307. 
lt seems that the Malik I school is similar to the Shaficl school in the discussion of this kind of diyah. See 
Bidayat ai-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.307; ai-Thamar ai-Dan T, p.518; ai-Kaff, p.596; Mukhtasar, p.277; Zarriiq, ~ 
Zarriig cala Matn al-Risalah, vo1.2, p.231. 
54 Minhaj ai-Talib Tn wa CUmdat ai-Muftln, pp.305-306; Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, vo1.4, p.20 1; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, 
vol.8, p.34; Minhaj al-Tullab printed with Minhaj ai-Talib In wa cumdat al-Muftln, pp.305-306; Zakariyya ai-
An~arl, Sharh al-Minhaj in the margin of Hashiyat al-Jamal cala Sharh ai-Minhaj, vo1.5, p.172. See also 
Sulayman al-Jamal, Hashiyat ai-Jamal cala Sharh ai-Minhaj, vol.5, p.172; ai-Siraj a1-Wahhaj, p.538; cf., a1-Figh 
ai-Manhajl, vol.8, p.87. 
55 Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.20 1; Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.8, p.33. See also a1-Figh a1-Manhai1, vo1.8, p.87. 
56 AI-Mughn I wa ai-Sharh ai-Kab lr, vo1.1 0, pp.349-350; al-MugniC, p.272; al-Mugnic wa Hashiyatuh, vo1.3, 
p.331. 
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responsible for any injury which occurs, even though the patient dies. 57 
As far as the matter of cutting the tumour is concerned, the ShaficT jurists opinion 
can be highlighted as follows: 
1- If cutting the tumour would not be dangerous, the operation can be carried out. 58 
2- Cutting the tumour will not be allowed when two expert doctors (or one expert doctor 
according to al-Adhrac1) acknowledge that it would be dangerous to the patient, provided 
that: 
[a] there is no danger in leaving the tumour without cutting it, or 
[b] the danger of the operation is greater (than leaving the tumour).59 
3- If the danger in cutting the tumour cannot be assessed (either dangerous or not), cutting 
is permitted (yajiiz) by reason that by leaving the tumour without it being operated on, 
will cause the patient to suffer harm. 60 
4- Cutting the tumour will be obligatory when the doctor acknowledges that the tumour 
will cause harm to the patient himself if it left without being operated upon. 61 
57 Minhaj al-Tiilib In wa cumdat al-Muftln, p.306; Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.20 1; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vol.8, 
p.34; Zakariyya al-An~arl, Sharh al-Minhaj in the margin ofHashiyat al-Jamal cala Sharh al-Minhaj, voi.S, 
p.l72; Minhaj al-Tullab printed with Minhaj al-lalibln wa cumdat ai-Muftln, pp.305-306; ai-Siraj al-Wahhaj, 
p.538. 
58 Minhaj al-Tullab printed with Minhaj ai-Talib In wa cumdat ai-Muftln, p.305; Zakariyya al-An~arl, ~ 
al-Minhaj in the margin ofHashiyat al-Jamal cala Sharh ai-Minhaj, voi.S, p.l71; al-Siraj al-Wahhaj, p.537. 
59 Minhaj al-Talib In wa cumdat ai-Muftln, p.305; Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.200; Tuhfat al-Muhtaj in the 
margin of Ha wash I al-Sharwan I wa Ibn Qasim, vo1.9, p.l94; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vol.8, p.33. 
60 Tuhfat al-Muhtaj in the margin of Ha wash I al-Sharwan I wa lbn Oasim, vol.9, p.l94; Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, 
vo1.8, p.33; Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.200; al-Siraj al-Wahhaj, p.537. 
61 Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vo1.8, p.33; Tuhfat al-Muhtaj in the margin of Hawash I ai-Sharwan I wa Ibn Qasim, 
vo1.9, p.l94; Mughn I ai-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.200; Sulayman al-Jamal, Hashiyat al-Jamal cala Sharh al-Minhaj, 
voi.S, p.l71. 
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5- Cutting the tumour is permitted if it more dangerous to leave it without being cut.62 
In brief, the Ijanafi and the ShaficT schools seem to agree in their opinion that the 
treatment of the patient could be performed so long as it would save the patient's life and 
cure him from harm. Thus, leaving him to suffer from his disease without any treatment, 
is prohibited according to Islamic law of tort because the Qur'an ordains: 
"And make not your own hands contribute to your destruction".63 
However, the treatment cannot be practised on the patient if it will cause grievous danger 
to him. 
Referring to the aforesaid case mentioned by al-IjilwanT and also the views of the 
ShaficT jurists, it is worth noting that the doctor may practise medicine on his patient in 
whatever circumstances when he thinks such practice is good for the patient even though 
he is in a critical situation or in a situation where he cannot presume the risk or result of 
his treatment. 
From the explanation above, we can lay down a few main conditions which the 
doctor should fulfil in his job: [1] permission, [2] performing the treament in the normal 
practice, not exceeding the usual way, [3] conforming to the principles of medicine and 
[ 4] not putting the patient in a dangerous situation. Therefore, if one of the conditions 
cannot be fulfilled, the doctor is deemed as mutcf'addin. In short, the basis of the doctor's 
liability is al-tacaddT, no qarar. Ibn al-Mundhir says: "The fuqaha' unanimously agreed 
that the practitioner who does not transgress (lam yatacadd-in his practices), is not 
62 Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.200; al-Siraj al-Wahhaj, p.537; Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.8, p.33; Tuhfat al-Muhtaj 
in the margin ofHawash I al-Sharwan I wa Ibn Qasim, vol.9, p.194; Zakariyya al-An~arl, Sharh al-Minhaj in 
the margin ofHashiyat al-Jamal cala Sharh al-Minhaj, vol.S, p.171. 
63 Al-Qur'an, 2:195. 
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liable" .64 
EXEMPTION OF THE DOCTOR FROM LIABILITY ACCORDING TO THE 
OPINIONS OF THE FUQAHA' 
The fuqaha' unanimously agreed with regard there being no liability for the doctor 
from the adverse effects of his treatment to the patient when there is no al-tacaddT. 
However, they differ on the cause of this exemption from liability. Abii ljanTfah opines 
that there are two grounds for the doctor's exemption from liability: First, his services are 
a necessity65 for society and as such his presence in society is indispensable. This social 
necessity requires that the doctor should be encouraged and his action should be treated 
as permitted action (iba!Jah al-camal) so that he should be exempt from accountability 
providing there is no al-tacaddT, thus enabling him to make the best use of his 
professional skill and knowledge with impunity. 66 The second ground for the exemption 
of the doctor from liability is the permission of the patient or of the patient's guardian. 67 
In short, the combination of the permission and the social necessity constitute the cause 
of exculpation or absolving the doctor from liability.68 
64 Mughn 1 al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.202; al-Sharwan 1, Hashiyat al-Sharwan 1 cala Tuhfat al-Muhtaj printed with 
Hashiyat Ibn Oasim cala Tuhfat al-Muhtaj, vol.9, p.l97; Sulayman al-Jamal, Hashiyat al-Jamal cala Sharh al-
Minhaj, vol.5, p.173. 
65 Bada'ic al-Sana'ic, vol. 7, p.305. 
66 cAbd al-Qadir cAwdah, al-TashrT!: al-Jina'1, vol.l, p.521. 
67 Bada'ic al-Sana'iC, vol. 7, p.305. 
68 See c Abd al-Qadir c Awdah, al-Tashr1£ al-Jina'1, vol. I, p.521. 
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The tenor of al-ShaficT's argument is that the doctor is exempted from liability on 
the grounds that his action is permitted by the patient and also because the doctor intends 
to cure the patient, not to harm him. In the presence of the combination of these two 
elements, whatever the doctor does by way of treatment is permissible, and liability will 
not be borne by him if his action is warranted by the science of medicine and professional 
practice and is acknowledged by other medical practitioners who know about such 
treatment.69 AlJ.mad b. Ijanbal agreed with al-ShaficT on this point.70 
Malik b. Anas, on the other hand, holds that the exemption of the doctor from 
liability is first: warranted by the permission of government or authority (~akim) and 
secondly, by the permission of the patient himself. 71 The permission of the authority 
warrants the doctor to carry out the medical practice, while the permission of the patient 
enables him to resort to any remedy he deems fit and useful. Under these two requisite 
permissions, the doctor or the physician or the like is absolved from any adverse 
consequence, provided that the medical treatment or remedy is not inconsistent with the 
principles of medicine and he does not err in his action. 72 
In short, any act done by the doctor in the treatment of his patient does not involve 
accountability, for it is his duty which he performs and is not liable for the consequences 
thereof, notwithstanding that he is independent in the choice of the treatment and of the 
69 Al-Umm, vol.6, p.239; Nihayat al-Muhtaj, vol.8, p.33 and p.35; Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.4, pp.20 1-202; al-
Siraj al-Wahhaj, p.538. 
70 Al-Mughn I, vol.8, p.327; al-Mughn I wa al-Sharh al-Kab lr, vol.IO, pp.349-350. 
71 Al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-Iklll in the margin ofal-l:laHab, Mawahib al-Jalll, vol.6, p.321. 
72 cAbd al-Qadir cAwdah, al-Tashrl£ al-Jina'l, vol.l, p.521. 
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method adopted by him for the purpose. In cases in which the doctor operates on his 
patient and the patient dies, or prescribes a medicine which produces harmful effects or 
poisoning resulting in the death of the patient, he will not be liable on criminal or civil 
grounds.73 
NECESSITY OF CONSENT IN MEDICAL TREATMENT 
All the fuqahii' of the madhahib unanimously agree that in general if the doctor 
has been granted permission or given consent by the patient or the guardian of the patient 
to give medical treatment, he is not held responsible for any injury which occurs. 
According to the ljanafi jurists, if a veterinary bleeds a man's animal in the 
treatment at the direction (i.e. with the permission) of his owner or a cupper performs the 
operation of cupping upon a slave by direction (i.e. with permission) of his master and 
the animal or the slave dies as a result thereof, no liability is incurred by the veterinary 
or the cupper.74 This is because the service given by the veterinary and the cupper is at 
the consent and permission of the owner and the master himself. This is supported by Ibn 
cAbidTn mentioning that the cupper, the farrier (the veterinary) and the phlebotomist are 
not liable for any injury which happens if they perform their treatment with the consent 
of the patient or his guardian.75 In the light of the case mentioned above, Ibn c AbidTn 
73 cAbd ai-Qadir cAwdah, al-Tashrl£ ai-Jina'l, vol.l, pp.521-522. 
74 AI-Jamic al-Sagh Tr, p.449; ai-Hidayah, vol.3, p.245. See also al-Fatawa ai-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.34; Majmac 
al-Damanat, p.48. 
75 Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.68. See also Bada'ic al-Sana'ic, vol.7, p.305. 
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theorizes: "By not action in excess and by being given permission, no liability will be 
imposed" .
76 
Otherwise, if a slave asks the cupper to extract his tooth without having 
permission from his master, the cupper is liable if he does so because asking the slave 
himself is considered as invalid. 77 Likewise, if a minor asks a phlebotomist to bleed his 
vein and the phlebotomist does so without being given permission by his guardian and 
then the minor dies thereby, the liability for diyah is due on the c:aqilah of the 
phlebotomist. 78 
The MalikT jurists also highlighted the necessity of consent in medical treatment 
in their writings. If the doctor treats the patient without previously getting permission, 
he will be liable. Malik b. Anas states, as reported by al-Mawaq in his book, that if a 
slave asks a doctor to circumcise or to cup him or to incise his vein and the doctor does 
so, the doctor will be liable for injury which occurs to the slave on the grounds that he has 
performed such an exercise without previously getting the permission from the master 
of the slave. 79 KhalTl b. IslJ.aq states: 
"A doctor will be held responsible if he treats a patient without previously 
having been permitted to do so, either by the man himself or his master 
if he is a slave; and this rule applies even if a slave had asked the doctor 
to bleed or cup him or to circumcise him" .80 
The jurists of this school continue their clarification of the necessity for consent 
76 Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.69 . .:A dam a/-tajawuz wa a/-idhn li '·adam a/-rjaman. 
77 Al-Fatawa al-Bazzazivvah in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindivvah, vol.6, p.389. See also Radd al-Muhtar, 
vol.6, p.215. 
78 Al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.341; al-Durr al-Mukhtar printed with Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.215. 
79 Al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-Iklll in the margin of al-I:Ia!!ab, Mawahib al-Jalll, vol.6, p.321. 
80 Mukhtasar, p.291. See also al-Ab I, Jawahir al-Iklll, vol.2, p.296. 
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by saying that if a doctor treats a patient with the permission of the patient or of his 
guardian in the case of the patient being a minor, and the patient is injured or dies in 
consequence, the doctor is not liable. Otherwise, he will be liable even if he is an expert 
doctor and there is no neglect on his part. 81 
In the ShaficT school, al-ShaficT himself lays down a principle: 
"A person is not liable for whatever he has been given permission to 
do".82 
On this principle al-NawawT asserts that a cupper or a phlebotomist who performs his 
works with permission, is in no way responsible (for the consequences).83 Similarly, 
Zakariyya al-An~rT states that whoever gives medical treatment (to one who is suffering 
from a pain) with permission, is not liable (for any injury which happens). 84 Thus, no 
slave can be bled without the owner's permission, nor a minor without that of his 
guardian, ..... 85 The permission which should be given to the doctor takes the form of 
saying such thing as: "Please perform a cupping on me," or "please perform an operation 
on me".86 
lbn Qudamah indicates this matter in a similar way to the ljanafi, Malik T and 
81 Al-Dusiiq I, Hashiyah cala al-Sharh al-Kab lr, vol.4, p.317; Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.243. See also 
Bahnas I, al-Mas'iiliyyah al-Jina'iyyah, p.l50. 
82 
AI-Umm, vol.6, p.240. Fa/am yarjman man qabila annahu ma'dhrin lahflmiijzfila. 
83 Minhaj al-Talib In wa cumdat al-Muftln, p.306. See also Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.202; Nihayat al-
Muhtaj, vol.8, p.35; al-Wajlz, vol.2, p.I84; al-Siraj al-Wahhaj, p.538; Tuhfat al-Muhtaj in the margin of 
Hawash I al-Sharwan I wa Ibn Qasim, vol.9, p.197. 
84 Zakariyya al-An~arl, Minhaj al-Tullab printed with Minhaj al-Talib In wa cumdat al-Muftln, p.306; 
Zakariyya al-An~rT, Sharh al-Minhaj in the margin ofHashiyat al-Jamal cala Sharh al-Minhaj, vol.5, pp.172-
173; Sulayman al-Jamal, Hashiyat al-Jamal cala Sharh al-Minhaj, vol.5, p.173. 
85 lbn Ukhuwwah, Macalim al-Ourbah, p.l59. 
86 Mughn I al-Muhtaj, vol.4, p.202. 
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ShaficT jurists. If a surgeon operates on a part of a patient's limbs to treat a canker (aklah) 
or a tumour (sitah) with his permission while he is a major, the liability will not be 
ascribed to the surgeon if any injury happens in consequence. 87 
In brief, according to Islamic jurisprudence, as mentioned above, the doctor or the 
physician is not held responsible if he has been granted permission to give medical 
treatment by the competent authority or guardian of the patient. Otherwise, if the doctor 
has permission from the guardian to treat the patient but he is ignorant, then he is held 
responsible for any mistake. He will be held responsible for premeditation (al-camd-> 
qi~~) or for negligence if he has the intent to harm the patient or is negligent.88 
GOOD INTENT (lfUSN AL-NIYYAH) 
It can be assumed that whatever the doctor does for the treatment of his patient, 
he does with the intention of curing him and in good faith. Al-ShaficT maintains: 
"A person who has been injured by poison asks a doctor to incise his 
injury or who has got a canker asks him to cut a limb of his body because 
of fear of it moving to another part of the body, or asks him to open a 
vein, or a person who asks a cupper for cupping or asks a cauterizer for 
performing the cauterization on him, or a guardian of a minor or a master 
of a slave asks a person who is an expert in circumcision to circumcise his 
minor or slave and the patient dies in consequence with no tifaddT on the 
87 
AI-Mughn T. vol.8, p.327; ai-Mughn T wa al-Sharh al-Kab lr, vol. I 0, pp.349-350. He also states: "If a patient 
is a minor or a lunatic and someone else other than the surgeon, who has been given the permission, operates 
upon such a patient and the patient is injured or died, the person whom operates him is liable for qi§ii§ because 
he has no power to do that and no responsibility to take care of such a patient (liannahu /awiliiyah fah calayh). 
If that operation is performed by his father or caretaker (a/-wa{l) or government (~akim) or authorized 
representative (am Tnahu a/-mutawal/acalayh), the liability is not due from him because he performed the 
operation with the intention of healing and curing the person under him (qCI§d bih mCJ§Iatr:Jh). See also Bahnas 1, 
al-Mas'iilivvah al-Jina'ivvah, p.190. 
88 See Bahnas I, al-Mas'iilivvah al-Jina'ivvah, p.150. 
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part of the doctor or the person who has been commanded to do so, the 
doctor or the person is not liable for blood-money (caql) and is not 
punished (ma'khiidhiyah) if he acts in good intent". 89 
However, if the doctor treats the patient with the intention of killing him or with bad 
intent, he will be liable for his treatment on both criminal and civil grounds even if his 
act does not result in the patient's death or bodily defect (c ahah ). The treatment of the 
doctor acting with bad intent will also be liable even if his treatment is to cure the patient 
because whatever the doctor does in bad intent is prohibited and punishable.90 
MEDICAL NEGLIGENCE 
All persons engaged in the practice of medicine owe a duty of care to their 
patients. It seems that the fuqaha' agree that such duties are owed not only by doctors and 
hospital authorities, but also by cuppers, surgeons, circumcizers, farriers, veterinarians, 
cauterizers, orthopedists and those responsible for injection (~aqin). In moden medical 
practice, there are many specific names other than those who have been mentioned above, 
like dentists, radiographers, anaesthetists, physiotherapists, psychiatrists, pathologists and 
nurses. The most common example of the application of the tort of negligence to medical 
practice is that in which a practitioner's failure to show due care or skill in treatment 
results in the patient suffering consequential death, injury or pain. The tort has, however, 
been established as applicable in a variety of other situations. 
89 Al-Umm, vol.6, p.244. 
90 cAbd al-Qadir cAwdah, al-Tashrl£ al-Jina'l, vol.l, p.522. 
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Negligence may also consist of failing to make adequate arrangements for a 
patient, failing to give proper instructions, failing to write a prescription to a standard of 
legibility which would reduce the possibility of its being misread by a busy or careless 
pharmacist, failing to make proper inquiries to discover the appropriate treatment, failing 
to give warning to a patient who has a tendency towards dangerous side effects of any 
medicine or drug, etc. 
Al-BaghdadT, one of the J:Ianafi jurists, mentions in his book that the doctor is 
not liable for any injury that he may have caused if such injury occurs through a normal 
exercise (muc:tadan) and not through his negligence. Otherwise, he is liable.91 Similarly 
if the phlebotomist negligently leaves his patient who is under his care and he dies due 
to gross bleeding at that time, the phlebotomist is held liable for qi1,fi1.92 
As far as medical negligence is concerned, the Malik T jurists put the liability 
strictly on the negligent person who has neglected the treatment of the patient. They 
mention that a doctor will be held liable for any injury that he may have caused either 
through ignorance or through neglecting (qa1,1,ara) the precepts of his art.93 The 
negligence may occur in examining, treating or operating a patient or in other situations 
which occur at the time of giving the prescription, performing the circumcision or 
cupping and the like.94 The same is the view of the ShaficT jurists. According to them, a 
91 Majmac al-Damanat, p.47. 
92 Majmac al-Damanat, p.48; Radd al-Muhtar, vol.6, p.215. 
93 Mukhtasar, p.l29; at-Ab I, Jawahir al-Iklll, vol.2, p.296. See also al-Dusiiq I, Hashiyah cala ai-Sharh ai-
Kab lr, vol.4, p.317; Tabsirat ai-Hukkam, vol.2, p.243. 
94 AI-Mawaq, al-Taj wa ai-Iklll in the margin ofal-l:Ja!!ab, Mawahib ai-Jalll, vol.6, p.321. 
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doctor who does not negligently carry out any injury in his treatment cannot be made 
accountable. Otherwise he will be accountable. This principle is also applied to the non-
Muslim doctor.95 Ibn Ukhuwwah mentions in his Macalim al-Ourbah: 
"If the patient recovers, the doctor shall receive his fee and honorarium; 
if he dies, the nearest relatives shall present themselves before the most 
famous doctor in the area (al-~iikim al-mashhiir) and lay before him the 
copies (of the prescriptions) which the doctor wrote. If, after he has seen 
such copies, the doctor follows the requirement of science and the art of 
medicine without negligence and fault on the doctor's part, he shall say, 
"This man's life is ended by the term of his allotted span". But if he is of 
the opposite opinion, he shall say, "Take the diyah from the doctor for 
your kinsman, for it is he who slew him by his poor skill and 
negligence" .96 
Furthermore, Ibn Ukhuwwah summarizes his writing by indicating that no one should 
engage in the practice of medicine who is unfitted for it and no doctor could be negligent 
in his treatment. 97 
Liability of Nursing Staff and Doctor's Assistants 
Nursing staff and doctor's assistants, as well as medical practitioners, owe a duty 
of care to the patients in their care. The principle relating to the liability of doctors applies 
equally to nurses and doctor's assistants. The nurse and doctor's assistant must attain the 
95 Al-Shibramals 1, Hashiyah printed with Nihayat ai-Muhtaj, vol.8, p.35. 
96 lbn Ukhuwwah, Macalim ai-Ourbah, p.l67. 
97 Ibn Ukhuwwah, Macalim al-Qurbah, p.l67. He also says: "The practitioner must not be negligent with respect 
to the instruments of his craft, such as hooks for removal of sabal (a film, formed by swelling or inflation of 
the external veins of the eye, upon the white of the eye and the appearance of a web between the veins and the 
whiteness of the eye) and pterygium, lancets for bleeding, the case of kubl-pencils, etc. See p.l68. For the 
meaning of sabal, see Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon, vol.l, p.l302. 
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standard of competence and skill in their field. A nurse or a doctor's assistant who fails 
to take note and act on instructions given by the medical practitioner will be liable for any 
consequent injury to the patient. The nurse and the doctor's assistant will be liable for 
their negligence. Where a nurse or doctor's assistant, is assisting in surgery and being 
responsible for checking that the swabs are removed, a nurse will be liable if a lack of 
care by him results in swabs remaining in the patient's body. Nurses responsible for 
equipment will be liable if their negligence allows that equipment to become 
contaminated. Generally, a patient alleging negligence resulting from inadequate nursing 
care will sue the health authority employing the nursing staff. However, if any injury 
results from al-tacaddT or deliberate intent or in case of carelessness and negligence on 
the part of that nursing staff, the liability will be ascribed to himself. This decision can 
be referred to the case when the ajTr of the fuller or his tilm T dh in the work of a fuller 
carries out a pounding and the instrument used for pounding slips away from the ajTr or 
tilm T dh to be damaged, the master is vicariously liable because pounding is part of the 
work of a fuller. Otherwise, where the pounding of the fuller causes damage to a garment 
other than the garment which the fuller is working on, the liability is due on the ajTr or 
film Tdh because his act is considered as al-tacaddT and negligence. Similarly if the ajTr 
or the tilm Tdh causes damage to another with his instrument for pounding, the liability 
will be ascribed to him by reason that he is al-mutcf.addT and negligent in his activity.98 
98 Majmac al-Damanat, p.4J; Wagicat al-Muftln, p.l34. 
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Liability of Dental Practitioners 
It is mentioned by the fuqahii' that, in general, dental practitioners are subject to 
the same principles in relation to the tort of negligence as are other medical practitioners. 
In other words, the duty of a dentist to exercise due care and skill in his treatment of his 
patients is the same as that of a surgeon or a physician who is under a concurrent liability 
in tort. Where a tooth or a molar tooth (cjarsan) has been extracted and, after the 
extraction, the dentist realises that he has extracted the wrong tooth, he is held liable. The 
liability is due from him because he has made a mistake or exceeded normal practice 
without reasonable care and skill in his treatment of that patient.99 The liability will also 
be due for a dentist if, after the extraction, the jaw is found to be fractured or the dentist 
does not notice the dislocation of any tooth. In such a case, the dentist is held to be 
negligent. 
Breach of Duty: Diagnosis 
Breach of duty in diagnosis is failure to take proper examinations or tests on the 
symptoms which cause the patient suffering. When the doctor is alleged breach of duty 
in diagnosis, this means that a wrong diagnosis has been made negligently. We can say 
that the breach of duty in this case must be established by the fact that the practitioner 
either omitted to carry out an examination or test which the symptoms indicated as 
99 Al-Dusiiq T, Hashiyah ea la al-Sharh al-Kab Tr, vol.4, p.317; al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-IklTl in the margin of al-
f:Ia!!lib, Mawahib al-JalTl, vol.6, p.321; Majmac al-Damanat, p.48. See also al-Mabsii!, vol.l6, p.l4. 
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necessary or which no reasonably competent doctor would have diagnosed or the like. If 
there is failure by the doctor or practitioner in his diagnosis, he will be sued for 
negligence. Therefore, the doctor should not err and be neglectful in his diagnosis 
because the error and negligence of the doctor will threaten the life of the patient. Ibn 
Ukhuwwah clearly remarks regarding this matter saying that when the doctor comes to 
visit a patient, he must inquire (diagnose) of him the cause of his sickness and what pain 
he experiences. He must then prescribe a regimen for him of syrups and other 
medicaments and shall write a copy of it for the near relatives in the presence of those 
there with the patient. On the morrow he shall inquire into the (progress of the) disease 
and inspect (diagnose) the urine-flask and ask the patient whether the sickness has 
diminished or not. He shall then prescribe in accordance with the requirements of the case 
and write a copy which he shall give to the relatives. Similarly on the third day and the 
fourth until either the patient is healed or dies. 100 
CONDITIONS OF NON-LIABILITY OF THE DOCTOR 
It is clear from the foregoing statement that there are five conditions for the doctor 
to be exempted from liability, namely: 
[ 1] The doctor should be a qualified practitioner. 
[2] He should treat his patient with the intention of curing him and with good intent. 
[3] His treatment should conform to the principles of medicine and medical practice. 
100 Ibn Ukhuwwah, Macalim al-Ourbah, p.l67. 
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[4] He treats the patient with the permission of the patient or his heir, guardian, etc. 
[5] Non-existence of al-td:addT, mistake and negligence. 
If all the above conditions are fulfilled, the doctor will not be liable for the consequences 
of his treatment. But in the absence of any of the five conditions, he will have to be liable 
for such consequences. 101 
LIABILITY OF PARA-MEDICAL STAFF 
The para-medical staff attached to the doctor, whether veterinary surgeon or 
farrier or cupper or circumciser, are subject to the same injunction as is applicable to the 
medical practitioner. The circumciser, for instance, should know his job properly and 
should do the job with good intent and perform it with the intention of only circumcising 
the patient. His operation should conform to the principles of his specialized field of 
surgery and with the permission of the person to be circumcised or his guardian, etc. 102 
This part is elaborated by Ibn Qayyim's statement which maintains that the word 
al-[ab Tb used by the Prophet in his I]adTth implies: [1] one who diagnoses people's 
illnesses, treats their illness with his advice and prescriptions, known in Arabic as al-
!aba'tT (specialist in natural medicine); [2] one who uses his little stick (mirwad) for 
applying kohl to the eyelids of his patient, known in Arabic as al-ka~~al (eye doctor, 
oculist); [3] one who operates on people by using a dissecting knife or scalpel (mibcjd·) 
101 For detail see cAbd al-Qadir cAwdah, al-Tashrl£ al-Jina'l, vol.l, p.523. 
102 See cAbd al-Qadir cAwdah, al-Tashrl£ al-Jina'l, vol.l, pp.523-524; al-Qarafi, al-Furiig, vol.4, p.29. 
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and applies ointment or salve (maranim), known in Arabic as al-jara'i~T(surgeon); [4] 
one who uses his razor (mils§) in his treatment, known in Arabic as al-khatin (doctor of 
circumcision); [5] one who performs his treatment with a lancet (r Tshah), known in 
Arabic as al-f~id (phlebotomist); [6] one who carries out his job with cupping-glasses 
(ma~~·im) and a lancet (mishra!), known in Arabic as al-~ajjam (cupper); [7] one who 
treats the patient by extraction (khal") (from a limb or a vein, etc.), connection (wa§/) (of 
a limb or a vein, etc.) and dressing (riba!) (of a wound, etc.), known in Arabic as al-
mujabbir (orthopaedist); [8] one who excercises his treatment by hot iron or flatiron 
(mikwah) and fire for cauterizing, known in Arabic as al-kawwa' (ironer or cauterizer); 
[9] one who brings his waterskin (qirbah) for the treatment, know in Arabic as al-~aqin 
(doctor of injection who gives a clyster- an injection of liquid into the bowel to wash it 
out). Their services are considered as similar to each other whether practised on animals 
or human-beings. Generally, they are referred to doctor (a!-[ ab Tb) by the public. 
Analogously, it is similar to the application of the word al-daobah which is used for all 
animals in general. 103 
In short, all kinds of physicians mentioned above are subject to the same 
injuctions, jurisdictions, regulations and conditions as are applicable to the doctor or 
medical practitioner. Therefore, if the doctor is free from any liability if he treats his 
patient with the permission of the patient, the cupper or the phlebotomist or the 
circumciser or the farrier are also free from liability if they perform their job with 
permission. It has been confirmed in Tabsirat al-Hukkam: 
103 Ibn Qayyim, Zad al-Macad, vol.3, p.llO; Ibn Qayyim, al-Tibb al-NabawT, pp.137-138. 
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"If a person permits a cupper to perform a cupping on him or a 
circumciser to circumcise his son or a farrier to bleed an animal and as a 
result of that, the person or the son or the animal dies or is injured, the 
cupper or the circumciser or the farrier will not be liable by reason that 
they are permitted to do so" .104 
104 Tabsirat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.243. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
NEGLIGENCE 
INTRODUCTION 
Tort regarding careless conduct or neglect of some care which we are bound to 
exercise towards anybody else is known as "tort of negligence". In Arabic, the term for 
negligence may be rendered as "al-tafrt(' or "al-taq~tr" .1 They both literally mean 
"negligence" or "recklessness" or "carelessness" where a person failed to do what he 
ought to do. The word "al-tqfrt(' is laid down in the Qur'an: 
"Lest the soul should (then) say: Ah! woe is me!, in that I neglected 
((arrattu) (my duty) towards God, and was but among those who 
1nocked".2 
It has also been highlighted in a I:Iadith: 
"There is no negligence (tafnj) (of one's duty) in sleeping, the negligence 
of one's duty is not awaking until the time of the other (prayer) 
commences however". 3 
In legal terminology, the term al-tafrit may be signified as the omission to do 
something which a prudent and reasonable man would do, or the doing of something 
which a prudent and reasonable man would not do. There is, however, no specific 
1 Lane, An Arabic-En~lish Lexicon, vol.2, p.2376 and p.2533; Taj al-cAriis, vol.l9, p.533. See also Hans Wehr, 
A Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic, p.706 and p.768. 
2 
Al-Om'ftn, 39:56. 
~Cited in Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon, vol.2, p.2376; Taj al-cAriis, vol.l9, p.533. 
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uefinition for this tenn. Occasionally, the tenn of "al-khata"' (mistake or misadventure) 
has been used by the classical and contemporary fuqaha' who render its signification as 
the smne as al-tqfri[. Further, there is no systematic theory of negligence in the Islamic 
law of tort. All discussion of it which can be found in the manual texts are instances 
written by the fuqahii' on certain topics- mainly in the chapter of al-jiniiyah or al-diyat 
or al-.,;iyiil. When these texts are looked at, it will be seen that the word tafri! is not based 
on any theory as in the discussions in Western law. However, there is a contemporary 
Isla1nic treatise- al-Fiqh al-Manbaji caUi Madhhah al-Imam al-Shatl j by Mustata al-
00 
Khin, cAll al-Sharbaji and Mu~tata al-Bugha which provides a small chapter to discuss 
the cases of negligence. That chapter is named as "al-1nas'iiliyyah al-taq~triyyah". Other 
than that, ~ub!Ji Ma!Jma~~ani and MulJammad AIJmad Siraj have also blietly analysed 
cases which can be related to negligence in their books- al-Na~ariyyah al-cAmmah li al-
Miijahat wa al-l-Uqiid and ~man al-1Jdwan [ al-Fiqh al-IsUimi. It is extremely difticult 
to fonnulate any general rule from the few instances given by the Islamic manual texts. 
As such, the researcher will attempt to study it based on the classical and contemporary 
1nanual texts. 
Before that, we should know that some fuqaha' prefer to use the term ".farra[a---
>al-rqfi"i(' in their wtiting like al-Sarakhsi, al-Ghazalt, Ibn Qudamah, al-Nawawi, Ibn 
Farljin, Zakariyya al-An~ari, Mu!Jammad al-Sharbini al-Khatib, al-Bahiiti, Ibn Qiiyan 
anu others. At the same time, some of these have also used the word "qa~~ara--->al-
taq.~ ir" in giving the same meaning as al-tafri[. They are al-Ghazali, al-N awawi, 
Zakariyya al-An~ari and MulJammad al-Sharbini al-KhatTb. Others prefer to use the 
woru "al-taq~)·", like al-Marghtnant, Khalil b. IslJaq, al-Abi, al-Mawaq and al-I}agab. 
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The word "al-ihnull" is also occasionally used by the fuqaha' in their texts to convey the 
sarne meaning as al-tqfri[ and al-taq~fr. These include Ibn FarlJiin and Mu!Jammad al-
Sharhini al-Khatib. 
The present study will be divided into a few sub-topics, viz: duty of care and no 
duty of care, duty of persons using highway to take care, cases of collision, duty of 
carders of passengers or goods, duty of bailees of goods and duty of care of persons in 
charge of children. 
DUTY OF CARE AND NO DUTY OF CARE 
Not every instance of carelessness resulting in harm and injury will lead to 
liability in the tort of negligence. Liability is limited by reference to various cases of 
w hi eh the 1nost significant is the duty of care. Contrariwise, in the cases where the 
defendant ad1nits the accident but denies that it is solely caused by his own negligence 
or owes no duty of care or that he owes no duty to protect the plaintiff from injury, the 
defendant is not held liable because the injury which happens is outside his volition. 
Regarding the duty of care, al-Marghinani remarks: 
"It is a rule that the right of passing on the highway is allowed to the 
whole co1nmunity under the condition of safety; for it is the exercise of 
a p1ivilege with respect to a person on one side and with respect to others 
on the other side. It means the light of passage is shared and participated 
by the whole community and in the interest both parties. It is moreover 
to be observed that a restliction to the condition of safety can only obtain 
in matters where the duty of care is practicable (jt ma yum.kin al-
ta~arruz); if, on the other hand, the duty of care is impracticable (jt m.a 
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Uiyum.kin al-tafJarruz), no duty of care is owed to any passer-by".4 
Thus, it becornes duty of care for a man to prevent the animal he is riding from treading 
on another man or propet1y of another, but the first man owes no duty of care in the case 
of al-nqfljah by his animal's hind-legs or tail since he cannot look after it while he is 
tra veiling. 5 
No action lies in negligence unless there is damage and a lack of the duty of care. 
Hence, if a person driving an animal along and the animal's saddle (sarj) falls off and 
kills or injures a tnan, the dtiver is responsible as having been guilty of a mutac addin and 
in neglecting (taq.~·ir) to secure the saddle properly upon the animal. If it had been 
sufficiently secured, it could not have fallen off.6 A similar decision could be imposed 
if a load which is carried by a man upon the highway falls upon any other person so as 
to kill or injure him or destroy his property.7 The cases above could be held as follows: 
1- The driver or the carrier owes a duty of care to the victim, as it is reasonably 
foreseeable that the saddle or the load would be likely to cause injury to any person if it 
falls down. 
4 AI-Hidayah, vol.4, pp.l97-l98. See also Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.659. 
5 
See this discussion in the topic of"Liability for Animals", in the sub-topic: the case of al-nafo.ah, pp.210-214. 
11 
t\1-Hidftyah, vol.4, p.200; al-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah, vo1.6, p.43; al-MahsiH, vol.26, p.l89; Radd al-Muhtar, 
\'OUJ, p.(J0o: Majm;{ al-Anhur, vol.2, p.661; al-Shayban1, KWih al-A~l, vol.4, p.499; al-Jawharab al-Nayyirab, 
vol.2, p.Uo; l)unfin al-Mutlit1it, p.415. See also al-Shayban1, al-Amali, p.52; al-Jamic al-Sagh1r, pp.515-516; 
al- Kanawl. al-Niin" al-Kah1r printed with al-Tamf al-Sa~hir, p.515; Fatawa OncJ'ikhnn in the margin of .al.: 
Fatawft al-Himliyyah, vo1.3, p.456. In this case, the position of the leader or rider is similar to the position of 
driver in hearing the liability. If there is a leader as well as a driver, in this case, both of them concurrently incur 
liability. See Fmawa OiiQJkhan in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindjyyah, vol.3, p.456. 
7 Al-Hiuiiyah, vol.4, p.l94; al-Fatijwa al-Hindiyyah, vol.6, p.41; Fatawa OacJ)khan in the margin of al-Fatawa 
al-1-Iimliyyab, vol.3, p.251, p.456 and p.458; al-Jamic al-Saghir, pp.514-515; al-Jamic al-Saghir in the margin 
of Kitnh al-Kharaj, p.ll9; Mjnhaj al-JDlih1n wa c!Jmdat al-Muftin, p.306; Jamic al-Fu~iilayn, vol.2, p.88; .Rillkl 
al-MulJ5r, vol.5, p.523; Majallah, article 926. See also al-Kanaw1, al-Nafic al-Kah1r printed with al-Tamic al-
Smiliir, p.514; al-Muft1 al-Ijuhaysh1, Fatb al-Mannan, p.423. 
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2- He fails to take reasonable care of his saddle or load with regard to the passer-by. 
On the other hand, if a cloak (rid§') which is worn by a person upon the highway 
falls upon any tnan or upon the road so as to occasion an injury or the death of that man, 
the wearer of the cloak is not responsible. It is because the wearer has no duty to take 
care of his cloak. The wealing of it is absolutely permitted and allowed. The restriction 
in using it to the condition of safety would operate as a hardship. 8 
Here it becomes necessary to indicate briet1y the relationship between the 
wrongful act which is carried out by a person and the duty of care. It should be 
retnembered that if a person doing any wrongful act and an injury happens thereby, the 
liability will definitely be imposed on him inespective of whether his act is put under the 
duty of care or not. For instance, a public road is meant for traffic and any other use of 
it atnounts to al-tacaddi. Hence, if a man makes a projection of rawshan or mtz§b on a 
public road and the projection falls on a passer-by and injures him or damages his 
property, the owner of the projection will be responsible for diyah which is ascribed to 
his ciiqilah. He is held guilty as an indirect rliuta addin in having erected such a 
projection with a lack duty of care over the public road. 9 Contrast this case with the 
decision in the case that if a person constructs a bridge or lays a plank in the highway 
without the permission of the autholity, and another person knowingly and wilfully 
x A!-Hjdfiyah, vo!.4, p.l94: al-ShaybanC al-Amalf, pp.Sl-52: Bada'ic a.l-Sana'ic, vol.7, p.271: al-Himic al-Sa~h1r, 
p.) 15: al- Tami" a.l-St~h( in the margin of KWih al-Kharaj, p.119: al-Kanawi, a.l-Natr al-Kab1r printed with al.: 
liimi" al-Sl~hjt, p.515. According to Mu~anunad b. al-I)asan al-Shaybiini, if the person is wearing something 
which is not nonnally wom by common people, his position is considered the same as the person who carrying 
a load on the highway. See al-Hidiiyah, vol.4, p.194; al-Shaybiini, al-Amiili, p.52; Bada'ic al-Sana'iC. vol.7, 
p.271. 
9 
Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.191; Mjnhaj a.l-Jalibin wa cUmdat al-Muftin, p.284; Minhaj al-TuiUih printed with 
Minhaj al-Jlilihin wa c!Jmdat al-Muftin, p.284; Mughni al-Mubtaj, vol.4, p.85. 
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(trfam.nutda) passes over such a bridge or plank, falls off and perishes, the first person 
is not responsible even though he is mutacaddin in creating the cause (tasbib), yet the 
second person is a wilful agent known to be a mutacaddin and mubasharah in his own 
act and therefore his injury is referred to himself. 10 This is based on a legal maxim: if 
there are both al-m.ubashir and al-m.utasabbib, the judgement falls on the mubashir. 11 
Contrariwise, if the second person is not wilfully and knowingly passing over it, the first 
person is liable on the grounds that he has not had the permission from the authority and 
has shown a lack of the duty of care for it as well as being negligent, not only by 
constructing but also by 1naintaining the bridge. 
Based on all cases mentioned above, we can hold that the principle of the duty 
of care is attached to anybody who is either 1nubashir or m.utasabbib in a particular case. 
However, if the nu.tbashir and lmttasabbib are both involved in a case, responsibility for 
the duty of care shall be attached to the former. 
DUTY OF PERSONS USING A HIGHWAY TO TAKE CARE 
Every person using a highway or any other place frequented by the public owes 
a duty to take care as regards the persons and property of others. So if a person, driving 
or tiding negligently on a highway, runs over, or otherwise damages, another person on 
10 Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l94: al-Jamic al-Saghir, p.515; al-Uimf al-Saghir in the margin of Kitfih al-Khariij, 
pp.ll9-120. 
11 Majallah, article 90: The Jordan Civil Code, section 258. 
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the highway, a claim can be made against him for the damage suffered. 12 This rule does 
not depend on the special nature of highways. It applies generally to all places where 
persons are at liberty to meet others. As such, those who go personally or bring property 
where they know that they or it may come into collision with other persons or the 
property of others, have, by the law of tort, a duty to use reasonable care and skill to 
avoid such a collision. Thus, anyone who carries wood upon his back or loads an animal 
with it, and then he or his animal collides with a building and the wood falls down, is 
responsible for the consequences of the wood falling. Similarly, when a person carrying 
wood (or sotneone in charge of an animal with a load of wood) enters a market and 
causes datnage to the person or property of another, he is responsibJe if there is a crowd, 
but not otherwise by reason that the negligence (al-taq~tr) and the duty to take 
reasonable care (al-i~tiraz) also applies to the person injured or the owner of the 
property. 13 He is also responsible if the wood tears the clothes of the blind man and also 
a man whose position does not face the animal (m.ustadbir) at the moment it is passing 
along the road provided that the person does not give the man a warning to move quickly 
to one side so as to avoid the danger. This is because the accident happens on account 
of the person's negligence. Otherwise, if the warning is given and a duty to take 
reasonahle care is taken, while the blind man or the other man have been imprudent, the 
12 
Thl.:! duty of care on the highway could be referred to the cases mentioned earlier, pp.350-353 and also to the 
ois~ussion of "Liability tor Animals on the Highway" and "Stopping or Tying Up an Animal on the Public Road 
or at the Market", pp.203-210. 
13 
Minhfij al-Jfilihin wa 1Jmdat al-Muftin, p.306; Minhaj al-Tnllfih prited with Minh&j al-TAlihin wa 1Jmctat 
al-Muftin, p.306; Mu&hni al-Mnbtfij, vol.4, pp.205-206; Fatb al-Wahhiih, vol.2, p.207; Zakariyya al-An~Ari, 
Sharb al-Mjnhaj in the margin of ljfishjyat al-Tamal caHi Sharb al-Mjnhaj, vol.5, p.l77; .ct:., al-Mndawwanah, 
vol.3, pp.456-457. 
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liability is not due on the person. 14 Al-Nawawi, in addition, lays down the following rule: 
the owner of the animal is responsible for any injury which occurs to the property of 
another if there is no negligence on the part of the owner of the property. Contrariwise, 
if the owner of the property is negligent where he has, for example, deposited his 
property or thing on the road or placed it before the animal, the owner of the animal 
would not be rendered liable if any damage is caused by his animal to such a property 
l 
. 1 ') or t ung. · 
In brief, the rule of duty of care in the highway applies equally to persons on 
railway stations, in shops, or any other places where people congregate. In general, a 
com1non cause of action in negligence arises out of a carrier of a load or a driver of an 
animal, but any other user of the road or a pedestrian on the highway also owes a duty 
of care to the other road users, and if he fails to fulfil it and causes damage, he is liable. 
When a 1nan steps from the kerb into the roadway, he owes a duty to traffic which is 
approaching him within risk of collision to exercise due care. He may cross where he 
likes, provided he takes reasonable care. 
1 ~ Mjnhftj al-plihiil wa cllmdat al-Muftin, p.306; Minhaj al-TulHib printed with Minhai al-Talihin wa '1Jmdat 
al-Muftin, p.306; Mughni al-MubHij, vol.4, p.206; Zakariyya al-An~ari, Sharb al-Minhaj in the margin of 
[-iishjyat al-Tamal caHi Sharbal-Mjnhai, vol.S, p.l77. See also Sulayman al-Jamal, ijiishiyat al-Tamal cala Sharb 
al-Minhaj, vo1.5, p.l77: al-Muftfal-~bayshi, Fatb al-Mannan, p.423; Fatb al-Wabhah, vol.2, p.207; Kashshaf 
;ll-Ojngc ~an Matn aJ-lQnac, vol.4, p.l29; Sharb Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.2, p.431; al-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah, vo1.6, 
p.54; Fatnwa On~hfin in the margin of al-Eatawa al-Hindjyyah, vol.3, p.457. Al-Qaffiil gives his fa two saying: 
"U. a person tries to overtake a donkey which is carrying a load of flrewood on the highway and his garment 
is hung hy the firewood which causes a tear, the driver of the donkey is not liable". See Mughni al-Mubtiij, 
vol.4, p.206. 
'-" Minhn j al-Tiilibin wa cllmdat al-Muftjn, p.306. See also Mughni al-Muijtaj, vol.4, p.206; al-Bayjiiri, 
tlishiyat al-BayWrt vol.2, p.469; al-Mufti al-J:Iubayshi, Fatb al-Mannan, p.423; Fatb al-Wahhab, vol.2, p.207; 
al-lqnft\ vol.2, p.243. 
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Cases of Collision 
A person who receives injuries on the highway or at sea cannot recover damages 
unless the person in charge of the animal (vehicle) or the ship is guilty of negligence or 
a/-u{addt in its management. The collision on the highway will be considered in this 
section. However, the collision of ships has been discussed in the topic of "Liability for 
Chattels" .16 
The general rule is that the animal (vehicle) should be driven at a speed which 
enables the driver to stop and to control it within the limits of his vision, particularly 
having regard to the weather and the state of the road, and failure to do this will very 
likely result in the driver being held responsible for the collision. 
In the case of two riders driving their animals into each other and killing each 
other or one of them, the fuqaha' have a different opinion with regard to the liability 
which is imposed. Their different opinions could be divided into two groups: 
16 See pp.244-248. 
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The first group 
The Ijanat1, 
17 
Maliki
18 
and I}anbali19 schools have opined that both of them are 
liable for diyah for each other. 
The argument why a full diyah should be imposed is that the death of each party 
must be refened solely to the act of the other, and not in any degree to his own act. His 
act (nmnely passing along the highway) is absolutely permitted, and an act which is acted 
according to a permission does not amount to an occasion of responsibility. 20 In other 
words, it may be said that a very high standard of care is expected of highway users and 
accordingly they would not do or omit anything which they should reasonably anticipate 
1night injure themselves. 
It is to be observed, however, that a full diyah for each rider is due only where 
they have happened to rush against each other by misadventure (al-khata'), for where 
they have done so wilfully (al-camd), a half diyah only is due on account of each by 
17 Al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.199; Badij'ic al-Sanii'ic, vol.?, p.273; al-Durr al-Mukhtnr, vol.2, pp.467-468; Majmac 
al-Anhur, vol.2, p.661; al-Durr al-MuttaQii in the margin of Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.661; al-Durr al-Mukhtfir 
printed with Radd ai-Muhtar, vol.6, p.605; Majmac al-Qamanat, p.189; Fatijwii Oa<jjkhijn in the margin of .al.: 
Fatawa al-Hindiyyah, vol.3, p.444; al-Ikhtiyijr li Ta9D al-Mukhtar, vol.5, p.49; al-Shaybani, Kitiib al-A~l. vol.4, 
p.500; Bidijyat al-Muitahid, vol.2, p.313; Tabyin al-ijaqii'iQ, vol.5, p.150. 
tx 13idAyat al-Mujtabid, vol.2, p.313; al-Kiniini, al-cAQd al-Mun~~am li al-ijukkiim in the margin of Tab~jrat 
it1-li!kk5m, vol.2. p.81; al-Mudawwauah, vol.3, p.499 and vol.4, p.666; Mukhta~ar, p.274; al-Abi, Jawiihjr al-
.ll:i.l.ll. vol.2. p.258; .aJ.:KUi, p.606; al-Mawiiq, al-Taj wa al-lklil in the margin of al-l]agab, Mawiihih al-Jalil, 
vol.fi, p.243; al-Khirshi, Fatb al-Jalil cam Mukhta~ar KhalU, vol.8, p.l2. Nevertheless, the opinion ofMiilik 
himself as is reported by Ibn Qudiimah in his book al-Mughni says that in this case the c iqilah of each party 
owes a half diyah only, not a full diyah. It is followed and acknowledged by the author of Miijahiit, ~ubl}i 
Mat1na~~nt See vol.l, p.211. But, according to the majority of the fuqahi' of this school, a full diyah should 
he imposed on each. 
19 Al-Khiraqi, Mukhta~ar al-KhiraQ1, p.117; al-Mughnj wa al-Sharb al-Kabir, vol.lO, p.359; £Urndat al-Fiqh, 
p.l21; al-']kldab Sharb al-cUmdah, pp.459-460; Manijr al-Sabil, vol.2, p.334; Sharb Muntahii al-lriidiit, vol.2, 
p.431; Majallat al-Abk5m al-Sharciyyah, article 1452, p.452. 
:w Tabyjn al-l;IaQfi'iq, vo1.5, p.150; al-Hidijyah, vol.4, p.l99; Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.661. 
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reason that each of them is considered as a murderer of himself.21 
As to the elaboration of this case, the jurists of the I}anafi school mention that 
if two 1nen are riding on two different animals, rush against each other and a collision 
happens in consequence so that they both die, a diyah for each is due from the c aqilah of 
the other. 
22 
If the collision happens through a horseman coming from behind (al-
nut 'akhkhir) and colliding with another who is moving in front of him (al-m.uqaddint), 
the liability is due on al-m.u'akhkhir, not on al-muqaddim (or al-sa'ir)23 even though, in 
other situation, the collision is caused by al-1nuqaddim (or al-sa'ir).24 This may be 
because the position of one who is coming from behind is considered to have a greater 
awareness of the situation and more chance to control his animal in order to avoid the 
collision. If the collision happens, it will be evidence that the negligence is on his part. 
If one horseman is moving (sa'ir) and the other is stationary (waqif), the liability is 
ascribed to the sa'ir (that means the diyah falls upon the caqilah of the sa'ir and the 
cotnpensation for the animal is due from the horseman himself).25 This decision could 
21 
Tahyin aJ;.f}aQii'iQ, vol.5, p.l51; al-Hidfiyah, vol.4, p.199; al-Ikhtiyfir li Tacm al-Mukhtfir, vol.5, p.49. 
22 
Al-Hidfiyah, vol.4, p.199: al-Durr al-Mukhtfir, vol.2, pp.467-468; Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.661; .a.1.:.Qw:r 
aJ-Muttaqfi in the margin of Majmac al-Anhur, vo1.2, p.661; al-Durr al-Mukhtar printed with Radd al-MubUir, 
vol.(>, p.605; Majmac al-Oamfinlit, p.l89; Fatliwii Oagikhfin in the margin of al-Fatiiwii al-Hindiyyah, vol.3, 
p.444: al-Ikhtiyfir li Ta'lil al-Mukhtar, vol.5, p.49; al-Shaybfini, Kitfib al-A~l, vol.4, p.500; Bidayat al-Mujtahjd, 
vol.2, p.313: Tahyin al-ljaQfi'iQ, vo!.5, p.150. 
n Radd a!-Mubtiir, vol.6, p.605; Fatawa Ofig'ikhfin in the margin of al-Fatiiwfi al-Hindiyyah, vol.3, p.444; .a!: 
lkhtiyfir 1i Tacl11 a!-Mukhtfir, vol.5, p.49; Majmac al-Oamfinfit, p.189. 
24 Fatfiwfi Ofi<J1khfin in the margin of al-Fatnwa al-Hindiyyah, vol.3, p.444; al-Ikhtjyfir li Tacm al-Mukhtfir, 
vol.5, p.49; Majma·· al-Qamfinfit, p.189. 
25 Fmawa Oii<Jikhfin in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hjndjyyah, vol.3, p.444. 
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also be applied to the collision or accident among pedestrians (mashiyiin). 26 That means 
a pedestlian on the highway owes a duty of care to the other road users, and if he fails 
to fulfil it and causes damage, he is liable for diyah. Further, when a man steps from the 
kerb into the roadway, he owes a duty to traffic which is approaching him to exercise due 
care to avoid being hit by the traffic. Thus, if a pedestrian steps into the path of an 
oncmning horse1nan or another pedesttian with the result that the rider of the horse or 
the latter pedesttian is killed, the former pedestrian is held liable. He may cross where 
he likes, provided he takes reasonable care. 
The opinion of the Maliki school as regards this issue maintains that if the 
encounter or collision has taken place without ctiminal intent (tneans: al-khata'), the 
diyah for the persons killed or wounded will be due from the caqilah of each one of the 
persons, but the compensation for the horses killed in the encounter or other goods lost 
in the collision, will be due from each individual person. 27 However, this school (in the 
opinions of Ibn Shash and Ibn al-Ijajib) contradicts the Ijanafi school in the case of 
collision which has taken place wilfully where the qi~~ is due on the person who does 
not die in such a collision. 28 This rule may be applied to the case of collision among the 
horsemen or the pedestlians or the collision between the horseman and the pedestlian or 
the collision between two boats. In addition, if the encounter or collision has taken place 
hetween two pedestrians who are carrying an earthenware jar respectively and the 
26 See Emawa oa~han in the margin of al-fatiiwii al-Hindiyyah, vol.3, p.444; al-Ikhtiyar li Tacm al-Mukhtiir, 
vol.5, p.49. 
27 Al-Mudawwanab, vol.4, p.666: Mukhta~ar, p.274; al-Mawiiq, al-Tiij wa al-Ik111 in the margin of al-Ij:aJ!ftb, 
Mawfihib al-Talil, vol.6, p.243; al-Abi, Jawiihir al-Ikl11, vol.2, p.258; .al:.K.ill, p.606. 
2 ~:< Al-Mawfiq, al-Tfij wa al-Ikl11 in the margin of al-Ij:aJ!ftb, Mawiihjb al-Taljl, vol.6, p.243. 
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earthenware jars are broken in consequence, damages are due from each one of the 
pedestrians. Equally if one of them who is involved in that collision where his 
earthenware jar is not broken, he would be liable for damages to the other one. 29 
Lastly, the opinion of the Jj"anba.Ir school, in elaborating this matter, is not greatly 
different to the discussion made by the Hanafi and Maliki schools. One of the Hanbali 
0 0 
jtnists, Ibn Qiiyan indicates this case in his manual text that if two free (~arran) and 
cmnpetent (mukallqfan.) persons collide with each other and they both fall down and die, 
a diyah will be due for each from the c aqilah of the other as each of them is the mediate 
causation of killing the other. It is related on the autho1ity of c Alt that the death of each 
individual resulting from a collision with another amounts to killing by misadventure 
(kha[ii}. 30 That 1neans the liability in this case is a diyah for each of them. In a fu1ther 
case, if two pregnant women collide with each other, the judgement of their lives is as 
what has been stated above, and each one bears one-half of the dam.an. (diyah) for the 
0 • 
unborn child due to their participation in his death. 31 
Whoever gives a lide to two small boys when he is not a guardian over either of 
the1n, and they collide and die, then the diyah for both of them is from his property as 
their death is caused by his mediate causation, since he is a 1nutac add in in that 1nanner. 
On the other hand, if those boys ride by themselves or their walt gives them a ride and 
they collide, then they are considered as mature persons (balightn) who have had a 
29 Al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-lklil in the margin of al-I;Iagab, Mawnhib al-Ja.l11, vol.6, p.243. 
30 Manar al-Sahil, vo1.2, p.334. See also al-Khiraqi, Mukhta~ar al-Khiraqi, p.117; al-Mughni wa al-Sharb al-
.K..ahti:. vol.IO, p.360. As to the judgement made by cAn, see Na~b al-Rayah, vol.4, p.386, and also cited in al-
Shayhfini, Kitah al-A~l. vol.4, p.500. 
31 Manar al-Sahil, vol.2, p.334. See also al-Mughni wa al-Sharh al-Kahir, vol.lO, p.360. 
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rnisadventure. The ciiqilah. of each of them is liable for diyah for the other, and each one 
pays for the damage caused to the property of the other. 32 
The I:Janbali school of law coincides in opinion with the l}anati school in the 
case of the collision between a horseman who is moving and another who is stationary. 33 
Nevertheless, this school makes the condition that the pedestrian or the horseman who 
is stationary shoud not suddenly deviate or swerve from his position. If the collision 
happens in such a way, both of them are liable for diyah for each other because they are 
considered a~ two persons who are moving and the damage which occurs is also caused 
by both of them. In a case where the pedestrian or the horseman who is stationary is 
mutacaddin or negligent like sitting in a narrow road, the liability should be imposed on 
him alone, not on the sii'ir by reason that the damage is linked to his tacaddin. 34 In the 
light of the collision which has happened between pedestrian, the opinion of the jurists 
of this school is not very different from the opinion of the Maliki school. They say that 
the qi~irj in general would not be imposed either in case of the collision which happens 
wilfully or one which happens by misadventure. They argue that the death will mostly 
not take place in the case of a collision. 35 If a collision so happens there should be an 
assess1nent as to whether death was likely to take place or not. If it was likely to take 
~'l 
·- Manar al-Sah11, vol.2, p.334 . 
. ll See al-Khiraq~ Mukht£lW al-KhiraQt p.l17; al-Mughn1 wa al-Sharb al-Kabir, vol.lO, p.360; SJJmdat al-FiQh, 
p.l21; al-clJddah Sharb al-1Jmdah, p.460. 
34 Al-Mughn1 wa al-Sharb al-Kabir, vol.lO, p.370; Sharb Muntabii al-lriidfit, vol.2, p.431; S!Jmdat al-FiQh, 
p.l21; aJ-cOddah Sharb al-clJmdah, p.460; Majallat al-Abkiim al-Sharciyyah, article 1453, p.452. 
35 Al-Mughn1 wa al-Sharb al-Kabir, vol.lO, p.360. 
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place, the punishment of retaliation (al-qawad) should be imposed. 36 Otherwise if the 
death was unlikely to take place in such a collision, the case is considered as wilful 
misadventure (cam.d a.l-khata)31 or in other words, manslaughter (shibh camd). 38 In this 
case, it seems quite similar to the I}anafi school opinion, but however, the I}anbali 
school does not mention whether the diyah is full or half. 
The second group 
The Shafici school and Zufar have opined that in this case the c aqilah of each 
party owe a half diyah only. They argue that as the death of both of them has resulted out 
of the actions of both of them, each is only responsible for half of the death of the other. 
Each party having died in consequence of his act and the act of the other, or in other 
words, the actions of each other. 39 
In elaborating this case, the Shaf{i school maintains that where two persons 
unintentionally collide with each other (either two horsemen, or two pedestrians, a 
horseman and a pedestrian, either directly or one from behind the other), the caqilah of 
each is 1nutually liable for half diyah lnukhaffafah (diyah on the lighter scale i.e. the 
action is accidental) if the accident has caused the death of both. This case is considered 
·'
6 Sharb Muntahii al-lriidfit, vol.2, p.431. 
1.? A!-Mu~hnj wa a!-Sharb al-Kabir, vol.lO, p.360. 
-'X Sharb Muntahn al-lriidiit, vol.2, p.431. 
w A!-lJmm. vol.6, pp.238-239; al-Waiiz, vol.2, p.151; Minhnj al-Jnlibjn wa jJmdat al-Muftin, p.285; Minha,i 
aJ-TUllfib printed with Minhijj al-Jiilibin wa clJmdat al-Muftin, p.285; Mu~hnj al-Mubtiij, vo1.4, pp.89-90. See 
also Bidiiyat al-Mujtahid, vo1.2, p.313; al-Hidayah, vol.4, p.l99; Iabyin al-ijaqa'iQ, voLS, p.150; Majmac aJ-
Allhw:, vol.2, p.661; Bada'ic aJ-Sanii'ic, vol.?, p.273. 
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as h01nicide by misadventure. This judgement is also applied to the case of two people 
colliding sideways (m.unkibayn) or crashing head on (mustalqiyayn), or between 
mun.kiban and m.ustatqiyan. If the collision is intentional on both sides, the c aqilah are 
responsible for half diyah. m.ugh.alla?tah (diyah on the heavier scale i.e. the action is 
intentional). This case is deemed as manslaughter (shibh canul) because the collision 
tnostly does not cause death. That is why the qi~~ (i.e. the responsibility of death) 
should not be itnposed. Further, if the element of intention could be proved upon one 
side only, each should be liable to pay the diyah prescribed for its particular case. In such 
a collision where both persons die thereby, they are charged with double expiation 
(kqfjaratayn). One for the death of one side, and the another one for the other side. In 
addition, where the death of two persons along with their mounts is due to a collision, 
both persons are charged with diyah and kaffaratayn including that each person should 
pay half value of the other's mount. All rules aforesaid are not merely applied to the 
collision between two adults, but are also applied to the collision between two minors 
or two lunatics.40 
According to some julists (qtl), if the watt (of the minor or the lunatic) permits 
hitn to ride, the watt must personally guarantee any injury which happens to him. If a 
foreigner has caused the minor and the lunatic to ride without the permission of his watt, 
jutists of this school, as is reported by Ibn al-Mundhir, consider him to be responsible 
for the diyah for both of them and also responsible for the damages of the animal. This 
40 Minhfij al-Jalihfu wa clJmclat al-Muftin, p.285; Minhaj al-JulUib printed with Minhiij al-Tiilihin wa cUroc1at 
al-Muftin,p.285; Mu~hni al-Mubtaj, vol.4, pp.89-90; al-Siraj al-Wahhiij, p.506. 
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is because he is regarded as having committed al-tacaddiin his actions.41 
Additionally, a collision between two pregnant women which causes the death 
of both, and also results in abortion, the c aqilah on both sides are responsible for half 
diyah as 1nentioned earlier and four kaffarat are charged for : [ 1] the pregnant woman 
herself, [2] her foetus, [3] the other pregnant woman and [ 4] the foetus of the other 
pregnant woman, by reason that both of them have participated in causing death 
involving four human beings; while the caqilah of the two parties, therefore, owe half 
ghurrah for each party (which means: a half for the foetus of a party and another half for 
the foetus of the other) which is prescribed for abortion. This is contrary to the liability 
for diyah where the c aqilah is only responsible for one side and not for the other.42 
DUTY OF CARRIERS OF PASSENGERS OR GOODS 
Carriage by Sea 
Considerations of reasonable care should be taken and applied to the carriage of 
passengers and their luggage by sea, although the liability of the shipowner is usually 
regulated hy contract. Apart from contract, reasonable care must be taken to provide 
access to the sleeping berths, to make the cabins safe, to provide suitable space for 
luggage, and to warn passengers against the slippery condition of the deck and other 
41 Minbijj al-Jijlihih wa clJmdat al-Muftin, p.285; Minhaj al-TulHib printed with Minhijj al-Tiilihin wa ']Jmdat 
al-Muftin, p.285; Mughni al-Mubtfij, vol.4, pp.90-91; al-Siriij al-Wahhiij, p.506. 
42 Minhnj ai-Tnlihin wa cumctat al-Muftin, p.285; Mughnj al-Mubtiij, vol.4, p.91; al-Siriij al-Wabhfij, p.506. 
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places. 
It is to be observed that the IJanafi jurists rule where a ship is sunk on account 
of the winds and waves, or it collides with a mountain without any fault of those sailing 
the ship, they, according to consensus, are not liable. Otherwise, they would be liable if 
the sinking of the ship resulted from their contributory act, either their actions amounted 
to exceeding normal practice or not. The position of the master and his crew are 
considered as ajir mushtarak (common carrier). Likewise, if water enters the ship and 
datnages the luggage, the master, according to consensus, is liable if the incident results 
fr01n his tortious conduct or his contributory act of letting the water enter. If, however, 
the water tlows into it without his contributory act and it is not possible to take 
reasonable care (lam. ywnkin al-ta~arruz canh), he is not liable. Nevertheless, Abii 
J;;Ianifah himself opines that he is not liable even though he can prevent the water from 
tlowing in. In contrast, his two disciples Abii Yiisuf and MuiJammad b. al-Ijasan al-
Shaybani give their views that he is liable.43 
Further, this school discusses whether the owner of goods accompanies his goods 
or not on a voyage. If the goods are not accompanied by their owner, the responsibility 
for them belongs to the master. Hence, if the owner esco1ts his goods, the master is not 
liable for any damage which occurs to the goods unless he has committed an action 
which exceeds normal practice on the voyage.44 
The Maliki jurists consider the liability of a shipmaster or sailor (niitt) whose 
·B Majma~ aJ-Qamfinfit, p.48; al-Fatfiwfi al-Bazzii.zjyyah in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hjndiyyah, vol.5, p.95. 
See also Radd al-Mubtiir, vol.6, p.66 and p.67; al-Durr al-Mukhtfir printed with Ractd al-Mubtiir, vol.6, p.66. 
44 Majmac al-Qamfinfit, p.48; al-Fatiiwa al-Bazziiziyyah in the margin of al-Fatfiwfi al-Hjndjyyah, vol.5, p.95; 
Badfi'ic al-Sanfi'ic, vol.4, p.210; Radd al-Mubtiir, vol.6, p.67. 
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ship is wrecked and conclude that he is not liable for any loss or damage as a 
consequence of a permissible act such as changing, hoisting, and adjusting the sails of 
a ship according to the winds and waves or any other customary duty. Thus, he is 
allowed to accept the usual freight or its equivalent so long as the load does not cause 
water to come over the topsides. If the ship is later wrecked owing to the fury of the sea 
(hayqjifn al-ba~.r) or violent winds (hayaJan rt~), the shipowner or master is not liable, 
provided that he did not exceed the load line limit when loading the cargo.45 
Malik relates that when the owner of goods is aboard the ship, it makes no 
difference whether the goods are destroyed by force majeure (quwwah qahirah) or any 
other cause, because the shipowner (~8/].ib al-sajinah) is not liable when an owner 
. 1 . d 46 accotnpan1es us goo son a voyage. 
According to Ibn Abi Fir~s, a sailor, such as the shipowner, is a skilled 
professional, and thus, he is an a1ntn (trustee) and not liable for any loss or damage 
unless he has been negligent or has committed al-tacaddt.41 Malik says: 
"Every employee (ajtr) or shepherd or workman who performs a task for 
you in your house, or veterinary (baytar) or doctor and others who have 
similar work, and a camel-d1iver, each of these is liable if they have 
caused a transgression (tacaddii) and the (master ot) ship in my opinion 
is in the same position" .48 
This equating of (the master ot) ship and a shepherd results in a ship, and consequently 
45 Al-Dusiiqi, l:Jashiyah caHi al-Sharb al-Kabir, vol.4, p.27; Mukhta~ar. p.244; al-Ab1, Jawahir al-Ikm, vol.2, 
p.llJ 1: al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-lk111 in the margin of al-J:Iagab, Mawahih al-Jalil, vol.5, p.429. 
46 
Al-Mudawwanah, vol.3, p.501. 
47 Ihn Abi Fir as, "Kitab Akriyat al-Sufun", fol. SOb. Cited in Deborah Rice Noble, The Principle of Islamic 
Maritime Law, (Unpublished PhD. Thesis), p.174. See also al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-lklil in the margin of al-
Ijagab, Mawahih al-Talil, vol.S, p.429. 
4 ~:< Al-Mudawwanah, vol.J, p.502. 
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a shipmaster, being treated as an amtn and therefore being not liable except for tacaddin 
1. 49 or neg 1gence. 
SalJniin notes that where a ship is wrecked because (the measure of freight by) 
the sailors (exceeds the ship's load lines), they are not liable unless they commit al-
u{addt in the course of exercising their skill. 50 It could be understood that if it is 
established that they have transgressed and been negligent, then they are liable for all of 
what is in the ship, including both cargo and passengers. 51 
It is reported in al-Mughni, the I;:Ianbali jurist al-Qacji clearly concurs with the 
jtnists of other schools as mentioned above saying: 
"If the owner of the goods travels aboard the same ship as his goods, or 
a Iider on a beast which also carries the rider's goods, the owners of the 
ship and the beast are not liable for any damage to the goods because they 
are still in the owner's care".52 
This is also the view of the Maliki and Shafi'l schools. 53 However, Ibn c Aqil disagrees 
with those opinions. His contrary view is that if the goods are damaged by the oar (jadhf) 
of the sailor, or by being fastened tightly by the hirer (al-m.ukart) or the like, the sailor 
or the hirer is liable whether the owner of the goods accompanies his goods or not, 
because the obligation of liability for him is due to the offence (jinayah) of his own 
4
'J A!-Raw<J aJ-MmhiC. p.324; a!-Mu~hni, vol.5, p.495. 
50 A!-Mus.Jawwanah, vo!.3, p.501. See also al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-Iklil in the margin of al-l;Iagiib, Mawahib 
al:.I.alJl, vo!.5, p.429. 
51 A!-Muslawwanah, vo!.3, p.502; al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-Iklil in the margin of al-l;IaJ!iib, Mawahjh al-Jalil, 
voi.S, p.429. 
52 
A!-Mughni, vo!.5, p.480. 
53 A!-Mu~hni, vo!.5, p.480. See also al-Mudawwanah, vol.3, p.501; Minhiij al-Talibin wa 1Jmdat al-Muftin, 
p.l62; Mu~hni al-MubHij, vo!.2, p.351. 
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hand. 54 It could be understood that a common carrier who holds himself out as engaged 
in the business of carrying the goods of all and sundry from place to place, is liable for 
any loss of, or injury to, the goods when he commits al-tacaddt or negligence during 
carrying thetn, irrespective of whether the owner accompanies them or not. 
Al-Bahiitt concurs with Ibn cAqtl when he mentions that: 
" .... a sailor (m.alliiiJ.) is liable for any loss or damage resulting from his 
hand or oar or anything which is aboard the ship whether the owner of 
property accompanies it or not. Similarly, the liability is ascribed to the 
camel driver (janunal) for any loss or damage caused by his hand by 
driving and leading the animal, and also by cutting the rope which is 
bound to such a thing".55 
In general, al-ajtr al-m.ushtarak, like the sailor or the camel driver or the ca1Tier or the 
cooker or the fuller or the baker, is definitely liable for what is destroyed by his hand. 
This is the opinions of "Umar, cAii, CAbd AlHih b. CAtabah, ShuraylJ, Abii I}antfah, Malik 
and a view of al-Shafi1. In another view of al-Shaficr, he is not liable as long as he does 
not commit al-td.addt (ma lam. yatacadd-or we can say he does not commit a negligent 
act). 56 
The shipowner or master is not liable where he is a skilled person unless he 
cotntnits al-tacaddt or negligence: 
"If he is a skilled person, he is not liable because he is a real amtn. If 
there is a disagreement about whether he is a simple employee (ajtr) or 
a skilled worker (1n.utabarrac), his word that he is skilled absolves him 
from liability for what is destroyed in his custody by theft or without his 
act so long as he has not been negligent (yufarrat ), because the property 
54 A!-Mu~hni, vol.5, pp.480-481. 
55 
Sharb Muntahfi al-Iradat, vol.2, p.378. 
56 A!-Mu~hni, vo1.5, p.479. 
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in his hand is am.iinah and he is like the trustee (miidac). 51 
To sum up, the shipowner or carrier, etc., who may be either an ajir kh~~ or an 
c~jfr nutshtarak, is not liable where it is established that he has not al-tacaddi or been 
negligent and otherwise he incurs liability where he commits al-tacaddior negligence. 58 
Road carriage 
The general principle of negligence set out above in relation to carriage by sea 
applies also to carriage by road. Thus, carriers of passengers by any sort of carriage or 
conveyance owe to passengers or goods a duty of taking reasonable care to carry them 
safely. They must use reasonable care to see that the tyre and other apparatus is 
reasonably safe. It is prilna facie evidence of negligence if the wheel of a carriage is 
wrenched off by something. The duty of care arises from the fact that the passenger is 
being carried with the knowledge and consent of the carrier; and it applies whether the 
canier is doing it for nothing or not, but not if the passenger is a mutacaddin (trespass). 
It must be noted that a carrier of passengers or goods, in general, should 
guarantee the safety of them. However, the liability will only be ascribed to him if he has 
comtnitted al-td.addt or been negligent, otherwise, he will not be liable. Malik b. Anas 
says: 
"A man who is hired to load goods on an animal and then goods are 
57 Kashshfif al-Oinfic can Matn al-IQniiC, vol.4, pp.35-36. This case is like the case of expert and skilled doctor 
who is not liable upon his treatment. See al-Rawg al-MurbiC, p.324; al-Mughni, vol.S, p.490. 
58 Al-Raw<J al-Murbi'\ p.324; al-Mughnl, vol.S, pp.479-48l. 
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damaged by falling off which is caused by the breaking of the rope which 
tied them up, or the animal (which is carrying goods) lies down and 
damage is caused thereby, ..... , the man is liable".59 
It is reported in al-Mudawwanah, Ya!Jya b. Sa'ld lays down a general statement: "The 
carrier (ai-IJam.lniil) is liable for any damage or loss" .60 And then, it is supported by 
Khali 1 b. IslJaq by saying that a carrier is responsible for any loss caused by his own 
fault.
61 
However, the canier is not liable if no element of al-tacaddt can be proved. Thus, 
a carrier hired for the purpose of carrying oil (duhn), food-stuff ([ac iim.) or a fragile 
object (iiniyah) is not responsible for any damage or loss which is not caused by any al-
u{addt of his. Similarly, he is not liable for loss or damage which is caused by the fall 
of the beast of burden or by the breaking of a rope which is used to tied the goods up. 62 
The fuqaha' unanimously agree that the common and the private carrier (ajtr 
nut.shtarak and qjtr khiiJJ) incur liability where they (or their servants) commit al-tacaddt 
or neglect (farraJa), and that they are not liable where it is established that they have not 
transgressed (vatacadd) or been negligent.63 The common or the private carrier has a duty 
59 
A!-Mudawwanah, vol.3, p.458. 
60 
A!-Mudawwanah, vol.3, p.458. 
01 Mukhta~ar. p.244: al-Abi, Jawahir al-lklil, vol.2, p.190; al-Mawaq, al-Taj wa al-lklil in the margin of al-
l)a!Jflh, Mawahib a!-lali!, vol.5, p.429. 
(1
2 Mukhta~ar, p.244; al-Abi, Jawfihir aJ-Ik111, vol.2, p.190. 
6~~ Badii'j' al-Smn'(, vol.4, p.210; Tabyio aJ-l;JaQii'iQ, vol.5, p.134; al-Marcffiwi, ~. vol.6, p.73; al-Mu~hni 
wa al-Sharb al-Kahir, vol.6, p.115; al-Mu~hoi, vol.5, p.479; al-MuQnic wa ijAshjyatuh, vo1.2, p.216; HidAyat 
al-Rii!,!hih, p.381; a!-Ab~ Jawfihiral-Iklil, vol.2, p.l91; al-Dusiiqi, ijiishjyab caHi al-Sharb aJ-Kabir, vol.4, p.26; 
a!-Khirsh~ Eatb a!-Jalil calii Mukhta~ar Khalil, vol.7, p.28; al-Mudawwanah, vol.3, pp.449-450 and p.457; ~ 
Muhacihdhab, vol.l, p.415; al-lJmm, vol.3, pp.261-262; Mu2hnial-Mubtiij, vol.2, p.351; Radd al-MubtAr, vo1.6, 
p.6S; al-Raw"al-MurhiC, p.324; cAn I;Iaydar, Qurar al-ijukkam, vol.l, p.598; Sharb Muntaha al-lradat, vol.2, 
pp.378-379; al-Wajjz, vol.l, p.237; Majallat al-AbkAm al-Sharciyyah, article 704 and 706, p.261; i!Jmdat al-
.Ei.Qh, p.60; al-c!Jddah Sharb al-cUmdah, pp.228-229; Manar al-Sabil, vol.l, pp.421-422; al-Muqnf, p.141 ; 
Sharaf, al-Iiiirah, p.251 and p.253. However, there is the view which opines that the ajtr mushtarak is 
absolutely liable for any damage caused by his hand (irrespective of whether he has committed al-tacaddt or 
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where his duty is a high duty, he must, for instance, supply a carriage as appropriate for 
its purpose a.c;; skill and care can make it and if the accident is due to a breakdown of the 
caniage, the onus is on him to show that the breakdown was not preventable by any care 
or skill. 
For the common canier, if he admits that the injury or damage happened did not 
result from his act, the fuqaha' have a different opinion regarding it. Their opinions can 
be divided into two groups: 
First group, is those who say that the ajtr is amtn (trustee). The ajtr's 
acknowledgement should be accepted and the liability is not due from him unless the 
person who hired him (al-m.usta:jir) can establish that he has transgressed (tacadda) or 
been negligent (farrata). 
Second group, is those who say that the ajtr is guilty by disloyalty (al-kh.iyanah). 
The acknowledgetnent made by the person who hired him should be accepted and the 
liability is due from the ajtr until he can prove that he did not transgress and act 
negligently in his etnployment. 
The view of the first group are Abii I}antfah, Zufar, al-I}asan b. Ziyad,64 the 
hcl!n negligent, or not) because he works for the public. This view is ascribed to 'Dmar, cAn, ShuraylJ, al-
HL'\ill1 Abii Hmifah and Malik. See Manar al-Sabil, vol.l, pp.421-422; al-RawcJ al-MurhiC, p.324; al-Mughni, 
~ol.5, ~.480;.al-Mucmic wa {jishiyatuh, vo1.2, p.216. The hand of the ajtr mushtarak is the hand of liability (yad 
{iaman). See al-Wajiz, vol.!, p.237. 
64 Batlfi'ic aJ-Sma'i\ vol.4, p.210; Tahyin al-l;JaQii'iQ, vol.5, p.l34; al-MuQnic wa l;Jashjyatuh, vol.2, p.216; cAn 
Ijaydar, Durar al-l;Jukkfim, vol.l, p.598 and p.604. 
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cmTect opinion of the Shafi't school65 and the l}anbali school. 66 It is also the opinion of 
l:'awus and cAta'. 
67 
And, further, the view of the second group are 'Umar, cAli, ~bd 
Allah b. cAtabah, ShuraylJ, al-l}asan, a view of Abii l}anifah, the Maliki school and a 
. . 1 Sh-t''C .... 68 v1ew oi a - a ·1 1. 
In addition, Abii Yiisuf, Mu!Jammad b. al-l}asan al-Shaybani,69 the Shaffl 
school
70 
and the lj:anbali schoof1 mention that if the injury and damage happen as a 
result of the accident which may be preventable by any care or skill, the ajir should bear 
the liability until he can prove that the accident has occurred without his al-tacaddt and 
negligence. Hence, if the damage which happens due to the accident which is 
unavoidable as a result of fire or drowning, and the ajir was not able to prevent such a 
debacle under any circumstances, then there is no liability on his part. 
It is clear as mentioned previously that thefuqaha' have unanimously agreed that 
the tt;jf.r khii}·~ shall not be liable for any deficiency in damage to, or loss of, the 
65 Al-Muhadhdhah, vol.l, p.415; al-Umm, vol.3, pp.261-262; Minhijj al-Jiilibin wa cUmdat al-Muftin, p.l62; 
Mu~lm1 al-MubHij, vo1.2, p.351: al-Wanz, vol. I, p.237; al-Mucmic wa l;lfishiyatuh, vol.2, p.216. 
66 
Al-Mardfiwt ill.:In~J. vol.6, p.73; al-Mughniwa al-Sharb al-Kabir, vol.6, p.ll5; al-clJddah Sharb al-clJmdah, 
p.229: Manfir al-Sabil, vol.l, p.422; al-Najdi, Hidfiyat al-Rfighib, p.381. 
67 Al-Mu~hnjwa al-Sharbal-Kabfr, vol.6, p.ll5; Radd al-Mubtiir, vol.6, p.65; al-Muqnic wa l;Jfishiyatuh, vol.2, 
p.2Io. 
ox Al-Bakr1, Luhfib al-Lubah, p.228: al-Abi, Jawfihir al-Iklil, vol.2, p.l91; al-Dusiiq1, ijashiyah cala al-Sharb 
al-Kahir, vol.4, p.23: Radd al-Mubtiir, vol.6, p.65; al-Muqnic wa l;lfishiyatuh, vol.2, p.216; al-Mudawwanah, 
vnl.3, p.457: Minhijj al-'Dlibin wa ']Jmdat al-Muftin, p.l62; Mughni al-MubtAj, vol.2, pp.351-352; Manijr al-
.s.a.till. vol. I, pp.421-422; al-Mughni, vol.5, p.479; al-Rawg al-Murbi\ p.324. 
69 Ratltl al-Mubtnr, vol.6, p.65; Badii'ic al-Sanii'ic, vo1.4, p.210; Iabyin al-ljaqa'iQ, vol.5, p.l34; cAn I;Iaydar, 
Durcu- al- tJukkfi m, vol.l, p.598. 
70 Mu~!m1 al-Mubtiij, vol.2, p.351: al-Sirijj al-Wahhijj, p.294. 
71 Al-Mu~hnjwa al-Sharb al-Kabir, vol.6, p.ll5; al-Mardfiwi, ~. vol.6, p.73; al-Rawg al-Murbic, p.324. 
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employer's property unless the former has committed al-tacaddt or been negligent. 72 If 
al-ufaddi or negligence cannot be proved and established, the ajtr kh~~ will be free 
from any liability because he is a person who is to be trusted (musta 'man) and in general 
it is based on a Quranic verse: 
"On no soul doth God place a burden greater than it can bear".73 
Also, the Prophet said: "There is no liability on a person who is entrusted (mu'taman)". 74 
Also, it is reported by c Ali and Ibn Ma§ iid that: "There is no liability imposed on 
, 11 75 mu tam.a n . 
In relation to the case of breakdown of a carriage which is not preventable by any 
care or' skill and as a result of that, passengers or their luggages are damaged and 
destroyed, the carrier or the like will incur no liability. This case may be related to the 
case which is caused by force majeure or cas fortuit (quwwah qahirah). This concept is 
quite extensive and established in the writings of the fuqaha'. It includes a misfortune 
frotn heaven (iifah. sam.iiwiyah), an act of God (amr 1nin Allah) and a sudden accident 
72 Badfi'ic aJ-S1nfi'jc, vol.4, p.210; Radd al-Mubtar, vol.6, p.67; cAli J:Iaydar, Durar al-tJukkDrn, vol.l, p.598 and 
pp.604-605; al-Ahi, Jawahir al-Iklil, vol.2, p.l91; al-Dusiiqi, ijiishiyah calii al-Sharb al-Kab1r, vol.4, p.26; al-
Khirsht fath a.!-Talil cala Mukhta~ar Khalil, vol.?, p.28; al-Muhadhdhab, vol.l, p.415; al-Mu~hnj wa al-Sharb 
.aJ.:..Ka12i, vol.6, p.l06 and p.ll5; al-Marctawt ~. vol.6, p.70 and p.72; al-Najdi, Hjdiiyat ai-Rii~hib, p.381. 
Sec also Sharaf, al-Iifirah, p.251; The Jordan Civil Code, section 817; Ibn Abi Firas, Kjtab Akriyyfit al-Sufun, 
fol.50b, cited in Deborah Rice Noble, The Principle of lslamjc Marjtjme Law,(Unpublished Ph.D.: Thesis), p.174; 
Majal!ah, article 607; al-RawcJ al-MurbjC, p.324. --- ------------- ------------ ----
JJ Al-Our'fin, 2:286. 
74 
Cited in Sharaf, al-IHirah, p.252. Li fjamin 'ala mu'taman. 
75 Cited in Sharar, al-Ijnrah, p.252. Miilik b. Anas also discusses the mu'taman in his book. See .al.: 
Mudawwanah, vol.3, p.498. 
-~· h f' . _, ... ) 76 (~;J( 1t .. tu a 1 • 
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Furthermore, we can analogously use words of Ibn Qudamah who notes that 
where a ship (or a road carriage) is wrecked as a result of overloading, the person who 
com1nitted ctl-tacaddt by burdening the already loaded ship (or lorry or van, etc.) with 
excess weight would be liable. 77 
Based on cases mentioned above, we can say that the carrier or the lorry driver 
or the sailor or the shipmaster or the like must adopt the best known apparatus, kept in 
perfect order, and worked without negligence by anybody employed, and a breach of any 
of these obligations and duties will render him liable for negligence; but if he perfoms 
the1n, he will not be liable for an accident which cannot, in a business sense, be 
prevented by any known means. 
DUTY OF BAILEES (MODAc) OF GOODS 
Bailees owe a duty of taking care of the goods and chattels bailed. All kinds of 
bailees of goods and chattels are bound to take reasonable care of the goods bailed to 
them, though, generally speaking, greater care is expected of one who derives benefit 
fro1n the bailment, such as a borrower of goods, or a pawnbroker, or hirer who is paid 
for keeping them. The topic of the liability of carriers and other bailees for the safety of 
goods entrusted is too large to be extensively dealt with fully in this work. In the writings 
76 Those terms could be seen in al-Mudawwanah, vol.3, p.439; Sharb Muntahii al-lriidiit, vol.2, p.374; ~ 
Jordan Civil Code, section 261. 
77 Al-Mu~hn1, vol.5, p.459. 
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of the .fitqahii', this topic is discussed either in the chapter of hire (ijarah) or pledge 
(rahn) or trust (wadr: ad), etc. The duty to take care of goods bailed arises by reason of 
the bailment and is quite separate from any contract, and an action for a breach of that 
duty is founded on tort. Here, only three topics will be dealt with, viz: pledge, trust and 
hire. 
Pledge 
The IjanatT, Maliki, Shafi't and I]anbalt schools unaniinously agree that if the 
destruction or damage of the property pledged as result of transgression or negligence 
by the pledgee, he must replace it if it is fungible property or pay the value of it, if it is 
in fungible property. 78 
In mticles 741 and 742 of the M(\jallab, the duty and liability of a pledgee is dealt 
with clearly, where if the pledgee destroys or damages the property pledged, a sum 
con-esponding to the ·amount of such destruction or damage shall be deducted from the 
debt. This case could be extended to the case of destruction or damage resulting from 
negligence. The servant or agent of the pledgee is also subjected to the same position as 
?H Badii'i" al-Sma'j\ vol.6, p.l63; Tahyjn al-l;laqn'iq, vol.6, p.87; al-Dardir, al-Sharb al-Kabir, vol.3, p.244 and 
p.253: Mut:hnial-Muttnj, vol.2, p.l37; al-Mufti al-I;lubayshi, Fatb al-Mannan, p.270; Al}mad b. Ruslfin, Main 
al-Zuhad, p.42; RatJnat al-Ummab. p.l50; al-Mughnj, vol.4, p.396; Kashshaf al-Oiniic can Matn al-IqnaC, vol.3, 
p.341 and p.343; al-RawcJ al-Murbjc, p.288; Sharb MuntabD al-Iradat, vol.2, p.236; al-Muqnjc wa ijiishjyatuh, 
vol.2, p.l06; Mannr al-Sabjl, vol.l, p.354; al-Fiqh al-Manhajj, vol.?, p.lll; al.:.Kfifi, p.413; al-Rjsfilah, p.l19; 
al-Fawiikjh al-Dawiinj, vol.2, p.l67; al-Thamar al-Diinj, p.505; Zarriiq, Sharb Zarriiq cain Mato al-Rjsiilah, 
vo1.2, p.207: al-Oawanin al-Fiqhiyyab, p.213. There is a different opinion among the sunni madhihib about 
the time for a'\sessment of the value of infungible property. For a detailed discussion of it see W ahbah, .al:.EiQh 
al-Isliimi wa Adillatuh, vo1.5, pp.271-273. 
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the pledgee. In another case, if a third person destroys the property pledged, such a 
person shalltnake good the value thereof as on the day when it is destroyed. Then, the 
sutn in question shall be held as a pledge by the pledgee.79 
Trust 
With regard to this topic, the fuqah.a' have discussed the rule underlying the 
concept of the duty of care. If a ttust is destroyed or lost without any act of negligence 
(taqi'r) by a uustee (or his servant), he is not liable for compensation.80 The liability will 
not be imposed on him in the case where he is unable to take reasonable care of the 
goods enuusted to him such as when it is damaged or lost by shipwreck, nor in the case 
where he is possible to take care of it like it is lost through theft. This is because the 
shipwreck (al-gharaq) or the stealing (al-sariqah.) is not considered, according to the 
fuqah.a', as being al-tacaddi or negligence. Contrariwise, if one or either of these 
elements existed, the u·ustee is guilty as in the case where a man leaves his clothes to a 
keeper of clothes (ljaris al-th.iyablal-~amma1niyy) while he is entering the bath room and 
the keeper gives the clothes back to someone else on the wrongful assumption that the 
79 
Sec also Saliin Rustan1, Sharb al-Majallah, vol.l, pp.410-411. For detail, see al-Hidayah, vol.4, pp.l47-148; 
Radd al-Mubtiir. vol.6, p.510; Tabyin al-l;JaQA'iQ, vol.6, p.87; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, 
pp.42g-429. 
xo Majallah, articles 768, 777 and 780; Saliin Rustam, Shar:b al-Majallah, vol.l, p.426; al-Hidayah, vol.3, p.215; 
al-Wajfz, vol.l, p.237; al-Jazir1, al-FiQh cala al-Madhiihib al-Arbacab. vol.2, p.289. The author of al-Hidiiyah 
notes that a trustee is not responsible for a trust (deposit) unless there is al-ta'addt (or negligence) with respect 
to it. In general, the trust remains in the hand of the trustee as a trust and he is not subject to compensation 
because the Prophet said: " .... an honest trustee is not responsible", and also because there is a necessity 
mnongst mankind for deposits and this necessity could not be answered by making the trustee responsible, as 
no one would then accept the trust. See al-HidAyab. vo1.3, p.210. 
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person is the owner of the clothes. The keeper (the trustee) is liable. In another case, if 
the clothes are stolen while the keeper of a bath (al-~ammamiyy) is sleeping, he is not 
ohliged to tnake good the loss if he slept in the position of sitting, otherwise if he is in 
the position of lying down, he is responsible to make good the loss.81 
Nevertheless, if the t1ust has been deposited with a payment and it is destroyed 
or lost owing to a cause which it is possible to take reasonable care against, the trustee 
tnust be liable. For example, if a watch is destroyed by falling from the hand of a trustee 
without any wrongful act, compensation should not be ascribed to him, but, if a man 
entrusts his property to another for safekeeping and pays him a sum of payment for so 
doing, and it suffers damage arising from a cause which is possible to take reasonable 
care against like theft, he shall be liable for compensation. 82 It is reported by c Ali Ijaydar 
that the jurists unanimously agree in the case where a trust is damaged by an occasion, 
which is under the control of the trustee and it is possible for him to take care against it 
and he is also given a wage for its safekeeping, he is liable for compensation.83 This is 
contrary to the damage arising from a cause which is not possible to take care against 
81 
Maimac al-Anhur, vol.2, pp.337-338 and p.340; al-Durr al-Muttaqn in the margin of Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, 
pp.337-338; Salim Rustam, Sharbal-Majallah, vol.l, p.426; cAli I;Iaydar, Durar al-l;Jukkiim, vol.6, pp.202-204: 
al-Fatijwfi al-Hindiyyab, vol.4, p.339: Fatawii Oiigikhiin in the margin of al-Fatiiwa al-Hindiyyah, vol.3, p.370 
and p.J73; al-Eatawa al-Bazzfiziyyah in the margin of al-Fatfiwii al-Hindiyyah, vol.5, p.90; g., .al:: 
Mudawwanah, vol.3, p.457: Mukhta~ar. p.244; al-Abi, Jawiihir al-Iklil, vol.2, p.191; al-Mawiiq, al-Tiij wa al-
llJ:il in the margin of al-I:IaJ!ab, Mawfihib al-Jalil, vol.5, p.427. 
x2 Majallah, article 777: Salim Rustarn, Shaij] al-Mqjallah, vol.l, p.431. See also al-Fatiiwii al-Hindiyyah, vol.4, 
p.342: Fatawn Oiigikban in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah, vol.3, p.371. It is mentioned in Durar al-
tiikkiim that if a person enters a bathroom and leaves his clothes with the keeper (niJiir) and then the clothes 
are stolen, the judgement will be held as follows: [1] If a fee is promised to be given to the keeper because of 
keeping the clothes, he is liable; [2] If no fee is given, he is not liable. It should be noted, in normal 
circumstances, a man who gives a fee while entering a bathroom to its owner is recognized as giving payment 
for using it, not for the safekeeping of his clothes. See cAn I;Iaydar, Durar al-ijukknm, vol.6, p.232; al-Fatnwa 
al-Bazznziyyah in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah, vol.5, p.90. 
lO c Ali I;Iaydar, Durar al-l.;Jukkiim, vol.6, p233. 
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like fire or sinking. Then the trustee would not be held liable. 84 
The trust must be kept in a suitable place. Consequently, placing the trust such 
as money and jewels in stables or barns amounts to negligence, and if they are destroyed 
or lost there, compensation should be paid.85 Similarly, if the trustee keeps the trust in 
a hathromn or on the highway or in a mosque and then the trust is lost, he is liable by 
reason that he is negligent in keeping it. 86 This discussion can be illustrated as follows: 
1- An animal which is put in trust is normally kept in a stable and then if it is lost, the 
trustee is not liable. On the other hand, if cash or precious stones or anything highly 
valued such as clothes or the like are kept in a barn or garden or courtyard (al-car~ah) 
and then they are damaged or lost, the trustee will be liable and considered as negligent 
in keeping them. H? 
2- In the case of the trust being kept by the trustee in his house where many people are 
cOining and going, would the tiustee be liable if the trust is lost? It should be understood 
that if it is believed that the trust is safe in such circumstances, the trustee would not be 
liable. If not, he is liable. 88 
x
4 Salim Rust am, Sharb al-Majallah, vol. I, p.431. 
x5 Majallah, article 782; 'Ali J}aydar, Durar al-tJnkknm, vol.6, p.244; .Qf., Fatawa OacJ]khan in the margin of 
al-Fatawa al-Himliyyah, vol.3, p.377. 
x6 Radd al-Mubtfir, vol.5, p.673: cAn J}aydar, Durar al-ijukkam, vol.6, p.244; .Qf., al-Fatiiwii al-Hindiyyah, 
vol.4, p.341. 
x? 'Ali J}aydar, Dun)f al-J;lukkiim, vol.6, p.243; al-Fatiiwii al-Hindiyyah, vol.4, p.344. 
HH ~An IJaydar, Durar al-{;lukkiim, vol.6, p.243; al-fatiiwii al-Hindiyyah, vol.4, p.343. 
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3- If the trustee leaves the trust in his house without locking or closing the door when 
there is nobody in it, and the trust is lost thereby, then the trustee is liable. 89 If the house 
is not locked but there is somebody there, he is not liable. 90 
4- If the trust is kept in a place where it is believed that there is mice, the judgement of 
this case should be put in a consideration. If the trustee has told the trustor about it, the 
trustee is not liable for any damage which happens to the trust provided that he has kept 
it at the request and with the consent of the trustor. Contrariwise, if the trustee does not 
tell the trustor about it and also does not take any action to prevent the mice from 
datnaging the trust, he is liable in consequence.91 If the trust is destroyed or the value 
thereof diminished by al-tacaddt or negligence of the trustee, he is liable for 
cmnpensation. For example: 
( 1) A trustee rides an animal which has been entrusted to him without the 
permission of the trustor and such an animal is destroyed either by being made 
to go too quickly in an unusual manner or for some other reason or for no reason 
at all or if it is stolen while on the journey, the trustee who undertakes to keep the 
animal becomes responsible.92 This case could be applied to cases like putting on 
a garment or employing a slave which has been entrusted to somebody without 
IN Ralld al-MubHir, vol.5, p.673 and p.676; cAn Ij:aydar, Durar al-l;Jukkiim, vol.6, p.244; al-Fatawa al-
Hjnlliyyah, vol.4, p.344; Fatiiwii OiicJ1khiin in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah, vol.3, pp.378-379. 
•Jo Fatfiwii OijcJikhan in the margin of al-fatawii al-Hindiyyah, vol.3, p.379. 
'Jl cAlf{bydar, Durar al-tJukkiim, vol.6, p.244; al-Fatiiwij al-Hindiyyab, vol.4, p.344; Fatiiwii OijcJikhiin in the 
margin of al-Fatfiwii al-Hindiyyah, vol.3, pp.377-378. 
92 Majallah, article 787; al-Fatiiwfi al-Hindiyyah, vol.4, pp.347-348; Fatawa Oiigjkhiin in the margin of al: 
Fatawa al-Hjndjyyah, vol.3, p.373. 
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the trustor's pe1mission. The trustee is considered as mutac addin in putting on the 
gmment or etnploying the slave.93 Any act of the trustee which is not authorized 
by the trustor to the trust is considered as 1nutac addin. 94 
(2) The trustee is bound to remove the trust to another place in case of fire. If he 
does not remove it and it is burnt in the fire, he must make good the loss.95 
In a further case, a condition inserted in a contract of trust is taken into 
consideration if it is capable of execution and benificial, if not, it is void. Therefore, 
when there is an agreement for the trust on condition that it must be kept in the house 
of the trustee and then the trust is removed to another place in consequence of a fire 
breaking out, the condition becomes invalid. And in this case, after having been removed 
to another place, the trust is destroyed or lost without any tacaddin or negligence, no 
. . . d 96 cotnpensatton ts requue . 
Hire 
A lessee who is engaged in a lease or hire has a duty to take reasonable care of 
properties held by lease. The property which is taken on hire is considered as tt-ust while 
•n Al-Fatawn al-Hjndiyyah, vol.4, p.348: Fatawa Oii<J'ikhiin in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah, vol.3, 
p.373: al-HjlHiyah, vol.], p.216. 
94 Majallah, article 779. See also Salim Rustam, Sharb al-Majallab, vol.l, p.431. 
95 Majallah, article 787. See also Radd al-Mubtiir, vo1.5, pp.664-665; al-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah, vol.4, p.346. 
96 Al-Fatawa a!-Hindiyyah, vol.4, p.340; Majallah, article 784; ~ .• al-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah, vol.4, p.341; 
Fatnwa Oii!Jikhfin in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah, vol.3, p.373. 
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in the possession of the hirer.97 Thus, if the property which is held by way of hire is 
destroyed while in the possession of the hirer, he would not be called upon to pay 
cmnpensation so long as he has not committed negligence or tacaddin or performed any 
act which is unauthorized.9M The hire of an animal is lawful either for carriage or for 
riding. As to the use to which animal is put, if the riding has been allowed in general 
tenns, the lessee is at liberty to permit any person he pleases to ride upon the animal 
because of the tiding being contracted in a general manner, unrestricted to certain person. 
In the smne manner, if a person hires clothes for the purpose of wearing them in a 
general1nanner, he is at liberty either to wear them or to allow any other person to wear 
them. However, if the animal or the clothes are hired on the condition that a particular 
person shall ride upon it or wear it, and the lessee allows another person to ride the 
ani1nal or allows another person to wear the clothes, other than the persons specified and 
then the animal or clothes is injured or destroyed in consequence, the lessee is 
responsible because he has transgressed (yatacaddt) the condition imposed on him.99 
Similarly in the case of overloading an animal to a degree beyond what it is able to bear: 
if the animal pe1ishes as a result of that, the lessee is responsible. 100 The lessee, in this 
case, could be deemed as al-1nutac addt or negligent. 
In another case, if a property hired to a hireling (al-ajtr) is destroyed by 
•n See Majallah, article 600. 
9
x Majallah, article 601. 
•N Al-Hidfiyah, vol.3, p.236; al-Durr al-Mukht5r, vol.2, p.286; al-Fatnwa al-Hindiyyah, vol.4, p.487. See also 
al-Fatawn al-Bazzfiziyyah in the margin of al-Fatiiwii al-Hindiyyab, vol.5, p.35. 
100 Al-Hidfiyah, vol.3, p.236; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.287. See also al-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah, vol.4, pp.490-
491; al-Waiiz, vol.l, p.237; ~:XJmdat al-FiQh, p.60; al-c!Jddab Sharb al-c!Jmdah, p.228. 
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transgression or neglect, the hireling is held liable. 101 Thus, if an animal is hired to a 
hireling or shepherd (al-rift) to look after and the hireling beats it and it injures it or 
destroys it, the hireling is liable. This is the opinion of Abii I}anifah. It is reported that 
Ahu Yusuf and Mulpmmad b. al-I.:Jasan al-Shaybani say, in accordance with qiyas, if the 
shepherd beats it on a usual place with a normal beating, he is not liable. However, 
according to some of the I}anafi jurists, the liability would be imposed on the shepherd 
if he heats the goat.
102 
The shepherd bears no liability if he lets goats mingle with each 
other (i.e. they tningle with goats belonging to someone else) as long as he is able to 
recognize and distinguish them. On the other hand, if he could not recognize them, he 
is liable. 103 He, in the above case, could be considered as al-m.utacaddt or negligent in 
carrying out his task. 
It is negligence by the hireling (al-ajtr) if he commits an offence without excuse 
in the preservation of the property entrusted to him on account of his employment. For 
exatnple, if a sheep strays from a flock and is lost on account of the negligence (ihm.iil) 
and laziness of the shepherd to come and catch such an animal, the shepherd must pay 
co1npensation. He is not liable, however, for compensation if his failure to go after the 
sheep was because of the probability (i~tim.iil) that in so doing he would lose the other 
sheep. H» It has also been held that the responsibility is due on the shepherd with regard 
101 
Majallah, article 607. 
102 Al-Fatiiw5 al-Hindiyyah, vol.4, p.508; Salim Rustam, Sharb al-Majallah, vol.l, p.326. 
10~ Al-Fat5wli al-Hindiyyah, vol.4, p.508; Fatawa Oagjkhiin in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah, vol.3, 
p.336: Saliin Rustam, Sharbal-Majallah, vol.l, p.326. If he could not recognize them, he is liable for the value 
of the goat as estimated on the day of mingling. See al-Fatawa al-Bazzfiziyyah in the margin of al-Fatawa al-
Hindiyyah, vol.S, p.85. 
104 
Maja.llah, article 609. 
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to loss or theft of the sheep, when he is negligent in pasturing his flock by lying down 
to sleep and not looking after his flock. Even if he sleeps in the position of sitting and 
his t1ock roatn away from him and out of his sight, he is liable. However, if the flock is 
still in his sight, he is not liable. 105 
Ibn Qud~hnah desctibes what is deemed tacaddin (or negligence) for a shepherd: 
"The shepherd hears no liability for any injury which occurs to the 
livestock so long as he does not act wrongfully (yatacadd). We know of 
no contraversy on this point except for the view of al-Shacbi that the 
shepherd is liable. We hold that the shepherd is entrusted (1nu 'taman) 
with the safekeeping of the livestock and is therefore, like the trustee 
(nuJd({), not liable provided there is no td addin.. Because it is property 
possessed under a contract of hire (ijarah), he is not liable without 
u{addin. But as for that which is lost due to hi§ ta addin., he is, by 
consensus, liable; for example, where he goes to sleep away from the 
livestock, lets them rorun away from him and out of his sight, beats them 
exceedingly or on unsuitable parts or unnecessruily so that they run away, 
or he ddves them to an obviously dangerous place and the like. This is to 
be accounted negligence and tacaddin". 106 
The shepherd is not liable as long as he does not transgress or show neglect in his 
sleeping which allows his flocks to roam away from him and etc. like beating them or 
tying thetn up because he is being treated as an amli1 in looking after flocks. On the other 
hand, if he has committed a transgression (tacadd§) or been negligent (jarrata), he is 
liable like a trustee (wadZC). 107 
Malik maintains that the keepers of camel or of goat or of cow or of any animal 
105 
FaHiwa Oa~hfin, in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah, vol.3, p.336; al-Fatawa al-Bazzaziyyah in the 
margin of al-Fatawa al-Hjnc.liyyah, vol.5, p.81. 
106 Al-Mu~hni, vol.5, pp.495-496. See also al-Raw<J al-Murbi\ p.324; al-Mudawwanah, vol.3, pp.408-409; 
Mjnhiij aJ-Ialihin wa '1Jmdat al-Muft1n, p.162; Minhaj al-TulHib printed with Minhaj al-Talih1n wa c!Jmdat 
al-Muftin, p.162; Mu~hni al-Mubtiij, vol.2, p.353; S!Jmdat al-Fiqh, p.60; al-CJJddab Sharb al-'1Jmdah, p.229: 
Manfir al-Sabjl, vol.l, p.422; al-Muqnic wa ijiishjyatuh, vol.2, p.217; al-MuqniC, p.141: Majallah, article 602 
and 609; Eatawa Oa<Jjkhan in the margin of al-Farawa al-Hindiyyah, vol.3, p.336. 
107 
Sharb Mumahii al-lrfit}jit, vo1.2, p.377. 
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would not be liable unless they have committed wrongful acts (tacaddii) or been 
negligent (larrat ii). 10~ 
DUTY OF CARE OF PERSONS IN CHARGE OF CHILDREN 
Parents and Teachers in Disciplining Minors or Pupils 
According to Islamic law, basically, the father has the authority to discipline 
(ta'dib) his children who have not reached the age of puberty. The teacher or vocational 
inst1uctor (nn{allim./jl.fah) also has the same right. The grandfather, as well as the legal 
guardian also has the right of discipline as long as the minor remains under his 
guardianship. The mother has also the right of discipline, according to a view of the 
.fi1qahii', so long as she has been given authorisation (wa..~iyyah) for that purpose. In the 
absence of the father, she also has the same light. Apa1t from such situations according 
to the 1nore acceptable opinion (al-r§ji~), the mother does not have the right of 
discipline to her children or minors. 109 
Conditions in Disciplining Minors 
101:< Al-Mudawwanah, vol.3, p.449. 
109 Al-.T~~~. Abkfim al-Our'iin, vo1.2, p.ll; al-TahJD.wi, l;lashiyat al-Tahsawi, vol.S, p.275. See also cAbd al-
Qfldir cAwdah, al-Tashri~ al-Jinii'i, vol.l, p.518; Bahnasi, al-Mas'iiliyyah al-Jina'iyyah, p.l79. 
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According to cAbd al-Qadir cAwdah in his book al-Iashn~ al-Jina'i al-Isiami with 
regard to disciplining tninors, the disciplinary punishment must be imposed on them for 
the wrong or offence (dhanb) which they have already committed, not for the wrong or 
offence which they are likely to commit in future or which they have not yet committed. 
Besides the disciplinary punishment such as beating should be carried out without severe 
(ghayr n1.ubarrib) pain in conformity with their physical condition and age. The beating 
must not hit the face and dangerous parts of the body such as stomach. It should be 
intended to discipline the minors and should not be excessive. The act of disciplining 
should be generally recognized as a corrective act. If all these limits are taken into 
account in disciplinary punishment, the liability will not be rendered on the party who 
has cmTied out the beating as his act is permissible. 110 
The Liability for al-Tacaddi or Negligence in Disciplining Minors 
According to Malik b. Anas and Al}mad b. I}anbal, if disciplinary punishment 
causes injury or loss of any part of a minor's body and such punishment constitutes the 
generally recognized fo1m of discipline, or falls within the lawful limits, or no al-tacaddt 
or negligence takes place, then the party who has done it will not be liable. But, if the 
disciplinary punishment or the beating is canied out in such a severe (shadtdan) way that 
it cannot be considered as a co1Tective or disciplinary act, the party who has done it will, 
according to this view, be liable for any injury which happens because he has 
110 ~ Abd al-Qadir c Awdah, al-Tashri'~ al-Tina'1, vol.l, p.518. 
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transgressed (tc{add§) in his action. 111 
On this matter, the I}anbalt jurists elaborate by saying that if any one who 
disciplines his son or his wife who is disobedient (nushiiz), or a teacher punishes his 
pupil, or a ruler punishes his subject without exceeding the normal beating, either in 
nmnber of strokes or their severity, he is not liable for any liability by reason of the fact 
that he does what is permissible for him to do without ta'addin. However, if he acts 
iininoderately or in excess of what he should do and the victim dies or is injured because 
of that, then he is responsible for the victim due to his al-ta'addt through lack of 
Inoderation. In another case, if one strikes whoever is not in command of his mental 
faculties like a baby or an insane person or an idiot (1na'tiih) and he is killed or injured, 
the one who did it is liable since the law does not permit disciplinary punishment (ta 'dtb) 
to one who is not in command of his mental faculties by virtue of the fact that there is 
no benefit thereby. 112 Likewise, if one carries out a disciplinary punishment on a 
pregnant woman which causes an abo1tion thereby, one is responsible for compensation 
f h C dd" • I • 113 (ghurrah) on account o t e ta a 1n 1n ones act1on. 
It has been reported that Malik b. Anas justifies this matter by saying that if the 
teacher or vocational instructor (1nu'alliln al-.~un'ah) beats a minor for the purpose of 
discipline and the minor dies thereby, the teacher or the vocational instructor is not liable 
111 Al-Mu~hniwa al-Sharb al-Kabir, vol.lO, p.349. See also cAbd al-Qadir cAwdah, al-Tashr"f al-Jina'i, vol.l, 
p.5 U~: Wahbah, al-FiQh al-IsHimi wa Adillatuh, vol.6, p.301: Wahbah, Na~ariyyat al-l)aman, p.327. 
112 Mannr al-Sabil, vol.2, p.337; Sharb Muntaha al-Iradat, vol.3, p.305; al-RawcJ al-MurbiC, p.493; Abii Yaclii, 
al-Attam al-Syljiiniyyah, p.282. Injuries which arise from acts of discipline (al-ta'dtb) are classed in the tort 
of manslaughter (shibh aVamd). See al-MuQnic wa ljashiyatuh, vol.3, p.336; al-MuQniC, p.273. 
113 Al-RawcJ al-Myrbic, p.493. 
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for whatever happens as a result. But, if he commits al-tacaddt or exceeds the usual 
bounds of discipline (jiiwaz.ft adabih) in his beating, he is liable for whatever injury he 
caused. Si1nilarly, if he beats the minor in a way which causes the loss of his eye, or the 
breaking up of his 1nolar tooth, the liability for diyah is due from the teacher or the 
vocational instructor which is ascribed to his c aqilah. 114 In brief, a ~akim or a teacher or 
a father will not be held liable for any injury which happens resulting from acts of due 
care of the pe1mitted disciplinary punishment to somebody under his authority, and the 
punish1nent of retaliation (qawad) cannot be imposed on him by reason that there is no 
bad intent (cudwiin) in his deed. 115 It is also clearly mentioned by the Maliki jurists that 
the due punishment which should be imposed on the father or the teacher or the ~akim. 
is the diyah mughalla~ah (diyah on the heavier scale). This is because he is catego1i.zed 
under the tortfeasor for manslaughter (shibh al-camd). 116 However, there is a view that 
this case is one of misadventure (al-khaJa'). It is because Malik recognizes that the cause 
114 Tah~irat al-Hukkam, vol.2, p.243; al-B3hjah fi Sharb al-Tubfah, vol.2, p.690 and p.720. 
115 Al-Dardii', a1-Sharh al-Saghlr in the margin of Bulghat al-Siilik li AQrab al-Masiilik, vol.2, p.383. See also 
Bulghat al-Salik li AQrab al-Masiilik, vol.2, p.284 and p.397; al-Qawiinin a1-FiQhiyyah, p.227. If the father or 
the teacher beats a minor with a plank, he should be punished by qi~ii~. Equally, if the minor is slaughtered or 
his stomach is cut by his father. The punishment of qi~ii~ should be imposed on the father. See al-Bahjah t1 
Sharb al-Tuttah, vol.2, p.690 and pp.720-721. In brief, if the father beats his minor with the intention of killing 
or injuring him, he is liable for qi~!ifi..!i. See al-Babjah fi Sharb al-Tubfah, vol.2, p.720. 
116 Bul~hat al-Sfi!ik li AQrab al-Masiilik, vol.2, p.384; al-Qawiinin al-FiQhiyyah, p.227; al-K.inani, al-cAQd al-
Munarvml li ai-l:l1kkfim in the margin of Tab~irat al-l;Jukkam, vol.2, p.253; Bjdayat al-Mujtahid, vo1.2, p.305; 
a!-Bahjah t1 Sharb al-Tubfah, vol.2, p.706 and pp.720-721; al-Tawadi, Sharb Arjiizah Tubfat al-l;Jukkiim 
printed with aJ-Bal]jab fiSharbal-Tulfah, vol.2, p.706; al-IJagiib, Mawiihih al-Jalil, vol.6, p.266. The payment 
of the diyah mughalllq.alz for this case is thirty jadhcah, thirty biqqah and forty khalfah. According to some 
.fitqalui', that payment is due on the c iiqilah of the tortfeasor, but some other fuqahii' insist the payment must 
come tram the property of the tortfeasor. In this school, the rate of payment for this case is different to the case 
of misadventure, that is twenty fiqqah, twenty jadlzCah, twenty bint lab iin, twenty bint makhiitj. and twenty ban ii 
labiin. See al-Risfilab, p.l23; Bidiiyat al-Mujtahid, vol.2, p.307; al-Thamar al-Diinl, pp.518-519; Zarriiq, Shar.b 
ZarriiQ ca}ij Matn al-Risiilah, vol.2, pp.231-232; Ibn Najl, Sharb Ibn Niijic alii Matn al-Risalah printed with 
Sharb ZarriiQ caHi Matn al-RisAlab, vol.2, pp.231-232. 
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for injury or death is based either on premeditation (camd) or misadventure. 117 
On the other hand, in the case of a beating which is done on the authority of a 
sul[iin or governor (al-wali) to a person who has been charged (muttahiman), or by a 
father to his tninor for a disciplinary purpose, or by a legal guardian to an orphan, or by 
a husband to his wife due to her disobedience, or by a teacher to his pupil without the 
permission of the guardian of the pupil and the party who has been beaten dies or is 
injured thereby, the sultan or the father or the teacher and so on is liable. However, the 
liability which will be imposed is diyah, not qi.~8!j by reason that there is no criminal 
intent in the course of disciplining (al-ta'dtb) someone. This is the opinion of Abu 
.E]anifah and al-ShaJ{i. 118 
In elaboration, if the father or the legal guardian beats a minor in disciplining him 
and he dies thereby, the fuqaha' of the .E]anafi school have different opinions as to the 
responsibility of the father or the legal guardian. According to Abu Ij:anifah, the father 
or grandfather or legal guardian are responsible for the minor's death (or loss of a part 
of his body) just as a husband is responsible in the case of beating or disciplinary 
punishtnent of his wife. This is because in disciplining, murder is not permitted. If it 
happens, that it is not a disciplinary punishment and the law does not give permission to 
117 See al-Kinani, al-cAqd al-Muna~~am li al-ijukkam in the margin of Tab~irat al-!Jnkkam, vol.2, p.253; 
Zarriiq, Sharb Zarn1q cala Matn al-Risalah, vol.2, p.232. 
ux Al-Mabsiit vol.l6, p.l3; Radd aJ-Mubtar, vol.S, p.401; Majmt aJ-Qamanat, p.54, p.157 and p.l66; Badii'ic 
sll-Smnr. vol.7, p.305; al-Mawardi; al-AU<am al-SulJaniyyah, p.233; Mughni al-Mubtiij, vol.4, p.l99; aJ-lJmm, 
vol.6, p.241 and p.244; al-Muhaclhdhab, vol.3, p.205; Munlakhusrii, Durar al-ijikam fi Sharb Ghurar al-Abkam, 
vol.2, p.77; Jfimic Al"kfim al-Sighfir in the margin of Tiimic al-Fu~iilayn, vol.2, pp.S-10; al-Mughni wa al-Sharb 
.al:Kahfr, vol.lO, p.349; Wahbah, al-Fiqh al-Islami wa Adillatuh, vol.6, p.301; Wahbah, N~ariyyat al-Qamiin, 
p.326. 
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the father and legal guardian to do that. 119 In addition, it is reported that the father or the 
like is definitely liable whether he beats his minor in excess of the normal practice or 
not. 
120 
However, according to his disciples Abii Yiisuf and Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-
0 0 
Shaybani, the father and legal guardian are not liable because they are permitted to 
discipline and to chastize (tahdhib) the minor and, therefore, they are not accountable 
for the consequences of the permitted acts just as if the ilnam restrains (cazara) a person 
and then the person dies. 121 In another view, the father or legal guardian should not act 
beyond the permitted bounds of discipline. 122 
As for the mother, the fuqaha' have different opinions as to the consequences of 
her beating her minor for the purpose of discipline. Abii Ijanifah says that she is 
definitely liable. But, some of them maintain that she is definitely not. Others state that 
she is liable by reason that she has inflicted injury upon a person over whom she has no 
power to do that (wilayat al-ta~arruj). 123 
With regard to teacher or ustadh, Abii Ijanifah and his followers opine that if a 
tninor is beaten without the permission of his father or legal guardian, then the teacher 
lliJ Badfi'ic al-Smfi'ic, vol.7, p.305. See also al-MahsiH, vol.l6, p.l3; Majmac al-Oamanat, p.l66; al-Fatfiwfi al-
Hincliyyah, vo1.6, p.34; fatiiwii OacJ1khiin in the margin of al-Fatijwa al-Hindiyyah, vol.3, p.444; Bahnasi, .al.: 
Mas'iiliyyah a!- Tina'iyyah, p.179; cAbd al-Qadir cAwdah, al-Tashri£ al-Jinii'i, vol.l, p.519. 
120 
Emawa QfifJikhan in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah, vol.2, p.337. 
121 Bat!fi'i' aJ-Smfi'i', vol.7, p.305. See also al-MabsiiJ, vol.l6, p.l3; Majmac al-Qamiiniit, p.l66; al-Fatawa al-
Hincliyyah, vol.6, p.34; Fatawa Q5cJjkh5n in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah, vol.3, p.444; Bahnasi, .al= 
Mm;'fi!iyyah al-linfi'iyyah, p.l79; cAbd al-Qaclir cAwdah, al-Tashrr al-Jina'i, vol.l, p.519. According to Abii 
1:1 ani fah, the father and the legal guardian is liable for diyah and kaffarah as well as being prohibited from 
inheritance. See fatiiwii QficJikhAn in the margin of al-fatawa al-Hindiyyah, vol.3, p.444 and vo1.2, p.337; .al.: 
Fmawa al-Hindjyyah, vol.6, p.34. 
122 Fatawa Q5cJikhfin in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah, vol.2, p.337. 
123 Tah:rnilat aJ-BatT aJ-Rfi'iQ, vol.8, p.383 cited in Bahnasi, al-Mas'iiliyyah al-Jina'iyyah, p.l81; al-Fatawa al-
Hindiyyah, vol.6, p.34. 
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is liable on the grounds that he is mutacaddin in performing the beating which is not 
allowed. But, if the permission had been granted for the beating, he is not liable for the 
consequences thereof on account of the fact that the beating is a necessity in disciplinary 
punish1nent, and so he is not considered as a 1nutac addin. If the teacher fears liability for 
the consequences of a beating, he will refrain from teaching the minors, whereas the 
people are in need of that. Therefore, the penalty or the liability in this respect has been 
annulled. 124 The view of Abii l}anifah and his followers regarding the disciplinary 
punish1nent of pupils is no different from the opinions of Malik and A!Jmad b. l}anbal. 
However, there is a view in the t.JanatT school which holds that the beating should 
not exceed the usual bounds of a disciplinary punishment and it should be carried out 
upon a suitable part of the body as well as there being a need for the permission from the 
father or the legal guardian. If a death or an injury occurs as a result of that, the teacher 
or ustiidh will not be liable. Otherwise, if the beating is carried out in excess of the 
normal practice, he is liable. If the death or injury happens due to the beating or any 
disciplinary punishment where the father or legal guardian does not grant permission for 
that to be done, he is definitely liable for diyah, iiTespective of whether the beating is 
d . 1 125 one 1n a nonna manner or not. 
From the point of view of Abii l}anifah regarding the case of the teacher or 
124 Bad5'i'. al-Sanfi'i', vol.7, p.305; al-Mahsiil, vol.l6, p.l3; Fatfiwii Qii!J'ikhiin in the margin of al-Fatiiwii al-
Hiniliyyah, vol.3, pp.444-445: Mu'1n al-l:lukkiim, p.204; al-Fatiiwii al-Bazziiziyyah in the margin of al-Fatawa 
al-Hjmliyyah, vol.5, p.90; Majmac al-Qamiiniit, p.54, p.157 and p.l67. However, according to Abii I:Jan1fah, 
the kq{f:irah should be imposed. It is contrary to his disciples Abii Yiisuf and Mul}annnad b. al-I:Jasan al-
Shaybiinfwho opine that there is no kaffarah in this case. See Fatawa Qiig1khiin in the margin of al-Fatiiwii al-
1-limliyyah, vol.3, p.444; QaJliibaghii, Kitiib Miijabiit al-Abkiim wa Wiiqiciit al-Ayyiim, p.382. 
t2."i Fatijwfi Qa~hiin in the margin of al-Fatiiwii al-Hjndiyyah, vol.2, p.337; Majmac al-J)amanat, p.54. See also 
al-Fmawa al-Bazzaziyyah in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah, vol.5, p.78; Bahnas1, al-Mas'iiliyyah al-
Tjnfi'iyyah, pp.l80-l81. 
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ustiidh 1nentioned above, a question has been raised by Abii Yiisuf and Mu~ammad b. 
al-Ijasan al-Shaybanr to Abii Jjanrfah: "If a teacher is not liable by virtue of the fact that 
pennission has been given by the father, how should the father be liable if he beats his 
tninor himself?". Abii I:Ianifah replies: "The beating made by the teacher (ustadh) is 
actually for the benefit of the pupil, not for the benefit of the teacher. So the liability 
should not be imposed on the teacher. On the other hand, the beating made by the father 
is actually for the benefit of himself, so his act is bound by the condition of safety like 
a beating made by a husband to his wife. If a death or injury results thereby, the husband 
is definitely liable". 126 
In another case, if a father beats his minor while teaching a lesson of al-Qur'an 
and the minor dies as a consequence, the father is liable for diyah and also cannot inherit 
the tninor's property. On the other hand, according to Abii Yiisuf, he has the right of 
inheritance and is not liable for diyah. 121 However, both Abii I:Ianifah and Abii Yiisuf 
agree that the kqffarah should be imposed on the father. 128 
Some jurists of the Ijanatr school differentiate between disciplinary chastizement 
(cjarb al-ta'dtb) and instructive chastizement (rjarb al-tacltm). According to them, 
chastizetnent for the purpose of ta'dtb is a right whereas chastizement for tacltm. is a 
duty. Therefore, ta'dtb is bound on the condition of safety but no such condition is 
attached to td1im .. This difference, however, is confined to corporal punishment which 
126 AI-Mahs11t vol.l6, p.l3. See also Mucin al-l;Jukkiim, p.204; al-Fatawa al-Bazziiziyyah in the margin of .a!: 
Fatawa al-Hjndjyyah, vol.5, p.90. 
127 Fatawa Oa<Jikhiin in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah, vol.3, p.445 and vol.2, p.337; al-Fatawa al-
Him1iyyah, vol.6, p.34; Mucin al-tfukknm, p.204; Majmt al-Qamaoat, p.54 and p.167. 
12
1:! Mu"in al-tJykkiim, p.204. 
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is considered to be no1mal in respect of quantity (al-kam), quality (al-kayf) and place (al-
ma/;}al). In the case of exceeding a normal beating, the liability is obligatory in all cases 
whether it is meant for ta'dib or taclrm!29 
As far as this Inatter is concerned, the Shafi't jurists clearly maintain the opinion 
of Ahu Ijanifah. They say that a guardian, or ruler, or husband, or teacher who chastizes 
the person submitted to his authority is responsible for the consequences. The husband 
is liable for any drunage resulting from his punishment of his wife whether by reason that 
the wife is disobedient (n.ush.iiz) or the like. Likewise, the liability will be due on the 
teacher when he chastizes his pupil and injury results whether with the permission of the 
pupil's guardian or not. 130 
If the guardiru1 or the teacher int1ict a beating which normally can cause a death, 
the punishment of qi"~ should be imposed on them. However, the diyah. will be ascribed 
to their caqilah. if the death is under the category of manslaughter. In disciplinary 
chastize1nent, the act of the guardian or the teacher should be bound by the condition of 
safety. This is because what is intended in this case is ta 'dtb, not injury or damage. 
Therefore, if injury happens, it is clear that the ta 'dtb has been carried out by 
overstepping the permissible bound (al-~.add al-mash.r if) of ta 'dtb. 131 
In brief, in the light of the discussion of ta 'dib and tac lim above, it can be said 
12
'J Al-JahJiw~ liishjyat ai-TahJiiwi, vol.4, p.275; Fatawa Oii<J'ikhiin in the margin of al-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah, 
vnl.2, p.337; Majmac al-Qamiiniit, p.54; al-Jarabulsi, al-FaHiwa al-Kiimiliyyah, p.47. See also Bahnasi, .al: 
Mas'filiyyah al-Tina'iyyah, p.l81; cAbd al-Qadir cAwdah, al-Tashris al-Tina'i, vol.l, p.519. 
Do Minhiij al-)Jilihin wa ']Jmdat al-Muftin, p.305; Mughni al-MubtAj, vol.2, p.353 and vol.4, p.l99. See also 
al-l Jmm, vol.6, p.244; al-Muhadhdhah, vol.2, p.267, vol.3, p.205 and p.375; al-Miziin al-Kuhrii, vol.2, p.152; 
Rabmat aJ-Uounah, p.301; Rabmat al-Urnroah in the margin of al-Miziin al-Kuhrii, vol.2, p.143. 
131 Mughni al-Mubtiij, vol.2, p.352 and vol.4, p.l99. See also al-Mawardi, al-Abkiim al-SuUiiniyyah, p.233. 
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that generally the opinion of the fuqaha' may be divided into two groups according to the 
si1nila~ity of opinion among them. The first group is Abii I}anifah and the Shafi't school; 
and the second group is Abu Yiisuf, MuiJammad b. al-I;;Iasan al-Shaybani and the Maliki 
and I;;Ianbali schools. 
Liability of Swimmers in Teaching His Trainees 
The fuqaha' have briefly discussed issues on this matter. In fact it has been 
discussed by thefuqah.a' of the Shafi'1 and the I;;Ianbali schools. Both schools opine that 
no liability would be imposed on the swimmer or trainer without the element of 
negligence existing. As such, the swimmer or trainer is liable if in such a case it could 
be proved that they failed to observe the standard of care required of them. Otherwise, 
when it is proved that they can be excused (cudhr) because of loss of control (gh.alabah) 
over the act and the like, there would be no liability. 132 
In elaboration, the Shafici judsts record that when a minor who is sent to a 
swim1ner to learn how to swim, drowns, the swimmer is liable for diyah. because the 
1ninor is under his care. When the drowning happens in the course of learning to swim, 
the swimmer is deemed as negligent in his task as in the case of a teacher who beats his 
pupil who dies thereby. The kind of diyah which should be imposed is the diyah for 
manslaughter which is ascribed to his c aqilah. The liability for diyah will be obligatory 
whether he himself takes the minor and throws him into the water or while the minor is 
132 See tHishiyat Oalyiibi printed with eashiyat C!Jmayrah, vol.4, p.l48. 
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on the bank, he gives a sign so that he plunges into water. On the other hand, al-Jurjani 
indicates that the swimmer is not liable for the latter case because the minor plunges into 
water of his own accord. 133 However, according to al-Ghamrawi, the swimmer will be 
punished by qi.~ ii~ if he intentionally neglects a minor in the water and causes him to 
drown and he dies in the course of his teaching.134 Further, if a mature person goes to the 
swimmer to learn how to swim and then he is drowned, the swimmer is not liable 
because the mature person can take care of himself. As such, the swimmer will not be 
labelled as negligent. 135 On the other hand, the swimmer will be punished by retaliation 
(qawad) if he brings the mature person to a place which is known as dangerous for 
drowning (nut~.all a!-g harq) and than leaves him there. 136 
The I}anbali ju1ists appear to discuss this case saying that if a mature person 
(biiligh c iiqil) places himself or his son under the charge of an expert swimmer for 
training, and he or his son is drowned, the trainer (al-Jm{allim.) is not responsible insofar 
as he is not negligent because he does what he has permission to do. 137 In al-Mughni, Ibn 
Quda1nah separates the liability according to whether the trainee is a mature person or 
133 
Al-Muhadbdhah, vol.3, p.205: Mughni al-Mubtiij, vol.4, p.82; al-Shiriizi, KWih al-Tanhih, p.128. See also 
Sulaymiin al-Jamal, {Jishiyat al-Tamal calii Sharb al-Minhaj, vol.S, p.82; Minhaj al-JuWib printed with MiD.hfu 
al-J]Iihin wa c!Jmdat al-Muftin, p.284; Fatb al-Wahhiib, p.174; al-Mal;Jalli printed with J;liishiyatan Oalyiihi 
wa '1 Jmayrah, vol.4, p.148; {iishjyat Qalyiibi printed with ijiishiyat 1Jmayrah, vol.4, p.l48; Tubfat al-Mubtiij 
in the margin of l)awashi a!-Sharwiini wa Ihn Qasim, vol.9, p.6; al-Wajiz, vol.2, p.l49. 
134 Al-Siriij al-Wahhiij, p.504. See also {iishiyat Qalyiih1 printed with ijashiyat cumayrah, vol.4, p.148; .Ill.b.fat 
al-Mu!Jiij in the margin of l;liwashial-Sharwan1 wa lbn Qasim, vol.9, p.6; al-SharwAni, ijashiyat al-Sharwiin1, 
vol.9, p.7. 
135 Al-Muhadhdbab, vol.3, p.205; al-Shiriizi, KWih al-Tanhih, p.128; ijiishiyat Oalyt1hi printed with Hiishiyat 
~umayrah, vol.4, p.l48; al-Waiiz, vol.2, p.149. 
136 Jjn shjyat Oalyiibi printed with ijashiyat cumayrah, vol.4, p.l48. 
U? Manar a!-Sabil, vol.2, p.336; al-MuQniC. p.284; Sharb Muotaha al-Iriidat, vol.3, p.306; ai.,Rawg al-Murbic, 
p.494. 
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a tninor. If the trainee is a minor, the trainer is absolutely liable for any accident which 
happens to the tninor because the duty of care of the minor is on the trainer. However, 
the liability will be referred to his c aqilah. Therefore, if the minor is drowned, such 
circmnstances will be refened to the negligence on the part of the trainer because of his 
duty of care of the minor. But, there is an opinion in this school which opines that the 
trainer is not liable. This case is compared to the case of disciplinary punishment like a 
nonnal beating which is carried out by the father, or teacher, or ruler where he is not 
liable for any injury which occurs. This is the opinion of al-Qaqi. 138 On the other hand, 
if the smne case cmnes up where it involves a mature person, the trainer is absolutely not 
liable insofar as he is not negligent because the mature person can take care of himself 
and his negligence which causes the death of himself will not be attributed to others. 
Otherwise, the trainer will be liable if the death happens owing to his negligence. 139 In 
brief, in both cases the liability of the trainer is upheld in the case of his negligence. 
ux Al-Mu~hnj, vol.?, p.832; al-Mughnl wa al-Sharb al-Kabir, vol.lO, p.349. 
lW · · Al-Mughnl, vol.?, p.832. 
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CONCLUSION 
In the classical period, Islamic lawyers did not deal with tort as a separate subject. 
Their approach to tort was on an ad hoc basis and they tended to consider law of tort 
within various other legal subjects scattered through the legal manuals. The aim of this 
thesis has been to trace the elements of tort within the general framework of Islamic law 
and to study it as a separate body of Islamic law. 
When dealing with law of tort, the fuqaha' have relied upon the same sources of 
law which underlie the general body of Islamic law. These were based on the Qur'an, the 
primary source of Islamic law; the Sunnah comprising the IjadTth- the words and acts of 
the Prophet; the consensus or ijmff of legal scholars; and analogical reasoning or qiyas. 
Suretyship (tjaman) has been extensively studied by Muslim jurists. However, in 
the area of the law where rjaman either meant compensation or implied compensation, 
the fuqaha' were, in fact, elaborating a method of dealing with tort. Thus, questions of 
liability, whether strict or vicarious, had to be discussed. This involved an analysis of the 
elements al-tacaddT, al-tafr T[, al-tcf ammud, al-niyyah as well as consideration of the 
rules of mubasharah and tasabbub. In vicarious liability, the jurists had to determine 
where the guardians would be liable for the acts of his ward, and where employer had to 
bear the liability for the acts of his employee. This led to the need to elucidate whether 
the employee had vicarious liability and whether his position was regarded as an am Tn 
or "trustee". As an am Tn, an exclusive employee did not have to bear the burden of 
liability. However, it should be remembered that the principle and rule of liability of 
Islamic law of tort for damage or loss or injury was based on fault or mistake, whether 
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it was brought about through al-tacaddT or al-tafr Tt. 
The theory of liability, arising from torts against the person and the property, was 
fully elaborated and systematized by thefuqaha'. Since the earliest time, the problems and 
affairs regarding wrongs against individuals and against property have brought about 
detailed rules for civil responsibility. It is interesting to note that the doctrinal basis for 
principles of individual responsibility are wilful murder, murder by misadventure and 
manslaughter. But, nevertheless, the product of historical evolution by the fuqaha' can 
represent the application of principles which can very well fit contemporary needs, such 
as assault, battery, and false imprisonment. The concept of gha~b and itlaj was first 
codified systematically and applied according to the :tJanafi school in the code of 
Majallat al-Ahldim al-cAdliyyah. The fact that all Muslim jurists of the madhahib have 
discussed these topics and that the contemporary Muslim scholars have begun to 
systematize them shows the importance that they had and have in Islamic law. 
Tort law also involves the responsibility of the owner of the premises and the 
animals. In their discussion of these topics, the fuqaha' put forward a variety of solutions 
which indicate that, at least in this area, ijtihad was and is an on-going subject. The 
fuqaha' also took account of the principles of juristic preference (isti~s an) and public 
interest (ma~la~ah). curj or customary law also played an important role in tort law. 
Therefore, if a case happened is contrary to curf, liability will arise and the elements of 
al-tcfaddT and al-taq~Tr will be examined. Because of that, the fuqaha' produced a legal 
maxim: al-ta'yTn bi al-curfka al-tciyTn bi na~~ which means, a matter established by 
custom is like a matter established by law (Majallah, article 45). This was particularly the 
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case in the law governing liability for premises and liability for animals. 
Wrongs and injuries arising from dangerous chattels per se and chattels sub modo 
were subject to ordinary rules of SharTcah law. When damage occurred, compensation 
for the resulting loss or damage was governed by the Islamic law of damages as regards 
property, and by the principle of c iiqilah as regards persons irrespective of whether the 
injury resulted from dangerous chattels per se or sub modo. These two kinds of chattels 
are similar in giving rise to liability for its owner. Further, the jurists had a similar view 
concerning the collision of ships. If a collision happened due to natural causes, no 
liability will be referred to either masters of the ships, but if the collision happened due 
to al-tafrl{ or al-tacaddT, the one against whom either of these elen1ents is proved, will 
be liable. 
Islamic law rests upon the principles of harmony and legality, but also upon the 
principle that a person must not interfere with the enjoyment of another. In the case of 
private nuisance, the Prophet ruled a basic principle which demanded that every person 
should not interfere with the right of enjoyment of the land by another. The tenor of the 
rule regulated by the Prophet in his l}adTth has been elaborated by the classical and 
contemporary fuqaha' in their manuals and as a result of that, many legal maxims 
established. Similarly, the community should and must demand right conduct and forbid 
any indecency or injury of its members if there is annoyance of the public interests. As 
far as the topic of nuisance is concerned, Islamic law has not lost sight of the value of the 
community in a headlong rush to protect the individual. The principles of harmony, 
legality, comfort, etc. stem from the concept of the individual, but ultimately protect the 
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community as a whole. 
Fire and water are two things which can easily move from one place to another 
place naturally, if the owner of them does not take proper care to control them. The 
fuqaha' agreed that if a person lit a fire in his own land according to normal practice, then 
the fire trespasses to another's land without his negligence, will not make him liable. 
Otherwise, if that case happened in some manner not normal or the elements of al-
tcfaddT and a/-tafr T[ existed, he is liable. The position or judgement of water is similar 
to the position of fire. The SharFah system of liability for loss or damage in the cases of 
fire and water were based on fault, whether it was brought about through al-tcf addT, a/-
tafrT{,, or mujawazat a/-muctad (exceeding a normal practice) in using them, where it falls 
under rtida' and God strictly prohibits it indeed. 
Upon examination, we found that the SharTcah lays down rules regulating 
medical practice. The Shar Fah generally exempts the doctor from accountability for the 
consequences of the treatment. Thus, the doctor should be a qualified medical 
practitioner, should treat his patients in a good faith and with the intention of curing him, 
his treatment should conform to medical principles and he should undertake the treatment 
with the permission of the patients. 
The fuqaha' have deliberated upon specific types of negligence in their manuals. 
The term of negligence in this thesis has two categories: ( 1) a mode or an element of 
liability in the law of tort which causes certain other torts; (2) negligence relating to 
carelessness in breach of a specific legal duty to take care. It is worth noting that the cases 
mentioned showed injuries resulting from acts or omissions constituted negligence. Even 
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though the element of negligence is an important matter, the fuqaha' have also ruled al-
tacaddT as a basis of liability for loss or damage and incorporated with negligence. 
The thesis has tried to show that Islamic law, although it does not specifically and 
exclusively deal with the law of tort, has, in fact, laid down a basis for the subject to be 
treated as a legal entity and has developed the theories behind this in an independently 
Islamic approach. 
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES 
cABD ALLAH AL_:-ZUBA YRI- He is Abii cAbd Allah al-Zubayr b. Alpnad b. Sulayman 
ibn cAbd Allah b. cA~im b. Mundhir b. al-Zubayr b. al-cAwwam al-BasrT, known as al-
ZubayrT. He is a ShaficT scholar. He was a blind man, but wrote seve;al works Islamic 
sciences. Among them are Kitab Mukhtasar al-Figh, known as al-Kafi, Kitab al-Jamic 
fi al-Figh, Kitab al-Fara'id, Kitab al-Nivvah, Kitab Sitr ai-cAwrah, Kitab al-Hidayah, 
Kitab al-Ishtisharah wa al-Istikharah, Kitab RiyacJat al-Mutacallim and Kitab al-Aman. 
He died after the year of300H/912M and before 320H/932M. See al-ShTrazT, Tabagat 
al-Fugaha', p.ll7; Ibn SirTn, al-Fihrisat, p.299; Kirayat al-Akhyar, p.ll3. 
cABD ALLAH B. cATABAH- He is Abii cUbayd Allah cAbd Allah b. cAtabah b. Masud 
al-HadhalT. Ibn Sacd said: "He is a trustworthy scholar,faqTh and revered jurist". He died 
in 74H/693M. See Mu~ammad b. al-I:Iasan al-l:lijawT, al-Fikr al-Sam T, vol.2, p.317. 
cABD AL-QADIR eA WDAH- is an eminent and prominent contemporary Islamic jurist 
trained both in the Islamic law and the Western legal system. He was an active author and 
wrote several books, of which the most famous among scholars nowadays is two volumes 
al-TashrT£ al-Jina'T al-IslamT Mugaranan bi al-Oaniin al-WadcT. Others are Islam bayn 
Jahl Abna'ih wa cAjz culama'ih, al-Islam wa Awdacuna al-Siyasiyyah, and al-Islam wa 
A wdacuna al-Oaniiniyyah. 
cABD AL-RAZZAQ- He is cAbd al-Razzaq b. Humam b. Nafic al-l:limyarT al-~ancanT, 
born in 126H/743M. He was mawlaofthe tribe ofi:Iimyar and is known by the kunyah 
of Abii Bakr. He was one ofljadTth masters. He related lj:adTths from Ibn Jurayj, Malik, 
Macmar, etc., and AJpnad b.I:Ianbal, IslJaq b. IbrahTm b. Mukhallid b. Rahawayh, Ibn 
MacTn, and others had learned them from him. Ibn ~dT stated: "Many prominent Islamic 
scholars travelled to him (to learn Islamic sciences)". Abii Sacd al-SamcanT said: "There 
is no travel of people after the death of the Prophet unless to him". His famous works are 
Kitab al-Sunan f1 al-Figh and Kitab al-MaghazT. He died in 211H/826M at 85 years of 
age. See Ibn NadTm, al-Fihrisat, p.318; MulJammad b. al-I:Iasan al-l:lijawT, al-Fikr al-
Sam T, vol.2, p.509. 
AL-ABI- He is ~alilJ cAbd al-SamTc al-AbT al-AzharT, one ofthe MalikT jurists in the 
fourteenth century of the Hijrah. He wrote many works, among them are two 
commentaries: two volumes Jawahir al-IklTl cala Mukhtasar KhalTl, and al-Thamar al-
Dan T Sharh Matn Risalah Ab T Zayd al-Oayrawan T. 
ABU BAKR- He is Abii Bakr CAbd Allah b. AbT Qahafah cuthman b. cA_mir b. CAmrii 
b. Kacab b. Sacd al-TaymT al-QurashT, one ofthe greatest companions of the Prophet. He 
was born fifty-one years before the Hijrah (573M) in Mecca. He was a prominent and 
wealthy figure among the Quraysh, learned, noble and brave, and became the first adult 
male to accept Islam from the Prophet and the first of the four KhalTfat al-Rashidiin 
(Rightly Guided Caliphs) after him. He forbade himself wine in the pre-Islamic period 
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and did not drink. A man who saw many remarkable events during the lifetime of the 
Prophet. He fought in the Muslim's battles, bore their hardships, and spent his wealth to 
establish Islam. cumar b. al-Khattab once attested that if the faith of Abii Bakr were 
placed on one side of a scale and the faith of the entire Muslim community (ummah) on 
the other, Abii Bakr's faith would outweight it. He died in Medina in 13H/634M. See 
Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT, al-AcHim, vol.4, p.l 02; Keller, Reliance of the Traveller, p.l 026; 
Mul}ammad b. al-Ij:asan al-Ij:ijawT, al-Fikr al-SamT, vol.l, pp.236-237; al-ShTrazT, 
Tabaqat al-Fugaha', pp.l8-19; STdT Mul}ammad al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, p.217. 
ABU BARZAH AL-ASLAMI- He is NacJiah b. cubayd b. al-Ij:arith, was a Companion 
ofthe Prophet. He died in 65H/685M. See al-MawdiidT, TafhTm al-Our'an, vol.5, p.315. 
ABU DAWUD- He is Abii Dawud Sulayman b. al-Ashcath b. Is!Jaq b. BashTr al-AzdT 
al-Sijistan T, born in 202H/817M in Sijistan, Persia. He was a ShaficT scholar and 
travelled to many countries to gain knowledge of the prophetic Ij:adTths. He became a 
~¥1~ ofijadTths and the revered Imam in his time. His valuable work was al-Sunan and 
became one of six Sunan, and is known at present as Sunan Abii Dawud. He died in 
Ba~rah in 275H/888M. See STdT Mu!Jammad al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, p.283; 
MulJammad b. al-Ijasan al-IJijawT, al-Fikr al-Sam T, vol.3, pp.93-94; al-Subk T, Tabagat 
al-Shaficiyyah al-Kubra, vol.2, p.293; Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT, al-Aclam, vol.3, p.122. 
ABU ljANlFAH- He is Abii IjanTfah al-Nucman b. Thabit, born in 80H/699M in Kiifah. 
He was a scholar of Iraq and the foremost representive and exemplar of the school of 
juridicial opinion (ray). The Ij:anafi school, which he founded, has decided court cases 
in the majority of Islamic lands for the greater part of Islam's history, including the 
Abbasid and Ottoman periods, and maintains its pre-eminence in Islamic courts today. 
He was well-known for his piety (wara) and asceticism (zuhd). Though he had wealth 
from a number of shops selling cloth, to which he made occasion rounds to superintend 
their managers, he shunned sleep at night, and some called him "the Peg" because of him 
perpetual standing for prayer at night. He performed the dawn prayer for forty years with 
the ablution (wuqii') made for the nightfall prayer, would only sleep a short while 
between his noon and midafternoon prayers, and by the end of his life, had recited the 
Qur'an seven thousand times in the place where he died. He would never sit in the shade 
of a wall belonging to someone ha had loaned money, saying: "Every loan that brings 
benefit is usury". He died in Baghdad in 150H/767M at seventy years of age. Books 
which are produced by him are al-Figh al-Akbar and al-Musnad. See al-ShacranT, al-
Tabagat al-Kubra, vol. I, pp.53-54; al-ShTrazT, Tabaqat al-Fugaha', p.86; Mu!Jammad b. 
al-Ijasan al-IJijawT, al-Fikr al-SamT, vol.2, pp.l19-125; STdT Mu!Jammad al-MurTr, al-
Abhath al-Samiyah, p.219. 
ABO HURA YRAH- He is Abii Hurayrah cAbd al-Ralpnan b. ~akhr al-DawsT, one of 
the Companions of the Prophet and the greatest of them in memorizing and relating 
HadTths. He came to Medina when the Prophet was at Khaybar, and he became a Muslim 
i~ 7H/628M. In the reign of caliph cumar he was appointed as governor of Bahrain. He 
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lived most of his life in Medina and died there in 59H/678M or 58H/677M at 77 years 
of age. See Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT, al-AcHim, vol.3, p.308; STdT Muhammad al-MurTr 
al-Abhath al-Samiyah, p.291; MulJammad b. al-ljasan al-IjijawT, ai-Fikr al-Sam T, vo1.2: 
pp.306-307. 
ABU MUSA AL-ASHcARI- He is Abii Miisa cAbd Allah b. Qays b. Sulayman ai-
AshcarT, one ofthe Companions of the Prophet. He was born in Yemen 21 years before 
the Hijrah, and it is related that he had the most beautiful voice of any of the Companions 
in reciting the Qur'an. He came to Mecca when Islam appeared and accepted it. The 
Prophet appointed him to govern ZabTd and cAdan in Yemen. In 17H/638M, Umar made 
him governor of Ba~rah and then he conquered Ahwaz and I~bahan. In the caliphate of 
cuthman, he was appointed as governor in Kiifah and continued his position until the 
caliphate ofcAlT. He died in Kiifah in 44H/664M. Ibn al-MadTnT stated: "There are four 
q acJT of ummah: cumar, c AlT, Abii Miisa and Zayd b. Thabit". Masriiq said of him: 
"Knowledge appears from six Companions of the Prophet, half of them are ahl al-Kiifah: 
cumar, c AIT, c Abd Allah, Abii Miisa, Zayd b. Thabit .... ". See al-ShTrazT, Tabagat al-
Fugaha', p.25; Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT, al-A clam, vol.4, p.114; MulJammad b. al-I}asan 
al-I}ijaw T, al-Fila al-Sam T, vol. I, pp.251-252. 
ABU SA cm AL-KHUDRI- He is Abii sacTd al-KhudrT sacd b. Malik b. Sinan al-An~T 
al-KhazrajT, one of the MedinanAn~ar, a Companion of the Prophet who was born ten 
years before the Hijrah. He constantly kept the company of the Prophet, and some 1,170 
IjadTths were related by him. He participated in twelve of the Muslims' battles, and died 
in Medina in 74H/693M. See Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT, al-A clam, vol.3, p.87; MulJammad 
b. al-I}asan al-I}ijawT, al-Fila al-Sam T, vol. I, p.271. 
ABU THAWR- He is Abii Thawr IbrahTm b. Khalid b. AbT al-Yaman al-KalbT al-
BaghdadT, one of a'immah al-mujtahidTn and fuqaha' al-mu~aqqiqTn. He, in the 
beginning, followed the madhhab al-ra'y until al-ShaficT arrived at Baghdad and 
contradicted him, then Abii Thawr turned from al-ra'y to al-I}adTth. He, therefore, is 
regarded by most cuzama' as one of al-Shffi T's disciples. He died in Baghdad in 
240H/854M. See al-ShTrazT, Tabagat al-Fugaha', p.92; MulJammad b. al-I}asan al-
ljijawT, vol.3, pp.13-14; STdT MulJammad al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, p.280. 
ABU YUSUF- He is Abii Yiisuf Yacqiib b. IbrahTm b. I}abTb b. sad b. I}amTd al-
An~T al-Kiiff al-BaghdadT, born in Kiifah in 113H/731M. He was the companion and 
student of Abii !}an Tfah, and the first to propagate his school. He is one of the most 
brilliant judicial minds in Islamic history. He served as judge (qacJT) in Baghdad during 
the caliphates of al-MahdT and his son al-HadT, and as head of the judiciary (qacJT al-
qucjah) under the caliph Hariin al-RashTd. He was the first person nicknamed qacJT al-
quqah. He was the first to write works on the fundamentals of I}anafi jurisprudence, a 
faq Th, c ilim, /;}aji~, mujtahid with an extensive knowledge of Quranic exegesis. He, in the 
beginning, learnedjiqh from MulJammad b. cAbd al-Ralpnan, Abii Layla and then moved 
to Abii HanTfah and became the best student of his. He wrote many books·in HadTth and 
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.fiqh. One of his famous book is Kitab al-Kharaj. Others are Kitab Ikhtilaf al-Amsar, 
Kitab al-Radd cala Malik b. Anas, etc. He died in Baghdad in 182H/798M at sixty seven 
years of age. See Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT, al-A clam, vol.8, p.l93; al-Sh Traz T, Tabagat 
al.-Fugaha', p~141; Ibn Nadlm, al-Fihrisat, p.286; Mul}ammad b. al-l:fasan al-l:fij~wT, al-
Flla al-Samt, vol.2, pp.SI0-512; STdT Mu~ammad al-Murlr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, 
pp.291-292; Keller, Reliance of the Traveller, p.l 034. 
AijMAD B.J1ANBAL- He is Abii cAbd Allah Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Hanbal al-
ShaybanT, imam of ahl al-sunnah and imam ofmadhhab ofHanbaiT born in t6'4HI780M 
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in Baghdad, where he grew up as an orphan. For sixteen years he travelled in pursuit of 
the knowledge of l:fadlth, to Kiifah, Ba~rah, Mecca, Medina, Yemen, Damascus, 
Morocco, Algeria, Persia, and Khurasan, memorizing one hundred thousand l:fadlths, 
thirty thousand of which he recorded in his Musnad. He was among the most outstanding 
students of al-ShaficT, who when he left Baghdad for Egypt, said: "In departing from 
Baghdad, I have left no one in it more godfearing, learned infiqh, abstinent, pious, or 
knowledgeable than Ibn I:Janbal". Alpnad b. I:Janbal was imprisoned and tortured for 
twenty-eight months under the Abbasid caliph al-Mucta~im in an effort to force him to 
publicly espouse the Muctazilah position that the Qur'an was created, but he bore up 
unflinchingly under the persecution and refused to renounce the belief of ahl al-sunnah 
that the Qur'an is the uncreated word of Allah. When he died in Baghdad in 241H/855M, 
he was accompanied to his resting place by a funeral procession of eight hundred 
thousand men and sixty thousand women, marking the departure of the last of the four 
great mujtahid imams of Islam. His famous work is al-Musnad. See K.hayr al-DTn al-
ZiriklT, al-A clam, vol. I, p.203; STdTMulJammad al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, p.221; 
al-Sh TrazT, Tabagat al-Fuqaha', p.lOl; M~ammad b. al-I:Jasan al-I:JijawT, al-Fikr al-
Sam T, vol.3, pp.20-29. 
cALl- He isAmTr al-Mu'minTn Abii al-Hasan cAll b. Ab! Talib b. cAbd al-Muttalib al-
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Hashim T al-QurashT, the son of the Prophet's paternal uncle, the first child to accept 
Islam from the Prophet, and fourth of al-Khulafa' al-RashidTn, born of noble lineage in 
Mecca twenty-three years before the Hijrah and raised from the age of five by the 
Prophet, and then married his daughter FatTmah to him. He was one of the ten who were 
informed that they would enter paradise, as well as the first to pray behind the Prophet. 
He was one of the cuzama' who being godfearing, courageous, ascetic, as well as an 
eloquent speaker, a wise and fair judge, a good poet, and was among the most learned of 
the Companions. He related hundreds of I:Jadlths from the Prophet. He had served as 
kha!Tfah for four years and nine months before he was assassinated while at prayer by a 
follower ofK.hawarij cAbd al-Ralpnan b. Muljam in Kiifah in Ramaqan in 40H/661M. 
See MulJammad b. al-l:fasan al-l:fijawT, al-Fikr al-SamT, vol. I, pp.242-244; al-ShTrazT, 
Tabaqat al-Fugaha, pp.22-23; Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT, al-Aclam, vol.4, p.295. 
cALl ijA YDAR- He is cAlTI:faydar AfandT, a I:Janafi jurist in the thirteenth century of 
the Hijrah. He was a minister of justice of the Ottoman government, and also served as 
a teacher and muft Tin the period of that government, as well as head of ma~kamat al-
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tamyTz (court of cassation). He was the author of an outstanding comment~'"" fM 'all t 
1 Ahk- 1 cAdl' ah · w.I.J 0 aJ a a - am a - 1yy , entitled Durar al-Hukkam Sharh Majallat al-Ahkam al-cAdliyyah 
(16 volumes, in 4 book bindings). 
cA~I A~-KHA~IF- He was a lecturer at Department of Law (Kulliyat al-l}uqiiq), the 
Un1vers1ty of Cmro. H~ produc~d some books especially in the area ofjiqh such as two 
vo~un:es wo:_k regard1~~ th~ d1scussio~s of liability entitled al-Daman fi al-Figh al-
Islam 1, Ahkam al-Mu amalat al-Shaf1yyah, etc. As memorial of his devotion to the 
University of C~iro, its authority has founded a library located at the department which 
he has served w1th the name of the Library ofcAlT al-Khafif. 
A~BAGH- He is Abii cAbd Allah A~bagh b. al-Faraj b. Sa Td b. Naft al-MisrT al-
MalikT, one of the famous MalikT scholars. He travelled to Medina to attend the l;ctures 
held by Malik but, unfortunately, Malik died. He leamedjiqh from Ibn al-Qasim, Ibn 
W ahb and Ashhab. He was knowledgeable in Islamic jurisprudence, especially on 
subjects relating to the MalikT school and many scholars came to him to pursue 
knowledge, among them are Ibn al-Mawwaz and Ibn !}ab Tb. He wrote a few works: ten 
volumes al-Usiil, Tafs Tr HadTth al-Muwatta', twenty two kitab Simacuh min Ibn al-
Qasim, etc. He died in 225H/839M or 226H/840M, the first one is more likely. See 
Mul]ammad b. al-J:Iasan al-IjijawT, al-Fikr al-SamT, vol.3, pp.114-115; STdTMuQammad 
al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, p.293; Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-Acyan, vol. I, p.240; 
al-Sh Traz T, Tabagat al-Fuqaha', p.l58. 
ASHHAB- He is Abii cAmrii Ashhab b. cAbd al-cAzTz b. Dawud b. IbrahTm al-QTsT al-
cAmirT al-MiwT al-MalikT, born in 145H/762M or 150H/767M or 140H/757M. He was 
afaq Th and leamedjiqh from Malik b. Anas and others in Cairo and Medina and then he 
was recognized as one ofMalik's companions. He was knowledgeable in Islamic sciences 
and a trustworthy scholar. Al-ShaficT states: "I do not know that there is one who cleverer 
in jiqh than Ashhab". Ibn cAbd al-Barr maintains: "He is afaq Th and has a brilliant 
mind". There are different opinions among scholars about the position of Ashhab as to 
whether he is a mujtahid mutlaq or mujtahid muqallid. This problem has also appeared 
to his friend Ibn al-Qasim. Ibn cAbd al-Barr reported from MuQammad b. cAbd al-I}akam 
who said that Ashhab is a hundred times more knowledgeable injiqh than Ibn al-Qasim, 
but Ibn Lubabah has rejected it by saying that MulJ.ammad b. cAbd al-l}akam said that 
because Ashhab was his Shaykh and teacher. Ibn cAbd al-Barr replies: "Ashhab and Ibn 
al-Qasim are his Shaykh and he knows very well about both of them". He died in 
204H/819M shortly after the death of al-ShaficT, at 64 years of age. See MulJ.ammad b. 
al-Ijasan al-IjijawT, al-Fikr al-Saml, vol.2, p.524; STdT MuQammad al-MurTr, al-Abhath 
al-Samiyah, p.293; al-ShTrazT, Tabaqat al-Fugaha', p.l55; Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-
Ayan, vol. I, p.238; al-BajT, Fusiil al-Ahkam, p.149; Ibn NadTm, al-Fihrisat, p.281. 
eA TA'- He is Abii Muhammad cAta' b. Rabahal-JundT al-YamanT, a prominentfoqaha' 
al-iihfTn of Mecca ~d was a f~ous juristo in his time. He was mawla of Quraysh. He 
was a trustworthy jurist, knowledgeable injiqh and ljadTth. Abii Ijan Tfah said of him: 
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"I have never seen someone better than cAHi' b. Rabah". He died in 114H/732M or 
115H/733M. See al-ShTrazT, Tabagat al-F~gaha', p.57°; Mu!Jammad b. al-Hasan al-
IjijawT, al-Fikr al-SamT, vol.2, p.363; Ibn Sacd, al-Tabagat al-Kubra, vol.S, p.346; 
Kifiiyat al-Akhyar, p.ll6; al-MawdiidT, Tafh Tm al-Qur'an, vol. I, p.321. 
AL-AWZACI- He is Abii CAmrii CAbd al-Ralpnan b. cumar b. Yalpnad al-Aw:zacT, born 
in Lubnan in 88H/706M. The word "Awzac" is related to banT Awzac b. Murthid in that 
time. He was the foremost jurist of Syria in the second century of Islam. He was a 
mujtahid imam, brilliant infiqh, a master ofi}adTth and knowledgeable in Qur'an, as well 
as pious, ascetic and trustworthy. Ibn cuyaynah states: "He is an imam in his epoch". Ibn 
Sacd maintains: "He is a trustworthy scholar". In his early life, he travelled in pursuing 
knowledge to al-Yamamah, Mecca, Ba~rah, Damshiq, and then returned to Beirut, and 
died and was buried there in 157H/773M or 159H/775M. In Mecca, he learned Islamic 
sciences from cAta' b. AbTRaba!J and Ibn Shihab al-ZuhrT. His school of thought applies 
two principles together: al-ra'y and al-IjadTth. His school was practised in the area of 
Sham, Andalusia and MaghribT. He wrote a few works infiqh, I}adTth, etc. Among them 
are Kitab al-Sunan fi al-Figh and Kitab al-Masa'il fi al-Fiqh. See Mu!Jammad b. al-
Ijasan al-IjijawT, al-Fikr al-SamT, vol.2, pp.436-437; STdT Mu!Jammad al-MurTr, al-
Abhath al-Samiyah, pp.221-222; Ibn NadTm, al-Fihrisat, p.318; Kifiiyat al-Akhyar, p.89. 
AL-BAGHDADI- He is Abii Mu!Jammad b. Ghanim b. Mu!Jammad al-BaghdadT, a 
Ijanaff scholar in the thirteenth century of the Hijrah. He was a scholar who endeavoured 
to produce a very good compilation work from the ealier Islamic jurists in the area of 
"liability" which entitled Majmac al-Qamanat fi Madhhab al-Imam Ab T Han Tfah al-
Nucman. This work had been completely compiled in the year of 1309H/1891 M. 
AL-BAJI- He is Abii al-WalTd Sulayman b. Khalafb. Sacd b. Ayyiib b. Warith al-TujTh T 
al-MalikT al-AndalusT al-BajT, born in 403H/1012M. He was a prominent cuzama' of 
Andalusia in the middle of 5th century of the Hijrah. In pursuing knowledge, he travelled 
into most parts of the Middle-East between the year of 426H/1034M-439H/1047M. He 
went to Mecca, Baghdad, Kiifah, Sham, Cairo, etc. In his life, he wrote a number of 
works: al-Muntaqa, Fusiil al-Ahkam, al-TabyTn li Masa'il al-MuhtadTn, etc. He died in 
494H/1100M or 474H/1081M or 473H/1080. See al-BajT, Fusiil al-Ahkam, pp.20-91; 
STdT MulJammad al-MurTr, pp.294-295; Mu!Jammad b. al-!Jasan al-IJijawT, al-Fikr al-
Sam T, vol.4, pp.252-253. 
AL-BARA' B. cA_ZIB- He is al-Bara' b. cAzib b. al-Harith b. cAdT al-AnsarT al-Aws Tal-
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~a!JabT, a companion ofthe Prophet and died in 71H/690M or 72H/691M. See STdT 
Mu!Jammad al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, p.296; al-KhuzrajT, Khulasat TadhhTb 
Tahdh Tb al-Kamal, p.46; Kifiiyat al-Akhyar, p.l61. 
AL-DUSUQI- He is Abii cAbd Allah Mu!Jammad b. A!Jmad b.c Urfah al-Dusiiq T al-
Mi~rT al-AzharT, born at Dusiiq. He was a MalikT scholar, active in teaching Islamic 
jurisprudence and producing formal legal opinions. His famous works are !Jashiyah cala 
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al-Sharh al-Kab Tr li al-DardTr cala al-Mukhtasar and Hashiyahc ala al-Sa d Sharh al-
Tal~Ts. He died in 1230H/1814M. See Mu~ammad b. al-I:Jasan al-I:JijawT, al-Fikr al-
Sam I, vol.4, p.353. 
FAWZI FAYQ ALLAH- He is Mu~ammad FawzT Fayq Allah, ustadh at Department 
of ljuqiiq and SharTcah, the University of Kuwait. Before working at that university, he 
served as ustadh and head department at Department ofFiqh al-Islam T wa Madhahibuh . . ' 
the University of Damascus. He received his Ph.D from Department of SharTcah, the 
University of al-Azhar in 1382H/1962M with a very good thesis entitled al-Mas'iilivvah 
al-TaqsTrivvah bayn al-Shar T£ah wa al-Oaniin. He is also the author of a valuable work 
Nazarivvat al-Daman fi al-Fiqh al-IslamT al-cAmm. 
AL-GHAMRAWI- He is MulJammad al-ZuhrT al-GhamrawT, one of the ShaficT jurists 
in the fourteenth century of the Hijrah. His famous works are two commentaries, one of 
Nawawl's work Minhaj al-TalibTn, called al-Siraj al-Wahhaj Sharh cala Matn al-Minhaj, 
and of Ibn al-Naq Tb's work £Umdat al-Salik wa c Uddat al-Nasik, entitled Anwar al-
Masalik. 
AL-GHAZALI- He is Abii Hamid Muhammad b. Muhammad b. Muhammad b. Ahmad 
al-GhazalT al-Tiis T, nickn~ed ~ujjat ~!-Islam (proofoof Islam). He i~ a ShaficT scholar 
and ~qjladept, born in Tiis, Iran in 450H/1058M or 451H/1059M. The outstanding 
scholar of his time and he was nicknamed as ShaficT the second for his knowledge. He 
was a brilliant intellectual in Islamic sciences and jurisprudence. His first study of Islamic 
jurisprudence was at Tiis and then he travelled in pursuing and teaching the knowledge 
to Baghdad, Damascus, Jerusalem, Cairo, Alexandria, Mecca, Medina and came back to 
his home town Tiis. Among his famous teacher is Jmam al-Ijaramayn al-JuwaynT, with 
whom he studied the Islamic sciences until al-JuwaynT's death. He became a 
knowledgeable scholar in ShaficT law at al-Juwayn T's hands. Al-GhazalT debated with 
the scholars of Baghdad in the presence of the wazTr (minister) Ni~m al-Mulk, who was 
so impressed that he appointed him to a teaching post at the Ni~amiyyah Academy (al-
Madrasah al-Ni~amiyyah) in Baghdad, where words of his brilliance spread and scholars 
journeyed to hear him. He died in Tabiran in JamadT al-Akhir, Monday 14, SOSH/1111 M 
at fifty-five years of age. His works are: Ihya' culum al-DTn, al-WajTz fi Fiqh Madhhab 
al-Imam al-ShaficT, al-Mustasta mitf Ilm al-Usiil, al-Bas Tt, al-Was Tt, Bidayat al-
Hidayah, etc. See MulJammad b. al-Ijasan al-I}ijawT, al-Fikr al-SamT, vol.4, p.394; STdT 
Muhammad al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, pp.280-281; al-ShTrazT, Tabaqat al-
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Fugaha', pp.248-249; Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT, al-Aclam, vol.7, p.22. 
HAMMAM B. MUNABBIH- He is Abii cUqbah Hammam b. Munabbih b. Kamil al-
SancanT al-YamanT. He was a HadTth master, and had related HadTths from Abii 
Hurayrah, Mucawiyah, Ibn cAbbas ~d ]a'ifah. He died in 131H/748M. See ~afiyy al-DTn 
al-KhuzrajT, K.hulasat TadhhTb TahdhTb al-Kamal, p.411. 
AL-HASAN- He is Abii SacTd al-Hasan b. AbT al-Hasan Yasar al-BasrT, born in Medina 
0 0 0 0 
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in 21 H/641 M. He was known primarily for his piety, abstinence and assiduousness in 
cibadah, was a major theologian of Ba§rah during the last decades of the first century of 
Hijrah/seventh century ofMasThT. He was the Imiim ofBasrah and scholar of the Islamic 
community of his time, a learn~d, eloquent and courageo~s scholar. He died in Basrah 
on late evening Thursday, and was buried on Friday, at the beginning of R~jab 
110H/728M at 89 years of age. See al-Shldizl, Tabaqat al-Fuqaha', pp.91-92; 
Mul}ammad b. al-I:Jasan al-l:lijawl, al-Fikr al-Saml, vol.2, p.364; Sldl MuQ.ammad al-
Murlr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, p.299. 
AL-I:JASAN B. ZIYAD- He is Abii al-Jjasan cAll b. Ziyad al-Tiinisl. He was a Malikl 
jurist and learned successively al-Muwatta' from Malik himself, and then taught it to his 
disciples in his time. He wrote some works of the Malik I school, one of them is Khavr 
min D1nih. He lived after the death of Malik for about five years. See al-Shlrazl, 
Tabagat al-Fugaha', p.156. 
AL-IJA~KAFI- He is Mul].ammad b. cAll b. Mul].ammad 15. All al-l:lu§nl, was 
nicknamed cAla' al-Din al-l:la§kafi al-Dimashql al-I:Ianafi. He was born in Damascus 
in 1 025H/1616M. He was appointed as imiim at Ban I Umayyah mosque, and then as 
muft Tin Damascus where he died there in 1 088H/1677M at sixty-three years of age. His 
works, revered among contemporary scholars are al-Durr al-Mukhtar fi Sharh Tanwlr 
al-Absar and Badr al-Muttaga fi Sharh al-Multaga. See Khayr al-Din al-Zirikll, al-
Aclam, vol.7, p.188; al-Durr al-Mukhtar, vol.2, p.539; Majmac al-Anhur, vol.2, p.783. 
AL-HATTAB- He is a Abii cAbd Allah Muhammad b. cAbd al-Rahman al-Hattab al-
0 0 0 0 0 0 00 
Raclnl al-Malikl, born in Mecca 902H/1496M, his origin was from Maghrib and he is 
widely known among Islamic scholars as al-I:Iattab. He was afaqTh, calim, ~§ji~, and 
thiqah. He was one of the most famous Malikl jurists and the author of a commentary 
of Mukhtasar Khalll which was entitled Mawahib al-Jalllli Sharh Mukhtasar Khalll. 
He died in 953H/1546M. See STdTMulJammad al-Murlr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, p.299; 
MuQ.ammad b. al-I:Iasan al-l:lijawl, al-Fikr al-Sam I, vol.4, p.319. 
AL-HILWANI- He is Shams al-A'immah cAbd al-e Azlz b. Ahmad al-Hilwanl al-
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Bukhar I, a native of Bukhara. He was imiim of people of Bukhara and the author of al-
Mabsiit. He died in 448H/1056M. See Mul].ammad b. al-I:Iasan al-l:lijawl, al-Fikr al-
Sam I, vol.4, p.207. 
IBN CABD AL-BARR- He is Abii cumar Yiisufb. CAbd Allah b. MulJ.ammad b. cumar 
b. cAbd al-Barr, born in Cordova (Spain) in 368H/978M. He was a J:afi~ ofi:Iadlth in his 
era. Al-BajT said: "He is one who knows best the Jjadlths among the people of the West, 
no body like him in Andalusia". Ibn Ijazm stated: "I have never seen somebody better in 
fiqh al-ljadTth than him, so how can I be better than him". He was a Malik I scholar and 
the author of a number of works, among them are Kitab al-Istidhkar hi Madhahib CUlama' 
al-Amsar, Kitab al-Tuqasslli Hadlth al- Muwatta', Kitab Ikhtisar al-Tamylz li Muslim, 
al-Kaff f[ Figh Ahl al-MadTnah al-Malikl, and more than twenty others works including 
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IjadTth, fiqh, b~ography of famous Muslims, canonical Quranic readings (qira'at), 
genealogy, and h1story. He died in Shatibah on Friday night at the end of Rab Tc al-Akhir 
in 4~3H/1070M. See al-Kafi, pp.5-7; Mu!Jammad b. al-Ijasan al-IjijawT, al-Fikr al-
Sam 1, vol.4, pp.248-249; Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT, al-Aclam, vol.8, p.240. 
IBN cAB DOS- He is Abu c Abd Allah Mu!Jammad b. Ibrah T m b. c Abdus, one of very 
great companions ofSal]nun and imam in his era. His origin was non-Arab (al-cajam) and 
he was from maw ilT of Quraysh. He was a scholar of the Malik T school, trustworthy and 
very knowledgeable in fiqh. Ibn al-Ijarith stated: "He is the one from whom one 
memorizes the school ofMalik and transmitters (ruwah) of his companions". He wrote 
a number of works in the area ofjiqh, tafsTr and IjadTth. Among them are an outstanding 
work entitled al-Majmucah and four volumes Sharh Masa'il min al-Mudawwanah. He 
died in 260H/873M or 261H/874M. See Mu!Jammad b. al-I:Iasan al-IjijawT, al-Fikr al-
SamT, vol.3, pp.l20-121; al-ShTrazT, Tabagat al-Fugaha', p.l61; al-BajT, Fusul al-
Ahkam, p.199. 
IBN CABIDIN- He is Mu!Jammad AmTn b. cumar b. c Abd al: AzTzc AbidTn, widely 
known as lbn cAbidTn al-I:Ianafi, born in Damascus in 1198H/1784M. Originally a 
ShaficT follower, and then he changed his school and became the I:Ianafi scholar of his 
time. He wrote many works including.fiqh, formal legal opinions, Quranic exegesis, etc. 
His most famous work is the eight volumes I:Jashiyah Radd al-Muhtar cala al-Durr al-
Mukhtar. The other is Majmucah Rasa'il. He died in Damascus in 1252H/1836M. See 
Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT, al-A clam, vo1.6, p.42. 
IBN ABI FIRAS- He is Abu al-Qasim Khalaf b. Ab T Firas, a Malik T jurist in eight 
century of the Hijrah and the author of a work concerned exclusively with maritime law 
which was entitled Kitab Akrivvat al-Sufun. 
IBN ABI LAYLA- He is Abu cAbd al-Rahman Muhammad b. cAbd al-Rahman b. Ab T 
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Lay la al-An~arT al-Kufi, widely known as lbn Ab T Layla, born in 74H/693M. He was 
knowledgeable in Islamic sciences and then appointed as a q acjT in Kiifah during thirty-
three years in two periods of the reign of the Umayyads and Abbasids. He died in Kufah 
in 148H/765M. See STdT Muhammad al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, p.227; 
Mu!Jammad b. al-I:Iasan al-l:Iija~T, al-Fikr al-Sam T, vol.2, pp.485-486; al-Sh Traz T, 
Tabaqat al-Fuqaha', p.85. 
IBN ABI ZA YD AL-QA YRA W ANI- He is Abu Mul}ammad cAbd Allah ibn Ab T Zayd 
al-QayrawanT, was born in Qayrawan in the north-eastern part of Tunisia in the year 
312H/924M, two generations after the death ofMalik b. Anas, the founder of the MalikT 
school of law. In his own days he was held in great reverence. People referred to him as 
Malik al-~agh Tr (the little/junior Malik) on account of his erudition in the sciences of 
Islam and depth of knowledge and apt explanations of the opinions of the Malik T school. 
He substantiated this with quotations from the Muwatta'. He is supposed to have written 
more than hundred books. He was the author of al-Risalah- one of the most famous and 
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authentic sources of the Malik T rites and legal system since he had received the 
knowledge from Malik b. Anas by two transmissions, viz through two other great jurists, 
Ibn al-Qasim and Sal]niin. It is undoubtedly the most classical work. His other works are 
Kitab al-Nawadir wa al-Ziyadat cala al-Mudawwanah, Mukhtasar al-Mudawwanah, etc. 
He died in 389H/998M at seventy seven years of age. See al-Risalah, pp.iv-vi; STdT 
Mu~ammad al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, pp.224-225. 
IBN cAQIL- He is Abii MuQammad Abii al-Wa!a' cAlTb. cAqTl b. Muhammad al-TifarT 
al-I:JanbalT al-FaqTh al-cAqTlT, a shaykh of the I:JanbalT jurists in Baghclad in his er~. He, 
in the beginning of his life, followed the Mu~azilah ideas, and then changed to the sunnT 
madhhab. He wrote a few works, one of them is al-Funiin. He died in 513H/1119M. See 
Mu~ammad b. al-J:Iasan al-J:IijawT, al-Fikr al-Sam T, vol.4, p.428. 
IBN AL-cARABI- He is Abii Bakr Mu1Jammad b. cAbd Allah b. Alpnad, widely known 
as Ibn al-cArabT al-Mft afirT al-IshbTlT al-MalikT. He was born in IshbTlT in 
468H/1 076M. He grew up in a religious family. His father who died in Alexandria in 
493H/1099M was one ofthefuqaha' oflshbTliyyah. He learned Islamic sciences since 
he was young of age, then went to pursue knowledge to Cairo, Syria, Baghdad, and Hijaz, 
and then returned to his native city. He was educated by a number of the famousfuqaha' 
in his time like al-GhazalT, al-Turtiish T, al-~ayrafi, al-Ak!an T, al-Shash T, etc., and was 
appointed to a position of the head judiciary in his city. Then, he resigned from that 
position and worked to spread the knowledge of Islam to the public. He was 
knowledgeable in tafs Tr, J:IadTth, fiqh, u~Jil, Arabic language and poetry. He wrote a 
number of works, among them are four volumes Ahkam al-Our'an, £Aridat al-AhwadhT 
Sharh al-Tinnidh T, al-Mahsiil fi Usiil al-Figh, Kitab al-Siyasivvat, Kitab A ]ran al-A cyan, 
20 book bindings al-Insaf fi Masa'il al-Khilaf, Kitab Mushkil al-Our'an wa al-Sunnah, 
etc. He died in 543H/1148M and was buried in city of Fas at 75 years of age. See 
Mu1Jammad b. al-J:Iasan al-IjijawT, al-Fikr al-SamT, vol.4, pp.259-260; STdTMu1Jammad 
al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, pp.262-263; Ibn Far~iin, al-DTbai al-Madhhab, pp.281-
282; Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-Ayan, vol.4, p.296; Ibn al£ ArabT, Ahkam al-Qur'an, 
vol. I, pp.4-7. 
IBN l}OY AN- He is Ibrah Tm b. M~ammad b. Salim b. Qiiyan, was born in a village 
named al-Ras in Najd in 1275H/1858M. His schooling began early in life from noted 
teachers of that country, with the emphasis being placed on the science ofjiqh. He soon 
became recognized as a learned man and a teacher, with hisfatwas accorded the highest 
respect. He served in the position of qaqT. Ibn Qiiyan wrote many books on varied 
subjects, among which were those dealing with history,fiqh, etc. Among his works are 
Manar al-SabTl ff Sharh al-DalTl, Kashf al-Niqab fi TarTkh al-Ashab, Sharh al-Zad, etc. 
He was afflicted with blindness in his later years and died on the night of cy d al-fitr in 
1353H/1934M at seventy eight years of age. His famous teachers are cAbd al-cAzTz b. 
Manic, M~ammad b. cumar b. SalTm and ~ali~ b. Furnas. See Manar al-SabTl, vol. I, 
p.2. 
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IBN l}ABIB- He is Abii Marwan cAbd al-Mulk b.IjabTb b. Sulayman al-AndaliisT al-
QuqubT al-MardasT al-SalamT, born at NawalJT, Ghurnatah (Granada) in Andalusia in 
170H/786M. He followed the MalikT school and was one of propagators the school of 
Malik in Andalusia. He was afaq Th, knowledgeable in IjadTth (mu~addith) and learned 
scholar about transmitters ofljadTths as well as a poet, tab lb, and author. He, in his early 
life, learned Islamic sciences in al-BTrah and then continued it in Ququbah (Cordova). 
Afterwards, he went to Mecca for the ~jj and studied the MalikT school in Medina under 
supervision of the fuqaha' there before returning to his native country Andalusia, where 
J:e worked to spread out Malik's opinions. He leamedfiqh formally from Y a.Q.ya b. Y a.Q.ya, 
clsa b. DTnar, al-Ijasan b. cA~im, Matraf, Ibn al-Majishiin, etc. He was the author of al-
WadThah. He died in Cordova in 238H/852M or 236H/850M. See STdT Muhammad al-
Mur1r, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, p.241; MulJammad b. al-Ijasan al-ljijawT,o al-Fikr al-
Sam T, vol.3, pp.ll6-117; al-ShTrazT, Tabaqat al-Fuqaha', p.l64. 
IBN HAJAR AL-HAYTHAMI- He is Shihab al-DTn Abii al-cAbbas Ahmad b. 
MulJ~mad b. CAll b. ~}:ajar al-HaythamT al-Sa dT al-An~arT al-Makk1, oborn in 
909H/1504M in Abii al-Haytham, western Egypt. He was the ShaficT scholar of his time. 
He was educated at al-Azhar University, and among his foremost teachers are Zakariyya 
al-An~ar1, cAbd al-ljaqq al-SanbatT, Na~ir al-DTn al-TablawT and Abii al-ljasan al-
BakrT. Then he moved to Mecca where he wrote major works in Shafic1 jurisprudence, 
ljadTth, tenets of faith, education, ljadTth commentary, and formal legal opinions 
(fatiiwi). His most famous works include Tuhfat al-Muhtaj bi Sharh al-Minhaj a 
commentary on NawawT's Minhaj al-Talib1n (10 volumes), al-Zawajir can Iqtiraf al-
Kaba'ir,al-Sawaciq al-Muharrigah fi al-Radd cala Ahl al-Bidc wa al-Zindiqah, Sharh al-
Hamzivvah, and al-Manh al-Makkivvah. After a lifetime of outstanding scholarship, he 
died and was buried in Mecca in 974H/1567M. In another view, he died in 973H/1566M. 
See Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT, al-Aclam, vol. I, p.234; STdT MulJammad al-Mur1r, al-
Abhath al-Samiyah, pp.242-243; MulJammad b. al-Ijasan al-Ijijaw1, al-Fikr al-SamT, 
vol.4, p.420. 
IBN I}AJIB- He is Abii CAmr cuthman b. AbT Bakr al-RuwaynT al-Mi~rT al-Dimashq T, 
then al-IskandarT al-KurdT, known as Ibn ljajib. He was a jurist of the MalikT school. 
He was an eminent jurist, as afaq Th, a grammarian, a philologist, and a reader of the 
Qur'an. He wrote several works, among them are Kafiyah in grammar, and Shafiyah in 
§Graf, and a few works in the area of canonical readings of Qur'an, U§ill andjiqh. He died 
in 646H/1248M. See MulJammad b. al-IJasan al-IftjawT, al-Fikr al-Sam 1, vol.4, pp.270-
271. 
IBN HAZM- He is Abii Muhammad CAlT b. Ahmad b. sacTd b. Hazm al-QurtubT al-
Andatus T al-ZahirT, one of the famous imams i~ Andalus, born inoCordova (inopresent 
day Spain) tn 384H/994M. He is the greatest scholar of Andalusia in his era, 
knowledgeable in l}adTth sciences and brilliant in Islamic jurisprudence. He, in the 
beginning, followed the ShaficT school, and a student of al-ShaficT who accepted only the 
Qur'an, ljadTth and ijmff as sources of evidence in Islamic law, denying the validity of 
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analogical reasoning (qiyas). He, then, followed Dawud al-?ahirT. Though he wrote 
works on poetry, history, logic, biography, grammar and fundamentals of Islamic law, his 
the most famous book is entitled al-Muhalla- an eleven volume work on his own school 
of jurisprudence. In his works, he attacked the opinions of the founders of other schools. 
The scholars of his time agreed that Ibn Ijazm was misguided, warned their rulers against 
the strife he was causing, and the common people from approaching him, and he was 
exiled and fled to Lablah in the Andalusian countryside, where he died in 456H/1 064M. 
His works other than al-Muhalla are: al-Isal ila fahm al-Khisal al-Jamicah li Jumal 
Shara'ic al-Islam fi al-Wajib wa al-Halal wa al-Haram wa al-Sunnah wa al-Ijmac, .IQ®. 
al-Qiyas wa al-Ra'y, al-Ijmac wa Masa'iluh cala Abwab al-Fiqh. See MulJammad b. al-
ijasan al-ijijawT, al-Fikr al-SamT, vol.3, pp.44-45; STdT Mu!Jammad al-MurTr, al-
Ab~ath al-Samiyah, pp.245-246; Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT, al-A clam, vol.4, p.254. 
IBN lpBBAN- He is Abii Ifimid MulJammad b. Alpnad b. ijibban al-Tarn Tm T, born in 
Bust (in present day Afghanistan). He was a ShaficT scholar and l}adTth master (~aft~). 
He was known as "the senior ShaficT" (al-ShaficT al-kab Tr). In his search for knowledge 
of ijadTth, he travelled to Khurasan, Syria, Egypt, Iraq, the Arabian Peninsula, and 
Nishapur before returning to his native city, after which he served as a judge for a period 
in Samarkand. He was knowledgeable in medicine, astronomy, history and Islamic 
Jurisprudence. He wrote al-Anwac wa al-Taqasim, also known as al-Musnad al-Sah Th, 
etc., and died in Bust in 354H/965M. See STdT Muhammad al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-
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Samiyah, p.241; Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT, al-Aclam, vol.6, p. 78; al-Subk T, Tabagat al-
Shaficiyyah al-Kubra, vo1.3, p.l31. 
IBN JUZA YY- He is Abii al-Qasim MulJammad b. Alpnad b. MulJammad b. c Abd Allah 
b. Ya!Jya b. cAbd al-Ralpnan b. Yiisufb. Juzayy al-KalabT al-GhurnatT (Granada- in 
present day Spain) al-MalikT. He was born in 693H/1293M. He was a MalikT scholar and 
was knowledgeable in Quranic exegesis, l}adTth, uriil and Arabic lexicology. He learned 
the knowledge of Qur'an, ofjiqh, ofl}adTth and of Arabic literature from Ibn al-Kamad, 
Abii Jacfar ibn al-Zubayr, Abii cAbd Allah b. RashTd, al-l}acJramT, Ibn AbT al-A!Jwa~, 
Ibn Burtal, Abii cA_mir b. RabTc al-AshcarT, etc. ofcuzama' andfuqaha' in his epoch. He 
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died in 741 H/1340M at forty-eight years of age. In his life, he wrote several books, 
among them are: al-OawanTn al-Fighiyyah, WasTlat al-Muslim fi TahdhTb SahTh 
Muslim, al-Tanb Th cala Madhhab al-Shaficiyyah wa al-Hanafiyyah wa al-Hanbaliyyah, 
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al-Niir al-Mub Tn fi Qawacid c Aqa'id al-DTn, TagrTb al-Wusiil im Ilm al-Usiil, al-
Mukhtasar al-Baric fi Qira'ah Nafic, Usiil al-Qurra' al-Sittah Ghayr Nafic, al-Fawa'id al-
£Ammah fTLahn al-cAmmah, al-TashTlli al-cUliim al-TanzTl, etc. See Khayr al-DTn al-
ZiriklT, al-Aclam, vol.5, p.325; STdTMulJammad al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, p.237; 
al-QawanTn al-Fighivvah, p.5. 
IBN KINANAH- He is cuthman b. c Isa b. Kinanah, one of the famous fuqaha' of 
Medina. He followed the Malik T school and one of Malik's companions. He was 
educated ftq h by Malik and attended his lecture until his death. He died two or three years 
after the death ofMalik. See al-ShTrazT, Tabagat al-Fugaha', p.l52; al-BajT, Fusiil al-
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Ahkam, p.140. 
IBN MAJAH- He is Abii cAbd Allah Mu!J.ammad b. Majah b. YazTd al-Rub'1 al-
QazwTnT, of Qazvin, Persia, born in 209H/824M. He was a J:IadTth master and very 
kno~ledgeable scholar of Quranic exegesis. He travelled in pursuit of knowledge of 
I:Jadtth to Ba~ah, Baghdad, Syria, Cairo, I}ijaz, Rayy, etc. He wrote al-Sunan, one of the 
six Sunan (al-Sunan al-Sittah) which was recognized among Islamic scholars as Sunan 
Ibn ~ajah. He died in 273H/886MM. See MulJammad b. al-IJasan al-I}ijawT, al-Fikr al-
Sam 1, vol.3, p.93; Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT, al-Aclam, vol.7, p.144. 
IBN AL-MAJISHON- He is Abii Marwan cAbd al-Malik b. cAbd al- cAzTz b. 1\.bd Allah 
b. AbT Salamah al-Majishiin al-MadanT al-TamTmT al-FaqTh, known as "seniorfaqTh 
of the MalikTschool (jaqTh MalikT kabTr), and a trustworthy scholar. He was educated 
in Islamic jurisprudence by Malik, his father, and others. He was a leadingman of 
knowledge and of formal legal opinions in Medina in his life of time. Many famous 
scholars learned the Islamic sciences from him, such as Alpnad b. al-Mucadhdhal, 
SalJniin, lbn IJabTb, and others. He died in 212H/827M or 213H/828M or 214H/829M. 
See STdTMul]ammad al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, p.228; Mu!J.ammad b. al-ijasan 
al-I}ijaw T, al-Fikr al-Sam T, vol.3, pp.111-112. 
IBN MASCUD- He is Abii cAbd al-RalJman cAbd Allah b. Mas'Ud b. Ghafil b. J:Iab Tb al-
Hadhal1, a native of Mecca. One of the greatest Companions of the Prophet and very 
close to him. He was among the earliest converts to Islam, the first to recite the Qur'an 
aloud in Mecca, and a trusted servant of the Prophet who kept his secrets, carried his 
sandals, and accompanied him while travelling or at home. He loved perfume and when 
he left home, people would tell where he had passed by the beautiful scent. He was 
among the great scholars of the Companions, he related 848 IJadT ths, and died in Medina 
in 32H/653M at about 60 years of age. See Mul]ammad b. al-ijasan al-I}ijawT, al-Fikr 
al-SamT, vol.1, pp.245-247; al-ShTrazT, Tabaqat al-Fuqaha', pp.24-25; Khayr al-DTn al-
ZiriklT, al-Aclam, vol.4, p.l37. 
IBN AL-MUNDHIR- He is Abii Bakr MulJ.ammad b. Ibrah Tm b. al-Mundhir al-
NTsaburT, a great ShaficT jurist and revered ~aji~. He was a mujtahid and imam as well 
as a knowledgeable and pious scholar. Al-Subk T stated: "There four Mul:Jammads: 
Mu~ammad b. Na~r, Mul:Jammad b. JarTr al-TabarT, Mul]ammad b. al-Mundhir, and 
MulJammad b. Khuzaymah, and they achieved the level of mujtahid (ijtihad)". He wrote 
several works: Kitab al-Sunan, Kitab al-IjmaC, and Kitab al-Ishraf ff al-lkhtilaf. Al-
ShTrazT stated: "He wrote on the subject ofikhtilajal-culama'what no person had written 
like". He heard and learned J:IadTths from Mu!Jammad b. Maymiin, Mul]ammad b. 
IsmacTl al-~a'igh, al-RabTc b. Sulayman, etc. He died in Mecca in 309H/921M or 
31 OH/922M or 316H/928M. See Mul]ammad b. al-ijasan al-J:Iijaw T, al-Fikr al-Sam T, 
vol.3, p.98; al-ShTrazT, Tabaqat al-Fuqaha, p.l18; Ki!ayat al-Akhyar, p.71. 
IBN NAFic- He is Abii Mu!Jammad cAbd Allah b. Naff, known as al-~a'igh. He was 
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mawlaofBanTM~m. He leamedjiqh from Malik and his companions for 40 years 
and served as mufti in Medina after Malik. He was an illiterate scholar. Ashhab stated: 
"Every lecture ofMalik which I attended, Ibn Nafic had attended it too". Ashhab helped 
him to write everything and he had an outstanding work, that was a commentary on the 
Muwatta' which was related by Y a!Jya b. Y a!Jya al-Layth T. He died in 186H/802M in 
Medina. See MulJammad b. al-Ij:asan al-Ij:ijaw T, al-Fikr al-Sam T, vol.2, pp.521-522; al-
BajT, Fusul al-Ahkam, p.152. 
IBN NAJI- He is Abu al-Qasim b. clsa b. NajT, a MalikT scholar in ninth century of the 
Hijrah. He was a faq Th, ~8fit, ziihid and war if. He wrote several works, the most famous 
of which was a commentary of al-Risalah, work oflbn AbT Zayd al-QayrawanT, entitled 
Sharh cala Matn al-Risalah. This work was published by Dar al-Fikr together with~ 
£ala Matn al-Risalah written by Zarriiq. The other is al-Ziyadat cala Macalim al-Iman fi 
Rijal al-Qayrawan. He died in 837H/1433M. See MulJammad b. al-l}asan al-l}ijawT, al-
Fikr al-Sam T, vol.4, p.30 1. 
IBN NUJAYM- He is Zayn al-DTn b. IbrahTm b. Mu]Jammad, widely known as Ibn 
Nujaym. He is a I}anaff scholar, born in Cairo in 925H/1519M. He was educated infiqh 
by Qasim b. Qatlubagha, al-Burhan al-KarkhT, al-AmTn b. cAbd al-cAl al-I}anaff, Sharaf 
al-DTn al-BalqTnT, Alpnad b. Yunus- known as Ibn al-ShalabT, Abu Fay<j al-SalamT and 
Niir al-DTn al-DaylamT al-MalikT. Beside that, he was afaqTh and also was an active 
person in practising ta~awwuf He learned and acquired al-[ar Tqah al-~iifiyyah from al-
Shaykh Sulayman al-KhugayrT. There are different opinions about the date of death of 
Ibn Nujaym. His son Alpnad said that he died in 970H/1562M. His student al-Shaykh 
M uqammad al-c Alam T and others said that he died on Wednesday morning 8 Raj ab 
969H/1561M and was buried nearby al-Sayyidah SakTnah hint al-l}usayn b. cAlT. He 
produced a number of works in I}anaff jurisprudence. Among them are al-Ashbah wa al-
Naza'ir, al-Bahr al-Ra'ig Sharh Kanz al-Daga'iq, al-Fatawa al-Zayniyyah, TaclTq cala al-
Hidayah, l}ashiyah cala Jam1 al-Fusulayn, al-Fawa'id al-Zayniyyah fi Fiqh al-
I:Ianafiyyah, al-Rasa'il al-Zayniyyah fi Figh al-Hanafiyyah, etc. See Khayr al-DTn al-
ZiriklT, al-A clam, volJ, p.l04; Ibn Nujaym, al-Ashbah wa al-Naza'ir, pp.S-6 and 15-16. 
IBN QAQl SAMAWANAH/AKHU ZADAH- He is cAbd al-l}alTm b. Mu]Jammad, 
known as Akhii Zadah. He was born, grew up and died in Constantinople. He was a 
I}anaff jurist, knowledgeable injiqh, and was appointed to a position in the judiciary. He 
wrote several works, among them are Sharh al-Hidayah, TaclTqat cala Sharh al-Miftah, 
Jamic al-Fusiilayn, al-Durar wa al-Gharar, al-Ashbah wa al-Naza'ir, Risalah Tafs Trivvah, 
etc. He died in 1013H/1604M. See MulJammad b. al-l}asan al-l}ijawT, al-Fikr al-SamT, 
vol.4, p.219. 
IBN AL-QASIM- He is Abii cAbd Allah c Abd al-Ralpnan b. al-Qasim b. al-Khalid b. 
Junadah al-cAtqT al-Mi~rT al-MalikT, born in 132H/749M. He was knowledgeable in 
Islamic sciences:fiqh, ljadTth and its narrators, etc. He was personally pious, ascetic and 
godfearing. He had learned Islamic subjects from Imam Malik for twenty years, and 
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continued his teacher's task when he died. There are different opinions on whether Ibn 
al-Qasim a mujtahid mutlaq or mujtahid muqallid. According to Abii Zayd b. al-Imam, 
he is a mujtahid muqallid who followed Malik b. Anas like Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-
Shayban T followed Abii Ijan Tfah in the Ijanafi school and a
0
1-Muzan T foll~wed al-
ShaficT in the ShaficT school. But, according to Abii Miisa CJ:mran al-MushdhalT al-Bija'T, 
he is a mujtahid mutlaq by reason that he had different opinions from Malik. If he is a 
mujtahid muqallid, this situation would not happen. This view has been supported by 
Muqammad b. cAbd al-Salam al-HawarT, a qatjT in Tunis. He died in Cairo in 
191H/806M at 63 years of age. See Mul}ammad b. al-Jjasan al-IjijawT, al-Fikr al-SamT, 
vol. I, pp.516-519; STdT MulJammad al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, pp.269-270; al-
ShTrazT, Tabagat al-Fuqaha', p.l55. 
IBN QA YYIM- He is Shams al-DTn Abii cAbd Allah MulJammad b. AbT Bakr b. Ayyiib 
b. Sacd ai-zarcT al-Dimashq T al-I:JanbalT, widely known as Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah. He 
was born in Damascus in 69IH/1292M. He was a HanbalT scholar. He was 
knowledgeable in IjadTth science, fiqh, Arabic grammar: tafs Tr and u~ iil. He was 
educated by the famous Islamic scholar Ibn Taymiyyah and totally followed his opinions 
and ideas. He was imprisoned with his teacher Ibn Taymiyyah in the citadel of Damascus 
and suffered with him until Ibn Taymiyyah's death in 728H/1328M, when he was 
released. He thereafter worked to spread and popularize his teacher's ideas until he died 
in Damascus in 751H/1350M. He wrote a number of works, among them are Zad al-
Macad ff Hady Khayr al-cibad, al-Turug al-Hukmivvah ff al-Siyasah al-Sharciyyah, Iclam 
al-MuwaqqicTn can Rabb al-cAlamTn, al-Tibyan fi Igsam al-Qur'an, Kitab al-Riih, etc. 
See Mul}ammad b. al-Jjasan al-tfijawT, al-Fikr al-SamT, vol.4, p.436; STdT Mu!Jammad 
al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, pp.271-272; Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT, al-Aclam, vol.6, 
p.56. 
IBN QUDAMAH- He is Abii Mu!Jammad cAbd Allah b. A!Jmad b. Mu!Jammad b. 
Qudfunah b. Miqdam b. Naw b. cAbd Allah b. I;Iudhayfah b. MulJammad b. Yacqiib b. al-
Qasim b. IbrahTm b. IsmacTI b. Ya!Jya b. Mu!Jammad b. Salim b. cAbd Allah ibn AmTr 
al-Mu'minTn cumar al-Khana_b, nicknamed Muwaffaq al-DTn Ibn Qudamah al-JamacTlT 
al-MaqdisT, born in Shacban 541H/1146M in Jama Tl, Palestine (Bayt al-Maqdis). A 
famous ijanbalT jurist. He was educated in Damascus, and was the author of the nine 
volume al-MughnT on I:JanbalT jurisprudence as well as a comparative study among the 
other madhahib. He was also the author of al-Muqnic, £Umdat al-Figh, al-Kafi ff al-Figh, 
Rawdat al-Nazir fi Usiil al-Fiqh, etc. and more than twenty works of Islamic law, 
theology, ijadTth, Quranic exegesis, biography, legal opinion, tenets of faith and 
genealogy. He travelled to Baghdad in between 560-561H and lived there four years 
before returning to Damascus, where he died on Saturday, the day of eT d al-:fitr in 
620H/1223M. See al-MuqniC, pp.S-9; Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT, al-Aclfun, vo1.4, p.67. 
IBN RAJAB- He is Zayn al-DTn Abii al-Faraj cAbd al-Ralpnan b. Shihab al-DTn b. 
Ahmad b. cAbd al-Rahman b. al-Hasan b. Muhammad b. AbT al-Barakat MaS:iid al-
Saiam T al-BaghdadT ~1-Dimashq f al-ijanbalT,o widely known as Ibn Raj ab, born in 
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736H/1335M in Baghdad. He, in the beginning, learned I:IadTth from his grandfather 
c Abd al-Ralpnan b. al-I:Iasan and his father Shihab al-DTn Ahmad who was born in 
Baghdad in 706H/1306M. Then, he travelled, in pursuit of the ~owl edge to Damascus 
in 744H/1343M and to Cairo before the year 754H/1353M. He was educated in HadTth 
by a number of prominent scholars of his era. Among them are Shams al-DTn AbU cAbd 
Allah Mu!Jammad b. Abii Bakr b. Ayyiib al-zarcT, well-known as Ibn Qayyim al-
Jawziyyah (d. 751H/1350M), Qarfl al-Qutjah Abii al-cAbbas Al}mad b. al-I}asan b. cAbd 
Allah, well-known Ibn QagT al-Jabal (d. 771H/1369M), ~afiy al-DTn Abii al-Faga'il 
cAbd al-Mu'min B. Abd al-I:Iaqq b. Abd Allah al-BaghdadT al-I:IanbalT (d. 
739H/1338M), etc. He is a ~8ji~,jaq Th as well as being an ascetic and pious. He wrote 
many books including Quranic exegesis, I:IadTth, Islamic jurisprudence, admonition 
(wac~), virtues (facja'il), etc. Among them are Tafs Tr Siirat al-Nasr, I rab al-Basmalah, 
!crab Umm al-Kitab, Tafs Tr Siirat al-Fatihah, Tafs Tr Siirat al-Ikhlas, Fath al-BarT hi 
Sharh SahTh al-BukharT, Sharh Jamic al-TirmidhT, al-Oawacid fi al-Fiqh al-Islam T, al-
Istikhraj fT Ahkam al-Kharaj, Jamic al-cUliim wa al-Hukm, etc. He died in 795H/1392M 
in Damascus and was buried nearby the grave of Abii Faraj cAbd al-Wal.ftd b. MulJammad 
al-ShTrazT who died in Dhii al-l:lijjah 486H/1093M. See Jamic al-cUliim wa al-Hukm, 
vol. I, pp.25-52; Mu!Jammad b. al-I:Iasan al-l:lijawT, al-Fikr al-Sam T, vol.4, p.440. 
IBN RUSHD- He is Abii al-WalTd Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Ahmad b. 
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Rushd al-AndalusT al-MalikT al-QurtubT, known as Ibn Rushd al-I:Iafid. He was born 
at Cordova in the year 520H/1126M, the same year that his grandfather died. He is 
famous in the Medieval West under the name of A veroes, belonged to an important 
Spanish family. His grandfather (d. 520H/1126M), who had the same name and with 
reference to whom Ibn Rushd is known as the grandson (al-!Jajfd). He was a well-known 
Malik T jurist, a q arfl, and the imam of the Great Mosque of Cordova. His father too "vas 
a q acjT. Ibn Rushd himself is better known as a philosopher or even as a physician, 
although he has been a qacjT most of his life. In his youth, he received an excellant 
education infiqh, IjadTth, kalam, medicine, Arabic literature and u~ill. Some of his well-
known teachers are MuQ.ammad ibn Rizq, Ibn Bashkuwal, Abii Jacfar Hariin al-TajallT, 
and Abii Marwan ibn Jurrayiil. He died at Marrakush on 9 ~afar 595H/1 0 September 
1198M and his body was taken to Cordova for burial. His famous legal work is Bidayat 
al-Mujtahid wa Nihayat al-Mugtasid. See MulJammad b. al-I:Iasan al-HijawT, al-Fikr al-
SamT, vol.4, p.267; STdTMulJammad al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, pp.330-331; Ibn 
FarQ.iin, al-DTbaj al-Madhhab, pp.284-285. 
IBN SAcD- He is Abii cAbd Allah MuQ.ammad b. Sad b. Man I al-ZuhrT. He was a 
historian, traditionist and secretary of al-WaqidT. He was the author of fifteen volumes 
al-Tabaqat al-Kubra, a major biographical dictionary of the early period of Islam. He died 
in 230H/844M. See MulJammad b. al-J:Iasan al-IJijawT, al-Fikr al-SamT, vol.3, pp.81-82; 
al-MawdiidT, Tafh Tm al-Qur'an, vol. I, p.322. 
IBN SHAS- He is Abii Muhammad cAbd Allah b. Najm b. Shas al-JadhamT al-SacdT al-
Faq Th al-MalikT, a knowleodgeable scholar about the MalikT school and its principles, 
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and the author of an outstanding work al-Jawahir al-ThamTnah tT Madhhab cAlam al-
~adinah. He died in ~1£HI1213M. See Mu!Jammad b. al-I:Iasan al-l:lijawT, al-Fikr al-
Samt, vol.4, p.269; Stdt Mu!Jammad al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, p.256. 
IBN SHUBRUMAH- He is Abu Shubrumah cAbd Allah b. Shubrumah al-DabT al-Ku:IT. 
He was one ofthefuqaha' oftabicTn, born in 92H/710M. It was reported by Anas, Abu 
al-Tufayl, al-Shacb T, etc. that Ibn Shubrumah was afaq Th as well as brilliant CC aqilan), 
honest CCafifan), trustworthy (thiqah) and well-mannered scholar. He was also a poet. Al-
ThawrT states: "Ourfuqaha' are lbn AbT LayHi and Ibn Shubrumah". He learned.fiqh 
from al-ShacbT. I:Iammad b. Zayd describes him as brilliant infiqh as: "I have never 
known that there is a kiljiyyan (an inhabitant of Kufah) cleverer in fiqh than Ibn 
Shubrumah". He died in 144H/761M. See al-ShTrazT, Tabagat al-Fugaha', p.85; 
MulJammad b. al-I:Iasan al-l:lijawT, al-Fikr al-SamT, vol.2, pp.482-483. 
IBN SURAYJ- He is Abu al-cAbbas AlJmad b. cumar b. Surayj, a scholar of the ShaficT 
school. Al-ShTrazT stated in his Tabaqat: "He was one of the great ShaficT jurists 
CCu~ama' al-Shaji iyy Tn) and imam of Muslims (a'immat al-Muslim Tn), and was 
nicknamed "The Bright Fire" (al-biiz al-ashhab)". He served as qacjT at ShTraz and 
surpassed in talent all al-ShaficT pupils even al-MuzanT. He was an active defender of the 
ShaficT school and refuted its adversaries. He studied Islamic sciences under Abu al-
Qasim al-AnmatT, and then many fuqaha' came and learned from him. Therefore, through 
his medium, ShaficT doctrines were spread into many countries." His teachers other than 
al-AnmatT are al-zacfaranT, Abu Dawud al-SijistanT, etc. He died in Baghdad on 25 of 
the JamadT al-Awwal in 306H/918M or on Monday 25 of the RabTc al-Awwal, and was 
buried in the court of his house at the Suwajjat Ghalib which is on the west bank of the 
Tigris, near the suburb of al-Karkh at 57 years of age. See Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-
Ayan, vol.1, pp.I00-102; al-ShTrazT, Tabagat al-Fugaha', p.l18; MulJammad b. al-I:Iasan 
al-l:lijawT, al-Fikr al-Sam T, vol.3, pp.155-156. 
IBN TAYMIYYAH- He is TaqTy al-DTn Abu al-cAbbas Alpnad b. cAbd al-I:IalTm b. 
c Abd al-Salam ibnc Abd Allah b. al-Khiqir o. AlT ~. Abd Allah b. Taymiyyah al-
HarranT, born in Harran, east of Damascus, in 66IH/1263M. He moved to Damascus 
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with his father and his family and learned the Islamic sciences from a number of teachers 
there, and became a famous IjanbalT scholar in Quranic exegesis, I:IadTth, jurisprudence 
and legal opinions. He was imprisoned during much of his life in Cairo, Alexandria, and 
Damascus for his writings. Scholars of his time accusing him of believing Allah to be a 
corporeal entity because of what he mentioned in his al-cAqTdah al-Hamawiyyah and al-
WasTtiyyah and other works. He died in Damascus in 728H/1328M. In his life, he wrote 
a lot of books on Islamic jurisprudence, theology, economic, I:IadTth, Quranic exegesis, 
etc. Among them are Fatawa Ibn Taymiyyah, al-Qiyas tT al-SharcT al-Islam T, al-Hisbah 
:IT al-Islam, etc. See Mu!Jammad b. al-I:Iasan al-l:lijawT, al-Fikr al-SamT, vol.4, pp.433-
435; STdT MulJammad al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, p.232. 
IBN AL-UKHUWW AH- He is Qiya' al-DTn Mu!Jammad b. Mu!Jammad b; Alpnad al-
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Qu!a~~ T al-ShaficT, widely known as Ibn al-Ukhuwwah. He was an Egyptian and a 
Shafi I scholar. He wrote a work for the guidance of persons invested with the office of 
the ~isbah or charged with the duty of maintaining public law and order and the . . ' 
supervision of market dealers and tradesmen. This work was named Macalim al-Ourbah 
fT Ahkam al-Hisbah, and Reuben Levy had edited and translated it, and it had been 
published by Messrs Luzac & Co., London in 1357H/1938M. He died on 2nd Rajah 
72?.H11328M. See Ibn al-Ukhuwwah, Macalim al-Ourbah (tr. by Reuben Levy), pp.xvi-
xvu. 
IBN cURFAH- He is Abu cAbd AllahMulJammad b. MulJammad b. Urfah al-WarghamT 
al-TunisT al-MalikT, born in 716H/1316M. He was a follower of the MalikT school a 
' muftT and a kha[Tb (preacher) at Zaytiiniyyah mosque. He was pre-eminent scholar of 
Malik T jurisprudence in the area of Africa in his epoch, who wrote several works, among 
them are Mukhtasar fT al-Figh and al-Hudud al-Fighivvah. He died in 803H/1400M. See 
MulJammad b. al-lj:asan al-lj:ijawT, al-Fikr al-Sam T, vol.4, pp.293-294; Ibn Far~iin, al-
DTbaj al-Madhhab, p.337. 
IBN cUTTAB- He is Abii c Abd Allah Mu~ammad b. c Uttab al-Ququb T, a shaykh of 
muft Ts in Cordova and an eminent imam in his time. He was a faq Th and a 
knowledgeable scholar about J:IadTth. He leamedfiqh from a number of famous ''ulama', 
among them are Ibn al-Fakhkhar, Ibn al-A~bagh al-QurashT, al-QacJTibn BashTr, etc. He 
taught Islamic sciences to people of Andalusia and therefore many people travelled to 
him to hear them. He died in 462H/1 069M or 463H/1 070M at about 80 years of age. See 
STdT M~ammad al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, p.261; Mu~ammad b. al-ijasan al-
lj:ijawT, al-Fikr al-Sam T, vol.4, pp.247-248. 
CJMRAN B. IJU~A YN- He is Abii Nujayd Cimran b. lj:u~ayn b. CUbayd b. Khalaf al-
IslfunT al-KhuzacT, one of the Companions of the Prophet. He was one of the culama' and 
fuqaha' among the Companions and was appointed as a qacjT in Kiifah. He related 130 
J:IadTths from the Prophet, and was sent by cumar b. al-KhaUab to the people ofBa~rah 
to teach them the Islamic jurisprudence. He died in 52H/672M. See Mu~ammad b. al-
lj:asan al-lj:ijawT, al-Fikr al-SamT, vol.2, p.312; Alpnad b. lj:anbal, al-Musnad, vol.4, 
p.426; Ibn Sacd, al-Tabagat al-Kubra, vol.4, p.287; al-ShTrazT, Tabaqat al-Fugaha',p.33. 
cizZ AL-DIN cABD AL-SALAM- He is Abii MulJammad cizz al-DTn cAbd al-cAzTz b. 
c Abd al-SaHim b. Abii al-Qasim b. al-lj:asan al-Dimashq T al-Sulam T, nicknamed the 
sultan of scholars (sultan al-culam8). He was born in Damascus in 577H/1181M. He is 
a learned person (ca/iman), piety (waracan), and ascetic (zahidan), a ShaficT scholar and 
mujtahid. He was educated in Damascus, went to Baghdad in 599H/1202M, and then 
returned to his native city, where he first taught and gave the Friday sermon at the 
Zawiyah of al-GhazalT, and then at the Great Umayyah Mosque. He leamedfiqh from Ibn 
cAsakir and u~ill from al-AmidT. He produced a number of brilliant works in Shati T 
jurisprudence, Quranic exegesis, sufism, government, u~ill, though his main and enduring 
contribution was his masterpiece on Islamic legal principles Qawacid al-Ahkfun fi 
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Masalih al-Anam (The bases of legal rulings in the interests of mankind). It is recorded 
that he follows Abii al-I:Jasan al-ShadhilT in tar Tqah ~ufiyyah. He died in Cairo on 
JamadT al-Awwal660H/November 1262M. See Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT, al-A clam, vol.4, 
p.21~ a~ShTrazT, Tabagat al-F~g~ha', p.267; Mu!Jammad b. al-I:Jasan al-I:JijawT, al-Fikr 
al-Sam1, vol.4, pp.403-404; S1d1 MulJammad al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, pp.260-
261. 
JABIR B. cABD ALLAH- He was a Companion of the Prophet, and transmitted a very 
large number of I}adTths from him. He died in 78H/697M. See al-MawdiidT, Tafh T m al-
Our'an, vol. I, p.322. 
AL-KARKHI- He is Abii al-I:Jasan cubayd Allah b. al-I:Jasan al-KarkhT, born in 
260H/873M. He was a chief of the I:Janafi scholars in Iraq and was considered a 
mujtahid. He died in Shacban 340H/951M. He wrote several books: Kitab al-Mukhtasar 
fi al-Figh, Mas'alah fi al-Ashribah wa TahiTI NabTdh al-Tamr, and Sharh al-Jamic al-
KabTr and al-Jamic al-SaghTr ofMu!Jammad b. al-I:Jasan al-ShaybanT. See Ibn NadTm, 
al-Fihrisat, p.293; al-ShTrazT, Tabagat al-Fugaha', p.l48; Mu!Jammad b. al-I:Jasan al-
I:JijawT, al-Fikr al-SamT, vol.3, p.l09. 
AL-KASANI- He is Abii Bakr b. Masciid b. Ahmad al-Kasan T al-Hanafi, nicknamed 
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mulk al-culama' (the reign of scholars). He is the author of the outstanding work Bada'ic 
al-Sana'ic fi TartTb al-Shara'ic and the commentator ofTuhfat al-Fugaha' written by his 
shaykh, cAla al-DTn MulJammad b. AJpnad al-SamarqandT. He died in 587H/1191M. See 
Mu!Jammad b. al-I:Jasan al-I:JijawT, al-Fikr al-Sam T, vol.4, p.21 0. 
KHALIL B. ISIJAQ- He is Abii al-Mawaddah Qiya' al-DTn KhalTl b. Is~aq b. Miisa b. 
Shucayb, was renowned as al-JundT, was nicknamed as Qiya' al-DTn. According to Ibn 
Ijajar, his real name was Mu!Jammad, and the name "KhalTl" was merely a qualifying 
term signifying "friend". KhalTl, is commonly known throughout North Africa as "STdT 
KhalTl". He was one of the most famous MalikT scholar in his era until now. His birth 
and place of learning was in Cairo. Then he taught Islamic law, I:JadTth and Arabic 
grammar. Through his teaching as well as his sound judgement and wisdom of which he 
gave great proof in all questions of law, KhalTl acquired a great reputation and erudition 
and rose to the first rank among the culama' of Egypt. KhalTl was the author of several 
works. He composed six volumes of commentators upon Ibn al-Ifijib, named al-TawdTh. 
He wrote a guide for the proper observances of the pilgrimage, a biography of his teacher, 
al-Manufi who died in 749H/1348M, and a commentary upon a portion of al-
Mudawwanah. But, his work which the most widely circulated and the most revered is 
the Mukhtasar. He devoted twenty-five years to its composition. He is died in 
776H/1374M or 769H/1367M or 767H/1365M. According to al-SawdanT, the first one 
is correct. He was buried at al-Qarafah al-Kubra in Cairo, nearby the grave of his teacher 
al-Maniifl. See MulJammad b. al-I:Jasan al-l}ijawT, al-Fikr al-SamT, vol.4, pp.287-288; 
STdT Mu!Jammad al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyyah, pp.301-302; Mukhtasar, pp.3-7. 
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AL-KHA TIABI- He is Abii Sulayman I}amd b. Mu!Jammad b. Ibdih Tm b. KhatHib al-
KhaUabT al-BustT al-ShaficT, born in Bust, Afghanistan in 319H/931M or 317ID929M. 
He is a scholar of fiqh, ljadTth and Arabic language. He studied ljadTth in Mecca, 
Ba~rah, Baghdad and Nishapur, and later taught many students including the ljadTth 
master (~aji~) al-ljakim. He wrote a number of works infiqh and ljadTth, but the best 
known is the four volume commentary on the Sunan Ab T Dawud: Macalim al-Sunan 
Sharh Sunan AbT Dawud. Others are GharTb al-HadTth, A clam al-HadTth, etc. He died 
in Bust in 388H/998M. See Mu!Jammad b. al-ljasan al-ljijawT, al-Fikr al-SamT, vol.3, 
pp.163-164; Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT, al-Aclam, vol.2, p.273; al-Subk T, Tabagat al-
Shaficiyyah al-Kubra, vol.3, p.282; Ka!JlJalah, Mucjam al-Muallifin, vol.2, p.61. 
AL-LA YTH- He is Abii al-Ifirith/al-Ijarth al-Layth b. sacd b. CAbd al-Ral}man al-FahmT 
al-A~bahanT al-Mi~rT, born in Qalqashandah, a village in Cairo in 94H/712M. He was 
one of Malik's companions and followed his school of thought. He was a knowledgeable 
scholar in his era, afaq Th, imam and leader of scholars in Cairo. Al-ShaficT said of him: 
"Al-Layth has more knowledge infiqh than Malik, but Malik's companions made it 
disappear". He wrote a few works in the area of history andfiqh. Some of them are Kitab 
al-TarTkh and Kitab Masa'il fi al-Figh. He died in Cairo in Shacban 175H/791M on 
Thurday and was buried on Friday. See Mu!Jammad b. al-ljasan al-ljijawT, al-Fikr al-
Sam T, vol.2, pp.439-440; Ibn NadTm, al-Fihrisat, p.281; Kirayat al-Akhyar, p.218; al-
ShTrazT, Tabagat al-Fugaha', pp.75-76; Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-Acyan, vol.3, pp.280-
281. 
MAIJMA~ANI- He is ~ub!JT Raj ab Malpna~~anT, is an eminent Islamic jurist trained 
both in the Islamic law and the Western legal system. He served as an attorney and a 
judge, and also as a professor at the Law Faculty of Beirut. He wrote a number of 
outstanding works. Among them are: al-Nazariyyah al-cAmmah li al-Miijabat wa al-
£Ugiid fi al-Shar"Pah al-Islamiyyah, Falsafat al-Tashr"P fi al-Islam, Mugaddimah fi Ihya' 
£Uliim al-SharTcah, al-Mujahidiin fi Haqq, al-Mujtahidiin fi al-Qada', Turath al-Khulara' 
al-RashidTn fi al-Figh wa al-Qada', al-AwzacT wa Ta alTmuh al-Qaniiniyyah wa al-
Insaniyyah, al-Qaniin wa al-cAlaqat al-Dawliyyah fi al-Islam, etc. See Falsafat al-TashrT£ 
fi al-Islam, back cover. 
MALIK B. ANAS- He is Abii cAbd Allah Malik b. Anas b. Malik al-A~bal].T al-IjimyarT 
al-MadanT, born in Medina in 93H/712M. He was known as the Imam of Medina, and 
was renowned for his piety, sincerity, faith, and godfearingness. His piety was such as 
that he was never too proud to say he did not know when asked about matters he was not 
sure of, and he would not relate a ljadTth without first performing ablution. He was the 
author of Muwatta', the greatest ljadTth collection of its time, nearly every ljadTth of 
which was accepted by al-BukharT in his SahTh. Al-ShaficT used to say of it: "After the 
Book of Allah, no book has appeared on earth that is sounder than Malik's". He wrote 
outstanding works infiqh, ljadTth, etc. like Muwatta' and Risalah fi al-Wacz. He died 
in Medina in 179H/795M and was buried at Baq Tc. See al-Sh Traz T, Tabaqat al-Fugaha', 
pp. 53-54; ~afiyy al-DTn al-KhuzrajT, Khulasat TadhhTh TahdhTh al-Kamal, p.366; STdT 
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Mul]ammad al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, pp.219-220; Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT al-
A clam, vol.S, p.257. '-
MACMAR- He is Abii curwah Macmar b. Rashid al-AzdT al-BasrT al-YamanT He was 
a mawlato the tribe of Azd and a native ofBa~rah but he settled in Yemen. H~ learned 
IjadTths from al-Zuhr T, and among his students were al-Thawr T, Ibn cuyaynah and Ibn 
Mubarak. He died in the month ofRamacjan 153H/September 770M. See Ibn K.hallikan, 
Wafayat al-Ayan, vol. I, p.24; MulJammad b. al-Ijasan al-I}ijawT, al-Fikr al-Sam T, vol.2, 
p.489. 
AL-MARGHlNANI- He is Burhan al-DTn Abii al-Hasan cAlT b. AbT Bakr b. cAbd al-
JalTl al-RushdanT al-FarghanT al-MarghTnanT, born i~ 511H/1117M. He went to Mecca 
for ~ajj and visited the grave of Prophet in 544H/1149M. He learned Islamic sciences 
from a number ofvenurable scholars: Najm al-DTn Abii I:Iafa~ cumar al-Nasafi, I:Iisam 
al-DTn cumar b. CAbd al-CAzTz, Qiya' al-DTn MulJammad b. al-I:IusTn, Qawwam al-DTn 
Alpnad b. cAbd al-Rash Td al-BukharT, etc. He wrote several books in Islamic 
jurisprudence. One of his famous book is four volumes al-Hidayah Sharh Bidayat al-
MubtadT. The author took about thirteen years to complete this book, and the first person 
who read it was al-KardarT. The others of his works are: Majmiic al-Nawazil, al-TajnTs 
wa al-MazTd, al-Fara'id, al-Muntaqa, Bidayat al-MubtadT, Ki:fayat al-Muntaha, and 
Manasik al-Hajj. He died in 593H/1196M at eighty two years of age. See al-Hidayah, 
vol. I, pp.3-5; MulJammad b. al-I:Iasan al-I:lijaw T, al-Fikr al-Sam T, vol.4, p.21 0. 
MATRAF- He is Abii Mu~cab Matrafb. cAbd Allah b. Matrafb. Sulayman b. Yasar al-
MadanT al-MalikT, born in 139H/756M. He was a deaf person. He learned.fiqh from his 
maternal uncle (khal) Malik b. Anas, cubayd Allah b.c Umar, c Abd af- AzTz b. al-
Majishiin, Ibn AbTifizim, Ibn Dinar, Ibn Kinanah, Ibn al-MughTrah, etc. He and Ibn al-
Majishiin were recognized as two activefuqaha' who lived in same era to propagate the 
ideas of Malik in Medina, and many scholars travelled to pursue knowledge of them. He 
died in 220H/835M at 81 years of age. See al-ShTrazT, Tabagat al-Fuqaha', p.l53; 
MulJammad b. al-I:Iasan al-I:lijawT, al-Fikr al-Sam T, vol.3, p.ll4; al-BajT, Fusiil al-
Ahkam, p.I42. 
AL-MAWAQ- He is Abii cAbd Allah MulJammad b. Yiisufb. AbT al-Qasim al-cAbdarT 
al-GharnatT, widely known as al-Mawaq. He was a MalikT jurist and the author of a 
commentary on Mukhtasar KhalTl entitled al-Taj wa al-IklTlli Mukhtasar K.halTl which 
was printed together with Mawahib al-JalTl, written by al-I:IaUab. He died in the month 
ofRajab 897H/1491M. See MulJammad b. al-I:Iasan al-I:lijawT, al-Fikr al-SamT, vol.4, 
p.311. 
AL-MAWARDI- He is Abii al-Hasan cAlT b. Muhammad b. HabTb al-BasrT al-
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BaghdadT al-ShaficT, well-known as al-MawardT. He was born in B~ah in 364H/974M. 
He was appointed as the head of the judiciary under the Abbasid caliph al-Qa'im b. Amr 
Allah and he was one of the foremost ShaficT scholar in his era, and published a number 
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of books in Islamic jurisprudence, Quranic exegesis, principles of law and politics. His 
famous work which is still being used among scholars all over the world is al-Ahkam al-
Sul~anivvah wa al-Wilayah al-DTnivvah. He, in the beginning of his life, learned the 
subject ofjiqh from Ibn al-Qasim al-~aymarT al-QushayrT in Ba~rah, and then travelled 
to Baghdad and continued his study under the supervision of Abii Ham id al-Asfiran T/al-
AsfiraTnT there. He died in Baghdad in 450H/1058M on Tuesday, end of the RabTc al-
Awwal at eighty six years of age. Other famous works of his are al-HawT, Adab al-Dunya 
wa al-DTn, TafsTr al-Qur'an, al-Iqnac fT al-Madhhab, Qaniin al-Wizarah, and Siyasat al-
Mulk. See STdTMul]ammad al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, p.282; MulJammad b. al-
ljasan al-I:JijawT, al-Fikr al-SamT, vol.4, pp.387-388; al-ShTrazT, Tabaqat al-Fugaha', 
p.230; Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT, al-Aclam, vol.4, p.327; al-Subk T, Tabaqat al-Shaficiyyah 
al-Kubra, vol.5, p.267. • 
AL-MAWDUDI- He is Sayyid Abul Acla MawdiidT, born in 1321H/1903M. He was the 
most outstanding Islamic thinker and writer of his time. He started his public career as 
early as 13 3 7H/ 1918M. He devoted his entire life to expounding the meaning of Islam 
and to organizing a collective movement to establish the Islamic order. In his struggle, 
he had to pass through all kinds of suffering. Between 1368H/1948M-1387H/1967M, he 
was imprisoned in different prisons in Pakistan. In 1373H/1953M, he was also sentenced 
to death by a Martial Court for writing a seditious pamphlet, but, however this sentence 
was later commuted to life imprisonment. In 1360H/1941M, he founded Jamacat IslamT, 
of which he remained AmTr until 1392H/1972M. In his life, he wrote more than one 
hundred books including politics, human rights, Quranic exegesis, I:IadTth, cum kalam, 
etc. Among them are: TafhTm al-Qur'an, The Islamic Law and Constitution, Towards 
Understanding Islam, Islamic Way of Life, Human Rights in Islam, The Prophet of Islam, 
etc. He died in 1400H/September 1979M. See al-MawdiidT, TafhTm al-Our'an, vol. I, 
p.xix; al-MawdiidT, Human Rights in Islam, p.42. 
MUHAMMAD AL-SHARBINI AL-KHATIB- He is Shams al-DTn Muhammad b. 
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Alpnad al-SharbTnT al-QahirT al-ShaficT. A Shafi T scholar and knowledgeable in 
Quranic exegesis as well as pious and ascetic. He studied in Cairo under al-Shaykh 
Alpnad al-BurulsT, nicknamed as cumayrah, as well as Niir al-DTn al-MalJallT, Shams 
al-DTn al-RamlT, and others who authorized him to give formal legal opinions (ifta') and 
teaching (tadr Ts). He educated a multitude of scholars and his works won recognition 
among scholars all over the world, among the most famous of his works are four volumes 
Mughn T al-Muhtaj ila Macrifat MacanT Alffiz al-Minhaj, two volumes al-Iqnac fi Hall 
Alffiz Ab T Shujac, four volumes al-Siraj al-Mun Tr fi al-Icanah cala Macrifat Bacd Kalam 
Rabbina al-HakTm al-KabTr, Sharh Shawahid al-Qatr, Manasik al-Haii and TagrTrat cala 
al-Mutawwal fi cnm al-Balaghah. He died in Cairo in 977H/1570M. See MughnT al-
Muhtaj, vol.4, p.548; Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT, al-A clam, vo1.6, p.6. 
AL-MUNDHIR1- He is ZakTy al-DTn Abii Mul]ammad cAbd al-c~Tm b. cAbd al-QawT 
b. cAbd Allah b. SalamT al-MundhirT al-Mi~rT al-ShamT. He was descended from a 
family which dwelt in Syria, but he himself was born in Egypt, in the month of Shacban 
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5 81 H/November 1185M. He was a jurist who attained a profound knowledge of the 
Qur'an, ljadTth, Arabic literature, jurisprudence, and composed a Mucjam and other 
import~t works. ~e wrote also an abridgement of the imam Muslim's I}adith, a summary 
of ijad 1 ths published by Abu Dawud which was named as Mukhtasar Sunan Ab T 
Dawud, and a valuable treatise entitled al-Targh Tb wa al-Tarh Tb. He died in Egypt in 
656H/1258M. See Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-Acyan, vol. I, pp.l54-155; Mu!Jammad b. 
al-Ijasan al-IjijawT, al-Fikr al-SamT, vol.4, p.403. 
MU~TAFA AL-ZARQA'- He is Mu~tara b. AJpnad b. Mu!Jammad b. cuthman al-
Zarqa', born and grew up in a religious family. His father Alpnad b. Mu!Jammad b. 
cUthman al-Zarqa' who was born in 1285H/1868M and died in 1357H/1938M was an 
outstanding, reputable and revered Islamic scholar in his era in Syria. He was 
knowledgeable in Islamic jurisprudence especially in the I:JanafT school of law and wrote 
a valuable book on Islamic legal maxims: Sharh al-Qawacid al-Fiqhiyyah. Mu~tara is his 
son who inherits his brilliant intellect in Islamic sciences. He was at Damascus University 
as a lecturer for Western Civil law and Islamic Jurisprudence, and then moved to Jordan 
and had served as a lecturer there at the Department of Shar Tcah, the Jordan University 
until now. He has written a number of famous books among Muslim scholars, they are: 
al-Ficl al-Darr wa al-Daman fih, three volume of al-Madkhal al-Figh T al-cAmm, etc. 
AL-NAKHAcl- He is Abu cimran IbrahTm b. YazTd b. Qays al-Aswad 15. Umar b. 
RabTcah b. Harithah b. Sacd ibn Malik b. al-Nakhac al-Kufi, well-known as al-NakhacT 
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which was attributed to a famous qab Tlah in Yemen. He was the most prominent jurist 
of Kufah in the second generation of Islam. He was a knowledgeable Islamic scholar in 
u~iil al-fiqh and I}adTth, as well as pious, godfearing and ascetic. He died in 95H/713M 
or 96H/714M. See STdT Muhammad al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, p.282; 
Mu!Jammad b. al-Ijasan al-Ijija;T, al-Fikr al-Sam T, vol.2, pp.357-358; al-ShTrazT, 
Tabaqat al-Fugaha', p.83. 
AL-NASA'l- He is Abii cAbd al-Ralpnan AJpnad b. cAlT b. Shucayb b. cAlT b. Sinan b. 
Ba!Jr al-Nasa'T al-KhurasanT. He was born in Nasa, Persia in 215H/830M. He was a 
ShaficT scholar and a qarjT, one of a IjadTth master (a~ad al-a'immah al-~uff~), a 
reliable and pious person. Educated in J:IadTth by scholars like Qutaybah b. Sa eT d, Is!Jaq 
b. Rahawayh, Abu al-Qasim Tabaran T and others during travelling to Khurasan, Iraq, 
Syria, Egypt and the Arabian Peninsula. He wrote several valuable works like Sunan al-
Nasa'T or al-MujtabT (one of the kutub al-sittah), Kitab al-Duca!a' wa al-MatriikTn and 
al-Khasa'is i.e. Khasa'is AmTr al-Mu'minTn cAIT b. AbT Talib. He died in Mecca in 
303H/915M or 304H/916M and was buried between al-~a!a and al-Marwah. He was the 
last person who died among the authors of kutub al-sittah. See ST dT Mu!Jammad al-
MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, pp.323-324; Mu!Jammad b. al-Ijasan al-IjijawT, al-Fikr 
al-SamT, vol.3, p.96; al-SubkT, Tabaqat al-Shaficiyyah al-Kubra, vol.3, pp.l4-16. 
AL-NAWAWI- Abii Zakariyya Mu!Jy al-DTn Ya!Jya b. Sharaf b. MurrT b. Ij:asan b. 
HusTn b. Muhammad al-NawawT al-HizamT al-ShaficT, born in Nawa, a village in Sham, 
0 0 0 
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a part of Damascus in 631H/1233M. He is one of the most famous scholars of the ShaficT 
school. A JjadTth master, biographer, lexicologist, and ~ iifT. He went to Damascus with 
his father in 649H/1251 M to study Islamic sciences. He memorized the text of Abii Isl}aq 
al-ShTrazrs al-TanbTh in four months, then the first quarter ofal-Muhadhdhab in eight 
months. After that, he accompanied his father on the ~ajj, then visited Medina, and then 
returned to Damascus, where he assiduously devoted himself to mastering the Islamic 
sciences. He taught ShaficT law, ljadTth, fundamental jurisprudence, Arabic, and other 
subjects. He learned from more than twenty-two scholars of his time, including Abii al-
MacanTislJaq al-MaghribT, Kamal al-DTn al-ArbalT, cAbd al-Ra]pnan ibn Qudamah al-
Maqdis T, and others at a period of his life time in which, as al-Dhahab T notes: "His 
dedication to learning, night and day, became proverbial". Spending all his time in either 
worship or gaining knowledge, he took some twelve lessons a day, only dozed off in the 
night at moments when sleep overcame him, and drilled himself on the lessons he learned 
by heart while walking along the street. He wrote a number of great works in ShaficT 
jurisprudence, ijadTth, history and legal opinions, among the best known of which are 
his Minhaj al-JalibTn wa cumdat al-MuftTn, which has become a main reference for the 
ShaficT school. Others the famous are: Sharh SahTh Muslim, Riyaq al-SalihTn, al-
Adhkar, al-ArbacTn, al-Irshad fi cUliim al-HadTth, al-TagrTb, al-cUmdah fi Tash Th al-
Tanb Th, al-ldah fi al-Manasik, al-Fatawa, al-Majmiic Sharh al-Muhadhdhab, etc. He 
lived simply, and it is related that his entire wardrobe consisted of a turban and an ankle-
length shirt (thawb) with a single button at the collar. After a residence in Damascus of 
twenty-seven years, he returned the books he had borrowed from a charitable endowment, 
bade his friends farewell, visited the graves of his teachers who had died, and departed, 
going first to Jerusalem and then to his native Nawa, where he became ill at his father's 
home and died at fourty-four years of age on 27 Raj ab 676H/1277M at Wednesday night. 
He was young of age but great in benefit to Islam and Muslims. See MughnT al-Muhtaj, 
vol.4, pp.545-547; Mul;}ammad b. al-ijasan al-ljijawT, al-Fikr al-SamT, vol.4, p.406; 
STdTMulJammad al-MurTr, al-Abbath al-Samiyah, pp.324-325; al-ShTrazT, 'Tabaqat al-
Fugaha', pp.268-269; Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT, al-A clam, vol.8, p.l49. 
AL-QAJ}I- He is MulJammad b. al-ljusTn b. MulJammad b. K.halafb. Alpnad b. al-Farra' 
al-QacJT al-ljanbalT, widely known as Abii Yacla. He was born in Mu!Jarram 380H!March 
990M. He was afaqTh of the IfombalT school and a knowledgeable Muslim scholar in his 
era. He was a scholarly person in Quranic subjects, ijadTth, legal opinion and debate as 
well as ascetic, pious and godfearing. He was a famous qacJT in his epoch and produced 
reputable formal legal opinions. He wrote a number of outstanding works, among them 
are: al-Ahkam al-Sultaniyyah, Ahkam al-Our'an, ldah al-Bayan, Masa'il al-Iman, al-
Muctamad, al-Raddc ala al-Afu ariyyah, Kitab al-Tibb, etc., and died in Rama<;Jan 
458H/December 1 065M at 78 years of age. See Abii Yacla, al-Ahkam al-Sultanivvah, 
pp.IS-16. 
AL-QADURI- He is Abii al-ijasan Alpnad b. Mul)ammad al-QadiirT, a great ijanafi 
scholar in the fifth century. He was the author ofMukhtasar, renowned as Mukhtasar al-
QadiirT among Muslim scholars. It is in fact a commentary ofMukhtasar al-KarkhT. He 
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was also the author of al-Tajr T d: a work explaining the different opinions between Abii 
IjanTfah and al-ShaficT, al-TagrTb al-KabTr, and al-TagrTb al-SaghTr. He died in 
Baghdad in 428H/1036M. See Mul}ammad b. al-I}asan al-l}ijawT, al-Fikr al-SamT, vol.4, 
p.206. 
AL-QARAFI- He is Shihab al-DTn Abii al-cAbbas Ahmad b. IdrTs b. cAbd al-Salam ibn 
cAbd al-Ralpnan al-~unhajT al-BahnasT al-Mi~rT, widely known as al-Qarafi. He was 
one of the famous MalikT scholars and was knowledgeable in Islamic sciences:.fiqh, usiil 
and also in logical sciences (al-culiim al-caqliyyah). A ShaficT jurist cizz al-DTn cAbd ~1-
Salam was under him as a student and learned a few subjects of Islamic sciences. He died 
in 684H/1285M and was buried in Qarafah. His works are: al-DhakhTrah, al-Furiig, 
Sharh al-Tahdh Tb, al-Tang Th fi al-Usul, Sharh al-Jallab fi al-Fiqh, and Sharh Mahsiil 
al-Raz 1. See Mu~ammad b. al-Ijasan al-I:IijawT, al-Fikr al-Sam T, vol.4, p.273; STdT 
Mu~ammad al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, pp.319-320. 
AL-RAMLI- He is Shams al-DTn Muhammad b. AbT al-cAbbas Ahmad b. Hamzah b. 
Shihab al-DTn al-RamlT al-Mi~rT al-An~arT, renowned as "al-ShaficT al-~aghTr" (the 
junior al-ShaficT). He was recognized as reformer (mujaddid) in tenth century of the 
Hijrah. He studied Islamic sciences under the supervision of Zakariyya al-An~arT, al-
Burhan b. AbT SharTf, AlJmad b. al-Najjar al-I}anbalT, etc. He wrote a number of works, 
among them are the eight volume Nihayat al-Muhtaj ila Sharh al-Minhaj, Sharh al-
Bahjah, £Umdat al-Rabih, Sharh Mansik al-NawawT, Sharh al-Zubad, etc. He died in 
1 004H/1595M at 85 years of age. See Muljammad b. al-Ijasan al-I:IijawT, al-Fikr al-
Sam T, vol.4, pp.420-421. 
SAFWAN B. YAcLA B. UMAYYAH- He is Safwan b. Umayyah b. Khalafb. Wahb, 
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a companion of the Prophet. He entered Islam after the conquest of Mecca. He related 
thirteen I}adTths from the Prophet, and died in Mecca in 41H/661M. See Khayr al-DTn 
al-ZiriklT, al-Aclam, vol.3, p.205; ~afiy al-DTn A~ad b. 1\.bd Allah al-KhuzrajT, 
Khulasat Tadhh Tb Tahdh Tb al-Kamal, p.174. 
SAHNUN- He is Abu SacTd c Abd al-Salam b. Sfl Td Sahnun al-TanukhT al-MalikT, 
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nicknamed as SalJniin, born in 160H/776M. His first study of Islamic sciences was under 
the traditional scholars ofQayrawan of his day, among them were Abii Kharijah, Bahliil, 
cAlT b. Ziyad, Ibn Ghanim, lbn AbT KarTmah, etc., and then he learned under the 
supervision of Ibn al-Qasim, lbn W ahb, Ashhab, after which he succeeded to the 
leadership of scholarship (al-ri'asah al-cilm) of the West and head of the judiciary in 
Qayrawan. He produced a very valuable work in the MalikT school, well-known as al-
Mudawwanah al-Kubra, through which the opinions ofMalik spread out into Africa and 
the West. He died in 240H/854H, and left a son who had followed his steps to be a 
famous Islamic jurist, and his name is Muljammad b. Salpliin. See Muljammad b. al-
Ijasan al-IjijawT, al-Fikr al-SamT, vo1.3, pp.l17-118; STdT Muljammad al-MurTr, al-
Abhath al-Samiyah, p.310; al-ShTrazT, Tabagat al-Fuqaha', p.160. 
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SAMURAH B. JUNDAB- He is Samurah b. Jundab b. HilaJ al-FazarT al-SahabT a 
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companion of the Prophet and a native ofBasrah. Ibn cAbd al-Barr stated: "He is one of 
the I:Juffiif (ofljadTths)". He died in B~rah, b~t according to another opinion, he died in 
Kiifah in 58H/677M or 59H/678M. See ~afiy al-DTn al-KhuzrajT, Khulasat TadhhTb 
Tahdh Tb al-Kamal, p.156. 
AL-SARAKHSI- He is Shams al-A'immah Abii Bakr Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Sahl al-
Sarakhs T al-I:Ianafi. He was a great I:Ianafi scholar, mujt~hid, judge, ~d the author of 
the encyclopaedia al-Mabsiit (the Extensive), whose thirty volumes he dictated to 
students from an underground cell where he was imprisoned in Uzjand near Fergana (in 
present day Uzbeck) for advising a local chief in the matter of religion. This thirty 
volumes of al-Mabsiit has nowadays been published in Beirut and Cairo in fifteen 
bindings. He wrote a number of outstanding works in the I:Ianafi jurisprudence and 
methodological principles ofjiqh, among them are Sharh al-Siyar al-KabTr and Usiil al-
SarakhsT. He died in Fergana in 483H/1090M. See Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT, al-Aclam, 
vol.5, p.315; Mu~ammad b. al-I:Iasan al-l:lijawT, al-Fikr al-Sam T, vol.4, p.209. 
AL-SHAcBI- He is Abii cAmrii c.Amir b. Sharal].Tl b. cAbd al-ShacbT al-IjimyarT al-Kiifi, 
widely known as al-ShacbT, born in 19H/640M. He was one of the cuzama' al-tabrTn and 
was one of the famous scholars ofljadTth in Kiifah in his time. Al-ZuhrT states: "There 
are four scholars: SacTd b. al-Musayyab in MadTnah, cAmir al-Sha~T in Kiifah, al-Ijasan 
b. AbT al-Ijasan in B~ah, and Makhiil in Sham". He was a knowledgeable scholar. Abii 
al-l}u~ayn describes him: "I have never seen someone who is cleverer than al-Shacb T". 
He died in 103H/721M or 104H/722M or 107H/725M or 110H/728M. See al-ShTrazT, 
Tabagat al-Fugaha', p.82; Mu~ammad b. al-l}asan al-l}ijawT, al-Fikr al-Sam T, vol.2, 
p.358; Ki!ayat al-Akhyar, p. 78. 
AL-SHAFicl- He is Abii cAbd Allah MuJ:ammad b. IdrTs b. al£ Abbas b.c Uthman b. 
ShafiCTb. al-Sa'ib b. cubayd b. CAbd YazTd b. Hashim b. al-Mugalib b. CAbd al-Manaf 
al-QurashT al-Makk T al-ShaficT. Thus, he was descended from the great-grandfather of 
the Prophet. He was born in 150H/767M in Gaza, Palestine. He is the mujtahid of his 
time, one of the most brilliant and original legal scholar mankind has ever known. He 
brought to Mecca as an orphan when two years old and raised there by his mother in 
circumstance of extreme poverty and want. He memorized the Qur'an at the age of seven, 
the Muwatta' of Malik b. Anas at ten, and was authorized to give formal legal opinion 
(jatw8) at the age of fifteen by his shaykh, Muslim b. Khalid al-ZinjT, the muftT of 
Mecca. He travelled to Medina and studied under Malik, and then to Baghdad, where he 
was the student ofMutrunmad b. al-Ijasan al-ShaybanT, the colleague of Abii l}anTfah. 
In Baghdad, al-ShaficT produced his first school of jurisprudence (al-madhhab al-qadTm). 
And then al-ShaficT travelled with his books and belongings to Cairo and produced his 
second school of thought, i.e. al-madhhab al-jadTd. He studied and taught Islamic 
subjects in Cairo until his death at fifty-three years of age in 204H/820M. His first work 
is al-Risalah and then al-Umm. See Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT, al-A clam, vol.6, p.26; al-
ShacranT, al-cabaqat al-Kubra, vol. I, pp.S0-52; STdT M~ammad al-MurTr, al-Abhath 
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al-Samiyah, pp.220-221; al-ShTrazT, Tabagat al-Fugaha', pp.71-73. 
AL-~HAY~AN!- ~e is Abii cAbd Allah Mu1Jammad b. al-ljasan al-Farqad al-ShaybanT, 
born In Was It, Iraq In 132H/749M. The word "al-ShaybanT" was attributed to a famous 
tribal group "Shayban". He was grew up in Kiifah where he first met Abii HanTfah, 
learned Islamic jurisprudence from him and joined his school of thought. He ~as also 
educated in Islamic jurisprudence by Abii Yiisuf. He was a mujtahid and learned HadT th 
from Mascar, Sufyan al-ThawrT, Malik b. DTnar, Malik b. Anas, al-Awza T, R~br ah, 
Abii Yiisuf, etc. Then he became one of the greatest figures in the history of Islamic 
jurisprudence. He moved to Baghdad and was appointed by Hariin al-Rash Td to the 
position of the judiciary. He had powerful intellect about Qur'an and I:IadTth, Arabic 
language and its grammar, and mathematics. He died in 189H/804M or in another view 
187H/802M in Rayy, Baghdad at 55 years of age. He wrote a large number of works: al-
Jamic al-SaghTr, al-Jamic al-KabTr, al-AmalT, Kitab al-Asl known as al-Mabsiit, al-Siyar 
al-KabTr, al-Athar, al-Hujjah or al-Hujaj, al-Muwatta', etc. See al-Jamic al-SaghTr, p.34; 
al-Sh 1razT, Tabagat al-Fugaha', p.142; Mu!Jammad b. al-I:Iasan al-l:lijawT, al-Fikr al-
Sam1, vol.2, pp.512-514; STdT MuQ.ammad al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, p.314; 
Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT, al-A clam, vol.6, p.80. 
AL-SHIBRAMALSI- He is Abii al-Qiya' Niir al-DTn cAlT b. c AlT al-Shibramals1 al-
QahirT. His most famous work is I:Iashiyah, a commentary of the work of al-Nawaw 1's 
Minhaj al-TalibTn wa cumdat al-MuftTn. His I}ashiyah has been printed with Nihayat al-
Muhtaj written by al-RamlT and ljashiyah written by al-Maghrib T al-Rash Td1 and 
published in eight volumes. He died in 1 087H/1676M. 
AL-SHIRAZI- He is IbrahTm b. cAlTb. Yiisufal-FayriizabadT al-ShTrazT, known by the 
surname of Abii IsQ.aq, nicknamed as Jamal al-DTn, widely known as Abii IslJaq al-
Sh Traz 1, born in Fayriizabad, Persia in 393H/1 003M. He is one of the most popular 
scholars in the ShaficT school, a teacher and debater. He studied in Sh 1 raz and Ba§rah 
before coming to Baghdad. In ShTraz, he leamedfiqh from Abii cAbd Allah al-BayqawT 
(d. 424H/1032M), Abii AlJmad cAbd al-Wahhab b. MuQ.ammad b. RamTn al-Baghdad1 
(d. 430H/1038M), etc., and in Ba§rah from al-JazarT. He went to Baghdad in 
415H/1024M at 22 years of age and learned.fiqh, u~ill, l}adTth, etc. from a number of 
scholars there, and he displayed his genius in Islamic jurisprudence, becoming the muft T 
of the Islamic community of his time. He was also appointed as the Shaykh of the al-
Nif8-miyyah Academy which the waz Tr Ni?fun al-Mulk built in Baghdad to accommodate 
Abii IsQ.aq's students. He wrote many works, among the most famous of them is his al-
Muhadhdhab fi Fiqh al-Imam al-ShaficT which took him fourteen years (from 455H-
469H) to produce, and which has been commented on by al-NawawT and known as al-
Majmiic Sharh al-Muhadhdhab. Others are al-Tanb Th fi al-Figh, al-Tabsirah, al-Nukat 
fT al-Khilaf, al-Lumac wa Sharhuh, al-MaCUnah, al-Mulakhkhis/al-TalkhTs, Tabagat al-
Fugaha', Nash Ahl al-cllm, etc. He died at Wednesday night on 12 JamadT al-Akhir 
476H/1083M at 83 years of age, and Abii al-Wa!a' b. cAqTl al-l}anbalT managed his 
body. See al-Muhadhdhab, vol. I, pp.3-11; MulJamrnad b. al-ljasan al-IjijawT, al-Fikr al-
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SamT, vol.4, pp.390-391; al-ShTrazT, Tabagat al-Fugaha', pp.5-7. 
SHURA YI:I- He is Abii Umayyah Shuray~ b. al-l}arth al-KindT, was a famous judge of 
the first century ofHijrah. He was appointed as a qarflby Caliph cumar b. al-Khattab in 
Kiifah. He served in that position for long period of time, seventy five years, ~til al-
l}ajjaj asked him to resign from that position. Al-Shacb T states: "He is the cleverest 
person among people in giving judgement and also an eloquent poet". He died in 
80H/699M or 87H/705M. See Mul]ammad b. al-I}asan al-IjijawT, al-Fikr al-SamT, vol.2, 
pp.314-315; al-ShTrazT, Tabagat al-Fugaha', pp.80-81. 
AL-TAHA Wl- He is Abii Jacfar Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Salamah b. cAbd al-Malik al-
AzdT al-TalJawT, born in 238M/85iM or 229W843M. Al-T~wT means native ofTalJa, 
which is a town in Upper Egypt and al-AzdT signifies sprung from Azd, a great and 
renowned tribe in Yemen. He was a scholar of the Hanaff school and became head of the 
Ijanaff jurists in Egypt. He had been a follower of the ShaficT school, and taken lessons 
from al-MuzanT- a student of al-ShaficT. Even though he differed in opinion from al-
MuzanT, he was the son of the sister of al-Muzan T. According to him, he preferred Abii 
l}an Tfah's doctrines because he saw his uncle (al-Muzan T) pore over the works of Abii 
IjanTfah. He wrote a number of instructive books, such as Ikhtilafal-cUlama', Ahkam al-
Qur'an, Macan T al-Athar, al-Shuriit, etc. He died in Cairo on Thursday 1st of Dhii al-
Qacdah 321H/933M and was buried in the Qarafah where his tomb can still be seen. See 
Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat al-Ayan, vol. I, pp.l07-110; Mul]ammad b. al-l}asan al-l}ijawT, 
al-Fikr al-SamT, vol.3, p.l08; al-ShTrazT, Tabagat al-Fugaha', p.l48. 
TA WUS- He is Abii cAbd al-Ral]man ]awus b. Kaysan al-Y aman T al-JundT al-AnbadT 
al-KhulanT al-HazanT al-l}umayrT al-FasT, one of tab{Tn who was knowledgeable of 
fiqh and IjadTth, and was known for his boldness in admonishing the rulers. Ibn c Abbas 
stated: "I suppose that Tawus is one of inhabitants of paradise". c Amr b. D T nar said: "I 
have never seen someone like him". He died in Mecca 106H/724M or 105H/723M. See 
Mu1Jammad b. al-I}asan al-ljijawT, al-Fikr al-Sam T, vo1.2, p.369; al-MawdiidT, TafhTm 
al-Qur'an, vol.l, p.324; al-ShTrazT, Tabagat al-Fuqaha', p.65; STdT Mu!Jammad al-
MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, pp.314-315. 
AL-THAWRI- He is Abii CAbd Allah Sufyan b. sacTd b. Masriiq al-ThawrT al-Kiifi, 
born in 75H/694M or 77H/696M or according to Ibn Khallikan, he was born in 
95H/713M or 96H/714M or 97H/715M. He was one ofthe most outstanding scholars of 
l}adlth in the second century of Islam, as well as knowledgeable in fiqh, pious and 
godfearing. His father began educating him while young and he studied under nearly six 
hundred shaykhs like Abii Is!Jaq al-SabTcT, al-Acmash, etc., the most important of whom 
were those who transmitted IjadTths from Companions of the Prophet like Abii Hurayrah, 
JarTr b. cAbd Allah, Ibn cAbbas, and others. A number of principal Imams took ljadTths 
from him, such as Jacfar al-~adTq, Abii IjanTfah, al-Aw:zacT, Shucbah, Ibn Juray!J, Malik 
and others. He died in 161H/777M in Ba~ah. See Mu1Jammad b. al-I}asan al-ljijawT, al-
Fikr al-SamT, vol.2, pp.438-439; Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT, al-Aclam, vol.3, pp.104-105; 
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al-Sh Traz T, Tabagat al-Fugaha', pp.85-86. 
cUMAR B. AL-KHATTAB- He is AmTr al-Mu'minTn Abii Hafs cumar b. al-Khattab 
• ....-
0 
0 ....... 0 0 00 
1bn Nufayl al-Qurash1 al-cAdaw1, born forty years before the Hijrah (584M) in Mecca. 
He was one of the greatest companions of the Prophet, as renowned for his tremendous 
personal courage and steadfastness as for his fairness in giving judgements. He converted 
to Islam five/six years before the emigration to Medina at twenty six years of age. He was 
stabbed by a slave al-ShaqTy Fayriiz Abii Lu'luah cAbd al-MughTrah b. Shucbah while 
performing the dawn prayer and died three nights later in 23H/644M. See STdT 
MuQammad al-MurTr, al-Abhath al-Samiyah, p.218; MulJammad b. al-l}asan al-l}ijaw T, 
al-Fikr al-SamT, vol. I, pp.237-241; al-ShTrazT, Tabaqat al-Fuqaha', pp.19-21; Khayr al-
DTn al-ZiriklT, al-A clam, vol.5, pp.45-46. 
W AHBAH- He is Wahbah al-ZuljaylT, an outstanding contemporary culami' in this era 
and the author of a number of books on various subjects of the Islamic sciences including 
fiqh, u~ iil al-:fiqh, Quranic exegesis, etc. He is currently a lecturer at the Faculty of 
SharFah, University of Damascus. He pursued his Phd. degree at Cairo University and 
achieved success with first class in the year of 1382H/1963M with an excellent thesis: 
Athar al-Harb fi al-Figh al-Islam T: Dirasah Mugaranah. His Phd. thesis has been 
published by Dar al-Fikr, Damshiq. His other works are eight volumes al-Figh al-Islam T 
wa Adillatuh, Na~ariyyat al-Daman, Nazariyyat al-Qariirah al-Sharciyyah, al-Was Tt fi 
Usiil al-Fiqh, al-Nusiis al-Fighiyyah al-Mukhtarah, Nizam al-Islam, al-cAlaqat al-
Dawliyyah fi al-Islam, TafsTr al-MunTr, etc. 
YAijYA B. MAciN- He is Abii Zakariyya Ya!Jya b. MacTn b.c Awn al-MurrT al-
BaghdadT al-l}afi~, a native of Baghdad and a celebrated ~ifi~. He was a transmitter of 
l}adTths of the highest authority, deeply learned and noted for the exactitude of his 
information. A number of the most eminent Islamic jurists learned IjadT ths from him and 
taught them on his authority. Among them were al-BukharT, Muslim, Abii Dawud, and 
others . .AIJmad b. I}anbal declared: "Every l}adTth which is not known to Yal]ya b. MacTn 
is not a l}adith". Ibn MacTn heard l}adTths delivered by Abd Allah b. al-Mubarak, 
Sufyan b. cuyaynah and others of the same class. He went to Mecca and made the ~ajj, 
after which, he returned to Medina and died there on the 22nd ofDhii al-l}ijjah 233H/28 
Julay 847M and was buried in the Baq Tc cemetery. When he died, he left one hundred 
and thirty cases filled with books and four water-jar stands also filled with books. See Ibn 
Khallikan, Wafayat al-Ayan, vol.4, pp.24-27; MulJammad b. al-ljasan al-I}ijawT, al-Fikr 
al-Sam T, vol.3, pp.82-83. 
AL-ZA YLA cJ_ He is Fakhr al-DTn cuthman b. c AlT al-Zayl~ T al-l}anafi, one of the 
famous I}anaff scholars. He went to Cairo in 705H/1305M, taught and produced his legal 
opinions there. He died in Cairo in 743H/1342M. Among his outstanding works are 
TabyTn al-Haga'ig Sharh Kanz al-Daga'iq and Barakat al-Kalam cala AbadTth al-Ahkam. 
See Khayr al-DTn al-ZiriklT, al-Aclam, vol.4, p.273. 
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ZUFAR- He is Abi.i al.:.Huzayl Zufar b. al-Huzayl b. Qays al-Ki.iff al-cAnbarT al-BazatT 
al-TamTmT al-Ba~T, born in 110H/728M. He was a great disciple of Abi.i l}anTfah and 
acknowledged that al-qiyas was a source of ~ukm. He was, in the beginning, ahl al-
lfadTth and then became ahl ra'y. He died in 158H/774M at 48 years of age. See al-
ShTdizT, Tabaqat al-Fuqaha', pp.l41-142; MuQammad b. al-l}asan al-l}ijawT, al-Fikr al-
SamT, vol.2, p.514. 
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